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Foreword
The year 2013 has been exceptional - in two extreme ways.
On one hand, we witnessed important progress in the technological devel-
opments for the accelerator and detector components for FAIR, the Facility
for Antiproton and Ion Research, the future project of GSI and the inter-
national science community in the fields of hadron and nuclear sciences as
well as for many applications in atomic and biophysics and material research.
Several Technical Design reports have been concluded in 2013 (i.e. CBM Sili-
con Tracking Stations). From the Manne-Siegbahn-Laboratory in Stockholm
the CRYRING storage ring has been delivered to the future FAIR accelerator
facility. This storage ring will be assembled first at the existing GSI facility
to conduct experiments and machine tests. Elaborate alterations of GSI’s
large ring accelerator SIS18 have been concluded end of 2013 after one year
of work which included in particular the installation of a new accelerator
cavity.
On the other hand, the necessary focussing of GSI on the FAIR project
came with a price: no beam time at GSI and financial support in the re-
search department at the bare minimum. Despite these less than optimal
conditions, my colleagues in the research department have reached many sci-
entific firsts, based on experiments performed in earlier years or outside of
GSI and very often supported by collaborations with the Helmholtz Insti-
tutes in Jena and Mainz or within the HIC4FAIR excellence initiative and
the Helmholtz Alliance ’Cosmic Matter in the Laboratory’. This report sum-
marizes the achieved scientific highlights and the path taken by the research
department towards FAIR.
I am grateful to my colleagues for not having lost the motivation accepting
the severe cuts in the ongoing research activities and maintaining their drive
for our joint goal in 2020: to open up an unprecedented science program at
the international FAIR facility in Darmstadt.
Karlheinz Langanke
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Investigation of two-particle correlations in p+93Nb collisions at
Ekin = 3.5GeV∗
O. Arnold1,2, L. Fabbietti1,2 for the HADES collaboration
1Physik Department E12, Technische Universita¨t Mu¨nchen, James-Franck-Str. 1, 85748 Garching, Germany;
2Excellence Cluster ’Origin and Structure of the Universe’, Boltzmannstr. 2, 85748 Garching, Germany
With the HADES setup the reaction p+93Nb was mea-
sured in September 2008, where the proton had a kinetic
energy of 3.5 GeV (√sNN = 3.18 GeV). This rather mod-
erate energy gives us the possibility to study the production
and interaction of particles at small excess energies.
Studying two-particle correlation functions at small rel-
ative momenta provide information about the spatio-
temporal extent of the particle emitting source. Originally,
the formalism of intensity interferometry was developed
for astrophysical investigations to measure the angular size
of stars [1]. Nowadays, the technique is mainly applied in
the field of heavy-ion physics to gain information about the
highly excited matter state and its properties created during
the collision of the two nuclei.
The basic idea of femtoscopy is to deduce effects of fi-
nal state interactions (FSI) from phase-space correlations
of emitted particles. In low energy p+A systems we ex-
pect no contributions from collective effects to the particle
emission like flow or energetic jets. Because of this reason,
we are in the position to study only FSI of different particle
species and do not have to consider effects from physical
non-femtoscopic sources.
FSI can be studied with correlation functions, which are
defined as the ratio of the two-particle probability divided
by the uncorrelated probabilities:
C(p1,p2) =
P (p1,p2)
P (p1)P (p2)
, (1)
where pi is the single-particle momentum of the particle i.
Whenever this ratio deviates from unity one measures par-
ticle correlations.
We started to study the correlation function between iden-
tical particles to have a benchmark for more complex cor-
relation functions like p-Λ [2]. This would enable a study
of the YN interaction in terms of scattering lengths. For
protons, three correlation classes enter in Eq. (1): quan-
tum statistics, Coulomb and strong interaction. The Pauli
exclusion principle and Coulomb interaction both act re-
pulsively between protons which shows up in the correla-
tion function as a suppression of the correlation signal at
very low relative momenta (k < 10 MeV/c). The attrac-
tive strong interaction acts mainly via the s-wave channel
and leads to an enhancement of the correlation signal at
around k ≈ 20 MeV/c. The height of the correlation peak
(C(k = 20 MeV/c)) is inversely proportional to the length
of homogeneity RG (often called source size) which will
∗Work supported by Helmholtz funds VH-NG-330 and Excellence
Cluster ’Universe’
be deduced in future work. Fig. 1 displays the preliminary
result of proton-proton correlations measured in the p+Nb
system, which shows the characteristic functional shape as
discussed above.
For identical negative pions one expects a positive correla-
tion signal at small relative momenta due to Bose-Einstein
statistics, which leads to an attraction as is seen in Fig. 1
where the correlation function shows an increase at low k
and stays positive. However, this signal is still distorted by
the repulsive Coulomb interaction. For pions, one can cor-
rect this effect by folding the Coulomb wave function with
a source parametrization. This correction will be part of
our future work.
To summarize, we have reconstructed the correlation func-
tion for protons and negative pions. In the next step, we
have to correct this functions for certain detector deficien-
cies and will then compare them to theoretical models. For
the p-Λ correlation function we determined the number of
Λs which can be used for the correlation study to about
5× 105 with a signal-to-background ratio of 1.23.
Figure 1: Proton-proton (upper) and π−π− (lower) corre-
lation function.
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Kaon in-medium potential probed in proton-nucleus reactions∗
J.-C. Berger-Chen1,2, L. Fabbietti1,2, K. Lapidus†1,2 for the HADES collaboration
1Physik Department E12, TU Mu¨nchen, James-Franck-Str. 1, 85748 Garching, Germany; 2Excellence Cluster
“Universe”, TU Mu¨nchen, Boltzmannstr. 2, 85748 Garching, Germany
Insight into the fundamental properties of the strong in-
teraction in the low energy domain — confinement and
broken chiral symmetry — might be gained with measure-
ments of hadron in-medium properties. Of particular in-
terest in this context are light vector mesons (ρ, ω, φ) and
(anti)kaons. Modifications of the kaon (K+, K0) spectral
function in a baryonic environment do not show substantial
broadening and are characterized by a positive and den-
sity dependent mass shift reaching 25-35 MeV at nuclear
ground state density [1].
A number of experiments recently addressed this issue
and deduced a repulsive potential of 25 to 40 MeV based
on a comparison of data to microscopic transport model
calculations [2, 3]. Thus, the magnitude of the kaon poten-
tial remains unsettled in spite of relative simplicity of the
underlying kaon-nucleon interaction.
The HADES collaboration addressed the issue of
the momentum-dependent kaon potential with the high-
statistics data on neutral kaon production (reconstructed
via the short-lived component K 0S) collected in proton-
niobium collisions at a beam energy of 3.5 GeV. As a refer-
ence measurement data obtained in proton-proton reactions
at the same beam energy have been used.
Kinematical distributions of kaons were measured in a
broad region of the phase space. Figure 1 shows the (ef-
ficiency corrected and normalized) transverse momentum
spectrum in a selected rapidity bin (the complete rapidity
span amounts to yCM ∈ (−0.85, 0.35)).
The effect of the kaon potential as follows from ChPT
was studied by comparing the data to results obtained with
the GiBUU transport model [4], parameters of which (kaon
production cross sections) were tuned to reproduce the ref-
erence proton-proton measurement. Two sets of calcula-
tions (with and without the kaon potential) are shown in
Fig. 1. The strength of the ChPT potential at normal nu-
clear density for the kaon at rest is ≈ 35 MeV.
The comparison was done in all rapidity bins and the
agreement of the experimental data with the transport
model simulations was quantified by means of a χ2-
analysis. Simulations including the ChPT potential deliver
a significantly lower χ2 value as compared to calculations
without potential. Moreover, and this is a distinct feature
of the present study, variations of the uncertain parameters
of the model (such as, for example, kaon yield in neutron-
proton reactions) have been performed. For each set of
physical parameters, calculations that include the potential
∗Work supported by BMBF and the Excellence Cluster “Universe”.
† kirill.lapidus@ph.tum.de
Figure 1: K0 transverse momentum spectrum recon-
structed in proton-niobium collisions in a selected rapid-
ity bin. Experimental data are shown with black markers.
GiBUU calculations without and with the kaon ChPT po-
tential are shown by dashed and solid curve, respectively.
consistently result in lower χ2-values.
To summarize, the K0 kinematical distributions recon-
structed in proton-niobium collisions favour the GiBUU
transport model calculations that incorporates the ChPT
prediction for the potential.
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Search for a ”ppK−” bound state in p+p collisions∗
E. Epple1,2, L. Fabbietti1,2, and the HADES collaboration1
1Excellence Cluster ’Universe’, Mu¨nchen, Germany; 2Physik Department E12, Technische Universita¨t Mu¨nchen
We report, here, on the progress in our analysis of data
taken with the HADES detector. As described in last year’s
GSI Scientific report [1], we have reconstructed ∼20.000
pK+Λ events that were produced in p+p reactions at a
beam kinetic energy of 3.5 GeV. To describe the measured
observables we have employed a PWA analysis [2]. In this
analysis several transition amplitudes, including the pro-
duction of the pK+Λ final state via the decay of various
N* resonances, were fitted to the events. A good descrip-
tion of the data was obtained and presented in [1]. We have
now performed a more refined statistical analysis of the ex-
perimental event yield.
The main motivation for the presented analysis is the
possibility of a kaonic nuclear bound state production via:
p + p → K+ + ”ppK−”→ p + K+ + Λ (1)
If the kaonic cluster would be abundantly produced and
fairly narrow the pΛ invariant mass distribution could show
a signal of the latter. Due to the intense debate if the state is
deeply or shallow bound and whether it is narrow or broad,
experimental data are needed to clarify the theoretical situ-
ation. In the following the methods and results of the anal-
ysis procedure are presented.
No new signal but an upper limit
A signal in the data would manifest itself as a deviation
of the data from a model which does not contain such a
signal. This type of model is called a null hypothesis H0
and is, in our case, constructed by the PWA solutions that
were obtained by a fit to the experimental data. The H0
hypothesis is illustrated in the upper panel of Figure 1 as
gray band overlaid to the experimental data points. The
solution includes the systematic variation of the transition
waves included in the PWA fit. The lower panel of Figure
1 illustrates the local p-value as a function of the pΛ in-
variant mass. The p-value was calculated from a Pearson
χ2-variable and expresses the agreement between data and
model. This agreement can be translated into an equiva-
lent significance (nσ). The equivalent significance also pre-
sented in the lower figure shows that the data are in agree-
ment with the model within a range of 3σ. There is no
significant deviation from the H0 hypothesis and, thus, an
additional signal is not required to describe the data. The
mass point at M=2600 MeV/c2 shows a deviation larger
than 3σ. This is, however, a downward fluctuation of the
data in respect to the model.
∗This research was supported by VH-NG-330 and the DFG cluster of
excellence ’Origin and Structure of the Universe’
Figure 1: Upper panel: subset of the data shown together
with the PWA solution including systematic uncertainties.
Lower panel: local p0-value of the H0 hypothesis.
The last step in the data analysis is to include an addi-
tional signal to the PWA solution to obtain a new hypoth-
esis H1. This was done for several masses, widths, transi-
tion properties and production strengths of the kaonic clus-
ter. The new hypothesis H1 was compared to the data and
only those values of H1 were accepted that lie within a cer-
tain confidence limit. The values of production strength
rejected by this test build the upper limit of the production
strength of a ”ppK−” in p+p collisions at 3.5 GeV. The
results will be presented in an upcoming publication.
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A new upper limit on the rare decay η → e+e− ∗
M. Gumberidze1, and R. Holzmann2 for the HADES collaboration
1TU Darmstadt, Germany; 2GSI, Germany
Introduction
Experimental measurements of neutral pseudoscalar me-
son decays into lepton pairs (P → l+l−) and their compar-
ison with theoretical predictions offer an interesting way
to study long-distance dynamics and to probe new physics
interactions.
The direct decay of the π0 and η mesons into a lepton
pair (e+e− or μ+μ−) proceeds in leading order through
a 2-photon intermediate state. As the e+e− decay is fur-
thermore strongly suppressed by helicity conservation, it is
very hard to observe. So far only the π 0 → e+e− decay
has been observed by the KTeV collaboration [1], whereas
for the η only an upper limit of the branching is given.
The latest value on the eta branching has been set to
< 5.6 × 10−6 at CL = 90 % by the HADES collaboration
[2,3]. This is still four orders of magnitude above calcula-
tions based on chiral perturbation theory and quark models
which put this branch at BRQCDη→e+e− ' 5× 10−9 [4,5].
HADES search for a direct η decay
Using inclusive dilepton data measured in 3.5 GeV p+Nb
collisions [6] we have derived a new upper limit for the
branching ratio of the direct η decay. Fig. [1] shows the in-
variant mass distribution of e+e− pairs (within the HADES
acceptance) in the η mass range. The data points were fitted
with a model function consisting of a 5th-order polynomial
and a Gauss peak of fixed position Mee and fixed width
σ(M) = fwhm/2.35. Here Mee is the nominal mass of
the η (548 MeV) and σ is the known mass resolution of the
HADES detector. Already from the fits it is apparent that
no significant peak is present in our data. Consequently,
a statistical likelihood-based test was used to determine at
a given Confidence Level (CL) an upper limit (UL) for a
possible η signal [7,8].
The present analysis of our p+Nb data allows to set an
improved limit (CL = 90%) at 2.5× 10−6. Combining the
p+p [2] and p+Nb [6] results, a final limit of 2.3×10−6 can
be given, i.e. about a factor 2.5 lower than the actual PDG
value, but still a far way above theoretical predictions [4,5]
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Figure 1: Zoom into the η peak region of the invariant-mass
distribution of e+e− pairs reconstructed in the p(3.5GeV)
+ Nb reaction. The data is fitted with a polynomial (dashed
black curve) onto which a gaussian signal of strength S set
equal to the found upper limit (CL=90%) of BRη→e+e− <
2.5× 10−6 is superimposed (solid red and pink curves).
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Searching a Dark Photon with HADES ∗
R. Holzmann†1, M.Gumberidze2 for the HADES collaboration
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2TU Darmstadt, Germany
Introduction
The unexpected excess observed at high momenta in
the cosmic e+/e− flux [1] can not easily be reconciled
with known astrophysical sources. Alternative explana-
tions have been proposed, in particular scenarios in which
the excess radiation stems from the annihilation of weakly
interacting dark matter particles [2]. There is indeed com-
pelling evidence from various astronomical and cosmologi-
cal observations [3] that non-baryonic matter of some sort,
so-called dark matter (DM), is responsible for 20-25% of
the total energy density in the Universe. To accommo-
date DM in elementary particle theory and to allow it to
interact with visible matter, the Standard Model (SM) must
be extended, e.g. with an additional sector characterized
by another U(1)′ gauge symmetry [4]. The correspond-
ing vector gauge boson — called U boson or dark photon
— could thereby mediate the annihilation of DM particles
into charged lepton pairs. The mixing parameter  relating
the respective coupling strengths α‘ and α of the dark and
SM photons to visible matter (2 = α′/α) is expected to
be of order 10−2 − 10−8 [5]. A number of experimental
searches have been conducted looking at e+e− pair distri-
butions produced either in electron scattering [6, 7] or in
the electromagnetic decays of light mesons [8,9]. Finally,
from the very precisely measured values of the anomalous
gyromagnetic factor (g− 2) of the muon and electron [10],
additional constraints can be put on the allowed range of
the mixing parameter  and the mass MU [11].
The HADES dark photon search
We present results of a search for a narrow U → e−e+
decay signal in dielectron spectra obtained with HADES
in 3.5 GeV p+p and p+Nb reactions, as well as in the
1.756 GeV/u Ar+KCl reaction. In contrast to previous ex-
periments [8,9] focussing on a specific decay channel, our
analysis is based on the inclusive measurement of all e+e−
pairs produced in a given mass range, i.e. from Dalitz de-
cays of the π0, η, and Δ mostly. Using the method pro-
posed in [12] we have extracted an upper limit (UL) at a
confidence level CL = 90%. Details of the procedure are
published in [13]. With known detector efficiencies and de-
cay branching fractions, this UL has then been transformed
into an UL on the mixing parameter 2 as shown in Fig. 1
together with limits from the searches conducted by BaBar
[14], KLOE-2 [9], APEX [7], WASA at COSY [8], and
A1 at MAMI [6]. At low masses (MU < 0.1 GeV/c2) we
∗Work supported by VH-NG-823, EMMI
† r.holzmann@gsi.de
improve on the recent result obtained by WASA [8], ex-
cluding now to a large degree the parameter range allowed
by the muon g−2 anomaly. At higher masses, the sensitiv-
ity of our search is compatible with, albeit somewhat lower
than the KLOE-2 analysis of φ decays.
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Figure 1: The 90% CL upper limit on 2 versus the
U -boson mass obtained from the combined analysis of
HADES data (solid black curve).
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Hunting forK∗+ in pp and pNb reactions∗
D. Mihaylov†1,2, L. Fabbietti1,2, K. Lapidus1,2, and the HADES collaboration
1Physik Department E12, TU Mu¨nchen, James-Franck-Str. 1, 85748 Garching, Germany; 2Excellence Cluster
“Universe”, TU Mu¨nchen, Boltzmannstr. 2, 85748 Garching, Germany
In a recent study performed by the HADES collaboration
for p + p and p + Nb collisions at 3.5 GeV, the production
of neutral kaons was investigated [1]. The high statistics
available for this analysis suggests that the exited states of
the kaons can be investigated as well. One excited state that
is decaying into a neutral kaon is the K ∗+(892) (Fig. 1).
Information about the production of this particle at the en-
ergy of 3.5 GeV is of great interest, since no K ∗+(892)
measurements at such low energy are available [2, 3].
The study of the K∗+(892) resonance can be divided
into two main steps. In the first step the total and differen-
tial cross sections for K∗+(892) production in p + p reac-
tions are reconstructed. The second step is to use this result
as a reference for a further investigation of K ∗+(892) pro-
duction in p + Nb reactions. The latter is interesting, be-
cause one can study the contribution by p + n reactions to
the total yield, scattering processes inside the nucleus, sec-
ondary production processes (e.g. π + N → K ∗ + Λ) and
eventual in-medium modifications of the K ∗+(892). The
most efficient way to reconstruct K ∗+(892) using HADES
data is by the decay scheme shown in Fig. 1.
Figure 1: The short-lived K ∗+ decays at the primary vertex
into a K0S and a π+. The K0S decays into a pair of charged
pions after a short time.
By selecting triplets of charged pions in each event and
applying geometrical cuts to constrain the decay topology
one can reconstruct the invariant mass spectrum of K 0Sπ+-
pairs, showing the signal of K ∗+(892) (Fig. 2).
For p+p reactions we find more than 1000 reconstructed
K∗+(892). This statistics is sufficient to perform a differ-
ential analysis. In order to correct the data for acceptance
and efficiency a model capable of reproducing the exper-
imental data was needed. For this reason, as well as to
test the efficiency of the implemented reconstruction pro-
cedure, simulations of the K ∗+(892) production in p + p
collisions were performed. The two production channels,
∗Work supported by BMBF and the Excellence Cluster “Universe”.
† dimitar.mihaylov@mytum.de
Figure 2: The invariant mass spectrum of the selected
K∗+(892) candidates. The measured values are in a fair
agreement with the properties listed in PDG, which are
M = 891.66 MeV/c2 and Γ = 50.8 MeV/c2.
that are expected to be dominant, p + p → p + K ∗+ + Λ0
and p + p → p + K∗+ + Σ0, were simulated and the data
is to be modeled by determining the relative contribution
of each channel, that allows to reproduce the experimental
data. In the simulations a uniform phase space population
was assumed. There are, however, few effects that com-
plicate the analysis. One is the detector resolution, which
was estimated from simulations to be around 12 MeV/c2.
This effect can be accounted for by fitting the signal using
a Voigt function, which is a convolution of a Breit-Wigner
function, which represents the resonance, and a Gaussian
function, which models the resolution. A second issue is
the phase-space limitation for the production of K ∗+(892).
The threshold energies for the two main production chan-
nels (see above) are 2.95 and 3.02 GeV, respectively. This
means that the available center of mass energy of 3.18 GeV
is just a bit above those values. Hence, the phase space
limitations will be substantial, especially for particles with
high transverse momentum. Thus, the fitting function must
be further modified in order to account for the shape of the
signal.
After the analysis of p + p data is completed, it will be
extended to p+Nb data in order to study the nuclear effects
in the production of K ∗+(892).
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Electron identification in Au+Au collisions at 1.23 GeV/u in HADES using
multivariate analysis∗
S. Harabasz1,2, P. Salabura2, T. Galatyuk1, M. Gumberidze1 for the HADES Collaboration
1Technische Universita¨t Darmstadt, Darmstadt, Germany; 2Jagiellonian University, Krakow, Poland
HADES [1] has measured Au+Au collisions at a beam
kinetic energy of 1.23 GeV/u in 2012. In the data analysis,
e+ and e− are identified by applying appropriate selection
cuts to RICH ring observables, time-of-flight, PreShower
and energy loss signals. Particle momenta were obtained
by tracking the charged particles through the HADES mag-
netic field.
To achieve high purity in the reconstruction of the rarely
produced electrons(positrons) a series of conditions on the
PID-detector signals are usually applied consecutively. Al-
though correlations of signals can be taken into account if
graphical conditions are applied to two-dimensional spec-
tra (correlation plots) yet a truely simultaneous assessment
of all detector signals is not possible in this way.
Figure 1: Particle’s velocity versus momentum for (a) all
particles and particles with MLP > 0.6 (b) for particles
falling into different time-of-flight detectors.
A way out is to use a multivariate analysis, which allows
to create a multidimensional decision boundary optimizing
it in all dimensions simultaneously. In the current work
the MultiLayer Perceptron (MLP) model (implemented in
the ROOT framework, TMVA [2]) was used (for details see
[3]).
There are two challenges in training the neural network
in order to give the correct response: one is the selection
of pure signal and background training samples. The other
one is choosing variables with the highest separation power
between hadron and lepton tracks.
The neural network output can be understood as a proba-
∗Work supported by VH-NG-823, BMBF (06FY9100I and
06FY7114), HIC for FAIR, EMMI, GSI, HGS-HIRe and H-QM.
bility that the subjected particle belongs to signal. Finding
a boundary discriminating between signal and background
is a matter of compromise between purity and efficiency
of the identification. A comparison of velocity-momentum
correlations before and after requiring MLP to be larger
than 0.6 is presented in Fig.1. It can be seen that most of
the hadrons have been removed and a significant statistics
of electrons has been kept.
Figure 2: Lepton purity as a function of momentum, using
MLP or hard cuts for PID.
The purity of the remaining lepton candidates can be
estimated by extracting accidental coincidences of hadron
tracks with RICH rings. The amount of such fake matches
is obtained by matching way tracks reconstructed in one
sector with rings from the neighboring sector.
Figure 2 shows the obtained purity of identified leptons
for both PID methods as a function of momentum. Inte-
grated values are 0.94 and 0.85 for MLP and hard cuts, re-
spectively. It demonstrates the superior performance of the
MLP method over the hard cut method for larger momenta.
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π0 reconstruction via conversion method in Au+Au at 1.23AGeV with HADES∗
C. Behnke1, J. Stroth2, T. Galatyuk3, M. Gumberidze3 for the Hades Collaboration
1Goethe-Universita¨t, Frankfurt; 2GSI; 3TU, Darmstadt
Lepton pairs emerging from decays of virtual photons
are excellent probes of dense hadronic matter. The inter-
pretation of the corresponding experimental results calls
for a detailed understanding of conventional sources. Com-
prehensive information on meson production is therefore
an important prerequisite. In this context, the neutral pion
and eta mesons are of particular interest as they contribute
largely to the dilepton spectrum via their Dalitz decays
π0/η −→ γe+e−. HADES [1] measured the collision sys-
tem Au+Au at the highest (achievable at SIS18) beam en-
ergies of Ekin = 1.23 GeV/u in April/May 2012. In total
7.3× 109 events, corresponding to 140 TByte of data, have
been collected. Data taking was triggered for events with
apparent hit multiplicity in the outer time-of-flight detector
system ToFMult ≤ 20 (PT3) translating to the 50% most
central collisions.
Since HADES has no photon detector yet, the measure-
ment of the electromagnetic decays of π0 is only possible
via external pair conversion of photons in detector mate-
rial. The average conversion probability for π 0 decay pho-
tons was obtained from simulations and amounts to approx-
imately 1,6% (taking into account the Au target, the target
holder, the beam pipe and the radiator).
To study the π0 reconstruction performance we selected
leptons through their characteristic correlation between
their velocity (β) and their momentum (the black box in
Fig 1).
Figure 1: Velocity versus momentum · sign|q| in the RPC
region of the HADES spectrometer.
In the next step of the analysis, topological selection cri-
∗Work supported by BMBF (06 FY 9100 I), HIC for FAIR, VH-NG-
823 and EMMI
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Figure 2: 4 lepton invariant mass spectrum after the topo-
logical cuts.
teria on opening angle between the leptons of a given pair
were used to identify conversion pairs (α <2.5◦) and Dalitz
pairs (α <20◦) at the same time (for details see [2,3]).
Such identified leptons have then been combined into
opposite-sign e+e− pairs and further into e+e−e+e− mul-
tiplets. In addition, a condition was applied on the rela-
tive angle between the two dileptons in a multiplet, namely
θγ∗γ∗ > 5◦, to suppress spurious counts at low invariant
mass. Figure 1 shows a preliminary invariant mass spec-
trum of e+e−e+e− multiplets (within the HADES accep-
tance, uncorrected for efficiency and acceptance). A clear
signal peak is visible at the nominal mass of the π0 (135
MeV). The data points were fitted with a model function
consisting of a 4th-order polynomial and a gaussian distri-
bution. We extract 4000 counts from the π 0 peak. This
result demonstrates that the π0 can in principle be recon-
structed in Au+Au collisions via the conversion method.
In the next step, the uncertainties of the efficiency and ac-
ceptance corrections will be investigated.
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The HADES alignment strategy∗
V. Pechenov,1 O. Pechenova2 and J. Markert2 for the HADES collaboration
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2Goethe Universita¨t, Frankfurt, Germany
To achieve the required momentum resolution of the
HADES [1] spectrometer a precise alignment of the de-
tectors is necessary. A set of global alignment parameters
of detectors and intrinsic alignment parameters describing
detector specific intrinsic geometry are obtained by several
procedures:
1) photogrammetric alignment of the MDC [2] plane II
with respect to the magnet by means of the Photomodeler
software [3]. 2) alignment with reconstructed particle
tracks (tracker alignment). Global and intrinsic geomet-
ric parameters with respect to the MDC plane II by Mille-
pedeII [4] software. 3) tracker alignment for the RPC, TOF,
Shower detectors.
A common problem of tracker alignment algorithms is
that the total track χ2 without constraints is mostly insensi-
tive to so-called “scaling” and “shearing” (fig. 1) of the de-
tectors. To overcome this effect in unconstrained modes [5]
we focus on the following prescriptions: (i) take into ac-
count the measurements for MDC modules from technical
drawings, (ii) define space position for MDC plane II with
high accuracy (few hundred micrometers) by photogram-
metric alignment, (iii) use MDC plane II as strong con-
straint, (iv) use simultaneous beam and cosmic tracks.
Figure 1: Unconstrained tracker alignment is insensitive to
“scaling” and “shearing”. Black: detector planes, red lines:
reconstructed tracks.
The Photomodeler [3] photogrammetry software pro-
vides image-based modeling and accurate measurement to
survey objects in 3D. Dedicated markers are positioned on
the detector such that they can be resolved with high accu-
racy in the taken photos for the MDC plane from various
views. After processing the space position of the markers
including errors are extracted and the planes of the detector
frames fitted by a software procedure. Translation and ro-
tation matrices of the MDC module relative to the magnet
are obtained and constrain the position of MDC II. These
parameters are fixed for the following tracker alignment.
The set of parameters can be classified into alignment
and local parameters. Local parameters characterize tracks
∗ supported by GSI, BMBF (06FY9100I), Helmholtz Alliance EMMI,
HIC for FAIR
of charged particles traversing the detector. The main goal
of the alignment is to find the optimum values of the align-
ment parameters. The software package Millepede solves
the linear least squares problem by a simultaneous fit of
alignment and local track parameters using the last itera-
tion [4] of the track fit only. The alignment procedure ad-
justs around 500 parameters simultaneously.
The sector to sector alignment is performed using ar-
round 200000 tracks of each cosmic ray and beam data.
A straight-line-track model is used for the fit. For the
last iteration of the track fit Millepede requieres the par-
tial derivatives provided by the tracking procedures. Due
to nonlinearities of the alignment parameters the procedure
converges after around 10 iterations to the optimum para-
meters for translation and rotation of the MDC modules,
the orientation of the wires, the layer coordinates and the
distance between two layer parts. In simulations the proce-
dure reconstructed an arteficially introduced misalignment
by a precision of 25 μm.
The tracker alignment for TOF and RPC detector deter-
mines the global alignment and calibration parameters si-
multaneously using an iterative procedure.
The resulting intrinsic parameters of the tracking detec-
tor were found in the range of 100-550 μm for the clearance
between two parts of the layer, 0.00-1.03 mrad for the wire
orientation in the layer and 50-700 μm for the wire number
corresponding to physical center of layer.
A significant improvement has been observed in the
track reconstruction compared to an alignment procedure
using global parameters for the detectors only. The number
of fitted MDC track segments and the number of accepted
drift cells per fitted segment were increased at a better value
of χ2/ndf for the fitted segment. As physics observable
the peak width of the invariant mass of the direct decays of
ω-mesons [7] decreased by a factor of two.
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Integration of the Pion-Beam Tracker into the HADES DAQ∗
L. Fabbietti1,2, R. Lalik1,2, P. Louis1,2, L. Maier2, J. Michel4, J. Pietraszko3, T. Schmitt1,2, M. Traxler3,
J. Wirth1,2 for the HADES collaboration
1Excellence Cluster ”Universe”, Garching, Germany; 2TU Mu¨nchen, Garching, Germany; 3GSI, Darmstadt, Germany;
4Goethe-University, Frankfurt, Germany
In the 2014 HADES campaign with secondary pion
beams, tracking detectors will be mounted into the chi-
cane following the production target. They will provide
the pion momentum with a resolution of 0.3 %, i.e. a fac-
tor 2 better than the momentum spread of the secondary
beam, enabling exclusive analyses of reaction channels. To
guarantee fast tracking, silicon sensors read out with the
n-XYTER chip are employed. Due to its self-triggering ar-
chitecture and local storage capability, the n-XYTER chip
enables on-line tracking of each individual pion . The read-
out of the tracker data is realized with the TRB3 board [1].
The tracking capability of CERBEROS1 and its inte-
gration into the HADES data acquisition system has been
tested with proton beams at COSY in Juelich. A diamond-
based device has been used as start detector acting as trig-
ger for data taking, like it is planned for the campaign with
pion beams. As the start detector is located several me-
ters behind the first silicon detector causing a trigger delay
of around 800 ns, the self-triggering architecture of the n-
XYTER is crucial. All hits registered by the n-XYTER
are buffered inside the TRB3 and only the hits correlated
in time with the Start detector trigger signal are sent to the
DAQ system. Additionally, the 2 GeV proton beam pro-
vided by COSY opened up the possibility to study the sta-
bility of the whole system under beam condition.
Figure 1: Experimental setup for the beam tests at COSY.
Figure 1 presents the experimental setup consisting of
two double-sided silicon detectors of 10 × 10 cm2 dimen-
sion and 128 strips on each side. The trigger was provided
either by the hodoscope or by one of the three diamond
detectors placed behind the silicon sensors.
The system was tested with beam rates varying from
2 – 550 KHz measured at the hodoscope, and trigger
rates from 2 – 100 kHz as accepted by the CTS. In the
beam spot of 16 × 16 mm2 (Fig. 2) hit rates of up to
∗Supported by VH-Ng-330, TMFABI1012 and BmBf 05P12WOGHH
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Figure 2: Beam profile as recorded by both silicon sensors
using the hodoscope as a trigger.
2e5/s/cm2 were achieved. Assuming such hit rates for the
full sensor surface when operated in the pion beam exper-
iment the detector will deliver 400 Mbit/s. The registered
energy-deposition spectrum of the minimum ionizing pro-
tons shows good agreement with the expected energy-loss
in 300 µm of silicon and the time resolution of the full trig-
ger chain was found to be 30 ns.
In the pion experiments the detector is located in a vac-
uum chamber (Fig. 3) attached to the accelerator beam
pipe. The first chamber close to the pion production target
has been already assembled in the NE5 area, and success-
fully tested. The second chamber is under construction and
will be located in the HADES cave.
Figure 3: Left: Cross section of the chamber. It consists of
two pieces made out of aluminium and with a feed-through
PCB sandwiched in between. The Si sensors are located
in the middle, covered by mylar foil. Right: One half of
the vacuum chamber with a Si sensor covered by its mylar
window.
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Diamond detector preparation for high intensity beam monitoring and high
precision T0 determination.∗
J. Pietraszko†1, W. Koenig1, M. Tra¨ger1, T. Galatyuk2, A. Rost2, J. Klett2, J. Kaiser2, F. Hug2, and the
HADES Collaboration1
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2Technische Universita¨t Darmstadt, Germany
CVD diamond material has been extensively used for
particle detection [1, 2]. This radiation hard material for
detector application is of great importance for existing as
well as for newly planned high intensity experiments. Be-
sides radiation hardness there are other properties like:
wide-band-gap, high breakdown voltage, high thermal con-
ductivity, small dielectric constant, which are very attrac-
tive for detector applications. To take advantage of these
properties, there is a need for reliable contacts between
the diamond material and metal electrodes. As it was
widely investigated, depending on applied preparation pro-
cedure, the metal-diamond interface can show either rec-
tifying Schottky or low resistant ohmic characteristic (see
for example [3]). For detector applications it is essential to
obtain a homogeneous low resistance ohmic interface be-
tween diamond and metal. Failing this the charge created
in the diamond material by ionizing particles can not be
transported freely and gets blocked at the metal-diamond
contact surface causing significant reduction of the effec-
tive electric field in the detector.
For the detectors discussed in this report scCVD di-
amond sensors with thickness of 300µm and size of
4.7 mm x 4.7 mm were used. The sensors were metallized
with 50nm Cr layer followed by a 150 nm Au layer. It has
been shown that the onset of the transition from a recti-
fying to an ohmic contact for Cr-diamond occurs between
580-620oC when a first carbide phase is formed (Cr2C) [4].
Following this measurement the typical annealing process
for Cr-diamond ohmic contact should be conducted at tem-
peratures above 650oC for a period longer than 20 min. To
avoid surface contamination during the high temperature
annealing the procedure has to be conducted in the UHV
chamber. The annealing of the metallized samples was
performed at the DAISY-Fun facility (DArmsta¨dter Integri-
ertes SYstem fu¨r FUNdamentale Untersuchungen) at Tech-
nical University of Darmstadt. The metallized samples, af-
ter cleaning in ultrasonic bath, were installed in the vacuum
chamber. At a vacuum of about 10−8 mbar the heater was
started. The temperature was slowly increased, about 1oC
per 10 sec, keeping the vacuum better than 10−7 mbar. The
sample was finally annealed at 7800C for 20 minutes.
The annealed samples were investigated by means of a high
intensity electron beam from S-DALINAC (Der supralei-
tende Darmsta¨dter Elektronenbeschleuniger) at Technical
University of Darmstadt. During the experiment a high
quality electron beam, with energy of 70 MeV was deliv-
∗This work has been supported by BMBF (05P12RFGHJ), Helmholtz
Alliance EMMI, HIC for FAIR, HGS-HIRe, VH-NG-823
† j.pietraszko@gsi.de
ered to the experimental area where the annealed diamond
detectors were installed. The detectors were readout by a
fast scope with histograming capability. In Figure 1 the
ADC spectra are shown for very low intensity (2 kHz) and
high intensity (10 MHz). The ADC spectra showed stable
response of the detector independent of the beam intensity
indicating a perfect ohmic character of the contact between
Cr and diamond material. The tail in the bottom figure at
large amplitude is due to particle pileup at such high rates.
Figure 1: ADC spectrum measured at low electron beam
intensity, about 2 kHz, - top picture and spectrum measured
at high beam intensity, about 10 MHz, - bottom picture.
The MPV values for both measurements stay at the same
position indicating very stable detector operation.
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Test of the HADES Electromagnetic Calorimeter modules on photon beam∗
O. Svoboda†1, T. Galatyuk2, B. Kardan3, G. Korcyl4, W. Ko¨nig5, A. Neiser6, S. Linev5, P. Ott6, P.
Otte6, O. Petukhov7, J. Pietraszko5, P. Ramos1, A. Rost2, A. Thomas6, P. Tlusty´1, and M. Traxler5
1Nuclear Physics Institute of ASCR, Rez; 2TU Darmstadt, Darmstadt; 3Goethe-Universita¨t, Frankfurt; 4Smoluchowski
Institute of Physics, Jagiellonian University of Krako´w, Poland; 5GSI, Darmstadt; 6Institut fu¨r Kernphysik, Johannes
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Development of the electromagnetic calorimeter
(ECAL) for the HADES experiment is coming to its
final stage. A dedicated measurement using secondary
gamma beam from MAMI facility at Johannes Gutenberg
Universita¨t Mainz was employed to verify the selected
technical solutions.
The ECAL will allow the HADES experiment to mea-
sure data on neutral meson production in heavy ion colli-
sions in the energy range of 2-10 AGeV with the beam of
the future accelerator SIS100@FAIR. The detector is a lead
glass calorimeter read out by photomultipliers connected to
a novel electronic. A detailed description of the ECAL can
be found in [1, 2].
Beam tests of single ECAL modules were performed
to measure energy resolution, test the two new front-end
boards (“Cracow” and PaDiWa AMPS) and measure detec-
tor response on beam inclined with respect to the module
axis.
The tagger detector from MAMI was used to select eight
different gamma energies ranging from 81 up to 1399 MeV
(eight different triggers were used). Modules were exposed
to collimated gamma beam of approx. 6 mm diameter at a
5 kHz load. The CAEN DT5742 and GSI made MA8000
shaper was used as a referential read out system to be able
to compare with the two tested front-end boards. Stored
pulse shapes were compared with the pulses measured us-
ing cosmic muons and LED monitoring system, see figure
1. Results measured with PaDiWa AMPS front-end board
can be found in [3].
Energy resolution was studied to be able to decide which
size of photomultiplier is the most suitable in terms of in
terms of the price-performance ratio. Resolution of mod-
ules with a photomultiplier with 1” diameter seems to be
significantly worse than that one with 1.5” and 3” diameter,
see figure 2. These measurements are in a good agreement
with the measurements done with the two new front-end
boards.
Measurements with inclined modules confirmed the re-
sults of our simulations, namely that we are able with a
good precission to detect particles hitting more than one
module or placed close to module border.
∗Work supported by GSI, HIC for FAIR, EMMI and Czech MSMT
LG 120007, GACR 13-067595 and AS CR M100481202 grants
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Figure 1: Pulse shapes induced by photons with energy of
1399 MeV, cosmic muons passing the full module length
and by light from a LED diode.
Figure 2: Energy resolution of ECAL modules with dif-
ferent PMTs. Numbers behind the PMT type show energy
resolution at 1 GeV.
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A Precise Multi-Channel QDC FEE utilizing FPGAs as Discriminators and
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A very compact 8 channel Front-End-Electronics for
precise TDC and QDC measurements was developed with
the focus on the readout of the HADES-Electromagnetic-
Calorimeter PMTs. The measurement principle of the FEE
is to convert the charges of the PMT signals into pulses,
where the charges are encoded as the width of the pulses.
The high precision is achieved by implementing a modified
Wilkinson-ADC method, so actively discharging the inte-
grated signal resulting in a fast crossing of the threshold.
The lengths of the pulses are measured by the well estab-
lished TRB3 platform [1], [2]. The circuitry of the FEE
is based on the Come&Kiss principle, where analog elec-
tronics is used only for the amplification stage and integra-
tion, while the other tasks, e.g. discrimination, threshold
settings, delay generation for discharging and the LVDS
drivers, are implemented in an FPGA (see figure 1).
Figure 1: Schematic overview of the Come&Kiss TDC and
QDC Front-End-Electronics.
This results in conceptionally simple electronics, hid-
ing complex operations inside the FPGA. The developed
FEE is very compact and the finished module is shown
in figure 2, which can be directly attached to the TRB3
platform. The charge measurement precision (resolution
of the system defined as RMS/mean of the distribution)
as a function of the measured charge has been determined
with a pulser input signal and the uncorrected raw data is
shown in figure 3. In beam measurements (with photons
at MAMI in Mainz) with the FEE connected to lead glass
ECAL modules show a comparable result in the determined
energy resolution of the complete system as measured with
an oscilloscope. The measurements are shown in figure 4.
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Figure 2: The Padiwa-Amps1 FEE module implementing 8
channels of fast discriminators and precise charge to width
conversion.
Figure 3: Relative charge measurement precision
(RMS/mean) determined with a pulser.
Figure 4: Energy resolution of a system with lead glass
ECAL modules, different PMTs, Padiwa Amps as discrim-
inator and QDC and a TRB3 as digitizer.
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Status of the Compressed Baryonic Matter (CBM) experiment at FAIR∗
P. Senger and the CBM collaboration
GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
The Compressed Baryonic Matter (CBM) experiment
will be one of the major scientific pillars of the future Facil-
ity for Antiproton and Ion Research (FAIR) in Darmstadt.
The goal of the CBM research program is to explore the
QCD phase diagram in the region of high net-baryon densi-
ties using high-energy nucleus-nucleus collisions. A sketch
of the QCD phase diagram is shown in figure 1, highlight-
ing the expected structures at large baryon chemical poten-
tials: a first order-phase transition separating the hadronic
phase from quarkyonic matter [2], followed towards larger
baryon-chemical potentials by the quark-gluon plasma at
high temperatures, and by exotic phases at low tempera-
tures. At small baryon-chemical potentials, theory predicts
a smooth crossover between hadronic and partonic matter.
According to transport calculations, baryonic densities of
about 6 times saturation density can be reached in cen-
tral collisions between gold nuclei at 10 A GeV, an energy
which will be provided by the future SIS100 machine. At
these densities, quarkyonic matter is expected to be created.
A similar state of matter, a mixture of strange baryons and
free quarks, is predicted to exist in the core of neutron stars
at densities beyond 4 times saturation density [3].
Figure 1: Sketch of the QCD phase diagram [1].
The CBM research program includes the study of the
equation-of-state of nuclear matter at neutron star core den-
sities, the search for the chiral phase transition, and for new
forms of strongly interacting matter. The CBM detector is
designed to measure rare diagnostic probes such as multi-
strange hyperons, charmed particles and vector mesons de-
caying into lepton pairs with unprecedented precision and
statistics. In the following, the results of the technical de-
velopments in 2013 will be briefly reviewed.
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The superconducting dipole magnet
The design of the CBM SC dipole magnet has been op-
timized. It has a large aperture (gap height 140 cm, gap
width 260 cm) in order to host the Silicon Tracking Sys-
tem. The field integral is 1 Tm. Detailed quench calcula-
tions have been performed, and the quench protection sys-
tem has been designed. The Technical Design Report has
been approved in January 2014.
The Micro-Vertex Detector
A refined geometry of the CBM-MVD based on 4 detec-
tor stations has been developed. Together with IPHC Stras-
bourg the 0.18 µm CMOS process has been investigated
with respect to radiation hardness and noise. The 2nd gen-
eration of MAPS read-out and TRBv3-based data acquisi-
tion has been developed. The Analysis of the CERN-SPS
test beam data has been concluded, reproducing the intrin-
sic features of the MAPS chips mounted in the prototype
and validating the general concept of the MVD integration.
The Silicon Tracking System
For the CBM Silicon Tracking System (STS) double-
sided micro-strip sensors in all required dimensions
(6.2 × 6.2 cm2, 6.2 × 4.2 cm2, 6.2 × 2.2 cm2) have
been produced in cooperation with CiS, Erfurt, Germany
and Hamamatsu, Japan. The front side strips are inclined
by 7.5◦. In order to interconnect short strips in the sen-
sor corners to a strip in the opposite corner the sensors are
equipped either with a second metallization layer, or with
pads for an additional micro-cable. The performance of
both options will be investigated. Each sensor (2048 strips)
will read out via 16 low-mass micro cables (128 wires
each) by 16 free-streaming ASICs 125 channels each). A
mockup of such a module has been produced, and the tab-
bonding of the cables has been successfully tested. Sev-
eral of these modules consisting of a sensor, the cables and
the front-end board carrying 8 ASICs will be mounted on
a light-weight carbon ladder. Up to 16 of these ladders
will be integrated into a detector station. A mechanical
mockup of a half station has been built. A prototype C0 2
cooling system has been designed. Several prototype mod-
ules comprising single and daisy-chained sensors, read-out
cables and a free-streaming read-out-system has been suc-
cessfully tested in December 2013 with a proton beam at
COSY/Research Center Ju¨lich. The STS Technical Design
Report submitted to FAIR in December 2012 has been ap-
proved in August 2013.
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The Ring Imaging Cherenkov (RICH) detector
The analysis of beam time data from the test campaign
in 2012 has been finalized. Important results have been ob-
tained on the performance of the different photon sensors,
on the optimal wavelength-shifter coverage, and on the re-
quirements for mirror alignment and gas purity. In the lab
new testing devices for single photon scans of photon sen-
sors and the mirror surface have been set up. A larger pro-
totype of the mirror wall is being constructed to perform
tests of its stability while minimizing the material budget.
The RICH Technical Design Report has been submitted in
June 2013, and was approved in January 2014.
The Transition Radiation Detector
The analysis of the test beam established that all full size
prototypes (by the groups from Bukarest, Frankfurt and
Mu¨nster) perform according to the specification in terms
of electron-pion separation. Several promising foam-type
radiator materials have been identified. The SPADIC 1.0
readout chip has been finalized and tested and can now be
commissioned for the upcoming test beams. Also, feature
extraction algorithms have been implemented and are ready
for tests with real data. The writing of the Technical Design
Report is in progress.
The Muon Detection System
The layout of the Muon Chamber system (MuCh) and its
performance have been optimized by replacing the first 20
cm thick iron absorber by a 60 cm thick carbon absorber.
The mechanical structures supporting the detectors and the
absorbers have been designed. A large area (31×31 cm 2)
triple-GEM chamber made from single-mask foils has been
built by the group in VECC Kolkata and successfully tested
in December 2013 with a proton beam at COSY/FZ Ju¨lich.
Various prototype hybrid detector systems based on GEM
and micromegas technologies have been built and tested at
PNPI Gatchina. A full-size prototype Straw-chamber has
been built at JINR Dubna. The development of a read-out
ASIC has been started at MEPhI in Moscow. The MuCh
Technical Design Report has been submitted in December
2013.
The time-of-flight system
The CBM - TOF - wall will mostly be composed of dif-
ferential impedance matched strip MRPCs that are adjusted
to the strongly polar angle dependent particle fluxes by im-
plementing different strip lengths and employing low re-
sistance electrodes where necessary. The low resistance
electrodes can be constructed by ceramic, low resistivity
glass or for more moderate rate requirements by thin stan-
dard glasses. Supermodule designs based on pad - MRPCs
for the small polar angles are made available and might
offer some advantage in terms of cost and rate capabil-
ity.The exact layout of the wall is being optimized with
the help of a newly created generic geometry description in
the CBM simulation framework that also includes a proper
description of the passive materials. For the first time a
free streaming data processing chain based an the PADI and
GET4 ASICs was realized with prototype detectors signals
demonstrating the feasibility to achieve system timing res-
olutions in the order of 80 ps without any noticable dead
time. First step are undertaken towards a common soft-
ware framework capable of handling test beam data and
simulations in a consistent way. The TOF Technical De-
sign Report has been submitted in December 2013.
The Projectile Spectator Detector
The layout of the Projectile-Spectator detector (PSD), its
distance from the target, and the settings of the magnetic
field have been optimized in order to improve the perfor-
mance in determining the reaction plane and the collision
centrality over the full SIS100/300 beam energy range. The
PSD Technical Design Report has been submitted in April
2013.
DAQ and First Online Event Selection (FLES)
In order to achieve the required precision, the measure-
ments will be performed at very high reaction rates of 1
to 10 MHz. This requires a novel data read-out and anal-
ysis concept based on free streaming front-end electron-
ics and a high-performance computing cluster for online
event reconstruction and selection. The development of the
full read-out and analysis chain based on detector hits with
time stamps is in progress. The FLES system consists of
a scalable supercomputer with custom FPGA-based input
interface cards and a fast event-building network. It will be
largely constructed from standard components, and will be
located in the new FAIR data center. The submission of the
DAQ/FLES Technical Design Report is planned for 2014.
Status of the Technical Design Reports
Subsystem Status TDR
Superconducting Dipole Magnet approved
Micro-Vertex Detector submission 2014
Silicon Tracking System approved
Ring Imaging Cherenkov Detector approved
Time-of-Flight wall in evaluation
Transition Radiation Detector submission 2014
Muon Tracking Chambers in evaluation
Projectile Spectator Detector in evaluation
Electromagnetic Calorimeter submission 2014
DAQ/First Level Event Selection submission 2014
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Quench calculation for the CBM Dipole magnet
P. Kurilkin∗1, P. Szwangruber2, E. Floch2, F. Toral3, A. Malakhow1, and V. Ladygin1
1LHEP-JINR, Dubna, Russian Federation; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 3CIEMAT, Madrid, Spain
The CBM dipole magnet will store about 5.15 MJ at its
nominal current of 686 A. When designing the quench pro-
tection scheme for the CBM magnet it is important to es-
timate the overall characteristics of the quench process in
the coil.
Three types of the quench calculation were performed
for the CBM dipole magnet: ”first approximation”, in-
stantaneous quench and 3D calculation using GSI[1] and
CIEMAT[2] quench programs.
The ”first approximation” is a simplified calculation
which can be used to obtain the good order of magnitude of
average coil temperature (Tav) and maximum quench volt-
age (Vqm) for self-protecting magnets. Tav can be derived
out of following equation:
E
V c
=
∫ Tav
4.5K
Cv(T )dT (1)
where E is the magnet energy, V c is the coil volume and
Cv is the volumetric specific heat. In our case Tav is 90 K.
Having Tav one can estimate Vqm using an empiric
formulation[?]:
Vqm = 0.403 ∗Rpole(Tav) ∗ In (2)
where In is the nominal current and Rpole(Tav) =
ρCu(Tav)∗ 1749 ∗ 5/ACu. In this case Rpole(Tav) = 4.7Ω
and Vqm = 1307V .
The instantaneous quench means that the whole coil is
heated up instantaneously above the critical temperature. It
is assumed that one coil has one uniform temperature (Tav)
and field (Bav) distributions. At the start of the quench Tav
is equal to 10 K and Bav = Bmax(In)/2, where In is the
nominal current.
For a short-circuited magnet electrical equation[3] gives
the following current decrease:
dI = −Rq(Tav) ∗ I
Ld(I)
∗ dt (3)
where Ld, Rq is the differential inductance and resistance
of the coil, respectively. dt is the time which corresponds
to the current increase[3] dI . From the heat equation writ-
ten for one pole one can get the following temperature in-
crease:
dTav =
Rq(Tav) ∗ I2
V c ∗ Cpav(Tav) ∗ dt (4)
where V c is the coil volume, Cpav is the average specific
heat. The instantaneous quench calculation takes into ac-
count the inductance function Ld(I) and the Bmax(I). It
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Figure 1: 3D quench calculation of the CBM dipole – the
magnet current, hot-spot temperature and the average coil
temperature.
Figure 2: 3D quench calculation of the CBM dipole – the
quench voltage and the quench resistance.
gives the average temperature of about of 90 K. The resis-
tance of quenched pole is equal to 4.7 Ohm and the maxi-
mum quench voltage is equal to 1230 V.
The 3D quench analysis has been performed using
GSI[1] and CIEMAT[2] programs. The results of calcu-
lations when no dump resistor was used are presented in
Fig.1 and Fig.2. The difference between the results cal-
culated with the GSI and CIEMAT models is related to
the different field map distribution in the coil, and also to
different material data bases used in those programs. The
maximum hot-spot temperature and quench voltage equals
to 160 K and 1240 V, respectively.
The presented results show that the CBM dipole magnet
is a self-protecting.
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Quench detection and protection system for the CBM dipole magnet.
P. Kurilkin∗1, P. Szwangruber2, H. Ramakers2, E. Floch2, and F. Toral3
1LHEP-JINR, Dubna, Russian Federation; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 3CIEMAT, Madrid, Spain
The CBM dipole magnet has very large dimensions and
stores about 5.15 MJ. An adequate protection of the super-
conducting CBM dipole magnet means minimizing of the
coil peak temperature and of the resistive-inductive volt-
age imbalances, which can generate large voltages to the
ground.
The quench protection of the CBM dipole magnet will
be based on the extraction of the stored magnetic energy in
an external dump resistor to avoid vaporization of helium.
Fig.1 and Fig.2 present the results of 3D quench calculation
using GSI[1] and CIEMAT[2] code. The detailed informa-
tion about the data used in the calculation can be found in
Ref.[3]. Both models predict a maximum hot-spot temper-
ature on the level of 70 K. The maximum quench voltage
equals to 249 (190) V, for GSI[1] and CIEMAT[2] com-
putations, respectively. The maximum voltage across the
magnet (1441 V) occurs when the dump resistor turns on.
The difference between the calculated results is related to
the different field map distribution in the coil and to the dif-
ferent material data bases used in GSI[1] and CIEMAT[2]
programs. Fig.3 shows the power supply (PS) scheme, the
Figure 1: 3D quench calculation of the CBM dipole – mag-
net current, magnet voltage and the maximum (hot spot)
coil temperature.
Figure 2: 3D quench calculation of the CBM dipole – the
quench voltage and the quench resistance.
∗ pkurilkin@jinr.ru
Figure 3: Quench detection and protection scheme (includ-
ing power supply and voltage taps).
simplified PS control unit scheme the magnet, the dump
resistor (for quench protection) and the quench detection
system. Each magnet pole has a separate cryostat. The cur-
rent is brought from the room temperature to the cryostat
(4.5 K) by current leads (CL). There are 4 current leads
(two per one pole). The quench detection system consists
of:
• 4 voltage detectors (CLD1) used for current leads
• 1 classical bridge detector (BRD) used for the magnet
• Voltage threshold in the power supply unit (safety trig-
ger).
During the normal operation the DC-circuit breaker is
closed. When a quench occurs a quench trigger is given
by detection system.
After the quench trigger, the DC-circuit breaker discon-
nects the PS and the magnet current is dumped via the
dump resistor. The use of a dump resistor of 2.1Ω provides
the evacuation of about 85% energy stored in the magnet.
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Quality assessment of ultra-thin CMOS sensors for the Micro Vertex Detector
of the CBM experiment at FAIR.∗
M. Koziel†1, N. Bialas1, M. Deveaux1, B. Milanovic1, J.Stroth1, and the CBM-MVD collaboration1
1Goethe-University Frankfurt, IKF
The future Compressed Baryonic Matter experi-
ment (CBM) will be equipped with a high-precision
micro-vertex detector (MVD) aiming at an outstanding pri-
mary and secondary vertex resolution. Highly granular
and ultra-light, so-called Monolithic Active Pixel Sensors
(MAPS), which are manufactured with standard CMOS
processes, will be employed. Imperfections in the CMOS
production as well as the subsequent dicing and thinning
procedures may limit the production yield of the sensors to
about 60-70%. Probe testing the sensors prior to integrating
them to the MVD is a mandatory step of the quality assur-
ance related to the mass production of this detector. This is
as it allows to recognize and reject sensors with insufficient
performance.
The feasibility of probe testing the only 50 µm thick sen-
sors was studied with the MIMOSA-26 prototype, which
is considered as a realistic precursor of the final sensor of
the MVD. Moreover, the existing readout system of the
MVD-prototype [1] could be used for the test.
The probe-tests were carried in the IKF technology lab.
As shown in Figure 1, the probe tester was equipped with
a probe-card hosting 65 tungsten needles with a minimum
pitch of 120 µm. The MIMOSA-26 sensors were held by a
chuck adapter with micro-vacuum channels, contacted with
the needles and their signals were routed through the probe-
card to a so-called adapter-card. The latter was introduced
as building it came out to be easier and cheaper than adapt-
ing the probe-card itself to our readout system. In addition,
a test board hosting a wire-bonded working MIMOSA-26
sensor was manufactured. It is to test the readout chain in-
cluding the probe-card independently of the delicate issue
of contacting of sensors with needles.
After commissioning the system, first tests with 300 µm
thick MIMOSA-26 sensors were carried out. The response
of the sensors to JTAG programming and to various
threshold settings matched our expectations. Next, the
50 µm sensors were probe-tested. The distance between
the probe-card and the sensor, which is needed to estab-
lish a save contact between sensors and needles, was found
smaller than expected from the tests with thicker sensors.
This is attributed to the fact that the 50 µm sensors become
soft enough to follow the imperfections of the surface of
their support. Nevertheless, we succeeded to probe-test the
thinned sensors.
In a next step, we are working on implementing a full
test protocol, which is suited for testing the sizable number
∗Work supported by HIC for FAIR, GSI , BMBF (05P12RFFC7),
EU-FP7 HadronPhysics3.
† m.koziel@gsi.de
of sensors foreseen in the future mass production. To do so,
we intend to update the software of our readout system and
to migrate this system from the current TRBv2 to a TRBv3
platform [4].
Concluding, a 50 µm-thin precursor of a final
CBM-MVD sensors was successfully tested with a probe-
card. This activity and the related know-how found mean-
while some interest of a larger community, which is em-
ploying thinned MIMOSA-26 sensors into various experi-
mental setups. This includes the PLUME project and the
vertex detector project of the NA-61 experiment at CERN.
Figure 1: Probe-station setup: (1) microscope lens, (2)
adapter-card, (3) connectivity to DAQ, (4) probe-card,
(5) test-board hosting the reference sensor and (6)
chuck-adapter with one Mimosa-26 sensor.
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The next generation of CBM MVD read-out electronics∗
J. Michel1, M. Wiebusch1, and the CBM-MVD collaboration1
1Goethe-Universita¨t Frankfurt
The on-going development of the support electronics of
the CBM Micro-Vertex-Detector (MVD) focuses on two
major aspects: First, the integration in a new DAQ system
(based on the TRB3 system developed by HADES) and,
second, the design of an integrated control and monitoring
interface for systems consisting of several sensors.
New Electronics
The major goal of front-end electronics development
was to migrate the read-out to a new, more powerful read-
out platform, TRB3. Even though the central parts of soft-
ware and FPGA designs need not to be changed, the read-
out chain between digital electronics and sensors was re-
designed to gain better performance and additional mon-
itoring features. Here, also the principal structure of the
chain was simplified by dropping the separated connection
for control signals and merging all supply and data lines for
a sensor on one common cable.
Special care was taken for the most sensitive supply volt-
age, a biasing voltage for the pixel matrices of the sensors.
Several generation and distribution schemes were imple-
mented to investigate which setup results in the best noise
performance. Furthermore, all relevant voltages and cur-
rents can be monitored remotely to further study the be-
havior of sensors and, subsequently, to design a matching
powering scheme for the final detector setup.
In the current connection scheme, the new FPGA plat-
form can support up to 16 sensors in parallel. Note that this
value is mostly limited by the number of I/O connections
for the huge number of control and monitoring signals in
the current design version and is likely to increase in future
iterations. The resources of the FPGA also allow for fur-
ther data sparsification algorithms like cluster detection as
described in [1].
New Control Interface
The MVD user software serves three main purposes:
Editing the sensor and electronics settings, coordination of
data taking, and continuous monitoring of sensor param-
eters (power consumption, temperature, etc). In order to
make the functionality accessible to non-hardware-experts,
the development of an elaborate graphical user interface
has been initiated.
The user software consists of two parts: a back end soft-
ware suite implemented in Perl and a web interface front
∗Work supported by BMBF (05P12RFFC7), HIC for FAIR and GSI
Figure 1: The new Converter Board with power supply,
control and monitoring for two sensors.
end written in HTML/CSS/Javascript. Though this ap-
proach appears intricate, the strict separation of front end
and back end has substantial advantages: The DAQ is in-
herently remotely accessible to multiple users on different
machines, while the design flexibility of HTML and CSS
helps providing a clear structure and a good overview of
the functionality. Furthermore the back end scripts can be
also used from the command line or shell scripts to auto-
mate complex configure and/or measurement tasks.
All configuration files are stored in the strictly hierar-
chical but human readable XML format in order to keep
the system transparent to the developer. The user interface
does not only include access to all vital configuration op-
tions of each individual sensor, but also allows to monitor
all information gathered on the converter board, i.e. volt-
ages and currents as mentioned above.
These developments are a further steps towards the final
read-out electronics, although it is evident that further steps
will be taken this year. The plans foresee to adapt the read-
out to a new sensor generation (Mistral) with higher data
band-width and to develop cabling schemes for the geom-
etry of the complete MVD detector setup.
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The layout of the CBM Silicon Tracking System∗
T. Balog1 and J. Heuser1
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
As the central detector in the Compressed Baryonic Mat-
ter experiment, the Silicon Tracking System (STS) is re-
quired to perform efficient charged-particle tracking with
high momentum resolution. With feedback from the engi-
neering activities, the detector’s layout has been further op-
timized, in particular to minimize the number of modules,
the component with most complex assembly and associated
production risks and costs.
Detector structure
The STS will be located in the gap of the 1 T dipole
magnet and will comprise 8 tracking stations between 30
and 100 cm distance downstream of the target. Its po-
lar aperture, where minimal material budget is achieved,
is 2.5-25◦. The STS stations are built from detector lad-
ders that are populated with detector modules. A detector
modules is the functional unit of a single silicon microstrip
sensor (or a pair of daisy-chained sensors), read out by two
front-end electronics boards, and read-out cables between
the sensoric part and the electronics. Eight or ten mod-
ules mounted onto a carbon fiber support structure form a
ladder; the electronics is arranged at the top and bottom
end of the ladder, reaching already out of the physics aper-
ture. The ladders themselves are arranged on further sup-
port frames to form the stations of the STS. As an active
material double-sided silicon sensors of 300 µm thickness
and readout strip pitch of 58 µm will be used. The angle
between front and back side is 7.5o where only the strips of
the p-side are tilted and n-side strips are vertically oriented.
Different strip lengths are used for the different regions of
the STS (short in inner region and long in outer areas).
Such way the maximum occupancies are kept all over the
tracker below few per cent. Sensors and read-out electron-
ics will be interconnected via low-mass micro-cables.The
total material budget in a station ranges from 0.3% X0 (in-
ner regions) to 1.2% X0 (outer parts).
Minimizing STS modules
The recent optimization to the detector layout were made
due to a paradigm change with respect to the component
with most complex assembly. As this was previously the
detector ladder, where the mechanical assembly had to be
made with highest accuracy and involved costly machinery
and survey time, the recent progress in the module develop-
ment now revealed that the modules themselves present as
the most work intensive objects. The ladders turned out to
need less absolute mechanical precision, but stability and
∗Work supported by HIC4FAIR
compatibility with mechanical survey for later alignment
procedures with straight particle tracks and suitable soft-
ware. An optimization of the population of STS ladders
with modules of different strip length was possible since
there was a reserve of unnecessarily high segmentation near
the horizontal coordinate, a consequence of multiply de-
ployed ladders of the same design.
New STS layout
The new layout of the STS stations reduces now signif-
icantly the absolute number of modules. The variety of
modules increases, though, but only involving differently
long read-out cables that can be accommodated in the as-
sembly fixtures and leave the mechanical complexity un-
changed. The stations were commuted into doublets, where
four (almost) identical pairs of stations were introduced, in-
creasing the number of identically populated ladders.
The STS breaks down into 106 ladders to be produced
in 17 variations, i.e. that many different module combina-
tions are to be arranged on carbon fiber supports. They
realize a symmetrical granularity within the stations de-
creasing from their center to the outer edge. The total
number of modules in the STS amounts to 896. The mod-
ules come in 18 varieties having differently long sensors
and read-out cables in certain combinations. In the opti-
mized layout requirements such as full acceptance cover-
age (including the innermost areas around the beam-pipe)
have been considered. The layout of one pair of stations is
shown in Fig. 1. The performance of the re-arranged de-
tector system has been verified in simulation studies. The
tracking efficiency of 97% for fast primary tracks and 90%
for secondary tracks together with a momentum resolution
of 1.3% were confirmed.
Figure 1: Layout of the second doublet of STS tracking
stations. Black and red lines indicate the acceptance for
stations number 3 and 4, respectively, including the hori-
zontal enlargement for low-momentum tracks.
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Silicon strip sensor layout for the CBM Silicon Tracking System
D. Soyk1, I. Tymchuk2, J. Heuser1, and C.J. Schmidt1
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2LTU, Kharkov, Ukraine
The CBM Silicon Tracking System will be equipped
with double-sided Silicon micros-strip sensors, where the
strips on the p-side are inclined by 7.5◦ with respect to
the n-side strips as well as the sensor edge. The final and
homogeneous layouts for the 3 different sensor lengths,
namely 22mm, 42mm and 62mm, has been elaborated.
Longer sensors may be realized as a daisy-chain of two
62mm sensors. The sensors will be produced by two ven-
dors to avoid the stop of module production in case of prob-
lems with any one single vendor.
The stereo angle of 7,5◦ effects a correlation between the
x and y coordinate of a bond pad on a strip. The x distance
between to strips on the sensor is 58 µm, equivalent to the
pitch of the straight n-side strips. Therefore the second row
of bond pads must have a y distance of at least once the
multiple of 58 µm/tan(7,5◦). On the sensor a pad pattern
with x distance of 58 µm and y distance of ∼ 440,554 µm
is possible, but the minimum producible pitch for the long
analog microcables is in x direction 116 µm. In order to
contact all strips, a double layered cable needs to be em-
ployed und thus a doubly staggered bond pattern is needed.
This leads to a checker-board-pattern where every sec-
ond pattern-point is alternatingly reserved for a bond pad.
The pitch of the bond pads is in x 116 µm and in
y ∼ 881.108 µm (the center of the pads in the second row
is shifted in x direction by 58 µm relative to the center of
the first row of pads). Figure 1 shows an exemple of the
such pattern.
Figure 1: Schematic view on the bond pad and DC pad
pattern.
As there are different lengths of sensors and as the pad
rows should be located on the same x-position on the top
edge as on the bottom edge it proved most adequate to al-
locate the origin of the coordinate system in the center of
the sensor. Further, the distance from the coordinate center
to the innermost pad row was fixed to be a multiple of the
y-pitch of two staggered pad rows, namely 881.108 µm.
Consequently the distance from the outermost pad row to
the edge of the sensor is a variable of the sensor length, as
the pre-chosen lengths are none multiples of this pitch.
Figure 2: Schematic view of a sensor to sensor daisy chain.
The red and blue lines are the leads of the short 58 µm-pitch
cable that serves to daisy chain two sensors.
These definitions together with the respective symme-
try allow daisy-chaining of sensors of the same as well as
different lengths to each other. Figure 2 shows two daisy-
chained sensors with a microcable of a constant lead length.
Consequently, also one FEB-design may serve all sensor
configurations as well as either sensor side. In Fig. 3 a
scheme of a microcable connection between the foreseen
CBM STSxyter chip and the STS sensor is shown.
Figure 3: Schematic view of a sensor to chip connection.
The red and blue lines are the leads of the microcable on
two different layers with a pitch of 116 µm.
All participating vendors will employ this layout of the
bond pads even though they may vary the sensor design
according to their proprietory design and production pref-
erences.
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Performance of neutron irradiated prototype sensors
for the CBM Silicon Tracking System ∗
J. Heuser1, U. Frankenfeld1, S. Chatterji1, O. Bertini1, P. Larionov2,1, M. Singla2,1, and I. Sorokin2,1,3
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2Goethe University, Frankfurt, Germany; 3KINR, Kiev, Ukraine
We report on the performance of prototype microstrip
sensors for the CBM Silicon Tracking System (STS) after
their exposure to neutron equivalent fluences as they are
expected for the running scenario in the CBM experiment.
CBM radiation environment
The neutron fluence at the STS detector is expected
to reach about 2×1013 neqcm−2 per year, depending on
the detailed physics programme performed and accumu-
lating over several years of running. The maximum inte-
grated fluence in some areas of the tracker will amount to
1014 neqcm−2 beyond wich the affected detector modules
will be replaced [1]. During the CBM experimental runs,
periods of two or three months per year, the sensors will be
operated at -5◦C to limit radiation-induced leakage currents
and to prevent from thermal runaway. During the periods of
shutdown, the STS detector system may have to be warmed
up to allow for maintenance of its components. The radi-
ation damaged sensors will undergo annealing processes,
with properties like leakage current, full depletion voltage
(Vfd) and breakdown voltages changing with temperature
and time.
Irradiation of prototype sensors
We have irradiated small test sensors from the most
recent production of CBM05 prototypes, produced by
CiS, Erfurt, Germany. The exposure to neutrons was
performed at Institute Jozef Stefan, Ljubljana, Slovenia,
within the EU-FP7 project AIDA. The sensors were irra-
diated in sets of four to the fluences 1×1013, 5×1013 and
1×1014 neqcm−2. During transport and storage after irra-
diation, a log of temperature and humidity was kept.
Full depletion voltage, charge collection
The sensors were installed in printed circuit boards al-
lowing to apply bias voltage and to read out a number of
strips with fast self-triggering front-end electronics. The
sensors were operated in a nitrogen conditioned freezer at
-5◦C. Through the bias cable, scans of the bulk current and
capacitance were made as a function of the applied reverse
voltage. The determined depletion voltages as a function of
the neutron equivalent fluence are summarized in Table 1.
Applying significantly higher bias, the sensors’ charge col-
lection performance was determined with reading out sig-
nals induced with a 241Am source and its 59 keV and lower
∗ supported by EU-FP7 AIDA
energy gamma lines. Spectra of collected charge are shown
in Fig. 1, applying a simple clustering algorithm to com-
bine charge simultaneously seen on neighbouring strips.
The results are reported in the table, assuming gain cali-
bration factors of 117±3 (p) and 113±3 (n) ADC units for
the full signal to yield the charge collection efficiencies.
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Figure 1: Charge distributions from the sensors’ p (left) and
n (right) sides as a function of neutron equivalent fluence.
Table 1: Charge collection performance of the sensors.
fluence Vfd Vbias peak ADC eff. (%)
(neqcm−2) (V) (V) p ±3 n p ±4 n
0 80±2 160±1 117 102 100 90
1×1013 35±5 130±1 105 100 90 88
5×1013 45±5 180±1 95 95 81 84
1×1014 110±2 300±1 95 81 81 71
Annealing studies
The leakage currents increase linearly with neutron flu-
ence. The value of the damage constant, α, is initially at
around 4.0×10−17 Acm−1. After annealing at different
temperatures, α can be used to yield the evolution of dark
currents and Vfd. According to [2], radiation damage in
silicon has several contibutions: a constant, a “beneficial
annealing” and a “reverse annealing” component. Their de-
termination is in progress.
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Measurement of coupling and interstrip capacitances in silicon microstrip
sensors for the CBM experiment at FAIR∗
I. Sorokin1,2, P. Larionov1, and J. Heuser1
1Uni Frankfurt, Frankfurt am Main, Germany; 2Kiev Institute for Nuclear Research, Kiev, Ukraine
The main component of the future CBM experiment [1]
at FAIR (Darmstadt, Germany) [2] is the Silicon Tracking
System [3]. It is going to be based on double-sided silicon
strip sensors. Among the important characteristics of sil-
icon strip sensors are the coupling (Cc) and the interstrip
capacitances (CiImp, CiStrip), because they affect the sig-
nal amplitude [4, 5]. Measurement of these capacitances is
therefore important both in the stage of detector prototyp-
ing and in the stage of series production for their quality
assurance.
The coupling capacitance (Cc), is the capacitance be-
tween a metal strip (“Metalisation” in Fig. 1) and the im-
plant underneath. CiImp — is the total capacitance of an
implant to the neighboring metal strips, and C iStrip —
is the total capacitance of a metal strip to the neighbor-
ing metal strips. The capacitances were measured with a
QuadTech 7600 precision LCR meter. To determine the
coupling capacitance the test voltage (0.5 V) was applied
to the selected implant, and the current, induced on the
metal strip above, was measured. To measure CiImp, the
test voltage was applied to an implant, the metal strip above
the implant was grounded, and the current was picked from
the neigboring metal strips (three on each side). ForC iStrip
measurement the test voltage was applied to a metal strip,
and the current was picked up from the neighboring metal
strips (three on each side).
In the measurements of Cc and CiImp the observed val-
ues decrease at high frequencies (example in Fig. 2) be-
cause the resistance of the implant (which is on the order
of 100 kΩ/cm) becomes comparable to, or larger than the
impedance of the measured capacitance, thus the test signal
does not propagate along the whole implant length [5, 6].
Correct values for Cc and CiImp are obtained only at low
frequencies.
The obtained values (shown in the table below) were
applied to estimate the expected signal amplitude [5]. The
developed measurement techniques will be used for further
characterization and quality assurance of the sensors.
Sensor, Cc, CiImp, CiStrip,
side pF/cm pF/cm pF/cm
CBM02, n 37.8 ± 0.5 1.0 ± 0.5 1.4 ± 0.5
CBM02, p 34.7 ± 0.5 1.4 ± 0.5 2.2 ± 0.5
CBM03′, p 17.2 ± 0.5 1.0 ± 0.5 1.5 ± 0.5
∗Work supported by HIC4FAIR, HGS-HIRe, and H-QM Helmholtz
research school
Figure 1: Schematic view of one side of a silicon microstrip
sensor.
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Figure 2: Coupling capacitance as a function of frequency
in the CBM03’ sensor.
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In-beam test of prototype modules for the CBM Silicon Tracking System∗
T. Balog1,2, O. Bertini1, J. Eschke3, V. Friese1, P. Ghosh4,1, T. Heinz1, J. Heuser1, V. Khomyakov5,
P. Larionov4,1, W. Niebur1, C. Pauly6, F. Uhlig1, M. Singla4,1, I. Sorokin4,1,7, C. Sturm1, A. Wolf1, and
P. Zumbruch1
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2Comenius University, Bratislava, Slovakia; 3FAIR, Darmstadt, Germany;
4Goethe University, Frankfurt, Germany; 5ITEP, Moscow, Russia; 6Bergische Universita¨t Wuppertal, Germany;
7KINR, Kiev, Ukraine
In December 2013 three groups of the CBM and HADES
collaborations tested recently developed prototype detec-
tors in the 2.8 GeV high-intensity proton of COSY, Re-
search Center Ju¨lich, Germany. The beam was provided
within a week long shift block dedicated to FAIR detec-
tor tests. On the test bench in the JESSICA cave were
several prototype modules of the CBM Silicon Tracking
System, several prototypes of GEM detectors for the CBM
muon detection system developed by the CBM groups at
VECC, Kolkata, India, and GSI, and diamond detectors for
the T0 determination in CBM and HADES developed by
GSI and the Technical University Munich. The beam def-
inition was made with the already approved scintillating
fiber hodoscopes built at Wuppertal University.
Prototype STS modules
The modules were to demonstrate the charge collec-
tion properties of the recent full-size CBM prototype mi-
crostrip sensors CBM05, and the signal transmission to the
front-end electronics with optimized micro cables. They
were designed at GSI and assembled at SE SRTIIE (team
now with LTU) in Kharkov, Ukraine. The read-out was
performed with the established front-end boards based on
the n-XYTER ASIC. This limited the number of read-out
channels to 128 per side, one eighth of all sensor channels.
Therefore, the modules were produced in four versions to
probe different sensor regions. Two modules used a single
CBM05 sensor, one attaching to the central long strips on
either side, and another reading out strips of the sensor cor-
ners. Two further modules realized, for the first time, also
the operation and read-out of daisy-chained sensors, as they
will be deployed in the outer regions of STS stations where
the track densities allow minimizing the number of read-
out channels by using particularly long strips.
The STS set-up on the beam table is shown in the left panel
of Fig. 1. Two reference stations (STS 0, STS 1) defined
the particle trajectories for impact on station STS 2 com-
prising a module under test. Such a module, here with
daisy-chained sensors and the 25 cm long read-out cable,
is shown in the right panel of the figure.
Measurement programme
The beam profile was adjusted to a diameter of about one
centimeter. As the CBM05 microstrip sensors provide an
∗ supported by EU-FP7 HadronPhysics3
Figure 1: Prototype silicon tracking system in the JESSICA
cave at COSY. Station STS 2 comprised the modules under
test; one is shown in the right panel.
active area of 6.2 cm by 6.2 cm, the middle station could
be adjusted to probe certain sensor regions with beam. In
addition to adjusting the horizontal and vertical position,
also the impact angle of the beam was changed by rotating
the station around the vertical axis. Several tens of runs
with large statistics were taken for every module to study
the charge collection properties as a function of various pa-
rameters, including bias voltage, strip length, signal path
length, and beam incidence angle. Detailed analyses are
being performed.
First results
The performance of the modules shall be illustrated with
charge spectra, here from a module with two daisy-chained
CBM05 sensors operated in self-triggered read-out mode.
The distributions show, for both the n and p sides of the
sensor, the charge collected on all of the 128 channels, after
transmission through the read-out cables. The small peak is
residual noise, the large peak charge from transient protons.
Figure 2: Charge spectra from both sides of a module.
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Full-size prototype microstrip sensors for the CBM Silicon Tracking System
J. Heuser1, D. Soyk1, C.J. Schmidt1, Y. Murin2, V.M. Borshchov3, I. Tymchuk3, and M. Protsenko3
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2JINR, Dubna, Russia; 3LTU, Kharkov, Ukraine
The CBM Silicon Tracking System will comprise
double-sided microstrip sensors of three basic geometries.
Those differ in the lengths of their strip-shaped sensing ele-
ments, chosen to match the hit densities in their location of
deployment in the tracking stations. Strip lengths of about
2 cm, 4 cm and 6 cm have been found adequate to achieve
a sufficiently limited hit occupancy even under the harshest
running conditions of the CBM experiment [1].
Sensor layout
The sensors have in common the number of 1024 strips
per side at a read-out pitch of 58 µm, arranged parallel to
the sensor edge (n-side) and under a tilt angle of 7.5 ◦ on the
p-side. This will allow reconstructing space points within
a sensor, with the required spatial resolution and at limited
combinatorics resulting from the projective geometry. The
strips are read out from one edge only, as to integrate the
sensors into detector modules with the read-out electronics
located at one end. On the stereo side, the strips in one
corner of the sensor are not reached directly. They require
further electrical connections to their partner strips in the
other corner which are attached to the read-out electronics.
Two technical solutions are being evaluated, one with metal
lines integrated on a second aluminum layer on the sensor,
another utilizing an extra thin cable layer bonded onto the
sensor. The overall dimensions of the sensors are 6.2 cm
width and 2.2 cm, 4.2 cm and 6.2 cm height. A depiction
of their layouts can be seen in [2]. This allows producing
them with 4” wafer technology, a pre-requisite for a suffi-
ciently large circle of vendors. Also the on-sensor cable as
an alternative to the routing lines on a second metal layer
are shown there.
Prototypes CBM05
In 2013 the production of prototype sensors in all three
sizes has been achieved. All sensors of this CBM05 series
have a compatible layout of their bonding pads which
was worked out within the CBM collaboration and its
technology partners. The prototypes were produced in
cooperation with the CiS Research Institute for Micro
Sensorics and Photovoltaics, Germany, and Hamamatsu
Photonics, Japan. The large prototype sensor with double-
metal interconnections came from CiS on a GSI bill. The
mid-sized sensor has been realized with Hamamatsu with
support to GSI from BMBF. The small sensor was ordered
at Hamamatsu through JINR. All sensors but the small one
are double-sided. The small sensor was made as simple as
possible, therefore single-sided, with the specific aim to
verify the viability of the on-sensor cable concept. Some
of the large sensors were employed in new prototype
modules and tested extensively in lab and beam. Such sen-
sor with its integrated double-metal lines is shown in Fig. 1.
Figure 1: Corner region of a CBM05 sensor produced at
CiS. The sensor has been fitted with a bias cable (left) and
has a micro read-out cable tab bonded to it (top).
Prototypes CBM06
A further series of prototype sensors, CBM06, has been
designed and launched for production with CiS and Hama-
matsu to be available in 2014. They will serve extended
effort with the development of prototype detector modules.
In view of the preparation of tooling for the technical in-
tegration of their components, larger amounts of dummy
sensors and dummy ASICs have been produced in 2013,
providing no active functionality but the the same contact
patters on the same metallic surfaces as the full sensors.
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First mock-up of the CBM STS module based on a new assembly concept
V.M. Borshchov1, C.J. Schmidt2, Y.A. Murin3, I.T. Tymchuk1, M.A. Protsenko1, J.M. Heuser2,
R.A. Kushniruk1, L.V. Klimova1, and N.F. Chernikova1
1LED Technologies of Ukraine (LTU) Ltd, Kharkov, Ukraine; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 3JINR, Dubna, Russia
The first mock-up of the CBM STS detector module
based on a modified design and new assembly concept has
been developed and manufactured by the Kharkov team at
the newly created assembly site of LTU Ltd.
Composition of the detector module mock-up
The initial module concept [1, 2] foresaw multi-layered
cables comprising 512 traces at each signal layer. Based on
the experience obtained in the prototyping stage and tak-
ing into account risk minimization and yield increase with
the manufacture and assembly of components a new de-
sign and assembly concept was suggested [3]. The module
mock-up was developed for verification of this concept. It
includes the following components, similar as in real full-
scale modules:
- dummy microstrip double sided sensor (1024 strips on
each side at 58 um pitch, 7.5◦ stereo angle of strips);
- prototypes of multilayered connection microcables
(1024 lines for one side of sensor);
- dummy chips with 128 input pads;
- dummy FEBs with 8 seats for chips.
A microcable consists of the following layers:
- eight multilayered microcables (128 lines for chip to
sensor connection). Each multilayered cable includes
two connecting layer (FDI-A-24, 64 traces at 113 µm
pitch) and meshed spacers (Kapton 50 µm thick, fill
factor about 40%).
- overall meshed spacer for all 8 multilayered micro-
cables (Kapton 100 µm thick or two spacers 50 µm
thick, fill factor about 40%).
- overall shielding layer for all 8 multilayered micro-
cables (FDI-A-24) with glued meshed spacer (Kapton
50 µm thick, fill factor about 40%).
Assembly sequence of mock-up
For the first detector module mock-up the following
technological sequence has been developed:
1. Assembly (gluing) of multilayered components (con-
necting and shielding layers with spacers).
2. SpTAB bonding bottom connecting cables to chips,
bond joints protecting.
3. SpTAB bonding top connecting cables to chips, bond
joints protecting.
4. Aligning of sensor sides of the top and bottom cables
and cables gluing (fixing precise aligned position one
to each other).
5. Aligning of sensor sides of 8 assembled multilayered
connecting cables to sensor.
6. Gluing of overall meshed spacer or shielding layer
(depending on modules side).
7. Mounting (gluing, wire bonding, encapsulating) of
assembled multilayered cable with chips to the FEB
(first 4 chips than second 4 chips),
8. Multilayered cables (mounted on the FEB) SpTAB
bonding to the sensor (bottom cables, then top cables),
bond joints protecting,
9. Flipping the assembled half-module upside down,
10. Repetition of operations 7 and 8 for second side.
Module mock-up manufacturing
For the first module mock-up were developed and pro-
duced more than 10 types of component requiring more
than 20 photomasks. As a result of abovementioned works
the first half-module (only one sensor side connected, with-
out wire bonding chip-to-FEB) was assembled (Fig. 1).
a)
b)
Figure 1: First mock-up of the CBM STS detector half-
module a) top view, b) bottom view.
During the assembly of the first module mock-up only
visual inspection were performed but for real detector mod-
ules after each bonding of connecting layers to sensors or
chips need to be done electrical QA testing.
Results of development and assembling of the first mock-
up of the CBM STS half-module confirm practical feasibil-
ity of suggested concept on detector modules creation.
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Low and high voltage power supply for STS detector electronics
P. Koczon´1, B. Ernst1, and C.J. Schmidt1
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
Environmental conditions for STS at CBM
The silicon tracking detector STS for the CBM experi-
ment at FAIR will work inside a magnetic field of 1 T and
will have to stand a radiation load of up to 1014 neq/cm2
in the regions close to the beam pipe. It consists of more
than 1200 double sided silicon sensors arranged in 8 planes
covering a cone of the opening angle of±25 degrees, illus-
trated in Fig. 1 [1].
Figure 1: Silicon Tracking System with simulated tracks.
The readout electronics should work floating what
means that each side of every sensor has to be operated on
electric potential of up to±250 V (sensor bias up to 500 V)
and read out independently of each other.
High voltage supply system
Each side of each silicon sensor will be supplied with a
half of the nominal biasing voltage to achieve full depletion
and floating operation mode. Low leakage currents in the
sensors allow sufficiently compact feed-through construc-
tion and off-the-shelf system for full control of the deple-
tion voltages from outside of the STS thermal enclosure.
Low voltage power supply system
The electrical supply needs are a power of about 45 W
per detector module at several voltages (1.2, 1.5, 3.3 V).
These voltages have to be delivered for each side of every
sensor separately. The sheer number of feed-throughs with
pin cross sections allowing for currents of 1 - 3 A would
exceed the available mounting surface. Cable power losses
would require additional sensing wires and would heat-up
the surrounding volume. Instead, DC/DC conversion inside
the temperature controlled STS-container is proposed.
DC/DC converter
Several DC/DC converter ICs have been evaluated, both
isolated discrete systems (like VICORS P048T048T24AL
and B048F012T30) and non-isolated systems (Linear
Technology LT3605, LT3610, LTM4619, Texas Instru-
ments LM2596 or Yutaka Electric YSD812). All investi-
gated buck (step-down) systems are equipped with an in-
ductance driven by a pair of high-power transistors. An
air-coil type inductivity can work in a magnetic field in
contrary to ferrite coils which saturate and cause system
malfunction.
Both isolated DC/DC converters appeared to break down
already at 50 mT due to the failure of the built-in ferrite in-
ductivity. Measurements of converters based on other chips
proved that some of them can work in a magnetic field of
up to 0.7 T (field strength at the STS periphery) with effi-
ciency of 80 - 90 % (Fig. 2). Since the evaluation boards in
test have been equipped with metal oxide coils there is still
a room for efficiency improvement by using air coils.
Figure 2: Converter efficiency as function of the magnetic
field [mT].
Selected DC/DC converter chips have been tested for ra-
diation hardness and results of these measurements are re-
ported in [2] together with other electronic parts.
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Calibration of a laser scanning system for quality assurance of CBM prototype
silicon microstrip sensors ∗
P. Ghosh1,2, J. Eschke2,3, W. Niebur2,3, H. Malygina1,2, P. Zumbruch2, and B. Kolb2
1Goethe Universita¨t, Frankfurt am Main, Germany; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 3FAIR, Darmstadt, Germany
For the characterization and Quality Assurance (QA) of
prototype sensors produced for the Silicon Tracking Sys-
tem (STS) at the Compressed Baryonic Matter Experiment
(CBM), a infrared pulsed Laser Testing System (LTS) has
been developed. The main aim for the LTS is to scan and
characterize the prototype sensors. These QA scans are
intended to understand charge sharing in the interstrip re-
gion and investigate uniformity of sensor performance in
the active area of prototype sensors. The prototype sensor
CBM02 which has 256 strips with a pitch of 50 μm on each
side has been investigated in the LTS [1]. The strips on the
sensors are wire bonded to connectors on a board and read-
out via self-triggering n-XYTER prototype electronics.
The goal for the LTS is to have automatized quality as-
surance tests in a controlled manner at several thousands
positions across the sensor with focused infra-red laser
light (σspotsize ≈ 15 μm). The duration (∼10 ns) and
power (few mW) of the laser pulses are selected such that
the absorption of the laser light in the 300 μm thick sili-
con sensors produces about 24 000 electrons,which is sim-
ilar to the charge created by minimum ionizing particles
(MIP) there.The wavelength of the laser was chosen to be
1060 nm because the absorption depth of infra-red light
with this wavelength is of the order of the thickness of the
silicon sensors [2].
Figure 1: Schematic representation of the laser setup.
A schematic view of the measurement setup is shown
in Figure 1. The laser light is transmitted through a 6 μm
thick optical fiber to a two-lens focusing system, which fo-
cuses the light to a spot of about 15 μm diameter and the
working distance is about 10 mm. Figure 2 shows a depen-
dence of the distanceto the sensor surface as a function of
the number of strips fired with a signal just above thresh-
old. With this measurement the proper focus distance has
been achieved. Figure 3 shows the charge sharing func-
tion between neighboring strips represented in the form of
fraction of amplitudes collected by the individual strip.
∗Work supported by HIC4FAIR, HGS-HIRe and H-QM
Figure 2: Dependence of distance to focuser from the sen-
sor surface as a function of strips fired.
Figure 3: Charge division (fraction of amplitude) in the
interstrip region as a function of position of laser spot.
The LTS has recently been upgraded with motor controls
using EPICS [3] and programs have been written to step
over the active area make several measurements automati-
cally. Figure 4 shows an operator interface of the running
system using EPICS tools. The next step is to integrate the
data acquisition software DABC [4] plugin for the EPICS
position information for data taking, logging and further
analysis using the Go4 analysis software.
Figure 4: Run time operator interface for the LTS.
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Automized quality assurance of sensors for the CBM Silicon Tracking System∗
P. Larionov1 and U. Frankenfeld2
1Goethe Universita¨t, Frankfurt am Main, Germany; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
The Silicon Tracking System is the main tracking detec-
tor of the Compressed Baryonic Matter (CBM) experiment.
It will comprise 8 stations that will be built out of around
1200 double-sided silicon microstrip sensors. The sensors
will be AC-coupled and have 7.5 degree stereo angle be-
tween p- and n-side strips. The latest sensor prototypes,
CBM05, manufactured by CiS, are currently being evalu-
ated for their parameters before the series production will
take place [1].
To achieve the required tracking efficiency of the whole
tracking system, each sensor has to be evaluated in a num-
ber of quality assurance procedures. Some of those allow
checking the overall sensor health, as it has already been
done with earlier sensor prototypes [2]. This report empha-
sizes on the procedure that has been developed for an ad-
vanced quality assurance tests applying to the sensors that
have been accepted after the basic check.
The procedure itself comprises automization with Lab-
View software and involves the use of the following equip-
ment: a wafer prober Su¨ss PA300PS with a mechanical
accuracy of 2 µm, picoampere meters Keithley 6487 and
2410, and a LCR meter Quad Tech 7600. The following
advanced quality tests of silicon sensor can be realized: (a)
number of pinholes, (b) leakage current of each strip, (c)
number of shorted strips, (d) number of ragged strips. The
measurements are being performed in a clean room with
temperature and humidity control.
The software includes two communicating programs de-
veloped on a master and slave principle, installed on two
personal computers. The master program communicates
with the measuring devices and generates the commands
for the slave program which in turn manages the wafer
prober perfomance.
Figure 1: Result of strip current test for CBM03’ sensors.
∗Supported by HIC4FAIR, HQM, HGS-HIRe.
The pinhole measurement provides information about
defected strips with disrupted capacitive coupling and
which cannot be used for charge collection. Figure 1 in-
dicates the result of the pinhole test of CBM05 sensor pro-
totype detecting one broken capacitor on the p-side of the
sensor. Table 1 summarizes results of pinhole measure-
ments for different prototype sensor.
Table 1: Results of the pihole tests for CBM03’ and
CBM05 sesnor prototypes
Sensor Sensor Wafer Number of pinholes
Prototype Size Number p-side n-side
CBM03’ Full size 7 0 -
CBM03’ Full size 10 5 -
CBM03’ Full size 13 0 -
CBM05 Full size 4 0 4
CBM05 Full size 6 0 0
Measurement of the leakage current of individual strip
helps us to identify the number of strips having relatively
high leakage current which have to be masked in the read-
out electronics. Figure 2 shows the distribution of strip
leakage currents of one prototype sensor. If the number
of defective strips is below a certain quality acceptance
threshold, the sensor can be used for module assembly and
only the bad strips should not be connected to the read-out
electronics. Otherwise, the sensor should be discarded.
Figure 2: Result of strip current test for CBM03’ sensor
prototype.
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Application of the CBM Silicon Tracking System CAD model for integration
studies
S. Belogurov∗2, A. Kolosova2, and J. Kunkel1
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2ITEP, Moscow, Russia
Motivation
The high density of equipment inside the gap of the
CBM dipole magnet requires special attention to the inte-
gration effort and, more generally speaking, to the system
engineering of the set-up. In this report we discuss the cur-
rent status of the system integration effort, the tasks to be
solved and the methods in use.
CAD (Computer Aided Design) software is one of the
major tools in complex system development. It is used
to create a virtual model of the product in development.
For the CBM STS detector system a virtual model of the
whole system is created with CATIA, a software pack-
age for product development that covers the whole process
from first sketches to final drawings for the manufacturing
of components.
Status and tasks of the system integration
The STS detector system is designed in functional parts,
such as main detector parts, mounting structures, enclo-
sures and supply lines. The virtual model in the CAD soft-
ware is set up in the same way. Since parts and assemblies
are stored in separate files, collaborative work on different
parts of the detector at the same time is possible.
One important integration task is to reserve space for var-
ious functional nodes. Currently we develop to arrange
in space of the following items: Sensors, sectors, mod-
ules, ladders, data cables, C-shaped supporting frame for
ladders, fixation for the ladders and for the cables, front-
end-boards (FEB), FEB fixation and cooling boxes, cooling
plates common for a unit (i.e. two neighbouring half sta-
tions belonging to the two consequent stations), CO2 cool-
ing connections, power supply lines for FEBs, data trans-
port lines from FEBs to data aggregation boards, voltage
conditioners for the FEBs, optical links and cooling boxes
for voltage conditioners, data aggregation boards and opti-
cal links. An overall view of the STS and a detailed view
of one quarter of the 8th station are shown in Figs. 1 and 2,
respectively. Generally, the design of the STS follows an
onion logic from the innermost parts to the outer ones.
Space analysis allows to see the critical elements in the
system. E.g. it has been demonstrated that the avail-
ability of single-channel radiation hard SFP optical links
only causes a limitation on the total number of channels
in the system. Any development towards higher granular-
ity would require new radiation hard multichannel optical
links.
∗Work supported by FAIR Russia Reseach Center
Another task for the system integration is to study and to
balance contradictory requirements of various origin. E.g.
front-end electronics developers tend to insist on the short-
est possible cables in any particular case, however the rea-
soning of the C-Shaped frame rigidity and cooling plate
beauty forces us to use sometimes the cables a bit longer
than absolute minimum. A further issue under investiga-
tion is the checking for all the possible dependencies, e.g.
the thickness of cooling plates has influence on the space
available for bending of cables, and the pad pattern on dif-
ferent sensors, staggering of the sensors in a ladder and
spacing between the FEBs in the working position are con-
nected to the reduction of the number of different types of
cables.
Methods in use
For the integration studies a deeply parametrized model
has been created using the CATIA VBA code called “STS
creator”. The tool arranges correctly in space all the com-
ponents based on parametrized templates. The composition
of the ladders can be modified later and all the parts like
CF ladder support frames, C-shape unit frames and cooling
plated will be adjusted automatically. The entire model can
be checked for interferences, margins and free space. Us-
ing such a tool allows saving a lot of manpower and time
since, for the CBM STS, the active detector part consists of
several hundreds of parts.
For making design information available for further
analysis each functional node has an HTML description ac-
cessible from CATIA. Cross links to descriptions of mother
and daughter products are generated automatically. A data
base for design solutions, options, versions, open questions
and mutual dependencies is under development. Data re-
trieval from this base can be made available from the above
mentioned HTML documentation.
Next steps
We plan to establish a CAD data exchange platform for
efficient collaborative work on the project. Dedicated pro-
grams like Git and Subversion are available for software
developers. Although CATIA files are binary such a tool
could satisfy our needs for sharing data and revision con-
trol. Special programs for CAD data handling are under
investigation, too. The design solution database mentioned
above should be transferred from prototype to development
status. The outer layers of the system, like connecting unit
to the outside world, thermal enclosure and the mechanical
super structure should be developed rather soon.
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Figure 1: Overall view of all 8 STS stations.
Figure 2: One quarter of station 8 including readout and data transfer electronics, power supply and cooling equipment.
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An improved detector response simulation for the Silicon Tracking System∗
V. Friese1, J. Heuser1, and H. Malygina2,3
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2Goethe University, Frankfurt, Germany; 3KINR, Kyiv, Ukraine
To achieve realistic simulations the response of the sil-
icon strip sensors should be precisely included in the dig-
itizer, which simulates a complete chain of physical pro-
cesses caused by a charged particle traversing the detector,
from charge creation in silicon to a digital output signal. In
the CbmRoot software, the current version of the STS dig-
itizer [1] doesn’t include all the processes needed to obtain
results with sufficient accuracy. It assumes a uniform en-
ergy loss distribution along the incident particle track and
accounts for the Lorentz shift and effects of the read-out
electronics, as threshold, random noise, charge collection
inefficiency, channel dead time. We considered the follow-
ing improvements to the digitizer: non-uniform energy loss
distribution, thermal diffusion, and charge re-distribution
over the read-out channels due to interstrip capacitances
(the so-called “cross-talk”). There are several possibilities
to model each process with a different level of detailing.
We suggest the following procedure:
- to divide the incident particle trajectory into thin lay-
ers (3μm); to calculate the deposited energy in each
layer according to the Urban method [2];
- to estimate the charge broadening due to thermal dif-
fusion according to the Gaussian low for the charge in
each layer [3];
- for each fired strip to calculate the charge sharing due
to the cross-talk, to add random noise distributed ac-
cording to the Gaussian low with σ = ENC (Equiv-
alent Noise Charge);
- to convert the charge in each strip from number of
electrons to ADC-value; to apply a threshold and other
effects of electronics.
We verify the new procedure by choosing tracks with
random impact and inclination from −45◦ to 45◦ (see [4]
for more details) and utilizing the Center-Of-Gravity algo-
rithm [5] to reconstruct clusters. From the obtained re-
sults we conclude that the most significant effect is the
non-uniform energy loss along the incident particle track.
Figure 1 shows a comparison between experimental data
from the LHCb and our simulation. The experimental data
agrees better with the new procedure. The current digi-
tizer predicts most probable amplitude loss for perpendic-
ular tracks to be 0%, whereas the improved version yields
10%. The measured value is yet higher, verifying the ad-
vance in development of the digitizer.
Several STS prototype modules based on CBM05 pro-
totype sensors were operated during an in-beam experi-
ment at COSY. Figure 2 shows a comparison between the
∗Work supported by HIC4FAIR, HGS-HIRe and H-QM.
Figure 1: The RMS of the hit position residuals distribution
VS track inclination: left panel – the LHCb Vertex Locator
(0◦ – perpendicular tracks) [6]; right panel – our simula-
tion (red circles – the new Digitizer, blue dots – the current
version, 90◦ – perpendicular tracks).
simulated data and the data obtained during the experi-
ment, in the external triggering mode at different track in-
clinations. For perpendicular tracks we adopt a threshold
of 9375 electrons and for 20◦ tracks 6250 electrons. As
our simulation does not produce noise separately, but only
adds random noise to the signal, a slight underestimation
of small clusters is acceptable. We can see it for inclined
tracks. However we reproduce a general behaviour of the
measured cluster size distributions. Eventually, we found
several points, where the improved Digitizer agrees better
with experiment.
Figure 2: Cluster size distribution for perpendicular tracks
(left) and for 20◦ tracks (right). The experimental data –
empty squares, the new procedure – red triangles, the cur-
rent – blue triangles. Error bars show the uncertainty in
angle determination.
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A front-end electronics board to test the assembly procedure of modules for
the CBM Silicon Tracking System∗
V. Kleipa1, C.J. Schmidt1, C. Simon1, and D. Soyk1
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
The STS front-end electronics board
For the Silicon Tracking System (STS) of the CBM ex-
periment, about 2000 read out electronic boards (FEBs)
have to be produced. They comprise eight readout ASICs
of 128 amplifier channels each which will read the 1024
sensor channels on either side of a STS detector mod-
ule [1]. So there is a need to prepare tools and assembly
instructions for their serial production. In order to develop
and verify the assembly procedures, a test board has been
designed.
Module assembly chain
The assembly chain will start with the tab-bonding of
the read-out micro-cables on the ASICs. Then the ASICs
must be glued in spares of the FEB’s printed circuit board.
In a next step the ASICs will be connected to the supply,
control and read-out lines with wire bond. The challenge
is how to adjust the ASICs with the sensitive tab-bonded
sensor-cables on the PCB and how to connect the AS`ICs
further with bond wires to the main PCB.
In all these cases the hight of additional components on
the PCB have to be respected. I.e. SMD capacitors and
resistors or the globtop - which is protecting the bond-
wires, cause barriers for the second row of ASIC chips. It
needs also to be verified, if embedded passive devices are
required to be reduced in height.
Two ASIC footprints are prepared on the PCB for the
different test purposes. One footprint needs to be gener-
ated with laser cavity technology. Here the bond wires can
be connected directly to the inner layers of the PCB. The
other footprint consists only of bond pads on the top layer.
Some additional routing space will be required here too.
Additional thermal cycling tests are planned to proof the
safety of the tab and wire bond connetions.
Test board and assembled object
The front-end board designed to test the assembly pro-
cedure and the functionality of the pairs of ASICs and tab-
bonded micro cables is shown in Figures 1 to 3:
• Figure 1 depicts the FEB layout for the assembly test.
• Figure 2 is a 3D rendering of a possible FEB PCB.
• Figure 3 depicts an assemby with FEB, ASICs and
micro cables.
Figure 1: STS FEB8 test layout.
Figure 2: 3D View of equipped STS FEB Board.
Figure 3: Assembly of sensor cables and FEB.
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A mechanical model of an STS station for the study of cable routing
P. Koczon´1, J. Kunkel1, D. Soyk1, and C.J. Schmidt1
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
Mechanical aspects of STS construction
The silicon tracking detector STS for the CBM exper-
iment at FAIR poses an engineering challenge due to its
compactness and requirements concerning signal density,
signal-to-noise ratio, and efficiency. The restricted height
of the magnet yoke opening together with the number of
readout channels and requirement to geometrical accep-
tance, operating temperature and mass budget [1] leave
very little room for the readout and data transfer electronics
and needed power conversion electronics inside of the STS
container (Fig. 1).
Figure 1: STS in the yoke of the dipole magnet.
Under such restrictive conditions it is very critical to
find proper mechanical, electronic and electrical solu-
tions/components like very compact circuits of highest effi-
ciency, fine-pitch flexible cables for analog and digital sig-
nals, corresponding connectors or bonding methods as well
as thin and flexible cables of adequate lead cross section for
power supply. Last but not least the positioning of the com-
ponents and shape of the cooling bodies together with the
topology of cable routing paths have to be defined.
Real-size model of the STS
In order to verify many of the posed questions and cor-
responding tentative answers a three-dimensional model of
one STS station has been constructed. Axial symmetry of
the STS allows to concentrate on one quarter of the most
crowded station 7 of the STS (Fig. 2). The model has been
constructed according to mechanical design drawings and
fulfills requirements like parts’ dimensions, cable thickness
and flexibility. This mechanical mockup allows confirming
methods elaborated for the handling of STS stations and its
subsystems as well.
Figure 2: Mechanical model of one STS station.
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A setup for adjustment of process parameters for CBM module production
D. Soyk1, C. Simons1, C. Schmidt1, I. Tymchuk2, M. Protsenko2, and V.M. Borshchov2
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2LTU, Kharkov, Ukraine
The sensor modules for the CBM STS comprise an STS
microstrip sensor, 16 CBM STS-XYTER readout chips and
32 microcables of 64 leads each. The double-sided STS
sensor has 1024 strips on each side. Consequently 2048
channels per module must be connected by means of 4096
bonds. It is obvious that the quality assurance of theses tab-
bonds is a major ingredient to the yield of module produc-
tion and reliability of the detector as a whole. Especially
the large number (around 1000) of modules needed for the
entire CBM STS requires to have a detailed look at the tab-
bond process and its parameters, as potentially required re-
pair actions on defective modules will be time consuming
and adds the risk of additional inadvertent damage to the
module. Therefore it is the best solution to improve and
bring the tab-bond process to perfection before starting the
serial production of modules for the CBM STS.
Figure 1: Dummy CBM STS-XYTER chip (up) and a par-
tial plan of a CBM sensor dummy (down). The red lines are
the connections via the microcable for the first row of bond
pads. The green lines are the connections via a second mi-
crocable for the second row of the pads. In the upper part
of the Dummy CBM STS-XYTER are the contact pads for
the test equipment directly connected to the tab-bond pads
in the lower part of the chip.
It is clear that for such process optimization no origi-
nal full functional STS sensor and CBM STS-XYTER chip
will be used or needed. The first reason is the costs of
the original components and second reason is the miss-
ing of fast and easy ways to check the quality of the tab-
bonds. For this reason, dedicated dummy-sensors as well
as dummy-chips have been designed and manufactured. To
check the quality of bonding two tests are necessary. One is
the pull test to check mechanical adhesion of the aluminum
lead of the microcable to the bond pad. The second is the
electrical connectivity of the bond.
In order to make this test conclusive for the real module
the microcable must the original, the surface and the mate-
rial of the bond pads for dummy-sensors and chips must be
identical to the material on the original sensors and chips.
Also, the Silicone wafer material and thickness should be
identical. If these requirements to the microcables, dummy
sensors and chips are fulfilled, it is possible to transfer the
process data to the serial production process.
To improve the test routines for the electrical contacts,
additional pads for test needles and connections between
the pads were added to the dummy-sensors and -chips.
(These additional features will not be part of the layout of
the final devices.) In Fig. 1 the scheme of electrical con-
nections is shown with the layout of the dummy chip and
sensor. On the dummy chip, each second pad of each row is
electrically connected to a pad far away from the tab-bond
area. (The first pad of a row is like the second also electri-
cally connected to a shifted pad.) The non duplicated pad
is electrically connected to its left neighbor. On the dummy
sensor two neighboring pads of a row are electrically con-
nected together.
The idea behind this set-up is to make an electrical con-
nection between the pad of the test needle via the tab-bond
on the chip, the microcable, the tab-bond on the sensor and
back to the second test pad for each row. With this simple
serial routing it is possible to check 4 tab-bond connections
and two leads of the microcable with one single measure-
ment. If the connection is good the first needle is kept on
its starting position whereas the second needle is shifted to
the next pad of the row. This daisy chaining now allows to
check 8 tab-bonds and 4 leads of the microcable in one go.
While continuing this daisy chaining it is possible to check
numerous tab-bonds and microcable leads. If a broken lead
or damaged tab-bond is found the first needle of the test set-
up must be moved to the unconnected pad and the second
needle can step further. With this test strategy we can re-
duce the number of single tests, because only broken leads
or tab-bonds will cause a restart of the test procedure. Ad-
ditionally the test procedure could be done automatically
on a wafer prober.
At the moment the dummy chips and sensors have been
delivered. We are now waiting for a sufficient number of
sample microcables to start process optimization.
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Development of a CO2 cooling prototype for the CBM Silicon Tracking
System∗
J. Sa´nchez1, J. M. Heuser1, W. Niebur1, C. Sturm1, H. R. Schmidt2, A. Lymanets2, P. Petagna3,
B. Verlaat3, and L. Zwalinski3
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2Eberhard Karls University, Tu¨bingen, Germany; 3CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Nowadays the high energy physics detectors require ever
more powerful cooling plants as well as a non-invasive pip-
ing. This means that the mass budget has to be as small
as possible in order to not decrease the efficiency of the
detector effective surface. We report on the development
of a bi-phase CO2 test cooling system, called TRACI-XL,
that is based on the “2 phase accumulator controlled loop
(2PACL)” concept and is carried out at GSI within the EU-
FP7 project CRISP in cooperation with experts of the DT
group at CERN, and the CBM group at Eberhard Karls
University, Tu¨bingen. TRACI-XL is the 1 kW prototype
that will be used as a pre-plant design for the cooling of
electronics in the CBM Silicon Tracking System STS. A
design study of the system is depicted in Fig. 1.
Figure 1: A CATIA model of TRACI-XL.
Concept definition stage
Several fields of engineering have been addressed for the
realization of this phase of the prototype design. Different
areas as thermodynamics and its study of nucleate boiling,
had to be carefully considered. Due to the complexity of
this type of evaporative process only the experimental find-
ings can provide more information for the design of the
final plant to be installed in the CBM experiment.
Technical documentation like PID diagrams have been
developed to be as clear as possible and being similar to
some of the screens that were subsequently used in the
HMI (Human Machine Interface) thus making TRACI-
XL a user-friendly prototype in which a malfunction can
quickly be detected. Considering it as one of the most im-
portant parts of the system, the secondary CO2 line has
been designed as rigorously as possible, taking into account
the possibility of future upgrades to the plant, providing ex-
tra flexibility to implement in the future other functionality
∗Supported by EU-FP7 CRISP.
such as electrical valves to be fully controlled by PLCs. All
this is achieved through the choice of high performance
Swagelok VCR fittings with high life cycle where subse-
quently modules may include new parts.
Development of control electronics
The STS cooling system has to provide necessary cool-
ing power for the front-end electronics at a given ther-
mal load. For this reason, process variables have to
be monitored and maintained at their desired values by
communicating to the devices in the cooling plant, e.g.,
heaters, pumps, indicators, etc. The task is automated using
Siemens modular programmable logic controllers (PLC).
The PLC functionality includes sensor monitoring, device
control, data logging and archiving. The system is con-
trolled via a touch panel Human-Machine Interface (HMI).
The software framework STEP 7 v11 (TIA Portal) com-
municates to the PLCs via PROFINET protocol, thus pro-
viding a compact automated solution for the TRACI-XL
project. Figure 2 shows a test system including the PLC
controller with sensor-specific modules (resistance tem-
perature detector, thermocouple, analog input for pressure
transmitter readout, etc.) Analog values and digital indica-
tors are displayed on the touch panel.
Figure 2: PLC-based test system with analog sensors and
touch panel control.
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Cherenkov photon detection with WLS coated MAPMTs
J. Kopfer1, C. Deveaux2, M. Du¨rr2, J. Eom3, C. Ho¨hne2, K.-H. Kampert1, L. Kochenda4,
P. Kravtsov4, S. Lebedev2, E. Lebedeva2, T. Mahmoud2, Y. Nam3, C. Pauly1, S. Reinecke1, Y. Riabov4,
J. Song3, J. Yi3, and I.-K. Yoo3
1Bergische Universita¨t, Wuppertal, Germany; 2Justus-Liebig-Universita¨t, Gießen, Germany; 3Pusan National
University, Pusan, Korea; 4Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute, St. Petersburg, Russia
The performance of wavelength shifting (WLS) films on
the front windows of MAPMTs installed in the CBM RICH
prototype camera was studied during the beam test cam-
paign in 2012 [1]. Three types of MAPMTs were coated
with WLS films of approximately 200 nm thickness, which
has been shown to be the optimium thickness for the re-
spective MAPMTs with UV-extended front window [2].
The WLS films were evaluated by first measuring
Cherenkov rings on an array of two by two MAPMTs with
WLS films, then cleaning these MAPMTs, and measuring
a second time on the same MAPMTs without WLS cov-
erage. A correction for variations of the refractive index
due to temperature and pressure changes during the clean-
ing process was done by using the data recorded by the gas
system [3].
The analysis shows an increased hit multiplicity, i.e.
photoelectrons per electron ring after ring finding and ring
fitting [4], for WLS coated MAPMTs. Figure 1 depicts
the hit multiplicity distribution for coated and uncoated
MAPMTs of the H8500D-03 type. When comparing dif-
ferent MAPMT types, the following result is obtained (see
Table 1): The gain with WLS films is 21.2 % for H10966A-
103 (size 2”, SBA photocathode, UV-extended window),
18.2 % for H8500D-03 (size 2”, BA photocathode, UV-
extended window), and 18.0 % for R11265-103-M16 (size
1”, SBA photocathode, UV-extended window). This hier-
archy is also seen in full Monte Carlo simulations using the
measured wavelength dependent quantum efficiency (QE)
for the different MAPMT types. The larger gain in hit mul-
tiplicity of the H10966A-103 compared to the H8500D-
03 type can be understood when considering that, in the
case of SBA photocathodes, the UV photons are shifted
to a wavelength range with higher QE when compared to
BA photocathodes. The comparison between both SBA
MAPMT types, H10966A-103 and R11265-103-M16, re-
veals that the thinner front glass of the 1” R11265-103-M16
is more UV transparent than the thicker glass of the 2”
H10966A-103 and thus makes the use of WLS films less
effective.
When using WLS films on the MAPMTs, in principle
two effects can lead to a decrease of the ring sharpness.
First, due to the isotropic fluorescence of WLS films, the
majority of wavelength shifted photons pass the MAPMT
front window under a more inclined angle than without
WLS film. Since the window has a certain thickness, the
photon will thus enter the photocathode at a different po-
sition compared to the point of incidence on the window
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Figure 1: Number of photoelectrons per electron ring on
H8500D-03 MAPMTs with WLS film in comparison to the
same MAPMTs after film removal. Numbers show mean
and sigma of gaussian fits to the distributions.
Table 1: Hit multiplicity gain due to WLS films on different
MAPMT types in data and simulation.
MAPMT type hit multiplicity gain hit multiplicity gain
data MC
H10966A-103 (21.2± 1.4) % (23.1 ± 4.8) %
H8500D-03 (18.2± 1.5) % (18.3 ± 4.7) %
R11265-103-M16 (18.0± 1.4) % (14.8 ± 3.9) %
surface and the ring sharpness is therefore expected to de-
crease. Second, since chromatic dispersion is more pro-
nounced in the UV range, the enhanced UV sensitivity with
WLS coating may lead to a decrease in ring sharpness.
Here, the ring sharpness is quantified by the parameter dR,
which is defined as RMS of the distribution of the distance
between each hit and the circular ring fit.
For H8500D-03 MAPMTs, the parameter dR has a value
of 2.73 mm with WLS films and 2.42 mm without. The
difference of ≈ 0.3 mm is small compared to the abso-
lute value of dR. Given the pixel size of 6.125 mm and the
resulting spatial resolution of the MAPMTs under test of
(6.125/
√
12) mm = 1.8 mm, the effect on the ring sharp-
ness is not significant.
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Ronchi test for measurements for the mirror surface of the CBM-RICH
detector∗
E. Lebedeva1, T. Mahmoud1, and C. Ho¨hne1
1JLU Gießen University, Gießen, Germany
The CBM RICH detector will be operated with CO2 ra-
diator gas, MAPMTs (Multi-Anode Photo Multiplier) as
photodetector and spherical glass mirrors as focusing ele-
ment. Surface homogeneity is one of the important prop-
erties required for the single mirror tiles. The global ho-
mogeneity has been tested with the D0 measurement as
reported earlier [1]. Local deformations e.g. by the mir-
ror holding structure can be investigated with the Ronchi
test method from which first results are discussed in this
contribution.
The principle of the Ronchi test is quite simple. A
grating, called Ronchi ruling, consisting of fine, opaque,
equally spaced lines ruled onto a transparent substrate is
projected onto the whole mirror surface. The shadows of
these lines then appear on the face of the mirror under test
and will be reflected back onto a camera. The shape and
position of these bands is examined and interpreted to give
information about the shape of the mirror’s surface. Con-
trary to theD0 measurement the Ronchi test thus allows to
get information on local mirror deformations which is of
particular interest considering e.g. inhomogeneities which
may be caused by the mirror mounts.
The Ronchi test is inherently qualitative and needs de-
tailed comparison to a computer model in order to assess
possible distortions more quantitatively. The band shapes
observed in the Ronchi test can be caused by many differ-
ent mirror types, i.e. surface profiles. Therefore the pat-
tern seen in the Ronchi test has to be compared with a vir-
tual, perfect mirror copy of the mirror under test. However,
the qualitative picture quickly achieved and presented in
this contribution already reveals a lot of useful information
about the mirror at a glance. It later may also be used for
a fast semi-qualitative test which allows to quickly check
the local mirror homogeneity in particular after gluing the
mirror mounts.
Figure 1 shows the sketch of the experimental setup for
the D0 measurement, which was used for the Ronchi test
as well. The only difference is the usage of the Ronchi
grating in front of the CCD camera (c) and the laser point
source (b). The Source-Camera (SC) unit is located exactly
at the mirror radius R. The active area of SC is located in
the same plane orthogonal to the optical axis of the mir-
ror. A mirror prototype with a curvature radius of 3 m from
SLO Olomouc was tested. The mirror is flashed with light
from the point source. If the mirror would have an ideal
spherical shape the fringes seen on the camera would ap-
∗Supported by the Hessian LOEWE initiative through the Helmholtz
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Figure 1: Experimental setup.
pear straight. Deviations from the spherical surface cause
deformations of the fringes, but the measurement is only
sensitive to changes of the curvature radius perpendicular
to the grating direction. In order to get a complete pic-
ture of a given mirror, several different grating orientations
should be measured.
Figure 2 shows the image of a reflected light on the cam-
era chip. The left Ronchigram was obtained at the distance
of 3 m (nominal curvature), the right plot was obtained at
3.01 m. A possible interpretation of the deformed fringes
in the center can be a depressed center of the mirror. The
three dark sports correspond to local deformations due to
the mount system [2]. Cutting the squared mirror tiles from
the produced circular shapes in the manufacturing process
can be the reason for the modification of fringes seen at the
mirror edges. For further detailed understanding of the mir-
ror surface the comparison with a computer model is under
way.
Figure 2: CCD camera view. Left: for R = 3 m. Right: for
R = 3.01 m
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Characterization of the GET4 v1.0 TDC ASIC with detector signals ∗
P.-A. Loizeau1, N. Herrmann1, I. Deppner1, C. Simon1, C. Xiang1,2, M. Ciobanu3, H. Deppe3, H.
Flemming3, J. Fru¨hauf3, M. Kisˇ3, K. Koch3, S. Linev3, S. Manz4, and the CBM ToF working group
1Physikalisches Institut, Universita¨t Heidelberg, Germany; 2Institute of Particle Physics, Central China Normal
University, China; 3GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 4IRI Goethe Universita¨t, Frankfurt, Germany
A free-streaming readout chain is planned for the CBM
Time-of-Flight (TOF) wall. The first element in this read-
out chain with a difference to usual triggered systems is
the Time to Digital Converter (TDC). The GET4 ASIC is a
free-streaming TDC developed for the CBM TOF wall. Af-
ter tests with a first version called GET4 Proto, the GET4
v1.0 became available at the end of 2012 [1]. It was tested
with pulser first alone [3] and then in conjunction with the
PADI-6 pre-amplifier and discriminator ASIC [2].
Another interesting option for the TDC in the CBM TOF
readout chain is the development of FPGA-TDCs. A first
prototype for those is the VFTX board. A cosmic irradia-
tion test campaign was performed throughout 2013 in Hei-
delberg using our last MRPC prototype, PADI-6 cards and
VFTX boards to validate the detector design and this TDC
option. Two plastics scintillators readout on both ends by
photo-multipliers provide the efficiency and time reference.
Results of the VFTX readout chain are presented in [5]. In
the current VFTX readout chain, splitter boards are used
between the PADI output and the VFTX input to ensure
proper LVDS levels of the signals. As pictured in Fig. 1,
the GET4 readout chain was connected in parallel for some
of the data taking periods using the second output of the
splitters. The GET4 readout chain is composed of 8 GET4
v1.0 chips, a Syscore v2 Readout Controller and an ABB
PCI-E board for the optical readout. The analysis chain in
software is the same as in the VFTX case.
Figure 1: Connection scheme of the setup used for the cos-
mic rays test of GET4 v1.0.
A measurement was done with the systems running in
parallel at an RPC High Voltage of 11.5 kV. At this high
voltage, the RPC efficiency relative to coincidences of the
plastic scintillators reaches 97.5 % in the GET4 system.
The system time resolution obtained after all calibrations
is 82 ps. This can, however, be separated into two classes
of events: those with multiple TDC hits on at least one RPC
channel, for which the resolution is 90 ps, and those with
only single TDC hits, for which the resolution is 76 ps.
∗Work supported by EU/FP7-Hadron Physics 3/WP19, BMBF
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This stresses the importance of a proper matching between
the components in a free-streaming TOF system to reduce
fake data from reflexions, noise and cross-talk. When tak-
ing only single hit events, a time resolution of 49 ps can be
extracted for the RPC and its electronics, by subtracting the
contribution of the reference system. Similar results were
obtained both when using a synchronization signal from
the triggered system and in free-streaming mode.
In parallel to the trigger on coincidences of the two plas-
tics, triggers on the OR of the PMTs and on the OR of
the RPC strips were used to prevent buffer overflows in the
VFTX system. This provides the opportunity to extract the
time resolution of the GET4 system in real conditions with
quite good statistics. As the time resolution of the VFTX
systems and of the splitter boards are known, this can be
done by comparing the time measured in the VFTX sys-
tem to the one measured in the GET4 system. As the time
frames of the two systems are independent, one actually
needs to compare the value of time differences measured
in both the VFTX and GET4 systems (Eq. 1).
Δt = (tA − tB)GET4 − (tA − tB)V FTX (1)
Assuming the jitters of the VFTX, GET4 and splitter are
independent and Gaussian, the GET4 resolution can be ex-
tracted for each pair (A,B) of signals (Eq. 2). This pro-
cedure was done for the left-right time differences of both
plastics and of the equipped RPC strips. The counts for
each left-right pairs are used to obtain a mean time resolu-
tion. The values of time resolution for the other elements
are σV FTX = 12 ps [4] and σSplitter = 10 ps. The mean
time resolution for GET4 v1.0 channels on different daugh-
ter boards and with RPC signals is then σGET4 = 24 ps.
σGET4 channel =
√
1
2
σ2Δt − σ2V FTX − σ2Splitter (2)
These value are within the CBM TOF specifications, but
need to be tested with higher particle fluxes.
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Event based unpacker and digitizer for the CBM TOF in CBMROOT ∗
P.-A. Loizeau1, N. Herrmann1, D. Kresan2, F. Uhlig2, and the CBM ToF working group
1Physikalisches Institut, Universita¨t Heidelberg, Germany; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
In CBM the Time-of-Flight (TOF) method will be used
to provide charged hadron identification. The measure-
ment will be done with a wall built from Resistive Plate
Chambers (RPC). The electronics and the reconstruction
software for the TOF wall will follow the CBM data acqui-
sition concept called free-streaming.
Figure 1 presents a summary of the previous status of
the CBM TOF software. The software chains for real test
data (top) and the one for simulated data (bottom) are fully
separated. Until 2013 the unpacking, monitoring and anal-
ysis software for the TOF test setups was based on the
GO4 framework [1]. A CBM dedicated library contain-
ing standard GO4 analysis sub-steps and sub-events for the
CBM test hardware was developed to re-use existing soft-
ware parts in the analysis of the data from various beam-
times [2]. In parallel, the tools used for the simulation of
the TOF wall and the evaluation of its physics performance
in the CBM setup were developed within the CBMROOT
framework. These tools were mainly a direct hit producer,
which converts directly the Monte-Carlo points at the TOF
wall position into TOF hits with a position and time. This
method, however, ignores the effect of charge sharing be-
tween channels, that in real data causes the formation of
clusters (correlated hits).
Figure 1: Status of the ToF wall analysis softwares before
the integration of the unpackers in CBMROOT.
In order to speed up the development of the TOF recon-
struction tasks, it is necessary to have compatible unpack-
ing and simulation chains implemented in the same frame-
work and feeding the same reconstruction algorithm. Re-
construction tasks are e.g. the channels alignment, the clus-
ters building or the mapping between an electronics ori-
ented address scheme and a detector/physics oriented geo-
metric position. The free-streaming data acquisition con-
cept also pushes toward this software unification as the dif-
ference between the offline physics analysis software and
the online event selection software needs to be minimal in
order to ensure a good quality of the archived data. The fi-
nal software also needs to be compatible with a time-based
∗Work supported by EU/FP7-Hadron Physics 3/WP19, BMBF
05PRVHFC7 and DFG GRK 1039
data organization.
The first steps toward a final time-based common soft-
ware are the conversion of the existing GO4 unpacker to
CBMROOT, the development of an event-based realistic
digitization chain for the simulation and the development
of common output objects for the unpacker and the digiti-
zation chain.
Figure 2: Currently available ToF wall analysis softwares
organization using only CBMROOT and ROOT macros.
These three tasks were realized. Figure 2 presents the
current status of the TOF software in CBMROOT. The un-
packer supports the two main TDC system used in last TOF
test setups, the GET4 v1.0 [1] and the VFTX [3]. A cali-
bration tool for the TDC data is included in the data pro-
cessing chain. A conversion tool was developed in addi-
tion to keep the compatibility with the existing analysis in
ROOT macros. A new TOF digitizer gives the possibility
to use as input for the simulation detector parameters mea-
sured during test beamtimes, e.g. cluster size, efficiency
or time resolution. It also provides a choice between vari-
ous methods to obtain the signal charge and the cluster size.
Both branches of the TOF software are filling objects of the
CbmTofDigi class, which is the input format of a newly de-
veloped TOF clusterizer. The clusterizer delivers the same
TofHit format as the direct hit producer. For testing the
unpacker, its output was compared to the one of the origi-
nal GO4 unpacker. No significant differences were found.
The digitizer+clusterizer branch was tested in comparison
to the direct hit producer. While the new implementation
reproduces the results of the direct hit producer when the
cluster size is minimized, it now allows for the study of a
more realistic detector response
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High counting rate test of the basic structure for the inner zone of the CBM
RPC-TOF ∗
A. Baˇlaˇceanu1, V. Aprodu1, D. Bartos¸1, G. Caragheorgheopol1, F. Constantin1, I. Deppner2,
V. Dut¸aˇ1, N. Herrmann2, P. Loizeau2, M. Petris¸1, M. Petrovici1, L. Prodan1, A. Radu1, L. Raˇdulescu1,
V. Simion1, and C. Simon2
1NIPNE, Bucharest, Romania; 2Physikalisches Institut der Universita¨t Heidelberg, Germany
A basic structure for the inner zone of the CBM-TOF
wall using multi-strip multi-gap low resistivity glass RPCs
was designed, built and successfully tested in terms of time
resolution and efficiency [1]. The performance as a func-
tion of counting rate was tested exposing the counter in
high intensity proton beam of 2.5 GeV/c at COSY-Ju¨lich
on a rather limited surface corresponding to the size of the
beam spot [2]. In the present contribution we report for
the first time results obtained exposing the whole detector
surface at counting rates up to 104 particles/(cm2·s).
Figure 1: Left side - experimental geometry. Right side -
the architecture based on four RPC cells
The in-beam test was performed at the SIS18 accelera-
tor of GSI-Darmstadt. The RPC prototype was exposed to
charged particles produced by colliding 1.7 A·GeV Ni ions
with a 1 mm thick Pb - target at the highest intensity per
spill delivered by SIS18. Fig. 1 shows the geometry of the
experiment (left side) and the staggered structure of the 4
RPC cells (right side). The spill length was varied between
5 s and 2.5 s. The analysis is based on ROOT [3] and Go4
[4]. The detector was operated in a standard gas mixture of
85% C2F4H2+10% SF6+5% iso C4H10 and at an electric
field strength of 157 kV/cm. Signals of 16 strips of each
cell were processed by NINO fast amplifiers [5], their dif-
ferential outputs being converted by FPGA TDCs [6]. The
Figure 2: Left side - cluster size as a function of counting
rate. Right side - number of clusters per event for a count-
ing rate of 8x103 part/(cm2·s) .
number of simultaneously recorded signals (calles cluster
size) is shown in Fig.2 left side as function of the counting
∗Work supported by EU-FP7/HP3 Grant No 283286,
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rate. A decrease of about 7% is observed. On the right side
of Fig.2 the number of clusters per event is represented for
one of the RPC cells.
The time resolution was obtained using the time differ-
ence between two RPC cells overlapped along the strips,
i.e. RPC2-RPC1 or between two RPCs overlapped across
the strips, i.e. RPC1-RPC3. For the first case, where the
overlap is at the edge of the strip, some influence of edge
effects is not excluded. After walk correction, a time reso-
lution of ≈70 ps was obtained, including electronic resolu-
tion and considering an equal contribution of the two RPC
cells. For the overlap across the strips a time resolution of
≈60 ps was obtained. The corresponding time difference
spectrum for a flux of 104 part/(cm2·s) is presented in Fig.3
left side. The non-Gaussian tails are at the level of 1-2%.
The time resolution as a function of counting rate is shown
in Fig.3 right side. A slight deterioration of the time resolu-
tion of about 5% is observed up to 3·103 particles/(cm2·s)
counting rate followed by a levelling off, within the error
bars, up to 104 particles/(cm2·s), the highest counting rate
accessed in the experiment.
Figure 3: Left side -time difference between two over-
lapped strips of RPC1 and RPC3 cells. Right side - time
resolution as a function of particle rate.
These results together with the previous reported ones
[1],[2] show that such RPC architecture, based on low re-
sistivity glass electrodes conserves their excellence perfor-
mance in counting rates up to 104 particles/(cm2·s) on the
whole area of the detector. Such tests will continue at even
higher rates and longer exposure periods in order to con-
firm that these type of RPCs can be used even for the most
forward regions of the CBM-TOF wall with negligible age-
ing effects.
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100 Ohm transmision line multi-strip multi-gap high counting rate RPC
prototype ∗
V. Aprodu1, D. Bartos¸1, A. Baˇlaˇceanu1, G. Caragheorgheopol1, F. Constantin1, V. Dut¸aˇ1, M. Petris¸1,
M. Petrovici1, L. Prodan1, A. Radu1, L. Raˇdulescu1, and V. Simion1
1NIPNE, Bucharest, Romania
A basic structure for the inner zone of the CBM-
TOF wall using multi-strip, multi-gap low resistivity glass
RPCs showed excellent performance in terms of time res-
olution and efficiency [1] up to local counting rates of
105 particles/(cm2·s) [2] and up to 104 particles/(cm2·s) all
over the counter surface [3]. The differential read-out of
the RPC cells had 50 Ohm impedance and therefore using
fast NINO amplifiers [4] of 100 Ohm input impedance, an
impedance matching was required at the level of mother-
boards. In order to circumvent this aspect and at the same
time to have a solution for the higher granularity required
for the most inner zones of the CBM-TOF, a new RPC pro-
totype was designed and built. The strip structure of the
readout and high voltage electrodes was decided based on
APLAC simulations such to obtain a differential readout
impedance as close as possible to 100 Ohm. The measured
value of the glass permitivity was used in the simulation.
The central read-out electrode was considered as a single
layer strip structure sandwiched between two thin layers of
FR4. For the standard structure of the RPC cells developed
by us, [1], in order to obtain a 100 Ohm impedance for the
transmission line, a pitch of 4.19 mm (2.16 mm strip width
and 2.03 mm gap) is required.
The simulated signals on the anode and cathode elec-
trodes read-out on 50 Ohm load resistors and the differen-
tial one can be seen in Fig. 1. They were obtained with
APLAC injecting in the transmission line pulses of ±1 V
with a 100 ps rise time and 600 ps fall time through a
50 Ohm resistor.
Figure 1: The signals on the anode and cathode electrodes
and the differential one obtained with APLAC.
The active area of the new prototype is 283 x 200 mm 2.
A photo of the assembled RPC structure on the back flange
and closing box is presented in Fig.2 left. The PCB with the
∗Work supported by EU-FP7/HP3 Grant No 283286 and Romanian
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structure of the read-out electrodes can be seen on the right
side of Fig. 2. The prototype based on such strip character-
Figure 2: Left side: A photo of the assembled RPC struc-
ture on the back flange and closing box. Right side: the
PCB with the structure of the read-out electrodes.
istics was built and the results in terms of the differential
and the anode and cathode signals, respectively, obtained
directly from the RPC with a 60Co source can be followed
in Fig. 3.
Figure 3: The differential and the anode and cathode sig-
nals at the two ends of a strip.
As can be seen, the APLAC predictions are rather well
confirmed by the real signals delivered by the RPC.
Detailed cosmic ray tests are in progress and in-beam
tests are foreseen in the near future.
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RPC prototype test with cosmic irradiation∗
C. Simon1, I. Deppner1, N. Herrmann1, P.-A. Loizeau1, J. Fru¨hauf 2, C. Xiang1,3, and the CBM-TOF
working group
1Ruprecht-Karls-Universita¨t Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Germany; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 3Central China Normal
University, Wuhan, China
Following the proposal to construct the outer ToF wall
based on fully differential multi-strip MRPCs [1] the re-
sponse of a new prototype RPC designed in Heidelberg to
cosmic irradiation was measured throughout the year 2013.
In particular, a focus was put on compatibility with the
read-out electronics, i.e. PADI-6 preamplifier cards [2] and
VFTX FPGA-TDC modules [3], and on refinement of the
existing calibration and correction algorithms [4].
The RPC prototype implements an 8-gap single-stack
configuration with a gap width of 220μm. It features
56 read-out electrodes of length 53 cm and pitch 9.4mm
that add up to an active area of about 2800 cm2. As RPCs
in the outer wall region do not have to stand incident parti-
cle fluxes larger than 1 kHz, the prototype is equipped with
float glass of resistivity 1012 Ωcm. The working voltage
of the counter amounts to ±11 kV. The preamplifier cards
are placed inside the gas volume (cf. Fig. 1, right) and con-
nected directly to the read-out electrodes.
Figure 1: Sketched arrangement (left) of two plastic scintil-
lators with respect to the RPC prototype (right) to measure
its response to cosmic irradiation.
The test setup in the lab comprises—besides the
RPC prototype—two plastic scintillators (PLA) of dimen-
sions 8 × 2 × 1 and 11 × 4 × 2 cm3 which are each read
out on two sides by photomultipliers. One PLA counter
is placed above, the other one below the RPC (cf. Fig. 1,
left). From the coincidence of signals in both scintillators
a trigger is built that is used to read out the RPC.
To evaluate the characteristic RPC parameters time res-
olution and detection efficiency of the prototype a calibra-
tion algorithm needs to process the TDC raw data. In this
way, fixed time offsets due to different runtimes of the sig-
nals inside the TDCs and the cables connecting the RPC
and the PLA counters with the TDCs can be accounted for.
Also, systematic effects varying from event to event are
∗Work supported by EU/FP7-HadronPhysics3/WP19 and BMBF
05PRVHFC7.
corrected for, like charge walk, the velocity spectrum of the
incident cosmic muons, and their angular distribution in the
test arrangement. After applying all corrections to the raw
data the algorithm proceeds with clustering RPC signals on
neighboring read-out electrodes that show correlations in
time and space. Here, the idea is that an avalanche triggered
by a single charged particle traversing the RPC prototype
can induce mirror charges on more than one read-out elec-
trode. A typical cluster size for the prototype is 1.3 strips.
In the cosmic muon setup, i.e. for the section of the
counter surface affected by the PLA coincidence (cf. Fig. 2,
right), a detection efficiency of 98.5% and a system time
resolution of 67 ps were found. The term system time res-
olution refers to the Gaussian standard deviation σ of the
time difference spectrum between the RPC and the PLA
counters (cf. Fig. 2, left). With a resolution of 55 ps for
the plastic reference system, this allows for an estimate of
the counter time resolution—still including the electronics
resolution—of about 40 ps. An in-beam test of the proto-
type in April 2014 at GSI/SIS-18 will demonstrate if these
very promising results also hold under heavy-ion load.
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Figure 2: Time resolution of the PLA-RPC system (left)
obtained in the trigger spot on the counter surface (right)
requiring coincidence of the plastic scintillators.
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CBM TRD radiator simulation in CbmRoot∗
C. Bergmann1, N. Heine1, W. Verhoeven1, D. Emschermann1, A. Andronic1,2, and J.P. Wessels1
1Institut fu¨r Kernphysik, Mu¨nster, Germany; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
The transition radiation photon yield of a periodic radi-
ator with Nf layers of thickness l1 and spacing l2 can be
effectively described by
dN
dω
=
4α
ω(κ + 1)
(1− exp (−Nσ))
(1− exp (−σ))∑
n
Θn
(
1
%1 + Θn
− 1
%2 + Θn
)2
[1− cos(%1 + Θn)]
(1)
according to [1] with σ being the total photon absorption
cross section σ (σ = μ1 · l1 + μ2 · l2) for one foil and gas
layer. This equation includes coherent and incoherent ef-
fects as well as the self-absorption of gap and foil material.
Therefore it was used to calculate the total transition radi-
ation (TR) yield per keV in CbmRoot. The variables are
defined as
%i =
ωl1
2c
(
γ−2 +
(ωP,i
ω
)2)
, (2)
and
κ =
l2
l1
(3)
Θn =
2πn− (%1 + κ%2)
1 + κ
> 0. (4)
The resulting TR photon yield spectrum is folded with the
detector absorption spectrum (presented in Figure 1) to ob-
tain the effective energy deposition spectrum in the active
gas volume of the detector. Systematic deviations between
measurements and theoretical predictions arising from the
material budget between radiator and MWPC and radiator
material and irregularity can be compensated by adding an
attenuation factor a [0,1], with:(
dN
dω
)
measurement
= a ·
(
dN
dω
)
simulation
. (5)
The parameters Nf , l1 and l2 have been measured for regu-
lar radiator or approximated for irregular radiators for each
radiator prototype. The attenuation factors a have been
evaluated by comparing in beam measurements and sim-
ulation as presented in Figure 2. For most radiators sim-
ulations and measurements are found to be in agreement
within errors. Radiators B++, K++ and H have been im-
plemented in CbmRoot. B++ is a classical foil Radiator
made from POKALON (Nf=350, l1=24 μm, l2=700 μm
∗Work supported by BMBF and the HadronPhysics3 project financed
by EU-FP7.
Figure 1: Approximate photon absorption probability of
the 2012 MS prototypes using XeCO2 (80/20).
Figure 2: Comparison of different radiators showing the
pion efficiency at 90% electron efficiency with 10 detec-
tor hits. The design goal for CBM TRD consisting of 10
detecor layers is indicated by the dashed line.
and a=0.65), K++ is a micro-structured self-supporting foil
radiator with the same parameters like B++. The best irreg-
ular radiator prototype is H made from 125×2 mm thick
Polyethylene foam foils with an average bubble diameter
of 900 μm, an average l1 of 12 μm and a=0.78.
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Construction and first performance studies of a CBM TRD prototype with
alternating wires developed in Frankfurt∗
S. Gla¨ßel, W. Amend, A. Arend, C. Blume, P. Dillenseger, and F. Roether
Institut fu¨r Kernphysik, Goethe-Universita¨t, Frankfurt am Main, Germany
Introduction
The Transition-Radiation Detector (TRD) for the Com-
pressed Baryonic Matter (CBM) experiment at the Facil-
ity for Antiproton and Ion Research (FAIR) has to deliver
electron identification and tracking performance in a high
particle-density environment. To deliver the required fast
detector response for the expected high signal rates, a thin
Multi-Wire Proportional Chamber (MWPC) without drift
region has been developed [1].
One key challenge of this setup is the sensitivity of the
field geometry to deformations of the cathode planes. With
a thin foil as front cathode, even minor internal pressure
variations can affect the gas gain [2]. In order to mini-
mize this effect, the robust field geometry of an alternat-
ing wire structure, as proposed for the ALICE VHMPID
[3], has been explored. Field wires are introduced between
the sense wires to generate field lines from the field to the
sense wires that are independent of the front cathode. Con-
sequently, the electrical field in the sensitive area near the
entrance window becomes significantly lower.
Construction and experimental set-up
To study the effects of an alternating wire set up on the
gas gain, a small aluminium prototype with dimensions of
21,8 x 21,8 cm2 has been built. Thin sense wires (gold-
plated tungsten, 20 µm) and thicker field wires (copper,
79 µm) are arranged on the anode plane with a pitch of
2.5 mm. A thin aluminized Mylar-foil (19 µm) serves as
front cathode and entrance window at the same time. A
padplane with 15 read-out pads is used as rear cathode.
Both, front and rear cathode, have a distance of 4 mm to
the anode plane, leading to a total gas gap of 8 mm (see
Fig. 1).
Figure 1: Schematic profile with field lines of the new pro-
totype with alternating wires.
First measurements in a laboratory environment were
∗Work supported by BMBF and HIC for FAIR.
performed with an 55Fe source. The sense wire current was
measured for different positions at various differential pres-
sures. Field wires were on ground potential. A standard
prototype without field wires and with similar dimensions
was employed for reference measurements.
Results
The first tests give a clear indication for a superior per-
formance in terms of gas gain stability for the new proto-
type. The effect that the gas gain shows variations up to
60 % in the case of internal overpressure, as seen for the
standard set up, is drastically reduced for the setup with
alternating wires (variations are below 10 %, as shown in
Fig. 2).
Figure 2: Gas gain as function of position at 0.5 mbar over-
pressure for standard (left) and new prototype (right).
Outlook
The superior performance of the new prototype will be
further investigated to confirm it on a quantitative level.
Measurements with different field wire potentials and of
the energy resolution will be performed.
A second prototype with alternating wires and an asym-
metric structure, i.e. the wire plane is moved towards the
readout cathode, has been built and will be tested as well.
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Development of an online feature extraction pre-processing stage for TRD
based on SPADIC 1.0 ∗
C. Garcia1 and U. Kebschull1
1Infrastructure and Computer Systems for Data Processing (IRI), Frankfurt University, Frankfurt/Main, Germany
One of the main challenges for the data acquisition of the
Transition Radiation Detector (TRD) of the Compressed
Baryonic Matter experiment (CBM) is to efficiently pro-
cess the high data rate produced by the front-end electron-
ics operating in a free streaming data acquisition mode. In
this scenario, the TRD detector is read-out by the front-end
mixed-signal SPADIC 1.0 chip [1]. The SPADIC 1.0 de-
livers 32 autonomous read-out channels with a large set of
meta-information attached to the generated messages. In
order to fulfill the processing requirements for the TRD, a
feature extraction online pre-processing stage has been pro-
posed [2]. The aim of the feature extraction is to do an on-
line pre-processing of the front-end electronics data, in or-
der to reduce it by means of parameter extraction and clus-
tering. The Feature Extraction pre-processing stage would
be integrated within the functionality of the Data Process-
ing Board (DPB) [3].
As seen in Figure 1, the internal processing logic of
the Feature Extraction firmware would allow to instantiate
multiple “link processors” in parallel in order to handle the
data from different data-input optical links. However, the
maximum number of link processors would be constrained
by the FPGA resources available.
The internal architecture of the feature extraction core
is based on the following processing stages: first, a mes-
sage interpreter module decodes the incoming SPADIC 1.0
event words wrapped around the CBMnet 2.0 headers and
delivers the full timebin RAW data, as well as useful meta-
data attached to the hit message (e.g. timestamp, channel
id, group id, hit type, etc). This decoded data is then han-
dled by the double-hit detection logic. The double-hit logic
works in two configurable modes: first, in conjunction to
the double-hit detection logic implemented in the SPADIC
1.0 chip and second, as a stand-alone detection logic. In
the first case, the double-hit logic compares the hit-message
flags set by the SPADIC 1.0 that tell whether a double-hit
was detected or not. In the second case, as a stand-alone
detection mode, the logic compares the signal charge with
different virtual thresholds at different timebin positions. A
parallel running module finds the peaks and valleys in the
signal evolution. These information is used by a later logic
that splits the message between two maxima, when a valley
has been found.
The second processing stage consists mostly of two par-
allel processes, a total charge integrator (Qtot) and a tem-
poral center of gravity calculator (COG). The Qtot module
delivers an amplitude vs. time integration from a region of
interest or from all the timebins included in the event. On
∗Work supported by BMBF No. 05P12RFFCM.
the other hand, the COG calculates the center of gravity
of the signal in time direction. In order to save FPGA re-
sources, the feature extraction can be configured to use only
one of the before mentioned cores. Further beamtest analy-
sis will show which processing module gives better results
for the event reconstruction. A final processing stage is
called cluster finder and processor. This module finds clus-
ters from events that share similar characteristics, e.g. con-
tiguous fired pads, events with a timestamp that falls within
a certain threshold and also by comparing the neighbor trig-
ger matrix flags generated by the SPADIC 1.0. Finally, af-
ter a cluster has been completed, the data from each event
that belongs to the found cluster is processed by a Center
of Gravity (COG) algorithm that provides a temporal res-
olution of the hit position within the found cluster. In the
end, the event building logic wraps the hit-message into
CBMnet2.0 containers in order to be shipped to later DPB
processing stages.
Figure 1: Block diagram of the internal architecture of the
feature extraction core.
Currently, most functionality of the Feature Extraction
firmware has been developed and is under continuous test-
ing in a laboratory setup. In 2014, a TRD beamtest will
be performed in order to test and provide consistent results
about performance and FPGA resource consumption.
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e/π Discrimination and position resolution of a real size CBM-TRD prototype ∗
M. Taˆrzilaˇ1, J. Adamczewsky-Musch2, V. Aprodu1, D. Bartos¸1, A. Bercuci1, G. Caragheorgheopol1,
V. Caˇtaˇnescu1, F. Constantin1, S. Linev2, M. Petris¸1, M. Petrovici1, L. Prodan1, A. Radu1, and
V. Simion1
1NIPNE, Bucharest, Romania; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
A high-granularity real size TRD prototype, designed to
fulfil the requirements of the innermost zone of the first
CBM-TRD station of 1 cm2 readout cell area, combines a
multi-wire proportional chamber with a 2×4 mm amplifi-
cation region and a drift zone of 4 mm. Architecture de-
tails of this type of TRD prototype were described in [1].
The e/π discrimination obtained with other types of radia-
tors than those whose performances were already reported
in [1] and the position resolution will be the focus of the
present contribution.
Figure 1: Pion misidentification as a function of the number
of TRD layers for different types of radiators.
The chamber was tested with a mixed beam of electrons
and pions of 2 - 8 GeV/c particle momenta at the T9 beam
line of the CERN-PS. A 80%Xe+20%CO2 gas mixture was
flushed through the chamber, operated at 2000 V anode and
800 V drift voltages. Several types of radiators were tested.
The signals from three consecutive rows of 16 triangular
pads each were processed by FASP V0.1 front-end elec-
tronics [2, 3].
Figure 2: Two dimensional hit position reconstruction.
The pion misidentification probability for 90% electron
efficiency as a function of the number of TRD layers was
obtained with a Monte Carlo simulation using the likeli-
hood method based on the measured pulse height spectra of
electrons and pions. The particles were identified and se-
lected based on the information delivered by a Cherenkov
∗Work supported by EU-FP7/HP3 Grant No 283286,
NASR/CAPACITATI-Modul III contract nr. 179EU and NASR/NUCLEU
Project PN09370103
detector and a lead-glass calorimeter positioned in front
and at the end of the beam line, respectively. A pion
misidentification probability of ∼1% was obtained with a
regular foil radiator (20 μm foil thickness, 250 μm gap,
220 foils) [1]. Fig.1 presents the performance of the cham-
ber with other types of radiators: G30 (fiber radiator made
from 16 mats of pure LRP 375 BK polypropylene fibers),
D (5 PE foam plates thermally glued to a block), WF110
(30 mm Rohacell plate) and EF700 (50 mm PE foam plate).
The hit position across and along the pads is represented
in Fig.2. The position reconstruction is based on the charge
sharing among consecutive rectangular and tilted pads ob-
tained by the corresponding pairing of the triangular pads
of the three operated rows. It was determined from the
standard deviation of a Gauss function fitted to the differ-
ence between the positions reconstructed with two identical
chambers (Fig.3). A position resolution of 385±0.02 μm
across the pads and of 1.6±0.2 mm along the pads was
achieved considering equal contributions of the two identi-
cal chambers.
Figure 3: Difference between the hit position across the
pads (left) and along the pads (right) reconstructed with two
identical detectors, both fitted with a Gauss function.
The support of the drift electrode of this prototype was
made from a 9 mm honeycomb plate sandwiched between
2 Rohacell HF71 plates of 3 mm thickness. The mea-
sured transmission of such a structure for 5.9 keV X rays
of 55Fe is ∼43.77%. This could be improved by ∼10% if
the Rohacell plates are replaced by aluminized carbon foil
of ∼300 μm. A future TRD prototype will be built using
this new drift electrode structure. These very good results
in terms of e/π discrimination and position resolution will
be further improved using a new version of FASP where
the signals delivered by triangular pads will be paired in-
side the chip, so that the effect of the large dynamical range
caused by triangular pads will be drastically reduced.
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Design of new SPADIC front-end boards for TRD readout
M. Krieger∗1
1ZITI, University of Heidelberg, Germany
Figure 1: Rendered view (front and back side) of the new
FEB for 3 packaged SPADIC 1.0 chips.
The design of the TRD subsystem foresees the use of dif-
ferent types of modules and front-end boards (FEBs). In
order to keep the hit rates per channel within controlled
limits across the detector, the modules and FEBs cover a
range of different channel densities.
This means that between 4 and 10, or even more,
SPADIC chips must be assembled on one FEB of approxi-
mately 50 cm length. For testing the type of FEB with the
lowest SPADIC density, for 2014 a prototype FEB is de-
signed that connects one SPADIC every 114 mm.
As the first prototype of such a multi-chip FEB, a new
PCB holding 3 SPADIC chips with this pitch has been
designed (Figure 1). It contains voltage regulators and
power-on sequencing logic shared by all SPADICs, and for
each SPADIC individually a TRD input connector, decou-
pling capacitors, charge injection, and an HDMI connector
for CBMnet data links. Neighboring SPADICs are con-
nected to allow exchange of trigger signals. Additionally,
a smaller version of the FEB containing only one SPADIC
has been designed (Figure 2b).
For the evaluation of integration options and a simplified
FEB assembly, most of the remaining SPADIC 1.0 chips
have been cased into ceramic quad-flat packages with 176
pins (QFP176, Figure 2a) and 23 mm×23 mm in size. This
allows saving space by placing the decoupling capacitors
on the opposite size of the PCB directly beneath the pack-
age, as shown in Figure 3.
∗michael.krieger@ziti.uni-heidelberg.de
Figure 2: (a) SPADIC 1.0 chip assembled in QFP176 pack-
age. (b) The smaller version of the new FEB for only one
SPADIC 1.0 chip allows easier testing.
Figure 3: Layout of the top third of the new PCB, contain-
ing the voltage regulators and one of three SPADIC chips.
This new 3-SPADIC FEB has a size of 83 mm×339 mm
and requires 4 layers. Using the same layout, the SPADIC
pitch could be reduced to approximately 60 mm.
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Commissioning of the SPADIC 1.0 Amplifier / Digitizer Chip∗
M. Krieger†1 and P. Fischer‡1
1ZITI, University of Heidelberg, Germany
The SPADIC chip has been developed for the readout
of the CBM TRD. The latest version SPADIC 1.0 has 32
channels on an area of 5 × 5mm2. The chip is fully
functional and has been extensively tested in 2013.
Figure 1: SPADIC1.0 chip bonded to readout PCB.
Chip Description
SPADIC 1.0 contains 32 identical channels on a die of
5 × 5mm2 size. It is fabricated in the 180 nm technol-
ogy from UMC. The digital part uses custom made mixed
mode standard cells and 44 SRAM blocks for data buffer-
ing. Each channel contains
• A charge amplifier / first order shaper (τ = 80 ns) for
positive input pulses with a noise of ≈ 800 e at Cin =
30 pF. This part consumes ≈ 5mW. In addition an
experimental frontend for negative pulses is available.
• A 25MHz, 4.8mW pipeline ADC with 9 bit output
and an ENOB of > 8 Bit.
• A fully programmable digital IIR filter with 4 first or-
der stages (16 bit processing, 6 bit coefficients).
• A sophisticated hit detection logic with differential
threshold option for double hit detection and forced
’neighbor’ trigger from channels on the same chip or
even from different chips.
• A unit to pick an arbitrary set of amplitude samples
from each pulse.
• A time ordered derandomization FIFO.
• Various error detection and recovery features (mainly
for full buffers).
∗Work supported by BMBF under grant number 05P12VHFCF.
† michael.krieger@ziti.uni-heidelberg.de
‡ peter.fischer@ziti.uni-heidelberg.de
The data link backend implements for the first time the
CBMNet protocol on an ASIC. It sends out the agglom-
erated hit data in a compact data format over two serial
LVDS links running at up to 500 Mbps. In order to simplify
system design as much as possible, SPADIC 1.0 contains
all further required infrastructure (current reference, bias
DACs, monitoring busses, test pulse injectors) required to
operate the chips with a minimum of external components
and signals. For simplified assembly of detector readout
modules, some chips have been packaged in QFP176 car-
riers of 26× 26mm2 size.
Test Environment
The chip is bonded to an adapter board (Fig. 1) which
is connected to a custom FPGA board holding a CBM net
receiver firmware. The FPGA is accessed through USB2.0
using multi threaded Linux applications allowing for con-
figuration of all chip settings, injections and data readout.
Figure 2: Samples sent out for a pulse using selection mask.
Results
All features of the chip have been operated successfully.
Only few minor bugs have been identified which do not
prevent chip operation on detectors. As just one example,
Fig. 2 shows how interesting samples in one pulse can be
picked using a freely programmable mask.
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Testing of 31cm× 31cm GEM Chamber at COSY
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Introduction
Operation of CBM-MUCH at high interaction rate re-
quires a detector with large acceptance, high granularity
and high rate capability. In this direction, we have con-
ducted a beam test of triple GEM detectors at COSY us-
ing 2.36 GeV/c proton beams. Our goal was to study
the response of the detector with high intensity beam us-
ing nXYTER based self-triggered readout electronics and
also to test for the first time the performance of a large
size triple GEM detector. In this study, we compare the
results at different peak intensities in a typical spill in a
run. The highest intensity as calculated from spill structure
is ∼565kHz/cm2 which is close to the peak intensity ex-
pected by the 1st MUCH detector station. Here we report
preliminary results of the beam test.
Experimental Setup
The schematic layout of the test setup is shown in Fig.1.
Out of the three GEM detectors tested, first two detectors
(GEM1 & GEM2) are of 10cm× 10cm size having square
readout pads of sizes 3mm× 3mm and 6mm× 6mm re-
spectively. The drift, transfer and induction gap of GEM1
are 3mm, 1mm, 1.5mm and the corresponding values for
GEM2 are 3mm, 2mm, 2mm. Third detector (GEM3) is
made out of large GEM foils of 31cm × 31cm in size
with trapezoidal readout pads of radially increasing size
[1]. The drift, transfer and induction gap of the chamber
are 3mm, 1mm, 1.5mm. A premixed gas mixture of Ar
and CO2 mixed in the ratio of 70:30 by mass was used
for all the GEMs. Data were acquired by DABC based
DAQ sysytem. GEM1 and GEM2 were read out using 2
nXYTER and one ROC while GEM3 was read out using
8 nXYTERs and 4 ROCs. In this test beam, the feedback
parameter vbfb of nXYTER was set as per high frequency
requirement as reported in [2]. All the hits above a prede-
fined threshold and time-correlated with the trigger window
are used for analysis.
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Figure 1: Experimental Setup at COSY
Results
The beamspots of GEM2 and GEM3 are shown in Fig.2.
We do not observe any structure inside the beamspot as was
the case in the earlier beam tests at higher intensities. The
ADCs are obtained by assuming a baseline value of 2000
ADC for all the nXYTER channels. The pulse height distri-
butions for GEM2 and GEM3 for both low and high inten-
sity cases fitted to a Landau distribution have been shown
in Fig.3 corresponding to the pad with highest ADC taken
event by event.
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Figure 3: Pulse height spectra for GEM2 (A,B) and GEM3
(C,D) respectively for ΔVGEM= 359.06V. The peak in-
tensities corresponding to (A), (B), (C), (D) are 30 kHz,
253kHz, 25.23 kHz and 357kHz respectively.
The MPV of the ADC spectra at low and high intensities
are 124.85 and 122.53 for GEM2 and 240.0 and 227.0 for
GEM3 respectively for given sets of high voltage of GEM2
and GEM3. The MPV values of GEM2 differ from GEM3
due to different configurations of the detectors mentioned
earlier. We observed that the MPV remains nearly same
for both high and low intensity cases for the two detectors.
Preamplifier saturation effects as observed in earlier beam
tests is no longer present owing to the choice of appropriate
vbfb values. Further analysis of the data is under process.
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CBM First-level Event Selector Data Management Developments∗
J. de Cuveland1, D. Hutter1, and V. Lindenstruth1
1FIAS Frankfurt Institute for Advanced Studies, Goethe-Universita¨t Frankfurt am Main, Germany
The First-level Event Selector (FLES) is the central
event selection system in the CBM experiment. Its task is to
select data for storage based on online analyses including a
complete event reconstruction. To do so, the FLES times-
lice building has to combine data from all input links to
time intervals and distribute them via a high-performance
network to the compute nodes. Data rates at this point are
expected to exceed 1 TByte/s.
The FLES system consists of a scalable supercomputer
with custom FPGA-based input interface cards and a fast
event-building network (Fig. 1). Constructed largely from
standard components, it will be situated at the new FAIR
data center.
Timeslice Building
A timeslice is the fundamental data structure that man-
ages access to all detector raw data of a given time inter-
val. It provides random access to microslices, each con-
taining data from a small amount of time and a single input
detector link (Fig. 2). By duplicating a small number of
microslices at the border of a timeslice (overlap region),
differences in detector readout timing performance can be
accomodated, and it is ensured that every timeslice can be
processed independently.
These data structures and a timeslice-based API for the
following online data processing have been developed and
optimized such that computer memory access (e. g., re-
quired by additional copy operations) can be minimized.
For data transfer between the FLES nodes, it has proven
practical to use an InfiniBand network. A prototype soft-
ware for efficient timeslice building based on InfiniBand
Verbs has been developed, especially addressing questions
regarding data structures and buffer management. It imple-
ments the full data structures as intended for the final setup.
The feasibility of employing a more high-level interface to
the network hardware, like MPI, is currently under investi-
gation.
Efficient Timeslice building over a state-of-the-art Infini-
Band FDR network has been successfully demonstrated on
a small scale on the Micro-FLES cluster installed at GSI.
FLES Interface Board (FLIB)
The CBM detector data enters the FLES system through
custom add-on cards in the FLES PCs. These FLES In-
terface Boards (FLIBs) require high-speed optical inputs to
receive the data from the CBM readout electronics, a high-
performance interface to the host PC, and a large buffer
memory. A specially developed FPGA-based card with a
∗Work supported by BMBF (05P12RFFCP) and HIC for FAIR
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Figure 2: The FLES timeslice data structure provides in-
dexed access to detector raw data packaged in microslices.
PCIe interface at the maximum achievable rate will be em-
ployed here.
The FPGA design implements the DAQ protocol for re-
ceiving the data, manages the buffer memory, and controls
the PCIe transfer. In contrast to the final system, early pro-
totype setups lack the DPB layer (cf. Fig. 1) and do not
support the creation of microslices. The current prototype
firmware therefore includes a mockup of the foreseen DPB
design and is capable of directly receiving CBM-Net mes-
sages as delivered by the CBM front-end electronics.
The FPGA design has been ported to the Xilinx Kintex-
7 family of FPGAs, as the current standard readout chain
for CBM detector development employs a prototype board
with this device. The prototype firmware, implemented in a
total of 9700 lines of VHDL code, has been completed and
successfully tested in a readout setup. In the future, further
optimization of the DMA architecture including the soft-
ware device driver will have to be performed to minimize
memory access operations on the host PC.
Both aspects, input interface and timeslice building over
Infiniband, have been intergrated in a common data man-
agement software project. This allowed to set up and suc-
cessfully demonstrate the FLES data chain from data gen-
erating boards connected to the FLIB optical inputs to sub-
stitute analysis code on a FLES compute node after com-
plete timeslice building.
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Status of the CBMnet based FEE DAQ readout∗
F. Lemke1, S. Schatral1,2, and U. Bruening1
1University of Heidelberg, Mannheim, Germany; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
Front-end read-out status
In the past year, the CBM read-out data acquisition
(DAQ) network capabilities based on the CBMnet proto-
col [1] have been extended. Currently, there are two FEE
ASIC implementations which include the CBMnet module
blocks. The first is the SPADIC V 1.0 [2] with function-
ing communication, which is currently in the process of
commissioning. The second ASIC is the STS-XYTER [3]
which provides twice the data bandwidth in backend di-
rection compared to the SPADIC. Therefore, the CBMnet
has been extended to a four-lane core and a lot of improve-
ments were implemented. The functional verification of
the digital part has been done with two Spartan6 FPGAs
in a long term test running more than 7 days. Hence, the
FEE LVDS interconnect [4] has been proven as stable un-
der laboratory conditions. To get more information about
the status and error behaviour of the LVDS link in the STS-
XYTER, a CBMnet diagnostics core has been developed.
With that, it is possible to get information about the link
quality, read the status of the link initialization and col-
lect statistics about bit-error rates and retransmissions of
the active interconnect. The test setup of the STS-XYTER
connected to a SysCore3 with HDMI cables is shown in
figure 1. The Syscore3 firmware has been extended and
now provides a full deterministic optical link.
Figure 1: STSXYTER read-out setup
HUB ASIC prototype design
Further research has been done concerning the HUB
ASIC to provide a hierachical synchronized DAQ network
[5]. In addition to controlling the FEEs, the focus was to
achieve a high density and enable early multilayered data
aggregation capability. Thus, flexible build-up scenarions
are possible, which are required due to varying amounts
∗Work supported by GSI, BMBF FAIR-CBM 05P12VHFCE
of data for different detector parts. The HUB will sup-
port up to 40 FEE links (500 Mb/s) and up to 4 back-end
links (5 Gb/s). Besides high density, special difficulties in-
clude handling and deadlock avoidance for the traffic, ra-
diation tolerance, and the design of a serializer/deserializer
(SERDES) capable of 5Gb/s. A collaboration with the In-
dian Institue of Technology Kharagpur (IITKGP) was ini-
tiated to build this SERDES in partly full-custom design.
A SERDES structure diagram is presented in figure 2. It
depicts handling of the receive and transmit streams, in-
cluding features such as clock data recovery (CDR) and
eye measurement. Currently, a prototype ASIC is being
designed with the focus on testing the SERDES and criti-
cal HUB functionality. Therefore, a miniASIC submission
will be prepared in 2014 with the TSMC 65nm Europrac-
tice process.
Figure 2: SERDES blockdiagram for HUB ASIC
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A Monte Carlo feasibility study of the CBM event reconstruction at high
interaction rates based on time information. ∗
A. Senger†1, the CBM collaboration1, and the FAIR@GSI division1
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
A Monte-Carlo simulation was performed in order to
study the feasibility of event reconstruction at high interac-
tion rates based on the timing information provided by the
Silicon Tracking System (STS). A parameter which could
be used for event separation is the reconstructed interaction
time T0. In our study, the resolution of the reconstructed
T0 is determined mostly by the time resolution of the STS
which is in the order of 5 ns. We will study the separation
of events in time-base simulations using a cut in ΔT0 for
a reaction rate of 107/s. We have to take into account two
different situations: if ΔT0 of two different interactions is
smaller than the ΔT0 cut value, there is the possibility to
combine reconstructed tracks of particles from two differ-
ent interactions in one event; If the T0 reconstruction reso-
lution is greater than ΔT0 cut value, there is the possibility
to divide the reconstructed tracks of particles from the same
interaction in two different events. In Figure 1 the relative
numbers of combined and divided events are presented as
function of the ΔT0 cut value, the assumed T0 resolution is
5 ns. It can be seen that with a ΔT0 cut value of 5 ns for ex-
ample the number of divided events (red squares) is about
15%, and the number of combined events (black circles) is
about 6%. With increasing ΔT0 cut value the number of
divided events decreases dramatically, but the number of
combined events increases up to 20% for a ΔT0 cut value
of 20 ns. It is clear, that for event separation at interaction
rates as high as 107/s an additional cut variable is needed.
Figure 1: Number of combined (black circles) and divided
(red squares) events as a function of the ΔT0 cut value for
a resolution of the reconstructed interaction time of 5 ns.
The separation of different events can be improved by
∗Work supported by GSI.
† a.senger@gsi.de
using the information on the different positions of the pri-
mary vertices in addition to the reconstructed T0 values.
For the simulation we assume a Gaussian distribution of
the beam particles at the target (i.e. of the primary ver-
tices) with a FWHM of 1cm. In figure 2 the distribution
of the primary vertices in horizontal (upper plot) and verti-
cal position (lower plot) is shown as function of time. The
height and the length of the symbols correspond to a ver-
tex resolution of 100µm and a reconstruction resolution
of 20 ns, respectively. It can be seen that the events are
clearly separated in space and time for an interaction rate
of 107/s. Taking into account the position information of
the primary vertex it is possible to reduce the number of
combined events by up to 2 orders of magnitude.
Figure 2: Primary vertex distribution in horizontal (upper
plot) and vertical (lower plot) direction for a Gaussian dis-
tribution of the beam particles with FWHM = 1 cm for an
interaction rate of 107/s as function of time. The symbol
size corresponds to a vertex resolution of 100µm, and a
resolution of the interaction time of 20 ns.
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Employing the CBM Micro Vertex Detector for Background Rejection in
Dilepton Analyses ∗
E. Krebs1, T. Galatyuk2, J. Markert1, and J. Stroth1,3 for the CBM collaboration
1Goethe-Universita¨t, Frankfurt, Germany; 2Technische Universita¨t Darmstadt, Germany; 3GSI Darmstadt, Germany
Low mass electron (muon) pairs are considered to be
excellent probes of the processes taking place in the in-
terior of extreme states of matter formed in the collision
zone of heavy-ions. However, the reconstructed distribu-
tion of of electron pairs contains in addition contributions
from mesons decaying after freeze-out and from combina-
torial pairs. Single electron or positron tracks from incom-
pletely detected γ-conversions and Dalitz decays of π 0-
mesons are the most abundant source contributing to the
significant combinatorial background. The excellent po-
sition resolution of the Micro-Vertex Detector (MVD) of
the CBM experiment and its proximity to the target offers
a chance to reject efficiently the close pairs. This holds
in particular for the abundant case, in which the magnetic
field of CBM bends the low momentum partner out of the
CBM acceptance while the high momentum partner con-
tributes to the combinatorial background of the invariant
mass spectrum. We tried to improve the reconstruction the
low momentum partner by including points from the MVD
into the track reconstruction and to reject the pair based on
the reconstructed opening angle.
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Figure 1: Track topology of dielectrons from π 0-Dalitz de-
cays assuming different configurations of the MVD, i.e.
no MVD or a MVD featuring different amount of sensor
planes, see text.
Emission from a thermal source was assumed to simulate
electron pairs from meson decays for Au+Au reactions at
SIS-100 and SIS-300 energies. The simulation parameters
were chosen such that the meson spectra are consistent with
pT and rapidity distributions measured by NA49 [1]. The
pairs simulated with the Pluto[4] event generator are em-
bedded into hadronic final states calculated with UrQMD.
Two versions of the hadronic cocktail were used: one cock-
tail simulates vector meson decay in vacuum, the second
one assumes an in-medium modification of the ρ0.
∗This work is supported by BMBF (05P12RFFC7), HIC for FAIR, H-
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Figure 2: Opening angle vs. momentum of an identified
electron and its nearest reconstructed track for pairs from
(a) ρ0 decays and (b) π0-Dalitz decays.
Figure 1 shows the track type of the low momentum part-
ner of an e+/e−-pair from a π0-Dalitz decay, where the
high momentum partner was reconstructed and identified
in the RICH. We distinguish track fragments (only indi-
vidual hits are seen), track segments (also charge and mo-
mentum were reconstructed) and global tracks (also parti-
cle ID was reconstructed). The number of reconstructed
track segments was found to increases substantially with
the amount of MVD stations. This comes with draw backs
in terms of increasing computing time. In Figure 2, the
opening angle between an identified electron and its nearest
track segment is correlated to the product of the momenta
of these two tracks. A wedge cut can be applied to reduce
the background [2] [3]. The additional number of recon-
structed low-momentum electrons increases the number of
background pairs, which is rejected by this cut. This sug-
gests that the MVD might help to reduce the related back-
ground and that this capability is getting more pronounced
with an increasing number of MVD-stations.
Further studies are needed to conclude on the optimal
number and positions of MVD stations and the optimal
magnetic field configuration. The impact of the numerous
δ-electrons emitted from the target remains to be taken into
account. Finally, the rejection strategy for γ-conversions
occurring in the additional MVD stations has to be opti-
mized.
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Production of hyperons at FAIR energies
H. Jahan∗1, S. Chattopadhyay2, P. Senger3, N. Ahmad1, and M. Irfan1
1AMU, Aligarh, India; 2VECC, Kolkata, India; 3GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
One of the main aims of studying relativistic heavy-ion
collisions is to investigate the characteristics of nuclear
matter under extreme conditions of temperature and en-
ergy density. Under high temperature and/or baryon den-
sity, nuclear matter is expected to undergo a transition to
a state of free quarks and gluons, known as quark-gluon
plasma (QGP)[1]. The determination of yields of strange
particles is one of the key parameters to study the prop-
erties of the matter created in high energy heavy-ion col-
lisions. The relative enhancement of strange and multi-
strange baryons as well as their ratios in central heavy ion
collisions in comparison to those for proton induced inter-
actions have also been suggested as a possible signature for
the formation of QGP [2]. In the present work, A Multi-
Phase Transport (AMPT) model [3] is employed to study
production of strange particles in cental Au+Au collisions
at FAIR energies (i.e. ELab = 5 to 40 AGeV). In order
to see whether the hyperon production is sensitive to the
degrees-of-freedom in the collision volume, both the string
melting (partonic matter) and the default mode (hadronic
matter) of the AMPT model have been used for calculating
the particle yields.
The results of the calculations are shown as excitation
functions of Λ0 and Λ¯0 hyperons, Ξ− and Ξ¯+ hyperons,
and Ω− and Ω¯+ hyperons in the upper, center, and lower
panel of Fig. 1, respectively. The yields have been calcu-
lated in the FAIR energy range for both modes of AMPT,
i.e., string melting (partonic) and default (hadronic). In the
case of Λ¯0 hyperons, the yield for hadronic production is
one order of magnitude higher than the yield for partonic
production at top SIS100 energies (11 A GeV), an effect
which is clearly measurable. A similar effect, although
smaller in magnitude, is found for Ξ¯+ hyperons. In con-
trast, the yields of Ξ− and Ω− hyperons for partonic pro-
duction are well above the yield for hadronic production
in the beam SIS100 energy range. The yield of Ω¯+ hy-
perons seems not to be sensitive to the production mecha-
nism. However, this result should be checked by a calcula-
tion with much better statistics. In conclusion, according to
the AMPD code the yields of hyperons and anti-hyperons
produced in central Au+Au collisions at FAIR energies ex-
hibit a measurable sensitivity to the degrees-of-freedom in
the fireball.
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Figure 1: Yield of hyperons in central Au+Au collisions as
function of beam energy calculated with the AMPT code
with string melting (partonic) and without (hadronic). Up-
per panel: Λ0 and Λ¯0 hyperons. Center panel: Ξ− and Ξ¯+
hyperons. Lower panel: Ω− and Ω¯+ hyperons.
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Reaction plane reconstruction in the CBM experiment∗
S. Seddiki1 and M. Golubeva2
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2INR, Russian Academy of Sciences
The determination of the reaction plane in nucleus-
nucleus collisions is crucial for several measurements, in-
cluding anisotropic collective flow. In CBM, the reaction
plane can be measured by the forward hadronic calorime-
ter, referred to as the Projectile Spectator Detector (PSD).
The Silicon Tracking System (STS) of the experiment, de-
signed to cover a large fraction of the particle phase space,
can also provide a complementary measurement. In this
work, we investigated the capabilities of these two detec-
tors for reconstructing the reaction plane at FAIR energies.
The simulations were carried for Au+Au collisions in
the CBMROOT framework, using the event generator
SHIELD, the simulation package GEANT4 and the physics
list FTFP BERT. The detector model includes a 250 µm
thick Au target, a STS consisting of 8 stations (located be-
tween 30 cm and 1 m from the target) embedded inside a
dipole magnet and a PSD constituted transversally of 45
modules of 20 × 20 cm2. Each module is composed lon-
gitudinally of 60 layers with combined Lead absorber and
scintillator material. The central one features a cylindrical
beam hole (to let beam ions pass) with a diameter of 6 cm.
The azimuthal orientation of the reaction plane has been
determined using the event plane method [1]. The flow of
emitted particles (used in the method) is exploited directly
by measuring the momentum of charged particles in the
STS, while the flow of projectile spectators is reflected in
the azimuthal distribution of the energy measured in PSD
modules. In this study, Monte Carlo tracks with at least
4 hits in STS stations have been used. As the elliptic flow
of charged particles is relatively weak at FAIR energies, the
results are given using the directed flow of emitted particles
(a selection of forward rapidity particles measured by the
STS is performed). The reaction plane resolution is defined
as the Gaussian width (σ(Ψ1−ΨMC)) of the distribution of
the measured 1st harmonic event plane angle (Ψ1) around
the true reaction plane angle (ΨMC).
At SIS100 energies, the PSD reaction plane resolution is
optimal (σ(Ψ1−ΨMC) ≤ 40◦ for collision impact param-
eters below 11 fm) when the detector is located at 8 m from
the target (see Fig.1), accordingly at 15 m at SIS300 due to
higher Lorentz boosts of spectators.
The integrated magnetic dipole field is of about 1 Tm in
the target region at Ebeam ≥ 10 AGeV, while it is scaled
down with beam momentum at lower energies to reduce
the induced bias in the PSD event plane calculation. How-
ever, a minimal field is required (of about 0.6 Tm) to keep
the tracking performance on an acceptable level. A signif-
icant degradation of the PSD resolution was only seen for
∗Work supported by EU-FP7:283286-HP3
Figure 1: PSD reaction plane resolution (1st harmonic
event plane) at several distances from the target in Au+Au
collisions (impact parameters below 11 fm) at FAIR ener-
gies. The Gaussian fits were performed in the range [-80,
80] degrees. The effect of the magnetic dipole field is also
shown for Ebeam ≤ 4 AGeV and a PSD distance of 8 m.
Ebeam < 4 AGeV e.g. at Ebeam = 2 AGeV, σ(Ψ1 −ΨMC)
increases from 39◦ to 51◦ while enhancing the field from
0.26 Tm to 0.63 Tm.
The resolutions obtained with the PSD and the STS can
be compared in Fig.2. At FAIR energies, both detectors
provide good and complementary performance: σ(Ψ1 −
ΨMC) between 30◦ and 40◦.
Figure 2: Reaction plane resolution (1st harmonic event
plane) as a function of beam energy. The PSD is located at
8 (15) m from the target at SIS100 (SIS300) energies. The
integrated magnetic dipole field is of 0.63 Tm at Ebeam =
2, 4 and 6 AGeV and 1 Tm at higher energies.
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The di-muon measurements with CBM at SIS100.∗
A. Senger†1, the CBM collaboration1, and the FAIR@GSI division1
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
The CBM muon detection system is designed to measure
muon pairs from the decay of vector mesons (ρ, ω, φ, J/ψ)
produced in heavy-ion collisions. At FAIR energies the
muon momenta can be rather low, therefore, we devel-
oped a muon detection concept whith a variable definition
of absorber thickness according to the muon momentum.
The full design of the muon detector system consists of 6
hadron absorber layers (carbon block of thickness 60 cm
with lead shielding around the beam pipe and iron plates of
thickness 20, 20, 30, 35, 100 cm). The 18 gaseous track-
ing chambers are located in triplets behind each hadron ab-
sorber. The start version of the muon system consists of 4
hadron absorbers and 4 tracking stations. It will be used
for measurements of low mass vector mesons at SIS100
energies. In the following we present results of simula-
tions for central Au+Au collisions at a beam energy of 8
A GeV . It turned out that additional information from the
time-of-flight system helps to further suppress protons and
kaons. This is illustrated in figure 1. which depicts the
mass squared of the particles seen by the muon detector as
reconstructed from their time-of-flight as function of mo-
mentum measured in the Silicon Tracking System. Muons
from ω meson decays and background particles are shown
in the left and in the right panel, respectively.
Figure 1: Mass squared of particles in the muon detector as
reconstructed by their time-of-flight as function of momen-
tum measured in the Silicon Tracking System. Left panel:
muons from ω decays. Right panel: background particles.
The final invariant mass distributions of the remaining
background and of low-mass vector mesons is shown in
the left panel of figure 2, whereas the resulting signal-to-
background ratio is shown in the right panel. The recon-
struction efficiencies for mesons are 0.75% for ρ, 0.78%
for ω, and 1.1% for φ.
∗Work supported by GSI.
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Figure 2: Left picture: Invariant mass spectrum of low
mass vector mesons for 8 AGeV central Au+Au collisions.
Black line - combinatorial background, red - ρ, green - ω,
yellow - φ, magenta - η, blue - ω Dalitz, light blue - η
Dalitz. Right picture: Signal-to-background ratio.
The measurement of J/ψ mesons at 10 A GeV will be
an exciting experiment at SIS100 because it will provide
information on the process of charm production at ener-
gies close to the threshold, in this case even below thresh-
old. According to the HSD transport code [1], in central
Au + Au collisions at 10 A GeV the dilepton yield per
event is 1.04× 10−8 for J/ψ mesons. We performed J/ψ
simulations in central Au + Au collisions at 10 AGeV us-
ing full muon system. The invariant mass distribution of
background and signal is shown in Figure 3. The signal-to-
background ratio is 0.13, and the J/ψ reconstruction effi-
ciency is 0.2%.
Figure 3: Reconstructed invariant mass distribution of
muon pairs for central Au+Au collisions at 10 A GeV. Red
histogram: J/ψ meson, black histigram: combinatorial
background, blue histogram: background + J/ψ meson.
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Constraining the nuclear matter equation of state
around twice saturation density ∗
A. Le Fe`vre †1, Y. Leifels1, W. Reisdorf1, J. Aichelin2, Ch. Hartnack2, and N. Herrmann3
1GSI Helmholtzzentrum fu¨r Schwerionenforschung GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany; 2SUBATECH, Universite´ de Nantes,
IN2P3/CNRS; 3Physikalisches Institut der Universita¨t Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Germany
Heavy ion collisions at intermediate energies as a tool
to constrain the properties of the nuclear equation of state
EOS is object of intense experimental and theoretical ef-
forts since several decades [3]. During a heavy ion reaction
the colliding system reaches densities larger than the nu-
clear saturation density. The nuclear EOS determines the
densities reached during the collisions as well as the forces
which are driving the colliding matter apart.
The FOPI Collaboration has measured the excitation
function of ’elliptic flow’ between 0.09 to 1.5 A.GeV [1].
Elliptic flow, denoted by v2(pt, y) =< cos(2Φ)) >, where
Φ is the azimuthal angle with respect to the reaction plane,
is shown in the left panel of Fig. 1. The data is compared
to predictions of the IQMD transport model [2] using var-
ious phenomenological EOS’s: HM (’stiff momentum de-
pendent’), SM (’soft momentum dependent’), with com-
pression moduli at ground state density K0 = 380 MeV
and K0 = 200 MeV. The data is best described by using a
’soft’ EOS. In order, to account for the complete shape of
v2(y0) a new observable is introduced v2n = |v20|+ |v22|,
v20 and v22 result from a fit to v2(y0) using the function
v2(y0) = v20 + v22y20 . Model predictions for the quan-
tity v2n(Ebeam) for different EOS are shown together with
FOPI data in the right panel of Fig. 1. The predictions vary
by a factor ≈1.6 which is far above the measured uncer-
tainty (≈1.1), the comparison clearly favors a ’soft’ EOS.
This is valid not only for protons but for all light charged
particles (A ≤ 4 ).
In order to characterize which ’typical’ densities where
probed during the collisions we have determined within the
same transport model at which times in the course of the
collision and which conditions influence the most the de-
velopment of the proton elliptic flow. The model predicts
elliptic flow develops its final shape quite early, just after
projectile and target have passed, and that its strength and
shape – i.e. v2 as function of the rapidity – are mostly
influenced by the force of the mean field. Therefore, in
this scope, the ’typical’ density of the ’measured’ EOS
can be built from the mean value weighted by this force
up to the passing time. It is depicted in Fig. 2 as a func-
tion of the bombarding energy in the Au+Au system at
b=3 fm. It shows that the density range, relevant to the
EOS evidenced by the FOPI Collaboration, spans in the
range ρ = (1.25− 2.0)ρ0.
∗Supported by the IN2P3-GSI agreement contract number 13-70.
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Figure 1: Left: Proton elliptic flow data for Au+Au colli-
sions at 1.2A GeV as a function of the rapidity −v2(y0),
and IQMD-SM/HM simulations. See [1] for further expla-
nations. Right: Experimental data of the shape parame-
ter v2n for protons as a function of beam energy for semi-
central Au+Au collisions.
Figure 2: Mean value of the reduced density, computed up
to the passing time, weighted by the force of the mean field
seen by the participant protons, as a function of the inci-
dent energy as predicted by IQMD in Au+Au collisions at
b=3 fm, for various EOS’s. The error bars are the stan-
dard deviations. The blue symbols refer to the SM EOS:
the circles depict the instantaneous maximum value of the
force-weighted density reached over all times. The triangle
is the same, restricted to the central compression zone.
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Differences in population of the phase space for K±-mesons produced in
π-induced reactions with heavy and light targets. ∗
V. Zinyuk†1, N. Herrmann1,2, and the FOPI Collaboration1
1Physikalisches Institut, Universita¨t Heidelberg, Germany; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
In hot and dense baryonic matter, several non-trivial in-
medium effects such as partial restoration of chiral sym-
metry, the modification of baryon-meson couplings, and
the nuclear potentials are expected. As a result the prop-
erties of hadrons (e.g. mass, width, dispersion relation)
may change. For K-mesons these changes are parametrized
as a density dependent mean field KN (K¯N )-potential, re-
pelling(attracting) the kaons(anti-kaons) toward nucleons
[1]. In pion-induced reactions these potentials can be stud-
ied at normal nuclear matter density.
The FOPI Collaboration in cooperation with the GEM-
TPC Collaboration has recorded about 4M π−+ 208Pb col-
lisions and 3M π−+12C collisions in the S339 experiment.
After background subtraction about 16000 K +- and about
450 K−-candidates produced in C target, 19000 K+- and
about 230 K−-candidates in Pb target could be identified.
Both K+- and K−-mesons could be measured down to
pK = 0.1GeV/c disclosing the most sensitive phase space
region for KN (K¯N )-potential investigation.
To see a possible influence from nuclear potentials
we evaluate the momentum distributions of K-mesons.
The momentum distribution of K+-mesons produced in
Pb-target ((dN/dp)Pb) should be shifted to higher mo-
menta with respect to the one of K+-mesons from the
C-target((dN/dp)C) due the stronger repulsion felt by the
K+-mesons emitted from the heavier nucleus.. The ‘mo-
mentum ratio’ R((dσ/dp)Pb/(dσ/dp)C) (normalized to
the geometrical cross section) is expected to undergo a
maximum. Fig.1 (upper panel) shows the result for K +-
mesons from the recent data sample. This measurement is
in qualitative agreement with the previous results by the
FOPI Collaboration ( K0S measurement [2]) and ANKE
collaborations (K+ measurement [3]) showing a maximum
around pK+ = 0.25GeV/c and confirming the expected
behavior for the repulsion scenario. However we do not
observe the strong decrease, as seen bei ANKE, at smaller
momenta, possibly due to different intermediate states.
Since K− are attracted to nucleons, the ‘momentum ra-
tio’ would have the largest value at smallest momentum and
decrease with increasing momenta. Fig. 1 (lower panel) re-
veals that K−-mesons show a nearly constant ratio, which
might be due to the strong absorption in nuclear matter. The
observed K−-mesons are emitted from the surface of the
target nuclei, do not feel the K¯N -potential within the nu-
cleus, and therefore have the same phase space distribution
in both targets. The beam momentum of 1.7 GeV/c allows
∗Work supported by BMBF 05P12VHFC7.
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the direct production of K+K−-pairs and hence also the
production of intermediate φ-mesons decaying to K +K−
(48.9 % BR ). Currently it is not clear to which extent the
observed K−-mesons originate from φ-meson decays.
Figure 1: The ‘momentum ratio’ of K+(upper panel) and
K− (lower panel). See text for details.
To obtain a consistent description of strangeness, espe-
cially K−, in nuclear matter we intend to evaluate further
particles connected to K-mesons by production/absorption.
In the further analysis steps phase space distributions of
particles like K0 - mesons, φ-mesons and Λ-baryons pro-
duced in light and heavy systems will be evaluated.
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Status of the pkΛ Analysis in pp Collisions with the FOPI Spectrometer∗
R. Mu¨nzer1, L. Fabbietti1, and M. Berger1 for the FOPI Collaboration
1Excellence Cluster ’Origin and Structure of the Universe’ , Physik Department E12, Technische Universita¨t Mu¨nchen,
85748 Garching
The investigation of the kaon-nucleon interaction has
been intensified in the last years due to new results on
Λ(1405) and indications on the existence of the ppK −
bound state [1]. The possible creation of the ppK− state
has been investigated with the FOPI spectrometer at GSI
in proton-proton-collisions at 3.1 GeV beam energy. Ac-
cording to theoretical predictions, this reaction and beam
energy favor the formation of the ppK−[2].
A silicon detector system was placed close to the target
in the FOPI setup. It was constructed and employed to im-
prove the vertex determination, and it is used as an on-line
trigger for the selection of Λ hyperons. This trigger system
allows an enhancement of events containing a Λ-hyperon
of a factor 14.1 ± 7.9(stat)+4.3−0.5 with respect to the stan-
dard multiplicity trigger (LVL1)[3]. About 70 · 106 events
have been collected with the second level trigger selection.
The exclusive events p+p→p K+Λ are extracted in sev-
eral selection steps. First kaon and Λ candidates are se-
lected. Then follows the major step of the event selection
which is to require energy and momentum conservation. It
consists in the application of a kinematic refit based on en-
ergy and momentum conservation constraints. The remain-
ing background due to misidentified kaons is subtracted by
applying a sideband analysis technique. Finally a sample
of ≈ 900 exclusive events of the reaction p+p → p K+ Λ
were extracted. The background originating from the reac-
tion p+p → p K+ Σ(→ γ + Λ) is determined to be 1/14 of
the total yield. [4]
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Figure 1: Spectrum of the invariant mass p,Λ.
In Fig. 1 the invariant mass spectrum of p,Λ is shown
after the background subtraction. The red marked area co-
vers the mass region in which a signal for the ppK− is be
expected.
Since no clear signal is visible only a determination of an
upper limit for the ppK− state possible. For this determina-
tion an adequate description of the background is needed.
∗Work supported by VH-NG-330
The best description was obtained using the Bonn Gatchina
Partial Wave Analysis framework. In this fitting procedure
different contributions are considered, like the direct pro-
duction of p K+ Λ and the production via an intermediate
N∗,+ resonance, including the interference between differ-
ent transition waves with the same quantum numbers.
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Figure 2: Spectrum of the invariant mass p,Λ. The dif-
ferent colored line show the 5 best fitting solution of the
BG-PWA.
A systematic study was performed using this BG-PWA
package. In this study different combinations of N∗,+ were
included. In figure 2 the invariant mass of p and Λ is shown
(black dots). The colored lines show the distribution of
the five solutions which fit best to the experimental data.
From these results a clear trend for the contributing pro-
cesses was obtained. The production has a dominant con-
tribution of channels with an intermediate N∗,+ resonance.
Especially, the N∗,+(1710) contributes with 40-50%. Also
the N∗,+(1900) adds 10% to the production within all five
best solutions.
Since the BG-PWA reproduces the experimental data
rather well (χ2≈1.2), an accurate determination of the up-
per limit for the ppK− production could be possible. This
will be performed in the near future for different mass and
width hypothesis of the ppK−.
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Cluster Error of the FOPI TPC∗
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In past experiments, Time Projection Chambers (TPCs)
have been equipped with a gating structure to prevent the
migration of avalanche ions created during gas amplifica-
tion – traditionally realized with Multi Wire Proportional
Chambers (MWPCs) – in order to maintain drift field ho-
mogeneity. This, however, limited the application of TPCs
to experiments with trigger rates smaller than O(103 Hz).
To overcome this limitation a TPC with GEM (Gas Elec-
tron Multiplier) foils [1] exploiting their intrinsic ion back-
flow suppression, has been built [2]. This GEM-TPC has
a drift length of 728 mm, an inner radius of 50 mm and an
outer radius of 155 mm. For the readout a padplane with
hexagonal shaped pads with 1.5 mm radius was used.
For tests with cosmic tracks and different heavy ion
beams as well as for a physics experiment with an pion
beam the GEM-TPC was employed inside the FOPI spec-
trometer [3].
To reduce the data rate and to introduce the possibility of
an early noise suppression, pad hits are collected in entities
called clusters which are defined by an amplitude, a posi-
tion and a corresponding error. This is done by a full 3D
local minima search which is independent of the pad shape
or pad plane geometry. The clusters are then passed to the
pattern recognition algorithm performing track finding em-
ploying a conformal mapping method [4]. Finally, a track
can be fitted to these clusters. For this the Kalman Filter
implementation provided by the GENFIT [5] framework is
used.
For track fitting it is mandatory to have a precise knowl-
edge of the error on the cluster position. By calculating
the error for the three spacial directions without taking cor-
relations between them into account one introduces strong
dependencies of the track topology. This dependency can
be seen in Fig. 1 where the RMS of the cluster error dis-
tribution in X direction is plotted for tracks with different
azimuth angles but fixed polar angles as a function of the
drift length. In this case the error is calculated by:
V ari = 1ACl ·ΣAPadhit · (XPadhit,i −XCluster,i)2,
and σi =
√
V ari
ACl
.
To eliminate these dependencies a different way to cal-
culate the cluster position errors was introduced. The errors
are calculated by first creating the shape matrix:
M = 1ACluster ΣAPadhit · (XPadhit − XCluster) ⊗ (XPadhit −
XCluster).
∗Work supported by BMBF
Figure 1: RMS of the standard cluster error distribution for
different track topologies (see text) as a function of the drift
length.
Figure 2: RMS of the matrix cluster error distribution for
different track topologies (see text) as a function of the drift
length.
This matrix can be seen as an ellipsoid with its three
main axes representing the cluster position error. The
eigenvectors of the shape matrix describe the direction of
the error and the eigenvalues the magnitude. This way, the
correlations between the three spacial coordinates can be
taken into account. Figure 2 shows the RMS of the mag-
nitude distribution of the first eigenvalue. One can see that
the influence of the track topology can now be completely
neglected.
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Discharge probability studies with GEM detectors ∗
P. Gasik†1,2, M. Ball1,3, L. Fabbietti1,2, B. Ketzer1,3‡ , J. Margutti1,2, A. Mathis1,2, and S. Weber1,2
1TU Mu¨nchen, Excellence Cluster ‘Origin and Structure of the Universe‘, Boltzmannstr. 2, 85748 Garching, Germany;
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GEM (Gas Electron Multiplier) [1] foils are commonly
known structures used as proportional counters, which per-
mits to obtain high gains at very high radiation rates. How-
ever, highly ionizing particles, which may be produced dur-
ing heavy ion collisions, may trigger an electrical break-
down which may result in damage of the foils or readout
electronics. The key parameter for a long-term operation
of the GEM-based detectors for high-intensity beams is the
stability against electrical discharges. We have successfully
started a dedicated discharge probability studies with multi
GEM structures in various gas mixtures to find operational
conditions for these type of detectors.
The scheme of experimental setup used for discharge
probability studies is shown in Fig. 1. The detector housing
contains a GEM stack positioned between a drift cathode
and a read-out anode. It is equipped with HV feedthroughs
for up to 4 GEM foils. The cathode is made out of a PCB
covered with copper layer on one side, where the high
potential is applied. Charged particles traversing active
area of the detector are ionising gas creating electron-ion
pairs. Electrons from the primary ionisation are drifting
towards the GEM stack, where the charge amplification
occurs. High voltage is applied to the GEM stack via a
resistor chain which specifies potential differences across
each GEM foil and the values of transfer (ET1, ET2) and
induction (EIND) fields. After the amplification process a
signal is induced on a single-pad anode plate and then can
be processed in different ways, indicated by different read-
out branches in Fig. 1. Branch a) is for energy spectra and
rate measurements. The information about the rate of the
primary ionisation together with measurement of the cur-
rent induced at the anode (branch b) is used to calculate the
effective gain of the detector. Branch c) processes raw sig-
nals induced on the readout anode and is used to determine
number of discharges which occur during the detector op-
eration. The principle of operation is based on fact that sig-
nals induced by sparks are by orders of magnitude higher
than signals induced by the primary ionisation.
The discharge probability is defined as a ratio of num-
ber of detected discharges over the total number of parti-
cles irradiating the detector. For our studies the detector is
irradiated with highly ionising, 5.59 MeV α particles emit-
ted with a rate of ∼0.5 Hz from gaseous 222Rn source ran-
domly distributed within active area of the detector.
So far, the only comprehensive discharge studies in the
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Figure 1: Experimental setup.
Gas Electron Multiplier were reported in [2] and concerns
mainly Ar-based gas mixtures. With our setup we per-
formed a set of measurements in a quencher-rich mixture
Ar-CO2 (70-30). Preliminary results are shown in Fig. 2
for a triple GEM irradiated, at high gains of O(104-105),
and compared with data from [2] obtained with the same
gas mixture under similar conditions. Our results are in
good agreement with the published data.
Figure 2: Discharge probability in Ar-CO2 (70-30).
After the successful commissioning of the setup we are
planning a long campaign of discharge probability studies
involving measurements in various gas mixtures, employ-
ing multi-GEM structures (triple, quadruple), using stan-
dard as well as exotic GEM geometries.
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Ion backflow studies with a triple GEM detector∗
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Time Projection Chambers (TPCs) are usually equipped
with a gating structure to prevent the migration of
avalanche ions created during gas amplification – tradi-
tionally realized with Multi Wire Proportional Chambers
(MWPCs) – in order to maintain drift field homogeneity.
This, however, limits the application of TPCs to exper-
iments with trigger rates smaller than O(103Hz). To
overcome this important limitation introduced by gating
techniques, one has to find other means of ion suppression.
One promising alternative is to employ a TPC with Gas
Electron Multiplier (GEM) [1] instead of MWPC. A first
GEM TPC prototype [2, 3] has been succesfully built and
operated in FOPI at the GSI, Darmstadt.
For a GEM-TPC in a high rate environment it is mandatory
to minimize the ion backflow (IB) as a prerequisite for min-
imal space charge distortions that allows the maintainance
of the excellent TPC performance. The GEM technology
has been established in the last decade as a robust and well
proven amplification technique for gaseous detectors with
an excellent detector performance. The usage of GEM
detectors in a high rate TPC, however, is new with regard
to several aspects. Many conflicting requirements such as
a low ion backflow, good point and energy resolution, low
discharge probability as well as stable long term behavior
have to be optimized. The challenge is not to find an
optimal working point for only one of these parameters,
but to define a working point that satifies all requirements
within an acceptable limit. In the following only results
on ion backflow will be shown. For studies concerning the
discharge probability I refer to [4].
Our setup consists of a triple GEM setup. We are using
10×10 cm2 GEM foils with a pitch of 140 μm, an outer
hole diameter of 70 μm, and an inner hole diameter of 50
μm. The effective gain of the system has been kept at 2000
for all measurement. As gas we were using Ne-CO2-N2 in
the ratio 90-10-5. Neon is advantageous over argon as it
has an ion mobility that is 2.5 times higher. As the space
charge density is anti-proportional to the ion drift veloc-
ity, the higher ion mobility results in a lower space charge
density. Figure 1 shows the ion backflow as a function of
the first transfer field ET1 for several values of the second
transfer field ET2. A clear decrease of the ion backflow as
∗Work supported by BMBF, EU
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Figure 1: Ion backflow in a triple GEM detector as a func-
tion of ET1 for several values of ET2.
a function of ET1 is visible due to the higher extraction of
electrons out of GEM1 and higher ion blocking efficiency
of GEM1 top and bottom electrode. The minimal IB value
achieved is about 3 % for an ET1 of 5.5 kV/cm and an ET2
of 0.2 kV/cm. For a gain of about 2000 this results in a
number of back-drifting electrons coming from the ampli-
fication system (ε) of about 60 per incoming ion. Present
high rate experiments require a much smaller number that
is in the order of ε ∼ 20.
Future R&D activities will investigate quadruple GEM sys-
tems, which is a very promising solution including alterna-
tive GEM geometries such as large and small pitch foils.
Furthermore Cobra GEMs or a combination of two GEMs
and a Micromega might be an interesting options.
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Performance of the ALICE Experiment during the LHC Run 1
D. Mis´kowiec1 for the ALICE Collaboration
1Research Division and EMMI, GSI Darmstadt, Germany
ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) is a major
experiment at the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC),
built for studies of QCD matter created in high-energy col-
lisions between lead nuclei. ALICE took data for all the
collision systems and energies offered by the LHC in its
Run 1 (2009-2013) (Table 1) and published ∼70 physics
articles [1]. The ongoing LHC shutdown provides an op-
portunity to assess the performance of the experiment [2].
Table 1: Data sets recorded by ALICE in 2009–2013. The
quoted statistics is that of minimum-bias and centrality-
triggered events before the quality cuts.
system √sNN recorded statistics
pp 0.9 TeV 9× 106 events
pp 2.76 TeV 100× 106 events
pp 7-8 TeV 1.4× 109 events
Pb–Pb 2.76 TeV 100× 106 events
p–Pb 5.02 TeV 140× 106 events
The ALICE group at GSI is strongly involved in two
major detectors of the central barrel, the Time Projec-
tion Chamber (TPC) and the Transition Radiation Detector
(TRD). These two large-volume gas-drift detectors require
care during data taking and a sophisticated calibration. The
tracking performance of the TPC was as expected; the par-
ticle identification power even exceeded the expectations.
Figure 1 illustrates the latter by showing the identification
of anti-alpha particles, first such measurement at the LHC
and contemporaneous with the analogous RHIC result.
The response of the TRD detector is shown in Fig. 2.
Measurements performed in ALICE with electrons, pions,
Figure 1: Particle identification in the TPC. The inset plot
shows the additional separation between 3He and 4He for
tracks with p/Z>2.3 GeV/c provided by TOF.
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Figure 2: The TRD signal as a function of βγ.
and protons from pp collisions, as well as with cosmic
muons, agree with the results from the chamber tests done
with electron and pion beams. The lower branch represents
the chamber signal without the contribution of the transi-
tion radiation, measured during the chamber tests by re-
moving the radiator and in the ALICE setup by selecting
those cosmic muons that entered the detector from outside.
Table 2 compares the observed performance with the ex-
pectations. An extensive performance report is in Ref. [2].
Table 2: The expected [3] and achieved [2] performance of
the ALICE detectors for selected observables.
parameter expected achieved
event vertex resolution with ITS–TPC tracks
trans. vertex resol. at dNch/dη = 5 85 μm 97 μm
trans. vertex resol. at dNch/dη = 25 35 μm 32 μm
DCA resolution of ITS–TPC tracks in central Pb–Pb coll.
trans. DCA resol. at pT = 0.3 GeV/c 200 μm 200 μm
trans. DCA resol. at pT = 20 GeV/c 15 μm 15 μm
barrel pT resolution
ΔpT/pT ITS–TPC pT = 10 GeV/c 1–2% 1.5%
ΔpT/pT ITS–TPC pT = 30 GeV/c 2–3% 2.5%
barrel particle identification
TPC dE/dx resol. in pp 5.4% 5.2%
TPC dE/dx resol. in central Pb–Pb 6.8% 6.5%
TOF resolution 80 ps 80 ps
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Multiplicity dependence of the average transverse momentum in pp, p–Pb, and
Pb-Pb collisions at the LHC∗
A. Andronic1, J. Gronefeld1,2, M.L. Knichel1, P. Lu¨ttig3, M. Marquard3, D. Mis´kowiec1,
J. Otwinowski1, K. Schweda1 for the ALICE Collaboration
1EMMI & GSI Darmstadt; 2Technische Universita¨t Darmstadt; 3Universita¨t Frankfurt
One of the key ways of investigating particle produc-
tion in high-energy hadron collisions is to measure the re-
lationship between the number, or multiplicity, of parti-
cles produced and their momentum transverse to the direc-
tion of the colliding beams. The results cast light on pro-
cesses ranging from the interactions of individual partons
(quarks and gluons) to the collective motion of hot, dense
matter containing hundreds of partons. We have investi-
gated, using data collected with ALICE in proton-proton
(pp), proton-lead (p–Pb) and lead-lead collisions (Pb–Pb)
at the LHC, the first moment, 〈pT〉, of the charged-particle
transverse momentum spectrum and its correlation with the
charged-particle multiplicity Nch [1].
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Figure 1: Average transverse momentum 〈pT〉 versus
charged-particle multiplicity Nch in pp, p–Pb, and Pb–Pb
collisions for |η| < 0.3. The boxes represent the systematic
uncertainties on 〈pT〉. The statistical errors are negligible.
Figure 1 shows the average transverse momentum 〈pT〉
of charged particles versus the charged-particle multiplic-
ity Nch measured in pp collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV, in p–Pb
collisions at √sNN = 5.02 TeV, and in Pb–Pb collisions at√
sNN = 2.76 TeV. We note that the same Nch value corre-
sponds to a very different collision regime in the three sys-
tems. The p–Pb data exhibit features of both pp and Pb–Pb
collisions, at low and high multiplicities, respectively. The
saturation trend of 〈pT〉 versus Nch is less pronounced in
p–Pb than in Pb–Pb collisions and leads to a much higher
value of 〈pT〉 at high multiplicities than in Pb–Pb.
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Figure 2: Average transverse momentum 〈pT〉 as a function
of charged-particle multiplicity Nch measured in pp (upper
panel), p–Pb (middle panel), and Pb–Pb (lower panel) col-
lisions in comparison to model calculations.
Figure 2 shows a comparison of the data to model pre-
dictions (see references in [1]). The strong correlation of
〈pT〉 with Nch is reproduced in the PYTHIA event gener-
ator with the mechanism of color reconnections between
hadronizing strings. This can be interpreted as a collective
final-state effect, in which strings from independent par-
ton interactions do not independently produce hadrons, but
fuse prior to hadronization. This leads to fewer, but more
energetic, hadrons. The EPOS model, which implements
collective behavior in pp collisions, also describes the pp
data. Remarkably, also p–Pb collisions are well described,
while for Pb–Pb collisions there is a significant discrepancy
between model and data. A Glauber Monte Carlo model for
p–Pb and Pb-Pb collisions, with inputs from pp data, fails
to describe the data. These data are an essential input to
improve our understanding of particle production as well
as the role of initial and final state effects in these systems.
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Nuclear Modification Factor and Centrality Determination in p-Pb Collisions
at ALICE ∗
A. Andronic1, J. Gronefeld1,2, M.L. Knichel1, P. Lu¨ttig3, J. Otwinowski1 for the ALICE Collaboration
1EMMI & GSI Darmstadt; 2Technische Universita¨t Darmstadt; 3Universita¨t Frankfurt
In the ALICE detector at the LHC the physics of the
Quark-Gluon-Plasma is investigated, in collisions of lead
nuclei. In those collisions not only the created medium but
also cold nuclear matter could play a role. The influence
of this is investigated by using proton-lead (p–Pb) colli-
sions and calculating the nuclear modification factor RpPb,
which is defined as:
RpPb(pT) =
1
〈TpPb〉
d2NpPbch /dηdpT
d2σppch/dηdpT
(1)
In this formula N pPbch represents the multiplicity of charged
particles in pPb collisions while σppch describes the cross
section in proton-proton (pp) collisions. TpPb is the nuclear
overlap function calculated with Glauber Monte Carlo. In
case of minimum bias (MB) collisions, the nuclear overlap
function is TpPb = 0.0983± 0.0035mb−1.
In Fig. 1 the measurement of RpPb at |ηcms| < 0.3 is com-
pared to shadowing calculations [2] and to predictions in a
framework combining leading order (LO) pQCD and cold
nuclear matter effects [3]. The predictions for shadowing,
performed at NLO with the EPS09s Parton Distribution
Functions and DSS fragmentation functions, describe the
data very well (the calculations are for π0), while the LO
pQCD model exhibits a trend of decreasing RpPb, which is
not supported by the data.
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Figure 1: The measured RpPb compared to model calcula-
tions.
While in Pb–Pb collisions centrality determination is
straightforward, it remains more difficult in p–Pb colli-
∗Work supported by GSI, BMBF, Helmholtz Alliance HA216/EMMI,
H-QM, and HGS-HIRe
sions. Centrality is determined by measuring the multi-
plicity of particles with different detector systems within
the ALICE apparatus [4]. Figure 2 shows the biased nu-
clear modification factor QpPb for two different estima-
tors. ZNA relies on the forward neutron calorimeter located
114 m away from the interaction point, while V0A relies on
a forward detector much closer to the interaction point.
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Figure 2: The transverse momentum dependence and the
dependence on centrality of the biased nuclear modification
factor QpPb for two different centrality estimators ZNA
(upper panel) and V0A (middle panel).
The large difference between the estimators shows, that
different events are selected in the different centrality
classes. This shows that the geometrical correspondence
of experimental centrality selection remains a challenge.
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Measurement of charged jets in p-Pb collisions with ALICE
R. Haake∗1, J. Anielski1, B. Bathen1, L. Feldkamp1, M. Heide1, P. Ka¨hler1, C. Klein-Bo¨sing1,2, M.
Kohn1, D. Mu¨hlheim1, A. Passfeld1, H. Poppenborg1, J. P. Wessels1, U. Westerhoff1, and M. Wilde1
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Highly energetic jets are sensitive probes for the kine-
matics and the topology of high energy collisions. Jets
originate from high-momentum partons that are produced
early in the collision and subsequently fragment into colli-
mated sprays of hadrons.
The measurement of jet production in p-Pb collisions pro-
vides an ideal tool to study the effects of cold nuclear mat-
ter on hadronization and provides constraints for the nu-
clear parton density functions. In addition, the measure-
ments of jet properties in p-Pb collisions can also serve as
an important reference for Pb-Pb collisions. [1]
Our analysis focuses on charged jets in p-Pb collisions. The
analyzed data – roughly 100 million minimum bias events
– was taken in the beginning of 2013 with the ALICE de-
tector at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV. The charged constituents of
the jets are reconstructed mainly using the Time Projec-
tion Chamber (TPC) and the Inner Tracking System (ITS).
Tracks with pT > 0.150 GeV/c and within a pseudorapid-
ity interval |η| < 0.9 were used. The minimum bias events
are selected by demanding at least one hit in both of the
scintillator trigger detectors (V0A and V0C).
For our analyses, the FastJet [2] package is used in conjunc-
tion with the anti-kT algorithm to clusterize the tracks into
jets using a jet resolution parameter of R = 0.4. Those
jets have to be corrected for the background momentum
density, the fluctuation of those, and for detector effects.
The background density is estimated event-by-event us-
ing a similar ansatz as in reference [3]. The within-event
background fluctuations are determined using a random
cone approach. Detector effects, e.g. including the track-
ing efficiency, are corrected via unfolding with a response
matrix from a full detector simulation with PYTHIA and
GEANT3. The Singular Value Decomposition unfolding
technique is applied by using the RooUnfold package.
The two basic observables of our analysis are given by the
nuclear modification factor RpPb and the jet shape ratio.
The latter is just the ratio of the spectra using R = 0.2 and
R = 0.4 and is a measure for the collimation of jets in p-Pb
collisions. RpPb is defined by
RpPb =
pPb yield
pp x-section
· 1
TpPb
, (1)
and relates to pp collisions. TpPb accounts for the increased
”parton luminosity” in p-Pb and is calculated using the
Glauber model.
Since pp data at 5 TeV is not available, the necessary pp
cross section is created by scaling of 7 TeV pp data. The
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scaling is done using PYTHIA at the two energies.
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The nuclear modification factor RpPb is shown up to
pchT,jet = 100 GeV/c and no strong nuclear effects on the
jet spectra are visible – it is compatible with no effect. The
jet shape ratio R = 0.2/0.4 is compatible with 7 TeV pp
data and it can be shown that it is also compatible with the
predictions from PYTHIA Perugia 2011 at the same en-
ergy. There is no indication for a nuclear modification of
the jet structure in p-Pb reactions between R = 0.2 and
0.4.
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Measurement of electrons from charm and beauty-hadron decays in p-Pb
collisions at √sNN = 5.02 TeV with ALICE at the LHC ∗
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The characterisation of the Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP),
the deconfined state of strongly-interacting matter pro-
duced in high-energy heavy-ion collisions, is the main pur-
pose of ALICE at the LHC. Because of their large masses,
charm and beauty quarks are mostly produced in initial
hard partonic interactions and thus can be used to probe
the medium created in such collisions. The pT differen-
tial heavy-flavour yield is sensitive to the energy loss of
heavy quarks in the hot and dense medium. Also, the pres-
ence of cold nuclear matter in the initial state may affect the
production of heavy-flavour hadrons. With a measurement
of the nuclear modification factor RpPb in p–Pb collisions,
the initial-state effects can be quantified. Because of large
branching ratios to semi-leptonic decay channels, heavy-
flavour production can be studied via an inclusive electron
measurement.
The electron identification strategy involves a combina-
tion of the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) and the Time-
of-Flight detector (TOF). In the TPC charged particles are
identified via their specific energy loss dE/dx in the drift
gas. Due to overlapping dE/dx bands from kaons, protons
and deuterons, a large hadron contamination is persistent.
At low momentum (p < 2GeV/c), TOF is used to sepa-
rate nearly massless electrons from kaons and protons by
their time of flight to the detector. In Fig. 1 the dE/dx in
the TPC, relative to the expected dE/dx for electrons, is
shown. The kaon and proton bands, visible in the top left
of the plot, are suppressed due to the use of the TOF infor-
mation.
Figure 1: TPC dE/dx as deviation from the expected en-
ergy loss of electrons, normalized by the dE/dx resolution,
after TOF selection of charged particle tracks.
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Electrons from background sources have to be subtracted
from the inclusive electron spectrum to obtain the heavy-
flavour electron spectrum. The main sources of these back-
ground electrons are Dalitz decays of π0 and η mesons or
conversions of photons in the detector material. This back-
ground can be calculated based on the measured pion spec-
trum or measured by reconstructing electrons from pho-
tonic sources (γ conversions, π0, η) using the invariant
mass of e+e− pairs. Corrections for detector efficiency and
acceptance are estimated with a full detector simulation.
In order to obtain a pp reference the cross section
measured at √sNN = 7 TeV [1] was scaled to 5.02 TeV
based on a FONLL perturbative QCD calculation [2].
Fig. 2 shows the RpPb measured with ALICE for elec-
trons from heavy-flavour hadron decays together with pre-
dictions from pQCD calculations including shadowing ef-
fects from cold nuclear matter, calculated on the base of the
EPS09 parametrization [3]. The ALICE result is consistent
with this calculation and with unity within the current sub-
stantial uncertainties of the measurement, indicating that
cold nuclear matter effects are small.
Figure 2: RpPb of electrons from heavy-flavour decays
with shadowing predictions calculated on the base of the
EPS09 parametrization [3].
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J/ψ production in p-Pb collisions measured with ALICE at the LHC∗
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Stachel1, S. Weber2, J. Wiechula5 for the ALICE Collaboration
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Charmonium production in proton-nucleus (pA) colli-
sions is a crucial ingredient for the interpretation of J/ψ
production in nucleus-nucleus (AA) collisions, where it is
a prominent probe of deconfinement. The measurement of
modifications of the J/ψ yield in pA collisions with respect
to proton-proton (pp) collisions give access to nuclear ef-
fects, which are commonly not attributed to the presence of
a deconfined medium.
Figure 1: Nuclear modification factor for J/ψ production in
p-Pb collisions measured by ALICE compared to theoret-
ical models. The error bars represent the statistical uncer-
tainty, the boxes the uncorrelated systematic uncertainties
and the filled areas the partially correlated systematic un-
certainties.
ALICE is unique among the detectors at LHC, since it
accesses charmonium production down to transverse mo-
mentum pT=0 at mid-rapidity (|y lab| < 0.9) in the dielec-
tron decay channel.
Preliminary results of inclusive pT-integrated and pT-
differential cross sections and nuclear modification factors
at mid-rapidity were released based on the proton-lead (p-
Pb) collisions recorded at √sNN = 5.02 TeV with a mini-
mum bias collision trigger in early 2013. They complement
the measurements carried out in Pb-Pb [1] and pp [2–5] col-
lisions.
Figure 1 compares the experimental data with theory
predictions. The result at mid-rapidity is shown together
with the result in the dimuon decay channel at forward
and backward rapidity [6]. The measurements are consis-
tent with predictions based on parametrisations of nuclear
Parton Distribution Functions (nPDF) including moderate
gluon shadowing [7,8] and on coherent energy loss [9]. The
color class condensate model is disfavoured by data [10].
∗Work supported by GSI, BMBF, Helmholtz Alliance HA216/EMMI,
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The pT-differential R pA is depicted in Fig. 2. The re-
sult is consistent with theoretical models based on shadow-
ing [7].
Figure 2: The nuclear modification factor as a function
of transverse momentum compared with calculations by
R.Vogt. The uncertainty denotations are analogous to
Fig. 1.
Further analyses on J/ψ production are ongoing in the p-
Pb collision system. The fraction fB of J/ψ at mid-rapidity
from decays of hadrons carrying bottom quarks and the de-
pendence of J/ψ production on the charged hadron multi-
plicity will be measured. The acquired data sample with
TRD triggers in p-Pb collisions at mid-rapidity will in-
crease the available statistics for transverse momenta of J/ψ
larger than 1 GeV/c [11].
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J/ψ production in Pb-Pb collisions measured with ALICE∗
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Heavy quarkonium production is a prime probe for
the investigation of the deconfined nuclear medium cre-
ated during ultra-relativistic nuclear collisions, also dubbed
quark-gluon plasma. Early predictions assumed that, de-
pending on their binding energy, some of the quarkonium
states melt in such a hot and dense medium due to colour
screening [1]. At the LHC energies, and to a smaller extent
at the RHIC top energy, the large number of charm quark
pairs produced in the initial partonic interactions open the
possibility for creating charmonium by combining cc¯ pairs
during the lifetime of the fireball [2] or at its phase bound-
ary (chemical freeze-out) [3].
Figure 1: Centrality dependence of the RAA for inclusive
J/ψ measured by ALICE and PHENIX.
ALICE is a very well suited detector to measure J/ψ
mesons via their di-leptonic decay channels [4] in a wide
range of rapidity and down to zero transverse momentum.
The nuclear effects on the J/ψ production are quantified us-
ing the nuclear modification factor, RAA, which is the ra-
tio between the yields obtained in nuclear collisions and
the yield in pp collisions scaled by the number of binary
nucleon-nucleon collisions corresponding to a given colli-
sion centrality.
Figure 1 shows the inclusive J/ψ RAA at mid-rapidity as
a function of the number of nucleons participating in the
collision. The ALICE results [5] are obtained for Pb-Pb
collisions at √sNN = 2.76 TeV while the PHENIX [6]
ones come from Au-Au collisions at √sNN = 0.2 TeV.
The lower energy data shows an increasing suppression of
the J/ψ yield with increasing the collision centrality, be-
ing very suggestive of the colour screening effect predicted
in [1]. The ALICE results indicate a much smaller suppres-
sion for larger system sizes and, within the uncertainties, no
∗Work supported by GSI, BMBF, Helmholtz Alliance HA216/EMMI,
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centrality dependence. The striking difference in RAA in
central collisions indicates that a new mechanism, namely
charm quarks (re)combination, is at play at LHC energies.
Figure 2: Transverse momentum dependence of the RAA
for inclusive J/ψ measured by ALICE and PHENIX.
In figure 2, we show the pT dependence of the J/ψ RAA
for the 40% most central collisions from both ALICE and
PHENIX. Our data is compatible with no suppression in
the low pT region (pT < 2.5 GeV/c), opposite to the strong
suppression seen at the RHIC top energy. At higher pT , the
J/ψ RAA obtained by ALICE drops to ≈ 0.5 and is com-
patible with the one observed by PHENIX. If J/ψ mesons
would be formed via the coalescence or statistical hadro-
nisation of charm quarks, it is expected from phase space
considerations that these mechanisms contribute especially
in the low pT region, as observed in our data.
These results, together with the ones obtained at for-
ward rapidity in the di-muon channel [5], provide impor-
tant evidence for deconfinement and for a new mechanism
of charmonium creation. Further studies on understand-
ing the cold nuclear matter effects using p-Pb collisions are
currently ongoing [7].
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Azimuthal correlation measurements with ALICE at the LHC ∗
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Anisotropic flow in heavy-ion collisions is a key ob-
servable related to the early time evolution of the nucleus-
nucleus interaction. We report on recent results of the
ALICE Collaboration at the LHC on the directed flow of
charged particles relative to the spectator plane in Pb-Pb
collisions at √sNN = 2.76 TeV. Also recent findings from
the search for effects of local parity violation in the strong
interaction are presented.
Figure 1: Directed flow versus transverse momentum in
Pb–Pb collisions at √sNN = 2.76 TeV. (a) v1 for 5-80%
centrality range. (b) vodd1 in Pb-Pb collisions compared to
Au-Au collisions at RHIC at √sNN = 200 GeV downscaled
with a factor 0.37.
Directed flow, v1, is a probe of the spatial orientation
and fluctuations of the shape of the fireball created in a
heavy-ion collision. The observed negative slope [1] of
the rapidity-odd v1 component is about three times smaller
than observed at the highest RHIC energy, suggesting
a smaller longitudinal tilt of the initial system and dis-
favours the picture of strong fireball rotation predicted at
the LHC energies. Measured for the first time with respect
to the spectator nucleons, the rapidity-even v1 component
is found to be independent of pseudorapidity and changes
sign at transverse momenta around 1.2 − 1.7 GeV/c (fig-
ure 1). This is expected for dipole-like energy fluctuations
when momentum of the low pT particles is balanced by that
of the high pT particles. The magnitude of the rapidity-
even v1 w.r.t. the participant plane has a similar shape,
but is a factor of forty larger, which indicates that fluctuat-
ing participant and spectator planes are weakly correlated.
Compared to the measurements at the highest RHIC en-
ergy, in figure 1(b), vodd1 shows a similar trend including
the sign change around pT ∼ 1.5 GeV/c in central colli-
sions and negative value at all pT for peripheral collisions.
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Figure 2: Centrality dependence of the correlation
Δ〈cos[ϕα − (m + 1)ϕβ + mΨ2]〉 in comparison with
the Blast Wave model incorporating effects of local charge
conservation. Δ denotes the difference between same and
opposite charge correlations.
The parity symmetry violation in strong interactions re-
mains one of the open fundamental questions about QCD.
It is argued that parity symmetry can be locally violated
in a heavy-ion collision which will result in an experimen-
tally observable separation of charges along the extreme
magnetic field generated by the moving ions, the so called
chiral magnetic effect (CME). An experimental probe of
CME are the azimuthal correlations with respect to the col-
lision reaction plane which is perpendicular to that mag-
netic field.
ALICE observed a clear charge dependence of the two-
particle correlation with respect to the reaction plane [2].
This can be due to a number of other charge-dependent
effects which preserve parity, such as local charge con-
servation (LCC). Higher order charge-dependent correla-
tions help to disentangle parity conserving contributions
from CME. Recent ALICE results, in figure 2 , show
that models which combine LCC and the radial expansion
of the medium, while failing to describe the correlation
Δ〈cosn(φα−φβ)〉 in figure 3 [3]), give a good description
of the correlations shown in figure 2 up to higher orders.
This suggests that a significant fraction of the observed
two-particle correlation may be due to LCC. A study of
charge-dependent correlations with identified particles was
also recently started to further disentangle the CME and
LCC contributions.
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Deuteron production in Pb–Pb collisions measured with ALICE at the LHC∗
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Heavy-ion collisions at the LHC give the opportunity to
measure all known particles in higher abundances than it
was possible before, like for example light nuclei. These
heavy particles are rarely produced, because the production
probability decreases with increasing mass. But the energy
regime reached at the LHC leads to large production prob-
abilities even for these particles, as described for exam-
ple by thermal models [1, 2]. The excellent performance
of the Time-Projection Chamber (TPC) [3] and the Time-
Of-Flight detector (TOF) [4] allows for the clear identifi-
cation of charged stable particles over a range of 0.15 to
5 GeV/c in rigidity R = p/z, where p is the track mo-
mentum and z is the charge number. The measurement of
deuterons is affected by a large background, as for all nu-
clei, coming from knockout from material. Rejection of
this background is possible by restricting the distance-of-
closest-approach (dca) of the track to the primary vertex
in z-direction dcaz and then fitting the dcaxy distribution
to extract the signal in the transverse momentum (pT) win-
dow between 0.6 and 1.9 GeV/c (technique is described in
more detail in [6]). The deuterons are identified using only
the specific energy loss (dE/dx) measurement in the TPC
for pT < 1.5GeV and combining the TPC and TOF in-
formation for higher pT. A sample of deuteron selected
within a 3σ cut around the expected dE/dx value is ini-
tially used to build the m2 −m2d-distribution, where md is
the deuteron mass and m is the mass measured with TOF
using m2 = p2/(γ2 − 1). Then, this distribution is fit-
ted in pT intervals. The extracted yields are then efficiency
and acceptance corrected and the final spectra are shown in
Figure 1 for five different collision centralities. The spectra
show a characteristic hardening with increasing centrality,
qualitatively similar to proton spectra. To extract pT inte-
grated yields the spectra in the different centrality bins are
fitted by individual blast-wave distributions. The ratios of
these yields with those of protons are shown in Figure 2 for
five different centralities. The measured ratio agrees well
with the mean of the d/p and the d¯/p¯ from PHENIX [7],
which is a fair comparison since the baryo-chemical poten-
tial μB at the LHC is getting close to 0MeV [2].
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Figure 1: Measured deuteron spectra at √sNN =
2.76TeV for five different centralities. The lines
through the measured points are individual blast-wave
fits.
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Validation of Bayesian PID in ALICE, for the channel D0 →K−π+ in pp at√
s = 7 TeV∗
J. Wilkinson1 and K. Schweda2
1Physikalisches Institut, Ruprecht-Karls-Universita¨t Heidelberg, Germany; 2Research Division and ExtreMe Matter
Institute EMMI, GSI Helmholtzzentrum fur Schwerionenforschung, Darmstadt, Germany
In order to make measurements of open heavy-flavour
production, ALICE makes use of its excellent tracking
and vertexing capabilities, as well as particle identifica-
tion (PID) provided by dE/dx measurements in the Time
Projection Chamber (TPC) and time-of-flight information
from the Time-Of-Flight (TOF) detector. The standard PID
method uses an nσ approach, meaning that a cut is made
based on a number of standard deviations from the ex-
pected responses for a given species at a given momentum.
The alternative Bayesian PID method instead has a proba-
bilistic approach, basing its cuts on knowledge of the de-
tector responses combined with additional information on
the relative abundances of different particle species (π, K,
p, etc.). These abundances are obtained using an iterative
Bayesian procedure on data and used as a priori probabili-
ties in Bayes’ theorem, which is applied as follows:
P(species|response) = P(species) · P(response|species)∑
speciesP(response|species)
,
(1)
where P(species|response) is the probability of the particle
belonging to a given species; P(species) is the prior proba-
bility discussed above; and P(response|species) is based on
the expected detector response for each species. Cuts can
then be made on this probability, for example by accepting
only the most likely species as the identity (hereafter re-
ferred to as the “maximum-probability” method); selecting
candidates only if they pass some predetermined probabil-
ity threshold, with a higher threshold signifying a stricter
cut (“threshold”); or applying a weight to all candidates
in the invariant mass spectra, based on the product of the
species probabilities of the decay daughters (“weighted”).
In order to ensure that the choice between Bayesian
and nσ PID does not cause a bias in the corrected yield,
the method was tested in a variety of channels and com-
pared directly to nσ results. Among these channels was
D0 → K−π+ in pp collisions at √s = 7 TeV, for which all
of the aforementioned Bayesian selection strategies were
studied. The topological selections used were the same as
those used for the D0 analysis published in [1].
First, a standard invariant mass analysis was performed
in order to extract the raw yields for each method by fit-
ting the spectra with a Gaussian function for the signal and
an exponential function for the background. A compari-
son of the invariant mass spectra for analysis without PID,
with nσ PID and with maximum-probability Bayesian PID
is shown for 1 < pT < 4 GeV/c in Figure 1. From this it
∗Work supported by HGS-HIRe, BMBF and HA216/EMMI
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Figure 1: Invariant mass plots for D0 →K−π+ in three
pT bins for (top) no PID, (middle) nσ PID, and (lower)
maximum-probability Bayesian PID.
can clearly be seen that in this pT region, there is a sharp
increase in the significance and signal-to-background ra-
tio when applying 3σ PID compared to no PID, which is
further improved when applying Bayesian PID. A similar
trend was seen in the other PID methods, with an increase
in signal-to-background ratio for all PID strategies over nσ
at all pT. In addition, apart from when applying especially
strict probability threshold cuts of 70 or 80%, the signifi-
cance was found to be generally higher than for nσ at low
pT, and remained similar to nσ at higher pT.
Once the raw yields were corrected for their respective
efficiencies, the yields for each method were compared to
the result for 3σ PID. Despite large differences in the ef-
ficiencies between these methods, it was found that there
was little significant deviation between the 3σ method and
the various Bayesian PID strategies. On average, the de-
viations for the weighted and maximum-probability PID
methods were on the order of 5%, and various probability
thresholds varying between 40% and 80% gave an agree-
ment within approximately 8%. This can be attributed to
systematics in determining the PID response. A further
check, scaling the kaon abundances up and down by 10%,
showed that there was also no significant dependence of the
yield on the choice of priors.
We can therefore conclude that the Bayesian PID strat-
egy does not bias our results, and so is valid for use in other
analyses. In particular, it will allow us to extend our analy-
sis of D0 mesons to ultra-low pT, and enable new measure-
ments such as Λc → pKπ, which is currently being studied
in pp, Pb–Pb and p–Pb collisions using this method.
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Study of Higher Order Net-Particle Fluctuations at LHC Energies∗
J. Tha¨der†1
1Institut fu¨r Kernphysik, Technische Universita¨t Darmstadt, Darmstadt, Germany
Higher moments of net-particle fluctuations are used to
study the QCD phase structure of matter which is created in
high-energy heavy-ion collisions. Theoretically, the fluctu-
ations of net-charge, net-baryon, and net-strangeness distri-
butions allow to explore the QCD phase diagram, includ-
ing the search for a critical point and the cross-over tran-
sition. Experimentally, they are accessible via higher or-
der moments of those distributions, expressed in cumulants
ck and their ratios of net-charge, net-proton, and net-kaon
fluctuations, eg. the 4th order moment κ = c4/c22, see [1].
At LHC energies, these measurements allow to test Lattice
QCD calculations at zero chemical potential (μB = 0) [2].
Experimental measurements are influenced by detector
effects, such as limited detector acceptance, reconstruction
and particle identification inefficiencies, as well as con-
tamination from miss-identified particles. Typically inef-
ficiencies are fluctuating due to detector inhomogeneities
and can not be corrected on an event-by-event basis, but
rather on average. Recent developments take these effects
into account by calculating factorial moments for the so-
called K-cumulants [3]. The typical available statistics of
recorded heavy-ion collisions at LHC experiments impose
limitations on the observables, which are possible to calcu-
late.
A Toy Monte-Carlo simulation was developed, assum-
ing Poisson statistics for particle and anti-particle distribu-
tions, mimicking a Hadron Resonance Gas (HRG) distribu-
tion and a finite reconstruction and identification efficiency.
The difference of two Poissonian distributions is described
by a Skellam distribution, the net-particle distribution. The
mean of the particle and anti-particle distributions, as well
as the efficiencies are variable input parameters for this
simulation. The reconstruction efficiency is assumed in-
dependent of the transverse momentum pT. In general the
efficiencies are dependent on pT. These dependences are
taken into account in [4] and will be studied further within
the context of this work.
To study the influence on the observables of the num-
ber of simulated events, several independent samples with
varying number of events have been produced in steps from
105 to 109 events. Furthermore, the efficiencies have been
varied in 10% steps in the range of 20-100%.
The results of these simulations with different efficien-
cies for cumulants and efficiency corrected K-cumulants
have been compared to the expected values from the gen-
erated particles as well as analytical calculations.
∗Work supported by GSI, BMBF, Helmholtz Alliance HA216/EMMI.
† jochen@thaeder.de
It can be seen in Figure 1, that the 4th order moment κ
obtained from cumulants of reconstructed particles agrees
with the analytical value after the efficiency corrections for
K-cumulants are applied. It was found that for a mean
number of particles/anti-particles (M = 40) a minimum
of 5 · 107 events are required in order to estimate the 4th
order moment.
The above describe procedure will be applied to LHC
data, in particular to the experimental data of the upcoming
high-statistics RUN 2.
Figure 1: Ratio of the calculated κ to the exact value ob-
tained from the Skellam distribution for a reconstruction
efficiency 1,2 = 80% of each particle and anti-particle
type and a mean of 40 (anti-)particles per event. The open
and closed circles show κ for generated particles, while
the boxes (crosses) show κ for the reconstructed cumulants
(K-cumulants) with different number of simulated events
Nmax.
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Collaboration report PANDA progress in 2013 
K. Peters1 
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
The PANDA Experiment (antiProton-Annihilation at 
Darmstadt) is a dedicated hadron physics experiment with 
a focus on the structure and dynamics of hadrons with 
explicit scientific programs in  
• charm spectroscopy and the search for exotic 
hadronic matter,  
• hadron dynamics of baryons and mesons, 
• hadron structure and proton formfactors, 
• hypernuclei (single and double strange), and 
• hadrons (in particular J/psi) in nuclear media. 
These goals will be achieved by utilizing a 1.5-15 GeV/c 
antiproton beam which annihilates off a proton or a nu-
clear target. The PANDA experiment comprises an onion-
like detector structure enabling tracking, calorimetry and 
particle identification for a variety of particle species over 
a wide momentum and rapidity range. 
 
The phase of development and construction of PANDA 
is progressing very well at GSI and it’s partners and is in 
line with the FAIR construction schedules. A great suc-
cess is that three more TDRs of PANDA were approved 
by FAIR: Straw Tube Tracker (STT) in January 2013, 
Micro Vertex Detector (MVD) in February 2013 and the 
Cluster Target in August 2013. Apart from development 
and construction of several detectors and parts, the GSI 
group is also responsible for the technical coordination 
and the infrastructure for the PANDA experiment. 
 
For the construction of the PANDA solenoid is well 
under way and a cooperation with the ATLAS magnet 
group was initiated. The mechanical design of the yoke 
and support platform were studied with FEM calculations 
and a construction contract is envisaged for 2014. The 
architectural design of the PANDA Experimental Hall 
reached the next level of detail and was checked and im-
proved and at the same time the routing of services and 
installation planning were expedited. Another important 
step is that new crystals have been produced by SICCAS 
in Shanghai (China) for the PANDA calorimeter and were 
characterized at Gießen. 
 
GSI is involved in the research, development and the 
construction of the DIRC (Detector for Internally reflect-
ed Cherenkov Light), the EMC (Electromagnetic Calo-
rimeter) and the GEM-Discs (Gas Electron Multiplier).  
 
The DIRC is an assembly of either narrow slabs or bars 
of artificially fused silica, where Cherenkov light of trav-
ersing particles is internally reflected to one end, where 
the individual photons are registered and time tagged with 
photon detectors. In simulations the layout of radiators 
and focusing elements of the barrel DIRC was optimized 
with respect to resolution, granularity and expected pro-
duction cost. The GSI partners in Erlangen characterized 
micro-channel plate photomultipliers that have an en-
hanced lifetime achieving now for the first time the limits 
necessary for a long-term operation in the PANDA exper-
iment. Both are important steps towards the completion 
and the start of construction of this particular device. 
 
The EMC consists of several lead-tungstate crystal ar-
rangements in a backward, a barrel and a forward section. 
The light collected by the crystals from electromagnetic 
showers is detected with LAAPDs (Large Area Ava-
lanche Photodiodes) with a large collection area (1 square 
cm) and a high gain. The final version of the LAAPD for 
the PANDA EMC was established and a pre-production 
batch was ordered by RU Bochum to be characterized at 
GSI. For maximum throughput and quality assurance the 
construction of the APD screening lab was started at a 
new dedicated location and will be finished in 2014. 
 
The GEM Tracker consists of a series of circular planes 
to cover mainly particles from the forward-peaked event 
topologies. In 2013 the layout of the readout pad plane 
was simulated to find an optimal value for occupancy, 
resolution and number of channels. In addition the quality 
assurance for large-scale GEM foils was successfully de-
veloped. Finally for the reconstruction of realistic tracks 
in the GEM Tracker a time-based approach was imple-
mented. 
 
In addition the GSI groups are involved in electronics, 
software and data acquisition. Details can be found 
throughout the report.Since several decades, the year 
2013 was the first year without beamtimes at GSI. Vari-
ous NUSTAR detectors and sub-systems for FAIR are 
already in operation and the collaboration looks forward 
to their implementation and use at FAIR. The lack of 
beamtime induced a serious change of the daily scientific 
work and hampered the beam-related preparations of 
FAIR experiments, component tests and R&D-work, in-
cluding pilot experiments for FAIR. 
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Invariant mass reconstruction of 3ΛH and 4ΛH
O.Bertini1
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
One of the main goal of hypernuclear physics is to im-
prove our understanding of baryon-baryon interactions un-
der flavored SU(3) symmetry. Standard nuclear reaction
experiments provide information only about the nucleon-
nucleon interaction while, experiments focusing to hy-
pernuclear physics provide information to the hyperon-
nucleon and hyperon-hyperon interaction.
The first HypHI [1] experiment was designed to study
the mesonic weak decay (MWD) of light hypernuclei pro-
duced by the coalescence of a projectile fragment with
a Λ-hyperon at the projectile rapidity. The experiment,
was performed at GSI Helmholzzentrum fu¨r Schwerionen-
forschung GmbH in Darmstadt. The hypernculei are pro-
duced by the collision of a primary 6Li beam at 2.0 A GeV
with intensity of 3 × 106 particles per second impinging
into a 4 cm thick 12C target.
The HypHI Phase 0 experiment focuses on producing
and identifying mainly: 3ΛH, 4ΛH, and 5ΛHe by their mesonic
weak two or three body decay channels 3ΛH → π−+3He,
4
ΛH→ π−+4He, 5ΛHe→ π−+4He+p.
In the previous analysis [2] the invariant mass recon-
struction was done without performing a vertex fit, but us-
ing only the geometrical criteria. In the current analysis the
secondary vertices are obtained with a vertex fitting pro-
cedure which improved the significance of the signal by
providing a selection criteria deduced from the vertex fit.
A dedicated track fitting algorithm based on the Kalman
Filter technique was implemented for the track recon-
struction [3]. In order to improve the performance of
the method, a precise calculation of the physical effects,
mainly the energy loss and multiple scattering effects af-
fecting the track parameters and its errors, have been in-
cluded at each iteration of the Kalman filter algorithm. In
order to optimize the removal of fake tracks, the canoni-
cal Kalman filter has been modified and supplemented by
a smoothing algorithm. Average achieved relative momen-
tum resolution is about 8% for the 4He, 6% for 3He and
around 4% for protons and π−.
The independent secondary-vertex fitting algorithm, a
global χ2 fit, was developed in order to perform secondary
vertex reconstruction with a statistical selection criterion.
It had shown that addition of the vertex fitting improve sig-
nificantly the final invariant mass resolution. Achieved po-
sition resolution in both methods for secondary vertex is
0.08 cm in X and Y (transversal) and 0.83 cm in Z (longi-
tudinal) direction.
The black point in Figure 1 shows the obtained invari-
ant mass distribution for the 3He + π− and 4He + π− re-
spectively. The blue points correspond to the distributions
obtained from the mixed event analysis.
Figure 1: Invariant mass distribution (black dots) fitted
with the signal+ background distribution for 3ΛH (top) and
4
ΛH (bottom). The blue lines represent the most probable
solution returned by the fit, the red lines and yellow area
show the 1σ uncertainty band. The light purple markers
correspond to the scaled mixed event invariant mass distri-
bution
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Breakthrough in the Lifetime of Microchannel Plate PMTs∗
A. Britting1, W. Eyrich1, A. Lehmann†1, F. Uhlig1, and PANDA Cherenkov subgroup
1Physikalisches Institut IV, Universita¨t Erlangen-Nu¨rnberg, Erwin-Rommel-Str. 1, D-91058 Erlangen
The charged particle identification in the PANDA exper-
iment will be done with DIRC detectors. Since their fo-
cal planes will be placed inside the magnetic field of up to
2 Tesla microchannel-plate (MCP) PMTs are the favored
photon sensors. These devices show very promising prop-
erties except that aging was a serious issue until very re-
cently. Due to ion backflow the photo cathode (PC) gets
damaged and the quantum efficiency (QE) drops rapidly.
Just 3 years ago the best MCP-PMTs were unusable after
<200 mC/cm2 integrated anode charge [1], while for the
PANDA DIRCs at least 5 C/cm2 are needed.
With novel techniques the manufacturers recently suc-
ceeded in significantly increasing the lifetime of MCP-
PMTs. This was accomplished by reducing the ion back-
flow either with a protection film (Hamamatsu R10754X)
between the two MCPs or by applying an atomic layer
deposition (ALD) technique to coat the micro pores and
reduce the outgassing of the MCP glass (PHOTONIS
XP85112, and now also Hamamatsu), but also by using a
modified PC (BINP).
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Figure 1: QE at 400 nm for old (open) and latest (solid
dots) MCP-PMTs versus the integrated anode charge.
Our group is doing a long-term comparative measure-
ment of the lifetime of the most recent MCP-PMTs by per-
manently illuminating the sensors with a single photon rate
comparable to that expected at PANDA [2]. Gain, dark rate
and QE (spectral and as a function of the PC surface) are
measured in irregular intervals as a function of the inte-
grated anode charge. A compilation of the QE of all tubes
investigated are displayed in Fig. 1. While the QE of older
models (open dots) drop to less than half the original value
after <200 mC/cm2 the situation for the most recent mod-
∗Work supported by GSI contract No. EREYRI1012 and BMBF
† Albert.Lehmann@physik.uni-erlangen.de
els (solid dots) is very different. Especially the ALD coated
PHOTONIS XP85112 has meanwhile accumulated an an-
ode charge of 5.9 C/cm2 with only minor QE degradations.
This corresponds to over 10 years of PANDA running.
We have also measured the spatial distribution of the QE
at the PC surface for all MCP-PMTs. For the Hamamatsu
R10754X (with protection film) and the BINP MCP-PMTs
we observe that the QE starts degrading from the corners
and the rims of the PC [3] and proceeds to the inner re-
gions afterwards. In Fig. 2 a QE chart of the ALD coated
PHOTONIS XP85112 is shown. For this tube we observe
only moderate QE degradations of 1-2% up to 5.1 C/cm 2.
Beyond this charge the sensor shows more QE damage, but
still at a tolerable level. At 5.9 C/cm2 a clear step emerges
around x = 0 mm. This stems from the fact that the right
half of the PC (x > 0 mm) was covered during the illumi-
nation process.
These new results can be considered as a breakthrough
in the lifetime of MCP-PMTs and will have implications
also on other experiments.
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Figure 2: QE at 372 nm as a function of the PC surface for
the PHOTONIS XP85112 (9001223) MCP-PMT. Upper
left: 2-dim. QE chart (in % [color level]); other plots: QE
x-projections at different y-positions and anode charges.
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In-Beam Tests of Double-Sided Silicon Microstrip Sensors Employing
Flex-PCB Readout for the PANDA MVD∗
R. Schnell 1, K.-Th. Brinkmann1, T. Quagli1, and H.-G. Zaunick1
1II. Physikalisches Institut, Justus-Liebig-Universita¨t Gießen, Heinrich-Buff-Ring 16, 35392 Gießen, Germany
Introduction
Detectors close to the interaction point, such as the
PANDA Micro-Vertex-Detector (MVD), should feature a
low material budget. Hence, the amount of passive mate-
rial needs to be kept small and materials with high radiation
lengths should be used. In terms of detector readout elec-
tronics, the utilization of thin flexible PCB technology is
favored. Detector modules based on standard rigid-PCB
applying flex-PCB pitch-adapters to interconnect between
the silicon microstrip detector and the front-end chip, as
reported in [1], were succesfully tested. Together with the
high-density flex-PCB pitch-adapters, designs for flex-PCB
were developed to test the transition from rigid to thin and
flexible readout boards [2]. Several beam tests were per-
formed using detector modules based on these designs in
beams of electrons at the CERN SPS in Sept. 2012 as well
as protons at COSY in Dec. 2013 and Jan. 2014.
Flex-PCB Detector Module
The front-end board is based on a ThinFlex-Ar double-
sided electrodeposited copper clad polyimide film with a
dielectric thickness of 50 m and 12 m copper. The to-
tal thickness is approximately 100 m. Figure 1 shows a
photograph of the detector module to read out a double-
sided silicon microstrip sensor using the APV25 front-end
chip [3]. The flexible PCB is glued to a glass-fiber rein-
Figure 1: Photo of the detector module based on flex-PCB.
∗This work was supported by BMBF (grant no. 05P12RGFP6), JCHP-
FEE and HIC for FAIR.
  Robert.Schnell@exp2.physik.uni-giessen.de
forced plastic frame that supports the flex-PCB and the sen-
sor in a way that both sensor sides are accessible for wire
bonding. A pitch-adapter fan-out structure is integrated in
the 2-layer board to read out every third strip of a double-
sided silicon detector with a strip pitch of 50 m. The front-
end board is connected to a transition card by a flex-PCB
cable based on the same board specifications.
Results
The aforementioned module was used in beam tests with
proton beams of 2.95 GeV/c and 0.8 GeV/c momentum. A
hitmap from a measurement with 0.8 GeV/c protons can be
seen in figure 2. The signal-to-noise ratio that was obtained
from this measurement was (54.5± 16.2) for the p-side and
(15.2± 5.1) for the n-side, respectively. The excellent per-
formance proved the concept of this flex-PCB technology
for future application in the PANDA MVD.
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Figure 2: Raw hitmap from test beam with protons at
COSY (unordered channel mapping).
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Quality assurance for large-scale GEM-foils∗
N. Saito1,2, A. Ehret1,3, T.R. Saito1,2, and B. Voss1
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2HI Mainz, Mainz, Germany; 3Hochschule Darmstadt, Darmstadt, Germany
A large scale GEM-based tracker has been designed [1]
as a forward particle-track detector for the PANDA exper-
iments. The detector system consists of three GEM-Discs,
each working as a large-area planar GEM detector. The size
of GEM-foils is three orders of magnitudes larger than the
’standard’ one (10x10cm2), therefore a fast and automated
quality assurance method has to be established.
A 2D-scanning system has been designed to optically in-
spect the quality of GEM foils and micro-patterned readout
structures to be exploited with a prototype GEM-tracker
(active area of 30x30cm2). The current system is capable
to scan a maximum area of 40x40cm2 at a time by mov-
ing a sample with a high-precision 2D-stage (ALS36240
Aerotech). The system is designed to use various devices
for detector inspection and tests [2]. For an optical inspec-
tion of GEM-foils, a digital microscope can be mounted on
the scanning system.
A control software of the 2D-scanning system has been
made using LabVIEW to perform an automated image tak-
ing. Figure 1 demonstrates the scan results for a scale.
The scanning reproducibility has been measured using a
microscope (VHX-600 KEYENCE) by comparing images
of the same scan position for different runs using an pattern
matching algorithm. In order to inspect micro scale struc-
ture of GEM foils (fig.2 top), an analysis program has been
developed detecting pre-definable objects e.g. contours of
GEM holes (fig.2 bottom). The diameters which have been
fitted with circles and resulting in parameters such as loca-
tion of the respective centers and deviation from the ideal
circle are plotted and stored in a file.
The scanning reproducibility has been deduced to be
(1.7±1.1)µm for the test performed on a stone table in the
clean room of the GSI detector laboratory. The 2D-stage
and microscope head will be mounted on a dedicated sup-
porting structure in spring 2014 to be constructed as the
complete scanning system. Similar reproducibility tests are
foreseen after the assembly.
Image analysis has been performed for 5 samples of
standard GEM-foils with various optical settings to find an
optimum setting for an appropriate image analysis. Cur-
rently, the analysis process is sensitive to the image quality
and time consuming. Appropriate algorithms to speed up
the whole processing as well as improvements on the hard-
ware are under investigation.
∗Work supported by GSI(RBDL) / HI Mainz / BMBF FKZ 05E12CD2
/ HIP Helsinki, Finland / Universidad Antonio Narin˜o, Bogota´, Colombia
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Figure 1: An example of an automated scan showing 121
consecutive images of a scale with 2mm pitch, unstitched
(left) and successfully joined (right).
Figure 2: A sample GEM foil (top left) and a zoomed view
(top right). GUI of the image analysis program (bottom).
An example of analyzed contours and circular fit of an in-
ner hole in the base material and an outer rim in the copper
cladding of a GEM hole are shown. A large deviation from
the ideal circle is detected and marked by a triangle.
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The PANDA GEM-Tracker Prototype ’GEM2D’,
Simulations and Pad-Plane design
A. Gromliuk1,2, J. Kunkel1, and B. Voss1
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2HGS-HIRe for FAIR
In the PANDA experiment particles emitted at angle
in the range 5°-22° will be tracked with a set of three
large-area planar gaseous micro-pattern detectors based on
Gaseous-Electron-Multiplier (GEM) foils as amplification
stages [1]. According to simulations [2] of the particle
flux of up to 140 kHz/cm2 the granularity of the read-
out structures, the so called ‘pad planes’, is purely driven
by the required resolution of 150μm, not by particle occu-
pancy.
Simulations of a triple-GEM system have been performed
using the Garfield++ toolkit. The ANSYS model of the sin-
gle conical GEM cell with a top diameter of 70 μm and a
bottom diameter of 50 μm was used as an input. According
to these simulations the expected gain, which is the num-
ber of electrons produced per number of initial electrons is
4000, which reproduces the COMPASS triple GEM detec-
tor data within a factor of 2. The endpoints of electrons
at the pad plane exhibit a 2-dimensional Gaussian distribu-
tion with σ=270 μm, which is in agreement with the sim-
ple estimation σ =
√
L ×D =240μm, where L is a 1cm
drift gap and D is the transverse diffusion coefficient ex-
tracted from the Magboltz program. If the size of an elec-
tron cloud could be neglected with respect to the strip/pad
size, the resolution would be simply Pitch/
√
12. For a
pitch of 400μm it would be 115μm and would be signif-
icantly improved in case of a weighted mean calculation
(best achievable∼30μm, see Fig. 1).
In order to verify the feasibility of the targeted spatial res-
olution of 150μm, a∼200μm thin pad plane was designed
realizing two-dimensional readout structures on both faces.
The structure of the top projection (see Fig. 2 left) consists
of vertical stripes with 75μm width to provide information
on the x coordinate and interconnected pads with the sizes
100×100μm to provide information on the y coordinate.
In such a configuration the pitch in x and y coordinates
is the same and equals 400μm. The structure of the bot-
tom projection (see Fig. 2 right) is almost the same as on
top, but rotated by 45°, which increased the pitch by fac-
tor of
√
2 (400×√2=566μm), which additionally allows
us to test different strip capacitances. The active area of
the ’GEM2D’ GEM-Tracker prototype exploiting this de-
sign is 310×310mm2 and exhibits 3072 readout channels
in total (see Fig. 3. which are routed to high-density con-
nectors. The readout is done exploiting 12 nXYTER-based
GEMEX front-end boards[3].
Figure 1: Distribution of the residuals between the gener-
ated and the reconstructed track X-positions.
Figure 2: Top (left) and Bottom (right) projection patterns.
The insets visualize details of the structures.
Figure 3: Outer part of the GEM2D PadPlane. The blanked
inner part is patterned with structures shown in fig.2
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Time-based reconstruction in the GEM Tracker
R. Karabowicz1
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
Introduction
The GEM Tracker, a set of three planar Gaseous Electron
Multiplier detectors, is a forward part of the central barrel
of the PANDA experimental setup. Covering polar angles
from 5 to 20 degrees it is responsible for track reconstruc-
tion. The charged particles are crossing two drift volumes
(front and back) per each station and ionize the gas.The sig-
nal is detected on the double sided pad plane located in the
centre of each station. Each side is equipped with sensitive
pads that are connected into strips in two directions per pad
plane. This results in recording particle trajectory position
on each station in 4 different views. The paper presents the
reconstruction chain of the time-based digitized data from
the GEM Tracker, that was introduced in [1].
Implementation
The time-stamped digitized data from the GEM Tracker
is stored in the time ordered buffer assuming PANDA goal
event rate of 2×107 events per second. The reconstruction
tasks request data from these filled buffers and obtain time
slices of data, as presented in Figure 1. The time slices
are defined by gaps in the data stream and thus are inde-
pendent of the simulated events structure, often consisting
of several events or spreading event data between different
slices.
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Figure 1: GEM Tracker’s digitized data versus time. Top
panel shows different simulated events in different colors
(vertical line indicates the beginning of a corresponding
event), in the bottom panel different colors represent dif-
ferent time slices.
The reconstruction chain include finding of clusters, hits
and eventually tracks. The original idea was to operate on
the data from individual time slices with the help of the pre-
viously developed algorithms that worked on events. How-
ever obtained results, specifically the low track finding effi-
ciency of about 57% for the primary tracks from the DPM
event generator, forced searching for new solutions. The
first change was to use the time information when combin-
ing data, that was originally combined only geometrically.
That increased the efficiency by few percent, but still well
below the acceptable levels.
In many cases events are inseparably close in time, re-
sulting in higher combinatorics and thus lowering track
finding efficiency. The other sources of the tracking in-
efficiencies are the high occupancy in the GEM Tracker
and relatively large strip dead time of 100 ns, resulting in
up to 7% chance of any strip being hit again while being
inactive. The original hit finding algorithm identified hits
from intersections of strips on front (radial and concentric)
or back (horizontal and vertical) readout planes. In case of
the time-based reconstruction that resulted in hit finding in-
efficiencies of 10% with about 70% of the found hits being
fake hits, stemming from combining signals from different
particle trajectories.
In order to cope with these problems it was necessary
to amend for the possible influence of previous events. To
achieve this, for each reconstructed hit on front (or back)
pad plane a confirmation in the form of fired strips on the
back (or front) is required. The confirmation may come
from the currently analyzed time slice, or from previous
time slices. This information is stored in newly developed
GEM Tracker Monitor, that gathers information about last
activation of each strip.
This method reduced drastically the number of combina-
torial fake hits, cutting only small number of real hits, and
resulted in improving track finding efficiency to 87% for
primary tracks with momentum larger than 1 GeV/c.
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Figure 2: Track finding efficiency in the GEM Tracker as a
function of momentum magnitude.
Summary
The current efforts in the PANDA computing community
focus on the reconstruction of constant data stream from
various detectors. In this report it has been shown that the
data from the GEM Tracker can be analyzed with satisfac-
tory results. Further improvements are still necessary to
increase the tracking efficiency and reduce reconstruction
time, which amounts today to about 50 ms per simulated
event.
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Comparison of Radiation Damage Effects in PWO Under Proton Irradiation
at 150 MeV and 24 GeV Energy∗
V. Dormenev† , T. Kuske, R.W. Novotny, R. Schubert, and for the PANDA collaboration
II. Physikalisches Institut, Justus-Liebig-Universita¨t Gießen, Heinrich-Buff-Ring 16, 35392 Gießen, Germany
The electromagnetic target calorimeter [1]. of the future
PANDA detector is based on PbWO4 scintillation crystals
of improved, so called PWO-II quality. To reach suffi-
cient resolution down to a few tens of MeV, the calorime-
ter has to be operated in addition at a low temperature of
T = −25◦C. As a consequence, high radiation resistivity
of the crystals is required since thermo-activated recovery
processes are drastically slowed down. One can overcome
or at least significantly compensate the damage by stimu-
lated recovery [2] using external infrared light of ∼ 1000
nm wavelength. The mechanism has been applied even
at low temperatures but leading to longer recovery times.
However, it turns out that the recovery technique is limited
to damage originating from interactions of electromagnetic
probes. Recent investigations of radiation damage of lead
tungstate under hadron beams with high fluence show a
similar behavior of the degradation of optical transmittance
like under γ-irradiation. Moreover, an additional shift of
the fundamental absorption edge in the wave-length range
below 400 nm is observed after irradiation at a total fluence
above 1012 particles/cm2 as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Figure 1: Longitudinal optical transmittance of 22 cm CMS
type PWO crystal before irradiation, three month later after
irradiation with 24 GeV/c protons (integral fluence = 1013
protons/cm2), after illumination with blue LED light ( max
= 464 nm) for 276.5 hours and after annealing at 300 ◦C for
3 hours
Only additional thermal annealing at 300◦C can reverse
the observed shift of the transmission curve and recover
the collectable light output. The effect is addressed to lo-
cal macro defects leading to Rayleigh scattering or the for-
∗This work was supported by BMBF (grant no. 05P12R6FP7) and
HIC for FAIR.
† Valery.Dormenev@exp2.physik.uni-giessen.de
mation of clusters of so called Frenkel defects. The se-
vere damage might be caused by highly ionizing fission
and fragmentation products initiated by interactions of pro-
tons in the crystal matrix. In that respect, similar effects
should appear using protons at significantly lower ener-
gies as long as fission processes become possible. In close
Figure 2: Comparison of the experimental data for the ir-
radiation damage due to 24 GeV/c and 150 MeV protons.
The results at lower energy have been rescaled to a crystal
length of 22 cm using the experimental absorption coeffi-
cient dk(λ) obtained for the 5 cm sample
collaboration with the group at KVI (Groningen) we have
performed an investigation using 4 samples of PWO crys-
tals produced by Czochralski method (BTCP) and 4 sam-
ples produced by modified Bridgman method (SICCAS),
respectively. Each sample was cut from a full size (20
cm) crystal to rectangular dimensions of 2 cm · 2 cm · 5
cm. The irradiation was performed with 150 MeV pro-
ton beam provided by the AGOR Facility. Four samples
(2 BTCP + 2 SICCAS) were irradiated with an integral flu-
ence of 1012 protons/cm2 (low), the remaining four with
1.8 1013 protons/cm2 (high). After irradiation the sam-
ples were placed in a freezer at a tem-perature well below
0◦C to decelerate spontaneous recovery processes of the
radiation damage. Finally, all measurements were started
four months later. At the high fluence a similar shift of
the fundamental absorption edge and the typical damage
in the range above 400 nm are observed. The deteriora-
tion above 400 nm can be recovered with illumination of
red light (780 nm). However, the onset of the shift of the
fundamental edge can be only compensated after 10 hours
annealing at 200◦C. Rescaling the damage effect to an crys-
tal length of 22 cm shows a similar picture as illustrated in
Fig. 2. This provides the opportunity to use low energy
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protons for systematic studies of the mechanisms and per-
form tests searching for alternative new materials for future
calorimetry focusing components with lower Z-values.
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Quality of PbWO4 Crystals Manufactured at SICCAS∗
V. Dormenev†1, T. Eissner1, R. W. Novotny1, R. Schubert1, I. Tarasov1,2, and for the PANDA
collaboration1
1II. Physikalisches Institut, Justus-Liebig-Universita¨t Gießen, Germany; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
The electromagnetic target calorimeter of the future
PANDA detector is based on PbWO4 scintillator crystals
of improved, so called PWO-II quality. These crystals pro-
vide a nearly doubled luminescence output and a superior
radiation hardness comparad to PWO-I quality. These im-
provements are mandatory for the challenging aim to de-
tect high energy photons from 15 GeV down to a few tens
of MeV. To reach this goal, the calorimeter has to be op-
erated at a low temperature of T = -25◦C. The extremely
high radiation hardness of the crystals is required since
thermally activated recovery processes are drastically sup-
pressed. Therefore, the maximum loss of light output due
to the deterioration of the optical transparency is primarily
determined by the concentration of intrinsic defects created
during the growing process. One can overcome or at least
significantly compensate the damage by the recently dis-
covered new effect of stimulated recovery [1].
Before completing the production of the total number of
≈11,000 PWO crystals for the barrel part of the calorime-
ter the former manufacturer BTCP (Bogoroditsk Technical
Chemical Plant) in Russia went out of business due to lack
of funding for the missing 8,350 crystals. The barrel sec-
tion comprises 11 different geometries in two symmetric
versions. Presently, the company SICCAS at Shanghai is
the only active manufacturer of PWO crystals. Therefore,
an R&D project has been restarted to inspect and further
improve the quality of crystals to meet the PANDA-EMC
requirements. Tab. 1 summarizes the relevant parameters
of the quality specifications.
Parameter Unit Limit
Light yield LY phe/MeV ≥16.0
measured at T = +18◦C, polished crystal
LY(100 ns)/LY(1µs) > 0.9
light yield integrated over 100 ns and 1 µs
Induced absorption coefficient Δk m−1 ≤ 1.1
measured at RT, integral dose: 30 Gy
Table 1: Some relevant quality specifications.
Within this project 25 full size crystals of geometry type
11L have been produced and completely tested at the fa-
cilities at Giessen and CERN. In the latter case, the semi-
automatic testing machine ACCOS has been used to deter-
mine the geometrical dimensions, the optical performance,
luminescence parameters like the relative light yield and
decay kinetics. At the detector laboratory and radiation fa-
cility at Giessen, the absolute light yield at different oper-
ating temperatures as well as the radiation hardness were
∗This work was supported by BMBF (grant no. 05P12RGFP7), and
HIC for FAIR.
† valery.dormenev@physik.uni-giessen.de
tested with gamma rays originating from a set of 60Co
sources.
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Figure 1: Distribution of absolute light yield measured at
T = +18◦C for all 25 PWO crystals.
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Figure 2: Light yield of one PWO sample (#120904) as
function of and integration time for selected temperatures.
Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate the determined light yield at
+18◦C and the increase at lower temperatures as a function
of integration time. Most of the crystals reach the limits and
show no dominant slow scintillation components. The op-
tical performance delivers sufficient transmittance over the
relevant wavelength region. However, the required radia-
tion hardness, expressed by the change of absorption coef-
ficient at 420 nm due to an integral radiation dose of 30 Gy
need further improvement of the used raw material or the
growing technology. Fig. 3 shows the distribution of the
obtained Δk values.
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420 nm.
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Dark count measurements of SiPM detectors∗
A. M. Ketchieumen Tchitnga1, H. Orth2, C. Sahin†3, A. Sanchez3, and C. Schwarz2
1Justus-Liebig-University, Giessen, Germany; 2GSI Helmholtzzentrum GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany; 3Johannes
Gutenberg University, Mainz, Germany
The advantages of SiPMs as compared to conventional
photomultipliers are high photon detection efficiency, mod-
erate bias voltages, magnetic insensibility, and small size.
Limitations for their usage in experiments come from dark
count rate and after pulsing. These properties are a func-
tion of temperature and were measured here for two sen-
sors. The temperature of the sensors was controlled by
placing them in a Peltier-cooled light-tight aluminum box.
Figure 1: Oscilloscope example for dark count signals from
a SiPM S10362-11-100P [1] at room temperature. The top
trace shows a dark count with two after pulses. The middle
one shows a gate from a discriminator which counts all sig-
nals, the bottom gate counts the groups, excluding the after
pulses.
Electronic sensors (LM35AH) measured the temperature
at two positions of the walls. Measurements were done
when the temperature difference was below 0.5oC. The
dark count signals were followed by after pulsing, an ex-
ample is shown in Fig. 1, top trace. In order to distinguish
between true dark counts and after pulsing, we counted the
hits with the help of two electronic gates from a discrim-
inator. The 1µs long gate (bottom row) counted the dark
counts, the short one of 100ns (middle row) includes after
pulsing.
The count rate per second and square millimeter is
shown in Fig. 2, for two devices. The error bars are within
the symbol size. The top curves are for a S10362-11-100P
from Hamamatsu [1], the bottom curves for PM3375 with
trench technology from Ketek [2]. The closed symbols and
∗EU FP7 grant, contract number 227431, HadronPhysics3.
† sahin@kph.uni-mainz.de
PM3375 S10362-11-100P
Area 3x3 mm2 1x1 mm2
Cell pitch 75 µm 100 µm
Geo. effi. 72% 78.5%
Table 1: Geometric properties of the measured sensors.
open symbols denote the count rate without and with af-
ter pulsing, respectively. For each measurement the break-
through voltage was determined and the device operated at
1 V overvoltage. The decrease of the dark count rate with
decreasing temperature is clearly seen. It drops by a factor
of two for a temperature decrease of 8.2oC and 9.8oC for
the Hamamatsu and Ketek sensor, respectively. These val-
ues are close to the expected decrease of a factor 2 every
8oC [3]. For both sensors the amount of after pulses de-
creases with decresasing temperatures as can also be seen
in Fig,2 by the larger rate difference for closed and open
symbols at the higher temperatures
Figure 2: Dark count rates for two SiPMs. The open sym-
bols denote the pulse rate including after pulsing, the closed
symbols denote the pulse rate excluding after pulses.
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Further Development of Lattice-FPGA based TDC and Its Implementation on
different Platforms
C. Ugur∗1, J. Fru¨hauf1, J. Hoffmann1, N. Kurz1, T. Schweitzer1, and M. Traxler1
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
The research on the Lattice ECP3 FPGA based TDC de-
scribed in [1] was carried out during the year 2013 in or-
der to implement further features (e.g. semi-asynchronous
stretcher, calibration trigger) and fix bugs in the design.
Moreover, the design was adapted to other readout plat-
forms (e.g. MBS) and implemented on different boards
(e.g. FEBEX3, CBMTOF) and several tests were applied
to assess the TDC in detail.
Some detectors used in particle physics experiments -
e.g. Microchannel Plate (MCP) Detectors used for single
photon detection - can generate pulses as short as 1 ns.
These short signals cannot be measured by the traditional
TDL based TDCs, where the state of the start signal has
to be preserved until the rising edge of the stop signal, as
the falling edge of the start signal would induce another
transition in the delay line. In our case the start signal has
to conserve the logic high state until the rising edge of the
next clock cycle. Therefore, a semi-asynchronous pulse
stretcher is designed to extend the length of the hit signals
more than one clock period. The stretcher is shown in Fig-
ure 1(a).
The stretcher was tested with a ∼ 500 ps wide pulse. In
order to measure the width of the short pulse the rising and
falling edges of the pulse were measured on two channels.
The difference between these two channels was recorded
in a histogram after calibration. In Figure 1(b) it can be
seen, that the mean of the peak is at 519 ps, which gives
the width of the pulse. Also the measured precision not
considerably deteriorated (12 ps).
As the delay lines of the TDC channels don’t have a
constant propagation delay and each of them is unique,
they have to be calibrated using random input signals with
enough statistics (∼ 105). However, during the experi-
ments it might not be possible to get enough statistics on
every channel. Therefore, the TDC was designed to be
prompted with a calibration trigger (if supported by the
readout platform) to fire every channel with random pulses
generated by the on-chip oscillator of the FPGA. After sev-
eral tests, no deterioration was observed and this unprecise
oscillator (130MHz± 15% [2]) proved to be an excellent
candidate as a random hit generator.
The performance of the TDC was tested for long time
intervals between the hit signals (up to 1 us). The long
time intervals were spawned by using a data timing gener-
ator (Tektronix DTG5078) and were measured on two TDC
channels on different boards (TRB3, FEBEX3, CBMTOF).
In the FPGAs, which are powered by DC-DC convert-
∗ c.ugur@gsi.de
(a) (b)
Figure 1: (a) The falling edge of the input signal is de-
layed for two clock rising edges. (b) ToT measurement of
a 500 ps wide pulse was done on two channels of the TDC
with a precision of 12 ps.
ers, a periodic change of the precision over the delay time
was discovered. The amplitude of this degradation was
recorded as ∼ 35 ps (Figure 2(a)). This effect seems to
be caused by the noise induced in the supply voltage of the
FPGA. In order to test the assumption the DC-DC convert-
ers on the board were removed and the test was repeated
after the FPGAs were powered with a linear power supply.
The peak-to-peak change in the precision over the same de-
lay time was logged as < 3 ps (Figure 2(b)).
(a) (b)
Figure 2: The precision change of the TDC over long delay
measurements in an FPGA powered by (a) DC-DC con-
verters and (b) linear power supply.
During the July 2013 PANDA Barrel-DIRC Detec-
tor Prototype beamtime tests at MAMI-Mainz (Mainzer
Mikrotron) the TDC design on TRB3 platform was oper-
ated successfully.
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Study of PANDA Barrel DIRC design options∗
R. Dzhygadlo†1, K. Go¨tzen1, G. Kalicy1, H. Kumawat3, M. Patsyuk1,2, K. Peters1,2, C. Schwarz1,
J. Schwiening1, and M. Zu¨hlsdorf1,2
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 3BARC, Mumbai, India; 2Goethe Universita¨t Frankfurt, Germany
The PANDA Barrel DIRC detector [1] will be an es-
sential component of the PANDA experiment at FAIR. It
will perform hadronic particle identification, in particular
to separate charged pions and kaons for momenta between
0.5 and 3.5 GeV/c. The physics program of PANDA re-
quires the separation to be better than three standard devia-
tions for polar angles between 22◦ and 140◦.
To achieve this performance a number of design options
for the PANDA Barrel DIRC geometry are considered. In
the baseline design 16 modules, each comprising 5 narrow
fused silica radiator bars (1.7 cm × 3.2 cm × 240 cm) sur-
round the beam line at a radial distance of 47.6 cm. A
charged particle passing through a bar produces Cherenkov
photons, which are guided inside the radiator via total in-
ternal reflection to the mirror at the one side and to the ex-
pansion volume (EV) at the other. Fused silica or mineral
oil are candidate materials for the EV. The photons are de-
tected by an array of micro-channel plate photomultiplier
tubes [2] with a pixel size of about 6.5 mm × 6.5 mm. A
doublet lens between bar and EV focuses the hit pattern on
the imaging plane.
Figure 1: Geant-based simulation of the PANDA Bar-
rel DIRC using narrow bars as radiators in combination
with an oil-tank (left) and with compact solid fused sil-
ica prisms (right) as expansion volumes. The colored his-
togram shows the accumulated hit pattern from 20 charged
kaons of the same momentum and angle.
In order to optimize the performance and reduce the de-
tector cost, realistic simulations of different design options
are performed using Geant [3] within the PandaRoot frame-
work [4]. Fig. 1 shows two example geometries for differ-
ent EV materials and shapes together with accumulated hit
patterns.
The performance of each design is evaluated in terms of
the reconstructed single photon resolution (SPR) and the
∗Work supported by HGS-HIRe, HIC for FAIR, EU FP6 grant
#515873, and EU FP7 grant #227431.
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photon yield per particle. The SPR is defined as the differ-
ence between the expected and reconstructed Cherenkov
angle of each photon. Fig. 2 shows an example of the ob-
tained SPR and photon yield as a function of the kaon polar
angle for an oil-tank EV without focusing and with a two-
component spherical lens. Of the two geometries only the
focusing design, with 12–60 photons per particle and an
SPR around 10 mrad, meets the Barrel DIRC requirements
for PANDA.
Figure 2: SPR and photon yield for an oil-tank EV with
(red line) and without (blue line) a focusing system. The
bands correspond to the rms of the distributions in each
bin.
The evaluation of others detector design options, in par-
ticular the use of wide plates instead of narrow bars, in
combination with different cylindrical and spherical lens
designs, is ongoing. Several of the most promising designs
will be implemented in a prototype and tested with particle
beams at GSI in the summer of 2014.
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Study of a PANDA Barrel DIRC design based on radiator plates∗
R. Dzhygadlo1, K. Go¨tzen1, G. Kalicy1,2, H. Kumawat1,3, M. Patsyuk1,2, K. Peters1,2, C. Schwarz1,
J. Schwiening1, and M. Zu¨hlsdorf†1,2
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2Goethe Universita¨t Frankfurt, Germany; 3BARC, Mumbai, India
A Cherenkov detector based on the DIRC (Detection of
Internally Reflected Cherenkov light) principle [1] will be
used in the target spectrometer of the PANDA experiment
to distinguish between charged pions and kaons for mo-
menta between 0.5 and 3.5 GeV/c. It is centered around the
target point, in the shape of a barrel to cover polar track
angles between 22 and 140◦. The design of the PANDA
Barrel DIRC is based on the BABAR DIRC [2] (the first
successful DIRC counter) with some important improve-
ments, such as fast photon timing, focusing optics, and a
compact expansion volume [3].
In the PANDA Barrel DIRC baseline design the barrel
of 47.6 cm radius comprises 16 sections with 5 fused silica
radiator bars (1.7 cm×3.2 cm×240 cm) each. Cherenkov
photons, produced along the charged particle track in the
bar, are guided inside the radiator via total internal reflec-
tion. A mirror is attached to the forward end of the bar to
reflect photons towards the read out end, where they are fo-
cused with a lens and projected onto a flat photo detector
plane behind the 30 cm-deep oil-filled expansion volume.
An array of Micro-Channel Plate Photomultiplier Tubes
(MCP-PMTs) is used to detect the photons and measure
their arrival time with a precision of about 100 ps.
Figure 1: Geant simulation of one half of a barrel DIRC
using radiator plates.
In order to meet the PANDA resolution requirement and
reduce the detector cost, the influence of different parame-
ters and geometry options on the detector performance are
being studied in simulations. The use of one wide plate
per bar box significantly reduces the total detector produc-
∗Work supported by HGS-HIRe, HIC for FAIR, EU FP6 grant
#515873, and EU FP7 grant #227431.
† m.zuehlsdorf@gsi.de
Figure 2: A single DIRC module, comprising a radiator
plate, forward mirror, prism, and MCP-PMT array. The
kaon track is shown in red, Cherenkov photon trajectories
in orange. For clarity, the path of a single photon is high-
lighted in blue.
tion cost in comparison to the baseline design with narrow
bars, as there are fewer pieces to be polished. In addition, a
compact fused silica prism can be used as a photon camera
in front of each bar box instead of the single volume filled
with mineral oil. This option reduces the number of pixels
and provides better optical properties, which improves the
photon yield. Figure 1 shows a simulation of a DIRC where
both options are applied. Figure 2 illustrates the propaga-
tion paths of Cherenkov photons inside the plate and prism.
In 2013, two reconstruction approaches were developed
for these design options and tested with Geant [4] simu-
lations. The first approach, reconstructing the Cherenkov
angle with lookup tables and geometrical photon path re-
construction, fails to meet the PANDA requirements due to
excessive combinatorial backgrounds created by chromatic
dispersion.
Figure 3: Propability density functions of pion (red) and
kaon (black) hypotheses for a selected pixel.
A second approach uses the photon arrival time for each
track momentum and direction, pixel by pixel, to produce
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Figure 4: Log-likelihood difference for pion and kaon hy-
potheses for a sample of pions (red) and kaons (black) at
3.5 GeV/c track momentum and 22◦ polar track angle.
probability density functions (PDF, see fig. 3), so that for
each particle track time-based likelihoods can be assigned
to the particle hypotheses. This approach shows promising
results with realistic DIRC geometries and PDFs created
from simulation, and seems to meet the resolution require-
ments for PANDA, even without the aid of focusing ele-
ments. A critical region in the final state kaon phase space
for the barrel DIRC is at 3.5 GeV/c track momentum and
22◦ polar track angle, as most of the kaons are expected in
forward direction at high momenta, and a pion/kaon sepa-
ration is challenging due to the small Cherenkov angle dif-
ference at higher momenta. The separation power, which is
defined by the difference of the kaon and pion likelihood-
ratio distribution divided by the average standard deviation,
is a figure of merit for the PID performance. Figure 4 shows
a separation power of 4.7 standard deviations at 3.5 GeV/c
track momentum and 22◦ polar track angle, which is better
than the 3 standard deviations set as goal of the PANDA
PID. Simulation studies of the performance of the wide
plate in combination with a cylindrical lens are ongoing.
The reconstruction approach is currently being applied
to experimental data taken with a DIRC prototype at CERN
in 2012. Additional data will be taken with an improved
prototype setup at GSI in summer 2014.
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Study of the timing resolution of a PANDA Barrel DIRC prototype
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1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2Goethe Universitaet, Frankfurt, Germany
A prototype of the PANDA Barrel DIRC [1] detector was
tested with hadronic beams at the CERN PS in the summer
of 2012. The outcome of this test was analysed during the
last year and converted into design improvements. A syn-
thetic fused silica bar (17× 35× 1225 mm3) with a focus-
ing lens attached to one end and a mirror to the other end
was placed into a light-tight container. A large synthetic
fused silica prism with a depth of 30 cm, located about
2 mm from the lens, served as expansion volume. The
hit location and the photon propagation time of photons
were measured with an array of nine Micro-Channel Plate
Photomultiplier Tubes (MCP-PMTs) coupled with optical
grease to the back surface of the prism. The data acquisi-
tion for 896 channels was performed using the TRB (ver-
sion 2) boards [2] in combination with TOF addOns [3],
customized for MCP-PMT readout. The primary goal were
the determination of the single photon Cherenkov angle
resolution and the photon yield for several design options,
including different focusing systems and radiator sizes.
Figure 1: Schematic of signal amplitude vs. time, illustrat-
ing the influence of noise on the timing resolution.
The observed timing resolution of σ ≈ 150− 200 ps was
significantly worse than the goal of σ < 100 ps. Since test
bench measurements had previously demonstrated that the
intrinsic resolution of the Photonis Planacon MCP-PMT is
less than 50 ps [4], the readout system was studied in de-
tail at GSI after the beam time. For this study we used
a Tektronix pulse generator (AFG3252) to vary amplitude
and rise time of the signal. Any noise on the pure single
photon signal, picked up by the MCP-PMT or the cable
connecting the sensor to the discriminator, contributes to
the measured timing jitter σm via the slope of the signal, as
shown in Fig. 1, taking the timing jitter of the discrimina-
tor σd into account. The results of a measurement for one
of the addOn boards used during the beam time are shown
in Fig. 2 for a range of signal amplitudes. The slopes of
∗M.Krebs@gsi.de
the signals were adjusted by changing the rise times for the
corresponding signal heights. The timing resolution drops
as as a function of the signal slope, independent of the sig-
nal amplitude and converges asymptotically to the timing
jitter value of the discriminator. The slope of the rise time
of a Planacon MCP-PMT is about 5 mV/ns, which corre-
sponds to a contribution of 60 ps from the readout to the
single photon timing resolution.
Figure 2: Timing resolution sigma m vs. slope of the signal
for a NINO threshold of 1.65 mV. The symbols represent
different signal amplitudes.
The time resolution observed during the CERN test
beam experiment would be consistent with a rather high
noise level of σnoise = 1.2 mV. This noise may have been
pick-up from the 2 m-long cables between the MCP-PMT
array and the addOn boards with the long cables acting as
antennas in the busy T9 beam line area.
The next PANDA Barrel DIRC prototype, with an im-
proved readout system based on the TRB version 3 [5] in
combination with a new discriminator board (PADIWA),
will be tested with particle beams at GSI in the summer of
2014.
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Collaboration report NUSTAR progress in 2013 
C. Scheidenberger1 
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
Since several decades, the year 2013 was the first year 
without beamtimes at GSI. Various NUSTAR detectors 
and sub-systems for FAIR are already in operation and 
the collaboration looks forward to their implementation 
and use at FAIR. The lack of beamtime induced a serious 
change of the daily scientific work and hampered the 
beam-related preparations of FAIR experiments, compo-
nent tests and R&D-work, including pilot experiments for 
FAIR. 
NUSTAR collaboration 
The NUSTAR collaboration is fully operational. All 
bodies and gremia are established and work continuously 
since several years.  
Like in previous years, NUSTAR has held its two ma-
jor collaboration meetings: in spring 2013 the NUSTAR 
Annual Meeting took place as usual at GSI, and in fall the 
NUSTAR Week, which is traveling to the major NUS-
TAR partner countries and institutes, took place in Hel-
sinki (Finland). These meetings focus on the scientific 
achievements, on technical developments and they are 
important meeting platforms for the various groups and 
boards of the collaboration; they also give opportunity to 
present status and progress of the NUSTAR common 
working groups to the whole collaboration. Besides these 
meetings, the NUSTAR News Letter appears regularly 
several times per year and keeps all collaboration mem-
bers and other people up-to-date on all relevant collabora-
tion activities. For the missing LEB building, a task force 
was established to firmly promote the realization of the 
LEB hall. The Super-FRS experimental program was es-
tablished as comprising part of NUSTAR, and a scientific 
high-level program has been identified, which is charac-
teristic for the high-energy accelerator capabilities at 
FAIR. With few, dedicated ancillary detectors, a NUS-
TAR science program extended in scope and quality, 
competitive on the world scale, will become possible by 
the time when FAIR operation will start. 
 
The NUSTAR groups at GSI and FAIR fulfil im-
portant integrating activities and play a vital role for the 
whole scientific collaboration. They are an essential pre-
requisite for the exploitation of existing instruments at 
UNILAC and SIS-ESR of GSI and the future facilities of 
FAIR. They are a melting pot of all relevant scientific 
activities and provide organizational support and coordi-
nation. Together with the scientific-technical infrastruc-
ture departments and the collaboration, they perform 
cross-sectional developments, for instance data acquisi-
tion, electronics, data analysis, quality assurance etc., and 
integrate and coordinate the collaborative efforts for oper-
ating, maintaining and upgrading the experimental in-
struments and laboratories. 
Project developments 
NUSTAR builds on a continuous transition from GSI 
towards FAIR. The central device of the NUSTAR col-
laboration at FAIR will be the superconducting fragment 
separator (Super-FRS), which is in preparation. The sepa-
rator itself and its three exit branches will be equipped 
with complex detectors for forefront experiments. These 
detector systems are mostly built modularly and allow for 
a stepwise setup and integration. Already today, all of 
them have reached the status of a basic “start version” for 
experiments. 
 
Also the procurement of Super-FRS components is well 
underway. The collaborative work with FAIR members 
and in-kind partners is in full swing. Also the fruitful sci-
entific-technical collaboration with KVI continues with 
work packages like the cryogenic ion catcher for the Low-
Energy Branch of the Super-FRS or the slit system for the 
separator itself. The layout of the energy buncher spec-
trometer at the Low-Energy Branch of the Super-FRS was 
finalized. The new layout has many experimental ad-
vantages and will solve several technical challenges. It 
builds mostly on standard Super-FRS components and 
reduces R&D efforts and costs. Target and material tests, 
R&D work of detectors, new ion-optical modes and sepa-
ration schemes are carried out as a concentrated effort of 
the whole NUSTAR collaboration with a large degree of 
synergy and cross-fertilization among the various NUS-
TAR sub-collaborations and the GSI NUSTAR groups. 
Scientific achievements 
The NUSTAR groups at GSI made several important 
scientific achievements. The year prompted many publi-
cations and conference contributions, and awards for sev-
eral group members. They are described in this annual 
report, and the most important ones are briefly mentioned 
here. 
 
In the theory groups the main focus of last year’s activi-
ties was on astrophysical applications of nuclear physics. 
The inclusion of charged-current interactions for muon 
neutrinos in supernova calculations showed a significant 
change in opacities that will have consequences for the 
neutrino spectra emitted from a proto neutron star. In 
studies of nuclear matter at low densities the relativistic 
density functional approach was extended with an explicit 
treatment of clusters of light nuclei and nucleon-nucleon 
correlations. These additional degrees of freedom are nec-
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essary to obtain a correct low-density limit as provided by 
the virial equation of state.  
Calculations within an extended Hartree-Fock-
Bogoljubov (HFB) approach with multiphonon excita-
tions provided an improved description of M1 strength 
distributions and neutron-capture cross sections at low 
energies. Microscopic calculations for resonances and 
continuum states with the fermionic molecular dynamics 
(FMD) approach were extended with an explicit treatment 
of coupled channels, and used to investigate the structure 
of the continuum states in 12C. Realistic nucleon-nucleon 
interactions have a non-trivial momentum dependence. A 
phase-space representation was developed to provide a 
better visualization of interaction properties. 
 
The activities of the superheavy element research 
groups concentrated on the analysis of previously meas-
ured data, technical developments for their experimental 
setups and FAIR injectors, and participation in experi-
ments elsewhere. 
Together with the partners at the University of Mainz, 
the Helmholtz Institute in Mainz, and several foreign 
groups, the chemistry group performed two experiments 
at the RIKEN facility in Japan. The goal was the synthesis 
and chemical characterization of a compound class, which 
would be new for superheavy elements: seaborgium 
hexacarbonyl (element 106). The physics group per-
formed in collaboration with the superheavy element 
group of RIKEN an experiment at the GARIS separator: 
in reactions 48Ca + 248Cm → 296116* several decay chains 
of Z=116 isotopes were observed, whose decay pattern 
were previously measured at SHIP. This experiment was 
a starting point for the future experiments with 248Cm 
targets at RIKEN. Further, the physics group participated 
in transfer and fusion-fission reaction experiments at 
JINR in Dubna and contributed a diamond dE-E-TOF 
telescope as a new asset to the CORSET set-up for studies 
at the Coulomb barrier. These activities help to maintain 
the experimental expertise and develop practical skills for 
working towards the future FAIR facility. 
Other main activities included performing the data 
analyses from the long experiments in 2011/12 on the 
search for the new elements 119 and 120 as well as the 
synthesis of element 117, which were partially completed, 
and the preparations for experiments foreseen for 2014 at 
GSI, including experimental and theoretical studies of 
chemical properties of superheavy elements. Analysis of 
spin distributions for compound nuclei from compound 
nuclei from Ni-64 + Mo-100 reactions at energies around 
the Coulomb barrier measured previously at INFN 
Legnaro was performed, decay properties of neutron defi-
cient Fr- and Ra-isotopes were studied, nuclear shell 
strengths towards N = 162 was analyzed. 
Construction and purchase for the new focal plane de-
tector system for SHIP was sustained, first off-line tests 
were started. Improved detection for trapped ions using 
the 'phase imaging ion cyclotron resonance' (gaining more 
than one order of magnitude higher mass resolution) was 
successfully applied in off-line measurements. The RA-
DRIS method for laser spectroscopy of superheavy ele-
ments was further optimized on the basis of results from 
test experiment in late 2012 and is now ready for laser 
spectroscopy experiments on 254No. As a new activity an 
upgrade program to optimize the operation of the UNI-
LAC gas stripper with respect to the requirements of 
FAIR was started. 
 
The first determination of radii of proton distributions 
of 12−17B nuclides from charge changing cross section 
(σcc) measurements at the FRS has been reported. The 
radii are deduced from a finite-range Glauber model anal-
ysis of the σcc and show an increase from 13B to 17B. The 
measurements show the existence of a thick neutron sur-
face with a neutron-proton radius difference of 0.51(0.11) 
fm in 17B. 
The in-flight decay measurement of the short-lived pro-
ton-drip-line nuclide 31Ar has been analysed. The experi-
ment setup was similar to the previously successfully 
measured two-proton emitter 19Mg. 
The FRS group worked also intensively on the ion-
optical layout of the LEB of the Super-FRS and its exper-
imental performance in different scenarios with the ion-
catcher in combination with the Multiple- Reflexion 
Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer (MR-ToF-MS). High-
resolution Super-FRS spectrometer experiments can be 
performed with the dispersion-matched energy buncher 
combined with the main Separator. The extraction effi-
ciency of the stopping cell has been significantly im-
proved to about 60% by higher gas purity and lower tem-
peratures of 70-100 K. The average extraction time for 
uranium fragments was 24 ms. Broad band mass spectra 
have demonstrated the cleanliness of the gas-filled stop-
ping cell. The performance of the MR-ToF-MS has been 
investigated experimentally at the FRS with isobars of 
A=211 produced with 1000 MeV/u 238U projectiles in a 
Be target. The achieved accuracy and resolution of the 
MR-ToF-MS has not yet reached the off-line results but 
with the performed technical changes it will be possible. 
However, the presently achieved online resolving power 
(R > 2∙105) is already sufficient to unambiguously identi-
fy the nuclides of hot fusion products in the range of 
Z>113. This identification was not possible in the past. 
The analysis of the data obtained from two different 
isochronous mass measurements with the correlation ma-
trix has made a lot of progress. 
 
The analysis of data obtained at the R3B-LAND setup 
yielded several highlights concerning the spectroscopy of 
nuclear systems beyond the drip lines. On the proton-rich 
side, the ground state of the unbound nucleus 15Ne could 
be identified for the first time. Several cases beyond the 
neutron drip line have been studied, including the neu-
tron-unbound systems 25,26O, which are presently the 
heaviest nuclei beyond the neutron drip line which can be 
reached experimentally. The structure of the unbound 
13Be nucleus has been investigated in detail on the basis 
of high-quality data from knockout reactions measured at 
the R3B-LAND setup in conjunction with results from 
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previously published data. A consistent description of the 
13Be excited states was obtained resolving previous dis-
crepancies in the interpretation. For the nucleus 14Be, the 
second 2+ excited state was identified and its structure 
and decay mechanism was investigated for the first time. 
The program concerning the investigation of collective 
dipole excitations, in particular low-lying Pygmy strength 
in neutron-rich nuclei has been continued. The analysis of 
the data on electromagnetic excitation of 68Ni has been 
finalized and published. The dipole polarizability has 
been measured for the first time for a short-lived nucleus 
from which a neutron-skin thickness for 68Ni of 0.17(2) 
fm has been extracted, which provides constraints on the 
density dependence of the symmetry energy. The Pygmy 
dipole resonance (PDR) was observed at 9.6 MeV ex-
hausting 2.8(5)% of the energy-weighted sum rule. In 
addition, a gamma decay branch for the PDR  of 7(2)% 
could be extracted by combining our result with a previ-
ous measurement.  
 
The activities of the nuclear spectroscopy group was 
dominated by the preparations of the PRESPEC experi-
ments using the AGATA-detector. The set-up was further 
optimized, based on the experience gained in the beam-
times in 2012, and the data analysis of the 2012 runs was 
continued and data integrity confirmed. A new concept 
for the DESPEC DEGAS array, backed by simulations, 
has been worked out. A new segmented scintillator detec-
tor (finger detector) for very high beam particle rates has 
been realized. As spin-off a novel position sensitive 
gamma-detector for industrial applications has been de-
veloped and successfully tested. A conceptually new data 
analysis software suite has been developed and imple-
mented, allowing to analyse data from FRS, PRESPEC 
and other detection systems in an easy and versatile man-
ner. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Awards 
 
• Michael Block was awarded the Flerov Preis 
2013 of the JINR Dubna 
• Timo Dickel received the GENCO Young-
Scientist Award 2013 of the GSI Exotic Nuclei Commu-
nity 
• Sophie Heinz has been named by Elsevier for 
excellence in reviewing as “one of the most valued re-
viewers of 2013” 
• Sigurd Hofmann became member of the “Polish 
Academy of Arts and Sciences” 
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Progress on the Super-FRS Experimental Program
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The superconducting fragment separator (Super-FRS)
will not only provide several thousand different short-
lived isotopes to the experimental destinations of its three
branches, but, taking advantage of its nature being a high-
resolution spectrometer [1], it will enable a variety of un-
precedented, unique nuclear physics experiments, too. The
key feature common to these “spectrometer experiments”
is the high-resolution momentum measurement. The high-
est possible momentum resolution will be reached with the
energy-buncher/spectrometer [2] at the LEB when this is
coupled to the main separator in a dispersion-matched ion-
optical mode: to first order, this combination will yield a
momentum resolving power up to p/Δp ∼ 20, 000. An-
other important trait is the multi-stage operation, where the
separator-spectrometer capabilities as such are a compris-
ing and integral part of the measurement. With this in-
tention, the Super-FRS Collaboration has identified experi-
ments, which are complementary to the other NuSTAR ex-
periments and emerge as new physics opportunities with
the Super-FRS instrument. The common feature is that
these experiments will employ
• individual stages of the Super-FRS (roughly speaking:
pre-separator, first and second half of the main sepa-
rator, spectrometer/energy buncher at the Low-Energy
Branch)
• different ion-optical modes of the Super-FRS (achro-
matic, mono-energetic, dispersive)
• several target and degrader stations at the major focal
planes (including secondary or tertiary targets)
• various functions (separation including the suppres-
sion of the primary beam or unwanted species, identi-
fication, momentum measurement).
This opens up a large variety of experimental conditions,
customized for the specific goals of the measurement, in-
cluding new measurement concepts, not fully explored yet.
For most of the experiments, the standard equipment of the
Super-FRS can be used, while some experiments will need
additional ancillary detector setups, which are currently un-
der development. Scientific contributions to the following
main topics can be expected:
Basic studies: this category of Super-FRS experi-
ments goes hand in hand with the performance verifica-
tion of the separator and its standard detector systems; ion-
optical measurements will also include atomic collision ex-
periments of ions penetrating (shaped) matter over the full
energy range down to thermalized reaction products (e.g.
in the cryogenic gas-filled stopping cell of the Low-Energy
Branch [3]). These studies will also aim at the search for
new isotopes, production cross section and rate measure-
ments and provide data needed for all other NuSTAR ex-
periments.
Nuclear structure and nuclear matter: the structure
of nuclei far off stability is a major topic of modern nuclear
physics and a central pillar of all next-generation radioac-
tive beam facilities. The present approach is associated
with nuclear reactions at relativistic speed and subsequent
high-resolution longitudinal momentum-distribution mea-
surements that give access to nuclear radii and matter dis-
tributions of the most exotic nuclei. The discoveries of neu-
tron and proton halos, neutron skins and new ”‘magic num-
bers”’ originated from such inclusive experiments. The ex-
periments will provide information on the equation-of-state
(EOS) of cold asymmetric matter by nuclear density distri-
butions and neutron skin thicknesses, where the saturation
density of asymmetric nuclear matter can be extracted from
systematic data on interaction cross sections, charge chang-
ing cross sections, and proton elastic scattering of neutron
rich nuclei. Exotic decay modes, such as 2-proton radioac-
tivity, appear near the drip-lines at the limits of stability.
Multiple neutron or proton radioactivity, appearing in ex-
tremely short-lived nuclei (T1/2 ∼ 10−10s), can only be
studied with the in-flight decay technique, which was pi-
oneered at the FRS [4], and which is based on relativis-
tic exotic nuclei impinging on a secondary target within
a fragment separator and subsequent identification. Also
beta-delayed ternary fission is so far unobserved, but with
the sensitivity of novel detector systems, such as an O-TPC
[5], combined with the universal isotope production capa-
bilities, short separation times and the selectivity of Super-
FRS, even very weak decay branches can be identified. Fi-
nally, the study of tensor forces is an important new di-
rection in nuclear physics [6]. The tensor interaction intro-
duces a high-momentum component in the nucleus through
specific proton-neutron correlations, which can be “visual-
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Figure 1: Schematic view and characteristic features of the Super-FRS with its three branches and the LEB energy-
buncher/spectrometer system. The different separator stages and the experimental areas, which will be used for high-
resolution separator-spectrometer experiments, are indicated.
ized” by high-momentum transfer reactions and subsequent
high-resolution momentum analysis of the beam-like reac-
tion product at beam energies above 400 A MeV.
Exotic atoms: at relativistic energies and with suffi-
ciently intense beams (typically in excess of ∼ 105 ions
per second), various exotic atoms can be produced, for in-
stance hypernuclei or Δ and N∗ excitations in nuclei, or
mesic nuclei respectively mesic atoms. Both are of interest
to study chiral symmetry breaking via direct measurements
of in-medium mass modifications. Also interactions be-
tween such exotic particles and nucleons or nuclear matter
are subjects of interest. Resonance physics in radioactive
nuclei is completely unexplored. A recent pilot experiment
[7] with the FRS has demonstrated that new properties of
the Δ resonances can be observed in charge-exchange reac-
tions of heavy ions. Also the possibility to produce (multi-
ple) strangeness in nuclei by coalescence in fragmentation
reactions, recently demonstrated [8], opens up a completely
new and wide field of studies. Production rates for exotic
atoms are sufficiently high in the region of 1 . . . 1.5 A GeV
(cross sections are at the micro-barn level), and the Super-
FRS with its capability to serve as zero-degree spectrome-
ter, its momentum resolution down to δp ∼ 10−4 (essen-
tial for missing-mass measurements of bound states with a
precision of∼MeV/c2), and its high primary-beam or con-
taminant suppression will allow unique experiments in this
emerging field.
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Spectroscopy of η′-mesic nuclei at FRS and Super-FRS∗
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A meson-nucleus system is a good tool to investigate the
properties of mesons at finite density, which may be altered
as a consequence of partial restoration of chiral symme-
try. A series of pionic atom experiments at FRS has re-
vealed partial restoration of chiral symmetry, by deducing
the isovector parameter in the pion-nucleus potential. The
(d,3He) reaction was used to produce deeply-bound pionic
states in Sn or Pb atoms.
We will search for and investigate η ′(958)-nucleus
bound states by using the (p,d) reaction on 12C target with
the incident energy of 2.5GeV [1]. The η ′ meson is ex-
pected to have a smaller mass at finite density, due to the
suppression of the UA(1) anomaly effect. We will make
use of the FRS and later of the Super-FRS as a spectrome-
ter for zero-degree deuterons.
S437: First experiment at FRS
The first experiment (S437) will take place in July 2014.
The detectors to be used in the experiment are almost ready.
We will perform an integrity test for them by using the pro-
ton beam at the COSY synchrotron, Forschungszentrum
Ju¨lich, in January-Feburary 2014 (Fig. 1).
Figure 1: Experimental setup at the COSY-JESSICA site.
Two sets of MWDC’s, two types of high-refractive-index
aerogel ˇCerenkov counters, and a total-internal-reflection
ˇCerenkov counter are aligned along the beam axis.
∗Work supported by Grants-in-Aid for Scientific Research (Nos.
24105705 and 25707018) in Japan and HIC-for-FAIR.
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Future plans at Super-FRS
The prolonged Super-FRS will enable us to carry out not
only an inclusive measurement but also a semi-exclusive
measurement. Each measurement has its own advantage,
and we will improve the sensitivity of finding the signature
of η′-mesic nuclei by the two different ways.
inclusive measurement
Since more intense beam from SIS-100 can be antici-
pated, we plan to upgrade the current VME-based DAQ
system in order to cope with higher trigger rates. We will
adopt an all-in-one readout board with Amplifier-Shaper-
Discriminator (ASD) chips, Flash-ADC, and FPGA, based
on the readout board for the Cylindrical Drift Chamber in
the Belle-II experiment [2]. We will develop a new DAQ
system for MWDC’s with these readout boards.
semi-exclusive measurement
One promising idea for improving the signal-to-noise ra-
tio, which is poor in an inclusive measurement, is to tag
fast protons from the target. η ′ mesons in nuclei will be
partly absorbed by two nucleons like η ′NN → NN , and
the kinetic energy of the ejected nucleons will be around
500MeV, larger than from any other process.
Monte Carlo simulations of a microscopic transport
model, JAM [3], is under way to get a better understand-
ing of background processes with proton emission as well
as the signal, i.e. the production of η ′-mesic nuclei.
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Experimental Setup for hypernuclear study at the Super-FRS
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The first experiment of the HypHI collaboration aimed
to demonstrate the feasibility of the hypernuclear spec-
troscopy by means of heavy ion beam induced reactions.
The final results show that the experimental method is vi-
able for the study of hypernuclei [1, 2, 3].
The study of exotic hypernuclei which can not be pro-
duced in typical missing mass experiments involved at
JPARC or JLab and MamiC is the topic of the future phases
of the project[4]. The use of rare-isotope beams is manda-
tory to the study of exotic hypernuclei toward the proton-
and neutron-drip line. The Super-FRS is crucial to the
future phases of the HypHI project at FAIR, a feasibility
study of the Super-FRS capability toward high energy of
several GeV had to be achieved. A dedicated apparatus for
exclusive measurement can be set up within the fragment
separator Super-FRS, as an alternative to the experimental
apparatus devoted to inclusive measurement as it was per-
formed during the first experiments of the HypHI project.
A detection apparatus consisting of an additional set mag-
netic optics could be install in order to separate the π− me-
son of the mesonic weak decay of produced hypernuclei,
while the second part of the Super-FRS is used as a frag-
ment spectrometer to determine precisely the momentum
of the fragment of hypernucleus of interest. Two different
strategies have been investigated. The first strategy is to
use a couple of dipole magnets in order to deflect the π−
meson from the positively charged particles and fragments
with a first dipole magnet. The induced deflection to the
fragments is then compensated with the second magnet in
order to allow them to enter appropriately the second part
of the Super-FRS. The second approach consists of using a
solenoid magnet in order to analyze the momentum of the
π− meson while the fragments is to enter the second part of
the Super-FRS as in the case of first approach. The detec-
tion apparatus is then to be considered to allow the vertex
reconstruction of the hypernuclear decay. In the first case,
detectors already developed and used in the first experiment
of the HypHI project such as the fiber detectors can used in
a similar way to track charged particles around the decay
volume and in the upstream of the dipole magnets. π− me-
son are then detected with a set of a hodoscope wall and
drift chambers already available from the first HypHI ex-
periment in order to complete the information needed for
the track reconstruction. In solenoid magnet approach, a
dedicated detection apparatus has to be developed in or-
der to perform the position and energy-loss measurements
∗ c.rappold@gsi.de
within the solenoid magnet and the solenoid end-cap.
In both case, Monte Carlo simulations of the experimen-
tal apparatus has been carried out in the case of the study
of the d+π− final state of the 3Λn that was reported to be
found by the HypHI collaboration [3]. In those case stud-
ies, dedicated detection apparatus as described above was
designed. The main purpose of those first Monte Carlo sim-
ulations was to estimate the possible improvement that the
use of the Super-FRS as spectrometer could provide. The
invariant mass distributions of d+π− final state of the event
reconstruction of the simulated data is shown figure 1. On
the left panel, the invariant mass was calculated exclusively
with the track reconstruction involving the simulated data
from the detection apparatus, without including the Super-
FRS momentum measurement of the deuteron fragment,
while on the right panel, the distribution include the ex-
pected momentum measurement of the deuteron with the
momentum reconstruction of the π− within the detection
apparatus. An improvement on the mass resolution of a
factor 4.5 is expected when the momentum resolution δp/p
of deuteron is about 10−3. It demonstrates the gain of per-
forming a exclusive measurement of hypernuclear matter
with the Super-FRS.
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Figure 1: The invariant mass distribution of simulated
d+π− final state of 3Λn, without (left panel) and with
(right panel) the expected momentum measurement of the
deuteron fragment by Super-FRS as a spectrometer.
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This report summarizes the present status of the data
analysis of the S410 experiment, which is about to reach
final results. The measurements will give new relevant data
such as half-lives and β-delayed neutron emission branch-
ing ratios of neutron rich nuclei beyond N=126 for isotopes
of mercury, thallium and lead. The measurement used a
primary beam of 238U at 1 GeV/u impinging on a 1629
mg/cm2 Be target with a 223 mg/cm2 Nb stripper behind it.
The FRS was operated using degraders at S1 and at S2 and
the separation was done with the Bρ-ΔE-Bρ method. Nu-
clei identification was determined with standard FRS track-
ing detectors which allowed to identify about 40 isotopes in
the range from Platinium (Z=78) to Francium (Z=87), all
of them identified previously in [1] and [2].
The detection system consisted of SIMBA (Silicon IMplan-
tation detector and Beta Absorber) [3], based on a double
side silicon detectors array.
In order to determine the half-lives for the implanted nu-
clei, several correlation methods have been studied. As a
first approach the numerical method reported by [4] and
[5] was applied as described in [6]. Recently we have
been able to successfully apply a more conventional anal-
ysis method [7], based exclusively on time correlations for
each implant, with all β -decay events in the neighboring
pixels. Furthermore, it has been possible to determine the
half-life of 216Pb via two different approaches: using the
information of the alpha line of 6.778 MeV (216Po), in a
similar way as it is reported in [8] for 215Pb, and by means
of implant-β correlations. The good agreement between
both values confirms that the implant-β method gives con-
sistent half-lives for the measured nuclei.
∗This work was supported by Spanish Ministry of Enonomy and Com-
petitivity under grants FPA 211-28770-C03-03 and AIC-D-2011-0705
and the Helmholtz association via the Young Investigators Group VH-
NG-627.
In summary there are at least eight nuclei with
enough statistics to determine their half-lives: 209,210Hg,
211−213Tl, 215−217Pb. Some of them were measured in
previous experiments [5] [8]. The obtained half-lives are
in reasonable agreement with those reported in these refer-
ences.
Neutron emission events in correlation with implant-β have
been observed for several of the measured nuclei using the
Beta dELayEd Neutron (BELEN) detector [9]. First values
of Pn for nuclei beyond N=126 will be given for the first
time for several nuclei in the region of interest.
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A Cherenkov detector as a possible TOF detector for the Super-FRS
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In order to separate and identify fragmentation products
with the Super-FRS (SFRS) [1] at FAIR a high resolving
power detection system is required for position and Time-
of-Flight (TOF) measurements. In order to separate the
heaviest ions with masses of 200u and 201u with an ener-
gy of ∼1GeV/u at the distance of 52 m from the middle
plane FMF2 to the final FMF4 a detection system with
σ∼54 ps time resolution is required. Along with a fast tim-
ing response the detector has to satisfy requirements of the
harsh environmental surroundings of the SFRS. The rate
of particles at FMF2 is expected to be up to 107 ions/spill
(spill=500 ns÷10 s). This requires a highly radiation resis-
tant material.
In many relativistic heavy ion experiments gaseous [2]
or solid [3], [4] Cherenkov radiator materials are used for
particle identification and energy measurements. The ap-
plication of gaseous or liquid active materials allows to
refresh them by circulation and therefore greatly reduces
the degradation of the performance due to aging after ex-
posure to the high ion rates. Typically the refractive in-
dex (n) of gases equals to 1.0003 at normal ambient con-
ditions and is pressure depended. Even for the maxi-
mum ion energy at the SFRS that does not allow to reach
the Cherenkov threshold velocity of photon creation β= 1n ,
where β=1/
√
1− γ2/2. To measure Cherenkov photons
with heavy ions of 400 MeV/u, a radiator material with
n≈1.5÷2 is required. In order to achieve this for gases one
has to increase significantly its pressure what makes it im-
possible to easily use them under usual experimental con-
dition. Fig. 1 illustrates the dependency of the refractive
Figure 1: Refractive index as a function of wavelength for
materials commonly used as Cherenkov radiators. Left or-
dinate shows n for argon. The threshold velocity β is indi-
cated for n at 589 nm.
∗ n.kuzminchuk@gsi.de
index on wavelength for several materials with the corres-
ponding threshold velocity.
Consequently, for a future TOF detector an Iodine Naph-
thalene liquid (C10H7I) radiator with n=1.705@589nm is
proposed. The liquid is kept in a cuvette made out of
float/quartz glass and glued together with an optical glue.
The entrance and exit window of the cuvette will be coated
with Al to act as a mirror for the Cherenkov photons. To
be sure that the C10H7I does not react with the optical
glue several samples from fused silica have been glued and
stored for several months in the liquid as well as heated
and shaken. The transmission spectra were measured with
an UV spectrometer before and after an exposure to light
and contact with optical glue (Fig. 2). No change of the
transmission has been recorded after contact with the glue.
As an example after pathing of 59Ni ion with an energy
of ∼400 MeV/u about 3·104 Cherenkov photons are cre-
ated. The measurement of the efficiency of the liquid ra-
diator was performed with cosmic muons as a reference
to 2 plastic scintillators and equals to 24%. The detec-
tion efficiency of Cherenkov photons was investigated as
well by the GEANT based Monte Carlo simulations. PMTs
for photon detection and several concepts of redout system
were tested. First test of the prototype detector will be per-
formed early 2014 at the SIS/GSI.
Figure 2: UV transmission spectra of C10H7I liquid before
and after exposure to light and contact with optical glue as
well as of borosilicate float glass and quantum efficiency
(QE) of the photomultiplier tube (PMT).
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At the Low-Energy Branch [1] of the Super-FRS at
FAIR, projectile and fission fragments will be produced
at relativistic energies, separated in-flight, range-bunched,
and then slowed down and thermalized in a cryogenic stop-
ping cell (CSC) [2] filled with helium gas, extracted and
delivered to precision experiments at MATS and LaSpec.
The key goal is to operate the stopping cell at high stopping
and extraction efficiencies, requiring a high density and an
ultra pure stopping gas. To get access to rare and short-
lived exotic nuclei, short extraction times (< 50 ms) are
needed. To achieve these goals the prototype of the LEB
stopping cell has been designed as a cryogenic stopping
cell, using DC and RF electric fields for the extraction of
the ions. The CSC is filled with He at 50 to 100 mbar and
70 to 100K, resulting in an areal density of up to 5mg/cm2.
The cryogenic operation increases the buffer gas density for
the same pressures and drastically enhances the cleanliness
of the stopping gas, via the freeze out of contaminants.
The CSC has been commissioned online as part of the FRS
Ion Catcher [3] using heavy Uranium fragments produced
at 1000 MeV/u during two experiments. The spatial iso-
topic separation in flight and the momentum compression
were performed by the FRS. A total efficiency of up to
15 % and a combined ion survival and extraction efficiency
of about 50 % have been achieved [4]. 223Th, 221Ac, 220Fr,
213Fr, 211Fr, 219Rn, 218Rn, 213Rn, 211Rn, 211Po, 210Pb and
207Tl ions have been successfully thermalized, extracted
and identified at the FRS Ion Catcher using different detec-
tion methods (Si-detector, MR-TOF-MS). No element de-
pendent ion survival and extraction efficiencies have been
seen, showing the universality of the CSC. Using an elec-
tric field of 22.2 V/cm along the body of the CSC, a mean
extraction time of 24 ms for 221Ac ions has been measured,
agreeing well with simulations and theory.
Figure 1 shows a broadband spectrum of the ions extracted
from the CSC taken by a multiple reflection time-of-flight
mass spectrometer (MR-TOF-MS) [5] connected to the
CSC. All prominent ions measured result from a 218Rn
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Figure 1: Broadband mass spectrum of a 218Rn beam and
a 223Ra source extracted from the CSC. No major contam-
inants or adducts are formed in the CSC.
beam or the 223Ra source installed inside the CSC. The
ions are extracted without addition of adducts, demonstrat-
ing the excellent cleanliness of the CSC.
For further investigation of the behavior of the CSC, two
new ion sources have been implemented. First, a movable
223Ra source, which allows studies of the focussing DC
electric fields and the behavior of the RF carpet. Second, a
laser ion source with a movable target wheel, allowing the
production of reference and calibration ions of different el-
ements and therefore measurments of mass dependencies.
Using short laser pulses (∼ 10 ns) for the production of the
reference ions, the extraction time of the CSC can be mea-
sured and monitored during operation.
The intensity limitations of the CSC will be investigated in
an upcomming experiment at GSI, and the final version of
the LEB stopping cell will be designed.
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At the FRS Ion Catcher [1] projectile and fission frag-
ments can be produced at relativistic energies, separated
in-flight, range-bunched, slowed down and thermalized in a
cryogenic stopping cell. Afterwards a Multiple-Reflection
Time-Of-Flight Mass Spectrometer (MR-TOF-MS) [2, 3]
can perform ultra-high accuracy mass measurements of
very short-lived exotic nuclei at low yields, which are not
accessible by other methods. In Addition, the MR-TOF-
MS can be used as isobar separator to deliver an isobar-
ically clean beam to experiments downstream of the de-
vice. The FRS Ion Catcher serves as test setup for the Low-
Energy Branch of the Super-FRS at FAIR. Additionally the
MR-TOF-MS can be used as isobar separator to deliver an
isobarically clean ion beam to future downstream precision
experiments at MATS and LaSpec.
A long term stable Laser Ablation Carbon Cluster Ion
source (LACCI) for the MR-TOF-MS at the FRS Ion
Catcher was developed and commissioned [4]. LACCI can
provide calibrant ions over a broad mass range with a 13C
enriched fullerene target. The use of 13C allows to create
isobaric ions to the ions of interest, which are ideal cal-
ibrants, because they experience almost the same fields in
the MR-TOF-MS. LACCI can be operated at very high rep-
etition rates (100 Hz) and is thus ideally suited for the needs
of the MR-TOF-MS (repetition rates ∼100 Hz).
In the commissioning, LACCI was successfully operated
with glassy carbon (Sigradur R©) and 13C enriched fullerene
targets. Single positively charged carbon clusters were pro-
duced by laser ablation with a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG
laser with frequencies up to 100 Hz. C+n cluster with a mass
up to 240 u were detected and identified by their flight time
along a short drift space in the test chamber (Fig.1). To
increase the long term intensity stability of LACCI, an x-y-
movable target-table which also provides space for differ-
ent targets was developed and tested. It is now possible to
change the target materials in a short time (∼ s). This x-
y-movable table shows high reliability and accuracy during
long term operation.
At the FRS Ion Catcher, a very compact, electrically
switchable, gas-filled RFQ switchyard will connect the
LACCI with the current beam line. An RFQ switchyard is
a novel device which acts like six gas-filled RFQs leading
away from a central point along three perpendicular axes.
A prototype switchyard has been commissioned [5] and
∗Work supported by the BMBF under contract No. 05P12RGFN8, by
the state of Hesse (LOEWE Center HICforFAIR) and by JLU Gießen and
GSI under the JLU-GSI strategic Helmholtz partnership agreement.
Figure 1: Mass spectrum of C+n clusters produced by laser
ablation with a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser from a
Sigradur target. Carbon clusters up to C+20 with a mass of
240u were detected and identified by a mass calibration.
initial results are promising. Modes with input or output
along multiple axes at once are possible, allowing for beam
splitting or combination, and the user may easily switch
between input/output configurations during operation. The
switchyard is quite compact (it fits inside an 8 cm cube) and
it is a gas-filled device, meaning that it may be coupled to
other ion optics requiring a buffer gas with no additional
differential pumping stages. These features - small size
with no additional pumping requirements - allow users to
install new ion optical components on existing beam lines
even in confined spaces. The RFQ switchyard has already
enabled an MR-TOF-MS upgrade to the TITAN experi-
ment at TRIUMF in Vancouver, Canada (scheduled for in-
stallation in 2015). Due to tight mechanical constraints on
the beamline at TRIUMF, this upgrade would be impossi-
ble without the switchyard.
In the future, LACCI will be completed with the x-y-
movable table and switchyard and will be installed at the
FRS Ion Catcher facility at GSI.
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Conceptual Design of A Next-Generation Cryogenic Stopping Cell for the
Low-Energy Branch of the Super-FRS∗
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The conceptual design of a next-generation cryogenic
stopping cell (CSC) for the Low-Energy Branch (LEB) [1]
of the Super-FRS has been developed. It builds on ad-
vanced stopping cell techniques implemented in the first
version of the cryogenic stopping cell for the LEB [2, 3],
which has recently been commissioned as part of the FRS
Ion Catcher [4]. These include in particular (i) a cryogenic
operation to ensure a high purity of the stopping gas and
(ii) high density operation enabled using an RF carpet with
a small electrode structure size.
The new CSC is shown schematically in Fig. 1. It con-
sists of two main vacuum chambers, an outer chamber
that provides the insulation vacuum for the inner chamber,
which is held at cryogenic temperature (∼ 70 K). The in-
ner chamber is divided into a high-density stopping region
and a low-density extraction region and is pumped differ-
entially. The ion beam enters the stopping region horizon-
tally through two windows and is stopped in the buffer gas.
Using electric DC fields the ions are transported in the ver-
tical direction to a wall of RF carpets, which focuses the
ions onto the intermediate extractions nozzels. There the
ions are swept into the low-pressure extraction region by
the gas flow, where they are transported to the main exit
nozzle from the stopping cell.
Figure 1: Schematic figure of the next-generation cryo-
gneic stopping cell for the LEB of the Super-FRS.
Compared to conventional stopping cells, the new de-
sign features several important advantages: (i) Due to the
vertical extraction the extraction path is shortened consid-
∗This work was supported by the BMBF under contract no.
05P12RGFN8 and by JLU Gießen and GSI under the JLU-GSI strategic
Helmholtz partnership agreement.
† W.Plass@gsi.de
erably. (ii) Higher DC field strengths can be applied in
the direction of extraction, extending the rate capability of
the CSC. (iii) Compared to stopping cells with an RF body
the ratio of RF carpet area to stopping volume is reduced
significantly, thus minimizing power disspipation, which is
crucial for cryo-operation. (iv) The design scales favorably
with an increased length of the stopping volume; the length
can be increased without increasing extraction times or de-
creasing ion extraction efficiencies or rate capability. (v) A
segmented anode opposite to the RF carpet wall collects the
electrons created during the stopping; the electron current
indicates the stopping distribution of the ions. (vi) A detec-
tor can be mounted on the inner side of the CSC opposite
to the entrance windows. Alternatively, two windows can
be implemented, through which ions with a longer range
leave the cell. These ions can be identified in a detector
positioned behind the CSC. (vii) The ion beam does not hit
the RF carpet and desorption of atoms and molecules from
the RF carpet is avoided. (viii) The dual-density design
enables very efficient pumping of the CSC.
In the stopping region, a dual-layer RF carpet with rect-
angular geometry and electrode lines that overlapp at right
angles is used. It has a structure size with up to 6 electrodes
/ mm. A maximum helium buffer gas pressure of 300 mbar
at 70 K will be achieved. The stopping volume has a width
of 25 cm, a height of 10 cm and a length of 2 m. The corre-
sponding maximum areal density amounts to 40 mg/cm 2,
an increase by a factor of 8 from the areal density of the
present CSC. The extraction region is kept at a pressure of
10 mbar at 70 K. Due to the lower pressure, an RF carpet
with a larger structure size can be used in this region and
fast ion transport is achieved.
In combination with the momentum compression pro-
vided by the energy buncher of the Super-FRS [1], stop-
ping efficiencies close to unity are expected for all but light
nuclei. Ion survival and extraction effciencies of better than
50% are expected. The extraction time of the ions will be
about 5 ms, shorted by a factor of 5 compared to the present
CSC. The novel CSC will thus remove the performance
bottleneck of present stopping cells and give access to very
exotic and short-lived nuclei available at the Super-FRS.
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Recent Technical Improvements for the Multiple-Reflection Time-of-Flight
Mass Spectrometer at the FRS Ion Catcher∗
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The multiple-reflection time-of-flight mass spectrometer
(MR-TOF-MS) [1, 2] is part of the FRS Ion Catcher exper-
iment [3], which serves as a test facility for the Low Energy
Branch (LEB) of the Super-FRS at FAIR. At the FRS Ion
Catcher, range-bunched nuclides from the FRS are stopped
in a novel cryogenic stopping cell (CSC)[4], extracted and
transported via an RFQ system to the MR-TOF-MS. At the
LEB, the MR-TOF-MS will perform mass measurements,
isobar separation and broadband mass spectrometry for ion
identification and diagnostics purposes.
A unique feature of the MR-TOF-MS is its capability of
shifting the potential of the incoming ions [5]. The poten-
tial shift is effected by pulsing the storage potential in the
injection trap in front of the time-of-flight analyzer within
a few tens of nanoseconds by a high voltage (HV) pulser.
Thus the MR-TOF-MS can accept ions at different entrance
potetials, which may be required e.g. if the MR-TOF-MS is
used at different RIB facilities, without the need of placing
the MR-TOF-MS on a high-voltage platform. The ampli-
tude of this potential shift has been increased from 750 V
to 1300 V. For an ion entrance potential close to ground,
the kinetic energy of the ions in the time-of-flight analyzer
therefore also was increased increased to 1.3 keV. This in-
crease in kinetic energy will reduce the turn-around time
and the emittance of the ions in the analyzer. Hence the
mass resolving power and mass accuracy will be increased,
while decreasing the time-of-flight required to achieve a
given mass-resolving power [5].
The stability of the voltages of the analyzer electrodes
are of primary importance for long-term high-accuracy
mass measurements. A new voltage stabalization was de-
veloped and commissioned together with new high volt-
age power supplies for the MR-TOF-MS. Fig. 1 shows the
voltage stability achieved with the new electronics. Over
a measurement period of 330 minutes, the rms deviation
of the time-of-flight now amounts to 0.5 ppm only. This
exceptional performance will enable direct mass measure-
ment of rare exotic nuclei at very high mass measurement
accuracy.
A new data acquisition software has been developed for
the MR-TOF-MS. It supports a variety of data acquisi-
∗This work was supported by the BMBF under contracts no.
06GI9114I and 05P12RGFN8, by the state of Hesse (LOEWE Center
HICforFAIR) and by JLU Gießen and GSI under the JLU-GSI strategic
Helmholtz partnership agreement
Figure 1: Stability of the mass measurement[6] of 133Cs
ions over a time period of 330 minutes. The time-of-flight
amounts to 5.843 ms, and a mass resolving power (FWHM)
of more than 150,000 is achieved. The rms value of the
time-of-flight is about 0.5 ppm.
tion hardware, including different TDCs and ADCs. The
software also allows real-time data processing during the
measurement such as mass calibration of the time-of-flight
spectra, peak detection, and the online identification of
masses.
In an upcoming beam time with the CSC at the FRS Ion
Catcher, the MR-TOF-MS will be the key device for the
performance characterization of the CSC. In particular, it
will be used to identify β-decaying 238U fission fragments
extracted from the CSC by their mass values and to perform
isobar separation with short-lived nuclei.
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Experimental Investigations and Technical Design for The Time-OF-Flight
Detectors in the CR at FAIR.∗
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Technical design and performance
simulations of a larger TOF detector
To perform isochronous mass spectrometry (IMS) [1] in
the future CR at FAIR, investigations in instrumentation
and designs for a about a factor 2 larger Time-Of-Flight
(TOF) detector have been conducted. For future applica-
tions of IMS simulations of the CR have been performed
and showed, that the currently used 40 mm diameter carbon
foil (areal density: 10µg/cm2) would be too small for the
large emittance of the beam in the CR and too many ions
would be lost in each turn. This challenge has been met
by the the design of an improved and larger TOF detector.
The carbon foil size will be increased from 40 mm to 80
mm diameter and will be used for the first time. Simply in-
creasing the size of the detector leads to decreased timing
performance of the detector. To compensate for this one
can apply higher voltages to the detector to transport the
secondary electrons faster from a carbon foil to the MCPs
[2]. As part of the improved design of the larger TOF detec-
tor the transport efficency is improved to almost 100% and
the timing resolution to 40 ps. All this is achieved while
keeping the stringent spatial requirments at the CR.
Figure 1: CAD drawing of the new TOF detector sur-
rounded by a Helmholtz magnet for the CR which provides
the detector with a homogenious (10−3) magnetic field in
the transport area.
∗Work supported by the BMBF under contract No.06GI9115I, by
the HGF (NAVI) and by GSI (strategic university cooperation GSI-JLU-
FAIR)
Testing of Larger Carbon Foil Properties for
a TOF Detector in the CR
In order to investigate the feasibility and the properties
of those large carbon foils a test chamber has been built. In
this test chamber the possible changes of the physical prop-
erties of larger foils compared to the currently used small
foils (e.g. flatness of the surface after evacuation of the
detector volume) in the timing performance are measured.
The test chamber has been operated in a first step with the
currently used 40 mm diameter carbon foils. This allows
us to see the differences between small and large foils di-
rectly. Measurements are performed with an alpha-source
from which alpha-particles penetrate the carbon foil in the
center of the chamber and emits secondary electrons which
are detected by two MCP detectors. Simulations predicted
that the secondary electron transport in the setup only con-
tributes with only 2 ps to the timing of the whole measure-
ment. Experimental predictions state, that the measured
time uncertainty will therefore be approximately 25 ps and
is solely due to effects in the MCPs and flatness of the foil
[3].
Figure 2: Photography of the assembled test chamber. The
carbon foil is placed in the center inbetween two grids. By
applying voltages to the grids the secondary electrons are
guided to two MCPs on the side. The diameter of the grids
is 80 mm and therefore has the same size as the future car-
bon foils.
As soon as the large foils will be available they will be
tested and compared to the small foils.
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Efficiency calibration of the neutron detector BELEN-48 with (p,n) and (α,n)
reactions at the PTB Braunschweig ∗
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The BEta-deLayEd Neutron detector BELEN is a highly
efficient device designed for the DESPEC project at FAIR.
It has already been successfully used during the experi-
ments S323 and S410 at the Fragment Separator to measure
β-delayed neutron probabilities and half-lives of neutron-
rich nuclei close to the r-process path, for nuclear structure
and nuclear astrophysics studies.
In its present version, it consists of 48 3He proportional
counters arranged to form three concentric rings embedded
in a polyethylene matrix. Due to the thermalization pro-
cess, the information about the initial neutron energy is lost
but the detection efficiency is strongly increased. There-
fore the position and number of counters in the rings are
designed in such a way that the efficiency remains constant
over a broad range of neutron energy from thermal up to a
few MeV. The simulations are performed with an MCNPX
code and have to be validated by experiments that make
use of known neutron fluxes produced in the center of the
detector.
Measurements with a calibrated 252Cf source provide
only one efficiency value corresponding to a spectrum-
averaged neutron energy of 2.14 MeV. In order to have a
more stringent test on the simulated efficiency curve, the
calibration has been extended with well-known (p,n) and
(α,n) reactions on 13C and 51V targets producing neu-
trons with limited energy spread, ranging between 0.2 and
5.3 MeV. The list of reactions and energies used is summa-
rized in table 1.
Reaction Eproj En [MeV]
[MeV] min max
51V(p,n)51Cr 1.80 0.20 0.25
51V(p,n)51Cr 2.14 0.51 0.59
51V(p,n)51Cr 2.27 0.63 0.73
13C(p,n)13N 4.45 0.77 1.36
13C(α,n)16O 1.05 2.5 3.2
13C(α,n)16O 3.30 3.6 5.3
Table 1: List of reactions used for the calibration. Maximum and
minimum neutron energies En refer to the smaller (forward) and
largest (backward) angle covered by BELEN-48, i.e. from about
16 to 164 degrees.
The experiment was performed at the PTB ion acceler-
∗This work was supported by the Helmholtz association via the Young
Investigators Group VH-NG-627.
ator facility (PIAF) of the Physikalisch-Technische Bun-
desanstalt (PTB) in Braunschweig/Germany, where a Van
de Graaff accelerator and cyclotron provided the α and p
beams of desired energy and intensity. The BELEN-48
polyethylene matrix was installed with the air-cooled tar-
get holder located at the end of a beam line at the center of
the detector. The target chamber was designed as a Faraday
cup to measure the beam currents on target with suppres-
sion electrodes and collimators. At a second beam line it
was possible to produce the same neutron flux as inside BE-
LEN, with very similar target and beam conditions, and to
measure reaction yields and angular distributions with the
calibrated neutron detectors of PTB at several angles with
respect to the beam axis. The reactions on 13C target show
large anisotropy in the center-of-mass frame. The angular
distributions of 51V(p,n)51Cr are still to be measured.
The measured angular distributions need to be taken into
account in the simulation of the efficiency for each reaction
and beam energy, since neutrons enter BELEN with differ-
ent probabilities and energies at different angles. For the
moment the preliminary experimental efficiency (Fig. 1) is
obtained as the ratio of neutrons detected in BELEN-48,
and a normalized-to-isotropy value for neutrons emitted.
The normalization takes into account each measured an-
gular distribution and the detection solid angle, making a
comparison of all data and simulation possible.
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Figure 1: Comparison of the efficiency curve simulated with
MCNPX (dotted line) and preliminary experimental values. The
Vanadium data is shown without uncertainty due to the missing
angular distribution information that prevents its normalization.
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Tests of scintillation Fibers for the compact neutron Detector NeuRad∗
I. Mukha 1 and D. Kulik2
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and Automation, Dubna, Russia
We have constructed three prototypes of the fiber-
based scintillation neutron detector and tested their
light yield in response to γ-ray sources. The derived
energy threshold of detection of protons scattered by in-
cident neutrons in the prototypes is 0.5 MeV.
The theoretical and experimental ways of searches
for neutron radioactivity expected for exotic extremely
neutron-rich nuclei have been recently proposed [1]. The
first indication on this not-observed yet phenomenon has
been obtained [3] for 26O whose lifetime is 4 ps. Such a
lifetime of 26O should correspond to the very small decay
energy of 1 keV [2] which is difficult to measure with the
present neutron detectors. The experiment on observation
of the neutron radioactivity can be performed at the Super-
FRS with a suitable neutron detector. In the proposed track-
ing experiment, radioactive beam produces short-lived iso-
topes which decay in flight. The fragments resulted from
the neutron radioactivity are detected by tracking detectors
which determine the vertex point of the radioactive decay.
The neutron detector provides spatial coordinates of neu-
trons and their angles respective to the heavy residue. Since
the expected angles are extremely small, the neutron detec-
tor should have a fine spatial resolution.
The neutron detector NeuRad (Neutron Radioactivity)
with a high spatial resolution has been proposed for future
experiments at the Super-FRS NUSTAR [4]. The detec-
tor is based on spaghetti-like scintillation fibers with small
cross areas. Neutrons scattered in fibers produce recoil pro-
tons causing light flashes which are optically trapped inside
the fibers and then are read-out on both fiber ends. We have
tested multi-clad fibers BCF12 (produced by Saint Gobain)
whose dimensions of 2×2×250mm3 allow for a fine spa-
tial resolution.
We have assembled three samples of the fibers: (i) with-
out additional painting of fibers, (ii) with a white paint on
each fiber in order to prevent a light cross-talk between the
fibers, and (iii) with a black paint. Each sample consisted
of 64 fibers assembled into a 8 × 8 bundle whose end has
been glued by epoxy glue and polished by using a diamond
tool. The test setup comprised of the fiber bundle viewed
by the PMT Hamamatsu R7600 followed by the fast am-
plifier, the 5 GHz digital oscilloscope with the spectro-
scopic functions, and the sources of γ-rays, 137Cs and 60Co.
The light flashes cased in fibers by the Compton-scattered
γ rays were converted into the electrical signals, ampli-
fied and directed into the oscilloscope where the amplitude
∗Work supported by the HGS-HIRe Summer Student Programm at
GSI in 2013
spectra were accumulated. All spectra had the shapes typ-
ical for a Compton effect. The maximum energies of the
Compton spectra (i.e., Compton edges) are 1118 keV for
60Co and 477 keV for 137Cs. The respective maximal am-
plitudes of signals allowed to produce calibration curves
for each sample, which is shown in Fig. 1. The values of
maximal amplitudes A were obtained by fitting the spectra
tails corresponding to the Compton edges.
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Figure 1: The calibration curves for all prototypes of the
fibers scintillation detector NeuRad. The solid, dashed and
dotted lines correspond to the black-painted, white-painted
and not-painted prototypes, respectively. The grey area
shows the threshold of γ-ray detection.
The obtained calibrations allow to find the detection
thresholds for each fiber prototype. The amplitude range
where the Compton effect disappears in the measured spec-
trum are shown by the grey area (see Fig. 1) whose highest
value corresponds to the concluded threshold energy. The
highest threshold is in the black prototype, of 160 keV. The
assumed total systematic uncertainty is 20%.
In summary, the measured light yields and the derived
detection thresholds of the three prototypes of the scintillat-
ing fibers BCF12 have demonstrated detection of γ-rays at
least down to 160 keV. Thus the lowest-measured energy of
protons scattered by incident neutrons should be 500 keV.
This conclusion opens a way for more tests of the NeuRad
performance, in particular its spacial and time resolutions.
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Atomic Mass Compilations
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The “Atomic Mass Compilation 2012” has been pre-
pared in close collaboration of the II. Phys. Inst., Univer-
sita¨t Gießen, the GSI and the Sri Sathya Sai Institute of
Higher Learning, India, and is now accessible at “Atomic
Data and Nuclear Data Tables” [1].
Compilations of (elemental) atomic masses have been es-
tablished ever since the beginning of the 19 th century [2].
One of the most recent ones has been published in the
Landoldt-Bo¨rnstein New Series [3], but is rarely available
in scientific libraries. Therefore we started a new compila-
tion to be published in a peer-reviewed journal accessible
in most scientific institutions.
German precursors
From 1921 to 1945, the “Deutsche Atomgewichts-
Kommission” (see, e.g. [4]) published annual reviews on
recent experiments on atomic masses and compilations
of elemental and isotopic masses [5]. Since 1932, these
reports were prepared by the “Kaiser-Wilhelm-Institut fu¨r
Chemie” [6]. Gradually the preponderant experimental
methods shifted from chemical to physical techniques.
Mass spectroscopy was represented at the Kaiser-Wilhelm-
Institut by the team of J. Mattauch. [One of the post-docs
was Heinz Ewald, later the first director of the II. Phys.
Inst. in Gießen 1. He was involved in the construction of
instruments like LOHENGRIN and OSTIS in Grenoble and
SHIP at GSI, installations which yielded many contribu-
tions to atomic mass determinations.]
After WWII, the study of atomic masses was continued at
the Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Chemie. The mass compilation
published in 1949 [7] included also the recent american
results on nuclear properties, which were made available
to Mattauch by G.T. Seaborg as preprint of the “Table of
Isotopes” [8].
In 1960, the group of Mattauch in collaboration with A.H.
Wapstra published the first edition of the “Atomic Mass
Evaluation” [9]. After the retirement of Mattauch in 1965,
the work was directed first by Wapstra and later on by
G. Audi. The last edition [10] had been prepared by an
international collaboration including the GSI and the II.
Physik. Inst.
1Two of the authors, U.C.and B.P., were admitted to the institute by
Prof. Ewald.
Follow-up work in preparation
The information contained in the mass tables can be dis-
played in plots of the binding energy (or mass) versus Z,
N or A. Any plots of derivatives of the binding energies
(meaning a specified difference between the binding ener-
gies of two nearby nuclides) show a smooth behaviour and
have in addition the advantage of displaying much smaller
variations. In [11], two representative examples for such
graphs of double β-decay energies and two-neutron sepa-
ration energies, respectively, are displayed, clearly showing
the trends in the mass surface.
Thus, dependable estimates of unknown , poorly known or
questionable masses can be obtained. It is foreseen to use
such graphs for more dependable extrapolations of masses
toward the drip lines and also to test theoretical models.
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PreSPEC-AGATA is an experiment for in-flight γ-
spectroscopy at GSI to investigate the structure of ex-
otic nuclei. Two physics campaigns were done: 2012
and 2014. This report is about the progress in the data
analysis of the commissioning runs in August 2012.
Introduction
The goal of the experiment was a measurement of the
performance of the PreSPEC-AGATA [1] setup, a unique
combination of the GSI Fragment Separator (FRS) [2], the
Advanced Gamma Tracking Array (AGATA) [3], Lund-
York-Cologne CAlorimeter (LYCCA) [4], and HECTOR
for in-beam γ-spectroscopy. Further details about the setup
and an earlier status report about the data analysis can be
found in [5]. A 80Kr beam with a kinetic energy of about
150 MeV/u at the secondary target position was used to
do two types of experiments: Coulomb excitation on a
197Au target, and secondary fragmentation reactions on a
Be target. 80Kr was chosen as projectile because of its high
Coulomb excitation cross-section of σclx ≈ 550mb for the
2+1 state. The challenge in the analysis of in-flight γ spec-
troscopic data is the large Doppler shift of emitted γ-rays at
velocities of v/c ≈ 0.5. The data is being analyzed, using
a software framework described in [6].
Coulomb Excitation
If 197Au is the target material, the dominating excita-
tion mechanism of the projectile is Coulomb excitation
(Coulex), i.e. exchange of virtual photons. At relativis-
tic energies, one-step Coulex is dominating and the first
excited 2+1 state at 616.6 keV in 80Kr is populated. The ob-
served yield in the γ line of the excited state can be used to
determine the B(E2) value. Because of the strong Doppler
effect at large projectile velocity, the γ-rays have to be cor-
rected for the Doppler shift in energy before a discrete line
in the γ spectrum can be seen. The strength of the Doppler
shift depends also on the angle of observation in the labo-
ratory frame, which can be seen in Fig. 1. The spectrum
of γ-energy in the laboratory frame shows the emission of
the excited target nuclei from the state 7/2+1 at 547.5 keV.
Another line is the emission from electron-positron anni-
hilation at 511 keV. Towards lower energies (below 500
keV), the background radiation level rises very quickly be-
cause of the abundant atomic radiation emitted during the
∗Work supported by BMBF NuSTAR.DA - TP 6, FKZ: BMBF
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interaction of the projectile with the target electrons. The
emission line of the 2+1 state at 616.6 keV in 80Kr can only
be seen after Doppler correction (Fig. 1, bottom). Simul-
taneous observation of emission lines from target and pro-
jectile de-excitation allows for a relative measurement of
the Coulex cross-sections and thus B(E2) value of the two
excited states 197Au and 80Kr.
Final quantitative results for total efficiency and energy
resolution will be obtained after taking into account the
AGATA detector efficiency at different angles and for dif-
ferent γ-energies. This is difficult, because efficiency is
influenced by the combined effects of the Doppler shift:
Change in angular distribution and in the energy of the
emitted radiation.
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Figure 1: Top: Detected γ energy in the laboratory sys-
tem as seen from different detection angles. γ-rays emitted
in-flight can be seen as curved lines. Middle: The back-
ground subtracted spectrum of γ energy in the laboratory
system, shows the decay from the excitation of the target
material (197Au). Bottom: Background subtracted spec-
trum of Doppler-corrected γ energy show the decay spec-
trum of the projectile.
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Secondary Fragmentation
If the secondary target is Beryllium, the cross-section for
fragmentation reactions is large. Such a setup is used to
study the decay of excited fragments. In order to assign the
observed γ-radiation to specific ion species, full identifica-
tion of outgoing fragments is needed. This is done with the
LYCCA device [4] that performs ∆E-E and precise time-
of-flight measurement of the ejectiles. From these quan-
tities, the outgoing isotopes can be identified as shown in
Fig. 2. In the mass region around 80Kr, Z-identification
is very good while different mass peaks are overlapping.
The calibration of the LYCCA DSSSD detectors was partly
done using an automatic method described in [7].
After the Doppler correction of observed γ-rays in coin-
cidence with the LYCCA identification, γ-emission spectra
of selected excited ejectiles can be obtained. Yrast states of
the most abundant even-even isotopes after the target can
be seen in Fig. 3. The half-life T1/2 of the excited state has
an influence on the resolution that can be obtained. If Ttar
is the time the projectile needs to travel through the target
material, most de-excitation processes will happen inside
the target if T1/2 < Ttar. In this case, the particle velocity
after the target is not equal to the velocity at the moment of
γ emission and the Doppler correction will be done with a
wrong velocity. This results in a reduced resolution for the
states with shorter half-life as can be seen in Fig. 3 where
T1/2 is given in the label of each peak. On the other hand
the observed line shape enables in principle the determina-
tion of lifetimes.
Furthermore, data from the 80Kr fragmentation run was
used to show the feasibility for new experimental tech-
niques as described in [8].
Outlook
The analysis is ongoing. Since the AGATA detector is a
complicated device, exploiting pulse-shape analysis (PSA)
an γ-ray tracking, some improvements can be expected
from a refined preprocessing of the detected γ-rays. This is
possible, because during AGATA experiments, the pream-
plifier signals of all channels are written to disk. Later im-
provements in software algorithms for PSA and γ-tracking
can be used to increase both, efficiency and energy resolu-
tion of the Doppler-corrected peaks.
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Double-sided silicon strip detectors (DSSSD) are a
widely used type of detector in nuclear and particle
physics experiments for position and energy measure-
ments. This report describes an automatic method that
allows to gain-match all strips of DSSSD detectors with-
out the need of dedicated in-beam calibration.
Introduction
DSSSD detectors are constructed as large area silicon
diodes with electrically segmented p and n-side contacts.
Signals are read out on both, p and n-side simultaneously.
The segmentation is usually such that there are unique in-
tersection points of opposite side’s contacts, the measure-
ment of one p and on n-side signal allows to reconstruct
the two dimensional spatial position of an event inside the
detector.
Method
In the following, it will be assumed that the deposited
energy E = s · A , in the detector is proportional to the
amplitude, i.e. there are no offsets or nonlinearities in the
electronics. A is the measured amplitude of the detected
signal and s the slope factor for calibration.
Given a DSSSD detector with N strips on each side,
each event that is registered in a given pixel will create a
signal with amplitude Ap in the strip number p on the p-
side and a signal with amplitude An in strip number n on
the n-side (n, p = 1 . . .N ) . Assuming that both strips
measure the same energy E deposited in the active area of
the detector, one can write
Ep = spAp , En = snAn and Ep = En = E ,
(1)
with sp and sn being the calibration coefficients (slopes)
for the p-th p-side strip and n-th n-side strip, respectively.
For each pixel of the detector, the values of Ap and An
for various values of energy depositions ∆E are assumed
to be linearly related. For each pixel, the relation between
the amplitudes is
Ap = SpnAn , (2)
with the slope parameter Spn which can be determined
from the data (see below). The set of N2 slope parameters
∗Work supported by BMBF NuSTAR.DA - TP 6, FKZ: BMBF
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can be used to deduce a set of 2N calibration coefficients
{sp, sn} by minimizing the expression
χ2 =
∑
p,n
(
Spn − snsp
∆Spn
)2
, (3)
that follows directly from Eqs. (1,2).
Implementation
There are two independent steps: First, the determina-
tion of the coefficients Spn. Second, finding a set of cal-
ibration coefficients {sp, sn} based on Spn. The former
is done using a Bayesian approach, updating the poste-
rior probability distribution of the quantity of interest for
each detected event. The latter is done by a nonlinear least
squares fit algorithm.
Determination of Spn: The posterior probability dis-
tribution of the quantity of interest is in this case
p (Spn| {dpn}), with {dpn} being the set of all measured
data points, i.e. the ratio of amplitudes dpn = Ap/An.
Knowing this distribution allows to get the most likely
value for each slope parameter Spn and its variance ∆Spn.
Starting with an initial guess for this distribution, i.e. uni-
form within reasonable limits, one can refine it by iterating
over the measured data points, each time applying Bayes’
theorem [4, 5]
p (Spn |dpn ) = p (Spn) p (dpn|Spn)
p (dpn)
, (4)
with the commonly used terminology [6]: p (Spn |dpn ) is
called posterior distribution, p (Spn) is the prior distribu-
tion, L (dpn|Spn) the likelihood function and p (dpn) the
evidence of the measured data. After each treated data
point the normalized posterior distribution becomes the
prior for the next data point.
The likelihood function is chosen to be a Lorentzian-
shaped distribution with width w
L (dpn|Spn) ∝ 1
w2 + (log dpn − log Spn)2
. (5)
Such a distribution makes the result less sensitive to abun-
dant background events as it would be the case with a
Gaussian-shaped likelihood function. It depends on the
logarithm of the slope parameter, because the slope is a
scale parameter with a possible range inside [0,∞[.
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While iterating over the data, the posterior distribution
is represented as a discrete number Np of points between
the limits Smin and Smax. The density of points depends
on the desired accuracy of the final result and can be in
the order of a few thousands. After all data is processed,
the best estimates for all slopes Spn and their uncertainties
∆Spn are determined from the mean and variance of the fi-
nal posterior probability distribution. For the example data
shown here, the set of values was: Np = 1000, Smin = 0.3,
Smax = 3 and w = 0.1
Computing a set of calibration coefficients: Minimizing
(3) is done using the implementation of a nonlinear least
squares fit provided by [2]. The set of fit parameters is
{sp, sn}, and the data is the complete set of measured slope
parameters {Spn}. The algorithm performs the minimiza-
tion of (3). After convergence is reached, the parameter set
describes the best calibration coefficients for the data set on
a common arbitrary scale.
Results
The described procedure was applied to data from the
PreSPEC-AGATA setup [7]. The DSSSD detector was
mounted close to the position of the secondary target and
had 2×32 strips, read out with two 32-channel ADCs. It is
part of the Lund-York-Cologne CAlorimeter (LYCCA) [1]
that is tracking and identifying heavy ions.
The result of the procedure is best summarized in a two-
dimensional sum histogram of all p-side vs. all n-side am-
plitudes, without and with calibration coefficients as deter-
mined by the described method. In a correctly calibrated
detector, each event should have equal calibrated ampli-
tudes for both sides of the detector. That is confirmed by
the Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Sum histogram of the p and n-side amplitude
distributions before (top) and after (middle) the calibration
procedure. The picture on the bottom shows the difference
of p and n-side amplitude before and after calibration.
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Introduction
Improved SIS primary beam intensities converts directly
into higher yields of exotic nuclei. Improvements to the
FRS [1] tracking detectors are necessary to allow for higher
rates. This concerns in particular the rate at the intermedi-
ate focal plane S2 where tracking detectors allowing for
rates higher than 106s−1 are needed.
In September 2010 a first Finger detector made of 15
strips of plastic scintillator, 14 mm wide each, was suc-
cessfully commissioned and used [2]. As an upgrade from
that detector, a new Finger detector was developed consist-
ing of 51 strips, 4.4 mm wide, of BC420 plastic scintillator.
This detector is used as a test case for further developments
for HISPEC/DESPEC at FAIR.
Setup
Each pair of strips was glued to a bended UV-transparent
PMMA light guide using a 2 component silicon glue. The
light guides were then optically coupled to Hamamatsu
R9880U-01 photo-multiplier tubes (PMTs) using silicon
pads. To power up the PMTs, 13 power supplies were used,
each one powering up 4 tubes. Independent potentiometers
were added to the setup to allow independent adjustment
of the voltages. Figure 1 shows the new Finger detector
mounted.
Figure 1: The new Finger detector
The PMTs are read-out using the LANDFEE discrimi-
nator. This electronics determines the leading and trailing
edges of the incoming PMT pulses as time signals. These
∗Work partially supported by HIC4FAIR
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two times are then recorded using two CAEN V1290 Mul-
tihit TDCs. Using the two times given by the electronics it
is possible to obtain, apart from the time of occurrence, the
time-over-threshold (ToT) of the signal, which provides a
measure of the signal amplitude. TRIPLEX cards [3] are
used for the remote control of the thresholds and to obtain
an OR signal and an analogue sum of the signals for mon-
itoring. One of the TRIPLEX cards is connected with a
network module which makes the system remote control-
lable via Ethernet by a lab-view program.
In-beam test
The New Finger detector was tested from February
to April 2014 as part of the PreSPEC-AGATA setup at
GSI [4]. Time and ToT spectra were obtained for Fe and
Ni beams with different intensities. The efficiency of the
new Finger detector was in average 2% lower than the one
of the standard scintillator at S2, mainly because of gaps
between the strips. Figure 2 shows a typical ToT spectrum
recorded in one of the PMTs. Using these spectra it is pos-
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Figure 2: Time-over-threshold spectrum
sible to decide which strip had the higher charge collection
and therefore which was the strip that was hit. Position and
timing information from that strip were used for each event
and a preliminary analysis was performed. Figure 3 shows
the correlation between the strip selected as being hit and
the position determined in TPCs. In spite of the clear cor-
relation, background is also present, coming from two dif-
ferent sources: The high rate present as S2, which reduces
the performance of the TPCs and the possibility of having
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Figure 3: Strip number vs. position projected from TPCs
two particles hitting the Finger detector during the same
trigger, which gives the possibility of a wrong strip selec-
tion. To study this effect, the number of PMTs fired per
event was calculated. When all fired PMTs are consecutive
they are considered as coming from a single particle inter-
action. When they are not consecutive, a second particle
could have produced the signals. The number of this sets
of consecutive PMTs is called cluster multiplicity. Figure 4
shows the number of clusters recorded versus the number
of PMTs fired. We can see that for the case of one particle
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Figure 4: Cluster multiplicity vs. PMT multiplicity
the most likely is to have two PMTs fired, corresponding
to one strip. The rest of the events can be properly recon-
structed with more detailed analysis.
Using the timing information given by the strip selected,
the Time-of-Flight (ToF) between the new Finger detector
and the scintillator placed in the last focal point of FRS
(S4) was calculated. Figure 5 shows the ToF versus the
atomic number of the particles obtained from the MUSIC
ionization chambers.
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This plot presents a preliminary identification plot and
can be further improved by a more detailed analysis which
includes strip selection, considering multiple particles and
proper calibrations.
Outlook
A new Finger detector with higher count rate capabilities
was developed and tested. ToT technique to select the strip
was proved to be feasible. The preliminary analysis of the
data obtained during the PreSPEC-AGATA campaign 2014
show a reasonable efficiency and the possibility to charac-
terize multiple particles hitting the detector. The outcome
of this study will be used to optimize further developments
for a Time-of-Flight detector at the Super FRS.
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In-beam γ-ray spectroscopy with AGATA@PreSPEC:
Development of new experimental tools for HISPEC@FAIR∗
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The high γ-ray energy- and position resolution of the
AGATA detector system in combination with relativistic
ion beams from GSI’s SIS/FRS opens up new perspec-
tives for the development of experimental techniques
for in-beam γ-ray spectroscopy
Background
The use of beams of exotic nuclei for in-beam γ-ray
spectroscopy experiments imposes new challenges to ex-
perimentalists due to drastically reduced beam intensities
as compared to ”standard” stable ion beams, for example.
One way to overcome this shortcoming is to increase the
efficiency of detector systems and the use of new instru-
mental approaches and detector technology. The European
γ-ray spectrometer AGATA [1] is an example of a next-
generation detector system that helps to boost the efficiency
of experiments with radioactive ion beams. It is employed
in a first phase in GSI’s PreSPEC setup at the S4 experi-
mental site for beamtimes in 2012 [2] and 2014 and will be
a central part of the HISPEC@FAIR setup. Its ability to ex-
tract the interaction points of γ-rays inside the detector ma-
terial and, hence, the detection position of the γ-rays with a
resolution as good as 5 mm FWHM is of paramount benefit
for the experiments with relativistic ion beams performed
at GSI. However, dedicated experimental techniques have
to be developed in order to fully exploit the capabilities of
AGATA in combination with GSI’s unique relativistic ion
beams.
Concepts
The relativistic beam energies of SIS/FRS induce strong
Doppler-shifts of the γ-rays emitted at the de-excitation of
atomic nuclei in flight. The magnitude of the observed
Doppler-shift is a function of both emitter velocity and γ-
ray emission direction with respect to the emitter velocity
vector. In order to be able to precisely correct for the occur-
ring Doppler-shifts, the measurement of both the ion trajec-
tories and γ-ray detection positions with the best possible
resolution is a major task of the PreSPEC in-beam γ-ray
spectroscopy setup and also for the future HISPEC@FAIR
setup. Convincing performance is achieved by the com-
bination of the FRS detectors, AGATA and the LYCCA
[3] detector system. Here, especially the position resolu-
tion of AGATA facilitates the study of the distribution of
∗This work was supported by the BMBF under grant 05P12RDFN8,
HIC for FAIR and HGS-HIRe for FAIR
† stahl@ikp.tu-darmstadt.de
observed Doppler-shifted γ-rays as a function of their de-
tection position in the laboratory system. This gives, in-
ter alia, rise to substantial improvements of Doppler-shift
based techniques for the determination of nuclear level
lifetimes, such as the Doppler-shift attenuation method
(DSAM) for level lifetimes in the (sub-)picosecond range.
A further-development of the DSA method taking advan-
tage of AGATA’s position resolution has already been de-
veloped in our group [4].
Figure 1: Doppler-corrected γ-rays from the de-excitation
of the 455-keV 2+1 -level of 78Kr as function of the γ-ray
emission position along the beam-path. Sharp peak arise
if the position of the secondary target, the target DSSD or
the LYCCA TOF start detector are assumed as γ-ray emis-
sion position along the ion trajectory. The shown data was
taken during the performance commissioning phase of the
PreSPEC experimental campaign.
However, the emission direction of the γ-rays is pinned
down not only by the γ-ray detection position, but also by
its vertex. Therefore, precise knowledge of the ion trajec-
tory, the detection position and the observed Doppler-shift
allows to draw conclusions on the γ-ray vertex along the
ion trajectory. The sensitivity to the longitudinal emission
position is shown in fig. 1: The excitation of the short-
lived 455-keV 2+1 -state of 78Kr via two-neutron knock-out
of 80Kr can occur in the secondary target as well as in
two detectors upstream of the target. De-excitation after
a detector or the secondary target can be distinguished by
the longitudinal emitter position assumed in the Doppler-
correction.
Applications
The sensitivity of the PreSPEC setup to the γ-ray ver-
tices arises from the unique combination of the position-
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sensitive AGATA-array, high-quality beam-tracking in
FRS/LYCCA and relativistic ion beams. It can be used for
a novel class of γ-spectroscopic techniques. As described
for example in [5, 6], the γ-vertex sensitivity gives rise to
lifetime-sensitive effects in the observed Doppler-corrected
γ-energy spectra because of the ignorance of the “true” de-
excitation point if nuclear level-lifetimes are in the order
of a few hundred picoseconds and the ions thus de-excite
at significant average distances 〈z〉 = τβ behind the ex-
citation target (see fig. 2). An analysis method taking ad-
vantage of this effect has been developed and implemented
into a computer code by our group [7].
Figure 2: Effect of level-lifetimes on Doppler-corrected γ-
ray spectra as function of γ-ray energy and detection po-
lar angle (left). The spectrum shows a calculated “2D-
lineshape” for a model-transition with rest energy 1000
keV and lifetime of 200ps, emitted from a 150 AMeV
beam of 80Kr excited on a 0.5 g/cm2 gold target. The
tail towards higher energies at small angles stems from de-
excitations inside the target, the tail to lower energies from
de-excitation well behind the target. The right part of the
figure shows the γ-ray spectrum observable under a detec-
tion angle of 22◦ for different level lifetimes (30ps: blue,
solid; 80ps: red, dashed; 120ps: green, dotted; 200ps: pur-
ple, dash-dotted)
Another new experimental approach using the ability to
distinguish γ-rays emitted at different positions along the
ion trajectories that aims at determining multipole mixing
ratios was recently developed in our group. The “Coulex-
multipolarimetry by active-degrader method” makes use of
the fact that the cross-section for Coulomb-excitation has a
different energy-dependence for different radiation charac-
ters. For example, the cross-section for M1-excitation is
almost independent of ion velocity, whereas the E2 cross-
section rapidly drops with increasing velocity. Hence, the
ratio of Coulomb-excitation cross-sections at two different
beam energies is a measure for the M1/E2 multipole mix-
ing ratio [8]. The measurement of the cross section ratio at
two different ion velocities can be performed in one single
experiment using two thick targets installed in some dis-
tance from each other (see fig. 3). Because the ions are
significantly slowed down in the first target, the average
ion velocities in the first and second target are different.
If the level lifetime is sufficiently short, excitations in the
first and second target can be distinguished by the different
Doppler-shift of the de-excitation radiation caused by the
different vertices of the γ-radiation. This approach is par-
ticularly helpful if standard methods for the determination
of multipole mixing ratios like the analysis of angular cor-
relations cannot be applied due to too low statistics in rare
ion beam experiments or because of the spin of the excited
state.
Figure 3: Principle of the “Coulex-multipolarimetry by
active-degrader method”. See text for details.
Conclusion
The extraction of spectroscopic data from in-beam γ-ray
spectroscopy experiments faces some complications in the
case of rare, relativistic ion beams. Established methods
may not be applicable or have to be further developed for
efficient use with state-of-the-art experimental setups like
PreSPEC or, in the future, HISPEC@FAIR. However, the
advent of the next generation of γ-ray detection systems
such as AGATA opens up new possibilities for experimen-
tal techniques for the exploration of nuclear structure far
off stability. For us, the PreSPEC-setup is an important
testing ground to observe and understand the experimental
phenomena that the powerful combination of AGATA, rela-
tivistic ion beams from SIS/FRS and the detection capabil-
ities of LYCCA can reveal. Only performing experiments
under these conditions puts us in the position to develop
experimental techniques that are required to take full ad-
vantage of the possibilities that will arise with the future
HISPEC@FAIR setup.
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Simulations for DEGAS detectors at FAIR∗
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DEGAS detector
For the future Low Energy Branch of FAIR facility,
experiments using stop beam in the focal plan of the
Super FRS aim at studying the decay properties of exotic
nuclei. The AIDA [1] active stopper, consisting of a
stacks of DSSD (8x8 cm2), will cover the large focal
plan of 24x8 cm2. The γ rays emitted by the implanted
nuclei will be detected by HPGe detectors arranged in a
compact geometry around the DSSD. For the γ detection,
three steps are forseen [2]. The first is to use standart
Ge detectors, like the existing RISING detectors [3]. In
a second step, the new generation of Ge detectors, who
have the ability to reconstruct the path of the γ rays inside
the Ge volume, will be used. Finally, the goal is to use
imaging detectors (with planar Ge for instance [4]).
Simulations
In this report we present the results of the efficiency sim-
ulated using RISING detectors arranged in seven-detectors
per cluster (as used for the previous stop beam campain in
GSI [5]) or three-detectors per cluster. The idea is to opti-
mize the space occupation around the large focal plan while
having the maximum γ detection efficiency. The simu-
lations have been performed using the Monte Carlo code
GEANT4 [6]. Several configurations have been tried for
both 3- and 7-fold clusters. First, placing the detectors in a
sphere like configuration. Then a very compact configura-
tion with the detectors arrranged as a box around the decay
chamber. And finally, a shell configuration, intermediate
between box and sphere, characterized by a less compact
arrangement than the box, but detectors closer to the cham-
ber than for the sphere. The source of γ rays was extended
over the surface of the focal plan.
The effect of γ multiplicity, energy, and the presence of a γ
flash associated with the ion implantation at the focal plan
(simulated by a burst of' 30 gamma rays of energy6 100
keV in addition to the γ of interest) were investigated. A
computer rendering of 3-fold clusters in box configuration
is presented figure 1.
Results
The simulated efficiency for the shell and box configu-
rations are reported in table 1. The simulations show an
∗This work was supported by the BMBF under grant 05P12RDFN8,
HIC for FAIR and HGS-HIRe for FAIR
Figure 1: Integration of the Box configuration with the
AIDA detectors, including their support and electronics [7].
advantage for the triple clusters in respect to the 7-fold
clusters in both shell and box configurations, but not in the
sphere configuration where both 7-fold and 3-fold clusters
have similar and low efficiency. The effect of gamma mul-
tiplicity has been investigated and we conclude that higher
multiplicities of gamma rays (Mγ ≥ 4) decreases the ef-
ficiency in the addback mode (sum of the energy over a
cluster), without any significant impact on single crystal
efficiency. The presence of the γ flash is larger at low en-
ergy, and most proeminent in the most compact configura-
tion (box) as the crystals are more exposed to the γ rays
from the flash. Overall, the simulations show that, for low
γ multiplicity and even with the γ flash, a better detection
efficiency is acheived by using a more compact configu-
ration than by increasing the number of detectors. In that
respect, 3-fold clusters present less geometric constrains as
they are smaller and allow a better compact coverage of the
decay chamber.
E (keV) 3Box 7Box 3Shell 7Shell
122 29.7% 22.4% 24.4% 18.0%
244 26.0% 20.0% 21.4% 16.1%
511 19.1% 15.6% 15.9% 12.6%
1333 12.8% 11.0% 10.7% 8.7%
Table 1: Efficiency of the Box and Shell configurations for
3- and 7-fold clusters at four energies. An expended source
with γ multiplicity of 5 has been considered, without taking
into account the γ flash.
To conclude, a compact configuration has high detection
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efficiency, in particular with a γ-multiplicity6 3. This pre-
liminary study favors the use of triple clusters arranged in
box configuration. It seems that it is more favourable to
keep the detectors close to the source than to increase the
number of detectors. The integration of this geometry with
AIDA is under study and is presented in Fig.1. For us-
ing triple cluster in box configuration, electronic cooling
should be used. The technic is now investigating in GSI.
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Simulations for position-sensitive tracking of γ rays in scintillators
Approach for source reconstruction
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Introduction
There is a growing demand for gamma radiation detec-
tors with imaging capability. This is relevant not only in
the basic research sector, but even more in societal and
industrial applications, such as medical imaging, environ-
mental and safety investigations. Scintillation materials
with position-sensitive read-out are viable candidates for
this purpose and have been tested using Geant4 simulation
toolkit [1].
Geant4 Simulations
The present simulation code enables easy and quick op-
timization of different geometries. Detailed simulations
were performed with both BC404 and CsI(Na) scintilla-
tors. Here we present results with the latter detector ele-
ments, providing higher efficiency. Energy response and
associated light production of the initial radiation (γ rays)
has been investigated, hence including all the underlying
physics processes. In addition, optical photons have been
treated, with an assumption that the surface was a perfectly
polished mirror. So far, 511 keV e+e− annihilation radia-
tion has been considered. First geometry simulated com-
prises nine 18 · 18 · 100mm3 scintillator bars with Hama-
matsu R7600U-2000 PMTs with 2mm distance between
each 2 crystal elements in the ’matrix’, as represented in
Fig 1. The second geometry included nine times four
·9 ·9 ·100mm3 scintillator bars with Hamamatsu R7600U-
2000M4 PMTs with 2mm between ’submatrix’ elements
and 4mm between ’matrix’ elements.
Figure 1: Geometry 1
∗ n.lalovic@gsi.de
Analysis and Reconstruction Algorithm
We are interested in multiple Compton scattering [2, 3]
in those events causing the incoming γ photon to be scat-
tered from one detector element and then photoabsorbed
in the second one. Add-back energy spectra showed Peak-
To-Total approximately 50 % and 60 % in case of the first
and second geometry, respectively. Compton kinematics
and energy conservation law then give the scattering angle
(with respect to ΔE-energy deposited in the second detec-
tor element and Ei-energy before scattering):
β = arccos (1 − mec
2ΔE
(Ei)2 − EiΔE ) (1)
For our offline analysis it is essential to find the scattered
direction, i.e. vector. Simulation gives the exact coordi-
nates of the interaction points, so the 3D vector (ρ, θ, φ)
is easily extracted. The algorithm concentrates on the ref-
erence plane (θ, φ), where the centre of each circle (θ, φ)
characterizes the scattered direction. Finally, the scatter-
ing angle is seen as a radius of the corresponding circle, as
illustrated in Fig 2.
Figure 2: Representation of the reconstructing algorithm
Summary and Outlook
The simulation code has been developed providing the
input data for the offline analysis and the flexibility for
deploying different materials and/or geometries has been
achieved. First version of the algorithm which aims to re-
construct the source position confirmed the idea of possi-
ble reconstruction of source position and is currently being
tested on the larger set of data, since the preliminary results
(see Fig 3.) don’t yet provide an unambiguous conclusion.
In addition to that, the experimental tests are ongoing and
the parameters from the simulations have to be normalized
with respect to the response from the realistic setup [4].
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Figure 3: Reconstructing algorithm applied on a small set
of data
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The fusion-evaporation reaction 48Ca + 249Bk, was stud-
ied at the gas-filled TransActinide Separator and Chemistry
Apparatus (TASCA) [1], which was significantly upgraded
[2] now being able to register nuclei with half-lives from
sub-μs to a few days. We observed four decay chains
among them two long ones comprising seven α decays
and a spontaneous fission, both chains have similar prop-
erties (Fig. 1). Our data is largely consistent with pre-
viously reported data [3] on the decay chains assigned to
294117. In addition to data from [3], a hitherto unknown α
branch in 270Db, which populated the new isotope 266Lr,
was identified.270Db with a half-life of 1.0+1.9−0.4 h is the
most long-lived α-decaying nucleus above No (Z = 102).
The decay chain members from 290115 to 266Lr all decay
with T1/2 & 1 s, which opens prospects for their chemical
investigation and off-line studies.
We are grateful to GSI’s ECR ion-source and UNILAC
staff, and the Experimental Electronics Department for
their continuous support of the experiment.
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Figure 1: Decay chains assigned to 294117 from this work
(together with traces of members) and data from [3].
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Element 115 studied with TASISpec
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An experiment was conducted at GSI to fingerprint the
proton number of one or several isotopes along antici-
pated decay chains of element 115 by means of high-
resolution coincidence spectroscopy of α decays and pho-
tons. The fusion-evaporation reaction 48Ca+243Am [1] was
used. The residues were separated from primary beam and
background by TASCA [2-4] and guided into the TASISpec
set-up [cf. Fig. 1(a)] [5, 6].
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Figure 1: (a) Photograph of the TASISpec α-photon coinci-
dence set-up [5] in the focal plane of the TASCA gas-filled
separator at GSI [2]. See text for details. (b) Proposed de-
cay chains of 287,288115 based on the combined data and
assignments of Refs. [7-9].
22 and 1 correlated decay chains were found to be con-
sistent with 31 and 2 previously reported chains associated
with 288115 and 287115, respectively [cf. Fig. 1(b)] [7, 8].
16 prompt α-photon coincidences were recorded along the
288115 chain [9-11]. Seven short chains of types recoil-α-
(α)-fission deserve specific attention [12].
The conclusion of Ref. [9] notes that “thirty corre-
lated α-decay chains were observed following the reac-
tion 48Ca+243Am. Decay schemes arising from high-
resolution spectroscopic coincidence data, in conjunction
with comprehensive Monte-Carlo simulations, open the
door for direct nuclear structure insights of these heavi-
est man-made atomic nuclei. Previous assignments linking
the majority of the decay chains to the decay of 287,288115
[7, 8] are confirmed. This includes first candidates for Z-
fingerprinting the decay of Mt by means of characteristic
K-X ray detection. There is clearly potential for direct
determination of the atomic number of the descendants of
superheavy elements.”
Following press releases the topic received significant
media attention [13], not least due to precisely element 115
starring in various computer games – and Area 51 [14].
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Neutron Shell Strengths at N = 152 and towards N = 162
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Determination of the shell strengths is an important
feature to characterize the properties of superheavy ele-
ments and to test the power of theoretical predictions. Re-
cently ground-state masses of several nobelium (Z=102)
and lawrencium (Z=103) isotopes have been measured di-
rectly with high precision at SHIPTRAP [1, 2]. The results
have been used to determine the strength of the N = 152
subshell for Z = 102 and Z = 103 [2]. The experimental
data from [2] are compared in fig. 1 with the results from
a microscopic - macroscopic approach [3] and a selfcon-
sistent calculation using the SLy4 - force [4]. The latter
has been used recently to calculate properties of neutron
stars, e.g. the relation between mass and radius (see e.g.
[7]). This circumstance demonstrates that properties of the
nuclear force (or strong force, respectively) derived from
the structure and stability of nuclei can be used to describe
astrophysical phenomena or in general, phenomena where
the strong force plays an essential role (e.g. quark-gluon
plasma). Vice versa, information on the strong force ob-
tained from ’such other’ studies will have a feedback on
the description of nuclei. Superheavy nuclei are a specific,
but of course not the only one, laboratory for such studies,
as they exist only due to a delicate balance between the nu-
clear force and the Coulomb force.
Another source of information on shell strength in the
transactinide region are the α - decay chains passing
through 252,254No. Based on the measured masses of these
isotopes [1] the 2n- binding energies of the N-Z = 50 nuclei
could be determined up to 266Hs [5]. The results are com-
pared with predicted values in fig. 2. It is seen that the 2n-
binding energies obtained from the microscopic - macro-
scopic models [3, 6] describe the experimental trend, which
shows a maximum value at N = 152, at least qualitatively,
while the agreement between experimental and calculated
values is somewhat better for [3] than for [6]. The selfcon-
sistent calculation using the SkP force, however, does not
show a local maximum at N = 152 and gives too low values
for N≤152. Towards higher neutron numbers all calcula-
tions show a steeper increase of the 2n - binding energies
than measured. This may indicate that the N = 162 neu-
tron shell might be weaker or stronger localized. To check
this possibility it is necessary the estimate the 2n - binding
energy of 270Ds, which requires the identification of the so
far unknown nuclide 268Ds. Based on production cross-
sections for 269,270,271Ds measured previously at SHIP it
can expected to be produced with σ ≈ 1-2 pb in the reac-
tion 207Pb(62Ni,n)268Ds.
This finding is in-line with the trend which is indicated by
the spontaneous fission half-lives, which show a slower in-
crease towards N = 162 than the values predicted in [8],
which are based masses and shell effects from [3].
Figure 1: Experimental shell strength parameters of No iso-
topes in comparison with results from calculations.
Figure 2: Experimental 2n - separation energies in compar-
ison with results from calculations.
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Decay of 201−203Ra∗
Z. Kalaninova´†1, S. Antalic1, A.N. Andreyev2,3, F.P. Heßberger4,5, D. Ackermann4, B. Andel1,
L. Bianco6, S. Hofmann4, M. Huyse7, B. Kindler4, B. Lommel4, R. Mann4, R.D. Page6, P. Sapple6,
J. Thomson6, P. Van Duppen7, and M. Venhart8,1
1Comenius University, Bratislava, Slovakia; 2University of York, York, UK; 3ASRC, JAEA, Ibaraki, Japan; 4GSI,
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For the most neutron-deficient radium isotopes not much
experimental information about decay properties is avail-
able up to now and in some cases reported data are not con-
sistent. This was the motivation for our study of 201−203Ra.
The investigated isotopes were produced in fusion-
evaporation reactions 56Fe + 147,149Sm at the velocity fil-
ter SHIP at GSI in Darmstadt. After separation from other
particles, evaporation residues (ERs) were implanted into
a 16-strip position sensitive silicon detector (PSSD) regis-
tering their α decays. α particles escaping from the PSSD
were recorded by a system of six silicon detectors placed
in the backward hemisphere covering 80 % of 2 π. Nuclei
were identified based on time and position correlations of
ER implantations and their subsequent α decays.
Only two decay chains of 202Ra were reported until now,
each one in different measurement [1,2]. Both experiments
were performed at the RITU separator at JYFL yielding
different values for α-decay energies (7860(60)keV [1]
and 7740(20) keV [2]) and half-lives (0.7+3.3−0.3 ms [1] and
16+30−7 ms [2]). In our study we registered 16 correlation
chains attributed to the decay of 202Ra. Nuclei were pro-
duced in the reaction 56Fe + 149Sm at several beam ener-
gies in the range of (244-275)MeV. Measured α-decay en-
ergy and half-life were 7722(7) keV and 3.8+1.3−0.8 ms. The
reduced α-decay width (δ2α) for this decay was 210+70−50 keV
calculated using the Rasmussen formula [3] and assuming
ΔL = 0. It confirms the trend of increasing δ2α at decreas-
ing neutron number for radium isotopes. This is consistent
with the trends for neighboring even-even radon and tho-
rium isotopic chains [4].
Prior to our study, only one decay chain attributed to
201Ra was reported at RITU [2]. Based on daughter and
granddaughter decay properties it was assumed to origi-
nate from the 13/2+ state. In our measurement we reg-
istered one ER-α1-α2-α3 correlation chain in the reaction
56Fe + 147Sm at Ebeam = 249 MeV with parent α-decay en-
ergy of 7842(12) keV and a half-life of 8+40−4 ms. Properties
of the α2 and α3 decays correspond to known decays of
the 3/2− states in 197Rn and 193Po, respectively. Based on
the deduced unhindered character of the observed α1 decay
we assume that it originates from the 3/2− state in 201Ra.
We localized the 13/2+ state in this isotope at 260(30) keV,
which follows the trend of decreasing energies of the 13/2+
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Figure 1: (Color online) Energy level systematics for odd-
A radon (dashed lines and open symbols) and radium (solid
lines and full symbols) isotopes.
levels at decreasing N for radium isotopes (see Fig. 1). A
similar trend is also seen in radon isotopes.
The 203Ra isotope was observed in two studies reporting
seven [1] and ∼ 30 decay chains [2] with significantly dif-
ferent decay properties for the 3/2− state. We detected nine
ER-α1-α2 correlation chains in the reaction 56Fe + 149Sm
at beam energies from 244 to 275 MeV, which were as-
signed to 203Ra. Five of them were attributed to the decay
of the 3/2− state and four to the 13/2+ state based on the
reference values for parent and daughter decays. However,
neither for 203Ra, nor for its α-decay daughters, the order
and energy difference between the 3/2− and 13/2+ states is
known. Our values of Eα = 7575(10)keV, T1/2 = 50+40−15 ms
for the 3/2− state and Eα =7607(8)keV, T1/2 = 37+37−12 ms
for the 13/2+ state agree with values in Ref. [2]. However,
the ratio of decays from the 13/2+ and 3/2− states from our
data is 0.8(5), which is in contrast to the previous measure-
ments [1,2], where more decays were observed from the
13/2+ state (with corresponding ratio∼ 6 [1] and∼ 3 [2]).
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In the region of neutron-deficient nuclei above lead sev-
eral interesting nuclear-structure phenomena can be ob-
served, e.g., coexistence of states with different shapes
within one nucleus, or β-delayed fission. This motivated
us to investigate the neutron-deficient isotopes 200,201Fr.
The studied nuclei were produced at the velocity fil-
ter SHIP (GSI, Darmstadt) in fusion-evaporation reactions
56Fe + 147,149Sm at several beam energies from 236 to
275 MeV. Evaporation residues (ERs) were separated from
other particles and transported into a focal-plane detec-
tor system. ERs were implanted into a 16-strip position-
sensitive silicon detector (PSSD) recording also their α de-
cays. Escaping α particles were recorded by a system of six
silicon detectors placed upstream the beam covering 80 %
of 2π. A germanium clover detector placed closely behind
the PSSD registered γ and X-rays.
We measured Eα = 7470(5) keV and T1/2 = 46(4) ms for
200Fr confirming known α-decay data for this isotope. For
its daughter isotope, 196At, we observed a new weak α
line at 6732(8)keV with a relative intensity of 4(2) % be-
sides the main 7045(5)-keV α line. The determined energy
of the level in 192Bi populated by the 6732(8)-keV decay
is 320(10)keV. Within a 5-μs coincidence time with im-
planted ERs followed by α decays of 200Fr we observed
weak γ lines at 75.5 and 77.1 keV and Kα(Fr) X-rays.
They indicate a short-lived γ-decaying state in 200Fr with
T1/2 = 0.6+0.5−0.2 μs. One β-delayed fission (βDF) event at-
tributed to 200Fr was observed. Deduced probability of
βDF for the daughter isotope 200Rn is more than 1.4 % .
We identified a short-lived γ-decaying activity with
T1/2 = 0.7+0.5−0.2 μs also in 201Fr based on the registration
of γ and Kα X-rays. From the analysis of K-shell inter-
nal conversion coefficients (αK) [1] and estimated single-
particle half-lives (T1/2,SP ) according to Weisskopf [2] we
suppose that observed γ and X-rays arise from an internal
transition of M2 multipolarity. We tentatively assigned the
spin and parity of 13/2+ to the observed isomeric state in
201Fr. The lower energy limit for this level was determined
to be higher than the K-shell atomic-electron binding en-
ergy of francium (101.13 keV) because of the detection of
K X-rays. The upper energy limit was roughly estimated to
be 300 keV from the comparison of experimental and ex-
pected αK and T1/2,SP for M2 transitions.
For most of the neutron-deficient francium (Z = 87)
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Figure 1: (Color online) Energy level systematics for odd-
A astatine (dashed lines and open symbols) and francium
(solid lines and full symbols) isotopes.
and astatine (Z = 85) isotopes a 9/2− state related to a
spherical shape was identified to be a ground state. In as-
tatine isotopes, the 7/2−, 1/2+, and 13/2+ levels, related to
oblate shapes, were observed with energies decreasing at
decreasing N (see Fig 1). Starting with 195At (N = 110),
the 1/2+ level becomes the ground state in astatine isotopes
[3]. The energy interval of the tentative 13/2+ level in 201Fr
estimated from our data follows the trend of decreasing en-
ergies at decreasing N of this level in francium isotopes. A
similar trend was also observed for the 1/2+ level. In the
lightest francium isotopes we can expect a change of spin
of the ground state, but it was not definitely identified so
far. All of the 13/2+, 7/2−, 1/2+ levels were reported to be
detected in 199Fr within 300 keV [4]. However, in recent
measurements at SHIP we only observed the 7/2− level,
and tentatively also the 1/2+ level [5]. Higher statistics are
needed to disentangle the level structure in this isotope.
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Compound nucleus spin distribution for 64Ni + 100Mo ∗
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In the last decades, a number of measurements have
been performed to understand the fusion reaction dynamics
and to obtain an experimental representation of the barrier
distribution Db using precisely measured fusion excitation
functions [1]. As an alternative approach to this the em-
ployment of the compound nucleus (CN) spin distribution
σ` (SD) was proposed [2]:
Db =
dTE′
dE′
(1)
with
E′ = E − `(`+ 1)
2μR2b
(2)
and
σ`(E) = T`(E, `)(2`+ 1)πλ2, (3)
where T is the transmission as a function of the spin ` or
the energy E ′ as defined above, μ the reduced mass of the
colliding system, λ the de Broglie wave length and Rb the
barrier radius.
To explore aspects like the fusion-fission competition,
the role of deformation in fusion of a heavy system and
the possible effect of the Z=82 shell closure on enhance-
ment of evaporation residue (ER) cross-sections, a series
of experiments has been performed to measure the SD for
64Ni, 34S and 48Ca induced reactions using the γ detector
array GASP at the Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro, Leg-
naro (PD), Italy. The GASP array consisted of 80 BGO
detectors (total efficiency ≈ 80 % as a multiplicity filter)
and 40 HPGe detectors (used for identification of ERs) In
the present work, we are reporting on the results for the
reaction 64Ni + 100Mo at beam energies ranging from 230
MeV to 260 MeV. The experimentally recorded data is used
to obtain the fold distribution of each ER channel by gat-
ing the fold spectrum with respective characteristic γ tran-
sitions. In an earlier measurement at the Argonne/Notre
Dame Crystalball integral ER data had been obtained with
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Figure 1: A comparison of the spin distribution at different
beam energies.
some limitations in accuracy for spin and cross section as-
signment [4]. These fold distributions are converted into
multiplicity distributions using the response function of the
detector array. Finally the multiplicity distributions are
converted to σ` distributions using eq. 2 in Ref. [3]. The
comparison of the SDs at the three measured beam ener-
gies is shown in Fig. 1. It is observed that the high spin
tail of the SD becomes steeper and steeper with increasing
beam energy. With increasing beam energy fission starts
competing with ER production and the partial wave with
higher spin end up as fission which results in cutting of the
SD at the high spin end. The extraction of Db from those
spin distributions is presently being pursued and will be re-
ported soon.
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Diamond dE-E-ToF-telescope for heavy ion reactions at the Coulomb barrier∗
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Target of our interest is the study of heavy ion reactions,
such as multinucleon transfer, quasi-fission and/or fusion-
fission, at energies close to the Coulomb barrier as well as
their possible application for the synthesis of new isotopes,
especially in the high-Z neutron-rich region.
The conventional time-of-flight technique, combined
with the dE-E method, allows us (in general) to identify the
mass and the charge of the reaction products and to study
the reaction kinematics. Nonetheless, studying heavy par-
ticles at low energies needs a special approach. There are
some limitations: pulse hight defect, radiation hardness,
etc. Moreover, heavy ions at low energy have very short
ranges, which means that we have to find a very thin detec-
tor capable of measuring energy loss and time simultane-
ously.
Due to their unique properties (a good energy resolu-
tion comparable to silicon detectors, e.g. ∆E=20keV for
alphas; time resolution on the order of few ten ps due to
very high electron and hole mobilities, high count rate up
to 109 due to very short rise and fall times (∼20ps) and
high radiation hardness[1]) diamonds are good candidates
for this application. Very recently, Pomorski et al. suc-
ceeded in fabricating ultra-thin diamond membranes with
only few micrometers thickness that are able to measure
energy loss and produce simultaneously time signals with
excellent resolution[2].
Based on these findings we initiated a program to inves-
tigate single crystal (sc) diamond detectors for identifica-
tion of low-energy heavy ion reaction products. For this
application we realized the very first dE-E-ToF telescope
[3] which consists of 2 sc diamond detectors: ”dE/Start“
and ”E/Stop“. First measurements were carried out with a
mixed nuclide α-source. The diamond ”dE/Start“-detector
had a thickness of ∼4 µm and the diamond ”E/Stop“-
detector ∼50 µm. The distance between the detectors was
14 mm. In Fig. 1a-1c the obtained result is shown. Fig.
1a shows the two-dimensional dE versus residual energy
Er spectrum measured with the mixed nuclide α-source.
There are three well separated ridges which correspond to
the three α-lines. Fig 1b shows the one-dimensional energy
spectrum where line 1 is the energy loss in the membrane
detector, line 2 is the residual energy measured in the stop
detector and line 3 is the sum of dE and Er for each event.
Fig. 1c shows the time of flight spectrum.
Furthermore, we applied the diamond dE-E-ToF tele-
scope to study reaction products from collisions of
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Figure 1: a) dE versus Er spectrum of α-particles measured
with diamond detectors b) Energy spectrum of α particles
c) Time of flight spectrum of α-particles d) dE versus Er
spectrum measured in 36S+186W reactions at 160 MeV.
36S+186W at a beam energy of 160 MeV. The experiment
was carried out at JINR Dubna where we installed the di-
amond dE-E-ToF telescope together with the CORSET-
setup [4] which will be subject of a different report. Fig-
ure 1d shows the two-dimensional dE versus E spectrum of
reaction products from S+W measured with the diamond
detectors. The most intensive ridge corresponds to elasti-
cally scattered sulfur which passes through the membrane
and loses about 20 MeV. The intensity of the elastically
scattered W is 150 times lower than of S at the chosen de-
tection angle of 20 degrees. Therefore, the W line is not
visible in the spectrum.
Our first results are very encouraging and show that we
are on the right track by utilizing ultra-thin sc diamond de-
tectors as ”dE/Start“ combined with sc diamond stop coun-
ters for the A and Z identification of reaction products at the
Coulomb barrier. Further studies are anticipated aiming at
improved time and energy resolutions, radiation hardness,
pulse hight defects, etc.
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Electronic Structure, Properties and Volatility of Chlorides and Oxychlorides
of Group-4 Elements Zr, Hf, and Element 104, Rf
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Volatility of halides, oxyhalides and oxides of elements
at the beginning of the 6d-series, i.e., of Rf through Hs
has been studied using gas-phase separation techniques [1].
While the understanding of nature of molecule-surface in-
teractions has been gained in group 6 through 8, such an
understanding in group 4 and 5 has never been achieved.
Neither have the experimentally observed trends in volatil-
ity of the halides, Zr < Hf > Rf and Nb < Ta > Db, been
explained.
Recently, we have studied volatility of the group-5 bro-
mides, MBr5 (M = Nb, Ta, and Db), on the basis of calcu-
lated molecular properties and a model of dispersion inter-
action [2]. We have shown that the properties of these com-
pounds change smoothly in the group, so that the volatility
should also change smoothly. In this work, we undertake
a similar study for the group-4 chlorides. With this aim
in view, we have calculated the electronic structures and
properties of MCl4 (M = Zr, Hf, and Rf).
The calculations were performed with the use of the
2-component relativistic X2C DFT method implemented
in the DIRAC12 program package [3]. The uncontracted
triple-zeta relativistic basis sets of Dyall were used [4]. The
obtained results, for the B88/P86 exchange-correlation po-
tential (Table 1), show an increase in the bond lengths and a
decrease in the ionizations potentials in the group, though
the polarizabilities show a “zig-zag” behaviour. The lat-
ter are much reduced by relativity, with the effect increas-
ing with Z. Using these properties and a model of disper-
sion interaction [5], adsorption enthalpies,−ΔHads, of the
chlorides on a quartz surface were determined (Table 1).
Table 1: Equilibrium bond lengths, Re (in A˚), dissociation
energies, De (in eV, from Ref. [6]), ionization potentials,
IP (in eV), polarizabilities, α (in a.u.), and adsorption en-
thalpies, ΔHads (in kJ/mol), of MCl4 (M = Zr, Hf, and Rf)
on quartz
Re De IP α ΔHads
ZrCl4 2.336 20.34 11.00 103.6 106.5
HfCl4 2.316 20.80 11.00 99.3 103.0
RfCl4 2.370 19.40 10.96 101.2 102.7
The obtained −ΔHads are indicative of the following
trend in the adsorption strength: Zr > Hf > Rf. Using
a correlation of −ΔHads with the sublimation enthalpies,
ΔHsub of 104.2 kJ/mol was predicted for RfCl4. Thus,
according to the calculations, RfCl4 should be the most
volatile compound in its group, in agreement with previous
Table 2: Equilibrium bond lengths, Re (in A˚), dissociation
energies, De (in eV), ionization potentials, IP (in eV), and
dipole moments, μ (in D), of MOCl2 (M = Zr, Hf, and Rf)
Re(M-Cl) Re(M=O) De IP μ
ZrOCl2 2.386 1.741 21.76 10.76 3.67
HfOCl2 2.352 1.753 21.01 10.63 4.33
RfOCl2 2.385 1.822 19.40 10.35 5.20
predictions [7]. The obtained trend is, however, in contra-
diction with the experimental observations [1].
To check the possible (at the presence of oxygen in the
chromatography column) formation of the oxychlorides, as
well as their volatility, we have also performed the elec-
tronic structure calculations for MOCl2 (M = Zr, Hf, and
Rf). The obtained total energy differences between MOCl2
and MCl4 are indicative of the following trend in the oxy-
chloride formation: Zr > Hf > Rf. This means that the
assumed earlier preference of Hf to form the oxychloride
should not take place. The other properties of interest are
summarized in Table 2. The MOCl2 are shown to be sta-
ble as a bent structure, though the difference in the total
energy with respect to the flat one is very small. The Rf
compound should be less stable than those of Zr and Hf,
similarly to MCl4. The central atom - ligand separation in-
creases from Hf to Rf, which also leads to an increase in
the dipole moments. Such an increase in μ should result in
a decrease in the volatility of MOCl2 with Z as adsorption
on a quartz surface due an increase in the dipole moment
- surface charge interactions. Thus, volatility of the oxy-
chlorides should change as Zr < Hf < Rf. This trend is,
however, also in disagreement with the experimental obser-
vations [1]. Thus, the experimentally determined reversed
trend in group 4 cannot find its theoretical explanation; nei-
ther can the one in group 5 be interpreted.
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The electronic structure of Cn (Z=112) and Fl (Z=114)
experiences strong relativistic effects due to the relativistic
stabilization and contraction of their valence orbitals, the
7s orbital in case of Cn, and the 7p1/2 orbital in case of Fl.
Thus, their molecular and chemical properties are expected
to be determined by relativity.
These two elements are the heaviest atoms studied in
chemical experiments. Their relative inertness makes them
good candidates for studies of volatility through their ad-
sorption on metal surfaces (such as gold) using the gas-
phase thermochromatography technique [1, 2]. By per-
forming calculations of the binding energy of the MAu
dimers, the trends in the adsorption enthalpies of the atoms
on a gold surface, −ΔHAuads(M), can be estimated. Bond-
ing of an element in the solid state in the first approxima-
tion can be described by the bonding in its M2 dimer. Thus,
in order to obtain a theoretical insight into the trends in the
binding of Hg, Cn, and Fl to a gold surface, and their bind-
ing in a solid, ab initio study of the molecular properties of
their MAu and M2 dimers was performed.
The calculations were carried out within the infinite-
order two-component relativistic Hamiltonian obtained af-
ter the Barysz-Sadlej-Snijders (BSS) transformation of the
Dirac Hamiltonian in a finite basis set [3]. This method
treats scalar and spin-orbit relativistic effects simultane-
ously, and for valence molecular properties achieves sim-
ilar accuracy to that of the 4-component Dirac Hamilto-
nian, while significantly reducing the computational effort.
Electron correlation was treated in the framework of the
single reference coupled cluster approach with single, dou-
ble, and perturbative triple excitations (CCSD(T)). Fae-
gri’s dual family basis sets [4] were used; the basis sets
were extended to convergence of the calculated molecular
properties. All the calculations were performed using the
DIRAC08 computational program package [5].
Table I contains the calculated bond lengths,Re, and dis-
sociation energies,De, of the MAu and M2 molecules. Hg2
is the only system for which experimental parameters are
available [6]. The excellent agreement of the calculated
binding energy with the experiment in case of Hg2 lends
credence to our predictions for the rest of the systems.
The calculated trend in the bond length of the MAu
molecules is Re(FlAu)>Re(CnAu)>Re(HgAu). The in-
crease inRe from HgAu to CnAu corresponds to the weak-
ening of the bond in CnAu, and the Re of FlAu is larger
than that of CnAu due to the participation of the more dif-
fuse 7p1/2 and 7p3/2 orbitals of Fl in the bond [7]. The
present calculations predict the HgAu molecule to be the
most stable of the three, followed by FlAu, and CnAu as
Table 1: Equilibrium bond lengths, Re (in A˚), and dissoci-
ation energies,De (in eV ), of the MAu and M2 molecules.
The values in parenthesis are experimental for Hg2 [6].
HgAu CnAu FlAu
Re 2.640 2.720 2.791
De 0.563 0.368 0.446
Hg2 Cn2 Fl2
Re 3.744 (3.69) 3.461 3.547
De 0.050 (0.046) 0.084 0.117
the least stable. Bonding in CnAu is weaker than in HgAu
due to the strong relativistic stabilization of the 7s orbital
in Cn compared to the 6s in Hg. FlAu should be stronger
bound than CnAu due to the 7p1/2 orbital in Fl being more
accessible than the 7s of Cn for the bonding with the 6s
orbital of gold [7]. Assuming that the trends in the bind-
ing energies of the gold containing diatomic molecules are
a good indication of the trends in the adsorption enthalpies
of the atoms on a gold surface, according to the current cal-
culations Fl should be stronger adsorbed on gold than Cn.
Comparing the results for the three M2 dimers, we
observe that Hg2 has the longest and Cn2 the short-
est bond. The trend in the dissociation energy is De
(Fl2)>De(Cn2)>De(Hg2). Cn2 and Hg2 dimers behave as
van der Waals systems; thus Cn2 has a higher dissociation
energy of the two, due to the strong relativistic contraction
of the 7s orbital, which causes a decrease ofRvdW(Cn) and
a subsequent increase in the binding energy of the dimer.
Group-14 elements, including Fl, behave like chemically
bound systems, whereDe decreases withZ due to the spin-
orbit splitting and the relativistic stabilization of the np1/2
orbital. Thus, Fl2 is the least bound dimer in group 14
[7]; however, due to the different type of interaction, it is
stronger bound than both Hg2 and Cn2.
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The Equation of State (EOS) of nuclear matter is at the
center of many current research axes in nuclear science,
ranging from nuclear structure considerations, over heavy-
ion collisions to the physics of neutron stars. When dealing
with radioactive nuclei with a large proton-neutron imbal-
ance, one component of the nuclear EOS is of particular
importance: the symmetry energy. Especially its density
dependence is of interest, since this parameter has been
shown to correlate strongly with nuclear properties such as
the neutron-skin thickness or the amount of low-lying elec-
tric dipole (E1) strength [1]. Previously, measurements of
low-lying E1 strength have been used to determine the pa-
rameters of the symmetry energy [2]. It has, however, been
shown that the measurement of the dipole polarizability αD
is a more robust and less model-dependent observable to
extract this information [3].
In an experiment performed at the R3B-LAND setup
at GSI, Coulomb excitation of 68Ni was measured in in-
verse kinematics. By measuring the invariant mass of the
68Ni(γ∗,n)67Ni and 68Ni(γ∗,2n)66Ni decay channels, the
excitation energy distribution of this nucleus was recon-
structed in an energy window ranging from its 1n thresh-
old and covering the regions of low-lying E1 strength and
of the IVGDR. The latter was quantitatively measured at
a centroid energy of Em = 17.1(2) MeV, with a width of
Γ = 6.1(5) MeV and exhausing 98(7)% of the energy-
weighted sum rule (EWSR) [4]. Low-lying E1 strength
described by a Gaussian function was also observed at
Em = 9.55(17) MeV, with a width of σ = 0.51(13) MeV
and 2.8(5)% of the EWSR. Based on this observed E1
strength, a polarizability of αD = 3.40(23) fm3 was mea-
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Figure 1: Correlation between the dipole polarizability αD
and the neutron-skin thickness ΔRn,p of 68Ni [4].
sured from the 1n threshold to the upper integration limit of
28.4 MeV. Relativistic RPA calculations using the FSUG-
old parametrization [5] provided the correlation between
the observable αD and the neutron-skin thickness ΔRn,p
of 68Ni, as shown in Fig. 1. The extrapolation to the mea-
sured value of αD provides a neutron-skin thickness of
0.17(2) fm, which is in good agreement with the value ob-
tained from the measurement of low-lying E1 strength [1].
This new method for the extraction of neutron-skin thick-
nesses will also be applied to more exotic systems, thus
constraining the symmetry energy further.
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In recent years, experiments investigating the driplines
have unearthed rich evidence on the peculiarities of the
nuclear force, in particular those connected to weak bind-
ing and large proton-neutron asymmetry. While for very
neutron-rich systems, e.g., various manifestations for 1n
and 2n halo systems are found, the existence of the dripline
is known only up to Z = 8. Quite reversed due to the addi-
tional presence of the Coulomb barrier, the proton dripline
is sharp and known up to Z = 91, whereas halo forma-
tion is suppressed and just a few case exist. In the recent
past we have investigated proton-knockout reactions study-
ing the borromean 2p-halo nucleus 17Ne [1, 2], and here we
have used the dataset from the same experiment as a step-
ping stone to reach beyond the proton dripline and explore
yet unknown regions of the nuclear landscape.
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Fig. 1: Relative-energy (Efpp) of 16Ne (top) and 15Ne
(bottom), after 1n-/2n-knockout from 17Ne projectiles.
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This report presents data of 1n- and 2n- knockout reac-
tions on 17Ne projectiles in light targets (C, CH2), popu-
lating states in the unbound nuclei 16Ne and the yet un-
observed 15Ne. In a simple picture, the respective neu-
trons were removed from the 17Ne core, 15O, thus creat-
ing 14,13O fragments coupled to the two remaining s2/d2
protons, all travelling under forward angles and being de-
tected in coincidence. The data analysis procedure, via 4-
momentum reconstruction and invariant-mass technique, is
equivalent to the description in [1]. The excitation spectra,
in terms of f-2p relative-energy spectra, of the 16Ne and
15Ne systems are shown in Fig. 1. The shown data (full
dots with errorbars) have been corrected for experimental
acceptance, and the peaks have been fitted by Coulomb-
Breit-Wigner functions (dashed, dotted lines) folded with
the experimental resolution, and in the case of 16Ne in ad-
dition by a non-resonant background (full line). The exper-
imental acceptance and the Erel calibration and resolution
have been obtained from R3BROOT-based simulations [2]
in combination with the width and position of the known
5/2− state in the 15O+2p continuum of 17Ne as a reference.
For 16Ne (14O+2p) we have extracted the positions and
widths of the ground state and the first two excited states
as Er(g.s.) = 1.388(15) MeV, Γr(g.s.) = 0.082(15) MeV;
Er(1.x.) = 3.22(5) MeV, Γr(1.x.) ≤ 0.05 MeV; Er(2.x.) =
7.57(6) MeV, Γr(2.x.) ≤ 0.1 MeV. These values are in good
agreement with previous publications on 16Ne, e.g. [4], and
confirm the validity of our technique and calibrations.
For the first time, the unbound isotope 15Ne has been
observed, as coincidences between 13O and two beam-like
protons (see Fig. 1(bottom)). The same type of analysis as
for the 16Ne case has been performed for the 15Ne (Efpp)
spectrum. We identified the ground state and the first ex-
cited state with parameters of Er(g.s.) = 2.522(66) MeV,
Γr(g.s) = 0.59(23) MeV; Er(1.x.) = 4.42(4) MeV, Γr(1.x.)
≤ 0.1 MeV. The observed position of the 15Ne ground state
at S2p = -2.522(66)MeV is in good agreement to a recent
model prediction [5].
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The nuclide 14Be has been studied in a radioactive-beam
experiment performed at ALADIN-LAND setup. There
was till now only scarce information about its detailed
structure.
In this report we present new experimental data on in-
elastic scattering of an energetic (304 MeV/u) 14Be beam
in a liquid hydrogen target [1]. The details about the data
reduction and treatment are given in Refs. [2]. The
Fig. 1: The distribution of internal energy in the 12Be+n+n
system (dσ/dEfnn). Curves show the decomposition of
the spectrum into Breit-Wigner shaped resonances. The ar-
row indicates the four-neutron decay threshold.
distribution of internal energy in the 12Be+n+n system,
dσ/dEfnn, obtained from the present data is shown in
Fig. 1. The spectrum was decomposed into three Breit-
Wigner shaped resonances and a contribution from unre-
solved resonances. The collected statistics made it impossi-
ble to perform a least-square fit with all parameters free. By
a stepwise analysis this problem could be overcome and the
parameters arrived at in the final fit, with χ2/N=27.9/35,
are given in Table 1.
The analysis of distributions on fractional energies,
nn = Enn/Efnn and fn = Efn/Efnn, were performed
to determine spin and parities on the resonances. The
W (fn) and W (nn) distributions, derived from events be-
longing to the energy regions 0.5 < Efnn < 1 MeV and
2 < Efnn < 3 MeV, are analyzed with the assumption of
a democratic decay. Correlations between the decay prod-
ucts in democratic decays may generally be described as
∗Work supported by the Helmholtz International Center for FAIR
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Table 1: Resonance parameters for excited states in 14Be.
The fit results to χ2/N = 27.9/35.
Iπ Er MeV Eexc MeV Γ MeV σ mb
2+1 0.28
a,b 1.54(13)b 0.025a 5.07(58)
2+2 2.28(9) 3.54(16) 1.5a 2.57(19)
(3−) 3.99(14) 5.25(19) 1.0a 1.35(16)
a parameters were fixed
b taken from Ref.[3]
superpositions of different partial waves in the binary sub-
systems. The measured W (fn) and W (nn) can contain
thus contributions from all possible waves, including cross
terms. But at low energy only terms with the lowest pos-
sible angular momenta, consistent with selection rules, are
needed [4]:
W () =
∑
i
Γ(3 + li1 + li2)
Γ(32 + l
i
1)Γ(
3
2 + l
i
2)
A2i 
li1+
1
2 (1 − )li2+ 12 .
Here Γ(z) is the Euler gamma function, l1 is the angular
momentum between two neutrons or between one neutron
and the fragment, l2 is the angular momentum between one
neutron or the fragment and the centre-of-mass of the re-
maining two-body system. Ai is the decay amplitude of a
particular configuration i, (∑i A2i = 1). Different compo-
nents, A02, A20, A11 and A22, were obtained from the fit
to W (fn) and W (nn) distributions.
The analysis of the energy correlations between decay
products shows that the 2+1 resonance contains two neu-
trons mainly in the (0d5/2)2 configuration. Also a strict
evidence was obtained, that the state at Er = 2.28(9) MeV
is a 2+2 state with predominantly (1s1/20d5/2) structure.
Strong similarity exists between the level schemes of
N=10 isotones. Thus the first excited state (2+1 ) of 14Be,
Eexc = 1.54 MeV, is a close analogy to the 1.77 MeV
state in 16C and to the 1.98 MeV state in 18O. Also ex-
citation energies of the second 2+2 states for the members
of N=10 isotone chain do not differ much, . The state at
Er = 3.99(14) can be an analog of the 3− state in 18O and
16C.
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Introduction
The 17Ne is a proton-dripline nucleus that causes special
interest in nuclear structure and nuclear astrophysics. As a
(15O+2p) Borromean 3-body system it represents a promis-
ing candidate for a two-proton halo structure [1]. The main
uncertainty of the 17Ne ground state is the yet unknown
mixture of the d2 and s2 configurations of the two protons
outside the 15O core. Predictions of the s2-weight run from
15 to 70% [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. The solution to this situation
is an experimental determination of the s2/d2 mixture.
The Coulomb dissociation of 17Ne can provide also an
important information about a 15O(2p, γ)17Ne reaction,
which can serve as a bypass of the 15O waiting point in
the CNO cycle. At high temperature and density condi-
tions, which occure in X-ray bursts, the CNO cycle and
the rp process are linked by the α capture reaction on 15O.
However, the reaction flow between the CNO cycle and
the FeNi-mass region is hampered by the waiting point nu-
clei like 15O [9]. The two-proton capture reaction can be
an alternative way to process the initial CNO material to-
wards heavier nuclei. The 15O(2p, γ)17Ne cross section is
investigated by studying the time-reversed process, using
the Coulomb dissociation method.
Experiment and preliminary results
The experiment was performed with the secondary 17Ne
ion beam of energy E = 500 MeV/nucleon, using the
R3B-LAND setup at GSI. To investigate the Coulomb dis-
sociation reaction a Pb target (200 mg/cm2) was used.
All reaction products have been identified and tracked.
Their mass and momenta have been determined, and
the excitation energy spectrum reconstructed. The re-
quired efficiency and acceptance corrections have been es-
timated. The preliminary differential (Fig. 1) and integral
Coulomb dissociation cross sections have been obtained -
σtot = 256 ± 15 (stat.) ± 18 (syst.) mb. The shape
of the differential Coulomb dissociation cross section is
in agreement with experimental results from Ref. [10] and
with the theoretical predictions from Ref. [11]. In the next
steps, the photoabsorption and the radiative capture cross
sections will be calculated.
By analyzing different types of energy and angular cor-
relations between internal clusters ([core, p+p] or [core+
p, p]) in Jacobi coordinates, the mixture of the d2 and
s2 configurations can be obtained [12]. The experimen-
∗Work supported by NAVI, GSI-TU Darmstadt cooperation, HIC for
FAIR, EMMI and BMBF.
Figure 1: The preliminary differential Coulomb dissocia-
tion cross section.
tal data is compared to theoretical predictions, provided
by Ref. [13], convoluted with simulated experimental re-
sponse, using the simulation package R3BROOT. The anal-
ysis is in progress.
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To model explosive hydrogen burning in nova, X-ray
burst or γ-ray burst scenarios, the rp process has to be
understood in detail. In this process, the light to medium-
mass nuclei near the proton-drip line play an important role
and their nuclear structures should be well known. The aim
of the present experiment is the investigation of the nuclear
structure of 27P and the reaction 26Si(p,γ)27P, which can
indirectly give rise to the famous 1.8 MeV γ-ray that was
observed in the Milky Way galaxy [1, 2]. The radiative-
capture reaction on 26Si was studied by the Coulomb dis-
sociation (CD) method. By the detailed balance theorem,
the one-proton-removal CD cross section can be converted
to the radiative-capture cross section and subsequently to
the resonance strength [3].
The experiment was performed at GSI Darmstadt using
the R3B-LAND setup. A secondary 27P ion beam, with en-
ergy E = 500 MeV/nucleon, was produced by fragmenta-
tion of a 36Ar primary beam. The incoming 27P beam was
identified by means of energy-loss, position, and time-of-
flight measurements. In order to investigate the CD reac-
tion the 27P beam was focused onto a secondary natPb tar-
get (515 mg/cm2). To accurately subtract the background
and to properly estimate the nuclear contribution, several
runs without target and with a 12C target (660 mg/cm2)
were also performed. The reaction products were identi-
fied using one Si-microstrip detector placed before a large-
gap dipole magnet. After the magnet the heavy fragments
were detected with two scintillating-fibre arrays and a two-
layer time-of-flight (ToF) wall. For proton identification
two drift chambers and a two-layer ToF wall were used.
The outgoing silicon fragment and the proton were
tracked and their masses and momenta determined. The
excitation-energy spectrum was reconstructed. The prelim-
inary inclusive integral one-proton removal CD cross sec-
tion up to 5 MeV of relative energy was calculated to be
σtot = 84.7 ± 6.1(stat.) mb; the spectrum is shown in
Fig. 1.
The CD cross-section spectrum was fitted using four res-
onances and one direct-capture component. The free pa-
rameters for the fit were the heights and locations of the
four peaks. The widths of the resonant peaks were fixed
to the experimental resolutions, the shape of the direct-
capture component was predicted by [4]. The measured
relative energies for the first two states (Erel = 0.27 and
0.73 MeV) are consistent with the excitation energies of
the states obtained previously [5, 6, 7] and the third state
∗Work supported by NAVI, GSI-TU Darmstadt cooperation, HIC for
FAIR, EMMI and BMBF.
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Figure 1: Preliminary inclusive differential one-proton re-
moval CD cross section.
(Erel = 1.26 MeV) with [5]. Compared to a previous CD
study [5], we have carefully subtracted the nuclear contri-
bution, a component not removed in the data of [5]. To ex-
plain the structure above the third peak, a fourth resonance
corresponding to Erel = 2.1 MeV had to be introduced.
The nature of this resonance is not clear yet.
The analysis is in progress. As the next step, the
CD cross section to the ground state will be deter-
mined and converted to the radiative-capture cross section,
σ(26Si(p,γ)27P). To study the nuclear structure of 27P, the
experimental data are also compared to theoretical predic-
tions by [4] using the simulation package R3BROOT.
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Introduction
Proton-induced quasifree scattering nucleon knockout
reactions have been recently measured and are planed in
future experiments of the R3B collaboration aiming ex-
tracting spectroscopy of valence and deeply bound nuclei,
and pinning down structure correlation effects. To model
and analyze these experiments it is of utmost importance
to have a reliable reaction framework in order to extract
meaning structure information. Few-body reaction frame-
works recently developed are a useful tool to interpret this
experiments.
Electron scattering reactions (e,e’p) have been a long-
standing tool to obtain information from single-nucleon
structure information of nuclei. Systematic studies have
shown that for a wide range of magic and near magic
nuclei, the single particle occupancies are significantly
bellow the values expected from the values predicted by
independent-particle shell model calculations (IPSM).
Occupancies have also been extracted using nuclear
probes. In particular, single-nucleon (p,2p) and (p,pn)
knockout reactions from light target at intermediate have
also been used in the past to obtain information on single-
particle occupancies.
Proton-induced quasifree scattering nucleon knockout
reactions have been performed recently at GSI in inverse
kinematics within the R3B program, at around 400 MeV
per nucleon. At high incident projectile energies, it is ex-
pected the reaction mechanism to be simpler and that one
be able to obtain structure information about inner and
outer shells. In particular, one aims to obtain information
about deviations from single particle occupancies, and cor-
relation effects.
There are several timely issues associated with single
nucleon (p,2p) and (p,pn) QFS knockout reactions: (i) A
key issue is to disentangle structure correlations from ef-
fective dynamical effects. In particular, one needs to get
insight to what extent the reduced factors found by compar-
ing the theoretical cross sections with the results extracted
from the experimental data can, be traced exclusively to
structure correlations or to effective dynamical effects as-
sociated with the reaction framework used to interpreted
the data. Thus a tight control on the reaction formalism is
needed; (ii) Another important aspect is to identify clearly
the role of distortion effects to the nucleon-nucleon free
scattering; (iii) The recent experiments performed at GSI,
have allowed a unique opportunity to perform systematic
studies of knockout reactions along the isotope chain at
nearly the same incident energy. The study of the behaviour
of calculated observables using a well constrained reaction
framework, with respect to angular momentum, mass and
binding will allow to identify and analyse common fea-
tures, and identify new physics as experimental deviations
to this systematic. (iv)A reliable assessment of possible dy-
namical core excitation effects and nucleon knockout con-
tributions from inner shells is also mandatory for the inter-
pretation of recent and future experiments at GSI.
Reaction studies
The study of proton-induced quasifree scattering nu-
cleon knockout reactions can be addressed by the three-
body Faddeev/AGS [1, 2] reaction formalism, which treats
all relevant three-body observables in equal footing [3].
According to this reaction framework, one needs to evalu-
ate the operators U βα, whose on-shell matrix elements are
the transition amplitudes. These operators are obtained by
solving the three-body Faddeev/AGS integral equations
Uβα = δ¯βαG−10 +
∑
γ
δ¯βγtγG0U
γα , (1)
with α, β, γ = (1, 2, 3), (β = 0 in the final breakup state).
In here, δ¯βα = 1− δβα and the pair transition operator is
tγ = vγ + vγG0tγ , (2)
where G0 is the free resolvent G0 = (E + i0 − H0)−1,
and E is the total energy of the three-particle system in the
center of mass (c.m.) frame. For breakup, the solution of
the Faddeev/AGS equations can be found by iteration
Uβα =
∑
γ
δ¯βγtγ δ¯γα +
∑
γ
δ¯βγtγ
∑
ξ
G0δ¯γξtξ δ¯ξα + · · · .
The successive terms of this series can be considered as
terms of first order or single scattering, represented dia-
grammatically in Fig. 1, second order or double scatter-
ing, represented diagrammatically in Fig. 2 and so on in
the transition operators tγ .
In order to model and interpret recent proton-induced
quasifree scattering nucleon knockout reactions by the R3B
collaboration we have evaluated total cross sections and
core momentum distributions for several isotopes in in-
verse kinematics at around 400 MeV making use of the
AGS/Faddeev reaction framework:
We have analyzed QFS (p,2p), for the case of valence
proton knockout from 12C. In particular, we have studied
the role of higher order distortions, valence-nucleon rescat-
tering contributions and the effect of some approximations
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performed by the standard Distorted Wave Impulse Ap-
proximation reaction framework. We found that the mul-
tiple scattering expansion of the DWIA might differ from
the corresponding Faddeev/AGS result.
We have analyzed the Faddeev/AGS equations in terms
of its multiple scattering expansion, and found that at high
incident energies that the terms up to second order provide
the dominant contribution of the series.
We have analyzed QFS (p,pn), for the case of valence
neutron knockout from the halo nuclei 11Be, 15C and along
the Oxygen isotope chain 17,22,23O. A detailed analyse of
the role of higer terms distortion and its dependence of the
binding energy and angular dependence of the valence par-
ticle was made.
Most few-body theoretical reaction studies rely on the a
model of an inert core and a valence nucleon. However, the
internal degrees of freedom might pay an important role as
shown in [4], [5]. In order to predict the total cross sec-
tions obtained at recent experiments performed at GSI, the
effects of dynamical core excitation were estimated. Also
the contribution from the knockout of nucleons from the
core were evaluated and found to be important.
+
Figure 1: Single scattering diagrams for breakup in the
Faddeev scattering framework.
+ +
a)
b)
c)
d)
Figure 2: Double scattering diagrams for breakup in the
Faddeev scattering framework.
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Fission reactions may have a significant effect on the per-
formance of the spallation target in accelerator-driven sys-
tem (ADS), in particular on the production of radioactive
and/or chemically hazardous materials. Moreover, differ-
ent experiments have provided the total fission cross sec-
tions for proton on lead reactions with large uncertainties or
even with rather discrepant values [1]. In the present work,
we report on the first results with a new generation of ac-
curate measurements of total fission cross sections in spal-
lation reaction on 208Pb at different proton energies: 370,
500 and 650A MeV. The measurements were performed in
inverse kinematics using a full-acceptance detection sys-
tem, which measured both fission fragments in time coin-
cidence.
The experiment was performed at the ALADIN-LAND
cave at GSI. The number of projectiles was determined
from a MUSIC, selecting 208Pb beam which hits a liquid
hydrogen target. The fission events were determined by
the detection in coincidence of both fission fragments us-
ing a double ionization chamber (Twin MUSIC) [2], which
also allowed us to reconstruct the reaction vertex based on
accurate drift time measurement. In order to obtain the fis-
sion cross sections, corrections due to the beam attenuation
(less than 4%) and the production of secondary reactions
(less than 2.2%) were applied. Losses due to geometrical
constraints were also evaluated using Geant4 simulations
[3], resulting into a detection efficiency of about 88%.
The results obtained for the total fission cross section
(open circles) [4] are shown in Fig.1 compared to previ-
ous measurements reported in literature for the reactions
p+natPb and 208Pb+p. As can be seen in the figure, our
data have in general better accuracy than any of the pre-
vious ones. Moreover, our measurement at 500 MeV is
in perfect agreement with the recent measurement of K.-
H. Schmidt [5] using a similar detection setup. However,
the cross section obtained by B. Ferna´ndez (full square) at
the FRS presents a non-negligible deviation with respect to
our results and the systematics, which could be due to the
limited acceptance of the spectrometer requiring large cor-
rections. Our measurements are also in agreement with the
values reported by E. Hagebo (open cross) and R. Brandt
(full star) who measured in direct kinematics the reaction
p+natPb at 600 and 590 MeV, respectively. The present
measurements also seem consistent with the measurements
between 50 and 200 MeV and with the measurements per-
formed by V.A. Konshin (stars) if one looks at the down-
ward trend and also with the measurement performed by T.
Enqvist (full circle) at the FRS if one looks at the upward
trend. One can also observe a discrepancy at 1 GeV be-
tween the measurements performed by T. Enqvist and M.
Gloris (open diamond) but our results are only consistent
with Enqvist’s measurement. Finally, the measurements
performed by A.A. Kotov (full triangles down) also have
a deviation, but these were performed in direct kinemat-
ics with a proton beam impinging on a natPb target, which
could prevent fission fragments to escape from the target
reducing the total fission cross section if one does not ap-
ply the accurate corrections.
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Figure 1: Total fission cross sections for p+natPb and
208Pb+p. The red open circles represent our data.
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Spallation reactions have interest for a wide range of ap-
plications as neutron sources in material science or nuclear
technology (ADS) and also make possible the production
of intense Radioactive Nuclear Beams. In astrophysics,
these reactions play an important role to interpret the abun-
dances of medium-mass nuclei and actinides in the uni-
verse. Moreover, the fission is one of the most complex
phenomena that has not a clear theoretical description. In
this context, the measurement of the fission fragment distri-
butions in the spallation energy domain makes possible to
investigate some fundamental questions connected to the
fission dynamics as the dissipation and transient time ef-
fects. In this report, we present for the first time the mass
(A) and atomic (Z) numbers of both fission fragments mea-
sured in inverse kinematics for proton-induced fission of
208Pb at 500 MeV.
The experiment [1] was performed at the ALADIN-
LAND cave at GSI. The beam identification was done
by an ionization chamber (MUSIC) and its position on
the liquid hydrogen target was determined by a time-
projection chamber (TPC). Fission events were identified
by a high-resolution double ionization chamber (Twin MU-
SIC) [2], which provided an unambiguous determination of
the atomic number of both fission fragments. Moreover, an
accurate tracking obtained using Multi-Wire Proportional
Counters (MWPC), the Twin MUSIC drift time and the
high-resolution Time-of-Flight (ToF) [3] measurement al-
lowed us to determine the fission fragment masses from
their bending through the ALADIN dipole.
The reconstruction of the fission fragments was per-
formed with the help of a GEANT4 simulation [4], which
reproduce the full detection setup and the dipole magnetic
field. In this case, we have used a constant magnetic field
around 1.6 T. For the tracking, the atomic number mea-
sured by the Twin MUSIC and the polar and azimuthal an-
gles at the entrance of the dipole obtained with the posi-
tions measured in the TPC, MWPC and Twin MUSIC are
used as an input in the simulation. For each event, we sim-
ulate different trajectories covering the expected Bρ range
and then we look for the correlation between the simulated
Bρ and the horizontal position behind the dipole, which is
also checked for the simulated flight path length. Using
this method we have found third-order and second-order
correlations for the Bρ and flight path length, respectively.
These correlations allow to reconstruct the experimental Bρ
and the flight path length which, together with the ToF and
the Z, give access to the mass number for each fragment.
The reconstruction results are shown in Fig. 1, repre-
senting the mass number dependence on the nuclear charge.
The calibration in mass and charge was performed by using
a previous FRS measurement [5] and maximum charge of
the fissioning system (Z1+Z2=83). As can be seen in the
figure the reconstruction allows a clear identification for all
fission fragments. Furthermore, in the inset of the figure
we show the mass distribution for the nuclear charge Z=40
where the mass resolution is around 0.63 FWHM.
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Figure 1: Identification in mass number and nuclear charge
for 208Pb (500A MeV)+p. In the inset of the figure we
show the mass distribution for nuclear charge Z=40.
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CALIFA, the CALorimeter for In Flight detection of γ
rays and light charged pArticles, surrounds the R3B reac-
tion target and is one of the key detectors of the R3B exper-
iment [1]. The CALIFA design is optimised for the require-
ments given by the ambitious physics program proposed for
the R3B facility and combines very stringent calorimetric
and spectrometric properties.
The Technical Design Report [2] of the Barrel sec-
tion, with a polar angular coverage of 43.2-140.3 o,
was approved in January 2013 by FAIR, following the
recommendation of the Expert Committee Experiments
(ECE) 1. The technical solution adopted for this section,
needed to reach the required spectrometric properties,
defines a very segmented device with 1952 CsI(Tl) crystals
that are readout by Large Area Avalanche Photodiodes
(LAAPDs). The crystals are orientated within a compact
geometry, with an internal radius of 30 cm, to optimise the
calorimetric properties.
The Forward EndCap section (polar angular coverage
7-43.2o) is in the R&D phase.
The main activities of the CALIFA Working group over
2013 have concentrated around three lines of work: a)
determination of the final technical specifications and the
purchase of "Barrel" detector components, b) development
of innovative solutions to fulfil the requirements of the
"Forward EndCap" and c) realisation of in-beam tests of
different small size prototypes.
The performance of single elements of the CALIFA
Barrel have been carefully evaluated. Light collection
∗Work performed in the CALIFA/R3B Working group and supported
by the Helmholtz International Centre for FAIR
† Convener of the CALIFA Working group
‡ Also affiliated to TRIUMF
1decision adopted in the ECE first meeting in November 2012
Figure 1: Prototypes detectors surrounding a 50μm Ti
target at IFJ PAN, where irradiation with protons 70 -
230 MeV was possible with a beam energy spread better
than 1%.
and output signal proportionality over the crystal length
are central when long scintillator crystals are used for
spectroscopic purposes. These properties can be adjusted
by surface treatment, in the CALIFA case by surface
lapping. Considering the large number of crystals involved
in CALIFA it is also important to investigate if an optimum
strategy for surface treatment can be found that could
simplify industrial production. For this reason models of
the different crystal geometries have been introduced in
GEANT4 and testing procedures for the surface lapping
have been simulated for a large number of different cases
by tracing optical photons through the crystals. This work
continues in parallel with laboratory tests on individual
crystals, already at this stage clear trends can be identidied
between the size and position of lapped areas and the
linearity of the response.
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Beam tests were undertaken at the IFJ PAN Kraków cy-
clotron. This accelerator, designed for medical treatment,
provides mono-energetic proton beams over an energy
range of 70-230 MeV with a beam energy spread better
than 1%. A range of smaller size prototypes, correspond-
ing to different sections of the CALIFA detector, were
tested using scattered protons on a 50μm thick Ti target,
the setup is shown in Fig. 1.
• A scattered proton beam with energies ranging from
70 to 230 MeV was used to irradiate a 4x8 array
(ProtoDemo) of 180 mm long CsI(Tl) crystals with a
truncated pyramidal shape corresponding to a crystal
geometry used in the Barrel section. The dimensions
of the exit face are well matched to the Hamamatsu
S12102 double LAAPDs. The signals from the APDs
were fed into MPRB-16 preamplifiers. The amplified
signals are distributed to FEBEX3 boards, which
contain two 8-channel fast-sampling ADCs and one
FPGA [3]. To fit the output range of the preamplifier
exactly to the input range of the FEBEX boards, a
new add-on board was developed for the FEBEX
module (FAB for FEBEX Addon Board). It adjusts
the baseline of the input signals and implements a
Nyquist filter to avoid aliasing effects due to the 50
MHz sampling of the ADCs. The baseline correction
is active and the correction is directly controlled
by the FPGA. The first FAB prototypes have been
implemented and tested during this beam time,
validating the principle of the method. In a second
revision currently under test, the noise figure and dy-
namic range of the boards have been further improved.
In addition to detector response to protons over the
full energy range, the prototype was used in various
configurations to probe inactive matter effects, which
may be extrapolated from using the R3BRoot dedi-
cated simulation framework. The response to protons
was complemented by a gamma calibration reaching
up to 6.13 MeV. A direct scaling of the gamma
- proton linear fits reveals a surprisingly uniform
relation, where a common factor of 10.24 (close to
the MPRB-16 preamplifier high - low gain factor
of 10) applied to the gamma calibration matched
well to calibrate over the proton energy range. The
importance of extending the gamma calibration
energy is evident on examination of the residuals, as
seen in Fig. 2.
The high linearity of the CsI(Tl)+LAAPD com-
bination looks promising to allow simple gamma
calibration scaling to be used as a method to calibrate
CALIFA at the R3B proton energies.
A new algorithm for particle identification, adapted to
Figure 2: Mean proton energy residuals for a sample of
five 180 mm CsI:Tl crystals after scaling a 137Cs, 60Co
gamma calibration with, and without, the inclusion of the
6.13 MeV photopeak (244Cm+13C).
real-time use in logic electronics, has been developed
from the observation and concepts reported in [4].
The algorithm showed a clear separation between γ
rays and protons. Several papers published in 2013
detail the R&D campaign and report progress in
areas such as advancement in event reconstruction
algorithms and characterization of a range of CALIFA
prototype detectors at a number of international facil-
ities [5, 6, 7]. They are complemented by R3BRoot
simulations which allow to extrapolate to the full
calorimetric performance of CALIFA.
• We also tested a new prototype of the Forward End-
Cap: CEPA4. This is an array of 4 individual scin-
tillator detectors, each of them consisting of 4 cm
of LaBr3(Ce) crystals optically coupled to 6 cm of
LaCl3(Ce) in phoswich configuration (see Fig. 3).
Figure 3: Left: schematic view of CEPA4 with its crystals,
casing and photomultiplier tubes. During the experiment it
was coupled to a DSSSD allowing the study of proton re-
sponse at different positions. Right: proton spectrum at 220
MeV. The horizontal axis represent, respectively, the total
energy deposited in the phoswich (LaBr3+LaCl3) and the
partial energy deposited in the first part of it (the LaBr3).
At the top there is a 2-dimensional projection of the plot.
The peak corresponding to 220 MeV protons is clearly sep-
arated from the rest.
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The response of CEPA4 to high-energy protons was
measured with the available proton beams. The max-
imum energy was just enough to test the punch-
through of protons in a 10 cm phoswich, which hap-
pens at 200 MeV. Fig. 3 right shows a 220 MeV pro-
ton spectrum. In this plot the XY-plane represents the
energy deposited in the LaBr3(Ce) versus the total en-
ergy deposited in the phoswich, and the Z-axis repre-
sents the number of events. The method used to disen-
tangle the energy deposited in each of the two crystals
is explained in Ref. [8]. In the plot one can clearly see
the peak corresponding to the 220 MeV protons that
have passed through the two crystals leaving part of
their energy in each of them. This is the first time the
initial energy of the protons have been reconstructed
from the partial deposition of their energy in two dif-
ferent crystals.
• The LaBr3-LaCl3 phoswich concept functions well
over the IFJ PAN proton energy range, though simu-
lations highlight potential energy resolution concerns
when employed at the R3B operational energies. Ad-
ditionally, the encapsulation required due to the ma-
terial’s high hygroscopy introduces inactive matter,
which does not aid optimisation of calorimetric per-
formance. Therefore, alternative solutions are also
investigated. In particular, the concept of a CsI(Tl)-
LYSO phoswich was studied as it contains cheaper
material which is less hygroscopic and may reduce
the amount of dead material required. It would not
require new readout electronics as the time constants
(600 ns and 3200 ns for CsI(Tl) and 40 ns for LYSO)
allow for a clear signal separation, however the inter-
nal radioactivity of LYSO is a subject of concern as
when scaled to EndCap proportions the background
radiation would be non-negligible. The tested proto-
type was composed of two crystals of 1 × 1 × 1cm3
from each material coupled with optical glue. The
electronic pulse allowed a good qualitative identifica-
tion of the signals from the energy deposited in both
crystals. A modified version of the algorithm men-
tioned above allowed the reconstruction of the energy
deposited as shown in Fig. 4. The illustrated exam-
ple shows a good energy reconstruction for the tested
energies, validating this concept for a phoswich. The
counts outside the branches are related to the different
particle types and arises from surface effects of the
small prototype crystals.
The development of CALIFA is now entering a very in-
tense period. The purchase and construction of 20% of the
Barrel has started. The full implementation and commis-
sioning of the CALIFA Demonstrator is expected in 2014-
2015. In parallel, the submission of the Technical Design
Report corresponding to the Forward section is foreseen by
the end of 2014. According to our schedule, the complete
CALIFA could be installed and operational in the R3B cave
by the end of 2016.
Figure 4: Reconstructed energy deposited in CsI(Tl) as a
function of the reconstructed energy deposited in LYSO for
protons at various energies. Protons punching through the
1 cm CsI layer show an increasing signal in LYSO while
the CsI amplitude is dropping. Protons with energies larger
than ∼95 MeV are not stopped any more and appear in the
lower branch of the figure.
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Overview
The high-intensity radioactive ion beams foreseen within
the FAIR project will give us access to study the most ex-
otic nuclear systems. In order to fully explore these rare
short-lived species the experimental apparatuses are under-
going major upgrades. In this challenging environment the
R3B collaboration is working towards the development of
a versatile system offering an unprecedented combination
of high-efficiency, high-resolution and high-rate-capable
kinematically complete measurements.
A pivot point in these developments is the installation
of the new superconducting magnet GLAD. This magnet is
capable of bending effectively the high-rigidity beams and
allows for projectile-like neutrons to be detected at zero
degrees and the bent beam to be momentum analysed. A
series of charged-particle detectors are placed along the tra-
jectory of the beam in order to measure precisely the posi-
tion, charge and time of the incoming beam particles and
the outgoing beam-like fragments. Although the current
technologies of charged-particle detectors offer solutions
that could meet our resolution requirements alone, the chal-
lenge is to combine this with minimum material budget,
high-rate capability, radiation hardness, large active area,
large dynamic range, low cost and high flexibility.
Heavy-ion tracking detectors
Along these lines we are focusing our developments on
the following detectors: 1) Ultra-thin scintillating fiber de-
tectors. 2) Ultra-thin resistive strip Si detectors. 3) Large
area time-of-flight wall. In this report we present the cur-
rent status of these developments.
Plastic-scintillator fiber detectors
Some of the advantages of using plastic-scintillator ma-
terial is the low cost, fast response and high-rate capability.
Five new fiber detectors are being developed for the needs
of precision position measurement. Each detector plane
provides precise information in one dimension and, where
two-dimensional information is needed two detector planes
are packed closely into one detector. All planes are built
using a 200 μm square fiber and have varying dimensions
ranging from small 5x5 cm2 active area up to 110x80 cm2.
∗Work supported by BMBF (05P12RDFN8) and (05P12WOFNF), by
GSI via the GSI-TU Darmstadt cooperation contract and by HIC for FAIR.
The total number of fibers needed to cover these areas is
almost 3x104 and the total length exceeds 60 km of fiber.
The light collection is performed by multi-pixel photon
counters (MPPC) and multi-anode photomultiplier tubes.
The boards for powering the MPPCs and providing a first
stage amplification are designed and built in-house at the
electronic workshop of the Institut fu¨r Kernphysik at the
Technical University of Darmstadt. The electronic readout
is performed using a combination of NXYTER, FEBEX
and TAMEX depending on the physical location of the de-
tector and the needs for a high multi-hit capability read-
out. We have currently tested, for example, a fully inde-
pendent single-fiber readout based on NXYTER [1]. In
many cases, however, the large number of fibers makes it
impractical and costly to read out all fibers individually. A
readout scheme, in which the different fibers are bundled
in a unique way in both ends, enables a way of determin-
ing the hit fiber with a reduction of the readout channels to
2
√
Nfiber per plane. This reduces the readout of the 3x10 4
fibers to 944 channels, but at the same time compromises
the multi-hit capability of the detector. A simple example
of the bundling is shown in Fig. 1.
Resistive strip Si detectors
The Si detectors, in general, are one of the most pop-
ular tracking devices, since they combine high-resolution
position and energy-loss measurements. The Si micro-strip
detectors deliver excellent position resolution, but have a
large number of readout channels and the total energy-loss
reconstruction for heavy-ions is not trivial. For these rea-
sons, without excluding the use of micro-strip technology
for certain experiments, we are also working on optimising
the concept of resistive charge division. Detectors based
on this technology can deliver excellent position and en-
ergy resolution when the deposited energy is sufficiently
high, as is the case for most heavy-ion experiments at R3B.
In addition, the number of readout channels is significantly
reduced compared to the micro-strip Si detectors.
However, these detectors suffer from slow charge col-
lection as the charge is defused at the resistive side with a
time-constant defined by the detector capacitance and the
anode resistance. This limits the rate capability of the de-
tector. Compared to the micro-strip detectors they also
have higher noise levels due to the presence of the anode re-
sistance and due to the generally higher capacitance. This
noise is, however, not the dominant factor in the energy-
loss measurements as discussed in [2].
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Figure 1: A fiber-bundling scheme that reduces the number
of readout channels to 2
√
Nfiber pr. plane.
These limitations of the resistive charge division detec-
tors can be reduced by e.g. segmenting the detectors and
reducing the anode resistance, which however increases the
number of readout channels and worsens the position res-
olution, respectively. The aim of this work is to find the
optimum trade off between the number of channels, posi-
tion resolution, thickness, and rate capability, and to take
full advantage of the varying pulse shapes in this type of
detectors.
We have performed a detailed characterisation and com-
parison of two types of resistive charge division detectors:
a continuous two-dimensional detector and a strip Si de-
tector using an 241Am source. In addition, the read out of
these detectors is performed using digital electronics and
the waveforms of the pulses are recorded for further of-
fline processing. We have found that both the position res-
olution and the pulse rise time are significantly improved
in the case of the strip detector compared to a continuous
two-diminensional detector. Namely, the position resolu-
tion obtained for an 241Am alpha source and a 3 KΩ an-
ode resistance has improved threefold to be σ ≈ 150 μm
(see Fig. 2 adopted from Ref. [3]) and the signal rise time
from the central detector area has become ten times faster
t ≈ 350 ns. We plan to verify these results in an in-beam
test where the limits of high-rate capability will also be
tested. The currently used detectors have a thickness be-
tween 100 and 300 μm and typically a 5x5 cm2 active area.
In the future we plan to test also larger detectors with area
7x7 cm2 and 10x10 cm2.
Figure 2: Position resolution obtained with a Si resistive
strip 140 μm thick detector and an 241Am source.
Large area time-of-flight wall detector
A large-area plastic-scintillator wall is used in the R3B
setup to obtain simultaneously excellent time-of-flight and
energy-loss measurement. An optimised wall, with an ac-
tive area of 110x80 cm2 (see Fig. 3), is currently being built
and will be tested in-beam this year. The optimisation is
driven mainly by the requirement for a precise energy-loss
measurement at high rate.
Design-wise one can highlight the following differences
of this detector compared to older versions: The light
guides at the ends of the paddles have been removed and
the paddle width and photomultiplier diameter have been
chosen to fit well with minimal loss of light collection.
The paddles are oriented vertically with respect to the dis-
persive axis of the dipole magnet. In this way the pad-
dles are mainly hit in their central area minimising the
non-uniformity and the “smiley effects” in the total energy
reconstruction. Vertically oriented paddles also share the
beam rate more evenly. Four such planes with vertical pad-
dles are placed behind each other and are slightly shifted
with respect to each other so that there are effectively no
dead areas between the paddles.
The paddles are produced with a maximum variation of
a few percent in their thickness. The energy-loss mea-
surement is, however, anticipated to be much better than
this variation. In order to correct for non-uniformities in
the thickness of the paddle and the position dependent re-
sponse of the scintillator, this detector is packed closely on
the same frame with the aforementioned large area fiber
detectors that cover the same active area.
On the electronics readout side there have also been ma-
jor advances. It is found that the energy-loss measurement,
when performed with a standard QDC type of electronics,
suffers greatly from rate dependencies. The new readout is
based on a time-over-threshold technique which effectively
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cancels any baseline variation and at the same time gives a
much higher dynamic range. These electronics are a com-
bination of the in-house TAMEX board and a QTC add-on
delivering simultaneously good time and energy measure-
ments.
Figure 3: A CAD drawing of the plastic-scintillator wall.
In front of the paddles, the tilted frames foreseen to support
the large-area fiber planes are also shown.
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Tests of timing silicon photomultipliers for NeuLAND∗
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It is investigated whether NeuLAND may be re-
instrumented with semiconductor based photosensors.
Tests with an 11 cm long slab of RP-408 plastic scintil-
lator and a PiLas 45 ps laser diode system show time
resolutions of σ = 100 ps.
The NeuLAND time-of flight detector for 1 GeV neu-
trons will consist in its final configuration of 30 double
planes of 100 scintillator bars (RP-408) each. Each bar
of 270×5×5 cm3 must be read out at each end. Thus al-
together 6000 timing photomultipliers of 1” diameter are
needed [1]. In order to limit their cost impact, it is be-
ing investigated whether parts of NeuLAND may be (re-
)instrumented with semiconductor-based photosensors, so-
called Silicon Photomultipliers (SiPMs).
Previous experiments using the one-electron-per-bunch
mode of the superconducting electron accelerator ELBE
have shown that nearly full efficiency can be reached
even when instrumenting one NeuLAND bar with just one
3×3 mm2 SiPM [2]. However, in those first tests the charge
resolution did not allow to separate single photons, and the
time resolution did not fulfill the required σ ≤ 150 ps.
Electronics and preamplifier
Subsequently some improvements were made in the
electronics circuits. For the timing, both a digital constant-
fraction algorithm based on the recorded waveforms in a
12-bit 1 GHz, 2.5 GS/s digital oscilloscope and a constant
fraction discriminator developed in house with a threshold
of just 7 mV were tested and found to give satisfactory re-
sults.
∗Supported by NupNET NEDENSAA (BMBF 05 P 09 CRFN5), GSI
F&E DR-ZUBE, and by the Helmholtz Association Detector Technology
and Systems Platform (DTSP).
† d.bemmerer@hzdr.de
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Figure 1: Waveform for a signal generated by a 421 nm
45 ps PiLas laser diode in a 3×3 mm2 Hamamatsu MPPC.
The 60 ns wide integration window for the QDC is shown.
Due to the scarcity of commercial preamplifiers for
SiPMs, a new preamplifier was developed in-house. It is
based on a common-emitter circuit with a discrete comple-
mentary Darlington transistor with a bandwidth of 2 GHz
and an input impedance of 25Ω. There is no overshoot of
the amplified signal as in some other SiPM preamplifiers,
enabling to integrate the current pulses with a QDC. The
gain of the output signals is 15-25, controlled by varying
the supply voltage from 5-12 V. The rise time of the output
signals is about 650 ps (fig. 1).
Preliminary results and outlook
The preliminary spectra shown a clean separation be-
tween single photons on the charge axis and have a slight
time walk (fig. 2). The typical resolution is now σ = 100 ps
for the time difference between the detected signal and the
PiLas laser reference signal when using the in-house devel-
oped electronics and even 60-80 ps when adding a PS 775
fast amplifier. Future tests will show whether the satisfac-
tory timing capability will also be maintained when excit-
ing the scintillator with minimum ionizing electrons from
ELBE.
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Figure 2: Time versus charge for the PiLas illuminating
the RP-408, which is, in turn, read out by the MPPC. The
pedestal (17 pC) and peaks for 1-4 photons can be seen.
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Application of Calorimetric Low Temperature Detectors (CLTD’s) for Precise
Stopping Power Measurements of Heavy Ions in Matter
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M. Rossi4, W.H. Trzaska4, and A. Virtanen4
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Precise data on electronic stopping powers, i.e. specific
energy loss dE/dx, for heavy ions are of high interest in
various fields of research [1]. Unfortunately the accuracy
of theoretical ab-initio dE/dx-calculations is nowadays still
unsatisfactory. Therefore, predictions of stopping powers
are usually calculated by semi-empirical computer codes,
which are based on best fits to available experimental data.
To improve the reliability of these calculations, precise
dE/dx data are needed for various projectile-target combi-
nations and over a wide range of projectile energies, in par-
ticular for heavy projectiles at low energies, as measured
data are scarce in that region [2]. However, for high ion
masses and low energies ionization based energy detectors,
that are commonly used in experiments for stopping power
determination [3, 4], suffer from incomplete energy detec-
tion, resulting in pulse height defect and a relatively poor
energy resolution. As CLTD’s provide substantially bet-
ter energy resolution and linearity for heavy ion detection,
with the absence of any pulse height defect [5, 6], this type
of energy detectors has the potential to increase sensitiv-
ity and accuracy for dE/dx measurements and to extend the
accessible energy range towards lower energies.
For that purpose a CLTD array, that has been developed
at GSI in the past years [5, 6, 7], has been used to replace
the Si-detector in an established setup for dE/dx measure-
ments at the K-130 cyclotron at the University of Jyva¨skyla¨
[3, 8], and to perform measurements with 0.05–1 MeV/u
131Xe-ions in different absorber materials. As an exam-
ple the measured electronic stopping power of Xe ions in
carbon is displayed in fig. 1. A summary of all results for
carbon as well as nickel and gold absorbers can be found
in [9], where also a more detailed description of the exper-
iment is given. The obtained dE/dx values show in gen-
eral a good agreement with previously measured data in
the higher energy range for all studied absorber materi-
als, what provides a consistency check of the new exper-
imental setup. Moreover the application of CLTD’s for the
present investigations allowed to considerably reduce cali-
bration errors as compared to previous measurements with
Si-detectors [10], and to extend the datasets to lower ener-
gies, not accessible before.
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Figure 1: Electronic stopping power of Xe ions in carbon
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Efficiency calibration of the neutron detector BELEN-48 with (p,n) and (α,n)
reactions at the PTB Braunschweig ∗
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The BEta-deLayEd Neutron detector BELEN is a highly
efficient device designed for the DESPEC project at FAIR.
It has already been successfully used during the experi-
ments S323 and S410 at the Fragment Separator to measure
β-delayed neutron probabilities and half-lives of neutron-
rich nuclei close to the r-process path, for nuclear structure
and nuclear astrophysics studies.
In its present version, it consists of 48 3He proportional
counters arranged to form three concentric rings embedded
in a polyethylene matrix. Due to the thermalization pro-
cess, the information about the initial neutron energy is lost
but the detection efficiency is strongly increased. There-
fore the position and number of counters in the rings are
designed in such a way that the efficiency remains constant
over a broad range of neutron energy from thermal up to a
few MeV. The simulations are performed with an MCNPX
code and have to be validated by experiments that make
use of known neutron fluxes produced in the center of the
detector.
Measurements with a calibrated 252Cf source provide
only one efficiency value corresponding to a spectrum-
averaged neutron energy of 2.14 MeV. In order to have a
more stringent test on the simulated efficiency curve, the
calibration has been extended with well-known (p,n) and
(α,n) reactions on 13C and 51V targets producing neu-
trons with limited energy spread, ranging between 0.2 and
5.3 MeV. The list of reactions and energies used is summa-
rized in table 1.
Reaction Eproj En [MeV]
[MeV] min max
51V(p,n)51Cr 1.80 0.20 0.25
51V(p,n)51Cr 2.14 0.51 0.59
51V(p,n)51Cr 2.27 0.63 0.73
13C(p,n)13N 4.45 0.77 1.36
13C(α,n)16O 1.05 2.5 3.2
13C(α,n)16O 3.30 3.6 5.3
Table 1: List of reactions used for the calibration. Maximum and
minimum neutron energies En refer to the smaller (forward) and
largest (backward) angle covered by BELEN-48, i.e. from about
16 to 164 degrees.
The experiment was performed at the PTB ion acceler-
∗This work was supported by the Helmholtz association via the Young
Investigators Group VH-NG-627.
ator facility (PIAF) of the Physikalisch-Technische Bun-
desanstalt (PTB) in Braunschweig/Germany, where a Van
de Graaff accelerator and cyclotron provided the α and p
beams of desired energy and intensity. The BELEN-48
polyethylene matrix was installed with the air-cooled tar-
get holder located at the end of a beam line at the center of
the detector. The target chamber was designed as a Faraday
cup to measure the beam currents on target with suppres-
sion electrodes and collimators. At a second beam line it
was possible to produce the same neutron flux as inside BE-
LEN, with very similar target and beam conditions, and to
measure reaction yields and angular distributions with the
calibrated neutron detectors of PTB at several angles with
respect to the beam axis. The reactions on 13C target show
large anisotropy in the center-of-mass frame. The angular
distributions of 51V(p,n)51Cr are still to be measured.
The measured angular distributions need to be taken into
account in the simulation of the efficiency for each reaction
and beam energy, since neutrons enter BELEN with differ-
ent probabilities and energies at different angles. For the
moment the preliminary experimental efficiency (Fig. 1) is
obtained as the ratio of neutrons detected in BELEN-48,
and a normalized-to-isotropy value for neutrons emitted.
The normalization takes into account each measured an-
gular distribution and the detection solid angle, making a
comparison of all data and simulation possible.
Figure 1: Comparison of the efficiency curve simulated with
MCNPX (dotted line) and preliminary experimental values. The
Vanadium data is shown without uncertainty due to the missing
angular distribution information that prevents its normalization.
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SOFIARoot: Simulation of the SOFIA/ANDES Setup
J.L. Rodrı´guez-Sa´nchez, H. ´Alvarez-Pol, Y. Ayyad, J. Benlliure, P. Cabanelas, and C. Paradela
for the SOFIA/ANDES collaboration
University of Santiago de Compostela, Spain
SOFIA/ANDES is an innovative experimental pro-
gramme on nuclear fission developed at GSI-FAIR. These
experiments provide for the first time complete isotopic
yields (nuclear charge and mass) for both fragments over
a broad range of fissioning nuclei from 238Np down to
183Hg. Moreover ANDES experiment provides the light
charged particles and neutron multiplicities.
SOFIARoot is the simulation tool for the SOFIA / AN-
DES setups [1, 2] within the FAIRRoot [3] framework, a
Root-based software for the simulation and data analysis
developed at GSI for the analysis of the future FAIR exper-
iments.
Part of this framework was also inherited from R3BRoot
[4] that delivers base classes which allowed to implement
detectors and derive simulation and analysis tasks in a sim-
ple way. It also supplies some general functionality like
track visualization, database support and event structure as
well as the full mathematical, histogramming and advance
analysis machinery contained in the ROOT classes.
As a data-analysis tool, SOFIARoot allows an event-by-
event based analysis, from the unpacking and basic cali-
bration to the final processing of the combined physics ob-
servables, following a set of succesive tasks, ruled by user-
friendly macros. As a simulation tool (Fig. 1), SOFIA-
Root supports Geant3 and Geant4 transport engines, inter-
facing with their geometry constructors. Furthermore the
ALADIN magnet field map is included as an interpolation
based on field-map measurements. The simulation also
provides a constant magnetic field which is described in
the macros. The user can switch between the two fields by
a simple setup selection in the configuration macros which
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Figure 1: ANDES setup implemented in simulation.
allow to do a selection without blending or overlapping
fields. The detectors (TPC, MUSIC, Twin MUSIC[5],
MWPCs and ToF Walls [6]) used in the experiments were
also included while LAND detector was exported from
R3BRoot.
Calibration and digitization parameters, geometry ele-
ments of detectors and other parameters are stored in a run-
time database supporting different input/output methods,
including ASCII, ROOT binary format and several avail-
able databases using SQL lenguage.
The most important of SOFIARoot is that allows the
realization of the analysis and simulation under the same
platform. The benefits of this approach include the evalu-
ation of the geometrical efficiencies and other systematical
uncertainties under the same platform which have already
been used for the analysis of [7, 8].
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GGLAND — command line simulations
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T. Rathsman1, and the R3B collaboration
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GGLAND is a small wrapper program around the
GEANT3 and GEANT4 physics simulation libraries.
Its task is to make it easy to perform the simulations
needed for physics analysis of LAND/R3B experiments,
as well as other smaller nuclear physics setups.
The basic idea behind GGLAND [1] is that the physics
knowledge needed for particle transport through matter is
handled by the general libraries GEANT3/4 [2]/[3]. To per-
form a simulation, the user has to write code to interface the
libraries, to setup and declare the geometry, generate parti-
cles, and retrieve results; often an obstacle for quick tests.
The wrapper program has grown organically out of a
need to simulate calibrations of the Crystal Ball detector.
But for each new feature, the handling has been generalised
to allow use in other cases as well. GGLAND has thus be-
come a rather versatile tool, especially for quick back-of-
the-envelope simulations (see Fig. 1), since the user gener-
ally does not have to write or modify any code. Operation
is controlled by command-line options and output data can
be recorded in ROOT-files, with content very much resem-
bling real data that has passed the first steps of analysis.
The program can run simulations in parallel by forking
itself as several slave processes after setup. The master pro-
cess gives the pseudo-random seeds for each event, and au-
tomatically merges the output data in original event order,
with results independent of actual simulation order.
Geometry definition — detectors
The geometry elements making up the detectors are cre-
ated on program startup, every time. This avoids bitrot in
the creation code, is a very small fraction of the execution
time, and gives flexibility in the creation and subsequent
hit handling. Each detector type can be maintained in a
single source file. The creation function constructs objects
according to variables in an associated structure, describing
vital measurements and other characteristics of the design.
The default values can be overriden on the command line.
Several detectors using the same design but with differ-
ent parameters can be instantiated, as well as exact clones.
Magnetic fields are placed using the same mechanism.
Particle gun
For each simulated event, one or more particles need to
be generated, and passed to the physics interaction pack-
ages of GEANT3/4. The particle gun takes options to con-
trol various forms of randomisation of the source location,
particle type, direction and energy. Matching the flexibility
./land_geant4 --gun=T=1MeV,gamma,z0=-2cm \
--test=d=1cm,type=Ge,tree=1 \
--tree=test4.root --events=100000
E [MeV]
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 10
200
400
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800
1000
1200
1400
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Figure 1: Top: command-line example with a beam of 1
MeV photons directed at a 1 cm3 cube of Ge, using a flexi-
ble test detector. Left: display of 10 events. Right: results,
showing full energy detection and the Compton edge.
of physicists in specifying energies, many ways are sup-
ported: kinetic, total, momentum, β, and Bρ. Particles
with correlations can be produced, e.g. for γ decay schemes
with level feeding and back-to-back photons. Muons can
be drawn from a realistic cosmic distribution [4], as well
as particles in phase-space distributions, and boosting (e.g.
reaction products from a fixed beam velocity).
To use particles from other reaction generator codes, par-
ticles can also be created from an input file.
Digitisation
For selected detector volumes, the discretised energy de-
posits reported by GEANT3/4 are collected. They are com-
bined by a clusteriser, considering separation in space and
time to determine which deposits to join. The resulting hits
can be stored in ROOT trees for subsequent analysis. To
help understand the processes simulated, the vertices with
particles produced can be dumped as structured text, which
can be colourised by a special markup program (ggmark).
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Introduction and Motivation The extraordinarily
strong electric field provided by the nucleus of a very heavy
one-electron ion exposed to its inner electrons is the testing
ground for bound-state quantum electrodynamics (QED)
in a largely unexplored domain. Experimentally the QED
contribution to the 1s binding energy is accessible via a di-
rect measurement of the K-shell transitions with sufficient
accuracy. The corresponding Lyman transitions in high-
Z ions lie in the hard x-ray region. Previously the x-ray
energy has been measured with the aid of germanium x-
ray detectors of limited resolution [1]. The present experi-
ment marks the leap to wavelength-dispersive spectroscopy
of substantially higher spectral resolving power simultane-
ously coping with the low x-ray intensity.
Experiment Figure 1 schematically shows the twin
crystal-spectrometer assembly, Bi-FOCAL, operated in the
FOcusing Compensated Asymmetric Laue [2] geometry
which has been arranged at the ESR gas jet. The spectrom-
eter system [3, 4] equipped with two 2D position-sensitive
Ge strip detectors [5, 6], F1 and F2, was used in an ex-
periment with one-electron Au78+ ions at a velocity cor-
responding to β = 0.4711. The twin spectrometers were
deliberately arranged symmetrically around the ion-beam
at observation angles of ±90◦ in an angular-sensitive ge-
ometry where the usual Doppler broadening and angular
Doppler uncertainties are near their maximum. The imag-
ing properties of the FOCAL crystal optics are turned to
advantage retaining nearly full spectral resolution also for
the fast moving source.
Complementary to the crystal spectrometer an array
of low-temperature micro calorimeters were mounted in
a velocity-sensitive geometry at an observation angle of
145◦, where angular uncertainties are reduced. That ex-
∗This work has been supported by the European Community FP7 Ca-
pacities, contract ENSAR No. 262010. D. Banas acknowledges the sup-
port by the Polish Ministry of Science and Higher Education under Grant
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Figure 1: Two crystal-spectrometers, Bi-FOCAL, symmet-
rically arranged around the ion beam at the ESR gas jet.
Wavelength dispersion occurs in the vertical direction and
the spectra are recorded by two position-sensitive x-ray de-
tectors F1 and F2 mounted at two of the possible four loca-
tions as indicated.
periment, run in parallel, is described in another report [7].
Besides the high background-suppression capabilities of
FOCAL figure 2 demonstrates its slanted Lyman-α and -β
lines of Au78+ in accordance with the underlying x-ray-
optical design. Without crystal optics Doppler broaden-
ing would blur the whole spectral range displayed. The
spectrum shown in figure 3 was obtained by projecting the
intensity along the slanted lines. In the experiment the
Lyman-α1 line was Doppler tuned to the position of the
63.1-keV gamma-ray line emitted from a radioactive sam-
ple of 169Yb used as a calibration source rendering disper-
sion uncertainties unimportant.
Systematic Effects At an observation angle of exactly
90◦ the required transition wavelength λion in the emit-
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Figure 2: The spectrum of hydrogen-like Au78+ revealed
as a position spectrum taken by F2. The Lyman-α and -
β doublets appear as slanted lines caused by the Doppler
effect in counterplay with the crystal optics employed.
Figure 3: The Lyman-α and -β doublets of Au78+ obtained
by a projection of the two-dimensional intensity distribu-
tion of figure 2.
ter frame is simply related to the laboratory wavelength
by λlab = γ λion where γ denotes the relativistic Lorentz
parameter. The two arms of the spectrometer assembly
are mounted accurately inline resulting in observation an-
gles λlab(ϑ) and λlab(π − ϑ), respectively. However
missalignment of the ion beam relative to the spectrome-
ter axis might still persist. This class of uncertainties are
well canceled by averaging the two laboratory wavelengths
as λion = (λlab(ϑ) + λlab(π − ϑ))/(2γ).
In addition there are a number of systematic influences
on the measured wavelength that do not simply cancel and
which need to be carefully identified and analyzed. We are
currently in the process of assessing systematic corrections
and their corresponding uncertainties referring to the pro-
cedures and mathematical algorithms by which the spectral
lines are located including long-term drifts plus all the ge-
ometrical effects due to the positions and angular orienta-
tions of the x-ray source, of the curved silicon crystals and
of the x-ray detectors. A particularly important example
is the position of the gas-jet target in the horizontal plane
Figure 4: The radius of curvature of the two silicon crystals
Karl and Ludwig determined by three different methods:
optical reflections on the polished crystal surfaces, map-
ping with synchrotron radiation at the ESRF and by oper-
ating FOCAL as a scanner.
spanned by the ion-beam and the spectrometer axis. This
was investigated in a separate experiment by scanning a
thin wire across the gas jet [8].
Here we mention two other examples of the crystal op-
tics which need to be understood: (i) the radius of curvature
of the two crystals named Karl and Ludwig was measured
by three different methods which gave consistent results as
summarized in figure 4. (ii) the observed slope of the spec-
tral lines along with the calculated prediction is summa-
rized in Table 1. Although the slanting effect is generally
confirmed the measured slopes tend to be slightly lower
than predicted.
Table 1: Doppler slanting: predicted and observed slopes
of the Lyman-α1,2 and Lyman-β spectral lines of Au78+ at
a velocity of β ≡ v/c = 0.4711.
Lyman-α2 Lyman-α1 Lyman-β
predicted 0.01922 0.01862 0.01597
observed
FOCAL-1 0.0184(2) 0.0183(2)
FOCAL-2 0.0188(3) 0.0179(2) 0.0165(4)
We thank K. Eberhard from the Institut fu¨r Kernchemie
of the Johannes Gutenberg-Universita¨t, Mainz, for the
preparation of our calibration sources.
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Forward-angle electron spectroscopy in ion-atom collisions studied at the ESR∗
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The spectroscopy of electrons emitted in low-energy ion-
atom collisions, in particular in forward direction parallel
to the projectile ion beam, has been in the focus of research
in atomic physics for several decades. These electrons pop-
ulate low-lying continuum states of the projectile and, due
to Lorentz transformation, are observed in the laboratory
frame as electrons emitted under ϑe ≈ 0◦ with a velocity
ve similar to the projectile velocity ve ≈ vp. Experimen-
tally the spectroscopy of these so-called ”cusp-electrons”
benefits from enhanced energy resolution due to a reduced
Doppler broadening.
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Figure 1: Energy distribution of forward emitted electrons
originating from processes (a) – (c).
At GSI this field of research was extended to high-energy
heavy-ion atom collisions. For this purpose collisions of
beryllium-like U88+ projectile ions at 90 MeV/u colliding
with a molecular gas-jet target of N2 were studied at the
ESR in a beam time in 2012. The energy distribution of
cusp electrons emitted in these collisions was measured
with a dedicated magnetic electron spectrometer located
downstream the gas-jet target. Additionally five X-ray de-
tectors were positioned around the target, and two particle
detectors were used to detect projectile ions which had lost
or captured one electron during a collision with the target
(or the residual gas). Applying coincidence conditions be-
tween the electrons observed in the spectrometer and sig-
nals of one of the X-ray or particle detectors three differ-
∗Work supported by HIC-for-FAIR through HGS-HIRe and
Helmholtz-CAS Joint Research Group HCJRG-108.
ent collision processes could be observed. Each of them
resulted in an electron populating a low-lying continuum
state of the projectile:
(a) The electron loss to continuum (ELC) corresponds
to the ionization of a projectile electron into the pro-
jectile continuum during the collision with the target:
U88+ + N2 → U89+ + [N2]∗ + e−.
(b) The electron capture to continuum (ECC) corre-
sponds to the capture of a target electron into the pro-
jectile continuum, while the excess energy is carried
away by the recoil of the generated target ion:
U88+ + N2 → U88+ +
[
N+2
]∗
+ e−.
(c) The radiative electron capture to continuum
(RECC) corresponds to the capture of a target electron
into the projectile continuum, while the excess energy
is carried away by a photon:
U88+ + N2 → U88+ +
[
N+2
]∗
+ e− + γ.
Previously the RECC process (c) was for the first time ob-
served unambiguously at GSI and experimentally proven
to be equivalent to the high-energy endpoint of electron-
nucleus bremsstrahlung studied in inverse kinematics [1].
Succeeding this pioneering experiment a high-resolution
measurement of the processes (a) – (c) was performed in
2012, with a significantly improved experimental setup [2].
Whereas for low-energy projectiles used in former studies
the cusp electron spectrum was dominated by ECC or ELC,
it was proven within this experiment that at 90 MeV/u the
cross sections of the three processes are comparably large,
while the shapes of the electron energy distributions show
significant differences (Fig. 1). Notably the opposite asym-
metry of ECC and RECC gives a clear signature of the
different underlying collision mechanisms. Comparison of
the experimental results with various theoretical calcula-
tions is currently under way and soon to be published.
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The well-known Breit interaction was first worked out
by Gregory Breit in order to calculate the fine-structure
of atomic helium [1]. Nowadays, the Breit interaction is
described as quantum electrodynamics (QED) effect. It
includes magnetic interactions and retardation in the ex-
change of a single virtual photon between the electrons,
and affects not only the energy level structure but also the
dynamics of atomic processes. The interaction has aroused
great interest in further exploration and analysis of rela-
tivistic contributions to the electron-electron interaction,
and its importance has already been confirmed for several
processes in the collisions between electrons and highly
charged ions (HCI) [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].
More often than not the influence of the Breit interac-
tion is small, so it is treated as a minor correction to the
Coulomb interaction. However, in certain cases it can even
dominate dynamics involving highly charged ions. Naka-
mura et al. [10] found that the Breit interaction can en-
hance dielectronic recombination (DR) resonant strengths
by almost 100%. Soon afterwards, Fritzsche et al. [11]
predicted that the Breit interaction could dominate the
Coulomb interaction in the x-ray emission of Li-like heavy
ions following dielectronic recombination and could even
qualitatively change the angular distribution of x-rays for
heavy ions with nuclear charge Z ≥ 73. Three years later,
Hu et al. [12] obtained experimental evidence for the pre-
diction of Fritzsche et al. by measuring the angular distri-
bution of the [1s2s22p1/2]1 −→ [1s22s2]0 transition in di-
electronic recombination of Li-like Au with free electrons
in an electron beam ion trap (EBIT).
In this report, we present the experimental results for an-
gular distribution of characteristic x-rays following the res-
onant transfer and excitation (RTE) in U89+ collisions with
H2 target at the experimental storage ring ESR of GSI. The
RTE is equivalent to the DR processes, but with the dif-
ference that the electron is initially in a bound state of tar-
get. The experiment performed by colliding Li-like ura-
nium (U89+) ions with H2 at the resonance energy (116.15
MeV/u) for the U89+[1s22s] H2−−→ U88+[1s2s22p1/2 ]1 pro-
cess. The accurate and stable value of the ion beam energy
was guaranteed by the electron cooler of the ESR. The lay-
out of the experimental arrangement at the gas-jet target is
∗Work supported by HI Jena/EMMI/GSI(ESR)
Figure 1: The experimental setup at the internal gas-jet tar-
get of the ESR.
shown in Fig. 1. We measured the angular distribution of
the [1s2s22p1/2]1 −→ [1s22s2]0 x-ray transition following
the resonant transfer and excitation.
The x-ray emission from the collisions was recorded
with four high purity intrinsic germanium (HPGe(i)) detec-
tors placed at 350, 900, 1200 and 1500 angles with regard
to the direction of the ion beam. Exploiting time coinci-
dences between the x-ray detectors and a particle detector
mounted after the ESR dipole magnet, we were able to ob-
tain the x-ray spectra corresponding only to the events of
U89+ capturing an electron into singly or doubly excited
states.
Four x-ray spectra have been obtained in the experiment
at 350, 900, 1200 and 1500 observation angles correspond-
ing to one-electron-capture events. As an example, Fig. 2
shows the spectrum recorded at 350 angle. In the spectrum,
several radiative electron capture (REC) lines are present.
They are denoted according to the shell where the target
electron is captured into, i.e. L-REC stands for the cap-
ture into the L-shell (n=2), M-REC stands for the capture
into the M-shell (n=3), etc. In addition, the RTE induced
peak ([1s2s22p1/2]1 −→ [1s22s2]0 transition) very close to
the radiative electron capture into the 2sj=1/2 and 2pj=1/2
states (L-REC1/2) is found. The REC peaks are signifi-
cantly broader than the RTE-induced characteristic transi-
tion, due to the Compton profile of the target. This allows
us to fit the RTE and REC lines separately and obtain the
corresponding intensities. This is also possible for x-ray
spectrum recorded at 1500. However, at 900 and 1200, the
large Doppler broadening and a poorer energy resolution
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Figure 2: X-ray spectrum obtained at the ESR correspond-
ing to one-electron-capture events in 116.15 MeV/u U 89+
collisions with the H2 gas target, obtained at 350 observa-
tion angle.
of the corresponding detectors smear out the difference be-
tween the RTE and L-REC1/2 peaks, making it impossi-
ble to fit them separately and obtain directly their inten-
sities. Therefore, we have to rely on the relativistic REC
theory which has been extensively tested in many different
experiments [13] and is currently known to provide accu-
rate description of the process. Namely, we used the an-
gular differential cross sections for L-REC3/2, L-REC1/2
and M-REC [14] together with our experimental data for
obtaining the intensity of the L-REC1/2. As a cross check
of theory, we also compared the theoretical values with our
experimental results for L-REC1/2 : L-REC3/2 and L-REC
: M-REC ratios at 350 and 1500 where we could obtain
the experimental values independently from the theory. We
found a fair agreement between the theoretical and exper-
imental results, however, in couple of cases a deviation of
about 10% has been observed. The reason of this deviation
is currently unclear. Therefore, we included the uncertainty
of 10% for obtaining the experimental RTE intensity values
at 900 and 1200 angles. Furthermore, in order to obtain the
angular distribution of the RTE induced [1s2s22p1/2]1 −→
[1s22s2]0 transition, we normalized its intensity to the one
of the closely spaced L-REC3/2 peak and used the theoret-
ical angular differential cross-section for the latter. In this
way, uncertainties related to different solid angles and effi-
ciencies of the x-ray detectors are almost completely can-
celled out.
Our experimental and theoretical angular distributions
[11] of the [1s2s22p1/2]1 −→ [1s22s2]0 transition are shown
in Fig. 3. From the figure, a good qualitative agreement
between the experiment and theory agreement can be ob-
served. By fitting the equation for angular distribution of
the electric dipole emission [11] to the experimental an-
gular distribution, we received the experimental value for
alignment parameter A2 = −0.46 ± 0.07. Our result is
definitely closer to the prediction from [11] with Breit in-
Figure 3: Experimental angular distribution for the
[1s2s22p1/2]1 −→ [1s22s2]0 transition following the RTE
into initially Li-like uranium. The dashed line is a theo-
retical angular distribution from [11], with the alignment
parameter A2= -0.314. The solid line is from fitting the
equation of the electric dipole emission [11] to our experi-
mental data, having A2 as a free fit parameter.
teraction included (-0.314) than to the one without the Breit
interaction (0.47). This can be considered as a proof for the
high importance of the Breit interaction for this case. The
reason for the relatively small (∼ 2σ) quantitative devia-
tion between our experimental and theoretical results for
the alignment parameter (A2) has still to be clarified.
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Installation of two new detector manipulators in
the dipoles of the ESR
Two prototype systems of a new particle detector manip-
ulator ([1], and Fig. 1) are currently being installed in the
ESR’s first dipole magnets in the south and the north arc,
i.e., behind the electron cooler and the gas-target, respec-
tively. The manipulators are equipped with vacuum gate
valves and vacuum pumps and can thus be separated com-
pletely from the main vacuum system of the storage ring.
The present design is especially adapted for the installation
of detectors at the last ports of the C-type dipole magnets.
The set-up in the south arc behind the electron cooler fea-
tures a detector pocket with an entrance window of 25 μm
thickness and is primarily targeted at recombination stud-
ies with a stochastically cooled ion beam using the electron
cooler solely as a target for free electrons (cf. e.g. [2]).
In the north arc a special detector mount is installed that
allows for the placement of a detector in-vacuum on the in-
side of the ring. As a consequence of the C-type magnet
design, the detector has to be inserted from the outside of
the ring prior to beam injection leaving sufficient space for
the circulating initially uncooled primary beam.
The main purpose of this set-up is to enable nuclear reac-
Figure 1: New detector manipulator in the first dipole mag-
net of the south arc (behind the electron cooler) of the ESR.
tion studies at the internal gas-target at ion energies around
the Coulomb barrier or around the Gamov window such as
nuclear astrophysics (p,γ) experiments [3]. A new UHV
compatible position sensitive ceramic-mounted Si-detector
∗Work is supported by BMBF (contracts 06GI911I and
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(Micron semiconductors) is delivered, was vacuum tested
at GSI and will be mounted in the near future. Commis-
sioning of the manipulators with beam and first (p,γ) data
taking runs at the ESR are scheduled for the upcoming
beamtimes spring/summer 2014.
A new data acquisition for the integration of
Schottky signals in AP experiments
In a collaboration of Giessen University, EMMI and
GSI a new data acquisition is presently being set-up that
aims at the continuous and broadband recording of RF
Schottky signals at the present ESR, and in perspective
at FAIR’s future storage rings. In addition to the well-
established Schottky mass and decay studies (cf. e.g. [4])
it is envisaged to provide a transparent, seamless and non-
destructive recording of ion beam parameters (’beam log-
book’) and supply the data for storage ring experiments.
The DAQ system comprises a modular PXIe crate and cor-
responding modules (National Instrument VSA type NI-
5663E and Counter NI-6602, additional digitizer SPDe-
vices ADQ-214) and is capable of uninterrupted high-
resolution recording of the full ring momentum acceptance.
The DAQ records the Schottky signals of both, the old
parallel plate pick-up and the new high-resolution cavity-
based pick-up [5] simultaneously. In particular, the single
particle sensitivity of the new resonant pick-up features a
much improved time-resolution. The combination of both
pick-ups with the new highly performant DAQ will also fa-
cilitate new experimental schemes for atomic and nuclear
collsion studies at storage rings [6].
The system is presently being commisioned offline with
test signals: an initial data taking software (using NI Lab-
view) and first data analysis routines have already been
implemented. Tests and optimizations with beams are
planned for the course of 2014.
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We report on the re-investigation of the two-body orbital
electron-capture (EC) decay of hydrogen-like 142Pm60+
ions, stored and cooled in the Experimental Storage Ring
ESR of GSI [1]. In a first measurement of this system,
a couple of years ago, a modulation superimposed on the
exponential decay has been observed with a period of
T = 7.1 seconds and an amplitude of about a = 0.2 [2].
In the present experiment we benefitted from a newly de-
signed Schottky-noise frequency detector [3]. This device,
a 245 MHz pillbox-like resonator, exhibits a signal-to-noise
ratio improved by about two orders of magnitude with re-
spect to the capacitive pick-up used in the previous exper-
iment. It reveals in an unprecedented manner hitherto hid-
den details of the EC decay of a single ion and provides the
true decay time as well as the time- and frequency-resolved
kinematics and the entire cooling process of the recoiling
daughter nucleus just from the moment of its generation, as
demonstrated in Fig. 1. In particular, the projection of the
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recoil velocity onto the beam direction is signalled within
32 ms after the decay by a frequency shift Δf with respect
to the revolution frequency of the cooled daughter ion (see
Fig.1). From the distribution of these frequency shifts, ob-
served for many thousand EC decays, finally the modulus
of the recoil velocity could be figured out and, hence, the
momentum of the recoiling daughter ion and of the gener-
ated electron neutrino which are entangled by momentum-
and energy conservation. Furthermore, the clearly visible
onset of the cooling trace of the daughter ion provides an
unambiguous signature of the decay time, in strict contrast
to the previous experiment, where only the appearance of
the cooled daughter ion could be observed [2].
The whole of all EC-decays recorded in the present ex-
periment does not show significant modulations. However,
it could happen that due to technical failures, “old” ions
were not removed from the ESR thus leading to washing
out the modulation. An uninterrupted series of 7125 con-
secutive injections of the ions into the ESR was determined
and used for the data analysis. This is outlined in detail
in [1]. A fit of the data recorded by the 245 MHz res-
onator yields a modulation with a period of T = 7.10(11)
seconds and an amplitude of a = 0.107(24) (see Fig. 2),
and for the simultaneously used “old” pick-up detector a
period of T = 7.12(11) seconds and an amplitude of
a = 0.134(27). Both periods are not only in perfect agree-
ment to each other, but also to the previously reported pe-
riod of T = 7.10(25) seconds [2]. Both amplitudes are,
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Figure 1: Time traces of two cooled 142Pm60+ parent ions,
recorded at the 124th harmonic of the revolution frequency
by the 245 MHz resonator vs the the time after injection,
with time-and frequency binning of 32 ms and 31.25 Hz,
respectively. The arrows indicate the true decay times, as
unambiguously identified by the onset of the trace of the
recoiling daughter ion. It starts at a revolution frequency
shifted by Δf with respect to the frequency of the cooled
daughter ion, where Δf reflects the projection of the re-
coil velocity onto the beam direction immediately after the
decay.
however, significantly smaller than the previous value of
a = 0.23(4).
In order to assess the significance of these results evi-
dence criteria in favour of a certain model have been used.
We compared the reliability of a strictly exponential dis-
tribution (model M0) of the data on the one hand, and of
a periodical modulation superimposed on an exponential
distribution (model M1) on the other hand, according to
the “Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)” which is based
on a maximum likelihood analysis. For the data recorded
by the 245 MHz resonator we get a “weight of evidence” of
w1 = 0.998 for model M1 and w0 = 0.002 for model M0
and of w1 = 0.9998, w0 = 1.8 · 10−4 for the data of the
capacitive pick-up. These weights of evidence lead to the
conclusion that the reported modulation period of T = 7.1
s has been confirmed by the new experiment, although with
significantly smaller amplitude.
For the three-body β+ decays observed in the same data
set no significant modulation was found, as shown in Fig. 3.
This might point to a weak-interaction origin of the modu-
lation which is observed in connection with the (almost)
monoenergetic electron-neutrinos from the two-body EC
decays, but absent for the continuous neutrino spectrum
of the three-body β+ decay branch. Any conclusive and
commonly accepted explanation of the modulation is (still)
missing. One of the proposed suggestions, strongly dis-
puted in literature, is that the modulations reflect – like the
well-known quantum beats – the interference of two coher-
Figure 2: Number of EC decays per 0.96 s of hydrogen-like
142Pm60+ ions, recorded by the 245 MHz resonator, vs. the
time t after injection of the ions into the storage ring ESR.
Displayed is also the modulation fit. The inset shows the χ2
values vs. the angular frequency ω, for a fixed total decay
constant λ and a variation of amplitude a and phase φ.
Figure 3: Number of β+ decays per 0.96 s of hydrogen-
like 142Pm60+ ions, recorded by the 245 MHz resonator,
vs. the time t after injection of the ions into the storage
ring ESR. Displayed is also the exponential fit. The inset
shows the χ2 values vs. the angular frequency ω, for a fixed
total decay constant λ and a variation of amplitude a and
phase φ.
ent states, separated in the ion rest frame by an energy dif-
ference ΔE = hγ/T = 8.3 · 10−16 eV, for T = 7.11 s and
the Lorentz factor γ = 1.43 of the stored ions. To be able
to confirm or disprove this suggestion, further experiments
are mandatory which exploit other systems, different mag-
netic fields acting on the stored ions and which provide,
first of all, significantly higher decay statistics.
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Introduction
We discuss the Akaike and Bayesian information crite-
ria obtained from the model and data set presented in [1].
Both criteria are model-selection methods that consists in
penalizing the log-likelihood as a function of the parame-
ters: ICi = −2 log(L(θˆi|data,Mi)) + AnKi. The Akaike
information criterion (AIC) is a measure of the relative
goodness of fit of a statistical model. Under appropriate
conditions, the model that minimizes the AIC corresponds
to the one that minimizes the Kullback-Leibler divergence
with respect to the true unknown distribution.
The Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) stems from
Bayesian probabilities. If proper conditions are satisfied,
it is twice the negative logarithm of the marginal likeli-
hood, i.e. −2 log(P (data|Mi)). From the BIC difference
of model Mi and Mj , i.e. ΔBICi, an approximation of the
Bayes’ factor : Bi,j ≈ exp(−ΔBICi/2) can be obtained.
In this sense, the minimum BIC corresponds to the best
model describing the data.
Results
The AIC and BIC values have been obtained from un-
binned maximum likelihood method [2] and are thus free
from any approximation. The AIC and BIC values as well
as their differences and weights are listed in the table. Note
that ΔAIC and ΔBIC values in the table are defined with
respect to the minimum IC value : ΔIC = ICi − ICmin.
The Bayesian and Akaike weights are both defined for two
models Mi,Mj as wi = e
−ΔICi/2
e−ΔICi/2+e−ΔICj/2
. We observe
that the AIC and BIC model selection methods can lead to
different conclusion depending on the data.
Discussion: AIC vs BIC
It is a priori not trivial to choose between the AIC and
BIC as they rely on various assumptions and asymptotic
approximations, which in both cases are considered unre-
alistic [3]. Usually AIC prefers complex models and BIC
simpler ones [3]. Although information criteria stem from
different paradigms, the decision making of choosing M 1
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EC data β+ data EC data
(245 MHz res.) (245 MHz res.) (cap. pick-up)
N 3616 2912 2989
AIC0 28683.5 22711.2 23718.4
AIC1 28674.7 22710.4 23689.4
ΔAIC0 8.78 0.8 29
w0 1.2 % 40.1 % 5× 10−5%
w1 98.8% 59.9% 100(1− w0)%
BIC0 28689.67 22717.1 23724.4
BIC1 28699.26 22734.3 23713.4
ΔBIC0 0 0 11
ΔBIC1 9.6 17 0
B0,1 121.5 4914.7 0.0041
w0 99.2% 99.98% 0.4%
w1 0.8% 0.02% 99.6%
αAIC ≈ 20% ≈ 20% ≈ 20%
αBIC 6.1× 10−3% 8.2× 10−3% 7.96× 10−3%
rather than M0 is mathematically equivalent to a likelihood
ratio test in rejecting the null when:
−2 log(L0/L1) > An(K1 −K0) (1)
where the rejection region is given by the right hand
term.The likelihood ratio distribution obtained from MC-
toys is in very good agreement with a χ24 distribution1.
Thus, in the case of AIC, rejecting the null translates in
the frequentist interpretation to a likelihood ratio test at an
α level of P (χ24 > 6) = 0.199. In the case of BIC the α
level depends on the sample size (c.f. αBIC in table). Here
we observe that AIC would have, in the frequentist inter-
pretation, a Type I error rate of about 20% while for BIC
the error rates decrease as the sample size increases and
are all below 10−2%. On the other hand, the Type II error
rates are in general lower for AIC than for BIC [3]. There-
fore in situations where Type I error has to be avoided, the
BIC is usually prefered. And vice versa, AIC is recom-
manded against Type II error. In the case of the resonator
EC-data M1 is favoured if AIC is used and M0 in the case
of the BIC. In order to resolve this issue, a proper alterna-
tive would be the computation of the Bayes’ factor from
unbinned likelihood, which would significantly reduce the
number of assumptions and approximations made.
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Using the Experimental Storage Ring (ESR) it is possi-
ble to distinguish between charge states of an isotope with
sensitivity down to single ions [1]. Projectile fragmenta-
tion of a 197Au beam (478-492 A·MeV) with a 9Be tar-
get was performed and the resultant fragments were passed
through the FRagment Separator [2] where isotopes of in-
terest were separted before being injected into the ESR.
The ions were cooled by electron and stochastic cooling
enabling Schottky Mass Spectrometry to be used and nu-
clear decays within the ESR are inferred from changes in
ion revolution frequency [3].
Prior studies of 192Os revealed an isomer with a lifetime
of τneut = 8.5(14) s at 2015 keV. Three decay branches
have been observed with transition energies of 47, 302, and
307 keV [4]. Neutral [5] and hydrogen-like internal conver-
sion coefficients were calculated and indicate a decrease for
all transitions (Table 1). For the 47 keV transition internal
conversion in the hydrogen-like state is forbidden. An in-
creased lifetime of τcalc = 13.0(24) s due to the reduction
of internal conversion can be expected.
Table 1: Calculated total internal conversion coefficients
for transitions from 192mOs [4, 5].
Etrans Iγ σλ αt (neut) αt (H−like)
47.4 0.0031(6) E3 7760 0
302.6 100(6) E3 0.433 0.084
307.0 13.3(3) M2 0.975 0.374
∗Work supported in part by the Helmholtz-CAS Joint Research
Group HCJRG-108, National Natural Science Foundation of China (No.
11105010), the Australian Research Council, UK STFC and AWE plc.
An increased lifetime for 192mOs was measured from
observations of 106 single hydrogen-like ions in the ESR
(Figure 1). After Lorentz correction (γ = 1.4) the
measured mean lifetime of 192mOs75+ was τLorentz =
14.2(16) s. The observed increase in lifetime is attributed
to the reduction of internal conversion because of the high
charge state.
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Figure 1: Lifetime curve for 192mOs75+ produced by direct
observation of highly charged single ions in the ESR.
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Odd-Even Staggering in Fragment Yields from 78Kr+Be Reactions ∗
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Figure 1: A part of the measured revolution time spectrum
of the Tz = −1/2 nuclides produced in 78Kr fragmentation
reactions on Be target.
Nuclear fragmentation yields can provide unique infor-
mation on nuclear structure properties, e.g. pairing, shell
effects, and densities of excited levels. Odd-even stagger-
ing (OES) in the fragment yields, that is the enhancement in
the yields of the even-Z nuclides compared with the neigh-
bouring odd-Z nuclides, has been observed for different
fragmentation reactions [1]. But an understanding of the
origin of this OES is not yet reached. Our study allowed
for the first time to quantitatively understand the origin of
this OES.
OES in the fragment yields has been measured in the
storage ring CSRe at the HIRFL-CSR facility in Lanzhou
[2]. The fragments were produced in the 78Kr+Be reac-
tions at an energy of 482.9 AMeV. The Tz = −1/2 and
Tz = 1/2 nuclides of interest were transmitted through
RIBLL2 and injected into CSRe, which was tuned into an
isochronous mode [3]. In this mode the revolution times of
ions, which were measured using a dedicated time-of-flight
detector [4], are used to measure their m/q values. Fig. 1
shows a part of the measured revolution-time spectrum of
the Tz = −1/2 nuclides.
The momentum distributions and the transmission effi-
ciencies for various fragments were estimated by using the
∗Work supported in part by the BMBF WTZ grant (No. 01DO12012),
by the Helmholtz-CAS Joint Research Group HCJRG-108, by the HGF
Young Investigators Projects VH-NG-327, by the ESF through EuroGE-
NESIS program, by the 973 Program of China (No. 2013CB834401),
and by the NNSFC grants 10925526, 111035007, 10675147, 10805059,
U1232208, 1135005, 11075103, 11205205.
Figure 2: Fragment yields of Tz = −1/2 and Tz = 1/2
nuclei measured in this experiment. The closed shells Z =
20 and 28, where the strongest OES is reached for the Tz =
−1/2 nuclei, are indicated.
LISE++ program [5]. The transmission efficiency varies
almost smoothly with Z along a chain of nuclides with a
constant Tz . The yields of Tz = −1/2 and Tz = 1/2
nuclei are presented in Fig. 2. The OES is very evident
for the yields of the Tz = −1/2 nuclei, but small for the
Tz = 1/2 nuclei. For the Tz = −1/2 nuclei, a sharp drop
of the fragment yields near the closed shells Z = 20 and
28, where the strongest OES is shown, is observed for the
first time. To our knowledge, no nuclear reaction model
can reproduce the above OES over such a wide range of
mass numbers, especially for the Tz = −1/2 nuclei.
The measured OES in the yields for the Tz = −1/2 and
Tz = 1/2 mirror nuclei enabled us to compare the relative
OES in fragment yields and the relative OES in PETE of
mirror nuclei [6]. This comparison reveals unambiguously
that the origin of the OES of fragment yields is mainly de-
termined by the OES of the particle-emission threshold en-
ergies, where the impact of both pairing correlations and
evident shell effects are clearly observed.
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A study of Coulomb displacement energies for nuclides with A around 67∗
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If one assumes that nuclear force is charge symmetric,
Coulomb displacement energy (CDE) can be extracted as
the binding energy difference of mirror nuclei [1]. CDEs
play an important role in nuclear structure, like e.g., can
be use to study deformation of nuclei [2]. Recent experi-
ments provided a wealth of new data on nuclear masses of
neutron-deficient nuclei, either measured for the first time
or with significantly improved uncertainties [3]. With these
mass data, experimental CDEs (ΔEc) for the T=1/2 mirror
nuclei up to A=73 in pf -shell can be mapped, as Fig. 1
shows.
Figure 1: Coulomb displacement energy for the T = 1/2
mirror nuclei in the fp-shell as a function of Z</A1/3, la-
belled differently for odd-Z> and even-Z>. ΔEc for even-
Z> were fitted by a linear function (solid line) and second
order polynomial function (dashed line) of Z</A1/3, re-
spectively. For odd-Z>, the dotted line shows an expected
tendency obtained by second order polynomial fitting.
For a homogeneously charged spherical nucleus, the
CDEs can be fitted well by an empirical linear formula.
However, it is well known that the deformation can lead to
modifications of single-particle states and cause qualitative
changes in the structure, and therefore can alter the linear
dependence of CDE on Z</A1/3. If one assumes that a de-
formed nucleus has a quadrupole deformation, β, then the
modified CDE, ΔEc(β), can be estimated by the following
∗Work supported by by NSFC grant no. 11205205, by the BMBF
grant in the framework of the Internationale Zusammenarbeit in Bildung
und Forschung Projekt-Nr. 01DO12012 and by the Helmholtz–CAS Joint
Research Group HCJRG- 108
† YHZhang@impcas.ac.cn
‡ Y. Litvinov@gsi.de
expression [2],
4Ec(β) ' 4Ec(0)
[
1− 4
45
β2
]
(1)
where ΔEc(0) is the spherical CDE, which can be fitted by
using the known spherical nuclei.
The notable difference from the spherical shells is that
the CDE values in the fp-shell can not be fitted by a linear
function of Z</A1/3, but show a slowing-down increase
as Z</A
1/3 increases [4]. The data are better fitted by a
second order polynomial function as described by Eq. (1)
with non-zero deformation parameters. This implies that
spherical shape of nuclei starts to change at Z</A1/3 ∼
7.96 (corresponding to A = 65 and Z> = 33) and the
quadrupole deformation β is developed for larger Z</A1/3
values. This is precisely the region where Hasegawa et
al. [5] suggested, based on the study of the low-lying en-
ergy levels, that a spherical-to-deformed shape phase tran-
sition occurs along the N ≈ Z line.
Another feature seen in Fig. 1 is the staggering of the
CDE values between the groups with odd-Z and even-Z .
This so-called odd-even staggering is such that CDE with
even-Z> are larger than the CDE with odd-Z>. The oc-
currence of the odd-even staggering in CDE was first ex-
plained by Feenberg and Goertzel [6] as being due to the
fact that the paired protons with antiparallel spins have
a space-symmetric wave function in their relative coordi-
nates and therefore repel each other stronger than the pairs
with parallel spins. This strong Coulomb repulsion for sys-
tems with all protons paired leads to larger CDE values for
even-Z>. However, with the new data, as seen in Fig. 1,
the data point for the 69Br-69Se mirror pair obviously de-
partures from the staggering rule, and the regular trend
of the odd-even staggering is thus destroyed. This is the
first observation of this apparent anomaly, which has to be
questioned theoretically on possible fundamental reasons
as well as experimentally on possible systematic errors of
the corresponding measurements [4].
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Angular differential measurement of linear polarization of elastically scattered
hard x-rays.∗
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Elastic scattering of photons from atoms and molecules,
also known as Rayleigh scattering, is one of the fundamen-
tal processes in the interaction of light with matter. Under-
standing of this scattering process, in particular in the hard
X-ray regime, is important for various applications such as
medical imaging, material research and it also provides in-
formation about the inner structure of atomic and molecular
systems [1,2]. Also from theoretical point of view, there is
ongoing interest at present [3,4].
Former experimental studies of this scattering process
have used either unpolarized or linearly polarized photon
sources to investigate the angular distribution and absolute
peak intensities of the scattered radiation. However, the
polarization properties of the elastically scattered photons
have not been resolved up to now. Due to recent devel-
opment in coherent light sources on one side and highly-
segmented semiconductor based detection systems [5,6] on
the other, it became feasible to control both, the polariza-
tion of the incident as well as the scattered photons.
Figure 1: Ge(i) detector response to synchrotron radia-
tion that is scattered at a Au target under 35◦ and 150◦.
The characteristic target radiation Kα2 (67 keV), Kα1
(68.8 keV), Kβ1 (77.9 keV) and Kβ2 (80.1 keV) is clearly
visible. The 175 keV line correspond to elastic Rayleigh-
scattering. The broader structure, shifting with the scatter-
ing angle, correspond to inelastic Compton scattering.
∗Work supported by HGS-Hire / Helmholtz Alliance EMMI / DESY
and HZG support at beamline P07.
Figure 2: 175 keV X-rays are elastically scattered in the
Au target at a scattering angle of 120◦. These Rayleigh
photons are again Compton-scattered in the Si(Li) detector
crystal. The figure shows their position distribution inside
the Si(Li) detector with respect to the scattering position.
The present experiment aims to measure the angular dis-
tribution and polarization of the initially linearly polarized
hard x-rays, scattered off a high-Z target. Therefore, a
Si(Li) Compton polarimeter, developed for experiments at
the international FAIR facility, as well as standard Ge(i)
detectors have been used. The experiment took place at the
DESY PETRA III beamline P07-EH3, where nearly 100%
linearly polarized photons in the hard X-ray regime can be
produced.
Fig. 1 shows the Ge(i) detector response to the radiation,
coming from the target. A thin Au foil was used as the tar-
get. The synchrotron radiation energy was set to 175 keV.
Fig. 2 shows the position distribution of Compton scattered
photons (elastically scattered in the target) inside the Si(Li)
detector crystal. The anisotropy indicates a high degree of
linear polarization of the Rayleigh-scattered photons from
the Au target. The data are currently being evaluated.
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Demonstrator: Electronic Readout for a Si(Li) – Compton – Polarimeter
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Within the portfolio process of the Helmholtz Associa-
tion Detector Technology and System Platform (DTS) [1]
KIT, GSI, and HI Jena collaborate closely bringing together
the expertise of the partners in the development of ad-
vanced detector readout systems. As one of the first com-
mon projects we develop a self-triggering 2-dimensional
position-, time-, and energy sensitive Si(Li)-strip detector
read out with modern custom designed FPGA-based signal
digitizer hardware as a demonstrator system. This project
is of great importance for future x-ray spectroscopy and
polarimetry experiments of the SPARC collaboration [2] at
GSI and FAIR. As detector platform we have chosen an
already existing Si(Li)-strip detector [3] that has worked
reliable in several beam times at the ESR as well as ex-
ternal places, e.g. TU Darmstadt and DESY, Hamburg,
and has produced excellent results [4]. Up to now it was
equipped with standard NIM and VME electronic. The out-
come of this project using custom designed FPGA-based
signal digitizer hardware will serve as a blue print for the
next generation of compact and cost efficient readout elec-
tronics of thick planar strip detectors within the collabo-
ration. The concept is based on the fast digitizing of the
preamplifier signals coming from the detector to acquire
the small signals directly. The consecutive employment of
pulse shape analysis techniques will show the energy and
timing information of an event. For this first demonstra-
tor we profit from recent developments of the Experiment
Electronics department of GSI. They provided us with a
set of 8 FEBEX2 – ADC boards [5] with 8 input chan-
nels each. Sampling the data is performed with a frequency
of 65 Ms/s and a resolution of 12 bit at an input range of
+/-1V. A 1.6 Gbit fibre link connects the digitizer board
with the PLEXOR3-PCIe Interface hosted by a commer-
cial PC that manages the event building and data transport
by ethernet. In addition a TRIXOR-PCIe board takes over
the trigger handling and the dead time locking. The PC
runs a LYNX RT-operating system and as DAQ we em-
ploy MBS [6] to take advantage of the GSI data acquisi-
tion and storage environment. With this system we studied
the electronic response of the strip detector system for of-
fline testing of appropriate pulse shape analysis algorithms.
Meanwhile we moved to the next FEBEX generation (ver-
sion 3a) which is a 16 channel ADC-board with differen-
tial inputs. The FEBEX3a boards are mounted in a crate
with PCIe backplane together with a fibre link interface to
fit into the existing DAQ environment. The digitizer cards
host enough on-board FPGA resources to perform online
self-triggering, double hit detection and trapezoidal filters
for energy and timing applications. To adapt the signal out-
put of the preamplifier to the input of the FEBEX3a board
the fast linear amplifier SiLiVer was developed. At a later
stage the small form factor of the amplifier boards will al-
low us to mount them inside the preamplifier housing to
avoid losses on the signal cables. The main goal of this
first step is to rebuild the functionality of the NIM and
VME hardware and to be able to handle photo effect and
Compton events. From this point on we can make use out
of the system in atomic physics experiments. In collabo-
ration with the KIT we will refine the algorithms for the
digital pulse shape analysis with the aim to manage more
complex event histories like two or three Compton events
for one incident photon. We plan to meet the demand of in-
creased computing power by dedicated hardware solutions
designed by KIT.
Figure 1: Sketch of the new readout chain of the Si(Li)-
Polarimeter Demonstrator
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Dominant secondary nuclear photoexcitation with the XFEL
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Photon energies accessible with the new x-ray free-
electron laser (XFEL) facilities open the way for the res-
onant driving of nuclear transitions. In particular, the
high brilliance and coherence features of the XFEL light
promise an increase in nuclear excitations in compari-
son to synchrotron radiation experiments. While in the
latter experiments the electronic response only acted as
background, the unique interaction between high-intensity
XFEL pulses and matter can lead to new states, like cold,
high-density plasmas [1] where secondary nuclear pro-
cesses from the coupling to the atomic shell are rendered
possible. In this work we show on the example of 93mMo
isomer triggering that secondary nuclear excitation by elec-
tron capture (NEEC) can even dominate the direct resonant
photoexcitation.
The idea of isomer triggering is to connect the
metastable isomeric state to an above-lying level in order
to release the stored excitation energy on demand [2]. The
6.85 h long-lived 93mMo isomer is particularly attractive
for an XFEL-induced activation, since the 2.5 MeV ex-
citation energy can be retrieved by a 4.85 keV triggering
transition accessible by todays XFELs. In the subsequent
decay cascade an outstandingly high energetic photon of
1 MeV can be used as distinct signature for the nuclear ex-
citation. Moreover, in 9341Nb(p,n)93m42Mo reactions, the iso-
mers can be produced directly embedded into 1 µm thick
niobium foils, providing high-density targets. Using, for
instance, the LINAC proton beam at GSI a density of 1016
isomers/cm3 can be achieved.
The direct light-nucleus coupling between the XFEL ra-
diation and the Nb target foils can be described by the
density matrix formalism using the semiclassical approach.
Although the XFEL pulse is tuned on the 4.85 keV trigger-
ing transition, only a small fraction of the laser photons ful-
fill the nuclear resonance condition due to the large discrep-
ancy between the laser width ΓXFEL (∼10 eV) and the nu-
clear transition width Γn (∼10−7 eV). Taking this effective
intensity reduction into account and considering laser pa-
rameters for the LCLS at SLAC a signal rate of 5.6×10−14
photons/s is obtained [3]. A further analysis shows that the
nuclear photoexcitation is strongly suppressed by the poor
temporal coherence of current XFEL facilities.
The nuclear excitation induced directly by the laser
should be compared to its secondary electronic-processes-
induced counterpart. The XFEL-induced plasma forma-
∗ Jonas.Gunst@mpi-hd.mpg.de
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Figure 1: NEEC resonance cross sections (left axis) to-
gether with the electronic energy distribution (right axis).
tion is governed by inner-shell photoionization and sub-
sequent refilling by either radiative or Auger decay. Due
to the fast and uniform heating process the plasma stays
almost at solid-state density. After the irradiation of the
sample, radiative and collisional processes lead to a fast
thermalization among the electrons. In our scenario, we
estimate an electron temperature Te and density of 350 eV
and 1.3×1024 cm−3, respectively, and consider the plasma
conditions to hold for 100 ps.
In this environment, NEEC takes place on a longer time
scale compared to the laser pulse duration. The total NEEC
rate in the plasma relies on the available charge states and
electron energies. As shown in Fig. 1, NEEC prefers the
capture into deep vacancies. At Te=350 eV, the L shell
seems to provide the pivotal NEEC channels. However,
the available charge states are limited to q=18+. . .30+ pro-
hibiting the capture into the L shell. Nevertheless, a sum-
mation over all open resonance channels results in a NEEC-
induced signal rate of 1.7× 10−7 photons/s which is 6 or-
ders of magnitude higher than the direct process [3]. Ad-
ditionally, NEEC represents the more robust mechanism
since it is less sensitive to the match between the photon
frequency and the nuclear resonance condition.
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The HILITE Penning trap and first tests at the HILITE setup
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We have built a dedicated Penning trap for preparation
and control of suitable ion targets for irradiation with high-
intensity laser light and study of subsequent reactions, de-
picted in figure 1. Of particular interest is the detailed
investigation of multiphoton-ionisation of confined parti-
cles by highly intense laser light. One important aspect
is control over the confined particles’ mass, charge, den-
sity, localization and optimized overlap with the laser light
by Penning trap techniques like the use of trap electrodes
as ’electrostatic tweezers’ and by application of a ’rotating
wall’, respectively [1]. Also, the non-destructive detection
of reaction products is a central property. The Penning trap
setup is designed in a portable fashion, such that it can be
attached to existing laser systems easily, see figure 2.
The interaction of highly intense radiation with matter
and the corresponding non-linear effects have been subject
of lively research, both theoretical and experimental, es-
pecially in the infrared and visible photon energy regimes.
Laser systems capable of producing high intensities also
at photon energies in the extreme ultra-violet (EUV) and
(soft) X-ray regime open access to novel effects like non-
linear Compton effects or simultaneous elastic and inelastic
photon scattering, and allow multiphoton-ionisation exper-
iments in a new domain. However, experiments have so far
not been able to prepare and investigate well-defined parti-
cle ensembles and to non-destructively analyse the reaction
products with high accuracy, nor were they able to select or
prepare products for further studies in a well-defined way.
Figure 1: Photography of the HILITE Penning trap. The
function of the individual electrodes is indicated, sepa-
ration between electrodes is achieved by Sapphire rings
(milky white).
The particles (atomic or molecular ions) are confined
in the Penning trap following in-trap production or cap-
ture of externally produced ions. Confined ions can be
cooled, compressed, positioned and selected with respect
to their mass and charge prior to laser irradiation. The reac-
tion products are analysed by non-destructive methods and
hence remain confined for further studies. Such measure-
ments are, for example, able to determine cross sections for
multiphoton-ionisation in an energy- and intensity- regime
so far not or not sufficiently examined. Additionally, the
created electrons may be extracted from the trap and anal-
ysed externally. Hence, the reaction energetics may be re-
constructed as completely as possible.
Figure 2: Photography of the HILITE superconducting
magnet setup. The Penning trap from figure 1 will be in-
stalled in the centre of the magnet bore.
By now, we have completed the vacuum system which
will host the Penning trap inside the magnet bore and cool
it to cryogenic temperatures using a two-stage cryocooler.
The magnet has been operated at fields up to 6T and the
vacuum system has successfully been tested to leak rates
below the 10−10 mbar l/s scale. We will now focus on the
operation and detection electronics as well as on connec-
tivity to an external (EBIT) ion source for highly-charged
ions.
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The SpecTrap collaboration aims at high precision laser
spectroscopy of forbidden transitions in highly charged
ions (HCIs). Similar experiments performed to date with
ions stored in an EBIT or in a storage ring still suffer from
Doppler broadening or the difficulties in wavelength con-
version between the laboratory frame and the rest frame
[1, 2]. Therefore, the SpecTrap experiment employs a
cryogenic Penning trap suitable for trapping externally pro-
duced ions and sympathetically cooling them with laser
cooled Mg+ ions [3]. Cooling of HCI to the mK-regime
will dramatically reduce the Doppler broadening of the flu-
orescence signal and allow the measurement of the hyper-
fine splitting of the HCI with an expected relative accuracy
of 10−8 for a stringent test of bound state QED.
In 2013, a new beamline was installed at the HITRAP plat-
form to connect a commercial EBIT with the SpecTrap
Penning trap [4]. This EBIT can be used to produce ar-
gon ions with any desired charge state up to bare Ar. Since
Ar13+ is a suitable candidate for a laser-accessible, forbid-
den transition in a HCI, the beamline has been optimised
for maximum transmission of this charge state. Several 104
Ar13+ ions have been transported with a kinetic energy of
4 keV/q to the SpecTrap experiment. Because of the maxi-
mum voltage that can be applied to the trap electrodes only
low energy ions with kinetic energies of a few hundreds
eV/q can be trapped in the SpecTrap-Penning trap whereas
much lower transport energies would be desirable. Un-
fortunately, intra-beam scattering and electron capture sets
constraints to the minimum transport energy of the beam
and further reduction of the current value of 4 keV/q would
lead to much lower transport efficiency from the EBIT to
the trap. Therefore, a pulsed drift tube has been installed
close to the trap and used to decelerate several 104 Ar13+
ions in a single bunch to energies as low as 600 eV/q. Ions
with this energy can be easily trapped with the Penning
trap’s electrodes and the number of Ar13+ ions even in
one single bunch is now sufficient for the designated spec-
troscopy experiments at SpecTrap.
Prior to the installation of the HITRAP beamline, the ex-
periment had been connected to two different ion sources
simultaneously. The first source supplied the experiment
with singly charged magnesium, the second one with Ar+
and Ar2+. With this setup, alternating trapping of Mg+
and Ar+ was demonstrated, being the first step for simulta-
neous storage and sympathetic cooling of HCI. Ar+ trans-
ported with a kinetic energy of 600 eV has been trapped and
∗This work has been supported financially by BMBF (05P12RDFA4,
06DA9020I), DFG, EPSRC, GSI, HGS-HiRe and HIC for FAIR.
electronically detected with the resonant circuit attached to
the endcaps of the SpecTrap Penning trap. Furthermore,
resistive cooling of Ar+ with the resonant circuit has been
demonstrated as well. Different ion species and charge
states were identified via their axial and radial oscillation
frequencies. To this end, the trap parameters that influence
the axial oscillation frequency have been determined with
the species Mg+ and Ar+. Resonant excitation of different
ion species has been performed and detected by changes in
the fluorescence signal of 24Mg+ (see Fig. 1). This demon-
strates the potential for non-destructive detection and iden-
tification of arbitrary ion species.
With these tools at hand, the SpecTrap experiment is ready
for trapping and detection of HCI like Ar13+. In a first step
the storage time, resistive, and sympathetic cooling and the
interaction between Ar13+ and Mg+ will be investigated.
As soon as a cold and dense ion cloud of Ar13+ is avail-
able, the forbidden transition of Ar13+ will be measured in
a high precision laser spectroscopy experiment, followed
by experiments with different ion species like Ca14+ and
Bi82+ once HITRAP is fully operational.
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Figure 1: Reduced cyclotron frequencies νc of 24−26Mg+
isotopes. Excitation of νc changes the state of the ion
cloud and therefore increases the fluorescence signal re-
ceived from 24Mg isotopes.
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In-trap production of highly charged ions at ARTEMIS
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We are currently setting up a laser-microwave double-
resonance spectroscopy experiment with highly charged
ions in a Penning trap, which combines precise spec-
troscopy both of optical transitions and microwave Zeeman
splittings [1, 2, 3]. The experiment aims at spectroscopic
precision measurements of such energy level splittings and
magnetic moments of bound electrons on the ppb level of
accuracy and better. For first tests, the 40Ar13+ ion has
been chosen. It has a spinless nucleus, such that only a
fine structure is present. Similar measurements in hyperfine
structures are to be performed with ions of higher charge
states such as for example 207Pb81+ and 209Bi82+ as avail-
able to ARTEMIS within the framework of the HITRAP
facility.
Figure 1: Photography of the ARTEMIS Penning trap, in
which the ions are created and confined for spectroscopy.
In an external magnetic field, the Zeeman effect lifts the
degeneracy of energies within fine- and hyperfine-structure
levels. For highly charged ions in magnetic fields of a
few Tesla strength, the Zeeman splitting is well within
the microwave domain and thus accessible for precision
spectroscopy. In addition, in case of fine- and hyperfine-
structure transitions, the strong scaling with Z eventually
shifts the corresponding energies into the laser-accessible
region and thus makes them available for precision opti-
cal spectroscopy [1]. Figure 1 shows the Penning trap of
the ARTEMIS experiment, in which the ions of interest
are created and confined for spectroscopy. Creation takes
place by electron impact ionization in close similarity to
the charge breeding processes used in electron beam ion
sources (EBIS). We have installed this trap arrangement in
the superconducting magnet of the ARTEMIS experiment,
and have used an EMCCD-camera to detect photons emit-
ted during the charge breeding process of highly-charged
argon ions. Figure 2 shows a false-colour image from this
camera looking into the cylindrical trap along its symmetry
axis from above. This optical tracking of the ion creation
Figure 2: EMCCD-image of photons emitted during cre-
ation of highly-charged ions in the trap.
process is a powerful diagnostic tool to control and opti-
mize the charge breeding process in real-time. In a next
step, it will be combined with non-destructive electronic
detection able to yield mass spectra of produced ion disti-
butions, thus providing optimal control.
This work has been supported in part by DFG (Grants
VO 1707/1-2 and BI 647/4-1), by GSI, HGS-HiRe, and by
the IMPRS for Quantum Dynamics Heidelberg.
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New approach for the induced charge calculation for cylindrical electrodes∗
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The HITRAP facility is part of the GSI accelerator com-
plex and it is designed to store and cool up to 105 bare
uranium ions. One of the cooling mechanisms is the resis-
tive cooling where energy is dissipated in an external RLC
circuit, which is connected to the so called pick-up elec-
trodes. These electrodes pick up the induced charge and
the related current caused by the ion dynamics and give a
feedback to the ion dynamics due to an imbalance of the
potential on these electrodes. But since there exists no the-
oretical treatment of resistive cooling which is able to accu-
rately predict cooling time and cooling behavior numerical
simulations are necessary. In [1] we presented a model for
the simulation of resistive cooling of ion clouds in cylin-
drical penning traps, which includes the complete ion-ion
interaction. To handle the large computational effort this is
done on graphic boards using parallel programming tech-
niques [2]. The induced current is the time derivative of
the induced charge and can be calculated by a finite ele-
ment solver. This allows to model precisely the real geom-
etry. But due to the increasing number of necessary ele-
ments, the simulation time increases strongly with the re-
quired numerical accuracy, and this method gets inefficient
for a time discrete integration scheme in which these cal-
culations must be repeated some billion of times. Based on
the solution of the Poisson equation, we therefore worked
out an analytical formula for the charge Q which is induced
on the electrodes by an ion:
Q =
q
π
∞∫
0
I0
(
v · rR
)
v · I0(v) ·
1∑
j=0
(−1)j sin
(
v · ΔzjR
)
dv (1)
Here, I0 is the modified Bessel function of order zero, R is
the trap radius, Δzj = z − zj with z0 and z1 are the left
and right axial coordinate of the pick-up electrode and q is
the charge of the ion at position (r, z). The total charge
induced on the pick-up electrode caused by an ion cloud is
calculated by superimposing the contributions of all single
ions. Since we did not find an analytical solution of (1)
some further simplification is needed to ensure a fast eval-
uation. Approximating now the term I0
(
v · rR
)
/I0(v) in
expression (1) leads to an analytical formula which allows
fast calculation and provides high accuracy:
Q ≈ q
2
kmax∑
k=0
βk
1∑
j=0
(−1)j
[
erf
(
Δzj
γk
)
+
r2Δzj√
π γ3k
e−
“Δzj
γk
”2]
Here erf is the error function, kmax the order of approxi-
mation, γk = 2Rαk, αk and βk are numerical parameters.
∗Work supported by FE, Project-Number DAGROS1012.
The calculated charge induced on single electrodes is
shown in figure 1. The approximation error depends on
Figure 1: Induced charged at five cylindrical electrodes.
The bins from left to right: Analytical solution (gray), ap-
prox. kmax = 2 (red), approx. kmax = 1 (green), Comsol
(blue), calculation scheme of Ref.[3] (yellow). Electrode 2
and 4 are the pick-up electrodes
the choice of kmax, see figure 2. Already at kmax = 2
the results of (1) and the analytical approximation are in
good agreement. The resulting absolute error for the pick-
up electrodes of less than 5 ·10−3 will be sufficiently accu-
rate for our simulations.
Figure 2: Approximation error per unit charge versus the
order of approximation kmax
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Polarization transfer in elastic Rayleigh scattering ∗
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Studies on the elastic Rayleigh scattering of photons by
bound atomic (or ionic) electrons have a long tradition.
Since the mid 1930’s, a large number of experimental and
theoretical works have dealt with the total as well angle–
differential Rayleigh cross sections [1]. More recent inves-
tigations were focused, moreover, on the linear polariza-
tion of the scattered photons. Of particular interest here is
the question of how this polarization is affected if the in-
cident light is itself (linearly) polarized. Owing to recent
advances in coherent light sources and efficient detection
techniques, a new generation of experiments has currently
become feasible, in which such a “polarization transfer”
can be explored for heavy atomic targets and the radiation
in the x–ray region. Polarization analysis of the Rayleigh
scattering in the high–Z—and—high–energy domain may
serve as a valuable tool for exploring this second–order
quantum electrodynamical (QED) process in very strong
electromagnetic fields.
In order to analyze the current and future experiments
on the polarization transfer in elastic Rayleigh scattering
of x–rays by heavy targets, detailed theoretical study has
been performed by us based on the second–order perturba-
tion theory and Dirac relativistic equation [2]. The practi-
cal application of such a perturbative approach requires the
knowledge about the complete Dirac spectrum of an atom
(or ion), including not only bound– but also positive and
negative energy continuum–states. In our study, this spec-
trum was represented by means of the Coulomb Green’s
function:
GE(r, r′) =
∑
ν
∫
ψ†ν(r)ψν(r′)
Eν − E , (1)
constructed from the eigensolutions ψν(r) ≡ ψnνjν ,μν (r)
of the Dirac Hamiltonian. By using the analytical repre-
sentation of GE(r, r′) in terms of the regular and irregular
Whittaker functions [3] we were able to perform an accu-
rate perturbative calculations of the angular as well as po-
larization properties of scattered Rayleigh photons.
With the help of the relativistic Green’s function ap-
proach we investigated, in particular, the elastic scattering
of completely linearly polarized x–rays on hydrogen–like
ions in their ground state. For example, Fig. 1 displays
the angular distribution (left panel) and the degree of lin-
ear polarization (right panel) of scattered photons for the
case of xenon Xe53+ target and three different energies ~ω
∗Work supported by Helmholtz Association under the project VH–
NG–421 and by the BMBF under the project No. 05K13VHA.
† a.surzhykov@gsi.de
Figure 1: The angle–differential cross section (left panel)
and the degree of linear polarization (right panel) of elasti-
cally scattered x–rays on hydrogen–like xenon Xe 53+ ions
in their ground state. Relativistic calculations were per-
formed for the completely linearly polarized incident light
with energies ~ω = 1.1 I1s (solid line), 5 I1s (dashed line)
and 10 I1s, where I1s ∼= 41 keV refers to the 1s ionization
threshold. Data from Ref. [2].
of the incident light. As seen from the figure, both (an-
gular and polarization) properties appear to be very sensi-
tive to the photon energy. In particular, if ~ω ∼= 45 keV,
which is just 10 % above the 1s ionization threshold, the
Rayleigh photons are strongly polarized over the entire an-
gular range, except for θ ≈ 80–100◦, and their emission
pattern is almost dipole–like, W (θ) ∼ cos2 θ. In contrast,
the increase of the energy leads to (i) a strongly enhanced
forward emission and to (ii) a significant reduction of the
polarization of outgoing radiation. This reduction is largest
for the backward scattering but may also reach 20–30 %
for the emission angles in the range 30◦ . θ . 60◦, where
the photon yield is high. Based on our theoretical analy-
sis, we argue that such a “depolarization” of light in the
course of elastic scattering is caused mainly by the higher,
non–dipole components of the electromagnetic field. The
measurements of the depolarization effects, which is fea-
sible today with the help of available solid–state detectors,
can reveal, therefore, useful information about the details
of photon–matter interactions in the extreme relativistic
regime; the topic which attracts currently much attention
both in intense–laser and heavy–ion physics.
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Development of the HITRAP experimental facility
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Heavy few-electron ions are relatively simple systems in
terms of electron structure which offer unique opportuni-
ties to conduct experiments under extremely large electro-
magnetic fields that exist around their cores. This makes
them perfectly suited for various experiments including,
but not limited to, tests of quantum electrodynamics at the
strong field limit, multiple electron transfer or interaction
of highly charged ions (HCI) with surfaces. In the recent
decades the theory has advanced enough to be able to cal-
culate quantities such as the g-factor of bound electrons or
electron energy levels with high precision. Thus, the major
challenge for such kind of experiments has remained the
preparation of such highly charged ions.
As an extension of the existing GSI accelerator facility,
the heavy ion trap (HITRAP) facility was conceived as the
final deceleration stage for HCI. It is designed to provide
cold bunches of up to 105 ions with charge states as high
as bare uranium. The HITRAP decelerator consists of sev-
eral stages designed to bring the energy of HCI from the
initial 4 MeV per nucleon stepwise down into the sub-eV
range. After the successful offline tests of the modified
radio-frequency quadrupole (RFQ) - the second decelera-
tion stage - it was installed back into the main beamline
and equipped with diaphragms at the ion input and output.
They will ensure ion beam injection on axis of the 4-rod
structure, which was found to be crucial for the decelera-
tion efficiency during the offline tests.
The final deceleration stage - the cooling trap - has seen
some modifications for better high voltage stability and
suppression of unwanted electron emission processes. Af-
ter successful trapping of HCI from the EBIT in the year
before, the ongoing work at the moment is to prepare the
trap for the ions at 6 keV/u decelerated from the RFQ. A
detailed simulation study of the resistive cooling process
is carried out at the same time [1]. Together with elec-
tron cooling, this method will reduce the ion energy to the
sub-eV level and prepare a cold bunch of heavy HCI for
distribution to different experiments.
The HITRAP facility on the experimental platform in-
cluded so far a Dresden EBIT and a transfer beamline con-
necting it to the cooling trap. In 2013 the branch connecting
the EBIT and the HITRAP decelerator with various exper-
iments has been completed, thus extending the low-energy
beamline by some 15 m, as shown in the figure below. The
new section includes nine quadrupole doublets, two 90◦
deflectors, four diagnostics chambers and an appropriate
number of UHV pumps for reaching a residual gas pressure
of 10−10 mbar. Ion bunches, including highly charged O,
Xe and Ar ions have been successfully transported along
the full beamline length. This result enables the planned
laser spectroscopy experiments in the SpecTrap Penning
trap [2], and also paves the way for other experiments asso-
ciated with HITRAP, like the measurements of the bound-
electron g-factor [3] and study of multiple electron transfer
in cold atom-HCI collisions [4].
As an addition to the Dresden EBIT, plans and prepara-
tions were made for an installation of the high-energy S-
EBIT [5]. Consigned to GSI as a loan from the Helmholtz
Institut Jena, it currently being installed on the HITRAP
experimental platform and connected with the existing in-
frastructure. This accelerator-independent source of heavy,
highly charged ions will help bridge the shutdown time
of the GSI accelerator complex during the preparation for
FAIR and supply heavy HCI to the experimental stations.
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The FAIR project will be realized in stages as deter-
mined by the Modularized Start Version (MSV) [1]. Since
the New Experimental Storage Ring (NESR), which is the
main instrument for SPARC experiments in FAIR [3], is
not within the first stage of the MSV, its realization will in-
evitably be delayed. Therefore, the MSV has triggered sub-
stantial efforts to investigate alternatives enabling unique
experiments in the realm of atomic physics using stored
and cooled ion-beams already within the MSV. Apart from
the MSV program at a dedicated fix-target experimental
hall, APPA-Cave, and laser-cooling experiments in SIS-
100, these plans include the installation of the CRYRING
at the presently operating ESR [2] and the realization of an
experimental program with relativistic ions beams in the
High-Energy Storage Ring (HESR) [4].
UNILAC
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SUPER-FRS
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Cave
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HESR
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ESR
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atomic physics experiments
Figure 1: Schematic view of the presently operational ac-
celerator facility at GSI (gray) and the initial phase of the
future FAIR facility (red). The main locations of SPARC
experiments are indicated, including the HITRAP, which
is being commissioned at the ESR, and CRYRING, which
is presently under construction. Possible beam lines for
transport of protons and ions from SIS-18 directly to the
HESR and of antiprotons and ions from HESR to the ESR
are shown with light-blue color. These beam lines are cur-
rently subject of detailed investigations.
The latter was described in a dedicated feasibility study
[5]. Since then the conditions for SPARC experiments
were further investigated in a close collaboration with re-
searchers from FZ Ju¨lich. Stochastic and electron cooling
of heavy ions has been studied in very detail. It was shown
that – by using the available system [6] – stochastic cooling
∗Work supported by Helmholtz Institute Jena, Helmholtzzentrum
Ju¨lich, and the Helmholtz-CAS Joint Research Group HCJRG-108
† Y. Litvinov@gsi.de
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of ion beams will be possible at the injection energy of 740
MeV/u [7] as well as at the highest energies of a few GeV/u
[8]. Furthermore, adding an available barrier bucket volt-
age will allow for a sufficient cooling of the ions also with
dense internal targets [9]. The simulation of the full cy-
cle SIS-100 → CR → HESR including bunching, cooling
and acceleration has been performed [10]. These studies
have shown that the SPARC experiments even with high-
est target densities can be performed in the HESR without
any additional modifications of the HESR stochastic cool-
ing and RF systems.
To facilitate the commissioning of the various machines
of the FAIR facility, a direct beam line connecting SIS-18
and HESR could be imagined [11]. This would allow for
an easier commissioning of the HESR on the one side. On
the other side, since the HESR is capable to efficiently ac-
celerate the stored beams, this would enable the exciting
SPARC physics program [12] at a very early stage of FAIR,
even before the commissioning of the complex accelerator
chain SIS18-SIS100-CR-HESR is completed. A possible
location of such a beam line is indicated in Figure 1.
With CRYRING@ESR two fully commissioned storage
rings will be available, and, by installing an anti-proton
transfer line, the physics program of the FLAIR collabo-
ration could be realized at a very early stage. A possible
beam line could connect the HESR with the ESR as, e.g.,
indicated in Figure 1. In such a case the cooled and slowed-
down antiprotons would be extracted from the HESR at 9.5
Tm towards the ESR, where they would further be cooled
and slowed-down to about 1.4 Tm, the injection rigidity of
the CRYRING, and transferred to CRYRING.
Fruitful collaboration with T. Katayama, E. Mahner, R.
Maier, D. Prasuhn, R. Stassen, M. Steck, H. Stockhorst on
the SPARC@HESR issues is greatly acknowledged.
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Europium phosphate (EuPO4) is the synthetic analogue
to the natural mineral monazite and is considered as a
promising material for long term storage of radioactive
waste because of its structural flexibility incorporate ura-
nium and thorium without significant structure degrada-
tion due to self-irradiation. Earlier irradiation experiments
with 800keV- Kr ions revealed a high radiation hardness of
monazite-structure orthophosphates and low critical tem-
perature, above which the material can no longer be amor-
phized [1]. In contrast to displacive radiation effects there
is no information available about the response of EuPO 4 to
the irradiation with swift heavy ions (SHI) where electronic
energy loss processes dominate.
Single crystals of EuPO4 were irradiated at the UNI-
LAC facility using 2.0-GeV Au ions (energy loss 39
keV/nm). The experiments were performed at room tem-
perature using a flux of 3×108 ions/cm2s and fluences be-
tween 5×1011 and 1× 1013 ions/cm2.
For damage analysis, the irradiated samples were inves-
tigated by Raman spectroscopy using a Horiba Jobin Yvon
LabRam HR800 system with a laser of λ = 473.1 nm.
Figure 1: Raman spectra of EuPO4 crystals exposed to 2.0
GeV Au ions of different fluences (spectra are stacked for
better visualization). All spectra were recorded on spon-
taneously cleaved crystal planes normal to the irradiated
surface at 10 μm depth.
Due to irradiation-induced stress accumulation, the crys-
tals broke perpendicular to the irradiated surface. This cre-
ated a flat normal-to-surface plane and allowed us to record
Raman spectra along the full range of the ions.
Raman spectra of virgin lanthanide phosphates LnPO4
have previously been reported, assigning the most intense
peak at 987 cm−1 in the EuPO4 spectrum to the symmetric
stretching mode of the (PO4)3− group [2]. After apply-
ing a fluence of 5×1011 ions/cm2, no significant change in
∗Supported by GSI-TUD cooperation and HGS-HIRe graduate school
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the Raman spectrum was observed, while further irradia-
tions result in an overall increase of the background and a
strong broadening of all Raman bands (Fig. 1). At high flu-
ences, a broad peak develops at around 960 cm−1. Given
by the similarity of Raman spectra of fully amorphized
phosphates and amorphous phosphate glasses, we ascribe
this band to the vibrations of the (PO4)3− tetrahedron in
the amorphous matrix. At a fluence of 1×1013 ions/cm2,
almost all bands from the original crystalline phase disap-
peared. The damage cross section was estimated by an-
alyzing the band area of the (PO4)3− symmetric stretch-
ing mode from the crystalline (987 cm−1) and the amor-
phous (960 cm−1) state as a function of fluence. Based on
the single-impact model [3], the damage accumulation in-
creases in the initial stage linearly with increasing fluence
and saturates for track overlapping. Applying the Poisson
law allows us to determine the track radius R.
Ac
Ac + Aa
= exp(−πR2Φ) (1)
where Φ denotes the fluence, and Ac and Aa represent
the respective band area of the crystalline (987 cm−1)
and amorphous (960 cm−1) Raman peak. Fitting the data
(Fig. 2) by Eq. 1 yields a track radius of R = 3.4 ± 0.2 nm
which is consistent with track radii in other minerals.
Figure 2: Crystalline sample fraction as a function of flu-
ence. From the exponential decrease, the track radius for
2.0-GeV Au ions in EuPO4 is deduced. The solid line cor-
responds to the fit equation given as inset.
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New approach to investigate irradiated calcite crystals – UV Raman and
Photoluminiscence with UV excitation ∗
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In the past, calcite (CaCO3) turned out as a sensitive nat-
ural detector for ion defects. Additional experiments shall
now reveal, if there are more useful properties of this very
common mineral.
During a test experiment at the SIS, a trigonal calcite
crystal of 6×6.5×4 mm3 in size was irradiated with 192
MeV/u 238U ions of fluence 1×1011 cm−2 (subsequently
denoted as SIS-calcite). We observed a pronounced iono-
luminescence and unexpected long phosphorescence for
about 20 min, which was not reported so far.
Crystals from the calcite family are known to lumines-
cent under UV excitation [1]. We thus exposed the SIS-
calcite offline with UV light of wavelengths λL =366 nm
(“long UV”) and λS=254 nm (“short UV”) to investigate
whether the increase of defect concentration through ion
irradiation changed the properties of the SIS-calcite.
No luminescence was detected for the “long UV”-
excitation, whereas under the “short UV” excitation the
SIS-calcite showed a thin line of greenish to yellowish lu-
minescence localized around to the range where the elec-
tronic energy loss of the ions is maximum. The rest of the
crystal did not contribute to luminescence.
Trigonal calcite crystals irradiated at the UNILAC with
11.1 MeV/u 197Au-ions showed the same greenish to yel-
lowish luminescence when stimulated with “short UV”.
The luminescence starts to become visible at a fluence
of 1×109 ions/cm2. Subsequently, experiments with UV-
stimulated Raman spectroscopy and photoluminescence
(PL) were performed to test the luminescence response to
UV stimulation. The work is motivated by the expectation
that a UV-stimulated change in the luminescence pattern
may be a suitable non-destructive analytical technique to
quantify defect concentrations in calcite crystals produced
by bombardment with heavy ions in the low fluence regime
(< 1×109 Au-ions/cm2).
The experiments were performed with the UV-Raman
and photoluminescence spectrometer (UV-laser: 244 nm)
of Jobin Yvon Horiba. Calcite irradiated with 1×106
Au-ions/cm2 (11.1 MeV/u) show distinct photolumines-
cence with bands at about 520 and 545 nm (Fig. 1), which
matches the greenish, yellowish color of the luminescence
light whereas unirradiated calcite crystals show only a mi-
nor peak at 545 nm. When increasing the fluence to
1×108 Au-ions/cm2, the amplitude of both peaks increases
(Fig. 1). All spectra are taken with the following parame-
ters: grate 300, objective 40×, accumulation 2×, hole 50.
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Excitation (UV-laser: 244 nm) of the SIS-calcite also in-
dicated the already known two bands with high amplitude
(Fig. 2). In addition, a new peak at about 575 nm is ob-
served.
Summarizing the first results, UV-excitation combined
with photoluminescence spectroscopy is sensitive enough
to detect crystal defects created by heavy ions (11.1 MeV/u
197Au) at a fluence as low as 1×106 ions/cm2.
So far Raman spectroscopy and detection with the UV-
excitation (Laser: 244 nm) did not lead to any fluence-
related change of the Raman bands.
Figure 1: PL-Spectra of calcite crystals irradiated with
1×106 and 1×108 Au-ions/cm2 (11.1 MeV/u). Spectra
are not shifted, (detection time 20 s irradiated, 1 s non-
irradiated).
Figure 2: PL-Spectra of SIS-calcite crystal irradiated with
1×1011 U-ions/cm2 (192 MeV/u). Strong luminescence
due to good noise/signal ratio (detection time 5 s).
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Within geosciences, the use of fission tracks in vari-
ous minerals as a thermochronological analytical technique
is of high importance. The visualization of spontaneous
and induced fission tracks uses the well established etch-
ing technique. Carbonate minerals have been tested in the
past with differentiated results. The latest research clearly
indicates that fission tracks develop in carbonate minerals
and that they can be revealed by specific etching condi-
tions [1], [2]. As carbonate minerals are excellent minerals
for spectroscopic analytical techniques, the application of
those techniques to non-destructively deduce information
on fission tracks was tested.
Various carbonate minerals were irradiated within two
different ion energy ranges. Ions of GeV kinetic en-
ergy were available at the GSI, while irradiations at lower
energy were performed at the RGP Institute Yadernoi
Fiziki, Astana, Kazakhstan. Mono crystalline samples
of carbonate used in these experiments are trigonal cal-
cite (CaCO3), rhomboedric aragonite (CaCO3), mono-
cline malachite (Cu2[(OH)2/CO3]), trigonal rhodochrosite
(MnCO3), trigonal dolomite (MgCO3), and monocline
gypsum (CaSO4*2H2O). At GSI, the carbonate miner-
als were irradiated at the UNILAC accelerator with 11.1
MeV/u 197Au and 209Bi ions, applying fluences of 1×106,
5×106, 1×107, 5×107, 1×108, 1×1011, and 1×1012
ions/cm2. At the RGP Institute, the samples were irradi-
ated at the Astana accelerator with 1.7 MeV/u 84Kr ions
applying fluences between 1×1010 and 1×1012 ions/cm2.
The lower mass and energy of these Kr ions is closer to the
conditions given by natural fission fragments from 238U.
All crystals were analyzed by Raman spectroscopy us-
ing the LabRam HR800 UV spectrometer equipped with
an OLYMPUS BXFM-ILHS optical microscope, a grating
with 1800 grooves per millimeter and a Peltier-cooled CCD
detector. During the spectroscopic measurements an ob-
jective of 50x magnification was used. The spectra were
excited by laser light of wavelength 473.03 nm. The lat-
eral resolution was ∼2 µm, the wave number accuracy
0.5 cm−1 and the spectral resolution was 1 cm−1. First re-
sults are provided for irradiated calcite and gypsum (Figs.
1, 2). The revealed Raman spectra are similar up to a flu-
ences of 5×1011 84Kr-ions/cm2. Above those fluences a
new Raman band appears at about ∼430 cm−1. In addi-
tion, at 5×1011 84Kr-ions/cm2 a shoulder appears at the
left side of the main Raman band at about 1100 cm−1.
Significant changes in the Raman spectra of gypsum ap-
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Figure 1: Spectra of calcites irradiated with fluences be-
tween 1×1010 and 1x1013 84Kr-ions/cm2 and a spectrum
of a non-irradiated calcite crystal.
pear above a fluence of 1×1010 84Kr-ions/cm2. With
increasing fluences the peak intensities decrease and the
full width at half maximum of the bands (FWHM) be-
come larger. This applies especially to the Raman band
at 3404 cm−1, which characterizes the H2O band (Fig.
1). The amplitude decrease is an indication of irradiation-
induced release of water. Similar effects were observed for
irradiation of gypsum with neutrons [1, 2].
Figure 2: Raman spectra of gypsum before and after irra-
diation with 84Kr -ions.
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Nanotubes and nanochannels embedded in solid state
membranes are of high relevance in many different fields
including nanofluidics, catalysis, health care, or solar en-
ergy harvesting. On the way to novel industrial applica-
tions, systematic basic studies on these nanostructures as
well as development of suitable fabrication techniques to
precisely tailor their dimensions and surface properties are
required. For synthesis of cylindrical nanochannels anodic
alumina and polymer membranes are frequently used.
In this study, we fabricated nanotubes of alumina
(Al2O3), titania (TiO2) and silicon dioxide (SiO2) by com-
bining the ion-track technology and atomic layer deposi-
tion (ALD). As template we used 30-µm thick polycar-
bonate foils, which were irradiated at the UNILAC with 2
GeV heavy ions and a fluence of 109 ions/cm2. Subsequent
chemical etching transforms each ion track into a cylindri-
cal nanochannel [1]. Depending on the etching time, cylin-
drical nanochannels with a diameter between 55 and 400
nm and respective aspect ratios between 545 and 75 were
fabricated. The etched membranes were coated by ALD
with Al2O3, TiO2 and SiO2.
Figure 1: a) STEM image of a single SiO2 nanotube with
an aspect ratio of 545 and a wall thickness of 10 nm. b)
SEM image of TiO2 nanotubes with an aspect ratio of 207
and a wall thickness of 15 nm.
To study the successful coating along the complete
length of the nanochannels the polycarbonate template is
dissolved by wet-chemical methods. The resulting nan-
otubes are visualised by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) and scanning transmission electron microscopy
∗Work supported by DFG-FOR1583 and HGS-HIRe
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(STEM) in SEM. Figure 1 displays representative images
of SiO2 (a) and TiO2 (b) nanotubes.
Coated and uncoated samples were further investi-
gated by small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). Deduced
nanochannel radii as a function of etching time are dis-
played in Figure 2. As expected the channel radii increase
linearly with increasing etching time. The values of the
coated channels are shifted by 10 nm to smaller radii, in
complete agreement with the nominal coating thickness
of the ALD process. The SAXS scattering pattern of the
coated membranes show the same high-quality ondulations
indicating highly conformal ALD coating.
Figure 2: Nanochannel radius deduced from SAXS before
() and after (4) ALD deposition of 10-nm SiO2. Uncer-
tainties are smaller than symbols.
In conclusion, these first results show the fabrication
of inorganic nanotubes in ion-track etched polycarbonate
membranes with aspect ratios above 500. The successful
surface modification process creates new opportunities in
the precise reduction of pore sizes for filtration or purifica-
tion applications.
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Due to the discovery of a huge number of Extrasolar
planets of different types (gas giants, frozen water rich and
earth like rocky planets) over the past two decades, the
subject of planetary science has entered into a new very
exciting era. This contribution presents numerical calcula-
tions using the LAPLAS experimental scheme [1-3] to im-
plode solid Fe to physical conditions that are predicted to
exist in the interior of Extrasolar rocky planets named ”Su-
perearths” or ”Exoearths”. The target consists of a solid Fe
cylinder having L = 4 mm and r = 0.2 mm that is enclosed
in a W cylinder having an outer radius of 3 mm.
Figure 1: T vs time (Density distribution at the time of
maximum compression 5 × 1011 ions.
Figure 2: Phase state of the target corresponding to Fig. 1.
A hollow beam of 1 GeV/u U ions (that will be available
at FAIR) that has an annular focal spot is used to implode
the target. The beam intensity is considered to be 5 × 1011
ions per bunch where the bunch length is 50 ns. Numerical
simulations have been done using the 2D hydrodynamic
code, BIG2.
In Fig. 1 we present the target density at the time of max-
imum compression. It is seen that a shell of tungsten tam-
per with a density of about 40 g/cm2 has been generated
∗Work supported by the BMBF
around uniformly compressed Fe. Fig. 2 shows the mate-
rial phase corresponding to conditions presented in Fig. 1.
It is seen that the compressed Fe and the compressed tung-
sten tamper are in solid phase whereas the tungsten region
directly heated by the target is in liquid state.
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Figure 3: ρ, T and P vs r in Fe region using 5 × 1011 ions.
In Fig. 3 we plot the density, temperature and pressure
vs radius in the iron region at L = 2 mm (target middle).
It is seen that Fe has been compressed to twice the solid
density where as the pressure is around 10 Mbar. These are
conditions that are expected to exist in the interiors of huge
earthlike Exoplanets.
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Figure 4: ρ, T and P vs r in Fe region using 2 × 1011 ions.
In Fig. 4 we plot the same parameters as in Fig. 3, but
using a lower beam intensity of 2 × 1011 per bunch. In
this case one achieves conditions similar to that in the earth
core. LAPLAS experiment is a very efficient scheme to
study planetary physics at FAIR.
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General overview
PHELIX, the workhorse of the plasma physics program
at GSI has performed in line with prediction in 2013. In
the wake of the decision to reduce the beam time offer for
users at GSI, PHELIX reduced the time dedicated to ex-
ternal users by 30%. Nevertheless, even under these cir-
cumstances PHELIX has shown proper performance in its
fifth year of operation: 10 experiments were realized which
were served in 12 beam times for external users. Three of
these were performed at the Z6 area (but without ions from
the UNILAC), the rest in-house in the PHELIX laser hall
(PLH). Altogether, 156 shifts were delivered by the PHE-
LIX operating team. The average duration of the prepa-
ration of an experiment at PHELIX was about 4 days, the
average duration of an external beam time 6 to 7 days.
Furthermore, upgrades and improvements have been
commissioned in 7 internal beam times. The longest has
been the commissioning of the new target chamber (37
days) at the PLH. This and other developments are illus-
trated in the following.
Operation of the laser facility
In 2013, GSI has focused its activity mainly on the
preparation of FAIR and, as a consequence, the accelerator
was shut down. For PHELIX, which should remain in op-
eration throughout the building phase of FAIR, this means
a shift from the combined laser-ion experiments at Z6 to
more stand-alone experiments. To enable this, the target
area in the PHELIX building was upgraded. This, together
with the decision of GSI to reduce user beam time at PHE-
LIX by 30% had a visible impact on the beam time offer,
which was set for 2013 to 170 shifts. As can be seen in
fig. 1, an appreciable part of the time has been used for ex-
ternal beam time (29%) and the preparation (17%) of these
experiments. This is - as expected - less than in 2012 where
nearly 50% of the available time was spent for experiments:
2012 was, however, an unusual year, as many experiments
had to be scheduled to anticipate the accelerator shut down
of 2013, a necessary step in the preparation of FAIR. In
addition, some maintenance tasks were delayed and took
place in 2013. In 2013 also the relation between prepa-
ration and beam time changed in favor of the preparation
time: PHELIX was able to offer more of this which was
of advantage to set up complex experiments. Development
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beam time (28%) and maintenance periods (17%) also in-
creased compared to 2012 where this portion was 22% al-
together. The time of shut down (9%) did not change note-
worthy due to the high operational readiness of the small
operating team.
Figure 1: PHELIX usage in 2013
But the operation is not ensured by this team only: GSI
supports by the help of several infrastructure departments.
The PHELIX operation team is working together with these
colleagues in close collaboration: To give an example, the
radiation protection department is involved in nearly every
beam time.
Shots are documented in the PHELIX shot database as
described in the 2012 report. For 2013, 1655 shots were
recorded totally in this data base. Since this includes all
test shots and also the so-called snap shots (these data are
taken to store actual settings of the system), the number of
shots delivered for experiments is of more interest: these
were 463 in 2013.
The database allows for an evaluation of failed shots: 40
of the experimental shots (8.6%) ended up with an error.
One has to face the fact that this information is of less sig-
nificance: On the one hand, no ”failed shot” is recorded if
the laser system shows an error which forbids to shoot, on
the other hand a shot can be delivered mostly shortly af-
ter the failed shot occurred. Thus, there is no severe loss
of time for the experiment. But it is of interest to classify
the failed shots for their reasons; it turned out that the most
failures are caused by hardware (37%) as well as by the
PHELIX control system (PCS: 45%). The increase of the
last (in 2012, less than 10% of failed shots were caused
by the PCS) is due to necessary changes made to the sys-
tem which will be described in the following. These prob-
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lems have been solved in the meantime. Only 10% of the
failed shots are caused by the operators (in 2012, the ma-
jority - 52% - happened due to this reason). This shows
the high experience of those who operate the complex laser
system, and also the increase of programmatically imple-
mented help at the PCS in order to avoid operating errors.
The last portion of 8% were caused by external reasons.
Anyhow, 423 successful experimental shots delivered in
2013 attest PHELIX to be a reliable scientific facility. It can
be compared with others without any shame. The experi-
mentalists appreciate the fact that nearly always the first
shot is delivered in the early morning of the first day of the
beam time - if the experimental setup is ready for operation.
Internal developments
In 2013, some modifications enabling full user service
during the construction phase of FAIR have been com-
pleted with the upgrade of the high-energy target area in
the PLH. By that, the experimental options have been im-
proved while the handling of the experiments has been
eased and the radiation protection was optimized. For de-
tails refer to [1].
Another goal during the ongoing preparation phase of
FAIR is the development of innovative technical solutions,
like the operation of high-energy lasers at higher repetition
rates. A test bed has been set up in the past 18 months
to tackle this issue with the particular task to upgrade the
preamplifier of PHELIX to higher repetition rates and to
develop the relevant diagnostics. This test bed is equipped
with a separate pulsed power system. Upgrade activities in
this field are described in more detail in [2].
The work on the improvement of the temporal charac-
teristics of PHELIX has continued. First the uOPA stage
(ultrafast optical parametric amplifier) in the short pulse
frontend was made available to users and is rightfully doc-
umented [3]. The system is meanwhile fully integrated into
the laser setup, has been used several times for experiments
and is close to be operated in a daily routine. Secondly, the
search and elimination of the sources of pre-pulses in the
frontend and throughout the system was carried on, such
that the quality of the temporal profile of PHELIX has been
greatly improved. And last, a test beam time was conducted
to measure the plasma expansion of the target before the
main shot in order to quantify the effect of high-temporal-
contrast pulses on laser-matter interactions [4].
An important component of the PCS has been changed
during the year: the Beckhoff control bus systems have
been equipped with Ethernet bus couplers. This piece of
hardware connects several devices (for example nearly ev-
erything related to the pulsed power system) with the PCS.
This change became necessary since the linear optical bus
couplers used before can not easily be operated with the
available hard- and software when changing the operat-
ing system of the computers from XP to WINDOWS 7.
The migration of the operating system of the PCS-PCs was
started afterwards at the end of the year.
All these improvements have been tested in several in-
ternal beam times.
Contribution to the scientific program and
outreach
In 2013, seven peer-reviewed articles [5 - 11] were pub-
lished on data collected at PHELIX. As seen in the past,
these articles report on results often obtained during beam
times which occurred longer before, since the analysis of
data takes some time.
As a side effect, PHELIX was used to acquire data for
the test of a new type of dosimeter which was developed
by the GSI radiation protection department. Details can be
found in [12].
Concerning the laser activities at FAIR, several meetings
were held to understand the requirements of the different
research fields. These have been written down in a project
report in order to derive the parameters of a future laser
facility. Finally, working on a draft of a design of such a
facility has been started while in parallel resulting neces-
sary change requests for the FAIR site management are in
preparation.
Outlook for 2014
User beam time is granted at PHELIX by the scientific
director of GSI after recommendation of an expert panel,
the PPAC. In January 2013, the PPAC met at GSI and re-
viewed experiment proposals that amounted for more than
300% of the available yearly beam time.
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In 2013, the upgrade of the PHELIX high-energy
target area, dedicated to laser-only experiments in the
PHELIX Laser Hall (PLH), has been completed. Due
to this effort, the experimental possibilities could be
broadened, experiment setup became simpler and radi-
ation protection has been optimized. In April, the new
chamber was commissioned by an internal beam-time
testing the radiation shielding. Since then, eight experi-
mental beam-times have been realized [1].
Experimental aspects
The most important improvement compared to the pre-
vious target chamber is that now, the full-aperture (25 cm)
PHELIX beam can be transported into the target chamber
which in itself allows for a doubling of the available en-
ergy. Together with the new, 22.5◦ incidence angle off-axis
focusing parabolic mirror with an effective focal length of
400mm, intensities of up to 1.1·1022 W/cm2 are attainable.
However, due to aberrations caused by the beam transport
and the parabolic mirror, low-energy measurements give an
estimate of 2·1021 W/cm2 while diagnostics data taken dur-
ing the shots show additional aberrations resulting in more
realistic intensities of about 5 · 1020 W/cm2. These issues
are to be addressed in the coming year with adaptive optics
and the acquisition of a new glass paraboic mirror.
Furthermore, two idendical beam entrances through
which the laser coming from the PW compressor can enter
the chamber allow for a high degree of flexibility with mul-
tiple beams on multiple targets. Especially, the last turning
mirror before the chamber lets through a leakage about 1%
of the full beam energy which offers a versatile beam for
pump/probe, shadowgraphy or interferometry setups with
a temporal resolution of a few picoseconds [2].
From the practical point of view, the new chamber can
now be accessed from three sides via specially developed
sliding doors, allowing users to operate the target cham-
ber without the use of a heavy-duty crane. The target ma-
nipulator system can be easily reconfigured for all allowed
target positions. This year’s experiments have shown that
the electrical shielding of the manipulator stages is suffi-
cient, however, additional shielding measures for the motor
controllers and control PCs in the target area were neces-
sary. The vacuum system has also been upgraded with a
450m3/h screw pump as well as an overall turbo pumping
speed of 2800 l/s, allowing for a pump-down time of about
∗This work at the Petawatt High Energy Laser for heavy-Ion
Experiments has been supported by the BMBF contract 05E12CD2
† b.zielbauer@gsi.de
30min from air pressure to 5·10−5 mbar which is the upper
limit for the operation of the optical compressor.
Figure 1: View of the experimental area in the PHELIX
laserbay with the additional shielding around the target
chamber; red: laser beam path via new parabola; green:
permitted target position area
Radiation protection
Before the upgrade, the necessary radiation shielding
was assured by means of metal bricks which had to be
piled around the target in the vacuum chamber. This se-
riously limited the use of diagnostics and it was also labor
intensive as the shielding material had to be removed after
nearly every shot to exchange targets or read out diagnos-
tics. Now, metal shielding panels were installed outside
the new target chamber. The design reflects the building
wall shape and material in order to minimize the amount of
additional shielding material. Important parts are hidden
behind the clean-room wall, others directly mounted at or
close to the chamber as can be seen in fig. 1. If the target
is mounted within a volume of ± 17.5x59x1cm, the laser
can irradiate the target from any direction without further
shielding. The relevant documents like the radiation pro-
tection directive of PHELIX have been updated. Finally,
the responsible authority has allowed GSI to operate PHE-
LIX with laser intensities of up to 7 · 1022 W/cm2.
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Preplasma characterization at PHELIX
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Introduction
The temporal contrast of high-power laser systems like
PHELIX is a critical parameter for laser plasma experi-
ments. The generation and amplification of short pulses us-
ing the chirped pulse amplification (CPA) scheme thereby
entails a contrast degradation leading to an uncontrolled
target pre-ionization. A preplasma is generated which
strongly influences the interaction with the main pulse.
To ensure well-defined initial parameters for laser plasma
experiments as well as computer simulations a detailed
knowledge about the preplasma expansion is required.
Temporal contrast at PHELIX
The temporal contrast of the PHELIX short-pulse sys-
tem has been significantly increased within the last years.
An optical parametric amplifier with a pump pulse duration
of 1 ps has been developed and implemented at PHELIX.
Using this device, we are able to tune the level of ASE be-
tween 10−6, which is a typical value for a CPA system,
and 10−11. Moreover, all the compressed prepulses have
been successfully removed ensuring an undisturbed target
before the impact of the main pulse at the lowest ASE level.
For more detailed information about the temporal contrast
control at PHELIX see Ref. [1, 2].
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Figure 1: Setup of the preplasma diagnostics
Preplasma shadowgraphy
To evaluate the influence of different ASE levels on the
preplasma, defining the initial conditions for laser-plasma
experiments, we have developed a new preplasma diagnos-
tics for the PHELIX target chamber which is depicted in
figure 1. The main part of the beam is reflected by two
turning mirrors (Tm1 and Tm2) and then focused onto the
target to achieve an intensity of 1020 W/cm2 while the
transmission of 1% through Tm1 is used as a probe beam.
After being down collimated and frequency doubled this
probe beam backlights the target and the target plane is im-
aged to a camera located outside the chamber. The tempo-
ral separation between the main pulse and the probe beam
can be varied in the range of±200 ps allowing for the eval-
uation of the plasma expansion at different times before and
after the impact of the main pulse.
Using this setup we took shadow images from flat cop-
per targets with thicknesses around 5 µm for three different
contrast levels. In figure 2 the size of the preplasma shadow
is shown for different times. Time 0 ps corresponds to the
impact of the main pulse. For an ASE level of 2 · 10−7
we could identify a preplasma shadow which is nearly con-
stant between −230 ps and 0 ps. The size of this shadow
decreases by a factor on the order of two when the ASE
contrast is increased by two orders of magnitude. At an
ASE level of 10−10 no preplasma shadow was detected.
This measurement confirms that our maximum contrast
level is high enough to prevent any major preplasma ex-
pansion. In a next step the measured data will be compared
to simulations to link the shadow sizes to an actual plasma
density.
Figure 2: Size of the preplasma shadow for different times
and three different ASE-levels
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Energy loss measurements of heavy ions in dense weakly coupled plasma
generated by volumetric heating with hohlraum generated x-rays
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In two experimental campaigns in 2012 precise mea-
surements of the energy loss of Ca ions in dense, partly
ionized carbon plasma have been carried out. An un-
expected hight increase of the stopping power in this
weakly coupled plasma (Γ ≈ 0.5) has been measured.
This was the first time, that ion stopping in such a
plasma was measured.
A 1 ns long, frequency doubled (λ = 527 nm) laser pulse
with a total energy of 150 J is converted in a spherical
cavity into X-rays with a radiation temperature of Tr ≈
100 eV. This Plackian radiation heats up a secondary cylin-
drical hohlraum to a radiation temperature of T r ≈ 30 eV.
These soft X-rays are then used to heat volumetrically two
thin carbon foils into a dense plasma state. A weakly cou-
pled carbon plasma with an electron temperature of 5 eV to
15 eV and electron density of up to 5 · 1021 cm−3 and an
ionization degree of 2+ to 4+ is generated. The properties
of the primary as well as of the secondary hohlraum have
been extensively studied by RALEF2D hydro-simulations
[2, 3] and characterized in several experimental campaigns
[4]. It has been shown, that no gold from the walls of the
cylindrical hohlraum flows into the ion path for about 5 ns,
which allows us to study the interaction of an ion beam in
a pure carbon plasma.
Fig. 1 shows the experimental setup used at the Z6 target
area at GSI. The radiation temperature is measured with an
X-ray streak spectrometer [4] and the electron density of
the carbon plasma is characterized with a multi-frame in-
terferometry. The ion energy loss is determined by a time
of flight measurement of the delayed ion bunches. Details
∗ a.ortner@gsi.de
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Figure 1: setup of the ion energy loss experiment
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Figure 2: Energy loss results compared with an empty
hohlraum, cold carbon and vacuum measurements. t = 0
ns indicates the beginning of the laser pulse. The gray area
the 5 ns time probing window.
about the experimental setup and the double hohlraum tar-
gets can be found in [5].
The experimental results are shown in Fig. 2 and com-
pared to measurements of the ion bunch delay in cold car-
bon of the same areal density as well as to vacuum and to a
empty hohlraum shot. The scale of the y-coordinate is nor-
malized to the energy loss in cold carbon. As it can be seen
on the ”empty hohlraum” - measurement, the gold plasma
coming from the wall, at earliest affects the ion bunches af-
ter 5 ns. In plasma an increase of the energy loss of +70
% is observed. Presently, our theoretical model basing on
the CaSP code for the stopping-power calculation and on
a newly developed Monte-Carlo code for the charge-state
determination, cannot explain such a strong increase [6].
A crucial point to validate this theoretical approach is to
compare the calculated charge state distribution with ex-
perimental data. For this reason, we will carry out a beam
time in september 2014 where we will focus on the mea-
surement of the charge state distribution of the outcoming
ion beam after interacting with the plasma column.
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Theoretical investigation of the charge transfer processes of heavy ions at
intermediate energies interacting with a plasma
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The influence of the plasma properties, like plasma
density, temperature and ionization degree, on the de-
velopment of the charge state distribution of a heavy ion
beam interacting with this plasma was investigated the-
oretically by a Monte-Carlo code.
The charge transfer processes in plasma are quite differ-
ent compared to those in cold matter due to the presence
of free electrons and ionized atoms. In cold matter, the dy-
namic balance of the projectile charge state is mainly gov-
erned by impact ionization of the projectile and recombi-
nation with bound target electrons (non-radiative electron
capture, NREC).
In plasma, the ionization processes are the same, but the
rates increase significantly due to a reduced screening of
the target nucleus potential. As in a plasma, the number of
bound electrons is reduced, which consequently suppresses
NREC, the recombination processes with free electrons,
like radiative electron capture (REC), dielectronic recombi-
nation (DR) and three-body recombination (3BR), become
more dominant. However, due to the much smaller cross
sections for free electron capture processes, the recombina-
tion rates in plasma are typically dropping with higher ion-
ization degrees. In addition, the plasma density is changing
the mean free path length of the projectile ions which leads
to higher collision rates and in consequence to increasing
ionization rates with raising density.
The charge state of the projectile ion is determined by
the ionization and recombination rates which are balanc-
ing each other out. After a certain interaction time in
∗ a.ortner@gsi.de
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Figure 1: The plasma parameter space investigated in our
study. The ionization degree of the carbon plasma is calcu-
lated by solving the saha equation.
the plasma the charge state distribution reaches an equi-
librium and a mean charge state can be determined. For
our study we used an Ar16+ ion as projectile with an en-
ergy of 4MeV/u interacting with a plasma column of 200
g/cm−2. As shown in Fig. 1, the plasma parameter space
varies from electron temperatures from 10 eV to 200 eV
and ion densities of 1018 cm−3 to 1023 cm−3.
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Figure 2: Mean charge state of an Ar16+ ion beam after
interacting with 200 μg/cm2 carbon plasma.
The calculated mean charge state in plasma compared to
cold gas of the same density (color bar on the left side) is
shown in Fig. 2. At hight temperatures one can clearly see
the ”density effect” where the charge state increases with
higher densities. At low densities the temperature depen-
dency, the so called ”plasma effect” shows the reduction
of the charge state to lower temperatures. As expected,
in a hot plasma, the projectile mean charge state increases
compared to the equilibrium charge state in cold matter of
the same density. However, at low plasma temperatures,
where a partly ionized plasma is predominant, both effects
are compensating each other and even a decrease of the
mean charge state in plasma compared to cold matter can
be observed (e.g. ρ = 5∗1020 cm−3, T = 10 eV to 50 eV).
At detailed description of the code can be found in [1]. The
code was benchmarked with experimental results [2]. This
work was supported by the Helmholtz International Center
for Fair and HGS-Hire.
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Radiation-hydrodynamic simulations of foils heated by hohlraum radiation∗
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An attractive way to generate a uniform plasma state
for measurements of the ion stopping power is to heat a
sample indirectly with the radiation of a millimeter-scale
hohlraum. Recently, simulations of such a hohlraum tar-
get with an attached carbon foam [1] have been carried out
with the newly developed code RALEF-2D. Now, new sim-
ulations are in progress to support another experimental ap-
proach at GSI. The target consists of two hohlraums, a pri-
mary spherical one irradiated by the PHELIX laser for the
indirect X-ray heating of a secondary cylindrical hohlraum
with two attached carbon foils. Simulations of the primary
hohlraum [2] have shown to stay in good accordance with
the experiment. Here we want to present the preliminary
results of a series of simulations of the secondary hohlraum
with the goal to find the optimum target configuration and
to verify the ion stopping measurements [3].
The RALEF-2D code solves the one-fluid one-temperat-
ure hydrodynamic equations in two spatial dimensions and
incorporates thermal conduction as well as radiation trans-
port. The applied EOS, thermal conductivity, and spectral
opacities were provided by the THERMOS code. Figure
1 shows the lateral cut of the simulated Cartesian (x, y)
configuration which extends to infinity along the z-axis.
Each carbon foil has an initial thickness lf = 1 μm and
areal density <ρf lf> = 0.1 mg cm−2. The supposedly
empty parts of the simulated domain were filled with gases
at density ρ = 10−5 g cm−3. The incoming X-rays of the
primary hohlraum were set up in accordance with exper-
imental measurements with a peak Planckian temperature
of 93 eV. The X-ray heating ends at t = 5 ns. In the pre-
sented preliminary simulation the spectral energy transport
by thermal radiation was treated with one frequency group.
The final simulation will be done with 24 discrete groups
hνi which implies a much longer computational time. The
angular dependence of the radiation intensity was calcu-
lated with the S30 method, which offers 960 discrete ray
directions over the entire 4π solid angle.
Figure 2 shows the free electron density and the LTE
ionization degree at t = 5.3 ns when the expanding carbon
plasma clouds collide. At this time the ablated gold plasma
is close to get into the way of the ion beam. Before the
collision the carbon free electron densities are of the order
ne ≈ 1 − 4 × 1020 cm−3 with an ionization degree of
Z ≈ 3.2 − 3.8 at plasma temperatures T ≈ 10 − 16 eV.
Hence a time window of nearly 6 ns exists with appropriate
plasma conditions for the ion stopping measurements.
∗ supported by BMBF (Project 05P12RFFTR), HIC for FAIR, EMMI
Figure 1: 2D lateral cut of the simulated configuration.
Figure 2: Color contour plots of the free electron density
ne and the LTE ionization degree Z at t = 5.3 ns, when the
carbon plasma clouds collide at the hohlraum center.
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Ion energy loss at maximum stopping power in a laser-generated plasma
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Ion stopping in plasma is relatively well-understood for
projectile velocities much higher than the thermal veloc-
ity of plasma electrons (vion/vth >> 1), but large uncer-
tainties remain around the stopping-power maximum, for
vion/vth ≈ 1. This parameter region is of crucial impor-
tance for ICF and especially for the alpha-particle heating
of the DT fuel. Yet, its theoretical description is difficult [1]
and no experimental data are available in order to bench-
mark the existing theories and numerical codes. Within this
collaboration, first measurements of this kind have been
performed and compared with theoretical predictions.
The plasma was generated by the use of 100 µg/cm2 car-
bon foils irradiated from both sides by the second harmonic
frequency of the PHELIX and nhelix laser systems, where
random phase plates were employed to reach a 1-mm-
diameter top-hat uniform illumination [2]. This configu-
ration resulted in a spatially quasi-homogeneous and fully
ionized plasma slab after a few ns, which has been well-
characterized by the joint use of multi-frame interferome-
try [3] and hydrodynamic simulations with the RALEF2D
code [4]. The projectile energy was 0,5 MeV/u, and car-
bon ions were employed on the basis of Monte-Carlo cal-
culations showing that they become completely stripped
in the fully ionized plasma. In this way, the whole set
of beam-plasma parameters is known, which enables re-
liable comparisons of ion energy-loss data with the theory
for the first time. The energy loss was predicted theoret-
ically by combining the results of the RALEF2D simula-
tions and of the Monte-Carlo code, according to (i) pertur-
bative stopping-power approaches basing on the first Born
approximation: asymptotic Bethe and Bethe-Bloch for-
mulas, standard stopping model (SSM), dielectric theory
based on a linearized Vlasov equation, Li-Petrasso model,
and (ii) a nonperturbative stopping description using a T-
Matrix scheme [5].
Figure 1: Schematics of the experimental setup.
The experimental setup is shown in Fig.1. The ions were
decelerated to 0,5 MeV/u by using a carbon foil of 45 µm
thickness. The time-of-flight distance was 50 cm, allow-
ing a 100 keV energy resolution for an optimal test of the
theories. The ions were detected on a specifically devel-
oped polycrystalline chemical-vapour-deposition (CVD)-
diamond detector able to register 20% of the beam and
shielded against any plasma radiation [6].
Figure 2: Energy loss as a function of time. 100% corre-
sponds to the energy loss in the solid foil. The experimental
points are compared with the theoretical curves.
A first experimental campaign was conducted, and pre-
liminary results are compared with the theoretical predic-
tions in Fig.2. A maximum increase in energy loss in
plasma of 53% in relation to the cold target is observed.
In the time frame where the plasma is hot and highly ion-
ized and hence vion/vth ≈ 1, the obtained experimental
values are thus significantly smaller than predicted by any
theory. The precise interpretation of these discrepancies
is in progress and further simulations as well as measure-
ments are planned.
This project has been supported by CEA/CESTA and the
Re´gion Aquitaine as well as by BMBF and HIC4FAIR.
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The LIGHT beamline. Laser-based ion acceleration
became an extensively investigated field of research dur-
ing the last 15 years. Within several micrometers parti-
cles are accelerated to MeV energies. The main draw-
back for many applications is their continuous exponential
energy spectrum and large divergence angle from source.
The exploration of proper beam shaping and transport is
the major goal of the LIGHT collaboration [1], for which
an experimental test beamline has been built at GSI. This
LIGHT beamline at GSI is located at the Z6 area within
the experimental hall. The PHELIX 100 TW laser beam-
line is currently capable of delivering up to 15 J of laser
energy in a 650 fs short pulse on target, focused to inten-
sities exceeding 1019 W/cm2 within the Z6 target chamber.
Protons could be accelerated via the TNSA mechanism to
maximum energies of 28.4 MeV and propagated through a
pulsed high-field solenoid with a field strength up to 9 T,
which is used to select a specific energy interval from the
continuous initial spectrum via chromatic focusing. A large
capture efficiency of 34% of the initial protons within a se-
lected energy interval (ΔE=(10±0.5)MeV) was measured
[2].
The protons are weakly focused to a 15×15 mm2 spot at
3 m distance to the source, containing particle numbers
>109 in a single 8 ns short bunch. The energy spread of
the bunch is (18±3)% and the central part of the bunch can
be described by a Gaussian-like distribution:
dN
dE
=
N0
E
exp
(
− (E − E0)
2
2σ2
)
(1)
Figure 1 (upper graph) shows the experimental results
(E0=9.6 MeV, σ=(0.7±0.06)MeV) compared to simula-
tions.
First experiments on phase rotation. The cavity is a three
gap spiral resonator, inserted to the beamline between 2
and 2.55 m distance to the laser target and connected to the
UNILAC rf system. Injection at -90 deg synchronous phase
and 100 kW input power leads to energy compression of the
bunch. The energy spread at FWHM (ΔE/E0=2.35σ/E0)
could be reduced to (2.7±1.7)% at a central proton energy
of E0=9.7 MeV (see lower graph in figure 1) and particle
numbers of 1.2×109 (±15%) within the FWHM were mea-
sured. A detailed description has been published in [3].
Furthermore, the experimental setup allows for phase fo-
cusing. Simulations predict shortest possible bunch dura-
tions down to the sub nanosecond regime. Highest single
∗This work is supported by the Helmholtz Institute Jena and HIC for
FAIR.
bunch intensities of 1010 protons/ns are accessible. An ex-
perimental campaign is planned for 2014.
Thanks to the compact laser-driven source the whole beam-
line is only 3 m long in total and represents a currently
unique combination of novel laser and conventional accel-
erator technology to generate highest single bunch intensi-
ties in the multi-MeV region.
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Figure 1: Simulated and measured proton spectra at a dis-
tance of 3 m to the source for solenoid focusing only (up-
per) and additional energy compression (lower figure) for a
central bunch energy of E0=(9.6±0.1)MeV.
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Laser-driven ion acceleration with a hollow beam at PHELIX∗
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In the framework of the Laser Ion Generation Handling
and Transport (LIGHT) research project at GSI, the reduc-
tion of the divergence of the laser accelerated ions is a cen-
tral issue. One solution relies on engineering the electron
sheath used in laser-driven proton acceleration (target nor-
mal sheath acceleration, TNSA) for reducing the initial di-
vergence of the ion beam. In the experimental campaign
conducted in 2013 a hollow laser focal spot has been used
to drive proton acceleration. This focal spot is created via
a spatial phase shaping element in the laser beam path. A
qualitative effect of the focal spot shape on the ion beam di-
vergence was observed as expected, and the energy cut-off
in the proton spectrum was higher with the hollow focus.
Report on the 2013 beam time
During the beam time, we have continued our investi-
gations on laser-driven ion acceleration with engineered
beams. In total, we had 26 successful high-energy exper-
iment shots on gold foils with different thicknesses with
and without the hollow beam during that beam time. We
have focused particularly on avoiding strong on-shot wave
front distortion in the laser amplifier (astigmatism) because
we saw how crucial this is for that kind of experiment.
Therefore a newly developed bending mechanism was in-
stalled to the main folding mirror in the laser chain, ad-
dressing the on-shot astigmatism aberration. These efforts
resulted in a significant improvement of the laser beam
transport through the PHELIX system, as we could verify
from the boost of the maximum proton energy measured by
radiochromic film imaging spectroscopy [1].
The dependency of the achieved maximum proton en-
ergy and the envelope divergence on the used flat gold foil
target thickness was experimentally shown. In contradic-
tion to the widely accepted intensity scaling law of TNSA
(the maximum proton energy scales with the square root of
the laser intensity), higher proton energies were achieved
in presence of the hollow focus. The focal spot size of the
hollow focus is roughly two times larger compared to the
Gaussian one. This results in an laser intensity drop by a
factor of 4 and therefore a two times lower maximum pro-
ton energy was expected for the hollow laser beam. In shots
with the hollow focus (with a 2π total step height of the
phase shaping element) the dependency of the maximum
proton energy on the target thickness could be observed
(figure 1). With a larger hollow beam (4π) this effect is
shifted to thicker targets. For a Gaussian focal spot no scal-
∗Work supported by GSI(PHELIX) / HGShire/ HIC for FAIR
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Figure 1: Scaling of the maximum proton energy with dif-
ferent target thicknesses. A connection of the maximum
proton energy and the target thickness can be observed as
well as a systematically higher scaled proton energy. Shots
with the 2π hollow focus are drawn as solid, the 4π hollow
focus as dashed, and the Gaussian focus as a dotted line.
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Figure 2: Comparison of different focal spot geometries
and their effect on the envelope divergence angle. Each
data point represents a RCF layer and the therein measured
proton imprint size, scaled by the maximum proton energy
of the corresponding shot for comparison. The tendency
to achieve a smaller envelope divergence with the hollow
beam can be observed, given by the two average lines.
ing was observable. With the optimum target thicknesses it
was demonstrated that the half envelope divergence could
be decreased by ≈ 3◦ (figure 2) in case of the hollow focus
in comparison to the standard Gaussian focal spot.
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Abstract
We successfully demonstrated laser-driven ion accelera-
tion with cryogenic hydrogen targets at PHELIX. By using
short pulses with 200 J in 500 fs and the uOPA high contrast
option [1] an intensity on target of around 5 · 10 20 W/cm2
was obtained. This enabled the acceleration of ions from
cryogenic hydrogen targets and plastic targets with en-
ergies up to 65 MeV/nucleon for protons, setting a new
record for laser-driven ion acceleration at PHELIX.
Introduction
For laser-driven ion acceleration the mechanism of Tar-
get Normal Sheath Acceleration (TNSA) has been domi-
nant for the last ten years. Typical experiments at PHE-
LIX involving metal targets made from aluminum, copper,
and gold with thicknesses in the range of 5 µm to 50 µm
yielded proton energies of up to 40 MeV/nucleon. In or-
der to achieve higher particle energies new mechanisms of
laser-driven ion acceleration need to be exploited such as
the Laser Breakout Afterburner (BOA) [2] scheme. This
scheme relies on a phase of relativistic transparency of the
target during the interaction with the laser, thus making
high demands on both the driving laser pulse in terms of
energy and temporal contrast as well on the target in terms
of composition and thickness.
Setup
The experimental campaign P060 was carried out in two
runs of 10 and 20 shifts of PHELIX beam time in April
and August of 2013, respectively. The experiment was
set up inside the new target chamber in the PHELIX laser
bay. It made use of the uOPA high contrast option [1]
of the short pulse frontend and an off-axis parabolic mir-
ror with an f/1.6 opening. With pulses delivering 200 J
in 500 fs the peak intensity on target was on the order of
5 · 1020 W/cm2. For the production of hydrogen targets
a custom made cryogenic target mount cooled by a cold
head down to temperatures as low as 8 K was used. [3]
The cryogenic hydrogen targets were produced just prior
to the actual laser shot at the laser interaction point with a
thickness of few µm to 100 µm. Additionally, thin plastic
targets made from polymethylpentene with thicknesses in
the range of 200 nm up to 1100 nm were used.
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Figure 1: Particle distribution function dN/dE of laser-
driven protons obtained from a 700 nm thick plastic tar-
get at PHELIX using radiochromic film. The blue and the
green lines correspond to protons accelerated via the TNSA
and BOA acceleration schemes, respectively.
Results
For the very first time pure cryogenic hydrogen targets
and combinations of plastic substrates with layers of cryo-
genic hydrogen were employed for laser-driven ion accel-
eration. The pure cryogenic hydrogen targets yielded ener-
gies of up to 41 MeV/nucleon. Adding cryogenic hydrogen
layers to 200 nm plastic substrates significantly improved
the smoothness of the spatial profile of the accelerated ions
and yielded higher ion energies of up to 57 MeV/nucleon.
The shots at pure plastic targets yielded ion energies of up
to 65 MeV/nucleon for a target thickness of 700 nm.
By tilting the target with respect to the laser propagation
axis by an angle of about 10◦ two spatially separated ion
beam profiles could be obtained. The ion beam along the
target normal direction can be attributed to TNSA while the
beam profile along the laser propagation axis corresponds
to an acceleration via BOA [2]. The particle distribution
function dN/dE of these two beams is shown in figure 1.
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Coloration quenching of radiochromic films irradiated with proton energies
close to maximum energy loss ∗
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RadioChromic Films (RCF) are widely used as beam di-
agnostics in the context of laser driven proton acceleration,
where typically angular divergent beams (up to 25◦ half
opening angle) with broad exponential energy spectra are
generated. RCFs provide a precise measurement of the spa-
tial beam profile and allow to determine the angular distri-
bution. Moreover, used in a so called ”stacked“ configura-
tion, where several RCFs are staggered behind each other,
enables to fully reconstruct the spectral properties of the
proton beam. This can be combined with special structured
laser-targets to additionally reconstruct important beam pa-
rameters like proton source size and transverse and longi-
tudinal beam emittance. The methods to fully character-
ize laser-accelerated proton beams were earlier published
by our group as the so called Radiochromic film Imaging
Spectroscopy (RIS) [1].
In the scope of the ongoing research to further optimize the
RIS, we have focused the attention to the response func-
tion of the active layer of different RCF types. Therefore,
we have carried out precise dose calibrations with 10 MeV
protons from the TANDEM accelerator at the Helmholtz-
Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf to reduce the uncertainty in
deposited dose to be less than 5%. Besides this, we have
implemented a multi-color-channel calibration [2] which
handles each digitized RGB-channel independently. A dy-
namic range weighting allows to choose the optimum ratio
of each calibration to calculate a weighted mean dose from
the three color-values. This method extends the dose range
of the RCF by a factor of four while at the same time in-
creases the calibration precision over the whole dose range.
Furthermore, we have investigated in detail the dose-
response function if irradiated by proton energies close to
their maximum energy deposition inside the active layer.
The maximum energy deposition integrated over the thick-
ness of the active layer material gets reached, if a pro-
ton with certain energy gets fully stopped at the end of
the active layer material. Therefore, we carried out mea-
surements to scan the proton energy around its maximum
energy deposition and investigated its influence on the re-
sponse function of the RCF. We used complementary scan-
ning methods to vary the proton energy in front of the active
layer, either by reducing the proton energy of the accelera-
tor (direct scan) or by using stacked RCFs with aluminum
foils of different thicknesses in front. The direct scan was
additionally carried out for two different beam currents. To
model our experiment we have used the GEANT4 toolkit
[3] to simulate the energy deposition inside the active layer
∗This work is supported by HIC4FAIR.
Figure 1: Relative effectiveness of RCF response function
for different proton energies into active layer of HD-V2.
material of HD-V2 RCFs. We numerically investigated a
parameter study for different proton input energies used
in the experiment. It was found that the coloration of
films irradiated close to the maximum energy loss is signif-
icantly reduced, resulting in a lower dose estimation from
our calibration compared to the simulated deposited dose of
GEANT4. The relative effectiveness ηeff (ratio of measured
to simulated dose) of the response function is shown in fig-
ure 1. It can be clearly seen that the effectiveness follows a
Bragg-curve like slope with its minimum of (60.5± 0.3)%
for input energies of (487± 22) keV which corresponds to
the input energy of maximum integrated energy loss in the
active layer. To fit the data-set (light-blue, 2σ confidence
black-dashed) a parameterized Bragg-model was applied.
In order to deconvolve our results from the layer thickness
we have developed a proton tracking routine based on the
SRIM tables. It was embedded inside a least-square fit-
ting routine. The model to deconvolve from layer thickness
is derived from the derivative of the parameterized Bragg-
model (self-similar ansatz) used before and optimized dur-
ing the tracking. With this approach we were able to con-
struct a relative differential effectiveness dηeff/dx which
can be applied to any MonteCarlo or tracking routine to
calculate the response function of RCFs from the differen-
tial energy loss including the quenching correction.
Applied to laser-accelerated proton beams, the undervalue
in calculated particle numbers will be approx. 20% if the
effectiveness of the RCF is not taken into account.
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Electron beam based space charge measurement of intense ion beams∗
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In order to determine the transverse profile of an in-
tense, strongly focused ion beam, like those at the HHT
experimental area at GSI or at the future facility FAIR, a
non-invasive methode has been successfully developed and
tested. This methode is based on the electrons which pass
perpendicular through the ion beam and get deflected be-
cause of its the electromagnetic field and was designed as
a possible alternative to gas scintillation [1].
Theoretical Model
The relationship between the charge in the ion beam and
the deflection angle of an electron is given by the equations
below [2]:
d
dy
θ(y) = −
(
e
20Ee
)
· q(y)
|θmax| = e40 ·
λ
Ee
Inside the ion beam the charge q(y) =
∫
ρ(x, y) dx is
proportional to the first derivative of the deflection angle.
Outside the ion beam the deflection angle of the elec-
trons stays constant and depends only on the line charge
density (λ) of the ion beam and the electron energy (E e).
Numerical Calculations
In order to test the theoretical model and to show that
one can distinguish between different ion beam distribu-
tions several numerical calculations have been performed.
Figure 1: On the left: Uniform, Gaussian and annular
transversal charge distributions of an ion beam as function
of radius. On the right: The deflection angle of electrons,
which pass perpendicular through the ion beam.
An ion beam with a radius of 5 mm and a line charge
density λ = 2.2 · 10−9 C/m has been considered. The
electron beam had an energy of 10 keV and a slit shaped
transversal cross-section which was tilted by 45o with re-
spect to the ion beam [3].
∗Work supported by BMBF and the Helmholtz Russia Joint Research
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Experimental Setup
At the FRANZ-Accelerator facility at the University of
Frankfurt an electron beam system to measure the trans-
verse profile of a cw Helium (4He+) beam was setup.
Electron Gun
magnetic lens
mirror
Scintillator
Figure 2: On the left is the electron beam system and on
the right the detection system (Camera is out of image).
Experimental Results
The ion beam had an energy of 13.5 keV/ion and a line
charge density of about 1.25 · 10−9 C/m. The electron
beam had an energy of 2.3 keV and a slit shaped transver-
sal cross-section which was tilted by 45o with respect to
the ion beam.
Figure 3: The left image shows one experimental result, the
right image the analysis of this result.
Conclusion
An electron beam diagnostic device for the measure-
ment of the transverse charge distribution of an intense ion
beam was successfully developed and tested. The numer-
ical simulations show a very good agreement to the theo-
retical model and the experiments were in good qualitative
agreement with the theoretical predictions. Further investi-
gations are needed to improve the precision of the method.
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Target development for Warm Dense Matter research
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Introduction
Carbon is one of the most abundant elements on earth.
It’s behavior in the Warm Dense Matter regime at very high
pressures in the Mbar area and several thousand degrees
Celsius is part of current research. A better understand-
ing of carbon under these conditions is important for the
understanding of planetary cores, beam dumps for acceler-
ators or as a component of plastic in inertial confinement
fusion targets and for Equation of State systems to improve
and benchmark this equation [1]. These exotic states can be
achieved in the laboratory by a shock wave which is driven
by a laser. The final state depends on the laser intensity and
the initial carbon structure and density. In previous experi-
ments it was possible to generate liquid carbon and to prove
it with X-ray scattering. This was made possible by the
method of X-ray Thomson scattering, which is planned as
a key diagnostic for the plasma physics research program at
FAIR [2]. In the next step, the solid-liquid phase transition
region should be determined more accurately. This will be
intend with a new target geometry and a VISAR (Velocity
Interferometer System for Any Reflector) detector.
Target design and Simulations
A novel idea is to reduce the laser intensity for the shock
generation so far that there is no phase transition to the liq-
uid state and then initiate the solid liquid phase transition
using a further shock. This should be achieved by the re-
flection of a part of the initial shock wave from a fixed wall
by a conical geometry (see figure 1).
Figure 1: sketch of the cone target
The shock wave is reflected on both sides and converges
at the center. Figure 2 shows a RALEF2D simulation of the
target geometry [3]. In simulations it is clearly seen how
∗ j.helfrich@gsi.de
the shock-wave is reflected from the gold wall resulting in
an increase of the density and temperature of the shocked
carbon.
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Figure 2: density increased by the reflected shock wave
simulated with the RALEF2D code
The best reflective material has a high sound velocity and
a high density such as osmium or uranium, but the process-
ing, handling and safety aspects of these materials are not
acceptable. The best compromise for the reflective wall is
gold.
Target production
Target production is challenging due to the sub millime-
ter size of the samples. Cones were made from a carbon
rod which was processed with a CNC precision lathe at the
target laboratory of the TU Darmstadt. In the next step, the
carbon was coated with gold. The gold coating was done
by DC sputtering under argon in the target laboratory of
GSI. For the shock wave reflection a good connection be-
tween the gold and carbon is require which is ensured by
this method. This work was supported by BMBF project
05P12RDFA1.
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In recent experiments at GSI liquid carbon was investi-
gated using spectrally resolved x-ray scattering from laser-
irradiated shocked carbon samples [1]. The goal of the up-
coming experimental campaign is a more accurate deter-
mination of the solid-liquid phase transition of carbon. For
these experiments it was proposed to used a conical target
configuration which allows to increase the compression and
the temperature in the laser-driven shock compared to irra-
diation of a plane foil [2]. The target consists of a tapered
tube made of gold filled with graphite of ρ0 = 1.9 g/cm3
initial density. The wide side of the cone is irradiated with
a laser. The length of the cone, L = 140μm and the ra-
dius of the narrow end, r1 = 20μm were fixed by de-
mand of the scattering diagnostics. The radius of wide side,
r0 = 90μm was adapted numerically to the nhelix laser
parameters.
Simulations were done using the RALEF-2D code [3]
which solves the one-fluid one-temperature hydrodynamic
equations in two spatial dimensions by a second-order
Godunov-type numerical scheme using the ALE approach.
Thermal conduction, radiation transport, and laser energy
deposition by means of inverse bremsstrahlung absorption
are coupled using a symmetric semi-implicit approach with
respect to time discretization. Here we present the results
for a λ = 532 nm laser pulse of 30 J over a focal spot of ra-
dius rf = 125μm; the 11-ns long pulse was ramped with
3-ns linear rise and fall intervals. The spectral opacities and
the equation of state data were generated with the THER-
MOS code [4].
For the planar carbon foil the simulation shows a den-
sity of ρ = 3.3 g/cm3 and a temperature of T = 0.25 eV.
The calculated density distribution in the conical target is
displayed in Fig. 1. A shock wave induced by the laser in
the graphite propagates to the narrow end of the cone and
becomes stronger due to reflection at the interface to the
gold shell, as shown in Fig. 1a. An increase of density to
ρ = 3.4 g/cm3 due to reflection of the shock wave on the
gold interface can be seen from the density distribution at
t = 9 ns. The reflection at the axis of symmetry corre-
sponds to t = 13.5 ns (Fig. 1b). Because of the converging
axial symmetry, at this time the shock wave is amplified
in a small region near the axis (ρ = 4.75 g/cm3). A pla-
nar shock develops at the end of the cone with a density
of ρ = 3.75 g/cm3 and a temperature of T = 0.7 eV re-
sulting from the propagation of the laser launched shock at
t = 16 ns (Fig. 1c).
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Figure 1: Color contour plots of density ρ in a conical target
at different times. The laser beam comes from the right.
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Experimental Studies and Theoretical Interpretation of Hydrodynamic
Tunneling of SPS Protons in Solid Targets ∗
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The phenomenon of hydrodynamic tunneling has been
experimentally studied at the CERN HiRadMat facility us-
ing the SPS beam [1]. The beam parameters include, pro-
ton energy = 440 GeV, bunch intensity = 1.5x10 11, bunch
length = 0.5 ns, bunch separation = 50 ns and σ of the trans-
verse intensity distribution = 0.2 mm. In two experiments,
108 and 144 proton bunches, respectively, were used and
the protons were delivered in sets of 36 bunches each while
a separation of 250 ns was considered between the bunch
packets.
Figure 1: Photograph of the Al target cover
The target was composed of 15 identical solid copper
cylinders, each 10 cm long having a radius of 4 cm, placed
in a row. For diagnostic purposes, a gap of 1 cm was left
between two neighboring cylinders. The beam is irradiated
transversely at the face of the first cylinder.
The results of the experimental measurements are pre-
sented in Fig. 1 which is a photograph of the Al cover that
was placed on the top of the target. It is seen that in the
case of the experiment using 108 bunches, the material is
deposited up to the gap between cylinder 7 and cylinder
8 whereas in the experiment with 144 bunches, the depo-
sition of the melted/gaseous material is up to the gap be-
tween cylinders 8 and 9. To understand these results, de-
tailed numerical simulations have been carried out running
the FLUKA and BIG2 codes iteratively. For simplicity, we
considered a single solid copper cylinder 150 cm long with
a radius of 4 cm. This is a good approximation to the target
used in the experiments.
In Fig. 2 are plotted ρ and T vs target axis at t =5800 ns
when 108 bunches have been delivered. It is seen that the
∗Work supported by the BMBF and EuCARD2
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Figure 2: ρ and T vs target axis at t = 5800 ns [108 bunches]
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Figure 3: ρ and T vs target axis at t = 7850 ns [144 bunches]
flat part of the temperature curve that represents melting,
lies within the second half (RHS part) of the eighth cylin-
der. This means that the material in the LHS half of the
cylinder has been melted. The melted material escapes
from the left face of cylinder number 8 and collides with
the melted/gaseous material ejected from the right face of
cylinder number 7 and is deposited on the target cover. This
is in full agreement with the experimental observations.
Fig. 3 shows same variables as Fig. 2, but at t = 7850 ns
when 144 bunches have been delivered. The melting re-
gion now lies in the RHS half of cylinder 9 while the left
half part has been melted. The simulations thus predict ma-
terial deposition at the target cover in the region between
cylinder 8 and 9, in full agreement with the experimental
measurements. These experiments therefore fully confirm
the existence of the hydrodynamic tunneling.
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Numerical Simulations of Hydrodynamic Tunneling Experiments Performed
at HiRadMat Facility Using SPS Proton Beam ∗
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Extensive simulations carried out over the past 10 years
to study the full impact of the LHC beam on solid targets
has revealed substantial hydrodynamic tunneling of pro-
tons and their shower [1-3]. This effect has very impor-
tant implications on the LHC machine protection design.
In order to confirm the validity of these simulations, exper-
iments have been carried out at the HiRadMat facility using
440 GeV protons impacting on solid targets. Detailed nu-
merical simulations have been done to interpret the exper-
iments. The experimental results together with a compari-
son with the simulations has been reported elsewhere [4,5].
In the present contribution we present the details about the
simulations.
Figure 1: Energy distribution after 144 bunches.
Figure 2: Temperature distribution after 144 bunches.
The simulations have been carried out running an en-
ergy deposition code FLUKA and a 2D hydrodynamic code
BIG2 iteratively using an iteration interval of 700 ns. The
beam parameters include, proton energy = 440 GeV, bunch
intensity = 1.5x1011, bunch length = 0.5 ns, bunch separa-
tion = 50 ns and σ of the transverse intensity distribution =
0.2 mm. In two experiments, 108 and 144 proton bunches,
respectively, were used and the protons were delivered in
sets of 36 bunches each while a separation of 250 ns was
∗Work supported by the BMBF and EuCARD2
considered between the bunch packets. The target is con-
sidered to be a solid copper cylinder 150 cm long having a
radius of 4 cm, which is a good approximation to the target
used in the experiments [4,5].
Figure 3: Pressure distribution after 144 bunches.
Figure 4: Density state after 144 bunches.
In Fig. 1, is plotted the specific energy deposition after
144 bunches have been delivered. It is seen that a maxi-
mum specific energy deposition of 6.3 kJ/g is achieved at
the target center. Fig. 2 shows a corresponding maximum
temperature of 7600 K. This high temperature generates a
high pressure that leads to hydrodynamic motion in the tar-
get material (see Fig. 3). The hydrodynamic motion leads
to substantial density depletion in the beam heated region
which is the cause of hydrodynamic tunneling. The sim-
ulations show very good agreement with the experimental
results [5].
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Laser acceleration of small projectiles for hypervelocity impact experiments
E. S. Kjartansson∗2, A. Ortner†2, S. Sander2, J. Helfrich2, B. Cihodariu-Ionita1, G. Schaumann2,
A. Blazevic1,3, V. Bagnoud1,3, and M. Roth2
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2Technical University Darmstadt, Germany; 3Helmholtz Institute Jena, Germany
A new experimental concept is being developed to
measure the enhanced momentum transfer during hy-
pervelocity impacts of small solid projectiles on solid
targets.
Figure 1: Proposed hohlraum target concepts for acceler-
ating metal plates (left) and later small particles (right) to
hypervelocities with the nhelix laser.
The magnitude of the enhanced momentum transfer
caused by the ejection of material when a crater is formed
on the target during hypervelocity (vrel≈10−15 km/s) im-
pacts is not well known for the materials and scales we are
interested in, but it is believed to be at least tenfold [1, 2]
compared to elastic collisions. We aim to measure the mo-
mentum transfer of dust-size metal particles colliding on
larger metal targets with velocities in the aforementioned
region. The collection of this data is critical e.g. to de-
termine the feasibility of ideas proposed by G. Ganguli et.
al.[3] for the active removal of space debris in the lower
earth orbit. The experimental challenges of this project are
both the acceleration of such small projectiles to hyperve-
locities and the accurate measurement of their velocities.
We will use a laser pulse from the nhelix laser system
(∼ 30 J energy over ∼ 7 ns @ 532 nm) to drive a plasma
expansion from a plastic foil mounted at the front of a
hohlraum target. The rapidly expanding plasma will be
used to accelerate a secondary projectile target to hyperve-
locities without melting it. At first we aim at accelerating
small metal plates as depicted on the left side in Fig. 1
and to measure their velocity and momentum transfer onto
a ballistic pendulum. Ultimately, the goal will be to accel-
erate spherical dust-size metal particles to hypervelocities
and to gather extensive data on the momentum transfer for
different materials and parameters. The targets will be fab-
ricated in our own target laboratory at the Technical Uni-
versity of Darmstadt.
To accurately measure the velocity of the projectiles, we
have set up a VISAR (Velocity Interferometer System for
any Reflector) at the Z6 experimental area. The VISAR
∗ e.s.kjartansson@gsi.de
† a.ortner@gsi.de
Figure 2: A simulation showing the temporal evolution (y-
axis) of the mass density of a target consisting of a 270 µm
plastic foil and a 16,5 µm aluminum metal plate, positioned
300 µm behind the plastic. The laser hits the plastic foil
from the left edge at t = 0.
can measure velocities in the hypervelocity regime time-
resolved on a sub-nanosecond scale with 1% accuracy. The
VISAR requires a laser with high temporal coherence for
its measurements. For this purpose we have comissioned
a custom Nd:YLF laser by Continuum and modified it to
better suit our needs. Dichroic mirrors were installed into
the cavity to subdue the dominating 1047 nm lasing line
in favour of the more exotic 1320 nm line and a 1320 nm
diode laser which acts as an injection seed for the main
resonator was incorporated into the system to provide the
required temporal coherence.
Simulations with the HELIOS 1D hydrodynamic code
have been carried out (see Fig. 2) and are ongoing to help
choose the initial values for important experimental param-
eters such as laser energy, plastic foil thickness and the
distance between plastic foil and metal plate. Preliminary
results indicate that plastic foils of thickness 50 - 100 µm
combined with a distance of 300 - 600µm between plastic
foil and metal plate is the optimal setup to reach velocities
in the 10 - 20 km/s range without melting the metal plate.
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Radiation protection related x-ray spectrometry at PHELIX
F. Horst1,2, G. Fehrenbacher1, T. Radon1, E. Kozlova1, K. Zink2, and J. Breckow2
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2Technische Hochschule Mittelhessen, Gießen, Germany
Introduction
In the context of a bachelor thesis [1], a thermolumines-
cence dosimetry (TLD) based method has been developed
for the measurement of photon spectra in ultrashort-pulsed
radiation fields as generated e.g. during operation of the
PHELIX-laser at GSI [2]. The method is a further develop-
ment of a work from Behrens et al. [3] and has been val-
idated at a clinical electron-linac (Elekta Synergy: 6 and
18 MeV) by comparing spectra measured by the developed
method with spectra obtained by detailed Monte Carlo sim-
ulations of the linac. It has been first applied at PHELIX
during a beamtime in December 2013. The following ar-
ticle presents the principle of the method of measurement
and first results from the measurements at PHELIX.
Method of measurement
As a result of the sub-picosecond time scale of the laser
pulses at PHELIX, an active measurement is quite diffi-
cult to implement. For that reason, TLD’s are used. 10
TLD-cards (Harshaw TLD-700H) are placed into a stack
of absorbers, made of various materials and thicknesses,
surrounded by a shielding stepped from lower to higher Z
materials. The prototype is shown on Figure 1.
Figure 1: Schematic view of the TLD-spectrometer
The response functions of the 10 TLD’s to monoener-
getic photon- and electron-radiation were simulated by the
use of the Monte Carlo code FLUKA [4]. The different
gradients and thresholds of these response-functions (Fig-
ure 2) allow the reconstruction (unfolding) of photon spec-
tra from the readings of the 10 TLD’s. An algorithm for the
purpose of unfolding bremsstrahlung spectra in the range of
30 keV to 100 MeV, resolved in 10 different energy bins,
was developed (written in SCILAB [5]).
Figure 2: Simulated response-functions of the 10 TLD’s to
monochromatic photon radiation
First results
Figure 3 shows an x-ray spectrum, measured by this pro-
totype at the PHELIX petawatt target area from the outside
of the target chamber behind a 2 cm steel window during
experiments in December 2013. The laser intensity de-
posited on the Ti-foil target was about 1019 W/cm2. The
distance between the target and the spectrometer was 80
cm. The presented x-ray spectrum is equivalent to an am-
bient dose of 80± 20 µSv/shot.
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Figure 3: X-ray spectrum: measured at PHELIX
Repeated measurements with a variation of the window
materials and thicknesses provided evidence, that the wall
of the target chamber is the main x-ray source.
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Report of the biophysics department 
M. Durante 
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
The Scientific Activity of the Biophysics activity in 
2013 led to tremendous breakthroughs in the field of med-
ical physics and space radiation protection. The achieve-
ments are essential for the future FAIR activities, where 
the high-energy beams will open new possibilities for 
both medical and space research. It has been a very suc-
cessful year also for the technological transfer, patents, 
and awards received by group members. 
 
 
 
Figure 1: 4D-treatment plans of two lung cancer patients 
treated with C-ions. The distorted entry channel dose is a 
result of the differential motion between the target and 
other organs, such as the chest wall, during the breathing 
cycle. The sagittal cuts (bottom) illustrate the high con-
formity also in the SI main motion direction. From ref. [2] 
Medical Physics 
 
The Local Effect Model (LEM), developed by Dr. Mi-
chael Scholz, already used in treatment planning with 
heavy ions at HIT (Heidelberg) and CNAO (Italy), has 
been now extended to protons with a surprising result [3]. 
In fact, the relative biological effectiveness of protons is 
assumed to be 1.1, but our simulations show that it is 
much bigger than 1 at the end of the range, and this lead 
to a shift in the effective range of the protons (Figure 2). 
Taking into account the range shift is likely to lead to 
great improvements in proton therapy, where the market 
is much broader than in C-ion therapy (44 proton therapy 
centers are currently in operation worldwide). 
In preparation for the PRIOR facility, to be installed in 
FAIR, we produced the first-ever high-energy proton im-
age of an animal target with high-energy protons (800 
MeV) at ITEP in Moscow, Russia and then at the Los 
Alamos National Laboratory in USA (Figure 3). The 
PANTERA experiment is an APPA project developed in 
strong collaboration between the Plasma Physics and Bi-
ophysics Department at GSI.  
 
 
 
Figure 2: Predictions of the LEM model on the biological-
ly effective dose (solid orange line) along a proton SOBP 
used for therapy. The increased effectiveness of the slow 
protons results in a range shift of 2-3 mm, which could hit 
an organ at risk below the tumor.  
 
 
Figure 3: Proton radiography of a mouse obtained in 2013 
at the Los Alamos National Laboratory using 800 MeV 
proton and a setup similar to that under construction at 
FAIR (PRIOR facility). The upper image is a zoom of the 
skull. The theoretical resolution at FAIR with 4.5 GeV 
protons will be 10 µm. From ref. [4]. 
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Space Radiation 
 
GSI is the European facility selected by ESA for 
ground-based cosmic ray simulations. During 2013, we 
ran the ESA-sponsored IBER (radiobiology) and ROSSI-
NI (shielding) projects. Within IBER, we tested the possi-
bility of using human tissue slices as an alternative to 
animal studies [9]. Shielding experiments using Mars and 
Moon soil are ongoing, within the project supported by 
ESA and led by the space company Thales-Alenia Space 
(Figure 4). Results are important to estimate the depth of 
the caves/tunnels to be selected by future Moon/Mars 
explorers to build underground planetary bases without 
breaking ground for excavation.   
 
 
 
Figure 4: Martian soil under preparation for a shielding 
experiment in Cave A at GSI. The test is performed using 
1 GeV/n 56Fe-ions, whose attenuation properties have 
been shown to simulate reasonably well the attenuation of 
cosmic rays. A better simulation will be possible at FAIR 
using 10 GeV/n ions. The research is supported by ESA 
(ROSSINI contract). 
A recent research report at GSI [6] addressed an old 
question in space travel – the origin of light flashes, ob-
served by astronauts during spaceflight (first reported by 
the crew of the Apollo 11 lunar mission). Heavy charged 
particles in the cosmic rays are responsible of the light 
flash (phosphene) experienced by the astronauts, but the 
target area in the head remained unclear: some authors 
proposed the eye, while others contended that the target 
could be the optical nerve or specific areas in the brain. A 
careful analysis of the treatment plans used at GSI to treat 
patients with head-and-neck tumors show a clear correla-
tion between the dose in the retina and the perception of 
light flashes, as measured by the patient using a pushbut-
ton (Figure 6). We conclude that the phosphenes are 
caused by direct heavy ion traversals through the retina. 
 
Technological transfer 
 
RaySearch Laboratories AB (a leading Swedish com-
pany in treatment planning software) has entered into a 
license agreement with GSI regarding techniques for cal-
culating radiobiological effective dose in ion beam treat-
ments. RaySearch acquired the rights to integrate algo-
rithms and know-how from GSI related to the LEM in 
RaySearch’s RayStation® treatment planning system. The 
LEM and RaySearch’s algorithms for dose calculation 
will be built into the system’s module for carbon treat-
ment plan optimization. The first application of the sys-
tem will be at the MedAustron facility under construction 
in Wiener Neustadt (Austria). 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Example of the correlation between carbon 
beam-spot position in the head and phosphene reception 
in a patient. (A) Patient during the treatment with the fixa-
tion mask and holding the pushbutton. In this figure the 
beam is hitting the right side of the patients’ head. (B) 
Beam scanning path (beam’s eye view) for one slice of 
carbon ion irradiation. The area marked in green is corre-
lated with phosphene stimulation, based on pushbutton 
time analysis. (C) Planned physical dose distributions for 
a two-field treatment in the same patient. The beam enters 
from the right side. The color scale indicates the fraction 
of the dose to the tumor. The patient reported phoisphenes 
when the field was in the eye (green area in B).(D) Same 
as in C, but beam from the left side. No dose deposition in 
the eye, and no light flashes reported by the patient. Note 
that the optical nerves are in the field in both right and left 
irradiation. Figures from ref. [6]. 
 
The 4D treatment plan concept has been patented by C. 
Graeff and C. Bert: Erstellung eines Bestrahlungsplans 
bei bewegtem Zielvolumen ohne Bewegungskompensa-
tion“, Nr. 10 2011 056 339. The PANTERA idea for 
theranostics using high-energy protons was patented by 
H. Stöcker and M. Durante: COMBINED ION IRRADI-
ATION AND RADIOGRAPHY DEVICE - 
PCT/EP2012/071567 
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Awards 
 
Marco Durante received the 2013 IBA Prize for Ap-
plied Nuclear Science and Nuclear Methods in Medicine 
from the European Physical Society (EPS) and the 2013  
Bacq & Alexander award from the European Radiation 
Research Society (ERRS) 
Daniela Kraft received the 2013 LH Gray Young Inves-
tigator award for the European Radiation Research Annu-
al Meeting and the 2013 Christoph Schmelzer Award of 
the Verein zur Förderung der Tumortherapie mit schweren 
Ionen. 
Lisa Herr won the Philipp Siedler Award 2013 of the 
Physikalischer Verein Frankfurt. 
Thomas Friedrich got the GBS Award for Young Scien-
tists 2013, awarded by the German Society for Biological 
Radiation Research. 
Matthias Prall got the award for the best poster present-
ed at the Workshop on “Particle Radiosurgery: A new 
Frontier in Physics in Medicine”  in Obergurgl, Austria 
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Species conserved response at heterochromatic DNA damage ∗
I. Mu¨ller1, B. Merk1, K.-O. Voss1, N. B. Averbeck1, B. Jakob1, A. L. Leifke1, G. Becker1, M.
Durante1,2, and G. Taucher-Scholz1,3
1GSI Helmholtzzentrum fu¨r Schwerionenforschung GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany; 2TUD, Institut fu¨r Festko¨rperphysik,
Darmstadt, Germany; 3TUD, Fachbereich Biologie, Darmstadt, Germany
DNA double strand break (DSB) repair comprises sev-
eral steps; besides different repair proteins also chromatin
modifications are necessary and local as well as global
chromatin decondensation takes place. Furthermore, re-
cent findings in Drosophila, mouse, and baker’s yeast show
that DSBs within repetitive regions relocate to less repeti-
tive chromatin [1-3]. Thus, relocation of DSBs might be a
mechanism to prevent homology driven misrepair of repet-
itive sequences. Here we provide evidence that in the fac-
ultative heterochromatin of the human inactive X chromo-
some (Xi) decondensation occurs at DNA damage (Fig. 1
A and B) and DSBs are relocated to more open chromatin
(Fig. 1 C, DSB marker 53BP1) [4]. Thus, DSB relocation
is not limited to repetitive sequences but is a general pro-
cess within repair of heterochromatic regions. Our results
obtained in human cells indicate that decondensation at het-
erochromatic DSBs and their relocation is conserved from
flies to mice and humans. In contrast to earlier findings [1-
3], however, the DSB dependent chromatin modification of
H2AX phosphorylation (γH2AX) shows not only reloca-
tion but additional H2AX phosphorylation takes place al-
most in the entire Xi area (Fig. 1 C, γH2AX signal). This
increased γH2AX spreading is clearly LET (linear energy
transfer) dependent as it is not seen upon carbon ion (not
shown) but after calcium, titanium (not shown), or lead ion
(Fig. 1 C) irradiation. The mechanism and functional rel-
evance of this Xi wide γH2AX spreading will be analyzed
in future studies.
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Figure 1: (A) Chromatin decondensation in the Xi chro-
mosome of human cells. Real time DNA decondensation
within Xi territories (arrow) identified by Hoechst 33342
DNA staining after irradiation with one gold ion at the GSI
microprobe. Selected images of indicated time points are
shown. The appearance of a darker area within the Xi
(magnification in white box) represents the Xi deconden-
sation at the ion hit. (B) The depletion of DNA staining
intensities (i. e. occurrence of a darker area) over time at
the site of an ion hit is exemplarily shown for intensity pro-
files along the line within the depicted Xi. (C) Relocation
of heterochromatic DSBs is indicated by bending of 53BP1
(DSB marker) tracks around Xi 1 h after low angle lead
ion (LET 13,500 keV/μm) irradiation (DNA signal: arrow
indicates Xi; 53BP1 signal: arrow indicates bent 53BP1
track). Phosphorylation of H2AX occurs all over the ion
hit Xi (arrow in γH2AX signal). Scale bars: 5 μm.
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Visualization of DNA double-strand breaks induced by high LET particles and
X-rays in murine bones and soft tissues∗
M. Steinlage1, J. Mirsch1, S. Conrad1, C. Fournier2, G. Taucher-Scholz2, and M. Lo¨brich1
1Darmstadt University of Technology, Germany; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany (GREWIS)
DNA double strand breaks (DSBs) are the most lethal
and cytotoxic type of DNA damage. DSBs can be induced
by exogenous agents, such as ionizing radiation (IR), or by
normal cellular processes, such as V(D)J recombination.
DSBs generated by high LET radiation are more complex
than low LET DSBs and generally more difficult to repair
[1].
As part of the GREWIS project, this study is aimed at the
biodosimetric measurement of inhaled radon gas in differ-
ent murine tissues. Radon (Rn-222) is a radioactive noble
gas; during its radioactive decay three biologically relevant
α-particles are emitted. The goal of this project is to detect
α-particle induced DSB tracks in murine tissues to reveal
the diffusion patterns of radon gas inside the body and any
potential accumulation in specific organs.
Radon gas is used for its therapeutic effects in radon ther-
apy caves in Bad Gastein and Bad Kreuznach [2]. The
main indications for therapeutic radon treatment include
chronic inflammatory diseases and degenerative joint dis-
eases, such as rheumatoid arthritis. Due to its long-lasting
effects, radon therapy provides an alternative treatment op-
tion that often allows patients to stop taking other pain
medications [3].
Prior to in vivo radon experiments, wild type C57BL/6
mice were irradiated with low fluence carbon ions at the
GSI particle accelerator. This experiment was used to
evaluate the staining efficacy of heavy ion induced DSBs
in different murine tissues. Using paraffin embedded tis-
sue sections, 53BP1 foci tracks after carbon ion irradia-
tion were successfully visualized and quantified in murine
lung, heart, liver, intestine, kidney, spleen, and brain tissues
(Fig. 1 A). As radon therapy is predominantly prescribed
for chronic inflammatory diseases of the musculoskeletal
system, the visualization of radon induced DNA damage in
bone tissue is central to this project. Therefore, efforts were
focused on establishing a protocol for immunofluorescence
staining in bone tissue. After formaldehyde fixation, bone
tissue (in vivo irradiation with 10 mGy X-rays) was decal-
cified for 24 hours using an EDTA solution. The samples
were subsequently embedded in paraffin and cut into 4μm
sections using a microtome. Using γH2AX and 53BP1 an-
tibodies, DNA damage was visualized in the compact bone,
periosteum and bone marrow (Fig. 1 B).
Two animal experiments (radon concentrations: 440
kBq/m3, 40 kBq/m3) were recently conducted. C57BL/6
mice were exposed to radon for one hour and organs were
∗Funded by German federal ministry of research and education
(BMBF/ 02NUK017E).
subsequently harvested after 15 minutes, 24 hours and 7
days. Hence, future efforts will focus on the analysis of in
vivo radon experiments.
Figure 1: Visualization of DNA DSBs: (A) 53BP1 foci in
murine lung tissue cells after carbon ion irradiation. (B)
γH2AX foci in murine bone marrow after X-ray irradia-
tion.
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Formation of 5hmC following exposure to Ionizing Radiation ∗
M. Herrlitz1,2, F. Natale1,2, A.L. Leifke1, M. Durante1,2,3, and G. Taucher-Scholz1,3
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2FIAS, Frankfurt Institute for Advanced Studies, Germany; 3TUD, Darmstadt, Germany
Eukaryotic DNA methylation (DNAm), which is the
addition of a methyl group on cytosine bases (C), is an
epigenetic mechanism involved in several biological pro-
cesses, including replication, transcription, and carcino-
genesis. Besides methylcytosine (5mC), hydroxymethyl-
cytosine (5hmC) is another modified C moiety. 5hmC
is formed by the enzymatic activity of TET (ten eleven
translocation) enzymes oxidizing 5mC to 5hmC and fur-
ther to formyl- and carboxyl-cytosine, the latter being fi-
nally replaced by C via base excision repair [1]. Conver-
sion of 5mC to 5hmC could change the DNA binding affin-
ity of several proteins and thus influence regulation of gene
transcription [2]. Previous works reported that ionizing ra-
diation (IR) and DNA double strand break (DSB) repair
processes are able to induce changes of DNAm levels [3,
4, 5]. However, these studies were performed several pop-
ulation doublings after IR exposure and could not rule out
replication-dependent DNAm changes. Whether the latter
may take place also at short times after exposure to IR re-
mains controversial. Increased DNA methylase levels at
later times (≥ 24 hours) after IR exposure have been re-
cently reported [6]. These findings suggest that increased
DNAm levels would not occur until DNA repair is accom-
plished. Based on such observation, we hypothesize that IR
may rather reduce DNAm levels at earlier times by trigger-
ing enzymatic activities regulating such process, e.g. TET
enzymes. Therefore, we examined DNAm changes within
one replication cycle time frame after IR (≤ 24 hours), fo-
cusing on DNA demethylation. Namely, we investigated
5hmC formation as an intermediate of DNA demethylation
and whether this modification was involved in the DSB re-
pair. We investigated human fibroblasts 30 minutes after
irradiation with carbon ions and observed 5hmC formation
along the ion trajectory. Both fluorescence microscopy im-
ages and intensity profiles indicate that 5hmC signal colo-
calizes with γH2AX (DSBs marker) (Fig. 1). Similar re-
sults were obtained upon irradiation with X-rays (Fig. 2A).
Colocalization was statistically verified using intensity cor-
relation analysis (ICA) [7]. Briefly, PDM (Product of the
Differences from the Mean) values were calculated for each
pixel in both channels. If the signals were positively corre-
lated, this would result in a positive PDM value and, thus,
in a positive correlation. Our results show that most PDM
values are positive, displaying a moderate positive corre-
lation between 5hmC and γH2AX at DSBs (RPearson =
0.425, Fig. 2B).
∗Supported by Beilstein Stiftung (NanoL project). Work is part of
HGS HIRe and partially funded by BMBF grant 02NUK001A.
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Figure 1: AG1522D cells were irradiated with carbon ions
(LET: 170 keV/μm; fluence: 3x106 p/cm2) under low
angle, fixed after 30 minutes and stained against 5hmC
(green) and γH2AX (red). DNA was stained with DAPI
(blue). A) Micrograph showing 5hmC (green) formation
at DSBs sites indicated by γH2AX (red). White line: ion
trajectory; scale bar = 5 μm. B) Fluorescence intensity pro-
files showing colocalization of 5hmC (green) and γH2AX
(red). DNA is illustrated by the blue line.
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Figure 2: AG1522D human fibroblasts were irradiated with
0.5 Gy X-rays, fixed after 30 minutes and stained as in Fig.
1. A) 5hmC (green) accumulates at DSBs, indicated by
γH2AX staining (red). Scale bar = 10 μm. B) ICA graph
of γH2AX signal. The horizontal line indicates mean PFI
values. With increasing PFI, PDM values increase.
Our results indicate that 5hmC is formed at DSB sites
colocalizing with γH2AX, after both heavy ions and X-
rays irradiation. Such observation suggests a possible in-
volvement of 5hmC in the DSB repair. We are currently
investigating the colocalization of 5hmC and γH2AX over
time, during DNA repair, performing kinetics of foci for-
mation in a time frame of ≤ 24 hours after irradiation.
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A discontinuous detection of phospho-histone H2AX in endothelial cells
following low-dose irradiation is mediated by reactive oxygen species (ROS)∗
S. Reichert1, M. Large1, C. Fournier2, C. Ro¨del1, and F. Ro¨del1
1Goethe-University Frankfurt am Main, Germany; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
Introduction
Since decades an anti-inflammatory efficacy of radiation
therapy with single doses < 1 Gy is clinically well estab-
lished in the treatment of benign and chronic degenerative
diseases [1]. In line with that, recent experimental data in-
dicate an involvement of a variety of cellular and molecular
immune-modulatory mechanisms in these effects. Among
them, an impact of low-dose irradiation on endothelial cells
(EC) and mononuclear/polymorphnuclear leukocyte activ-
ity has been proven to comprise key elements in the mod-
ulation of inflammatory cascades [2]. Moreover, a non-
linear dose response relationship, shared with non (DNA)-
targeted properties of ionizing radiation [3], is a major
characteristic of the mechanisms explored so far [4]. Re-
cently, a putative interrelationship between DNA damage
repair, induction of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and fac-
tors implicated in the regulation of antioxidant response
pathways have been proposed to contribute to these dis-
continuous responses [5].
Material and Methods
HUVEC derived immortalized EA.hy926 cells were
stimulated in a pro-inflammatory manner by tumor necrosis
factor-α (20 ng/ml) 4 hours before irradiation with doses
ranging from 0.3 to 1 Gy. To analyse DNA repair capacity,
γ-H2AX foci were assayed at 1 hour, 4 hours and 24 hours
after irradiation by immunofluorescence. ROS production
and superoxide dismutase (SOD) activity were analysed
by fluorometric 2’,7’-dichlorodihydrofluorescein-diacetate
(H2DCFDA) and colorimetric assays, respectively.
Results and Conclusion
Irrespective of stimulation by TNF-α, we observed in
EA.hy926 EC a linear dose-response characteristic of γ-
H2AX foci detection at early times (1 hours and 4 hours)
after irradiation. On the contrary, at 24 hours the num-
ber of residual γ-H2AX foci was significantly (p ≤ 0.05)
elevated after a 0.5 Gy exposure (Figure 1a). To further
analyse molecular mechanisms implicated in the biphasic
induction of γ-H2AX foci the impact of ROS expression
and enzymatic activity of SOD, reported to be involved in
anti-oxidant defence [6] were investigated. As a result, a
biphasic induction of ROS became evident at 24 hours af-
ter irradiation concomitant with a significant decrease in
∗This research was funded by BMBF (GREWIS, 02NUK017F) and
EU (DoReMi, FP7-249689)
SOD activity, most pronounced at a dose of 0.5 Gy (Figure
1b).
Figure 1: Dose kinetics of γ-H2AX foci detection (a) and
relative SOD enzymatic activity (b) as measured by a col-
orimetric assay in stimulated (TNF-α, 20 ng/ml) EA.hy926
EC at 24 h following irradiation with the doses indicated.
Data represent means ± SD from at least three indepen-
dent experiments. Asterisks indicate significant differences
(p < 0.05) vs. 0.3 Gy and 0.7 Gy irradiated ECs.
In conclusion, these data implicate a non-linear regula-
tion of SOD activity and ROS production in EA.hy926 EC
following irradiation with doses < 1 Gy that contributes
to a discontinuous dose response relationship of γ-H2AX
detection.
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X-rays advance osteoblast differentiation probably involving the cholinergic
system in vitro∗
G. Thangaraj1, C. Fournier2, and P. G. Layer1
1Technische Universita¨t Darmstadt, Germany; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
Introduction
Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) is an autoimmune disorder
and treatment with Radon is believed to suppress the sever-
ity of the disease. Thereby, associated with excess pain,
cartilage undergoes severe destruction and synovial fluids
accumulate in the joints. One of the mechanisms suppos-
edly involved in RA is the cholinergic anti-inflammatory
pathway (CAIP). Although a number of studies have shown
that CAIP is involved in suppressing the inflammation
through Vagus nerve stimulation, there are no studies exist-
ing that show the relationship between radiation therapy of
RA and CAIP. In AP6 of the GREWIS project, we analyse
the effects of radiation (X-rays, radon) on the expression
of cholinergic components (ACh receptors, particularly the
α7-nAChRs, a main player of CAIP, and AChE, ChAT),
both in vivo and in vitro and their roles during radiation
therapy.
Material and Methods
11/11.5 day-old embryos from pregnant C57BLC wild
type mice were collected. Mesenchymal cells were iso-
lated from limb buds, plated as high density micro-mass
cultures and incubated for 2 weeks at 37◦C. The micro-
mass cultures were exposed to 0.5, 2 and 4 Gy X-rays ini-
tially after 24 hours of culturing and were fixed on 3, 5
and 7 days. Also, human primary osteoblast cells were cul-
tured until passage 4, exposed to above mentioned X-ray
doses and collected for mRNA isolation. Alcian blue stain-
ing marks cartilage development, while Alizarin red and
alkaline phosphatase stainings indicates differentiation of
osteoblasts. Cholinesterase enzyme activity was visualized
by Karnovsky-Roots staining. cDNA was synthesized and
used for PCR analysis.
Results
We previously showed that human osteoblast cells ex-
pressed an entire set of cholinergic components. These
cells over-expressed acetylcholinesterase (AChE) when ex-
posed to X-rays, which indicates that the cholinergic sys-
tem might be involved in differentiation and osteogen-esis.
Cultures that were exposed to 2Gy X-rays showed ear-
lier nodule formation and increased enzymatic activity for
AChE and alkaline phosphatase suggesting that X-rays
might induce an earlier differentiation by involving the
cholinergic system.
∗Funded by BMBF (02NUK017A)
Figure 1: RT-PCR analysis of human osteoblasts. Note an
over expression of AChE mRNA, particularly after 0.5Gy
X-ray treatment com-pared to that of control (0Gy).
Figure 2: Histological stainings by Karnovsky Roots for
AChE (4 on left) and alkaline phosphatase (4 on right)
show increased enzyme activity and advanced nodule for-
mation in 2Gy treated cultures.
Since we have focused on the importance of choliner-
gic system in diseases and treatment, we provide a direct
evidence of the involvement of cholinergic system during
cartilage differentiation in mouse micromass cultures.
Figure 3: Histological stainings by Karnovsky Roots for
AChE (4 on left) and alkaline phosphatase (4 on right)
show increased enzyme activity and advanced nodule for-
mation in 2Gy treated cultures.
In future work, the effect of X-rays and radon on TNF-
alpha transgenic mice will be investigated and the role of
CAIP will be studied.
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The radiation-induced G2 cell cycle delay is comparable in human
hematopoietic stem- and progenitor cells and mature lymphocytes∗
E. Metzler1, D. Kraft1, A. Groo1, M. Durante1,4, G. Taucher-Scholz1, H. Bo¨nig2, M. Volcic3, M. Rall3,
D. Salles3, C. Fournier1, and L. Wiesmu¨ller3
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2Institute for Transfusion Medicine, Frankfurt University, Germany; 3Gynecological
Oncology, Ulm University, Germany; 4Technische Universita¨t Darmstadt, Germany
Introduction
Hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells (HSPC) con-
stantly renew all mature blood cells e.g. peripheral blood
lymphocytes (PBLs). Ionizing radiation generates DNA
double-strand breaks (DSBs). Error-prone DSB repair ac-
tivities can lead to chromosomal rearrangements which are
considered to contribute to leukemogenesis [2]. Thus, the
quality of DNA repair is essential. Because several mech-
anisms exist to repair DNA damage, we first measured the
usage of distinct repair pathways after the induction of
DSBs [3] and found differences in DNA repair pathway
usage between HSPC and PBLs [4]. The choice of DNA
repair mechanism is dependent on several factors, e.g. the
cell cycle phase. When damage is introduced the cell cycle
can be arrested at specific cell cycle checkpoints for repair.
In this process many sensor and effector molecules are in-
volved. Thus, we investigated in both cell types the cell
cycle distribution upon stimulation and X-irradiation and a
protein involved in the induction of cell cycle arrests.
Materials and Methods
CD34+ HSPC and PBLs were isolated from peripheral
blood of healthy donors as described in [5]. G0-phase cells
were cultured for 72h in expansion media supplemented
with cytokines (HSPC) or PHA (PBLs) [5] to allow cell
cycle entry. Asynchronous cells were exposed to 2Gy of
X-rays (16mA, 250kV). At defined time points post irradi-
ation cell cycle distribution was determined by DAPI stain-
ing and flow cytometry and protein amounts were deter-
mined by Western Blot analysis. Immunodetection was
performed using the polyclonal anti-phospho-Chk2 respec-
tively anti-Chk2 (both Cell Signalling) and anti-GAPDH
(Abcam) antibody (loading control).
Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows the cell cycle entry of stimulated PBLs
resulting in an asynchronous cell cycle distribution after
72h. This is similar to HSPC (not shown). After irradiation
with 2Gy of X-rays, PBLs undergo a transient G2 cell cycle
arrest again similar to HSPC (not shown). All cells entered
the cell cycle again after 48h post irradiation.
As the cell cycle analysis revealed a G2/M cell cycle
delay we investigated the G2/M checkpoint protein Chk2.
Figure 2 shows that the phosphorylation of Chk2 detected
∗Work financed by DLR/BMWi contract No. 50 WB 1225
Figure 1: Cell cycle distribution in % for PBLs (n = 4–16)
over a time period of 120h with stimulation for 72h before
irradiation with 2Gy of X-rays (shown in red). Data are
shown as mean ± SEM.
Figure 2: A) Immunodetection of phospho-Chk2, total
Chk2 and GAPDH in PBLs and HSPC before (Co) and
post irradiation (IR, 1h) with 2Gy X-rays. B) Phospho-
Chk2 relative to total Chk2 normalised to PBL 1h post-IR
(mean ± SD from 2 experiments)
1h after irradiation correlates with the observed G2 cell
cycle delay for HSPC and PBLs (Fig.2, A). The relative
phosphorylation of Chk2 to the total Chk2 amount revealed
no significant difference in the phosphorylation activity in
HSPC and PBLs (Fig.2, B).
Cell cycle distribution, radiation induced delay and Chk2
signalling are similar in PBLs and HSPC and thus cannot
explain the observed differences in DNA repair pathway
usage.
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Response of bone marrow progenitor cells to ionizing irradiation∗
A.Groo1, D.Kraft1, M.Hirschmann1, L. Deloch3, B. Frey3, U.S. Gaipl3, M.Durante1,2, and
C.Fournier1
1Helmholtzzentrum fu¨r Schwerionenforschung GSI; 2Technische Universita¨t Darmstadt; 3Universita¨tsklinikum
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Introduction
In the bone marrow, hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) and
mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) are responsible for the re-
newal of blood and skeletal structure of the body [1]. The
bone metabolism is related to the tight balance between
progenitor cells of MSCs and HSC- osteoblasts and osteo-
clasts (OCs), respectively. During chronic inflammatory
diseases like rheumatoid arthritis (RA), the activity of bone
resorbing OCs is enhanced and correlates with a high pres-
ence of inflammatory cells in the synovial fluid of RA pa-
tients [2]. An efficient treatment of RA is the exposure
to low doses of ionizing irradiation, either photons or α-
particles in radon galleries. Here we studied the impact of
low dose X-irradiation on the differentiation and prolifera-
tion OCs and immune cells (Th17, Treg).
Material and Methods
OC and immune cells were generated from buffycoats
of healthy donors (blood donor service Frankfurt). Af-
ter X-irradiation, OC were generated from monocytes by
adding RANKL and M-CSF. Treg/Th17 cells were differ-
entiated from CD4+ T cells in the presence of cytokines
(IL-1β, IL-23, TGF-β) and stimulatory antibodies (CD3,
CD8). Differentiated OC were identified by TRAP activ-
ity and F-actin ring formation, Th17 and Treg cells by im-
munophenotyping with anti-IL17 and anti-FOXP3 respec-
tively.
Results and Discussion
Differentiation of OCs and immune cells
(Th17, Treg) after Xray exposure
The measurement of the percentage of TRAP positive
OCs 12 days following exposure to X rays (Fig. 1) showed
that ionizing radiation has no influence on the differenti-
ation of osteoclasts (osteoclastogenesis). The irradiated
cells grew and fused to multinuclear OCs independent of
the applied doses. The same applies for mouse osteoclasto-
genesis of C57BL/6 wild type and hTNF-alpha transgenic
mice.
As IL-17 producing Th cells (Th17) are known to en-
hance osteoclastogenesis in vitro, we assessed the differ-
entiation of Th17 and complementary Treg cells after ir-
radiation. As shown in Fig. 2, after irradiation, the pro-
portional distribution was shifted to a higher occurrence of
∗This work was founded by the BMBF (GREWIS, 02NUK017A and
02NUK017G).
Treg compared to inflammatory Th17 cells, which suggests
an anti-inflammatory effect of low doses of X-irradiation.
Figure 1: Frequencies of TRAP positive cells (OCs) within
MNCs which were exposed to Xrays (0.5; 2 Gy) and stim-
ulated for OCs differentiation. TRAP activity (a) and F-
actin ring formation (b) were investigated. Only TRAP+
cells with >3 nuclei (DAPI) and intact F-actin ring were
counted as OCs. (N=3,n=6).
Figure 2: Human CD4+ T cells were irradiated with X-rays
(0.5; 2Gy) and stimulated with CD3 and CD28 antibodies,
in the presence of a cytokine cocktail (IL-1β, IL-23, and
TGFβ) for 7 days. Distribution of Th17 and Treg cells
were analysed by flow cytometry (N=4, n=8). Error bars
represent SEM (***p<0.001).
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Purified cultures of mouse embryonic stem cell-derived cardiomyocytes for
electrophysiological studies with ionising radiation∗
A. Helm1, S. Frank1,2, J. Frieß3, C. Thielemann3, M. Durante1,2, and S. Ritter† ,1
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2Technische Universita¨t Darmstadt, Germany; 3University of Applied Sciences
Aschaffenburg, Germany
High doses of ionising radiation to the heart are known
to induce late-occurring ischemic heart disease [1] and epi-
demiological data suggest an increased risk of cardiovascu-
lar diseases also for an exposure to low doses [2]. To inves-
tigate putative adverse effects of ionising radiation on the
electrophysiology of the heart, we recently set up a model
system using mouse embryonic stem cell (mESC)-derived
cardiomyocytes [3].
Briefly, this system is based on the differentiation of
pluripotent stem cells through formation of embryoid bod-
ies (EBs) [4]. EBs comprise a variety of different cell types,
among them spontaneously contracting cardiomyocytes.
For electrophysiological studies, EBs were seeded on the
electrode array of a microelectrode array chip (MEA) and
measurements were conducted. Data were analysed us-
ing the MATLAB based software DrCell developed at Uni-
versity of Applied Sciences Aschaffenburg [5]. Endpoints
such as signal amplitude and shape, beat rate and conduc-
tion velocity were examined. This system, however, proved
to be unstable. Large intra and inter-sample variations were
observed most likely resulting from the progressive differ-
entiation of cells in the embryoid bodies. Moreover, the
small number and size of spontaneously contracting clus-
ters (i.e. cardiomyocytes) renders this model system un-
suitable for the detection of the anticipated small effects of
IR on the electrophysiology of cardiomyocytes [3].
To overcome these drawbacks, we subsequently used a
commercially available purified culture of mESC-derived
cardiomyocytes (Cor.At, Axiogenesis, Fig. 1). Cor.At cells
were seeded on the fibronectin coated electrode array of a
MEA according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Measure-
ments were conducted at 24 h intervals and subsequently
analysed with DrCell software.
Figures 2 and 3 exemplarily show data for two of the
analysed endpoints, i.e. the number of active electrodes and
the beat rate of control samples (n=35) of three different
experiments. Regarding sample variations, purified Cor.At
cardiomyocytes are more stable than contracting cardiomy-
ocytes generated within an EB. Concerning the number of
active electrodes (Fig. 2) larger variations are observed at
day 1 and 2 in culture due to the recovery process after
thawing and the time needed to build up a conducting net-
work. At days 8 and 9 in culture, Cor.At cells start to de-
tach from the MEA surface leading to higher variations in
the number of active electrodes. However, from day 2 un-
∗The research leading to these results has received funding from
the Euratom Seventh Framework Programm under grant agreement n◦
295823 (PROCARDIO)
† s.ritter@gsi.de
til day 7 the number of active electrodes is stable, reflected
in small error bars. As shown in figure 3, from day 2 on
the beat rate increases steadily with a considerably smaller
inter-sample variations when compared to the number of
active electrodes. Altogether our studies show that purified
Cor.At cells are a suitable tool to investigate the effect of
ionising radiation on the electrophysiological response of
cardiomyocytes. Based on these data, x-ray experiments
have been conducted and are currently analysed.
Figure 1: Representative immunofluorescence image of a
Cor.At cardiomyocyte (red: connexin 43; green: cardiac-
specific protein Troponin; blue: DNA).
Figure 2: Number of active electrodes. Measurements
were performed on control samples of three different ex-
periments (total n=35, SEM).
Figure 3: Beat rate. Measurements were performed on
control samples of three different experiments (total n=35,
SEM).
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Interaction of endothelial cells and lymphocytes after X-ray exposure∗
N. Erbeldinger1, S. Meyer2, J. Zimmermann1, T. Dettmering1, M. Durante1, M. C. Cardoso2,
F. Ro¨del3, and C. Fournier1
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2Technische Universita¨t Darmstadt, Germany; 3Universita¨tsklinikum Frankfurt, Germany
Introduction
Low-dose irradiation is an effective therapy for chronic
inflammatory diseases [1,2]. We currently investigate ra-
diation induced lowered adhesion of immune cells on the
endothelial layer of the blood vessel walls as one possible
modification of the in inflammatory processes. Beside al-
terations in the inflammatory pathways in irradiated cells,
an increased frequency of apoptosis of exposed immune
cells has been considered as responsible for a lowered ad-
hesion [3].
Materials and Methods
X-ray irradiation (250 kV, 16 mA) was performed with
isolated peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL) or endothe-
lial cells (EC). After exposure of either PBL or EC, the
adhesion of unirradiated or irradiated PBL to TNF-α-
stimulated (1 ng/ml) EC (primary HMVEC or Ea.hy.926
cells) was tested at 24h under static conditions. Cell
death of PBL was quantified by flow cytometric analysis of
annexin/propidium-iodide stained PBL. In irradiated EC,
TNF-α induced NFκB signalling was analysed in parallel
by quantification of the nuclear translocation of p65.
Results and Discussion
Fig. 1 shows that the adhesion of unirradiated PBLs to
HMVEC is enhanced by TNF-α treatment (Fig. 1A), mim-
icking an inflammatory environment. Previously, we have
shown for TNF-α treated HMVEC, which have been ex-
posed to low dose irradiation, that the adhesion of PBL is
decreased [4]. However, as shown in Fig. 1A, the adhe-
sion of irradiated PBL to stimulated HMVEC displays also
a discontinuity at low doses (minimum at 0.5 Gy). This is
not reflected by the induction of apoptosis (Fig. 1B), indi-
cating that cell death can only be a factor for the lowered
adhesion at high doses, not at low doses.
Furthermore, TNF-α induced NFκB signalling was as-
sessed after radiation exposure of EC (Ea.hy.926) as a pu-
tative molecular basis of the lowered adhesion of PBL to
EC. In the presence of TNF-α, in 40% of unirradiated EC
show nuclear translocation of p65, but irradiation did not
modify this (Fig. 2), although adhesion was lowered (not
shown). These results show that low dose exposure to PBL
or EC reduce the adhesion of PBL to EC, but not based
∗Financially supported by GREWIS (02NUK017A and 02NUK017D)
and FOI Bad Gastein
on radiation induced cell-death and modification of NFκB
signaling.
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Figure 1: (A) Adhesion of irradiated PBL to stimulated
and non-stimulated EC under static conditions. (B) Apop-
totic frequencies of irradiated PBL under static conditions.
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Figure 2: Ea.hy.926 cells expressing GFP-tagged
p65(RelA). TNF-α treatment results in a 40% increased
p65 transient activation. N = 2
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Inflammatory cytokine release by vascular cells after X-irradiation∗
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Introduction
Exposure to high radiation doses is considered to be re-
sponsible for the development of cardiovascular diseases
(CVD), but also low doses are suspected to be a risk factor
[1,2]. The development of CVD is mediated by changes
in the cytokine release of endothelial and immune cells,
whereas the role of smooth muscle cells is underinvesti-
gated up to now [3]. We used a co-culture model of both
cell types in order determine the cytokine release up to two
weeks after irradiation, comparing low and high doses of
X-rays. Here we present the results of Interleukin-6 (IL-6),
a cytokine which can have both pro- and anti-inflammatory
effects.
Materials and Methods
Human coronary artery endothelial cells (HCAEC) and
human smooth muscle cells (SMC) were immortalized by
hTERT overexpression. Cell types were either cultured
separately or in co-culture for 3 d prior irradiation. Af-
ter irradiation with 0.05, 0.1, 0.5 and 2 Gy X-rays, medium
supernatants were collected after 4 h, 24 h, 1 week and 2
weeks and frozen at −80 ◦C. Medium was replaced 24 h
before each time point. Concentrations of 21 inflammation-
related cytokines in the supernatants of mono- and co-
cultures were determined by bead-based protein arrays.
Based on these results, IL-6 concentrations were quantified
using ELISA (eBioscience) and data were analyzed using
a custom pipeline written in the R language.
Results and Discussion
In Figure 1, the IL-6 release of unirradiated cells is
shown over the time. While the IL-6 release rate of
HCAEC remained almost unchanged, SMC and the cocul-
ture released initially high amounts of IL-6 that decreased
rapidly during the following week. The IL-6 production
of the co-culture after assembly exceedes the total amount
of the two monocultures, pointing towards signaling pro-
cesses occuring in the co-cultured cells.
There was no significant radiation-induced change of IL-
6 release 4 h, 24 h or 2 weeks after radiation exposure (not
shown). In contrast, 1 week after irradiation the IL-6 con-
centrations were 1.5× (0.5 Gy) and 2× (2 Gy) increased
relative to control (Fig. 2). So far, this indicates no influ-
ence of very low doses (≤ 0.1 Gy) on the release of this
∗The research leading to these results has received funding from
the Euratom Seventh Framework Programme under grant agreement no.
295823 (“PROCARDIO”).
inflammatory mediator. Higher doses (≥ 0.5 Gy), how-
ever, are able to increase the cytokine release in a vascu-
lar co-culture model, but mono-cultures remain unaffected
by irradiation. Preliminary results from proteomics stud-
ies showed an induction of proteins that could be indicative
of ongoing inflammation, thus supporting our results (not
shown). Preliminary transcriptomic data of HCAEC show
that genes involved in regulation of mitosis were strongly
downregulated at 24 h post-IR, pointing towards a G2/M
arrest (not shown). After 7 days, these genes are slightly
but significantly upregulated after 2 Gy irradiation.
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Figure 2: IL-6 cytokine release one week post irradiation.
Concentrations have been normalized to 0 Gy sample. Er-
ror bars show SEM. *** p < 0.001; **** p < 0.0001.
N = 3, n ≥ 9
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Inflammation-related response to irradiation in different
human skin culture systems∗
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Introduction
Chronic inflammatory skin diseases (eczema, psoriasis)
can be treated with low doses of irradiation [1]. Exposure
to UV, photons and radon can alleviate the symptoms sug-
gesting an anti-inflammatory effect. Apoptosis can be re-
lated to this. The absence of an inflammatory response dur-
ing apoptosis is not only due to lack of pro-inflammatory
signals, but apoptotic cells can actively suppress an inflam-
mation by the release of anti-inflammatory cytokines like
TGF-β or IL-10 [2]. Changes induced by irradiation that
are potentially related to inflammation in skin will be in-
vestigated.
Materials and Methods
Model systems with different complexity-levels have
been used: monolayer cultures of human primary ker-
atinocytes (NHEK; Lonza), co-cultures of primary ker-
atinocytes and fibroblasts (NHDF; Lonza) and human full-
thickness skin equivalents (EFT400; MatTek; Ashland).
Samples were irradiated comparing low versus high X-
ray and C-ion (186 keV/μm) doses or UV-B intensities,
fixed and processed 12 hours, 24 hours and 3 days after
irradiation for microscopic analysis and protein extraction.
Hematoxylin & Eosin (H&E) staining and immunostaining
against Caspase 3 and PARP have been performed. Cy-
tokine release was quantified by ELISA.
Results and Discussion
No apoptosis was observed after X-ray and C-ion irra-
diation in all model systems [3]. Cleaved caspase 3 and
cleaved PARP could only be detected in monolayer cul-
tures of NHEK after UV-B intensities of 40 and 60 mJ/cm2
(Fig. 1A); the same intensities could not induce apoptosis
in the more complex systems (data not shown). These sug-
gest that apoptosis is not a trigger for the release of anti-
inflammatory cytokines. C-ion irradiation induced mor-
phological changes after exposure to a high dose; but ear-
lier compared to UV-B (not shown). 3 days after UV-B
irradiation (100 mJ/cm2), cobblestoned morphology of the
basal layer and a reduced cohesion of the stratum corneum
occur (Fig. 1B), indicating a radiation induced impair-
ment of the differentiation process. The inflammatory re-
sponse was assessed by detection of TGF-β and Il-1α re-
lease in monolayer- and co-cultures. In unirradiated co-
cultures the release of TGF-β and Il-1α is suppressed by
∗Work supported by GREWIS No. 02NUK017A, DFG (GRK 1657)
and HGS-HIRe.
intercellular communication between NHEK and NHDF
(data not shown) which is in agreement with the literature
[4]. The enhancement of the pro-inflammatory cytokine
IL1α in NHEK monocultures (data not shown) and co-
cultures (fig.2) after exposure to moderate doses/intensities
shows that the cytokine-balance is changed due to irradi-
ation. Taken together, an induction of apoptosis was only
observed for UV-B exposure, not for ionizing irradiation.
Modifications of the keratinocyte differentiation and re-
lease of inflammatory factors was only observed for mod-
erate and high doses of UV-B and ionizing radiation, but
not for low doses. In future experiments the influence of
immune cells on the radiation response will be considered.
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Figure 1: (A) Western Blot analysis of NHEK cells af-
ter UV-B irradiation. PC: positive control (HaCaT cells
5 days; 10 Gy X-ray ); kDa: kilodalton; fl: full-length; cl:
cleaved (B) H&E staining of tissue sections. circle: cab-
blestoned morphology in the stratum basale (sb); arrows:
reduced cohesion of stratum corneum (sc)
Figure 2: IL1α and TGF-β release of co-cultures after irra-
diation with x-ray and UV-B
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Immune system activation through Carbon ion irradiation (Ab-scopal effect)∗
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Metastasis and tumor recurrence are the main cancer
poor prognosis cause. Carbon Ion radiation is one of the
most innovative, powerful and for sure the less invasive
methods for cancer treatment. Besides the well-known
advantages derived from the better capacity to kill the
tumor cells and to spare the healthy tissues around, tumor
irradiation has been shown to produce in a statistical
low number of cases not only the neoplastic malignant
shrinking but also the shrink of metastasis located out
of the irradiation field, a rare phenomenon known as
ab-scopal effect. Despite the effect is extremely rare, its
consequence on the cancer can be stunning, leading to the
disappearance of malignant growths throughout the entire
body also about the distal metastasis out of the irradiation
field [1]. Study about how this happen is still on going,
but is absolutely clear now that the immune system, and
more specifically dendritic cells and T cells, is involved.
Radiation would produce a complete rearrangement of the
membrane cell antigens. This new ”antigens set” would
then be recognized by the dendritic cells as ”not self”
anymore and targeted by T cells [1]. The purpose of our
project is to study the carbon irradiation effects on the
immune-system.
C3H female mice were used for our experiments. Seven
days before irradiation, 106 squamous carcinoma cells
(SCCVII) were injected in both mice posterior limbs. Mice
left tumor were irradiated at day zero with a 15 Gy SOBP of
6 cm at HIMAC-NIRS facility. PCR array (Qiagen immune
and adaptive response pathway), blood PGE2 and HMGB1
ELISA and immuno-hystochemistry analysis at days 9, 16
and 25 of both tumor has been done (irradiated tumor and
the abscopal tumor out of the irradiation field).
Figure 1: Twenty-five days tumor growth curve.
Twenty-five days after irradiation the ab-scopal tumor
∗Work supported by IOL, International Open Laboratory.
† w.tinganelli@gsi.de
Figure 2: PGE2 ELISA relative fold changes for in vivo
C3H female mice experiments after 9, 16 and 25 days. All
the results have been normalized for the 9 days control.
Figure 3: PCR array results of 15 Gy irradiated tumor (left)
compared with the 15 Gy abscopal (right).
(out of the irradiation field) was bigger than the tumor con-
trol (Fig 3). This could be because of the increased PGE2
release after irradiation that could produce the Phoenix ris-
ing effect [2]. Furthermore PGE2 could be responsible for
the T regulatory cells increase a well-known immune sup-
pressor kind of cells [3]. ELISA blood analysis has been
done (Fig 4). Nine days after irradiation the PGE2 was 3-
4 times higher than the control. Sixteen and 25 days after
irradiation the PGE2 level is not significant different from
the control. Anyway PGE2 release level has not been nor-
malized for the tumor mass. PCR array have been used for
a gene expression array pathway. Clear immune-system ac-
tivation has been found in the 15 Gy irradiated tumor while
no activation has been found for the abscopal tumor.
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Image segmentation of alveolar macrophages reveals chronic inflammation in
carbon ion irradiated rat lungs∗
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R. P. Coppes3, and C. Fournier1
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2Technische Universita¨t Darmstadt, Germany; 3Departments of Cell Biology and Radiation
Oncology, University Medical Center Groningen, University of Groningen, The Netherlands
Introduction
Radiation-induced pneumonitis represents a severe side
effect in lung tissue after radiotherapy. The chronic form
of pneumonitis, which in some cases persists over many
months after irradiation, is discussed to be an inducer of
fibrosis, another severe side effect. One potential mecha-
nism leading to fibrosis is the release of certain cytokines
by invading immune cells (especially macrophages), which
stimulate fibroblast proliferation and overproduction of ex-
tracellular matrix [1].
In view of the increased application of carbon ions in
radiotherapy, we aimed to assess whether carbon ions are
able to induce chronic inflammation in lung tissue. We
quantified alveolar macrophages present in slices of rat
lung tissue 42 weeks post irradiation. To achieve a better
precision compared to the commonly used scoring of bright
field images, we established immunofluorescence stainings
of macrophages with subsequent image segmentation.
Materials and Methods
Adult male albino Wistar rats were housed as described
[2]. Whole lungs were irradiated with carbon ions at the
SIS facility (270 MeV/u, 13 keV/μm) at doses between
7.7–12.5 Gy. 42 weeks after irradiation, lungs were ex-
tracted and embedded in paraffin. 4 μm slices were cut and
stained with a macrophage-specific antibody (ED1, AbD
Serotec) followed by an Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated sec-
ondary antibody (Life Technologies) and counter-stained
with DAPI. 40 images were recorded per slice with an epi-
fluorescence microscope (Leica, 20× objective). Image
segmentation was performed using the CellProfiler soft-
ware [3]. Cells were segmented via the DAPI channel by
OTSU thresholding. Cells were counted as ED1 positive
if their median fluorescence intensity in the ED1 channel
was ≥ 15 standard deviations higher than the median fluo-
rescence intensity of the whole image. Data were analysed
using a pipeline custom-written in the R language. Percent-
age of ED1 positive nuclei in relation to all nuclei was used
to calculate per-slice values. Significance level was set to
α = 0.01.
∗Supported by HGS-HIRe and grant CBR-754842 from the University
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Results and Discussion
The chronic inflammatory response did not yield a clear
dose response (not shown). This is possibly due to the 42
week time span between irradiation and processing, dur-
ing which dose responses might be obfuscated by ongo-
ing physiological processes. For this reason we combined
all doses and compared the results with unirradiated ani-
mals (Fig. 1). Unirradiated animals had a median of 10%
macrophages in the lung tissue. This number increased to
15% in irradiated animals 42 weeks post irradiation. The
irradiated animals demonstrated a significantly increased
percentage of macrophages compared to unirradiated an-
imals (WILCOXON test, p = 0.0006). We conclude that
carbon ions are able to induce a chronic inflammatory re-
sponse that persists at least 10 months post irradiation,
which is in agreement with a study using X-rays [4].
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Figure 1: Percentage of macrophages per slice relative to
whole cell count. Single dots represent single tissue slices
of 4 control or 15 irradiated animals.
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Human embryonic stem cells: an ideal model for the risk assessment of
ionizing radiation during early embryo development ∗
I. Schroeder1, S. Luft†1, P. Hessel1, M. Durante1,2, and S. Ritter‡1
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2Technische Universita¨t Darmstadt, Germany
Diagnostic and/or therapeutic procedures that are based
on ionizing radiation are being increasingly used. How-
ever, these procedures as well as the exposure to environ-
mental radiation pose a threat to the early embryo possibly
leading to prenatal death, growth retardation, organ malfor-
mation, mental retardation or childhood cancer [1]. Thus,
a thorough risk assessment of radiation effects is manda-
tory in situations of inevitable or unintended exposure of
the conceptus in utero. Data about the biological effects
of a radiation exposure during the earliest stages of hu-
man development are scarce predominately stemming from
atomic bomb survivors or observations made after fall-
outs (e.g. Chernobyl). However, human embryonic stem
(hES) cells that are derived from the inner cell mass of
the blastocyst during embryo development present a valu-
able tool to examine the radiation effects on early embryo-
genesis. Apart from their indefinite self-renewing capac-
ity, hES cells are pluripotent thereby being able to dif-
ferentiate in vitro into all cell types of the body deriv-
ing from the three germ layers endoderm, ectoderm and
mesoderm (Fig.1). Therefore, the effect of radiation on
pluripotent embryonic cells and their respective progeny
can be easily analyzed on a molecular level. This is ba-
sis of the BMBF funded project “In vitro Untersuchungen
zur Wirkung von dicht und du¨nn ionisierender Strahlung
auf die fru¨he pra¨natale Entwicklung”, which is performed
in cooperation with the Universities of Applied Sciences
Aschaffenburg and Albstadt-Sigmaringen.
In Germany, the work with hES cells requires ethical ap-
proval in accordance with the German Embryo Protection
Act and the German Stem Cell Act and underlies certain
restrictions regarding the choice of cell lines and the pro-
cedures used to study scientific questions. However, exam-
ining the effects of ionizing irradiation on early human de-
velopment was regarded a top-ranking scientific goal and
approval was granted to study the impact of ionizing ir-
radiation. Yet, the initial GSI approval to use hES cells
only comprised the analysis of cardiac differentiation with
a limited number of hES cell lines. An amendment now
allows us to use more sophisticated differentiation proce-
dures, more suitable cell lines and not only cardiac differ-
entiation protocols but also neuronal and endodermal ones
to cover the entire developmental spectrum. Thus proto-
cols for the generation of endoderm from human WA09
have been established (see GSI report S. Luft et al., 2013)
∗Work supported by BMBF grant 02NUK025A.
† S. Luft is supported by HGS-HIRe.
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as these cells later in development will give rise to lung,
pancreas or liver. Likewise extra-embryonic endoderm dif-
ferentiation is currently established as it provides signaling
for cardiac differentiation, which has been shown to be im-
paired upon irradiation [2-3]. In summary, the hES cell
based approach will provide insight into the impact of ion-
izing irradiation on human development and possibly cell
regeneration.
Figure 1: Human development can be mimicked by using
human embryonic stem (hES) cells. hES cells can be dif-
ferentiated in vitro into cells of the mesoderm, endoderm
and ectoderm and their respective progeny. Likewise, they
can form extra-embryonic tissue such as extra-embryonic
endoderm, which gives rise to the yolk sac that provides
early nourishment and serves as a circulatory system until
the embryos internal circulation is established.
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Electrophysiological Effects of Ionising Radiation on Cortical Rat Neurons in
vitro∗
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Motivation
Previous studies in mice and rats have shown that the de-
veloping central nervous system (CNS) is particularly sen-
sitive against ionising radiation [3], yet there exists hardly
any information if ionising radiation affects cellular com-
munication of neuronal cells. Therefore we for the first
time investigated the effects of X-ray on neuronal em-
bryonic network using the method of microelectrode ar-
rays (MEA). The cells, in this case primary cortex neu-
rons from 18 to 19 days old rat embryos, were plated
onto microelectrode arrays and reaggregated into an spon-
taneously, electrically active network. This network typi-
cally develops in three phases. First, electrical activity can
be detected as random single spikes. Second, it starts to
express a train-like spiking activity that further develops
into burst-like activity. These bursts represent the mature
signalling activity of the network [1]. With this method
possible radiation induced effects can be extracellularly
recorded.
Material and Methods
The experiments were performed with commercially
available cortical rat neurons, isolated from 18 to 19 days
old rat embryos. The cells were seeded onto the centre
of the MEA chips and cultivated over a period of 4 weeks
(Fig.1). This method can be used to assess the electrical
activity of neuronal tissue and allows non-invasive, sim-
ultaneous recordings from 60 electrodes. In order to ex-
amine the effects of ionizing radiation on the neuronal net-
work formation, the cells were irradiated after 16 days of
cultivation with X-ray doses of 1 Gy and 2 Gy (90 kV, 33,7
mA) at the Technische Universita¨t Darmstadt. Electrical
signals could be recorded for about two weeks after irradia-
tion and were analysed with regard to the number of spikes
and bursts, the number of spikes per burst, the height of the
amplitude, the duration of the bursts and other parameters.
Figure 1: Cortical neurons from rat embryos on a MEA
chip, cultured for 20 days in vitro.
∗Funding for this project was provided by the Federal Ministry of Ed-
ucation and Research (02NUK025C).
Results
The first experiments showed that the neuronal network
functionality is very robust and not affected significantly by
the applied doses. None of the examined parameters pro-
vided clear evidence of radiation-induced changes in the
electrophysiological response of the networks. As an ex-
ample the number of network spikes per minute is shown
in figure 2 as a function of dose. This parameter is very
important since preceding studies have shown that the ap-
plication of several drugs, such as carbamazepine (data not
shown) and neurotoxins, such as methyl mercury chloride
[2], leads to a reduction of the number of spikes within a
defined period of time.
Figure 2: Number of spikes per minute of the neuronal net-
work after X-ray exposure. The values are normalized to
the measurement before irradiation (Pre Irrad.). Each bar
represents at least three samples.
Conclusion
Our preliminary results suggest that the irradiation does
affect neither the neuronal network nor the cell communi-
cation. It is planned to repeat this experiment apply-
ing higher doses. In addition, immunohistochemical tech-
niques will be used to study radiation induced cell death.
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Effects of X-rays and titanium ions on cardiomyocyte cultures∗
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Motivation
For the pursuit of the planning of manned space mis-
sions to Mars [1; 2] as well as for the application of heavy
ion irradiation in radio-therapy [3] an assessment of pos-
sible effects of high LET radiation on the cardiovascular
system, especially heart muscle cells is needed. In order to
approach this important field, we used for the first time mi-
croelectrode arrays (MEA). This method allows the record-
ing and monitoring of electrophysiologic cardiac signals of
primary cardiac cultures, seeded onto MEA-chips. Addi-
tionally, DNA damage and cell cycle progression were ex-
amined.
Material and Methods
Cardiac cells were isolated from chicken at develop-
mental embryonic stage E8 and cultivated. Cells were
seeded onto 60 electrode MEAs and 15 mm coverslips.
The cultures were exposed to carbon (25 mm Bragg Peak,
mean LET 75 keV/µm at sample position) or titanium ions
(1 GeV/u) at the SIS-facility (GSI, Germany). X-ray ex-
posure was conducted at the Technische Universita¨t Darm-
stadt (135 kV; 19 mA / 90 kV; 33.7 mA). Electrophysio-
logical properties of the cell cultures were measured be-
fore and after exposure. Signals of cardiac cells could be
recorded for approximately one week and were analysed in
terms of beat rate, conduction velocity, field action poten-
tial duration and general spike shape using the MATLAB
software tool DrCell [4]. Cardiomyocytes cultured on cov-
erslips were fixed at different time points after exposure
and double strand break (DSB) accumulation and repair,
proliferation and apoptosis were examined by immunohis-
tochemistry.
Results
Experiments up to now indicate that heavy ion irradia-
tion reduces the conduction velocity of cardiac signals [5].
Furthermore, cultures irradiated with titanium ions show a
slight increase in the field action potential durations four
hours after exposure compared to the sham irradiated con-
trols (see figure 1). In contrast, cultures exposed to the
same doses of X-rays exhibit a reduction in their field ac-
tion potential duration in comparison to the non-irradiated
controls. These results indicate different radiation qualities
may have opposing effects on the electrophysiology of the
∗This work is supported by the DLR and ESA in the frame of the ESA
IBER-10 program.
Figure 1: Field action potential durations (fAPd) are ex-
emplarily plotted for cultures exposed to 2 Gy X-ray and
titanium ions, respectively.
exposed cells. This is also supported by other physiologic
parameters such as the beat rate.
For both, X-ray and heavy ion radiation, we observed
a late, but dose-dependent G1/S-checkpoint response ana-
lyzed by S-phase labeling. Irradiation with higher doses
of heavy ions resulted in a stronger decrease of prolifer-
ation compared to similar doses of X-rays. We detected
only small differences in G2/M-activation. We also ob-
served a dose-dependent decrease in the number of mitotic
figures 24 h after X-irradiation, whereas irradiation with
heavy ions showed only slight decreases
Conclusion
X-ray and titanium ion exposure show opposing ef-
fects on some electrophysiologic characteristics at the same
doses.
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Effects of X-rays and carbon ions on pluripotency maintenance and
differentiation capacity of mouse embryonic stem cells∗
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Embryonic Stem (ES) cells have the ability to self-renew
as well as to differentiate into cells of the three germ layers
(ectoderm, endoderm and mesoderm) due to their pluripo-
tency, giving rise to a variety of differentiated cells, such
as cardiomyocytes [1]. They constitute an excellent model
system to study the effects of ionizing radiation on early
embryonic development that are still poorly understood
[2]. The model system used for the present work is the
mouse ES-D3 cell line, and the radiation effects on both the
pluripotency maintenance and the ability to develop into
cardiomyocytes was assessed.
The cells were exposed to X-rays (250 kV, 16 mA) or
carbon ions (C-ions, 25-mm extended Bragg peak, energy
range: 106-147 MeV/u with a mean LET of 75 keV/µm at
sample position). Irradiated cells were grown under condi-
tions that maintain pluripotency (i.e. cultured in the pres-
ence of leukaemia inhibitory factor, LIF) or directed to dif-
ferentiate by embryoid body (EB) formation in the absence
of LIF as previously described [3-4]. Ten days after dif-
ferentiation initiation, beating clusters of cells can be ob-
served by bright field microscopy. RNA from EBs on days
0, 4, 6 and 10 of differentiation was extracted and pluripo-
tency markers’ gene expression was measured by quantita-
tive reverse transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR).
Pluripotency of the progeny of irradiated cells was exam-
ined by performing western blot (WB) analysis. Pluripo-
tent cells express a complex combination of transcription
factors and epigenetic regulators [5]. WB analysis of the
transcription factors OCT3/4 and SOX2, two of the key
players in ES cell pluripotency maintenance, showed that
the protein amount of both was comparable to the non-
irradiated control sample about 2 weeks after exposure to
X-ray and C-ions (Figure 1).
To examine the differentiation potential of irradiated ES-
D3 cells, they were differentiated via EB formation. Fol-
lowing C-ion exposure, the fraction of beating EBs was
lower than in the control, while isodoses of X-rays exerted
no effect (for more details see [4]).
The low fraction of beating EBs observed after C-ion
exposure might result from a delayed differentiation of the
cells. Exposed cells undergo a cell cycle delay [4]. Ad-
ditionaly, cells are removed by apoptosis. This may im-
pair EB formation and differentiation into cardiomyocytes,
which depend on the initial cell number [4,6]. To in-
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vestigate the pluripotency marker expression during the
differentiation process, the expression of the genes cod-
ing for OCT3/4 (designated as POU5F1) and for SOX2
were assessed by quantitative RT-PCR. In the differentiat-
ing control cells POU5F1 gene expression decreased with
time. The same effect was observed after X-ray irradia-
tion, whereas this decrease was delayed in the C-ion ex-
posed samples (Figure 2). Due to high inter-experimental
variations in the gene expression of SOX2, it is difficult to
draw firm conclusions (data not shown). Investigation of
cardiac-specific gene expression is now underway.
Figure 1: WB analysis of ES-D3 cells. They express
pluripotency markers (OCT3/4 and SOX2) 10 and 17 days
after exposure to X-rays or C-ions, respectively. GAPDH
expression was used as loading control.
Figure 2: C-ion exposure delays pluripotency marker
(POU5F1) expression in differentiating EBs compared to
the day the differentiation started. RT-PCR quantification
was normalized to the geometric mean of 18S rRNA and
GAPDH. The average fold change is plotted, +/-SD.
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Effect of hypoxia on the growth of glioma-initiating cells
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Introduction
Glioma-initiating cells (GICs) possess stem cell char-
acteristics such as the ability for limitless growth, self-
renewal and to differentiate into all kinds of cells found
in the original tumour. GICs are held responsible for the
strong radio- and chemoresistance of gliomas.
A solid tumour consists of an outer layer that is sur-
rounded by a blood vasculature to provide both nutrition
and oxygen. In the inner tumor layers, the oxygen concen-
tration decreases with increasing distance from the blood
vessels reaching numbers below 0.5 %. This hypoxic core
is referred to as a stem cell niche. Studies concluded that
hypoxia regulates glioblastoma stem cell properties and
biomarker expression [1].
Materials and Methods
Three glioma cell lines (#10, #10-IR, and U87) were cul-
tured as neurospheres in serum-free neurobasal A medium
supplemented with B27, EGF and FGF. For the growth
curves, 30.000 normoxic cells were seeded in T25 culture
flasks and cultured under normoxia (21 % O2) and hypoxia
(1 % O2). In the course of 2-3 weeks they were trypsinised
and counted regularly. For the neurosphere formation assay
30.000 cells were seeded in T25 culture flasks then cultured
under hypoxia and normoxia.
Figure 1: Percent neurosphere formation under hypoxia
(1 % O2), relative to neurosphere formation under nor-
moxia. Error bars represent standard deviation, n=3.
Results and Discussion
The results from the neurosphere formation assay are
displayed in figure1. The U87 cells showed a drastically
reduced neurosphere formation ability under hypoxic con-
ditions (less than 5 % relative to normoxia). For the cell
lines #10 and #10-IR the neurosphere formation in hypoxia
was 35 % and 53 %, respectively.
Cell growth curves were compiled for cell lines #10 and
#10-IR and are displayed in figure 2. Due to the reduced
growth of U87 cells in hypoxic conditions it was not pos-
sible to measure growth curves for this cell line. The dou-
bling time (td) for #10 is 54 h in normoxic conditions and
107 h under hypoxic conditions. #10-IR cells have a td of
68 h under normoxia and 79 h under hypoxia.
Figure 2: Growth curves of cell lines #10 (left panel) and
#10-IR (right panel) under normoxic (closed symbols) and
hypoxic (open symbols) culture conditions. Error bars rep-
resent standard deviation, n=3.
The cell lines # 10 and #10-IR were established as cell
lines growing in serum-free self-renewal conditions [2]
which promote the stem cell properties. The U87 cell
line, in contrast, was established decades ago as a (bulk)
glioblastoma cell line and is generally cultured in standard
cell culture medium containing fetal calf serum. The ability
of the cell lines # 10 and # 10-IR to grow well in a hypoxic
environment, which is not shared by the U87 cells, could be
a hint that the #10 and #10-IR cells are in a more stem-like
state and can be used as a model for cancer stem-like cells
while U87 cells are not an appropriate model for cancer
stem-like cells.
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To examine putative adverse effects of ionizing radia-
tion on electrophysiological properties of cardiomyocytes,
we recently performed a series of experiments with mouse
embryonic stem cell derived cardiomyocytes (mESC-CM).
For these studies mESC-CM were generated via embryoid
body (EB) formation. Yet, this system proved to be unsuit-
able due to a low number of cardiomyocytes formed and
pronounced inter- and intra-experimental variations [1]. To
overcome these limitations pure mESC-CM (Cor.At car-
diomyocytes, Axiogenesis) have been used in subsequent
electrophysiological studies [2]. As a complement we also
examined the cellular radiation response of Cor.At cells.
For the experiments cells were seeded in chamber slides.
Two days after seeding cells were irradiated with 0.5, 1
or 2 Gy X-rays (250 kV, 16 mA, 1.5 Gy/min). Radiation
effects were examined at 1, 2, 3 and 4 days after expo-
sure. Apoptosis, micronucleus formation and binucleation
were analyzed by means of a DAPI nuclear staining; while
the expression of connexin 43 (Cx 43) and troponin T was
measured by immunocytochemistry (Figure 2 B, C). Our
experiments show a dose- and time-dependent increase in
the number of cells with micronuclei and in the number of
apoptotic cells. Exemplarily, in figure 1 the apoptotic re-
sponse of control and irradiated cultures (2 Gy X-rays) is
plotted. In the control the spontaneous frequency of apop-
totic cells was ≤8%. At 1 day after exposure to 2 Gy X-
rays the number of apoptotic cells was as high as in the
control samples, but it increased to 17% and 33% at day 2
and 4 after exposure. Interestingly, the number of binucle-
ated cells, indicating maturation, rose in all samples with
time and was not affected in the dose range examined (data
not shown). Additionally, we analyzed the expression of
Cx 43 (Figure 2 C), a main compound of cardiac gap junc-
tions, in comparison to the expression of troponin T (Figure
2 B), a structural cardiac protein. An up-regulation of Cx
43 expression after an exposure to carbon ions has been
observed for rabbit cardiomyocytes resulting in improved
conductivity [3]. The analysis performed so far revealed
pronounced sample variations, i.e. no consistent picture
emerged. Altogether, our first experiments show that doses
up to 2 Gy X-rays do not affect the maturation of Cor.At
cardiomyocytes. However, a dose-dependent increase in
the number of apoptotic cells and cells carrying micronu-
clei was detected. Due to the high sample variations, no
firm conclusions on the impact of X-rays on the expression
∗The research leading to these results has received funding from
the Euratom Seventh Framework Programm under grant agreement n◦
295823 (PROCARDIO)
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of Cx 43 and subsequently cellular communication can be
drawn. In further studies refined technique will be used
to study the expression of specific cardiac genes and first
experiments with high LET radiation will be performed.
Figure 1: Percentage of apoptotic Cor.At cardiomyocytes
in unirradiated or X-ray irradiated cultures. Cells were ex-
posed at day 0.
Figure 2: Immunofluorescence staining of Cor.At cells for
connexin 43 (A) and troponin T (B), nuclei in (C) are
stained with DAPI; merged images are shown in (D). Bin-
ucleated cells are indicated by an arrowhead in (C, D).
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Carbon ion induced vascular damage in the rat lung∗
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Introduction
Bronchial carcinomas are one of the most frequent
causes of death in Germany. Radiotherapy is used in pro-
gressed stages of the cancer if the tumor cannot be removed
surgically. The aim of radiotherapy is to control tumor
growth by the administration of a high dose while the nor-
mal tissue surrounding the tumor is intended to be spared.
Charged particles have the beneficial feature of an inverse
depth dose distribution which means that the normal tis-
sue can be spared while a high dose is absorbed by the tu-
mor [1]. However, doses to the healthy tissue may be high
enough to provoke side effects like pneumonitis or fibrosis.
These effects are preceded by vascular damage, which is
considered to be related to the pathogenesis of pneumonitis
and fibrosis [2]. Here we investigated the impact of Carbon
ions on blood vessel damage in the rat lung.
Materials and Methods
Lungs of adult male albino Wistar rats were irradiated
with 270 MeV/u Carbon ions. Either 100% of lungs were
irradiated (8.5 Gy or 12.5 Gy) or 50% (17.25 Gy) as de-
scribed in [3]. After 8 weeks animals were sacrificed and
lungs embedded in paraffin. Lung slices were stained with
Verhoeff-van-Gieson staining, which allows distinguishing
the different layers of a blood vessel. Vessel occlusion was
determined by calculating the ratio of the thickness of the
Tunica media to the diameter of the Membrana elastica ex-
terna. Only vessels with a maximum diameter of 50 µm
and round shape were considered. Analysed vessels of 50%
irradiated lungs were located exclusively in irradiated areas
of the lungs.
Results and Discussion
A thickening of the vessel wall, mainly of the Tunica
media, was observed after irradiation, which led to an oc-
clusion of the blood vessel (Fig. 1). A higher dose induced
a more pronounced occlusion of the blood vessels in com-
parison to a lower dose of Carbon ions (Fig. 2A). Inter-
estingly, a higher irradiation volume had, despite the lower
local dose, a stronger effect on the induced vessel occlusion
than a smaller irradiation volume (Fig. 2B).
These results show for Carbon ions similar effects al-
ready reported for protons to blood vessels in the lung [4],
∗Supported by HGS-HIRe and grant CBR-754842 from the University
of Groningen
† t.dettmering@gsi.de
which show that a low dose administered to a large volume
is more efficient than a high dose to a small volume. The
thickening of the vessel wall is probably due to an increased
proliferation of smooth-muscle cells (SMC) that form the
Tunica media, but potentially also due to an invasion of
SMC into the Tunica intima. It was already shown that ir-
radiated endothelial cells enhance the proliferation of SMC
[5].
Figure 1: Representative example of a normal blood ves-
sel (A) in comparison to an irradiated vessel 8 weeks after
irradiation with Carbon ions (B).
Figure 2: Vessel occlusion in the rat lung 8 weeks after ir-
radiation with Carbon ions. Either the whole lung was irra-
diated (8.5 Gy and 12.5 Gy) or only 50% of the lung. Panel
A shows the dose effect and panel B the volume effect.
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Time course of radiation induced chromosome aberrations in mouse bone
marrow cells∗
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The analysis of chromosome aberrations (CA) in cells
at the first post-irradiation mitosis is an established tech-
nique to estimate the absorbed dose and to assess the ra-
diation risk. Within the GREWIS consortium we will use
this method to examine the effects of either α-particles, Fe-
ions or X-rays on murine bone marrow cells (BMC). Since
BMC are an asynchronously growing cell population and
the number and the types of primary aberrations depend on
the cell cycle stage at exposure, CA have to be scored at
multiple fixation times to obtain a reliable estimate of the
damage produced within the initial cell population.
In preparatory experiments BMC were isolated from
C57BL/6 wild type mice as described elsewhere [1] and
cultured for 2 hours in medium containing EdU (0,1 μM)
and colcemid (0,025 μg/ml). After 2 hours chromosome
spreads were prepared. Analysis of the sample showed that
26% of the interphase cells incorporated EdU, i.e. are in
S-phase; the mitotic index was 3%. Interestingly, one third
of the metaphases was EdU-positive pointing to a subpop-
ulation of BMC with a short G2-phase (< 2h) (Fig. 1).
Figure 1: Chromosome spreads of BMC labelled for 2h
with EdU. The labelling pattern shows that cells in late
(left) or middle S-phase (right) reach mitosis within this
time interval.
Subsequently, BMC were exposed ex vivo to 1 Gy X-
rays (135kV, and 33,7mA). For chromosome analysis cells
were harvested between 4h and 24h post-irradiation to
cover the first post-irradiation cell cycle and stained with
Giemsa. At 4h after exposure the mitotic index of BMC
was too low for aberration scoring (<0.5%) indicating that
radiation delays the progression of cells to mitosis. At the
later times the mitotic index recovered and 100 metaphases
were analysed per time-point. As shown in Fig. 2A a
low yield of CA was found at 8h after exposure. The
number of CA increased with time and reached a maxi-
∗Work supported by BMBF, grant 02NUK017A and 02NUK017G.
mum between 16 and 20h. The aberration yield declined
at 24h due to the dilution with undamaged or less damaged
cells in second cycle metaphases (Fig. 2A). Chromatid-
type aberrations dominated the aberration spectrum up to
20h post-exposure, while at 24h mainly chromosome-type
aberrations were found (Fig. 2B). Altogether, the specific
changes in the time-course of CA and the aberration spec-
trum demonstrate that most BMC reach the first mitosis
after an exposure to 1 Gy X-rays within 24h. In subsequent
studies we will examine, whether a later time-point is nec-
essary for studies applying higher doses.
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Figure 2: Aberration yield (A) and percentage of
chromatid- and chromosome-type aberrations (B) mea-
sured in murine BMC at multiple harvesting times after
exposure to 1Gy X-rays.
Recently we extended these studies to a human TNF-
alpha transgenic mouse model [2]. The animals develop
spontaneously arthritis and will be used within the consor-
tium to study the health effects of radon in comparison to
X-rays. As described above, BMC were isolated, exposed
ex vivo to X-rays and CA were measured at several sam-
pling times. The time course of CA in BMC of TNF-alpha
mice was similar to that of wild type mice, with a maxi-
mum between 16 and 20h. Yet, the aberration yields were
slightly higher in BMC from TNF-alpha mice. Currently,
the experiments are repeated and mFISH analysis is per-
formed to consolidate these results.
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Radioresistant subpopulation in a culture of glioma-initiating cells
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Introduction
According to the cancer stem cell hypothesis, a tumor
comprises different cell types including tumor cells with
stem cell properties. These cells, called cancer stem(-like)
cells or tumor-initiating cells, are believed to be responsible
for tumor initiation, progression and relapse. Moreover, it
was found that these cells are more resistant to radiotherapy
and chemotherapy than the bulk tumor cells. As heavy ion
irradiation can effectively inactivate radioresistant cells, it
was proposed that heavy ions could overcome the radiore-
sistance of cancer stem-like cells [1]. Our irradiation ex-
periments with glioma-initiating cells could indeed show
that accelerated C- and Ti-ions reduced the neurosphere
formation rate more effectively than X-rays [2]. A lim-
iting factor in these experiments was the time-consuming
counting of neurospheres, which had to be done manu-
ally using a phase-contrast microscope. In the last year,
a software-based analysis system called CARL was devel-
oped at Hochschule Darmstadt (see Sonnemann et al., this
report) and was now tested on glioma-initiating cells.
Materials and Methods
We used glioma-initiating cells kindly provided by Dr.
E. Kim, Neurosurgery Department, University Hospital
Mainz, Germany. The cells are a radioselected subpop-
ulation of the cell line #10 described in a publication by
Barrantes-Freer et al [3]. The cells were cultured as de-
scribed previously [2] and irradiated with different doses of
X-rays (0-12 Gy). To test the new software-based analysis-
system CARL, the analysis was performed in parallel by
eye under the phase-contrast microscope and with CARL.
Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows the dose-effect curve for neurosphere
formation after X-ray irradiation. The neurosphere forma-
tion rate was determined by eye under the microscope and
by the CARL system. Both results are in good agree-
ment. Similar tests were performed for other cell lines
and showed good agreement between the automatic anal-
ysis and the scoring by eye (data not shown). A reference
analysis by eye is of crucial importance for each cell line
in order to adjust the software parameters. Once this is
made, the software produces reliable results. Compared to
the manual analysis, the CARL system is much faster (less
than one compared to 15 minutes per sample), provides a
size distribution of the neurospheres in addition to the num-
Figure 1: Neurosphere formation (normalized to unirradi-
ated control) after different doses of X-rays. The neuro-
sphere number was determined by eye under the micro-
scope (open circles) or using the CARL system (closed cir-
cles). Error bars represent standard deviation of four flasks.
ber and the results are independent of the individual scorer.
The curve progression in figure 1 shows the typical
linear-quadratic behavior in the dose-range 0-5 Gy, but
at higher doses the slope becomes shallower, indicating
that the culture contains a subpopulation of radioresistant
cells. This phenomenon was observed with a second line
of glioma-initiating cells as well (data not shown), but not
with U87-MG, an established line of glioblastoma cells
(data not shown). Further experiments are necessary to
characterize this radioresistant sub-group. According to
the cancer stem cell hypothesis, these resistant cells could
be a cell population in a more stem-like state. They could
therefore be of special interest for the understanding of can-
cer stem-like cells, their mechanisms of radioresistance and
how to successfully inactivate them.
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embryonic stem cells∗
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Introduction
In humans the effect of ionizing radiation on the early
embryonic development is not yet understood in detail. In
vivo studies on mice have shown that lethality is the most
frequent outcome after exposure in the pre-implantation
stage [1].To estimate the risk of an in utero exposure, e.g.
in case of accidental exposure or a medical treatment of an
expectant mother [2] we chose H9 human embryonic stem
cells (ESCs) as a model system. Differentiating ESCs in
vitro resembles the early developmental stages of the em-
bryo in vivo.
Cell culture system
Since human ESCs are very sensitive to spontaneous dif-
ferentiation in vitro, an indispensable requirement for our
studies is a cell culture that maintains a pluripotent and ho-
mogenous cell population. First experiments, where cells
were enzymatically passaged resulted in a heterogeneous
culture, containing pluripotent as well as a big proportion
differentiated cells. Therefore, we set up the manual pas-
saging of cells. This method is highly labour-intensive.
However, it allows to select those colonies that most likely
consist of cells being pluripotent (i.e. appear compact and
homogenous) and reduce the fraction of those colonies that
exhibit differentiated cells (heterogeneous colonies). In
this weekly passaging, cells are cut in squares manually
under the microscope under sterile conditions, transferred
into a new petri dish on mouse embryonic feeder cells,
and cultured for one week inlcuding daily mediumchanges.
Seven days after seeding, colonies with compact and homo-
geneous morphology are passaged again.
Quality control of ESCs via
immunocytochemistry
To verify the quality of the ESC culture, we established
several immunocytochemisty methods to detect the pres-
ence of pluripotency markers. Since the network of pro-
teins maintaining the pluripotency state in a cell is highly
complex and interactive, we focused on several key pro-
teins such as Nanog and Oct3/4. Figure 2 shows two manu-
ally passaged ESC colonies stained with antibodies against
Nanog or Oct3/4, respectively. The fluorescence image re-
∗Work supported by BMBF grant 02NUK025A and HGS-HIRe; OA
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Figure 1:
Immunocytochemical
staining of pluripo-
tency markers Oct4
(upper panel) and
Nanog (lower panel)
in human ESCs.
veals a clearly stained colony with a typical nuclear local-
isation of the pluripotency factors. In the lower panel, the
colony growth is clearly visible, resulting in a more intense
staining at the border of the colony due to higher cell den-
sity in this area. This method will also be used in future
experiments to investigate differences between irradiated
and non-irradiated ESCs.
Differentiation capability into definitive
endoderm
Another specific feature of ESCs is their differentiation
capability. In general, pluripotent cells are able to differ-
entiate into all three germ layers, namely endoderm, ecto-
derm and mesoderm that later give rise to a functional or-
ganism. Recently, we started investigating the differentia-
tion capability of ESCs into definitive endoderm. We estab-
lished a protocol based on studies of Baetge and colleagues
[3, 4], in which ESCs are grown on matrigel for five days.
Additionally, by adding specific supplements (like Activin
A and Wnt3A) to the cell culture medium the differentia-
tion into the endodermal lineage is triggered, while those
cells that are not committed to endoderm undergo apopto-
sis. Following the differentiation protocol, the expression
of genes specific for definitive endoderm like SOX17 and
AFP will be measured by quantitative polymerase chain re-
action.
In conclusion, the basis for an ESC-based in vitro assess-
ment of irradiation effects on early human development has
been established.
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Adaptive cell killing for ion beam treatment planning of hypoxic tumors ∗
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Introduction
Recent in vivo molecular imaging techniques allow to
provide informations on intra-tumor biological heterogene-
ity [1], i.e., to map qualitatively and quantitatively re-
gions of different functional activity within a tumor tissue.
Among these features, hypoxia, i.e., the condition of un-
sufficient cell oxygenation, has a great importance, since
the increased radioresistance of the not fully oxygenated
tissues, quantified by the oxygen enhancement ratio (OER)
has a crucial impact on treatment prognosis.
Materials and methods
Several approaches for adapting a radiotherapeutical
treatment of such heterogeneous tumors have been pro-
posed, mainly based on a differential scaling of the dose
(dose painting [1] ) or redistribution of the linear energy
transfer (LET painting [2]) across the target. Alternatively
to these methods we suggested a ”killing painting” ap-
proach, where the optimization drives the survival level to
be uniform in the overall target. The GSI leading treatment
planning system for particles TRiP98 [3] has beeen up-
dated for this purpose. Beyond the multiple field optimiza-
tion [4], the optimization task has been modified in order
to adapt for an intratumour heterogeneity due to hypoxia,
and then for a different oxygen content, varying from one
voxel to another [5].
The gradients formulation which drives the optimization
has been updated so that the oxygen distribution can be
coupled with the dose averaged LET in each voxel, in each
iteration step. Thus we achieve an optimal distribution of
the latter, also adjusting the dose required to restore the
prescribed cell killing effect.
Results
In figure 1 it is shown an example of a simulated water
phantom where a tumor target has a smoothly varying oxy-
gen distribution, logarithmically increasing with the dis-
tance from the target center. The optimization automati-
cally drives the convergence of the irradiation parameters
(fluences of the raster spots of each field) in order to pro-
duce the optimal plan, and one can clearly see how the
LET is automatically adjusted, without any prescription, to
match the hypoxic distribution. After evaluating the possi-
∗Work supported by EU, ULICE contract No.228436, and by
Helmholtz-Portfolio, topic ”Technology and Medicine”.
† e.scifoni@gsi.de
ble advantages of using different ions[6], we are going to
extend this approach to the combination of different beam
modalities in the optimization task.
Figure 1: Upper panel: LET distribution in a conven-
tional plan with two opposing 12C ion fields compared with
an OER-optimized plan for a tumor with an oxygenation
smoothly decreasing towards its center. Lower panel: cor-
responding survival level (left hand side) and overall ab-
sorbed dose distribution (right hand side, in per mil of pre-
scribed dose).
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Introduction
Stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT) with photons to
treat extra-cranial tumors in a single fraction has been
shown to yield local control rates > 80 % with acceptable
toxicity [1]. Scanned particle therapy (PT) has proven its
efficacy for head and neck tumors, while treatment of mo-
bile tumors of the lung is still challenging due to interplay
and range changes. We performed an in silico case study
comparing SBRT and PT (carbon ions) in lung cancer pa-
tients to investigate potential benefits of PT in radiosurgery.
Materials and methods
We used data of nine patients that were actually treated
with SBRT at Fundac¸a˜o Champalimaud, Lisbon. The pre-
scribed target dose is at least 24 Gy for 99 % of the target
volume, with strict adherence to dose constraints for organs
at risk (OAR). The actual SBRT treatment plans are com-
pared to simulated treatment with PT using TRiP98 [2] on
a 4D-CT. For SBRT, isotropic ITV-PTV margins of 3 mm
were used. Due to range changes in PT we added margins
3 mm laterally and 1 mm in beam’s eye view on CTV and
then computed a range-considering ITV with 2 mm + 2 %
range margins. Five times slice-by-slice rescanning was
used to counter interplay.
Figure 1: Dose cuts for SBRT (left) and PT (right) in two
patients. The first patient (top) shows a favorable dose dis-
tribution of PT, while the second case (bottom) appears bet-
ter suited for SBRT.
Results
Average peak to peak tumor motion was 5.6 mm (from
0.2 mm to 9.5 mm). Comparison of dose cuts between
SBRT and PT is shown in Figure 1. Both therapies pro-
vided excellent target coverage and OAR doses within tol-
erances, except for three patients, where maximal allowed
point dose in smaller airways was exceeded due to tumor
proximity. Differences between SBRT and PT in dose de-
position for 7 specific OAR are shown in Figure 2. On
average all OAR receive less dose in PT, except for ipsi-
lateral lung D10%. The most profound difference was in
spinal cord and ipsilateral lung D10%, where the average
dose difference was 4.2 Gy and -4.5 Gy, respectively.
Discussion
The results clearly indicate potential of PT in treating
lung cancer. With smaller entry channel than SBRT, PT can
deposit less dose in OAR, while maintaining same target
coverage. This advantage varies with patient anatomy and
lesion location, motion and size. The clinical relevance of
possible further dose escalation or improved OAR sparing
with scanned carbon ion therapy needs to be validated. This
study will include a total of 20 patients, and also further
investigate the robustness of PT.
Figure 2: Box-and-whisker plot for dose difference be-
tween SBRT and PT for different OAR. Boxes contain data
between 25 % and 75 %, dashed lines represent mean value
and whiskers minimum and maximum values.
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The goal of radiation therapy is to deliver the maximum
possible effective dose to the tumour while sparing the sur-
rounding healthy tissue. Metallic nanoparticles (NPs) are
of recent scientific interest as they might help to enhance
the effective dose ration between tumour tissue and healthy
tissue. Metallic NPs accumulate preferably in tumour tis-
sue and high Z (Z: atomic number) materials provide a
promising source for many low-energy electrons. For high
Z materials, the emission of Auger electron cascades is a
possible decay channel after irradiation. For one primary
ionization event it is therefore likely that a large amount of
electrons is emitted. Electrons with energies below 100 eV
have short ranges and can lead to high localized damage,
thus enhancing the effectiveness of the dose.
The GSI track structure Monte Carlo (MC) code TRAX [1,
2, 3, 4], whose main purpose is to properly describe cre-
ation and transport of low-energy electrons, has been fur-
ther extended to allow the description of Auger electron
cascades. Furthermore, cross sections have been assessed
to properly describe electron creation and transport in
metallic materials like gold, silver, platinum, gadolinium
and iron. With these cross sections, including electron en-
ergies down to a few electron Volts, it is possible to cal-
culate the paths of electrons on the nanometer scale. Elec-
trons inside and outside metallic nanoparticles can be ana-
lyzed.
Calculations have been performed for 80 MeV proton pro-
jectiles and nanoparticles with a radius of 22 nm. It has
been observed, that for NPs consisting of atomic Pt and
Au, the number of emitted Auger electrons and cascades is
much higher than for Gd. Spectra of emitted Auger elec-
trons show, that a large number of Auger electrons with
energies below 100 eV are emitted for Pt and Au. For Pt
and Au, the absolute Auger electron yields are higher than
for Gd and Auger electrons from different transitions can
be observed. For Gd, almost all emitted Auger electrons
have an energy of around 150 eV.
More details on these calculations and the resulting local
dose in the surrounding tissue can be found in [4].
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Figure 1: Comparison of Auger electron cascade distribu-
tions for Pt, Au and Gd (top panel) for 80 MeV protons
incident on NPs with a radius of 22 nm. Below: spectra of
Auger electrons created inside NPs made out of Pt, Au or
Gd (from second to bottom panel).
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Application of a LEM based DNA DSB kinetic rejoining model to the analysis
of dose dependence after photon irradiation∗
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1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2Institut fu¨r Festko¨rperphysik, Technische Universita¨t, Darmstadt, Germany
A DNA Double-Strand Break (DSB) kinetic rejoining
model has been recently presented [1], which is based on
the approach currently adopted in the Local Effect Model
(LEM) for the description of radiation induced biological
effects [2]. Shortly, the photon dose response data and an
amorphous track structure model are combined together to
calculate the initial pattern of DSB induced in the target
(i. e. the cell nucleus). The chromatin contained inside
the nucleus is considered to be organized in so-called Gi-
ant Loops, each one involving about 2 Mbp of genome [3].
The presence of such high-order chromatin structures al-
lows defining two different classes of DSB, namely iso-
lated (iDSB) and clustered ones (cDSB). An iDSB is de-
fined as a single lesion inside a loop, while a cDSB is char-
acterized by the simultaneous presence of more than one
DSB. cDSB are expected to be more difficult for the cell to
repair compared to iDSB, since they may result in the loss
of the structural integrity of the chromatin loop, and possi-
bly in the migration of DNA fragments from the DSB site.
In order to describe the kinetics of DSB rejoining over time,
the hypothesis is made, that iDSB are rejoined by the fast
component while cDSB are processed by the slow compo-
nent of rejoining which are often observed in the experi-
ments. Thus, LEM calculations of induced DSB patterns
are combined with a biphasic exponential decay function
having a fast (τfast) and a slow (τslow) half-life, as de-
scribed by the following equation:
U(t) = Ffast · e−
ln(2)
τfast
t
+ Fslow · e−
ln(2)
τslow
t (1)
where Ffast and Fslow correspond to the fraction of ini-
tial induced iDSB and cDSB, respectively. For a given data
set involving a single cell line and different radiation qual-
ities, Eq. 1 is used to simultaneously fit the experimental
rejoining data. The initial fractions of iDSB and cDSB are
fixed input parameters and characterize a specific dose and
radiation quality, while the two half-life times are defined
as global fit parameters. Further details can be found else-
where [1,2].
The described model has been already applied to a large
data set, where experiments performed using both low and
high LET were included, obtaining an overall good agree-
ment. The focus is now on the use of the model for the
analysis of a specific biological end point. Specifically, we
want to test the model ability to describe the delayed DSB
rejoining observed after increasing doses of photon radia-
tion [4]. In this case, the Poisson distribution is adopted for
∗This work was supported by a DFG-funded Graduiertenkolleg (GRK
1657). The work is part of HGS-HIRe.
the calculation of initially induced DSB patterns. An exam-
ple is shown in Fig. 1, where the effects of 20 and 200 Gy
are compared. Both the experiments and the model clearly
show a slowed-down rejoining at 200 Gy compared to the
lower dose. Importantly, in the context of our model, this
is only due to an increased fraction of induced cDSB, since
the two half-lives are defined as global fit parameters and
therefore are identical for all the considered doses. How-
ever, in contrast to what shown by Cucinotta et al [4], other
works have been published where a dose dependence was
not observed [5,6]. Thus, more data are needed to further
support the results presented here.
Figure 1: experimental data (symbols) and model predic-
tions (lines) for the DSB rejoining over time after photon
irradiation with 20 and 200 Gy. Experimental data were
measured with filter elution techniques and are taken from
Cucinotta et al [4].
A successful analysis of the end point presented here would
further confirm the validity of the model. At the same time,
it would be supportive for the relevance of the proposed
DSB classes, and more in general of DSB clustering at the
micrometer level, for the description of radiation induced
biological effects not only at high but also at low LET.
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Comparison between different dose calculation algorithms available in TRiP98
and between the beam model of HIT and GSI
A. Eichhorn1,2, C. La Tessa1,3, E. Scifoni1, M. Kra¨mer2, K. Parodi5,4, and M. Durante1,2
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2TU Darmstadt, Germany; 3BNL, New York, USA; 4Heidelberg University Hospital,
Heidelberg, Germany; 5LMU Mu¨nchen, Germany
Last year the dose profiles behind thick bone-like targets
and interfaces between bone-like material and water in the
entrance channel were studied [1]. The experiment was
performed at the ’Heidelberger Ion-Beam Therapy Center’
(HIT) and the experimental results were compared with
different simulations of the Treatment Planning System
(TPS), TRiP98 [3]. The aim of the experiment was to val-
idate TRiP98 for cases with thick inhomogeneous material
in the beam entrance channel.
TRiP98 dose calculation algorithms
TRiP98 was developed at GSI for the radiotherapy pi-
lot project and is constantly updated and used as a re-
search prototype. The program performs physical and bio-
logical dose calculations and optimizations, amongst other
tasks. The aim of the optimization process is to deliver the
prescribed dose as homogeneously as possible in the tu-
mor volume and, simultaneously, to reduce the dose in the
healthy tissue and especially in the Organs At Risk (OAR).
The calculation of the physical dose distribution can
be performed by three different implemented algorithms,
which can be used for treatment planning. The classical
one (CL) uses a fast interpolation technique between the
4 beam raster points neighbouring a CT voxel [2]. It of-
fers very fast overview calculations but is less precise at the
edges of the dose distribuition. A more advanced algorithm
is all-points (AP). In contrast to the CL algorithm all points
in the neighborhood are considered and the actual Gaussian
shape of each beam spot is considered. AP is more precise
than the CL algorithm, but also more time consuming. The
latest and most precise one is multiple scattering (MS) [4].
For the MS algorithm the dose calculation is identical with
the AP one, but the beam broadening with increasing depth
is taken into account by adding a second Gaussian with a
FWHM reflecting multiple coulomb scattering and nuclear
angular distributions. AP and MS can be enhanced by ac-
counting for the divergence of the beam as it exits the beam
pipe (APDB and MSDB).
Results
The treatment plans for the experiment at HIT were
optimized with the APDB algorithm, since base data for
the more advanced MSDB algorithm was not available at
this time. Hence small deviation between the measured
data and the treatment planning were found. Recalcula-
tions with MSDB was performed with a HIT-specific pencil
beam data base as soon as it became available [5]. Differ-
ences between the calculations with MSDB and APDB for
the HIT-specific base data are shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1: Comparision between the two different algo-
rithms apdb and msdb of the HIT beam model and the mea-
sured data.
Therefore a precise recalculation of data measured at
HIT is now possible with TRiP98.
In addition it is shown in [6], that the differences in the
beam models of GSI and HIT are negligible and play no
important role for recalculations.
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Comparison of the beam mixing models proposed by Lam and Zaider & Rossi
and a derived Dt extension for the Zaider & Rossi model ∗
O. Steinstra¨ter1, T. Friedrich1, M. Kra¨mer1, M. Durante1, and M. Scholz1
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
In the radiotherapy of cancer with heavy ions, treatment
planning systems like TRiP [1] use externally calculated
tables for the biological effect of monoenergetic ion beams
and derive the effect of a therapeutic mixed beam from
these data by means of a beam-mixing model. In TRiP,
the effects of monoenergetic beams are predicted by the
Local Effect Model (LEM) [2]. The full simulation ap-
proach of this model [3] predicts ion and energy dependent
threshold values, Dt, for the transitions between linear-
quadratic and pure linear part of dose-effect curves (Linear-
Quadratic-Linear (LQL) model), but in the previously used
version, the single particle approximation, such individual
Dts could not be estimated. Instead, as an approximation,
an independence of the D t value from the beam quality was
assumed. This could be exploited by TRiP by using the
very efficient beam-mixing model proposed by Zaider &
Rossi [4]. In principle this model does not include a D t
and an extension is not straight-forward [5]. Nevertheless,
for a constant Dt, the model could be extended by applying
the Dt threshold after the actual beam-mixing (“constant-
Dt extension”). As this approach could not be used for
the varying Dts of the full-simulation method, the much
more flexible beam-mixing method proposed by Lam [6]
has to be introduced. However, this model is conceptually
different from the Zaider & Rossi approach and the pre-
dicted RBE-weighted doses (Relative Biological Effective-
ness) deviate by a few percent. A theoretical understanding
of the differences is therefore highly interesting, especially
for the comparison with previous TRiP/LEM results.
In the LQ model (LQL without D t threshold) dose-effect
curves, (D), are described by  = αD + βD2. Formally,
this could be separated in a linear effect α = αD and a
quadratic effect β = βD2. As the Lam method can han-
dle any dose-effect curve, the method could, formally, be
applied to both effect-curves separately, resulting in α and
β , and providing a new mixed effect  = α+ β . This  is
not the mixed-beam prediction of the original Lam model
but, interestingly, it could be proven, that  is identically to
the result predicted by the Zaider & Rossi model. In ad-
dition to a theoretical description of the model differences,
this immediately leads to a Dt extension of the Zaider &
Rossi method: For monoenergetic  including a D t, this
threshold can be moved to the β part by using α = αD
and β = − α.
In this extension, individual ion and energy dependent
Dt thresholds can be used, but for constant D t this model
does not exactly lead to the previously used constant-
Dt method. This is shown in the figure, where relative
differences between RBE-weighted doses calculated by
∗Work supported by Siemens Healthcare.
TRiP/LEM for the new Dt extension and the constant-D t
method are plotted. Significant differences could mainly be
found inside the SOBP (Spread-Out Bragg Peak) and only
if the planned dose was above the photon D t (blue/green
curves in the figure: planned doses below/above D t,γ).
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Figure: Relative differences of RBE-weighted doses between
Zaider & Rossi Dt-extensions ((new−old)/old) predicted by
TRiP/LEM (single particle approximation) for 4 Gy(RBE)
(blue) and 10 Gy(RBE) (green) in the SOBP (marked). Carbon
beam, αγ = 0.313 Gy−1, βγ = 0.0615 Gy−2,Dt,γ = 7.5 Gy.
Conclusion: The beam-mixing models proposed by
Zaider & Rossi and Lam could be expressed in the same
mathematical framework which shows that the difference
between both methods is completely related to the strict
separation between linear and quadratic part of the dose-
effect curves assumed by the Zaider & Rossi model. For
instance, a high α value of a contributing monoenergetic
beam can induce an increased mixed-beam β in the Lam
model but not in the Zaider & Rossi model.
The derived Dt extension of the Zaider & Rossi model
does not directly extend the constant-D t extension used so
far. However, differences are small (up to a few percent
depending on the irradiated cell line), mostly seen in the
SOBP, and generally negligible for RBE-weighted doses
below the Dt of the reference photon irradiation.
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Fast 4D dose calculation with TRiP4D∗
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Introduction
Treatment planning for scanned ion beams includes time
intense calculation tasks (e.g. plan optimization and dose
calculation) that take in the order of hours to complete.
As reported in various publications treatment planning for
moving tumors with a scanned ion beam has to account
for the target motion via special 4D treatment techniques
[1]. These techniques rely on a time resolved CT scan
(4DCT) and an image registration map between all phases
of this 4DCT. The additional dimension (time) elongates
the calculation time for a 4D dose distribution. Rescan-
ning, a motion mitigation technique that scans the target
multiple times applying only a fraction of the total dose
per scan, elongates the dose calculation proportional to the
number of scans. This caused one single dose calculation
of a rescanned treatment plan of a small cardiac volume to
run longer than 45 hours. As these calculations are time
critical for a planned experimental validation study which
is planned for 2014, we worked on accelerating the 4D
dose calculation of TRiP4D[2, 3] to be able to complete
the treatment planning in a reasonable time frame.
Materials and Methods
The aim of reducing the dose calculation time from
hours to minutes needed substantial improvement only pos-
sible with a combination of code optimization, reducing the
overall workload and parallel execution.
The dose calculation routine of TRiP4D was profiled us-
ing the AIX profiler gprof. The profiler revealed the cal-
culation of the water equivalent path length (WEPL) as the
most time consuming function in a physical dose calcula-
tion as the WEPL of each voxel entering this calculation
has to be calculated. We were able to reduce the number of
interpolation steps carried out by this routine and thereby
reduced the time spent for calculating the WEPL.
Additionally we restricted the dose calculation to a sub-
set of voxels (see figure 1) and we added a new functional-
ity to TRiP4D which determines the dose calculation win-
dow using the maximum lateral dimension of all fields. The
treatment setup for treating atrial fibrillation will feature
two lateral opposing fields so the dose calculation window
in these cases has an optimal size (see figure 1). Finally
the dose calculations have been carried out with an IBM
Blade-Server PS701 (8 Cores, 4 hyper threads each) using
the full amount of 32 parallel threads [4].
∗Work in part supported by HGS-HIRe
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Figure 1: Coronal dose-cut from a treatment simulation for
upcoming experiments. The dose is only calculated in the
non shaded area around the two beam ports.
Results/Conclusion
The improvements reduced the time for 4D (rescanning)
dose calculation to below 30 min (see table 1). Besides
permitting the dose calculations for the planned experi-
ments, fast 4D dose calculation also allows robustness stud-
ies with large parameter spaces in the future.
Table 1: Dose calculation time for all improvements made
TRiP4Dversion time of dose command
original > 45h
+ changed WEPL routine 29h
+ dose window only 5.5h
+ 32 threads < 0.5h
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Influence of the distal fall-off on the biological effective proton range
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Introduction: For the application of protons in radio-
therapy a constant relative biological effectiveness (RBE)
of 1.1 is considered in the treatment planning procedure.
However, the results of in-vitro experiments [1, 2] show
an increase of the RBE towards the distal end of a proton
spread out Bragg peak (SOBP). RBE predictions of the lo-
cal effect model (LEM IV; [3]) are consistent with these
experimental data [5]. Due to the fact that the LET is fur-
ther increasing in the declining edge of the SOBP the RBE
is higher than the clinically used value of 1.1. As a con-
sequence, this increased RBE leads to an extension of the
biologically effective proton range. In the presented work
we investigate the influence of the physical dose fall-off on
the RBE and the biologically effective range of the proton
beam.
Methods: Since the most distal proton Bragg peak
that contributes to the proton SOBP determines the gra-
dient of the dose fall-off, the treatment planning software
TRiP98 [4] was used to calculate the physical and RBE-
weighted depth dose distribution of monoenergetic proton
Bragg peaks with energies ranging from 71 to 220 MeV.
With increasing initial energy of the proton beam the distal
dose fall-off gets broader, i.e. the gradient increases, due to
range straggling in the absorber material. The correspond-
ing RBE-weighted dose was calculated based on the RBE
predictions of the LEM IV. The biological range extension
and the RBE at maximum RBE-weighted dose were inves-
tigated for different dose-levels of 1-10 Gy absorbed dose
and two different α/β-ratios of 2 Gy and 10 Gy, respec-
tively. The biological range extension is defined as the
difference of the RBE-weighted doses based on a constant
RBE of 1.1 and the LEM IV based RBE at the 80 % iso-
dose.
Results: Figure 1a illustrates the RBE at maximum
RBE-weighted dose in the SOBP in dependence on the gra-
dient of the 80-20 % dose fall-off. The RBE at maximum
RBE-weighted dose is decreasing with increasing gradient
of the distal dose fall-off. In contrast, the biological range
difference is increasing with the flattening of the distal dose
fall-off (fig. 1b). Further, the RBE and thus the biological
range difference is larger for α/β-ratios of 2 Gy compared
to 10 Gy and decreases with increasing dose [5]. The re-
sults show that the the gradient of the distal dose fall-off
opposingly affects the RBE-weighted dose at the distal end
of the SOBP and the biological range extension of the pro-
ton beam.
∗Work is part of HGS-HIRe
Figure 1: RBE at maximum RBE weighted dose (a) and
biological range difference (b) in dependence on the distal
penumbra for a α/β-ratios of 2 Gy and different physical
dose levels of 1, 3, 6, and 10 Gy. The data points represent
the distal fall-off for energies from 71 to 220 MeV.
Conclusion: The increasing RBE at the distal end and
the biological range extension are influenced by both bio-
logical factors like the α/β-ratios of the cell or tissue type
and physical factors like the gradient of the distal dose fall
off. Hence, the initial beam energy and the depth modu-
lation system used to create the SOBP mainly affect the
balance between maximum RBE-weighted dose and bio-
logical range extension.
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Oxygen enhancement ratio of heavy ions in partial hypoxic conditions∗
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Hypoxia is a characteristic feature of locally advanced
solid tumors resulting from an imbalance between oxygen
(O2) supply and consumption. As a tumor grows, it
rapidly outgrows its blood supply, leaving portions of the
tumor with regions where the oxygen concentration is
significantly lower than in normal tissues. The possibility
to scale the dose, but also to exploit in this connection
the peculiar features of ion beams, namely the high linear
energy transfer (LET) of part of their fields, for targeting
specifically the hypoxic regions is highly promising, but
requires the most accurate knowledge of the oxygen
enhancement ratio (OER) in any voxel of the irradiated
tissue, for any configuration of the irradiation parameters
[1,2].
The main goal of our study was the verification, with
a new set of experimental OER (Oxygen Enhancement
Ratio) data points, of a semi-empirical model developed at
GSI that is being used for the implementation of adaptive
treatment planning in TRiP98 [1], for specifically targeting
hypoxic tumors with particle beams. The latter model
is based on an extension of the Alper Howard-Flanders
formalism, for getting the two-dimensional dependence of
the OER on LET of the irradiation mean and the oxygen
concentration of the tissue.
Starting from a situation of five experimental points
performed at GSI and HIT Heidelberg during the previous
years [3] to verify our semi-empirical method other OER
measurements were then necessary [4]. In the framework
of the IOL, experimental points about the complete
anoxic and different partially hypoxic conditions have
been measured at NIRS. In the NIRS experiments most
irradiations, with X-rays, carbon and silicon ions, were
performed with glass petri dishes, seeded with CHO
(Chinese Hamster Ovary) cells and gassed together with
different mixtures of air, nitrogen and carbon dioxide in
order to get the following different concentrations of O 2
(pO2): 0%, 0.15%, 0.5%, 2%, 21%.
The results of the irradiations performed on the last year
confirmed the initial data reported in [4] and are going
to be published extensively as the first collection of OER
measurements at intermediate range of LET and pO2 [5].
The full ensemble of data showed a reasonable agreement
with the prediction model and with the previous data from
∗Work supported by NIRS International Open Laboratory (IOL) grant
to GSI.
† m.durante@gsi.de
GSI, especially in the maximum slope region, where is the
largest impact for treatment planning purposes. The higher
OER values found for the very high LET are due to the
large ions fragmentation, since we used the HIMAC-NIRS
passive beam experimental room.
Finally one last experiment has been done to prove
our semi-empirical model in an extended target (tumor
phantom) irradiation with two opposed fields and for
several oxygen concentrations (Fig.1). For the latter
experiment the hypoxic chamber developed at GSI were
used (left panel). Despite an occurred technical problem
of absolute dosimetry, our experimental points, when all
the differently oxygenated regions are recomputed with
the physical dose scaled to match the oxic control, fit quite
well with the calculated prediction data (right panel).
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Figure 1: Multiple field irradiation of a complex tumor tar-
get with an anoxic core surrounded by hypoxic and then
normoxic cells. Left panel: hypoxic chambers used for the
irradiation phantom. Right panel: the experimental results
are compared with the model prediction.
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Irradiation with α-particles causes rapid activation of K+ channels in A549
cells∗
B. Roth†1, C. Gibhardt1, M. Durante1,2, C. Fournier2, and G. Thiel1
1Membrane Biophysics, Technische Universita¨t Darmstadt, Germany; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
Introduction
In previous experiments we found that radiation of the
epithelial lung cancer cells A549 with photons and high-
energy ions resulted in a rapid activation of K+ channels
and a concomitant hyperpolarization of these cells. We
identified the human intermediate potassium channel hIK
as the main irradiation responsive channels in these cells
[1]. It is well established that this channel regulates in
other types of cells the cell-cycle transition and cell mi-
gration via hyperpolarization of the plasma membrane [2].
In agreement with these data from the literature we also
found that a block of hIK channels inhibited cell migra-
tion of A549 cells and we also observed that irradia-tion
with photons stimulated migration [1]. To test if the acti-
vation of hIK channels is also induced by irradiation with
α-particles we monitored the response of currents in A549
cells to irradiation with low doses of α-particles.
Material and Methods
We examined the conductance of ion channels in A549
cells by a planar patch-clamp technique before and after
exposure to an α-particle source [3].
Results
The representative data in figure 1 show currents and
the corresponding current voltage (I/V) relations of one
A549 cell before and 3 min after exposure to 12.5 cGy α-
particles; the later were emitted from an 241Am source.
Comparison of the data collected before and after irradi-
ation shows that this treatment causes an elevation of the
instantaneous activating conductance and a small hyper-
polarization of the free running membrane voltage in this
representative cell. The irradiation induced conductance
could be inhibited by adding 10 μM clotrimazole, a blocker
of hIK type channels, to the external buffer; as a conse-
quence of a block of hIK channels the cell depolarized. The
response of cells to α-particles and the sensitivity of the
irradiation-induced conductance to clotrimazole is equiva-
lent to what was observed after irradiation with photons and
high-energy ions [1]. The data hence foster the hypothesis
that any type of ionizing irradiation and even single hits of
a cell by an α-particle can stimulate the activation of hIK
channels in A549 cells.
∗Funded by BMBF 02NUK017B and HGS-HIRe
† roth@bio.tu-darmstadt.de
Figure 1: Current response of an A549 cell to a standard
pulse-protocol before (a) and 3 min after irradiation with
12.5 cGy 241Am (3.66 MeV/u) (b). The I/V relation of
the instantaneous activating current taken before (open cir-
cles) and after irradiation (closed circles) is shown in (d).
The irradiation-augmented conductance can be inhibited by
10 μM Clotrimazole (c); the I/V relation after block with
the specific hIK inhibitor Clotrimazole is shown as trian-
gles in (d).
Conclusion
The present data show that the human intermediate con-
ductance potassium channel hIK, a key player in the regu-
lation of many cellular processes, is activated by low doses
of α-particles. The results from these experiments suggest
that an interpretation of positive and negative effects of α-
particle irradiation in humans must consider the effect of
this type of radiation on physiological processes under con-
trol of hIK channels.
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A sensitivity analysis of the Giant LOop Binary LEsion model
L. Herr∗1,2, T. Friedrich1, M. Durante1,2, and M. Scholz1
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2TU Darmstadt, Germany
The Giant LOop Binary LEsion model (GLOBLE)
describes cell survival probabilities after photon irradi-
ation in dependence of dose and dose rate. Its input pa-
rameters are closely linked to features of cellular repair
of induced DNA double strand breaks (DSBs). Their
values - derived e.g. from fits to experimental data - are
considered to be cell line characteristic. Therefore, an
investigation of the impact of the GLOBLE parameters
on predicted cell survival probabilities helps to under-
stand the extent in which certain repair features affect
cell line specific radiosensitivities. In the following, it
will be shown in how far a 10% increase in GLOBLE
input parameters changes the model output.
Methods
In the GLOBLE, the effectiveness of radiation in cell
killing depends on the spatio-temporal distribution of in-
duced DSBs. The organization of the DNA in giant loops
(≈ 2 mega base pairs) whose ends are attached to the nu-
clear matrix suggests that a single DSB (isolated DSB,
iDSB) in such a subunit is less harmful and faster to re-
pair than multiple coexistent DSBs (clustered DSB, cDSB)
since the latter allow for a loss of DNA fragments. In the
model, iDSB or cDSB lead to lethal events with cell line
specific probabilities i or c and the corresponding half-
life times of repair are HLTi and HLTc. Depending e.g.
on the dose, the dose rate, the linear energy transfer etc.
the expected numbers of radiation induced iDSB and cDSB
can be scored and with i and c the cell survival probabil-
ity can be calculated. The model setup and examples for
possible applications are presented in detail in [1,2].
In order to test the impact on cell survival the param-
eters of an hypothetical cell line i = 0.0086, c = 0.32,
HLTi = 0.49h and HLTc = 5h were in turns increased by
10%. The relative change in the effect - the negative loga-
rithm of the survival - was plotted over a range of doses and
dose rates occurring in photon cell survival experiments.
Results and discussion
In figure 1 the relative change in the effect after a 10%
increase of i (A), c (B) and HLTi (C) is plotted over
the dose and dose rate. Expectedly, higher probabilities
for lethal events after DNA damage (A, B) increase the ef-
fectiveness of radiation in a dose and dose rate dependent
manner. Panels A and B show that at low doses or dose
∗ l.herr@gsi.de, supported by Studienstiftung des deutschen Volkes and
HGS-Hire
rates, the lethality of iDSB (i) has much more impact on
cell survival probabilities than the one of cDSB (c). In
the transition to high doses and dose rates this overweight
switches over-proportionally. This is due to the fact that the
fraction of radiation induced iDSB is dominant at low doses
and dose rates and that the fraction of cDSB grows over-
proportionally when the dose and dose rate are increased.
An increase of HLTi generally raises the effectiveness
of radiation since the probability to induce at least a sec-
ond DSB in a giant loop - implying a more harmful cDSB
- increases the longer an iDSB remains unrepaired. How-
ever, at low doses or dose rates the impact of HLT i on cell
survival is small due to the lack of cDSBs in this range.
If the dose is increased, the parameter gains continuously
in importance because of the growing fraction of cDSB.
Due to the impossibility for a cell to repair some damage
if high dose rates are applied, the impact of HLT i initially
grows with the fraction of cDSB if low dose rates are in-
creased but decreases again after a maximal impact has
been reached at dose rates around 10 Gy/h.
The impact of HLTc on cell survival probabilities is neg-
ligible in comparison to the importance of the other three
parameters and therefore not shown explicitly.
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Robust 4D-optimized treatment plans in scanned carbon ion beam therapy for
intrafractionally moving lung cancer
C. Graeff1 and M. Durante1
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
Introduction
The treatment of moving tumors with a scanned car-
bon ion beam is challenging due to interplay effects and
range changes. This problem is even more acute for mod-
ern hypo- or single fractionated treatment, where averag-
ing effects between fractions are diminished or missing. A
technique for conformal treatment is tracking, where the
ion beam is deflected to follow the target. This permits to
compensate translatory motion components only and needs
sophisticated hardware to cope with range changes online.
Plans optimized on an entire 4DCT depicting the tumor
motion over a breathing cycle inherently include the char-
acteristic motion and also range information. Here, we
present a modality that uses this 4DCT information to de-
liver homogeneous, conformal doses to each motion phase,
and as such includes a form of rescanning.
Material and Methods
The treatment plans are generated separately for each
motion phase, using the same set of beam energies, though
not each plan necessarily has to use all energies. This is
similar to single field uniform dose (SFUD) plans com-
monly generated for static tumors. In contrast to other
motion mitigation techniques, a deformable registration be-
tween motion phases is not needed during optimization ex-
cept to propagate the target contours. For delivery, the re-
sulting independently optimized plans are then joined to a
4D plan, which can be irradiated using a 4D control system
that was experimentally validated at GSI in 2012 [1]. Plans
were computed for a lung cancer patient using 4 fields for
a single fraction of 17.7 Gy(RBE). The patient had a com-
plex tumor geometry with a motion amplitude of 12.7mm
over the breathing cycle. The fields were both optimized
separately (SFUD) and simultaneously (IMPT). DVH re-
sults were compared to a static (no motion) and interplay
(no motion mitigation) plan on the same patient. We re-
port dose coverage (V95) and the conformity number (CN).
Interplay and 4D-optimized plans were calculated on the
4DCT and did not consider residual motion within the dis-
crete motion phases.
Results
Exemplary dose cuts of the patient are shown in figure
1. For SFUD, the static case resulted in V95 of 98.5% and
CN of 70.8%, which degraded to V95 of 72.5% and CN
of 52.5% for interplay. 4D-optimization could restore V95
to 99.4% and CN to 75.6%. For IMPT, the results of the
static case were V95 of 99.3% and CN 83.4% compared
to V95 of 76.4% and CN of 56.4% for interplay. Again
4D-optimization maintained excellent coverage with V95
of 100.0% and CN of 82.1%. The IMPT plans indicate that
the additional degrees of freedom from 4D-optimization on
10 motion phases as well as from the simultaneous opti-
mization of fields leads to nominally better plan results.
Figure 1: Axial dose cut of the sample patient for static
(left panels) and 4D-optimized (right). The top row shows
individually optimized fields, the bottom row simultaneous
optimization. The static dose coverage could be completely
restored.
Discussion
The presented 4D-optimizaton method leads to highly
conformal irradiation of moving tumors, restoring or ex-
ceeding the results of an irradiation without motion. A ma-
jor benefit of the proposed method with respect to robust-
ness is the lack of dose gradients between motion phases.
This is partially negated through the use of IMPT, which in-
troduces gradient between fields, though not between mo-
tion phases. The results presented here will be experimen-
tally tested in the GSI beam times of 2014.
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Studying inter- and intrafraction motion mitigation with sequential 4DCTs of
NSCLC patients∗
R. Brevet†1, D. Richter1,2, C. Graeff1, M. Durante1, and C. Bert1,2
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2Universita¨tsklinikum, Medizinische Strahlenphysik, Erlangen, Germany
Introduction
The physical and biological properties of scanned carbon
ion beam therapy potentially permit more conformal irradi-
ation than photons. Range sensitivity and interplay renders
treatment of moving tumors complex. Optimized treatment
planning parameters, ITV-PTV margins and multiple field
(using SFUD) were investigated to compensate for tumor
motion and interfractional patient variability.
Material & methods
For 4 NSCLC lung tumor patients from the University
of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center (MDACC) [1], a to-
tal of 30 weekly 4DCT datasets were available. Reference
phases of each subsequent CT were registered rigidly to
mimic patient setup. Motion phases of each 4DCT were
registered non-rigidly [2]. Single and multiple field gating
plans were simulated using the GSI treatment planning sys-
tem TRiP4D [3], including 4D-dose simulations. A range-
considering ITV [4] was computed on the 4DCT of the first
week for each field. Using one single field first, the impact
of variations in focus size and length of the gating window
(GW) was analyzed. Three beam foci (6, 10 and 15 mm
full width at half maximum) and three GW (11.9, 30 and
50% of the amplitude) were studied. Using one single field
again, the influence of range (3mm water-equivalent + 3%)
and isotropic (3mm) ITV-PTV margins were investigated.
Combination of both margins was also analyzed. Finally
multiple fields (2 and 3 fields) simulations with and without
ITV-PTV margins were performed. For each case, results
were evaluated using the obtained V95 (dose coverage) and
CN [5] (conformity number, see equation 1).
CN =
VCTV,95%
VCTV
× VCTV,95%
V95%
(1)
Results & discussion
Table 1 shows that, using one field, the best V95 was
obtained with the largest focus and the shortest GW. Com-
bined with this best configuration, ITV-PTV margins per-
mitted to increase V95 up to almost 98%, but a decreasing
CN showed that more dose was delivered to the healthy
tissue. Using multiple fields with ITV margins improved
CN significantly but V95 only slightly compared to single
∗RB is funded as an ESR within the EU-FP7 ENTERVISION frame-
work, Grant Agreement no. 264552. Further funds received by DFG KFO
214.
† r.brevet@gsi.de
field simulations. Finally, multiple fields combined with
ITV-PTV margins yielded the best results in terms of V95,
but CN, even though higher than for single field calcula-
tions, decreased compared to multiple fields calculations
with ITV margins only.
Conclusion
It was shown here that using adapted parameters can im-
prove dose delivery. However, the still unsatisfactory re-
sults can be further improved by using margins. Moreover,
treatment with more fields is also a solution to increase tar-
get coverage and decrease regions of high dose in normal
tissue. Using margins in addition allows to recover for po-
sitioning uncertainties.
Table 1: Impact of focus, gating window (GW), ITV-PTV
margins and multiple fields on dose coverage (V95) and
conformirty number (CN).
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Towards helium ions for radiotherapy
F. Schmitz1,2, M. Kra¨mer2, and M. Durante2
1Univ. Heidelberg; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
Rationale
The majority of ion beam radiotherapy sites uses pro-
tons, but an increasing number also applies heavier ions
such as carbon. However, there might be room between
these two, in particular for the helium isotopes. One of
the major drawbacks of protons, for example, is the beam
broadening due to multiple scattering. This is expected to
be significantly reduced for helium beams, Fig.1.
Beam Modelling
Only few basic data are available to construct the pen-
cil beam model for treatment planning with our inhouse
TRiP98 system [1]. For 3He previous work exists [2],
based on GSI measurements. For 4He, a literature search
was performed to obtain basic cross section data and a
semi-empirical model was established [3]. Fig.2 shows to-
tal nuclear reaction cross sections, one of the main ingredi-
ents to calculate depth dose distributions, since they deter-
mine the degradation of the ion beam as it passes tissue.
Results
Fig.3 shows typical depth dose distributions for vari-
ous modalities applicable to tumour sites at approximately
15cm depth. Compared to protons, the helium Bragg peak
is sharper, and compared to carbon ions, the fragmentation
tail is significantly reduced. Only small differences are ex-
pected between the two helium isotopes.
Outlook
Since HIT is commissioning therapeutical 4He beams,
it would be attractive to perform further validation mea-
surements. However, only comparative treatment planning
studies involving multiple ions will allow proper assess-
ment of potential benefits.
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Figure 1: Beam broadening due to multiple scattering.
Figure 2: Total reaction cross sections.
Figure 3: Depth dose distributions for various modalities.
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TLD Efficiency calculation for heavy ions: a new approach∗
D. Boscolo1,2, E. Scifoni1, M. Durante1, V. Rosso4, and M. Kra¨mer1
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2University of Pisa, Italy
Thermoluminescence dosimeters (TLDs) are solid state
detectors widely used in conventional radiation detection
and dose verification. The development of ion beam cancer
therapy and the research in radioprotection in space stim-
ulated the use of the TLDs for heavy ions dosimetry. The
main advantages of this kind of detector, compared, e.g.,
to ionization chambers, are the small dimensions, ease of
handling, no interference on the radiation field and the us-
ability in solid state phantoms. However the response of
TLDs with dose is non-linear. It can be supralinear and
saturation effects appear as well. The response of these de-
tectors when irradiated with particle beams depends also
strongly on the quality of the radiation. For this reason,
in order to use TLDs with particle beams, and specifically,
to get a prediction of their response in a treatment plan, a
model that can reproduce the behavior of these detectors in
different conditions is needed.
A new, simple and completely analytical, algorithm for
the calculation of the efficiency depending on ion charge Z
and energy E has been developed.
The approach investigated is based on the amorphous track
structure model and on the knowledge of radial dose dis-
tribution for heavy ions D(r) and of the detector response
to reference radiation, for this work X-ray, TLγ. The re-
sponse of the whole detector has been evaluated starting
from the response to a single ion of the beam and consider-
ing the contributions of dose from the neighbouring tracks
as adding up in a linear regime. This approach is realistic
in a low dose approximation.
The relative efficiency R.E. has been derived according
to
R.E =
SHI
Sγ
∣∣∣∣
D
(1)
using SHI and Sγ the integral light sum of detector irra-
diated with heavy ions and X-ray, respectively.
Since X-ray’s response curve is known and the dose de-
position is uniform, the signal can be calculated directly
from the total dose delivered by the ion. The thermolumi-
nescence caused by ion is derived as
SHI = 2π
∫ rmax
0
TLγ(D(r))rdr (2)
where rmax is the maximum range of the secondary elec-
trons.
In figure 1 it is shown the agreement of the present model
with experimental data. Its main advantage, is that being
∗Work supported by University of Pisa’s Erasmus Placements project
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Figure 1: A comparison between experimental relative ef-
ficiency data [1] and calculation with the present approach
for protons (up) and carbon ions (down).
fully analytical is computationally fast and can be then ef-
ficiently integrated in treatment planning verification tools.
Furthermore, it is robust against modifications of the radial
dose distribution of a single ion in the detector, as well as
to different detector response models. A comparison with a
statistical method based on Kellerer algorithm [2] has been
also done, returning a good agreement.
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Construction of a X-Ray Cabinet for Live Cell Experiments∗
R. Khan1, A. Becker1, G. Taucher-Scholz1,2, M. Durante1,2, G. Fehrenbacher1, and B. Jakob1
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2TUD, Darmstadt, Germany
Introduction
Visualization of repair processes in living cells is of in-
creasing importance to deduce molecular mechanisms in
the cellular response to radiation. Observation of the dy-
namics of DNA repair factors directly at the beamline at
ion induced damage sites provided insight into the regu-
lation of the DNA damage response [1]. X-rays are fre-
quently used as a reference in radiation biology. To com-
pare our results of high LET to sparsely ionizing radiation,
we constructed a x-ray cabinet for real time kinetic mea-
surements of cellular radiation responses. Special empha-
sis was put on radiation safety aspects which were planed
and conducted according to legal requirements by GSI ra-
diation protection department.
Description
The new cabinet consists of an Isovolt 160M1/10-55 x-
ray tube (GE Sensing + Inspection Technologies). The tube
is operated by a voltage up to 35kV at a maximal cur-
rent of 80 mA. Contribution of soft x-rays is minimized
by an additional filtering of 0.5mm Al. At the target po-
sition of the microscope a dose rate of around 36 Gy/min
can be achieved, which is sufficient for dynamic measure-
ments which normally are performed at a dose below 2 Gy.
The shielding of the housing was calculated in the radiation
protection department according to these radiation param-
eters and safety requirements and manufactured in house.
The front door of the cabinet is equipped with two indepen-
dent interlock connectors with immediately power off the
x-ray tube if opened accidentally. A blinking lamp on the
wall signals operation. The cabinet was approved by the
GSI radiation protection department, the T ¨UV and the ra-
diation protection authority. For cell observation we use
the same equipment as for beamline microscopy, which
allows a direct comparison of results. The setup was de-
scribed elsewhere [1]. Briefly it consists of an Olympus
IX71 microscope (60x Planapo water NA1.2) with motor-
ized stage and a piezo focussing system. Excitation light is
provided using a fast switchable monochromator (Poly V,
Till-Photonics). Image detection is done using a sensitive
back illuminated EMCCD camera Andor ixon 888. The
open cabinet equipped with the microscope and x-ray tube
is shown in Fig. 1.
∗Work supported by BMBF grant 02NUK001C; GRK1657 and HGS-
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Figure 1: Open Cabinet
First experiments
First experiments were performed measuring the real
time recruitment of GFP-tagged 53BP1 in human osteosar-
coma cells (U2OS) after irradiation with 2 Gy. Figure 2
(left) shows the formation of radiation-induced foci at the
time of 10min postirradiation. In Fig. 2 (right), the relative
increase of the fluorescence at sites of double-strand breaks
(DSBs) due to the accumulation of 53BP1 is shown.
Figure 2: 53BP1 recruitment and corresponding kinetics
Outlook
In addition to conventional broadfiled x-irradiation, the
setup will be equipped with micro-collimators made from
stacks of GaAs with micro-channels (Microleman) in front
of the cell samples to allow for a partial irradiation of cells.
This setup tends to mimic the spatial dose distribution of
charged particles and facilitates the analysis allowing a di-
rect comparison of irradiated and non-irradiated areas.
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Construction of an alpha-irradiation-setup for cells∗
J. A. Adrian1,2, C. Fournier1, M. Durante1,2, A. Maier1, and G. Kraft†1
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2TU Darmstadt, Darmstadt, Germany
Introduction
In the framework of the GREWIS project, the influ-
ence of Radon alpha particles is studied on biological ob-
jects. But for cell exposure the hit probability of indi-
vidual cells is too small at therapeutic Radon concentra-
tions and the non-hit cells will cover the affected cells.
Therefore cells have to be exposed directly to low en-
ergy alpha particles from a radioactive source with higher
doses. Consequently an alpha-irradiation-setup has been
established using Americium-241 with a half life time
of 432,2 years. Am-241 decays under the emission of
alpha-particles with an energy of 5,486 MeV and gamma-
radiation with 59,5 keV. Because of the low range of these
high LET-particles a short distance between source and tar-
get is demanded [1]. In addition biocompatibility of all ma-
terials used has to be tested in experiments for cell growth,
plating efficiency, X-ray cell killing and distribution of nu-
cleus diameter.
Design
In the current design, a large area Am-241 source of
3,5 cm in diameter and an activity of 25 MBq is inserted
in the basis of the irradiation chamber. Because of the
high source activity only short but precise exposures are
required. In order to guarantee a precise exposure, we in-
terposed a fast mechanical shutter between the Am-241-
source and the target. This shutter from the Sutter Instru-
ment Company shields the alpha-particles entirely and is
able to open within 12 ms. Thus we achieve to deposit
nearly exactly the wanted dose. In figure 1 a crossection
through the setup is given showing the Am-241 source,
the shutter and a ring with mylar foil having a gap of only
2,7 mm between the source and the cells. Figure 2 shows
the current version of the setup. To maintain this short dis-
tance, cells cannot grow under normal conditions in a petri
dish or cell cultur flask but require to be seeded on a 2 µm
thick foil. This mylar foil is attached to rings of stainless
steel with an inner diameter of 35 mm.
Results
In order to confirm that the measured effects result from
the alpha-irradiation and are not due to the special culturing
conditions, several radiobiological experiments were per-
∗Work supported by BMBF project funding reference number
02NUK017A
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Figure 1: Crossection through the setup
Figure 2: Picture of the Setup and the closed shutter
formed. One of them is the comparison of cell survival
after X-ray irradiation of CHO-K1 cells, cultivated in T25
cell cultur flask or on the mylar foil. From the results shown
in figure 3 it can be derived that the clonogenic survival of
CHO-K1 cells is not different comparing mylar foil and
culture flasks.
Figure 3: Survival of CHO cells after X-ray irradiation
growing on mylar foil or culture flasks
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A Detector setup for Heavy Ion Computed Tomography ∗
M. Takechi1, J. Kunkel1, H. Risch1, L. Magallanes2, S.Brons2, O. Jaekel2,3,4, K. Parodi2,5,
I. Rinaldi2,5, and B. Voss1
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2Heidelberg University Clinic, Heidelberg, Germany; 3Heidelberg Ion Therapy Center,
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Munich, Garching, Germany
Radiotherapy with ion beams is a method which allows
the precise dose delivery to the tumor sparing the surround-
ing healthy tissue, thanks to the steep increase of the dose
deposition at the end of the beam path (Bragg peak). The
development of innovative imaging techniques is quite im-
portant for the precise treatment, improving the accuracy
of the calculated ion ranges in tissue and avoiding range
uncertainties.
A dedicated detector for range monitoring prior to or in-
between treatment based on a stack of ionization cham-
bers is being developed in GSI. The detector is designed
to detect the depth of the Bragg peak of the ion beam
penetrating the target. It consists of a stack of large-area
parallel-plate ion chambers and passive or active absorbers
(see Fig. 1(a)). A prototype based on the combination of
61 ICs (6mm gas gap, and 25µm thick aluminized Kapton
foils for the signal electrodes) and absorber plates consist-
ing of 3 mm thick slabs of PMMA has been developed at
GSI. It was applied for the feasibility studies of the HICT
method with ion beams at the Heidelberg Ion Therapy cen-
ter (HIT)[1]. In order to achieve a higher resolution a
new detector is currently set up at. Since the thickness of
the absorbers gives the nominal resolution of the measured
range, the new system with 1mm thick absorbers will have
a 3 times higher granular structure than the prototype. A
schematic drawing is shown in Fig. 1(b).
Along with the design, the response of the new detector has
been simulated using GEANT4[2] and Garfield++[3]. The
Bragg peak for a 12C beam injected into the 128 parallel-
plate ionization chambers interleaved with 1 mm PMMA
absorbers has been simulated. The energy and angular
straggling of the heavy-ion beam in the each absorber was
calculated by GEANT4. The primary electrons from the
beam and their drift tracks and induced currents in the ICs
were calculated by Garfield++. The effect of the light frag-
ments from the beam produced in the absorbers on the
spectrum of Bragg peak is also studied. In Fig. 2 the sim-
ulated spectra for a 200 MeV/u 12C beam and light frag-
ments produced in the material traversed are shown. The
production cross sections of light fragments are based on
EPAX2[4]. In Fig. 2, a clear Bragg peak of 12C can be
seen. Aside from the assembly of a full scale detector sys-
tem with 128 ICs further theoretical studies are in process.
References
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Figure 1: A schematic drawing of the principle of the range
monitoring detector for cancer treatment (a), and designs of
electrodes and absorbers for the detector (b).
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Figure 2: Spectra of 12C beam and light fragments pro-
duced within the new detector, simulated using Garfield++
and GEANT4.
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Development of an automatic counting system for cell spheroids in suspension
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Introduction
To understand the radiosensitivity of cancer stem(-like)
cells or tumor initiating cells is of particular interest for
applications in radiotherapy. However, in general it is chal-
lenging to determine radiosensitivity of these cells since
they are often cultured in so-called self-renewal condi-
tions in serum-free culture medium where they grow as
spheroids. These cell spheroids do not attach to the culture
flask and thus cannot be fixed and stained, so that manual
counting of the spheroids gets extremely tedious. It is thus
highly desirable to have an automated analysis system that
is capable to detect unstained cell spheroids and to auto-
matically scan complete culture vessels to determine the
total number of spheroids.
Methods
The CARL (Clonogenic Assay Recognition System) sys-
tem has been developed, implemented and tested using
standardized commercially available components, like a
3840x2748 pixel CMOS camera (UI 1490SE from IDS),
LED ring illumination (LDR-176LA-1 from CCS Inc.),
and a motorized scanning stage (VT-80 2SM MLS from
PImicos). The control software has been developed in
Python language using the openCV image processing li-
brary on a Linux platform.
Analysis of a culture flask comprises the following steps:
- Image Acquisition: the required resolution of
10µm/pixel does not allow to cover the whole flask in
a single field of view; thus, multiple images obtained
by shift of the scanning stage have to be combined.
- Image Fusion: the special optical features of the cul-
ture vessels required combination of multiple images
with different exposure settings and subsequent fusion
to obtain a single image in HDR mode.
- Object recognition: a tophat filter is used for binariza-
tion and the watershed transformation for object sep-
aration.
- Object classification: several criteria like e.g. size and
roundness are used to distinguish the cell spheroids
from particles of artificial background.
A graphical user interface was implemented to control
the general settings, the image acquisition and the analysis
process. Figure 1 shows the setup of the automatic
spheroid detection system.
Results
After extensive testing and calibration procedures the ap-
paratus is now used in routine experiments. It could be
demonstrated that the automatic counting is in good agree-
ment with the results from manual counting; Figure 2 com-
pares the results from manual scoring with the results ob-
tained with the CARL system for U87 glioblastoma cells.
Similar results have been obtained also for other cell lines
(see e.g. Hartel et al., this report). An adapation of the sys-
tem to facilitate also the analysis of cell colonies attached
to the culture vessel seems feasible.
Figure 1: Setup of the CARL automatic cell spheroid de-
tection system
Figure 2: Comparison of manually counted and automati-
cally analyzed spheroid numbers
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Prototype of a rasterscan control system for BIOMAT@FAIR
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Introduction
The pencil beam scanning method (rasterscan) devel-
oped in the framework of ion beam therapy at GSI has
proven to be extremely valuable not only in medical appli-
cations, but also for experimental applications in radiobiol-
ogy and materials research. It allows to adapt the field size
exactly to the needs of the individual experiments without
collimating the beam and thus makes optimal use of the
ions delivered by the accelerator. It is thus planned to use
this method also in the future BIOMAT facility at FAIR.
However, the currently used rasterscan control system in
Cave A is based on technologies available in the 1990s
and includes many features which are particularly relevant
for patient safety, like e.g. redundancy and interlock sys-
tems. For many radiobiological experiments, though, less
sophisticated techniques still allow to achieve a dose de-
livery with sufficient accuracy. The goal of the project de-
scribed here was thus a redesign of the control system on a
different hardware- and software platform, focusing on the
core functions required in any scanning system.
Methods
At present the system is limited to 2D-scanning in x- and
y-direction. The basic functions of the system comprise the
automatic control of the scanning magnets, of the beam re-
quest and of the fast stop of extraction (Fig. 1). An ioniza-
tion chamber signal is used to measure the beam intensity,
which represents the input information required to control
the scanning speed.
Figure 1: Block diagram of the rasterscan control system
The system is implemented on a real-time field-
programmable gate array (FPGA) system (PXI-7853R
from National Instruments) that is programmable in a
LabView-FPGA environment.
The only in-house hardware developments that were re-
quired were the FPGA-DAC interface cards allowing to
connect to the magnet power supplies, the beam request,
the extraction control system and the signal input from the
ionization chamber. The major advantages of such a sys-
tem are:
- All functions that required dedicated hardware devel-
opments for the currently used system in Cave M and
Cave A can now be implemented in software, which
makes the system highly flexible.
- The flexibility makes the system future-proof, it can
be easily adapted to the specific features of the accel-
erator control system that will be implemented within
the FAIR project.
- All hardware components are commercially available
components with widespread use, allowing to imple-
ment the system at comparably low costs and to facil-
itate the maintenance.
Results
After extensive testing of the system using a simulation
environment first tests in Cave A have been performed.
Dosimetric measurements as well as tests of the field ho-
mogeneity have been succesfully performed. Fig. 2 shows
an example of a field irradiated with 2 Gy of 1 GeV/u Fe-
ions. Further tests will be done within the beamtime in
2014, so that it is expected that the system is ready for rou-
tine applications at the end of 2014.
Figure 2: First test of the new rasterscan control system. A
GafChromic film was irradiated with a dose of 2 Gy using 1
GeV/u Fe-ions (Field size: 40 mm x 40 mm). Histogramms
show the density profiles along the x- and y-axis. The ver-
tical line is an artificial line used as position reference.
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Radon exposure setup for cells and small animals ∗
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Introduction
There is large interest in the understanding of the radio-
biological response to radon exposure. This has several
reasons: Radon is a main contributor for the natural expo-
sure to radiation. For chronic exposure radon is probably
the most important reason for lung tumor induction after
smoking [1]. Radon exposure is also used in therapy of in-
flammatory diseases [2]. In the GREWIS project both, the
genetic effects and anti- inflammatory action of radon and
it’s progenies (see Fig. 1) are studied in vitro and in vivo
under precisely controlled conditions.
Figure 1: Decay chain
Requirement for measurement setup
For these experiments we constructed a radon exposure
chamber (see Fig. 2) where measurements with cells and
small animals can be performed. The following exposure
parameters can be adjusted and monitored:
• Activity concentration of radon
• Temperature
• Humidity
• CO2-concentration (only during cell experiments)
γ-Spectroscopy
A sample of 5g of activated coal was exposed to a radon
activity of 620kBq/m3 for 1h. A γ-spectrum was measured
immediately after exposure using a HPGe-Detector. In the
∗Work is supported by BMBF project funding reference number
02NUK017A
† g.kraft@gsi.de
Figure 2: Radonchamber with (1) Radonsource, (2) Cham-
ber, (3) Filter, (4) Air moistening system, (5) Waterbath
spectrum (Fig. 3) the energy lines with the highest emis-
sion probability are marked for the short-living decay prod-
ucts Pb-214 and Bi-214 which are clearly distinct from the
background. With these measurement we could show the
feasibility of this methode. Our next goal is to measure the
distribution of the decay products in different materials like
sections of animal tissue.
Figure 3: γ-spectrum of activated coal with energy lines of
the decay products Pb-214 and Bi-214
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The ROSSINI project at GSI∗
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Overview
The mitigation of health risks induced by the radiation
environment in space, which consists of high energy pro-
tons from solar particle events (SPE), fast heavy ions com-
ing from galactic cosmic rays (GCR) and trapped particles
in the Earth magnetic field, is one of the most serious chal-
lenges in space exploration [1]. The radioprotection strate-
gies applied nowadays include the preselection of astro-
nauts, mission planning for low SPE probability, dietory
factors, radioprotective agents and passive shielding [2].
The aim of the ROSSINI project (RadiatiOn Shielding by
ISRU and/or INnovative materIals for EVA, Vehicle and
Habitat) is to select innovative shielding materials and pro-
vide recommendations on space radioprotection for differ-
ent mission scenarios. The project is a common effort of
Thales Alenia Space, GSI, SpaceIT and ESA.
Experiments
The shielding effectivness of all candidate materials is
characterized through dose reduction curves (setup similar
to [3]) and for the most promising ones the mixed radi-
ation field produced by heavy ions impinging on the tar-
get is investigated. Particle identification is performed us-
ing a dE/E-telescope and kinetic energy spectra are ob-
tained using time-of-flight (setup similar to [4]). Nu-
merous experiments where performed starting in 2012
at NSRL/Brookehaven National Lab (USA) and at Cave
A/GSI using high energy heavy ion beams.
Status and outlook
Compared to prior experiments [5] major changes were
introduced to the experimental setup as well as to the ex-
perimental side Cave A.
• The time-of-flight distance and therefore the energy
resolution were improved by removing parts of the
beamline.
• The data acquisition system was changed from
CAMAC-based to VME to improve readout-rate and
deadtime [6].
• Additional detectors added to complement the
aquirred date, e.g. liquid scintillator.
An example plot obtained in a recent experiment per-
formed at Cave A/GSI using 1 GeV/u 56Fe impinging on
∗Work supported by ESA(RF:SGI-TASI-PRO-0226).
† Work is part of HGS-Hire
Radel is shown in figure 1. Currently the measurred data is
analyzed and the effects of the experimental optimization
looks highly promising.
Additional experiments are planned for 2014 at GSI and
BNL.
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Figure 1: Recent measurement of 1 GeV/u 56Fe imping-
ing on 3.2 cm Radel at 30 degree. The corellation of the
9 mm VETO plastic scintillator signal and the signal of
the BaF2 scintillator can be used for particle identification.
Uncharged fragments and photons are located below the
black line, charged fragments, mainly hydrogen, are lo-
cated above.
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Introduction
Atrial fibrillation represents the most common cardiac
arrythmia. AV node ablation requiring an invasive proce-
dure is the commonly used treatment choice at the moment.
However, animal studies have shown that a similar result
can be achieved non-invasively using ionising radiation. A
method was described by Sharma et al [1] using photons to
achieve AV node ablation.
As known from cancer patients using the Bragg peak char-
acteristic of charged particles can lead to a more favorable
dose deposition. In order to explore the potential of car-
bon ions for treatment of atrial fibrillation animal studies
with swines are planned for 2014 at GSI. In this report a
method for determining the dose deposition under influ-
ence of breathing and cardiac motion with the help of a
phantom is described.
Materials and methods
The main challenge when irradiating the AV node is the
motion of the target. The target exhibits two interfering
motion types: a slow motion (several seconds) with large
amplitude due to breathing as well as a fast motion (around
120 beats per minute for swines) coming from the heart it-
self. The treatment procedure must incorporate means to
mitigate the motion of the AV node.
Moving phantoms need to be used in order to experimen-
tally study the dosimetric effects of breathing, heartbeat
and motion mitigation techniques. For this purpose the tar-
get area is simulated by a PMMA block containing pinpoint
ionisation chambers. The ion chamber block is mounted on
an industrial robot Kuka KR5 sixx R850. The robot is ca-
pable of 6D motion and holds the target block either in wa-
ter or an anthropomorphic breathing phantom. The latter
phantom consists of a thorax and is actuated with a step-
per motor to simulate the moving of the chest wall while
breathing (Fig. 1).
The breathing functionality of the anthropomorphic phan-
tom has been used for several years at GSI and is docu-
mented in [2]. The motion of the AV node has now been
incorporated into the phantom motion mimicking patterns
extracted from 4DCTs of four swines. The 4DCTs were
taken by Mayo Clinic College of Medicine. The AV node
displacement can be traced with sufficient accuracy (< 0.5
mm) by the robot. In order to study the effects of the dif-
ferent motion components, the robot control software can
enable each movement type individually (Fig. 2).
Figure 1: Picture of the Kuka robot holding the PMMA
block with ionisation chambers inside the anthropomorphic
breathing phantom.
Figure 2: Motion trajectory of the target in superior-inferior
direction showing breathing and heartbeat motion individ-
ually as well as the superposition.
Discussion
The robot is able to reliably reproduce a target trajectory
coming from both breathing and cardiac motion in a phan-
tom. The motion parameters can easily be manipulated in
the control software to allow both quality assurance as well
as research for a large variety of patients or animals.
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The Biophysics group at GSI is currently starting exper-
imental studies on radiosurgery of atrial fibrillation (AF)
using 12C beams. AF is one of the most common heart
diseases. Its prevalence increases with age (< 0.5% in age
group below 40, 0.7 % in the age group 55-59 and 17.8%
in the age group above 85). In AF, disorganized electrical
impulses usually originating in the pulmonary veins cause
uncoordinated high frequent (300 - 600 min−1) contrac-
tions of the atria (upper heart chambers). Symptoms are
low blood pressure, shortness of breath, chest pain, irreg-
ular/racing heart beat or extreme fatigue. AF is responsi-
ble for 15-20 % of ischemic strokes. A common treatment
is the interruption of electric pathways in the heart using
catheter ablation. This surgical procedure is challenging,
long (about 7 hours), only 52 % of patients can stop med-
ication, 25% are treated at least twice and 6 % suffer from
serious complications related to this intervention. A recent
study has already demonstrated radiosurgery of the heart in
live pigs using photons [1]. Our aim is to reproduce these
results while improving target conformity and healthy tis-
sue sparing using 12C. Experiments with pigs and doses in
the order of 30 Gy will be performed at GSI in 2014. Sim-
ilarly to [1], the physiological effect is expected to evolve
on the time scale of weeks to months.
The present report describes a pilot study in which we ir-
radiated a small region in explanted pig hearts at HIT Hei-
delberg with very high doses (up to 160 Gy). The purpose
was to gain knowledge about possible acute radiation ef-
fects (time scale of hours) resulting from 12C-irradiation.
These would be disadvantageous in our pig experiment. In
our pilot study we applied dose to the atrioventricular (AV)
node as here, a block of electrical conduction can accu-
rately be identified in an ECG trace in real-time.
In each of our three experiments, a heart was extracted
from a pig (≈ 30 Kg) and kept in sinus rhythm in a so-
called Langendorff setup (cf. Figs 1 and 2) for up to 7 h.
The heart was perfused with Krebs-Henseleit (KH) solu-
tion via the coronary arteries (flow about 0.5 l/min). Using
surgical wire it was fixed in a custom-built PMMA beaker
(cf. Fig 2) in a bath of KH. The main circuit of our setup
contained about 2 litres of KH. Carbogen gas (95% O2, 5%
CO2) was used to aerate the solution. About every 30 min.,
0.5 l of KH were exchanged to prevent acidfication. The
temperature of the KH solution was kept at T = 37◦C via
heated water flowing through a heat exchanger in the oxy-
genator and the outer volume of the double-walled PMMA
beaker. The heart beat induced motion of the myocardium
was up to 1 cm. Prior to irradiation, the heart was scanned
with 1 mm slice spacing in a PET/CT. The target (AV node)
was delineated in the scans. A margin of 1 cm around
the target volume (≈ 1.25 cm3) was added to compensate
motion. The initial alignment in the treatment room was
performed using room lasers and fiducials attached to the
beaker. Orthogonal x-ray images showing titanium clips at-
tached to the heart were finally used to optimize the match
with the CT images. Finally, dose was applied in fractions
of 5 Gy and 10 Gy over a period of about 3 h. PET and CT
scans were made after each experiment.
oxygenator bubble 
catcher
heat pump carbogen gas
multi-channel
pump 
Krebs-Henseleit main circuit (≈ 2 litres)
2 cannulas 
towards 
coronary 
arteries
spent Krebs-Henseleit
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heat pump
pump 
fresh Krebs-
Henseleit (37°C)
Figure 1: Sketch of the Langendorff setup. The main KH
circuit is drawn in red.
beaker
ECG leads beam 
window
tubes for 
water heating
and KH
Figure 2: The heart in the double-walled PMMA beaker
on the patient couch in the treatment room H1 at HIT. The
heart is fixed to the bottom of the beaker with surgical wire.
In our three experiments, we applied a cumulative dose
of 80, 90 and 160 Gy to the AV node. Whereas no acute
radiation effects could be observed in the first two cases, a
block of electrical conduction in the AV node could clearly
be identified in the ECG after 160 Gy. On the one hand,
this proves that it is possible to influence the electrical con-
duction system of the heart using 12C beams. On the other
hand our pilot study implies that no acute (adverse) radi-
ation effects have to be expected while performing a pig
experiment using doses in the order of 30 Gy.
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Introduction
Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most common cardiac ar-
rhythmia and occurs in ∼2 % of the western population
older than eighty [1]. Since age is an important risk factor
for this disease, the prevalence is estimated to double in the
next fifty years. One treatment strategy for reducing the
ventricular rate in AF patients is atrioventricular (AV) node
ablation, requiring the implantation of a pacemaker. It has
recently be shown in animal studies that a non-invasive ab-
lation on this target site is feasible with photons [2]. Similar
experiments with carbon ions are planned for 2014 at GSI,
where the AV node of swines will be irradiated. In order
to assess the target displacement due to heart beat motion
volume histograms (MVHs) were analyzed.
Material and Methods
In order to study the displacement of the AV node dur-
ing the cardiac cycle time resolved Computed Tomography
(CT) scans of a swine, gated on heart beat were acquired.
Treatment planning is usually based on native CT scans
where the density information can be directly used as range
information for the particle beam. As the heart muscle is
a very dense structure a contrast enhanced CT scan of the
swine was also acquired, enabling a comparison of the AV
node motion based on the two different scans. In both cases
the cardiac cycle was divided into twenty quasi-stationary
sections (motion phases) (5% intervals of the cardiac cy-
cle). Ablation lines for AV node were contoured (x≈2 mm,
y≈5 mm, z≈3 mm). A non-rigid registration of the mo-
tion phases was carried out with the open source software
Plastimatch. The MVHs were calculated with the in-house
treatment planning software TRiP4D [3]. The motion of
the AV node due to the influence of the heart beat was in-
vestigated by studying the displacement of the target in all
nineteen motion phases compared to the reference phase
(0%).
Results
In fig.1 the mean displacement and standard deviation of
the AV node due to heart beat are shown for the different
motion directions resulting from the native CT (in black)
and the contrast enhanced CT (in red), respectively. While
the native scan yields no significant displacement of the AV
node, the contrast enhanced CT scan allows for a motion
assessment.
∗Work is part of HGS-HIRE
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Figure 1: Displacement of AV node in superior-inferior
(SI) direction, anterior-posterior (AP) direction and left-
right (LR) direction. The absolute displacement is also
plotted. Comparison between native CT data (black) and
contrast enhanced CT (red) for one swine data set.
The mean absolute displacement of the AV node result-
ing from the contrast enhanced CT scans results to (2.78±
1.04) mm. It can be concluded that the motion is smallest
in SI direction with a mean displacement of (0.04 ± 0.41)
mm, while AP is the biggest motion direction with a mean
displacement of (1.98± 1.30) mm.
Conclusion
Resulting from a contrast enhanced CT scan of a swine,
the AV node seems to move significantly with an absolute
displacement of up to 4 mm. The motion due to heart beat
is hence not negligible when irradiating this cardiac target
volume. This needs to be considered in the upcoming beam
time at GSI where a non-invasive AV node ablation with
scanned carbon ions will be carried out in swines.
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Overview
The properties of the 12C beam make this ion especially
suitable for the treatment of deep seated and radioresis-
tant tumors and tumors close to radiosensitive tissue. One
of the main advantages of ions compared to photons is
their inverse depth-dose profile (Bragg-Peak). However,
the attenuation of the beam and the production of frag-
ments when traversing body tissue, can significantly af-
fect the actual position of the Bragg Peak in the patient.
Thus, a method for real-time monitoring of the Bragg-Peak
would be highly beneficial for online treatment verification.
Tracking the secondary particles induced by the ion beam
allows the reconstruction of the dose-depth relation.
Experiments
The MIMOSA-28 (CMOS) is a silicon pixel sensor with
a 2 cm2 sensitive area that showed excellent performances
in charged particle tracking [1]. Starting from the detector
setup for fragmentation measurements shown before [2],
the CMOS can be placed at 60 or 90 degrees with respect to
the primary beam direction or immediately after the target.
The intersect of the measured tracks is a good estimate for
the Bragg-Peak position [3].
Status
The CMOS were successfully tested at Brookhaven Na-
tional Laboratory (USA) with 1 GeV/u Iron beam.
Figure 1: Example of the experimental setup used for
1GeV/u 56Fe at BNL.
In Fig. 2 a map of the single hits on the sensor is shown
which reproduce the beam profile.
Fig. 3 shows the different number of pixels fired by dif-
ferent kind of particle species. Some experiments showed
a clear dependence of the release energy of the fragments
∗Work is part of HGS-Hire
and the pixels/cluster value that can be used to do particle
identification.
Figure 2: 2D map of the single hits on the CMOS sensor
produced by 1GeV/u 56Fe.
Figure 3: Cluster size distribution for 1 GeV/u 56Fe.
Outlook
The method presented above was verified by experi-
ments using PMMA targets and will be tested with an an-
thropomorphic phantom in March 2014 at GSI.
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A phase-space representation of nucleon-nucleon potentials∗
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Effective realistic nucleon-nucleon (NN) potentials that
do not scatter to high momenta contain momentum depen-
dent contributions. The Argonne potential [1] transformed
by means of the Unitary Correlation Operator Method [2],
for example, has a quadratic momentum dependence. Inter-
actions arising from the Similarity Renormalization Group
(SRG) method [3] show a more complicated momentum
dependence, which is, however, not transparent as these
potentials are constructed directly in matrix element rep-
resentation.
To investigate the momentum dependence of NN poten-
tials given by matrix elements, we use the phase-space rep-
resentation introduced by Kirkwood [4]. In this represen-
tation the phase-space distribution fps(~r, ~p) for a density
operator ρ and the representation Ops(~r, ~p) of an operator
O are given by
fps(~r, ~p) = (2π)
3/2 〈
~r
∣∣ρ∣∣ ~p 〉〈 ~p ∣∣~r 〉 (1a)
Ops(~r, ~p) = (2π)
3/2 〈~r ∣∣O∣∣ ~p 〉〈 ~p ∣∣~r 〉, (1b)
such that〈O 〉 = Tr (ρO)∫ d3rd3p f∗ps(~r, ~p) ·Ops(~r, ~p). (1c)
For a potential given in partial wave matrix elements〈
kLM ;S;T
∣∣V∣∣ pLM ;S;T 〉, with the momentum quan-
tum numbers L and M and spin and isospin S and T ,
Eq. (1b) can be rewritten as
Vps(~r, ~p) =4πe−i~r~p
∑
L,M
iLY LM (~ˆr)Y
L
M
∗
(~ˆp)×
∫ ∞
0
dkk2
〈
kLM ;S;T
∣∣V∣∣ pLM ;S;T 〉jL(rk), (2)
where Y LM is a spherical harmonic and jL a spherical Bessel
function. We describe the angular part of Vps(~r, ~p) by an
expansion in Legendre polynomials PΛ(~ˆr · ~ˆp):
Vps(~r, ~p) =
∑
Λ
iΛV Λps(r, p)PΛ(~ˆr · ~ˆp). (3)
Fig. 1 shows the first terms of this expansion calcu-
lated by means of Eq. (2) from the matrix elements of dif-
ferent potentials, namely a local potential V (r), a poten-
tial with quadratic momentum dependence, and a potential
with quadratic angular momentum dependence. For the lo-
cal potential, Vps(~r, ~p) is just V (r) and the phase-space
∗Supported by the Helmholtz Alliance EMMI
representation does not depend explicitely on p and the
angle between ~r and ~p. For the quadratic momentum de-
pendent potential V = 12
(
~p 2V (r) + V (r)~p 2
)
the phase-
space representation shows a characteristic quadratic mo-
mentum dependence for Λ = 0 and a Λ = 1 contribution
reflecting the fact that ~r and ~p do not commute. All higher
Λ-contributions vanish. Vps(~r, ~p) of the quadratic angular
momentum potential contains terms up to Λ = 2. Poten-
tials with more complicated momentum dependencies, for
example from a SRG transformation, would create contri-
butions also for higher Λ.
Figure 1: Phase-space representation V Λps(r, p) in arbitrary
units for (a) V = V (r), (b) V = 12
(
~p 2V (r) + V (r)~p 2
)
,
(c) V = V (r) ~L2. V (r) = e− r
2
2 fm2 .
These results show that the phase-space representation
is able to visualize the (non-) local structure of a potential.
In further studies we plan to employ this method to inves-
tigate the momentum dependence of various realistic NN
potentials given in matrix representation.
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The 12C continuum in a microscopic coupled channel calculation∗
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For the description of scattering processes and reso-
nances a proper treatment of the continuum is necessary.
To achieve such a description in a microscopic many-body
approach one has to connect compact configurations that
describe the internal part of the wave function with exter-
nal cluster configurations representing the open channels.
We have developed such an approach within fermionic
molecular dynamics (FMD). FMD uses a wave-packet ba-
sis that allows to describe the internal parts of the wave
function and the external cluster channels on equal foot-
ing. The matching to the asymptotic behavior as given by
two point-like clusters interacting only via Coulomb is per-
formed in the microscopic R-matrix formalism.
As a first example we discuss the continuum states in
12C. We previously studied 12C in bound state approxima-
tion [1]. The focus was on the properties of the Hoyle state,
which lies just above the 8Be-4He threshold. Whereas the
bound state approximation is expected to work well for a
very narrow resonance like the Hoyle state this is no longer
true for other resonances like the second 2+ state. The res-
onance position and width for this state could only be deter-
mined very recently by direct excitation with photons [2].
The existence and the nature of other states in the contin-
uum is still hotly debated.
To address these questions we extend our calculations
with a proper treatment of the continuum. Before doing
the full FMD calculation a study within the microscopic α-
cluster model has been performed. The microscopic cluster
model with full antisymmetrization and employing a phe-
nomenological two-body interaction proved to be success-
ful in describing many properties of 12C. In the internal re-
gion the Hilbert space is built from three-α configurations
on a triangular grid. In the external region 8Be-4He con-
figurations are added. The 8Be eigenstates are obtained
in bound state approximation by diagonalizating config-
urations up to 9 fm distance. Our results will have to
be checked for convergence with respect to increasing the
number of included 8Be (pseudo-) states. Technically the
challenge is related to the restoration of rotational symme-
try. First the intrinsic wave functions for 8Be have to be
projected on good angular momentum. In a second step the
8Be-4He configurations (with different orientations of the
8Be spin) have to be projected on total angular momentum.
For solving the Schro¨dinger equation with the microscopic
R-matrix method, Hamiltonian and norm kernels for the
different channels have to be calculated.
In Fig. 1 the calculated phase shifts (from the diagonal
∗Work supported in part by EMMI.
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Figure 1: Phase shifts and inelasticity parameters for 8Be-
4He scattering in 0+ (top) and 2+ channels (bottom).
8Be(0+) (blue lines) and 8Be(2+) (red lines) configurations
are included.
matrix elements of the coupled-channel S-matrix) in the
0+ and 2+ channels are shown. We included here the 8Be
ground state and the first 2+ state at 3 MeV. In the 12C
0+ channel the extremely narrow Hoyle state resonance at
300 keV is not resolved when scanning over the energy.
Its resonance properties can be calculated by employing
Gamow boundary conditions. A second 0+ resonance at
4 MeV is related to the opening of the 8Be(2+) channel.
As can be seen in the inelasticities (the magnitudes of the
diagonal S-matrix elements) there is a strong coupling be-
tween the 8Be(0+) and 8Be(2+) channels. When adding
additional 8Be channels we observe additional resonances
in the region above 4 MeV. This might explain the experi-
mental observation of a very broad resonance at 10.3 MeV.
In the 12C 2+ channel a resonance of 8Be(0+)-4He nature
at 1.5 MeV is found. In a next step we will calculate the
B(E2) transition strength distribution to compare with the
experimental result [2]. Additional resonances again ap-
pear after crossing the 8Be(2+)-4He threshold.
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Theory of Nuclear Excitation and their Astrophysical Relevance ∗
N. Tsoneva1,2 and H. Lenske1,3
1Institut fu¨r Theoretische Physik, Universita¨t Gießen; 2INRNE, 1784 Sofia, Bulgaria; 3GSI Darmstadt
New modes of excitation in neutron-rich nuclei are de-
scribed by an advanced Hartree-Fock-Bogoljubov (HFB)
plus multiphonon approach.
Here, we report on recent spectroscopic studies in N=50
isotones based on the Quasiparticle-Phonon Model (QPM).
The systematic calculations of dipole strength functions in
these nuclei indicate enhanced E1 strength in the energy
range from 6 to 10 MeV in agreement with the experimen-
tal observations [1]. From quasiparticle-random-phase ap-
proximation (QRPA) calculations, the energy region below
E*≤9 MeV is related to the pygmy dipole resonance (PDR)
which total strength smoothly decreases with increasing
charge number Z closely correlated with the thickness of
the neutron skin. We point out that the QRPA is unable to
account for the detailed description of the dipole strength
function. However, three-phonon QPM calculations can re-
produce the fine stucture of the latter fairly well as it fol-
lows from the comparison with the experiment [1]. Such
precise knowledge of nuclear response functions is very
important for the determination of photonuclear reactions
cross sections for the astrophysics.
The microscopic strength functions have been imple-
mented successfully into statistical reaction codes to in-
vestigate n-capture cross sections of astrophysical impor-
tance [2]. Our recent result on the n-capture cross sec-
tion of the reaction 85Kr(n,γ)36Kr [2] is shown in Fig.
1. As seen, the microscopic calculations are in a very
good agreement with the experimental data on the one
hand and the HFB+combinatorial results on the other hand
[2]. This agreement is confirming the predictive power
of involved many-body theoretical methods like the QPM
for exploratory investigations of n-capture reaction rates in
hitherto experimentally inaccessible mass regions.
Recently, the fine structure of the M1-Giant Resonance
(GR) in the nuclide 90Zr was investigated [3]. Measure-
ments performed in the range 7-11 MeV reveal a M1 res-
onance structure with centroid energy of 9 MeV and a
summed strength of 4.5(4) μ2N . These data are fully re-
produced in three-phonon QPM calculations [3]. The the-
oretical investigations which are presented in Fig. 2 indi-
cate a strong increase of the contribution of the orbital part
of the magnetic moment due to coupling of multiphononon
states. Of special interest is the behavior of the M1 strength
at higher energies close to and above the neutron-separation
energy where the experimental accessibility is strongly re-
duced. For these regions, the theory predicts the existence
∗Work supported by the HIC for FAIR, GSI-JLU Giessen collaboration
agreement, and BMBF Project No. 06GI9109.
Figure 1: (color online) Cross section of 85Krg(n, γ)86Kr
calculated with TALYS using experimental dipole (in
black) and QPM strength functions (in red) from Ref. [1].
The predicted uncertainties (shaded area) are derived from
the experimental errors of the dipole strength function and
from variations in the nuclear level density parameters.
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Figure 2: (color online) The measured M1 strength of dis-
crete 1+ levels in 90Zr compared with three-phonon QPM
predictions from Ref. [3].
of a strongly fragmented M1 strength with summed value
of several μ2N . The latter is a very interesting finding which
sheds light to the understanding of the long-standing prob-
lem with the quenching and dynamics of the M1 strength.
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Charged-current interactions for muon neutrinos in supernova∗
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A core collapse supernova is emitting most of it’s energy,
up to 1053 erg in form of neutrinos of all flavours. The
microphysics of neutrino transport is therefore an impor-
tant ingredient to understand this astrophysical scenario.
Present supernova simulations do not include charged cur-
rent weak interaction for muon type neutrinos. These re-
actions are considered to be suppressed due to the large Q-
value of the muon mass. As a consequence the spectra of
muon and tau-type neutrinos is the same. Also the differ-
ence between νµ and ν¯µ is minor. However, in the interior
of a proto-neutron star chemical potentials and tempera-
tures are large enough in the first seconds to allow for pro-
duction of muons. Using conditions that were taken from
1D hydrodamical supernova simulations with full Boltz-
mann neutrino transport [1], we have derived and calcu-
lated the following reactions:
νµ + n→ p+ µ− νµ + e− → νe + µ−
νµ + ν¯e + e− → µ− ν¯e + e− → ν¯µ + µ−
The νµ-absorption on neutrons is calculated in analogy
to absorption of electron-neutrinos [2, 3]. The three lep-
tonic processes are derived similar to neutrino scattering
on electrons [4, 5, 6]. We find that especially the absorption
of νµ on neutrons and on electrons is a significant opacity
source in the region where the neutrinos decouple energet-
ically from the matter, at densities above 1013 g/cm3.
We argue that charged current opacities for νµ will prob-
ably change the respective neutrino spectrum so it might
differ significantly from the other heavy-neutrino flavours.
∗Work supported GSI, HIC for FAIR, H-QM
Figure 1: Spectraly averaged inverse mean free path of νµ
Figure 2: Rate of µ−-production per baryon per second
We also find that the production timescale of muons is com-
parably fast to the dynamical timescale. Muons will be in
chemical equilibrium already at bounce. This should lead
to the production of a positive net muon number in the core
of the PNS. Also, once muons are present the charged cur-
rent reactions contribute significantly to the equilibration of
νµ of all energies. Eventually this might affect the delep-
tonization timescale of the PNS. The changes in the spec-
tra could further be important for neutrino oscillations es-
pecially since the oscillations are sensitive to spectral dif-
ferences. Finally we suggest that muonic charged current
reactions should be implemented in future dynamical simu-
lations of core collapse supernova to study their effects and
to achieve an improved understanding of νµ spectra forma-
tion.
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Finite temperature pasta matter with the TDHF approximation ∗
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Core-collapse supernova are relevant, e.g., for the syn-
thesis of heavy nuclei and the formation of neutron stars.
In such explosions, densities up to the nuclear saturation
density as well as temperatures up to about 40MeV are
reached. If the mean nuclear density reaches about 10%
of the nuclear saturation density, the matter forms rods to
lower its surface energy. A further increase of density leads
to slabs and even to inverted pasta, where the low density
gas phase has the shape of the described pasta phases. Pasta
shapes can be relevant e.g. for neutrino scattering which is
important for the heat transport in a supernova or proto-
neutron star.
The pasta matter is investigated here with the time-
dependent Hartree-Fock approximation (TDHF) with the
code explained in [1]. The wave functions on a 3d grid
with periodic boundary conditions are evolved in time with
finite time steps of Δt = 0.1 fm/c. For the present calcu-
lation a cubic box was taken with a lattice spacing of 1 fm
and a box length of 16 fm.
As initial conditions α-particles are distributed randomly
in space keeping a minimal distance between them and
in momentum space with a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribu-
tion. Free background neutrons are added as plane wave
states with Fermi distribution of momenta. The setups are
evolved in time until topological stability is reached. Then
the temperature is roughly estimated with a Fermi gas ap-
proximation.
Fig. 1 exemplifies the emerging shapes, ordered by the
mean density at which they appear. At low mean densities
nearly spherical nuclei and “rods”, infinitely long in one
dimension, are found. “Rod(2)” and “rod(3)” are shapes
where two or three rods are connected pointing in perpen-
dicular directions. Note that for the slab shape which is
doubly periodic and the rod(3) shape the gas and liquid
phases are topologically identical. For higher volume frac-
tions, the corresponding bubble shapes appear. All shapes
can be uniquely classified by two simple scalar measures of
the surface profile (Minkowski scalars), namely the integral
mean curvature and the Euler number [2].
Figure 2 shows the map of the resulting pasta shapes. For
the lowest temperature the shapes are well ordered. Pasta
shapes exist for high temperatures at low densities. But the
temperature for the transition to uniform matter decreases
with increasing density.
∗This work was supported by the BMBF under contract number
05P12RFFTG, DFG for the grant ME1361/11 and by Grants-in-Aid for
Scientific Research on Innovative Areas through No. 24105008 provided
by MEXT. The calculations have been performed on the cluster of the
Center for Scientific Computing of the Goethe-Universita¨t Frankfurt.
Figure 1: Shapes of pasta structures. Bubble shape illus-
trations show gas phase, indicated by the color-scale [from
0.03 fm (blue/light gray) to 0.12 fm (red/dark gray)]. (a)
Sphere. (b) Rod. (c) Rod(2). (d) Rod(3). (e) Slab. (f)
Rod(2) bubble. (g) Rod bubble. (h) Sphere bubble. This
figure is taken from Ref. [2].
Figure 2: Map of pasta shapes for various temperatures and
mean densities. Each dot represents two calculations. This
figure is taken from Ref. [2].
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Symmetry energy of nuclear matter with liquid-gas phase transition and
cluster formation∗
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The symmetry energy Esym characterizes the energy
change of strongly interacting matter when the isospin
asymmetry δ is varied and all other independent quantities
such as the baryon density nB or temperature T are kept
constant. The density dependence of Esym is widely stud-
ied in experiment and theory since its precise form has a
strong impact on the evolution of core-collapse supernovae
and the structure and cooling of (proto) neutron stars.
For nuclear matter, the symmetry energy is usually cal-
culated by assuming a uniform distribution of the con-
stituent particles. However, dilute nuclear matter is not sta-
ble against density fluctuations and inhomogeneous mat-
ter on different length scales develops. E.g., at densities
below saturation, clusters or macroscopic phases appear,
which affect the actual density dependence of E sym. At fi-
nite temperatures, the symmetry free energy F sym and the
symmetry internal energy Usym have to be distinguished.
In addition, the results depend on the precise definition of
the symmetry energy. These effects are studied in Ref. [1]
using a relativistic density functional (RDF) approach with
density dependent meson-nucleon couplings. The param-
eters of this phenomenological description are well con-
strained by fitting to properties of finite nuclei [2].
In nuclear matter at densities below saturation, the
liquid-gas phase transition with coexisting low and high
density phases was explicitly considered in the determina-
tion of the symmetry energy. As an example, the density
dependence of Usym for various temperatures is depicted in
Figure 1 employing the finite difference formula, i.e. tak-
ing the difference of the energy per nucleon in pure neutron
matter and in symmetric nuclear matter. This is equivalent
to the standard definition using second derivatives with re-
spect to the asymmetry δ only if the energy per nucleon is
a quadratic function of δ. However, the former, finite dif-
ference definition gives more appropriate results for study-
ing the variation of the energy with isospin. The liquid-
gas phase transition leads to a substantial increase of the
binding energy in symmetric nuclear matter due to the oc-
currence of a strongly bound high density phase. Hence
a large finite symmetry energy is observed in particular at
low temperatures even at very low densities.
In stellar matter, not only the strong interaction between
the particles but also the electromagnetic interaction, which
is artificially switched off in nuclear matter calculations,
∗Work supported by the Helmholtz Association through the Nuclear
Astrophysics Virtual Institute (VH-VI-417).
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Figure 1: Density dependence of the symmetry internal en-
ergy of nuclear matter with liquid-gas phase transition for
various temperatures.
has to be considered. The charge neutrality condition is en-
sured by adding electrons and muons in proper amounts.
The interplay between the surface tension and Coulomb re-
pulsion leads to cluster formation on typical length scales
with the size of nuclei. The RDF approach for nuclear
matter has been extended to a generalized RDF with ex-
plicit cluster degrees of freedom [1, 2] including internal
excitations of nuclei. Besides light (2H, 3H, 3He, 4He)
and heavy nuclei (A > 4), nucleon-nucleon correlations in
the continuum are included in an effective way [3]. They
are necessary in order to reproduce the model-independent
low-density benchmark, the virial equation of state. The
formation and dissolution of cluster correlations are mod-
eled by medium-dependent mass shifts, which are mainly
driven by the action of the Pauli principle. With proper
corrections for the effects of the Coulomb interaction, the
symmetry energy in stellar matter exhibits similar features
as in nuclear matter with liquid-gas phase transition.
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The chiral condensate in neutron matter ∗
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The chiral condensate is an order parameter for charac-
terizing the chiral phase transition in dense and hot strongly
interacting matter. Owing to the fermion sign problem,
there are no first-principle QCD results for the phase dia-
gram at low temperatures and high densities, the conditions
probed in neutron stars. Recent observations of neutron
stars with 2M masses provide general constraints on the
equation of state (EOS) of cold strongly interacting mat-
ter, and put into question whether exotic phases that tend to
soften the EOS are realized in neutron stars. At densities
n . n0, where n0 = 0.16 fm−3 denotes nuclear saturation
density, the properties of nuclear systems have been studied
systematically based on nuclear forces derived within chi-
ral effective field theory and using renormalization group
methods. In this work, we use chiral EFT interactions to
study the chiral condensate as a function of density in neu-
tron matter, based on perturbative calculations around the
first-order Hartree-Fock energy.
The chiral condensate in neutron matter relative to the
vacuum is given by [1]
〈q¯q〉n
〈q¯q〉0 = 1−
n
f2π
σπN
m2π
(
1− 3k
2
F
10m2N
+ . . .
)
− n
f2π
∂
∂m2π
Eint(mπ , kF )
N
. (1)
The leading σπN contribution to the chiral condensate in
Eq. (1), which is due to the mass term in E free/N , is linear
in density and is shown in Fig. 1 by the dashed line. For
the density range shown in Fig. 1, where chiral EFT inter-
actions can be applied with confidence, the kinetic energy
contribution is only a 4% correction relative to the leading
term, while relativistic corrections, indicated by the dots in
Eq. (1), are negligible at these densities [1].
We calculate the explicit mπ dependence of nuclear
forces by varying the value of the pion mass in the pion-
exchange NN, 3N, and 4N interactions. At the NN level,
we use the N3LO potentials of Epelbaum, Glo¨ckle, and
Meißner [2] with cutoffs 450/500 and 450/700 MeV. With
these NN interactions neutron matter is perturbative at the
densities considered here [3, 4].
We find that nuclear interactions impede the restora-
tion of chiral symmetry in neutron matter at zero temper-
ature. The net effect of interactions remains below 10%
for n . 0.2 fm−3, but grows with increasing density. The
dominant source of uncertainty is the σπN term. We con-
clude that for moderate densities, say n . 0.3 fm−3, a chi-
∗Work supported in part by EMMI, by the ERC Grant No. 307986
STRONGINT and by the DFG through SFB 634.
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Figure 1: Chiral condensate 〈q¯q〉n/〈q¯q〉0 as a function of
density in neutron matter [1]. The dashed line is the lead-
ing pion-nucleon sigma-term contribution. The interaction
contributions are obtained from the N3LO neutron-matter
calculation of Refs. [3, 4]. The bands for each NN poten-
tial include uncertainties of the many-body calculation, of
the ci couplings of 3N forces, and those resulting from the
3N/4N cutoff variation.
ral phase transition in neutron-rich matter therefore seems
unlikely, although we cannot exclude a strong first-order
transition. For the densities considered here, we find a good
convergence of the chiral condensate from N2LO to N3LO
in chiral EFT. It would be very interesting to calculate the
chiral condensate also for higher densities. While a system-
atic calculation in chiral EFT is difficult at densities much
higher than n = 0.2 fm−3, astrophysical observations pro-
vide valuable constraints.
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A low-energy effective model for quantum chromodynamics∗
J. Berges1 and D. Gelfand1
1University of Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Germany
In a low-energy effective model for quantum chromody-
namics, we studied the real-time dynamics in a linear sigma
model coupled to two light quark flavors. We found a dra-
matic amplification of quark production in the presence of
highly occupied bosonic quanta for weak as well as strong
effective couplings. For the mesonic sector we confirmed
the existence of a turbulent scaling regime, known from
previous studies of purely mesonic effective theories. Us-
ing for the first time real-time lattice field theory techniques
with dynamical fermions in 3+1 dimensions, we demon-
strated the failure of standard semiclassical descriptions
based on the Dirac equation with a homogeneous back-
ground field to capture these phenomena [1].
To get a more detailed picture of quark dynamics and
to test our approach we considered the range of validity
of different methods: lattice simulations with male/female
fermions, the mode functions approach and the quantum
2PI effective action with its associated kinetic theory. For
strongly coupled quarks we found a rapid approach to a
Fermi-Dirac distribution with time-dependent temperature
and chemical potential parameters [2], while the mesons
are still far from equilibrium.
We employed and improved the available real-time lat-
tice techniques in order to investigate fermion–anti-fermion
production in gauge theory, considering 1 + 1 dimensional
QED. In this non-perturbative approach the full quan-
tum dynamics of fermions is included while the gauge
field dynamics can be accurately represented by classical-
statistical simulations for relevant field strengths. We com-
puted the non-equilibrium time evolution of gauge invari-
ant correlation functions implementing ’low-cost’ Wilson
fermions. Introducing a lattice generalization of the Dirac-
Heisenberg-Wigner function, we recovered the Schwinger
formula in 1 + 1 dimensions in the limit of a static back-
ground field. We discuss the decay of the field due to the
backreaction of the created fermion–anti-fermion pairs and
apply the approach to strongly inhomogeneous gauge fields
[3]. The latter allows us to discuss the striking phenomenon
of a linear rising potential building up between produced
fermion bunches after the initial electric pulse ceased and
its decay, a phenomenon closely related to string-breaking
in quantum chromodynamics.
Following these investigations we focused on the real-
time dynamics of string breaking in quantum electrody-
namics in one spatial dimension. A two-stage process
with a clear separation of time and energy scales for the
fermion–antifermion pair creation and subsequent charge
∗Work supported by HIC4FAIR/EMMI
separation leading to the screening of external charges was
found [4]. Going away from the traditional setup of exter-
nal static charges, we established the phenomenon of mul-
tiple string breaking by considering dynamical charges fly-
ing apart.
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Probing deconfinement with Polyakov loop susceptibilities ∗
Pok Man Lo† 1, Bengt Friman1, Olaf Kaczmarek2, Krzysztof Redlich3, and Chihiro Sasaki4
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2Universita¨t Bielefeld, Bielefeld, Germany; 3University of Wroclaw, Wrocław, Poland;
4Frankfurt Institute for Advanced Studies, Frankfurt am Main, Germany
Deconfinement can be described by the spontaneous
breaking of Z(3) center symmetry. The relevant quanti-
ties to study are the Polyakov loop and its susceptibilities.
The Polyakov loop reflects the free energy of a static quark
immersed in a hot gluonic medium. At low temperatures
its thermal expectation value vanishes, signaling color con-
finement, while at high temperatures it is nonzero, resulting
in a finite energy of a static quark and consequently the de-
confinement of color. It is thus an order parameter for the
deconfining phase transition.
The Polyakov loop susceptibility, on the other hand, rep-
resents fluctuations of the order parameter. It exhibits a
peak at the transition temperature, and a width that signals
the temperature window in which the phase transition takes
place. While the basic thermodynamic functions of the
SU(3) pure gauge theory, such as pressure and entropy, are
well established within the lattice approach, the tempera-
ture dependence of the renormalized Polyakov loop and its
susceptibilities are less clear. A careful study of these quan-
tities will improve our understanding of the QCD phases.
In SU(3) gauge theory, the Polyakov loop is a complex-
valued operator. One can therefore explore the fluctua-
tions of the order parameter along the longitudinal (real)
and transverse (imaginary) directions. However, the proper
renormalization for these composite gluonic correlators re-
mains ambiguous. One way to circumvent this problem is
to consider the ratios of susceptibilities [1].
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Figure 1: The ratio of Polyakov loop susceptibilities, RT =
χT /χL, in pure gauge system and in (2+1)-flavor QCD.
The temperature is normalized to the (pseudo)critical value
in each system. The lines show the results of the Polyakov
loop model [2].
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Fig. 1 shows the temperature dependence of the ratio of
the transverse and longitudinal Polyakov loop susceptibil-
ities, obtained in SU(3) gauge theory and in (2+1)-flavor
QCD [2]. In the pure gauge limit (Nf = 0), the ratio RT
is discontinuous at Tc, and change only weakly with tem-
perature on either side of the transition. This feature makes
the ratio ideal for probing deconfinement. At high temper-
atures, the Z(3) symmetry is spontaneously broken. The
pure gauge result indicates a small value for this ratio. In
terms of an effective potential, this finding suggests that,
around the global minimum associated with the symmetry-
broken vacuum, the curvature in the transverse direction is
much steeper than that in the longitudinal direction.
In the presence of light quarks, the Polyakov loop is
no longer a true order parameter for deconfinement ow-
ing to the explicit breaking of the Z(3) symmetry. The
ratio is smoothened and vary continuously across the pseu-
docritical temperature. One expects that the width of the
crossover transition depends on the number of flavors and
the values of quark masses. The value of RT at high tem-
peratures is found to deviate substantially from the pure
gauge limit. An interpretation of this feature is still lack-
ing.
We conclude that the ratio of Polyakov loop suscepti-
bilities provides an excellent signal for the deconfinement
phase transition. One immediate application of this work is
to constrain the parameters used in effective models, thus
providing a more realistic description of the QCD phase
structure [2]. Further, more detailed lattice calculations are
needed in order to obtain robust results for the gluonic cor-
relation functions, as well as a better understanding of the
systematic uncertainties.
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QCD phase structure and conserved charge fluctuations in a chiral effective
model∗
P. Rau1, J. Steinheimer1, S. Schramm1, and H. Sto¨cker2
2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 1FIAS, Goethe University, Frankfurt
Using the well-established chiral effective model for
QCD matter, which includes all known hadrons up to
m = 2.6 GeV and quarks, this study examines the phase
structure of QCD matter and fluctuations of conserved
charges focussing on the chiral and deconfinement phase
transition. At small baryochemical potentials the effective
model shows a smooth cross over in both order parameters
and, at larger potentials, does not give indications for the
existence of a first order phase transition and a critical end
point. Compared to lattice QCD and thermal model fits of
experimental data the chiral transition from the effective
model is in line with recent data (Fig. 1).
At the phase transition conserved charges show large
fluctuations which can be measured by susceptibility
coefficients χ. Baryon number fluctuations are largely
suppressed by the finite volume of hadrons and the
suppressive particle interactions with vector fields (Fig. 2).
It shows that in the hadronic phase below Tc coupling
strengths are of the order of the nucleon couplings.
However, in the quark sector above Tc, large fluctuations
found in lattice QCD restrain quark vector couplings close
to zero and particles at T > Tc are almost acting like an
ideal gas. With this model a realistic equation of state
has been compiled which can be used for studying heavy
ion collisions in dynamic models as well as neutron star
properties.
lattice Tc(μB): PRD83, 014504 (2011)
Cleymans: PRC73, 034905 (2006)
Andronic: PLB673, 142 (2009)
chiral model: PRC85, 025204 (2012)
ALICE: NPA904, 535c (2013)
STAR: PRC79, 034909 (2009)
NA49: PRC85, 044921 (2012) 100
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Figure 1: Chiral transition at small μB from lattice QCD
(gray band) and from the chiral model (black line) con-
trasted to freeze-out curves from statistical and thermal
model fits for SPS to LHC energies (√sNN in GeV).
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Figure 2: Second-order baryon number susceptibility of the
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The role of fluctuations in the phase diagram of two color QCD∗
N. Khan1,2, J. Pawlowski1,2, F. Rennecke1,2, and M. Scherer1,2
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2Universita¨t Heidelberg, Germany
The investigation of the phase diagram of Quantum
Chromodynamics (QCD) at finite temperature and density
is an area of very active experimental and theoretical re-
search [1] due to the existence of a variety of symme-
try broken phases, the transitions between them and the
presence of strong interactions. A straightforward appli-
cation of lattice methods is inhibited by the property that
for nonzero chemical potential the path integral measure
of the QCD Lagrangian is complexAn instructive way to
approach the full problem and to shed light on particular
aspects is the investigation of deformations of QCD [2].
Generally, this can be achieved by changing e.g. mass pa-
rameters, symmetries or the field content. In this work,
we will choose the latter two possibilities and study a the-
ory similar to real QCD, however with two colors, Nc = 2,
and two quark flavors Nf = 2. An appealing feature within
this two-color two-flavor version of QCD is that, apart from
the chirally broken mesonic phase of quark-antiquark pairs,
it allows for the formation and (Bose-Einstein-) condensa-
tion of colorless diquarks, i.e. a bosonic baryon state. This
results in a rich phase diagram with two dynamically com-
peting order parameters.
In this work we employ a functional renormaliza-
tion group (FRG) approach to an effective quark-meson-
diquark model to study the phase diagram of two-color
QCD. The FRG method is a suitable tool for the systematic
study of (strongly) interacting field theories allowing for
the formulation and computation of non-perturbative ap-
proximation schemes.The present work systematically ex-
tends the truncation scheme in Ref. [3] by taking into ac-
count the scale dependence of the wave function renormal-
izations as well as the renormalization of the Yukawa cou-
pling between the quarks and the order parameter fields.
Additional quantitative effects can be accessed systemat-
ically by extensions of the truncation scheme within the
FRG. Here, we can monitor the quantitative corrections
that are induced by the additional scale dependent quanti-
ties, namely the wave function renormalizations as well as
the Yukawa interaction and study their impact on the phase
diagram. Due to an alternative expansion scheme for the ef-
fective potential we gain direct access to the phenomenon
of precondensation, a regime in the phase diagram where
order occurs at intermediate scales but no order is found
when all fluctuations are integrated out. In this way, we
establish a refined picture of the FRG phase diagram for
QC2D, which is shown in Fig.1.
∗Work supported by Helmholtz Alliance HA216/EMMI and by ERC-
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Figure 1: The phase daigram of QC2D. μ is the baryon
chemical potential in this plot.
The condensates are determined by the minimum of
an order parameter potential, which is truncated to a one
dimensional Taylor expansion up to six-point interaction
terms. In addition, we have added a linear term in the chi-
ral condensate σ, which causes chiral symmetry always to
be broken, this is rooted in the fact that quarks have a small
but finite current mass. At small temperatures and chemi-
cal potentials chiral symmetry is broken and quarks have a
constituent mass of about 300 MeV. With increasing tem-
perature the system undergoes a smooth crossover where
chiral symmetry is nearly restored. The line and the shaded
area in the left part of the figure mark the crossover and its
width. At higher μ the system undergoes a second order
phase transition at the onset of the diquark condensate Δ.
At first the system is in BEC like state while at the limit
of high chemical potentials the system spproaches a BCS
like state. The line where the quark mass drops below the
chemical potential indicates the region of the BEC-BSC
crossover. The shaded area in the right part indicates the
precondensation phase.
For the future this result is to be compared to lattice sim-
ulations, in order to evaluate our methods and truncation
schemes.
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Higher order quark-mesonic scattering processes and the phase structure of
QCD∗
J. M. Pawlowski1,2 and F. Rennecke1,2
1Universita¨t Heidelberg, Germany; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
We study the chiral phase transition of two-flavor quan-
tum chromodynamics (QCD) at finite temperature T and
quark chemical potential μ [1]. At not too large chem-
ical potential, the chiral dynamics in the vicinity of the
phase boundary are driven by the lightest hadronic states,
the pions and the sigma meson. Thus, in order to arrive
at a quantitative picture of the matter sector of QCD, these
mesonic degrees of freedom need to be taken into account
accurately. We therefore employ a linear quark-meson
model which captures spontaneous chiral symmetry break-
ing SU(Nf)L ⊗ SU(Nf)R → SU(Nf)V . Quantum fluc-
tuations are included by means of the functional renormal-
ization group. The scale dependent effective action reads
[2]:
Γk =
∫
x
{
iZψ,kψ¯(γμ∂μ + γ0μ)ψ +
1
2
Zφ,k(∂μφ)2
+Vk(ρ)− cσ + hk(ρ)ψ¯(γ5~τ~π + iσ)ψ
}
,
(1)
where ρ = φ2/2 = ~π2 + σ2. We systematically study
the effect of higher order multi-meson as well as quark-
antiquark multi-meson scattering processes on the chiral
phase structure of QCD by expanding the effective poten-
tial Vk(ρ) and the field-dependent Yukawa coupling hk(ρ)
in powers of ρ. This corresponds to an expansion of the ef-
fective action Γk in terms of n-point functions. We observe
that these higher order operators play a quantitatively im-
portant role for the chiral phase transition. Furthermore, the
expansions of both, the effective potential and the Yukawa
coupling, converge rapidly. This implies that we have good
control over the quantitative precision of our results. For
the effect of different parts of the truncation (1) on the
phase boundary, see Fig. 1.
As a result of the explicit chiral symmetry breaking−cσ,
which is directly related to finite current quark masses, we
observe a crossover phase transition. The transition tem-
perature/chemical potential in this case is not uniquely de-
fined and we therefore compare different definitions of the
phase boundary. Fig. 2 shows the resulting phase diagram.
We find a crossover transition for μ < 291 MeV. The large
deviations in the transition temperatures between differ-
ent definitions of the phase boundary indicate a very broad
crossover. We note that the same is true for the curvature
of the phase boundary at vanishing density. The crossover
transition gets steeper towards the critical endpoint which
we find at (Tc, μc) = (50, 291) MeV.
∗Work supported by Helmholtz Alliance HA216/EMMI and by ERC-
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For the future this analysis can be used as a starting point
for studies aiming towards full QCD, including baryonic
degrees of freedom as well as the gauge sector of QCD.
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Figure 1: The crossover phase boundary for different trun-
cations. LPA denotes the quark-meson model with only a
running effective potential. The dot-dashed curve shows
the full result of (1).
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Figure 2: The phase diagram of the chiral transition of
QCD. The crossover transition was extracted from three
different quantities: the minimum of the effective poten-
tial (dashed), the quartic meson coupling (dotted) and the
chiral susceptibility (dot-dashed).
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Inhomogeneous condensation in nuclear matter∗
Achim Heinz, Francesco Giacosa, and Dirk H. Rischke
ITP, Frankfurt am Main, Germany
Introduction
Spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry is a nonpertur-
bative phenomenon in the QCD vacuum as well as at low
temperature and densities. Hadronic theories of the low en-
ergy regime have to take this into account [1]. Chiral sym-
metry breaking appears in the hadron spectrum as a mass
splitting of so-called chiral partners.
A re-occurring topic in the literature is the possibility
that the order parameter for the chiral transition is a func-
tion of spatial coordinate [2]. A fruitful Ansatz to de-
scribe inhomogeneous condensation is the chiral-density
wave (CDW).
We re-investigate the question of inhomogeneous con-
densation at nonzero density in the extended Linear Sigma
Model (eLSM) where the baryons are introduced as parity
doublets [3, 4]. The eLSM successfully describes hadron
vacuum phenomenology both in the meson and baryon sec-
tor, it is therefore a natural choice for non-zero density
studies including the CDW [5].
Non-zero density study
In the two-flavor case, Nf = 2, the scalar and pseu-
doscalar mesons are described by the matrix
Φ = (σ + ıηN )t0 + (~a0 + ı~π) · ~t ,
and the vector and axial-vector mesons by
V μ = ωμt0 + ~ρμ · ~t , Aμ = fμ1 t0 + ~aμ1 · ~t ,
where ~t = ~τ/2, with the vector of Pauli matrices ~τ , and
t0 = 12/2. The model is invariant under the chiral group
SU(2)R×SU(2)L. The chiral condensate φ = 〈σ〉 = Zfπ
emerges upon spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking in the
mesonic sector, where fπ ' 92.4 MeV is the pion decay
constant and Z ' 1.67 is the wave-function renormaliza-
tion constant of the pseudoscalar fields.
We now make the following Ansatz for the condensates,
which is of the form of a chiral-density wave:
〈σ〉 = φ cos(2fx) , 〈π〉 = φ sin(2fx) , (1)
In the limit f → 0 we obtain the usual homogeneous con-
densation.
The baryons are introduced as two parity doublets Ψ 1
and Ψ2, which transform according to the mirror assign-
ment:
Ψ1,R → UR Ψ1,R , Ψ1,L → UL Ψ1,L , (2)
Ψ2,R → UL Ψ2,R , Ψ2,L → UR Ψ2,L . (3)
∗Work supported by HGS-HIRe and HIC4FAIR.
The mirror assignment allows for an additional chirally in-
variant mass term [6]:
m0
(
Ψ¯1,LΨ2,R − Ψ¯1,RΨ2,L − Ψ¯2,LΨ1,R + Ψ¯2,RΨ1,L
)
.
(4)
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Figure 1: The condensates φ and χ¯ are shown as functions
of μ.
In Fig. 1 the condensates φ and χ¯ are shown as func-
tions of μ. For μ = 923 MeV a first-order phase transi-
tion to the nuclear matter ground state takes place and at
μ = 973 MeV a transition to the CDW phase occurs. In
terms of density, the onset of inhomogeneous condensation
is at 2.4ρ0. Then, a mixed phase is realized between 2.4ρ0
to 10.4ρ0. However somewhere in the mixed phase the de-
confinement phase transition should occur.
Outlook
Further studies of the model at zero and non-zero densi-
ties should be performed to test for general forms of inho-
mogeneous condensation. The eLSM should be extended
to Nf = 3 in the baryon sector.
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Pions in a strong magnetic background ∗
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We investigate the modification of the pion self-
energy at finite temperature due to its interaction with
a low-density, isospin-symmetric nuclear medium em-
bedded in a constant magnetic background.
Nuclear matter in strong magnetic fields
The study of nuclear matter under strong magnetic fields
has acquired a lot of attention during the last years in the
contexts of heavy ion collision physics and lattice QCD
[1]. In Ref. [2] we investigate some properties of isospin-
symmetric nuclear matter in the limit of low density and
temperature, embedded in a strong magnetic background.
In particular, we compute the in-medium pion effective
mass in the presence of a constant magnetic field to one
loop. For this purpose, we consider fully relativistic chiral
perturbation theory as a framework for our computation.
This is needed to define consistently the fermion propaga-
tors in a magnetic background.
Pion self-energy in strong magnetic fields
The leading order interaction Lagrangian, which de-
scribe the low-energy phenomenology of nuclear matter,
L(1)πN , reads [3]
L(1)πN = −Ψ¯
[
gA
2fπ
γμγ5τ · ∂μπ + 14f2π
γμτ · (π × ∂μπ)
]
Ψ.
(1)
Here τ is the vector of Pauli matrices in isospin space, π is
the isotriplet of pions, fπ the pion decay constant and gA is
the axial-vector coupling.
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Figure 1: Diagrams contributing to the lowest-order in-
medium pion self-energy.
The diagrams contributing to the pion self-energy from
the Lagrangian (1) are shown in Fig. 1.
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The effective pion mass is defined as:
m∗π
2 = m2π−Re Π(m∗π2,q = 0;B) +(2n+1)|eB| , (2)
where Π(q) is the pion self-energy,B is the magnetic field
and n is the index of the Landau level. The following re-
sults are computed within the lowest-Landau-level (LLL)
approximation, which is valid for very intense magnetic
fields.
Results
Fig. 2 displays our results for the pion effective mass,
mπ, as a function of the magnetic field, normalized to the
trivial |eB| shift in Eq. (2).
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Figure 2: (Color online) Effective pion mass as a function
of the magnetic field.
We find that the effective mass of the negatively charged
pion drops by ∼ 10% for a magnetic field |eB| ∼ m2π,
which favors pion condensation at high density and low
temperatures.
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Hybrid (hydrodynamics+transport) models are well
suited to describe the dynamics of heavy ion collisions.
However, there are common technical issues within such
models that remain unsolved. In particular the established
procedure of transforming hydrodynamics to transport by
sampling particles according to the positive contributions
of the Cooper-Frye equation [1] results in violating con-
servation laws. Typically, the hope is that small negative
contributions will not influence the final results too much.
The goal of our study is to explore the applicability range of
this approach. We systematically investigate the behavior
of Cooper-Frye negative contributions, in particular their
dependence on hadron sort, collision energy (we consider
the energy range of √sNN = 2−20 GeV) and the criterion
for the transition.
The negative contributions are calculated in two differ-
ent ways: (I) hydro-based, assuming local thermal equi-
librium and (II) particle-based, out of equilibrium. For
this purpose many UrQMD events are generated and ob-
tained particle trajectories are used to calculate the energy-
momentum tensor T μν(t, x, y, z) on a space grid. In each
grid cell the energy momentum tensor is transformed to the
Landau rest frame (LRF) and a surface of constant LRF
energy density is generated: T 00LRF (t, x, y, z) = 0, where
0 is an arbitrary parameter varied in the range 0.3 - 0.6
GeV/fm3. Such surface mimics a typical transition surface
that is used in hybrid models. Temperature and chemical
potentials on the surface are obtained from a hadron gas
equation of state. The negative contributions on this sur-
face are calculated (I) from Cooper-Frye formula and (II)
explicitly counting underlying particles.
The main results are as follows. The ratio of negative
to positive contributions x = [dN−/dy]/[dN+/dy] de-
creases with particle mass. It also decreases with collision
energy as illustrated by Fig.1. In Fig. 1 one can also see
that the value of x at midrapidity is 12 % at E = 10 AGeV
while at E = 160 AGeV it is already around 3 % . It was
found that x slightly grows with 0 and considerably in-
creases at forward and backward rapidity if smooth transi-
tion surface is perturbed. This may be important for event-
by-event calculations. Finally, x tends to be smaller for out
of equilibrium ”by particle” calculation than for Cooper-
Frye calculation.
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Figure 1: Negative contributions rapidity distribution for pions
in central Au+Au collisions. 0 = 0.3 GeV/fm3. Crosses denote
Cooper-Frye calculation while circles are ”by-particle” calcula-
tion. Collision energy is a): E = 10 AGeV, b): E = 40 AGeV,
c): E = 160 AGeV
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We have studied the collision energy dependence of el-
liptic flow v2 and triangular flow v3 in Au+Au collisions
within the energy range √sNN = 5 − 200 GeV, utiliz-
ing a transport + hydrodynamics hybrid model [1,2]. The
transport part is described by the Ultrarelativistic Quan-
tum Molecular Dynamics (UrQMD), combined with an in-
termediate (3+1)-dimensional ideal hydrodynamical evo-
lution phase using a chiral model equation of state. This
approach provides a consistent framework for investigat-
ing both high-energy heavy ion collisions with negligible
net-baryon density and a large hydrodynamically evolving
medium, and the collisions at smaller energies with finite
net-baryon density, where the hydrodynamics phase is very
short-lived or does not exist at all.
The hybrid model reproduces the qualitative behavior of
the experimentally measured elliptic flow (see Fig. 1(a)).
While v2 produced by hydrodynamics is considerably di-
minished at lower collision energies, this decrease is par-
tially compensated by the transport dynamics, as shown in
Fig. 1(b). The pre-hydrodynamics transport phase is of par-
ticular importance for understanding the collision energy
evolution, while the hadronic rescatterings after the hydro-
dynamical phase contribute more systematically ∼ 10% to
the total flow at all energies. However, the viscous matter
described by transport dynamics is unable to produce trian-
gular flow, which consequently shows a significantly larger
relative decrease in midcentral collisions with decreasing√
sNN (Fig. 1(c)). Our conclusion is that the triangular
flow provides the clearer signal for the formation of low-
viscous fluid in heavy ion collisions.
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Figure 1: a): Integrated elliptic flow v2{EP} for charged hadrons
with 0.2 < pT < 2.0 at midrapidity |η| < 1.0 in Au+Au -
collisions, for collision energies √sNN = 7.7 − 200 GeV and
three different impact parameter ranges, compared with the STAR
data [3, 4]. b): Magnitude of v2{EP} in midcentral collisions
(b = 8.2− 9.4 fm) at the beginning of hydrodynamical evolution
(diamonds), immediately after the end of hydrodynamics phase
(squares) and after the full simulation (circles). c): Integrated
v3{EP} in central collisions (b = 0− 3.4 fm, open triangles) and
midcentral collisions (b = 6.7− 8.2 fm, solid triangles).
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Initial conditions, hadronization and transport
coefficients in heavy-ion collisions∗
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Introduction
The study of the properties of the Quark-Gluon Plasma
(QGP) – formed in heavy-ion collisons – requires to under-
stand how the initial quark and gluon distributions affect
the final observables through the expansion and hadroniza-
tion phases.
Initial conditions
The issue of initial conditions in relativistic heavy-ion
collisions is a subject of intensive debate. Especially the as-
sumption of thermal equilibrium after∼1 fm/c is currently
not supported by microscopic transport approaches. In
our study we compare the Parton-Hadron-String Dynam-
ics (PHSD) with the novel transport approach RSP (Rela-
tivistic quantum molecular dynamics for Strongly interact-
ing matter with Phase transition or crossover) – based on
the Nambu–Jona-Lasinio (NJL) model [1] – employing the
same initial conditions from PHSD, which have a ’lumpy’
energy density profile (see Fig. 1).
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Figure 1: Initial energy density for cells in the local rest
frame in the y − z plane.
Comparison
Although we have the same initial energy density profile,
the transport properties of bulk partonic matter in RSP and
in PHSD are not the same [2]. The main difference between
both approaches is that RSP uses light quarks which con-
vert into hadrons using NJL cross sections, and that PHSD
uses heavy partons (quarks and gluons) which combine into
∗Work supported by the HIC for FAIR framework of the LOEWE pro-
gram and the LOEWE-CSC for computational resources.
heavy hadrons with broad spectral functions which then de-
cay into light hadrons.
The comparison of final hadronic observables (Fig. 2)
shows that the initial parton distribution must be out of
equilibrium in both approches (PHSD/RSP) in order to re-
produce the multiplicity spectra dN/dpT and dN/dη and
the elliptic flow v2 for Au+Au at RHIC energies.
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Figure 2: Transverse momentum distribution dN/dpT of
final charged pions and kaons in RSP (full lines) and PHSD
(dashed lines).
Out of equilibrium
The conversion of fluid cells from one model to another
– both out of equilibrium – keeps the interesting properties
of the initial state: the anisotropy in momentum in pT /pz,
the chemical mixture of species, and the particle density
shift (for a given energy density in a cell, the equation of
state gives a particle density which is not the one we really
have in this cell in the out of equilibrium calculations).
Conclusion
This study shows the importance of non-equilibrium dy-
namics for the microscopic description of the quark-gluon-
plasma created in heavy-ion collisions.
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On- and off-shell heavy quark transport properties in the quark-gluon plasma∗
H. Berrehrah1, E. Bratkovskaya1, W. Cassing2, P.B. Gossiaux3, and J. Aichelin3
1Frankfurt Institute for Advanced Studies; 2Institut fu¨r Theoretische Physik, Giessen; 3Subatech, Nantes, France
Within the aim of a dynamical study of on- and off-
shell heavy quarks Q in the quark gluon plasma (QGP) -
as produced in relativistic nucleus-nucleus collisions - we
study the heavy quark collisional scattering on partons of
the QGP and the underlying transport properties.
The collisional scattering cross sections σQelas are eval-
uated for perturbative partons (massless on-shell particles)
and for dynamical quasi-particles (massive off-shell parti-
cles as described by the dynamical quasi-particles model
“DQPM”) using the leading order Born diagrams [1]. Fig-
ure 1 shows the elastic cross section of charm quark on
a “u” quark as a function of
√
s, the energy in the c.m.s.
of the collision for different temperatures. Comparing the
DpQCD (Dressed pQCD) and IEHTL (Infrared Enhanced
HTL) models where the partons have the DQPM pole
masses in the first and are off-shell quasi-particles dressed
by DQPM spectral functions in the second, we demonstrate
that the finite width of the quasi-particles in the DQPM has
little influence on σQelas except close to thresholds. The size
of σQelas is dominated by the infrared regulator which in the
finite temperature medium is determined by a dynamical
gluon mass.
Figure 1: Elastic cross section of uc → uc for off-shell
(solid lines) and on-shell partons (dashed lines) as a func-
tion of
√
s for different temperatures.
Based on σQelas in a finite temperature medium [1], the
on- and off-shell heavy quark dynamical collisional energy
loss and transport coefficients are computed [2,3]. As an
∗Work supported by the HIC for FAIR framework of the LOEWE pro-
gram and the LOEWE-CSC for computational resources.
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example, the charm drag coefficient is shown in figure 2
where both the on- and off-shell partons are employed. The
Q momentum dependence of the drag is small in the non-
perturbative models DpQCD/IEHTL compared to a pQCD
calculations (HTL-GA with α constant or running). Our
comprehensive comparison between perturbative and non-
perturbative QCD based models shows out significant dif-
ferences for the different Q transport characteristics. Nev-
ertheless, our conclusion is that an explicit transport cal-
culations in comparison to experimental data are needed to
pin down the appropriate scenario, since the microscopic
ingredients and the QGP background description are cou-
pled and are specific to each model. The Q scattering cross
sections and transport properties [1-3] will form the ba-
sis of a consistent study of the heavy quark dynamics in
heavy-ion collisions at SPS, RHIC and LHC energies by
implementing the partonic processes into the PHSD trans-
port approach.
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Studies of jet quenching within a partonic transport model∗
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Jet quenching is one of the most promising phenom-
ena for investigating hot and dense matter created in ultra-
relativistic heavy-ion collisions at RHIC and LHC. Among
the observables for characterizing the energy loss of a high-
pt parton are the suppression of particle spectra defined
in terms of the nuclear modification factor RAA [1] and
the momentum imbalance AJ [2] of reconstructed di-jets.
Both observables show a significant modification within
heavy-ion collisions in comparison with p+p collisions
[1, 2].
Within this report we show our progress in understand-
ing jet quenching within the partonic transport model
BAMPS [3], which numerically solves the 3+1D relativis-
tic Boltzmann equation for quarks and gluons. While em-
ploying a running coupling αs (t) evaluated at the mo-
mentum transfer of the respective, microscopic collision,
BAMPS uses screened leading-order pQCD cross sections
for the elastic 2 → 2 collisions and matrix elements cal-
culated in a recently developed, improved Gunion-Bertsch
approximation [4] for the inelastic 2↔ 3 processes∣∣MX→Y+g∣∣2 = ∣∣MX→Y ∣∣2 48παs(k2⊥) (1− x¯)2[
k⊥
k2⊥
+
q⊥ − k⊥
(q⊥ − k⊥)2 +m2D (αs(k2⊥))
]2
, (1)
in which problems of the original GB matrix element [5]
at non-zero rapidity of the emitted gluon are cured [4].
Since BAMPS is a classical transport model, the quantum
Landau-Pomeranchuk-Migdal (LPM) effect is effectively
implemented by a theta function θ (λ−XLPM τf ) in the
radiative matrix elements, where λ is the mean free path of
the radiating parton and τf the gluon formation time.
After fixing the LPM parameter XLPM = 0.3 by com-
paring to RHIC data, Fig. 1 shows the nuclear modification
factor within BAMPS for gluons and quarks at LHC [6].
Additionally, the RAA of charged hadrons obtained via a
folding with AKK fragmentation functions is shown. The
same XLPM value for LHC simulations does not only de-
scribe the suppression of inclusive particle spectra, both at
RHIC and LHC, nicely but also explains the momentum
imbalance of reconstructed di-jets as shown in Fig. 2 [7].
Since BAMPS provides the full 3+1D microscopic infor-
mation of all particles also studies of bulk observables like
e.g. the elliptic flow v2 are possible. Recently, these studies
have shown that the same microscopic pQCD interactions
as used in the jet quenching investigations lead to a sizable
elliptic flow within the bulk medium [6].
∗Work supported by F&E Frankfurt/GSI, H-QM and HGS-HIRe.
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Strange and heavy mesons in hot and dense nuclear matter: hadronic models
and transport simulations for a road to FAIR∗
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Introduction
Strage and heavy mesons probe interesting aspects of the
strong interaction at extreme conditions, the different re-
gions of the phase diagram being explored by experiments
such as production reactions in nuclei, heavy-ion collisions
(HICs) and the observation of macroscopic properties of
neutron stars. Particularly, understanding their dynamics
in the hadronic world is a crucial point to correctly analyse
experimental information from HICs and perform realistic
transport simulations. We study the properties of strange
and heavy-flavoured mesons in a hot and dense nuclear
medium within a selfconsistent coupled-channel approach
based on the chiral Lagrangian.
Strange mesons in hot/dense matter
In the strangeness sector, we have completed a new de-
termination of the in-medium scattering amplitudes and
cross sections (such as K¯N → πΣ) in addition to the
(off-shell) K and K¯ spectral functions and quasi-particle
properties, both at finite nuclear densities and tempera-
tures, mimicking the expected scenario at FAIR experi-
ments (c.f. Fig. 1). Our next step in this project is to im-
plement our results in the IQMD and PHSD models, ex-
ploiting the successful collaboration between the transport
groups of Nantes and FIAS-Frankfurt.
Figure 1: Left: K−p elastic and K−p → K¯0n total cross
sections (red squares: model). Right: Transition probabil-
ity (P ∝ |T |2) for the K−p elastic reaction at finite nuclear
density (up) and temperature (down).
∗Work supported by the HIC for FAIR framework of the LOEWE pro-
gram and the BMBF project no. 05P12RFFCQ.
Heavy meson relaxation
In the heavy-flavour sector, our approach imposes
partial-wave unitarity on the relevant scattering amplitudes
(e.g. Dπ, Bπ), an essential requirement in order to extend
the applicability of the low-energy theory (heavy-meson
ChPT) to high temperatures T ' mπ. With a minimal
set of parameters the unitarized theory dynamically gen-
erates the low lying heavy-light meson s-wave resonances
(D0,1, B0,1) in good agreement with the available experi-
mental data both in the charm and bottom sectors. Since
a resonant interaction is bound to produce shorter thermal-
ization times, accounting for this feature is important to
produce a realistic estimation of the transport coefficients
of heavy mesons in the hadronic phase of a heavy-ion col-
lision (cf. Fig. 2).
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Figure 2: D-meson spacial diffusion coefficient around the
crossover at μB = 0.
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Introduction
In heavy ion collisions at RHIC and LHC, it is found
that the produced quark–gluon plasma (QGP) is strongly
coupled. We apply gauge/gravity duality [1] to study
heavy quarks in strongly coupled non-Abelian plasmas. To
approximate a dual description of QCD, we study non-
conformal gauge theories by explicitly breaking the confor-
mal invariance of the prototype AdS/CFT correspondence.
As there is freedom in the way this breaking can be intro-
duced, we study large classes of asymptotically AdS space-
times, and try to uncover possible universal behavior com-
mon to all dual theories. Furthermore, to learn about the
phase structure of strongly coupled gauge theories, and ul-
timately about parts of the QCD phase diagram, we include
a chemical potential into our studies. Experimentally, this
will be addressed e. g. in future FAIR experiments.
Specifically, we have computed the screening distance,
the free energy, and a derived running coupling of heavy
QQ¯ pairs moving in the strongly coupled plasmas de-
scribed above. The methods used and results from studies
in conformal theories are reviewed e. g. in [2].
Figure 1: Running coupling αQQ¯(L) in a non-conformal
plasma at temperature T for varying values of the chemi-
cal potential μ.
√
λ is a constant. At the endpoints of the
curves, screening of the QQ¯ interaction due to the plasma
takes over.
Free Energy and Running Coupling
We compute the free energy F (L) of a bound QQ¯ pair
with interquark distance L immersed in the medium. To get
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a handle on the effect of non-conformality on the interac-
tion in more detail, we study the running coupling defined
via the derivative of the free energy,
αQQ¯(L) ≡
3
4
L2
dF (L)
dL .
It is shown in Fig. 1. For small distances L, conformality is
restored with αQQ¯ becoming constant, while for larger dis-
tances, both non-conformality and thermal effects lead to
deviations of αQQ¯ from being constant. We have found a
universal increase in αQQ¯ above the UV value due to non-
conformality, both at vanishing and non-zero chemical po-
tential μ. At still larger distances, thermal effects decrease
αQQ¯. This pattern is also seen in QCD lattice data [3].
We have investigated the dependence of characteristic
scales on temperature and chemical potential (i. a. the ther-
mal drop-off scale Lth and the scale Lmax where αQQ¯ as-
sumes its maximum). At vanishing chemical potential, we
have found that to leading order in our models with strong
deformation away from conformality, Lmax ∼ cT 2 , where
c is the deformation parameter. This appears to be only
weakly altered for μ > 0. Generally, we have found that
the effect of the chemical potential is relatively weak: also
Lth varies more strongly under changes in T than in μ.
Comparing the free energy for non-zero μ to lattice data
[4] where these are available, i. e. for μ/T  1, we find
qualitative differences in the effect of the chemical po-
tential that require further analysis. For our further stud-
ies, a very interesting outlook is to refine the compari-
son to lattice data to better characterize the commonalities
and differences of holographic models for strongly coupled
plasma and the QGP and to learn more about the nature of
chemical potentials in holography.
Parts of these results were presented in [5], a more de-
tailed account will be published elsewhere.
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As penetrating probes direct photons and dileptons pro-
vide insight into the hot and dense interior of matter created
in heavy-ion collisions during its entire evolution. They
are directly related with the electromagnetic-current corre-
lation function in the strongly interacting medium. In this
connection the most interesting signals are the pt spectra
of photons and dileptons and the invariant-mass spectra of
dileptons from a thermalized medium to study the impact
of the chiral phase transition in the QCD phase diagram to
this current-correlation function.
However, to analyze experimental data on electromag-
netic probes in heavy-ion collisions also a detailed under-
standing of all other “non-thermal” sources is important.
In this study we investigate the contribution to the photon
emission from the very early off-equilibrium state of the
fireball created in heavy-ion collisions which are claimed
to outshine the thermal emission from a QGP at high p t
in since here already contributions at order O(αem) of the
electromagnetic coupling constant, which are forbidden in
thermal equilibrium due to energy-momentum conserva-
tion, occur[1, 2, 3]. However, in this approach the pho-
ton rates are plagued by spurious vacuum-to-vacuum tran-
sition contributions which can not be renormalized in a
proper way [4]. As shown in [5] this problem is related
to “switching on and off” the electromagnetic interaction
at finite times.
Motivated by these findings we investigate a toy model
with quarks and antiquarks coupled to a classical time-
dependent scalar field to mimick a time-dependent quark
mass to investigate the pertinent emission of photons due
to a possible chiral quark-mass shift in strongly interacting
matter [6]. The advantage of this model is that it is com-
patible with current conservation and gauge invariance.
After analytically solving the Dirac equation for the
quark-field operator coupled to a classical time-dependent
scalar, we calculated the one-loop photon polarization ten-
sor in 1st order perturbation theory, employing the appro-
priate adiabatic switching of the electromagnetic interac-
tion a la Gell-Mann and Low. We could explicitly show that
this framework eliminates the spurious vacuum-to-vacuum
transition contributions and allows to write the correspond-
ing photon-emission rate as an absolute square, ensuring
the positive definiteness of the photon-number density. For
the realistic case of a smooth time dependence of the ex-
ternal field, mimicking a dropping quark-mass scenario by
effectively switching the quark mass from its constituent
value of mc ' 0.35 GeV to its bare value mb for a du-
∗Work supported by HIC4FAIR/HGS-HIRe/HQM.
ration of the off-equilibrium phase of τ = 1 fm/c, the
resulting time-integrated photon-momentum spectrum de-
cays exponentially for large momenta and thus is UV in-
tegrable, leading to a finite photon yield from the underly-
ing off-equilibrium process. Is has also been demonstrated
that, e.g., using the adiabatic switch only for t → −∞ but
not for t → ∞ leads to an artificial enhancement of the
photon-production rate by many orders of magnitudes due
to spurious vacuum-to-vacuum transition contributions that
cannot be properly interpreted as observable photon num-
bers.
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Figure 1: Comparison of the integrated off-equilibrium
photon number for different mass-switching scenarios (in-
stantaneous switch (solid line) and switching by a only
1st-order differentiable function (long-dashed line), lead-
ing implying the excitation of spurious modes and a UV
divergent photon number, and a smooth switching function
(short-dashed line) leading to a exponentially decreasing
momentum spectrum and thus UV-finite photon-number
densities with a photon spectrum from a thermalized QGP
(lifetime 4 fm/c) at a temperature of 200 MeV.
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We report on a comprehensive analysis of the avail-
able three flavour QCD lattice simulations of six differ-
ent groups on the baryon octet and decuplet masses [1].
We obtained an accurate 12 parameter description of alto-
gether more than 220 lattice data points, where we kept all
data with pion masses smaller than 600 MeV. Our study
extends previous works [4, 5, 6] and is based on the rel-
ativistic three-flavour chiral Lagrangian with baryon octet
and decuplet degrees of freedom. The baryon self energies
were computed in a finite box at N3LO, where the phys-
ical masses are kept inside all loop integrals [1, 2]. The
low-energy parameters were constrained by using large-N c
sum rules [3].
Accurate predictions for all relevant low-energy param-
eters were obtained. In particular we extracted a pion-
nucleon sigma term of (39 ± 1) MeV and a strangeness
sigma term of the nucleon of σsN ' (4 ± 1) MeV. The
flavour SU(3) chiral limit of the baryon octet and decuplet
masses was determined with (802±4) MeV and (1103±6)
MeV. In our fits we used the empirical masses of the baryon
octet and decuplet states as a constraint. That allowed us
to perform independent scale settings for the various lat-
tice data. We obtained results for the lattice scales that are
compatible with previous estimates, but appear to be much
more accurate. Detailed predictions for the baryon masses
as currently evaluated by the ETM lattice QCD group are
made.
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Figure 1: Baryon masses as a function of the pion mass as
explained in the text. The open symbols are the result of
our EFT analysis.
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Figure 2: Baryon masses as a function of the pion mass as
explained in the text. The open symbols are the result of
our EFT analysis.
The 12 relevant low-energy parameter were determined
by a global fit to all available lattice data with a χ2/N '
1.25, which was shown to be dominated by a few outliers.
It was emphasized that a stable fit with all parameters rel-
evant at N3LO is only possible upon the consideration of
the lattice data at all available lattice volumes. In Fig. 1
we show a sample of our results where a comparison with
QCD lattice simulations of the QCDSF-UKQCD group is
provided. The description of the octet masses is excellent
for all three different lattice sizes 163, 243 and 323. In Fig.
2 the volume dependence of the baryon octet masses as
studied by the NPLQCD group is scrutinized. Here our
chi-square value is dominated by one outlier, the Σ mass
on the smallest 163 lattice.
Our analysis points to some tension in the lattice data
set on the baryon decuplet masses, in particular for the Δ
mass of LHPC as compared to the predictions of HSC and
PACS-CS.
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We study basic properties of scalar hadronic reso-
nances within the so-called extended Linear Sigma Model
(eLSM), which is an effective model of QCD based on chi-
ral symmetry and dilatation invariance. In particular, we
focus on the mass and decay width of the scalar-isovector
state a0(1450) and perform a numerical study of the prop-
agator pole(s) on the unphysical Riemann sheets.
It is nowadays recognized that the scalar sector of
hadronic particles is not well described by the ordinary qq¯
picture based on a simple representation of SU(3) flavour
symmetry. One very simple reason is the mere fact that
the number of physical resonances is much larger than the
number of states that can be constructed within a qq¯ picture.
For instance, in the scalar-isovector sector it is possible to
build up only one such state, though two isotriplets are def-
initely established, the resonances a0(980) and a0(1450)
[1].
The extended Linear Sigma Model includes
(pseudo)scalar as well as (axial-)vector states [2,3].
In this model, the scalar-isovector state is identified
with the resonance a0(1450). In this report, we use the
parameters of Ref. [3] in order to calculate the propagator
of a0(1450): in this way we can test the effect of loops on
this broad scalar state. Then, we focus on the region below
the KK¯ threshold and try to find out whether a0(980)
emerges as a companion pole in the propagator.
For our purpose it is sufficient to give only the relevant
interaction part of the Lagrangian for the neutral state a 00:
Lint = Aa00ηπ0+Ba00η′π0+Ca00(K0K¯0−K−K+) , (1)
where π0, η, η′,K are the pseudoscalar mesons, and the
constants A,B,C are combinations of the coupling con-
stants and masses taken from Ref. [3]. They are con-
structed in such a way that the decay amplitude for each
channel, −iMij , is momentum independent. The optical
theorem for Feynman diagrams can then be applied to com-
pute the imaginary part of the corresponding self-energy
loop Πij(s), regularized by a Gaussian 3d-cutoff function
with cutoff scale Λ = 0.85 GeV:∫
dΓ |–iMij|2 =
√
s Γtreeij (s) = − ImΠij(s) , (2)
where Γtreeij is the tree-level width coming from the model
and k is the three-momentum of one of the emitted particles
∗Work supported by HIC for FAIR, F&E Frankfurt and HGS-HIRe.
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in the decay of the a00 in its rest frame. The real part is
obtained by the dispersion relation
ReΠij(s) =
1
π
−
∫
ds′ ImΠij(s
′)
s− s′ . (3)
After that, the self-energy is analytically continued to com-
plex values, s → z, while the continuation into the appro-
priate unphysical Riemann sheet(s) can be done by adding
the discontinuities for each channel,
Πcij(z) = Πij(z) + Disc Πij(z) , (4)
where Disc Πij(s) = 2i lim→0+ ImΠij(s + i) and the
superscript c indicates the continued function on the next
sheet. Note that the appropriate sheet is taken to be the one
closest to the physical region.
The complex propagator pole on the sheet nearest to the
physical region has coordinates
√
s = (1.412 − i0.141)
GeV, hence a decay width of Γ = 282 MeV (in good agree-
ment with both the tree-level result from our model and the
experiment) and a mass of 1.412 GeV. While the (bare)
mass M0 = 1.363 GeV coming from the eLSM differs
from the experimental value by at least∼ 50 MeV, the pole
mass (as the real part of the propagator pole) lies within the
experimental error. Thus, the inclusion of loops represents
an improvement of the tree-level results. However, all in
all, the loop contributions have just a minor influence on
the tree-level values: this is important because it confirms
that the fit of Ref. [3] is robust. One should perform this
check for all other broad states entering in the eLSM.
Another interesting observation is the fact that we do not
find a companion pole of a0(1450): the resonance a0(980)
does not emerge for the values of the parameters deter-
mined in Ref. [3]. This result is robust upon variations
of the parameters. As a possible outlook for future work
one should try to include the a0(980) as a tetraquark state
into the eLSM and/or perform a full scattering analysis so
as to investigate the emergence of this resonance in more
detail.
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Hypernuclear physics opens a unique opportunity to ex-
plore the hyperon-nucleon (Y N ) and the hyperon-hyperon
(Y Y ) in-medium interactions at terrestrial laboratories.
Such studies are important for a better understanding of
the in-medium interactions with strangeness degree of free-
dom, which is still uncertain, but of relevance for nuclear
astrophysics [1]. The experimental knowledge on multi-
strangeness hypernuclei has been so far scarce. However,
recent experiments at GSI are very promising. In the Hy-
pHI [2] experiment precise production rates of single-Λ
(S = −1) hypernuclei were measured. An abundant pro-
duction of double-Λ (S = −2) clusters is also expected in
the PANDAexperiment [3] at FAIR.
We investigate theoretically the multi-strangeness dy-
namics within the Giessen-BUU (GiBUU) approach [4]. In
particular, we have studied antiproton-induced reactions al-
lowing for reactions of the secondary Ξ-beam on a second
target. The formation of double-Λ hypernuclei occurs in
the Ξ-interaction with the second target [5]. Two issues
are of importance for the production of double-strangeness
hypermatter, see Fig. 1. At first, the absorption of the Ξ-
beam inside the target matter decreases with increasing en-
ergy. This is due to the strong decrease of the elemen-
tary ΞN → ΛΛ channel [5]. Secondly, the abundance of
bound Λ-hyperons also strongly decreases with rising inci-
dent Ξ-energy. This is mainly due to the repulsive vector
field which becomes more pronounced as the particle en-
ergy increases. These effects lead to a rather strong energy
dependent rise of the double-Λ hypernuclear production
cross section. Thus low-energetic cascade beams should
be used at PANDAin order to obtain high production rates
of double-strangeness hyperfragments [5].
So far bare interactions for elementary Y N, Y Y -
channels have been used in transport approaches. However,
at PANDAthe strangeness dynamics takes place at densi-
ties closely up to saturation. We have studied in-medium
effects on various Y N -processes by solving the Lippmann-
Schwinger equation with a Pauli-exclusion operator for
intermediate states as the leading-order in-medium ef-
fect [6, 7]. The elementary Y N cross sections are indeed
influenced by in-medium effects, in particular, at low en-
ergies, as shown in Fig. 2 (similar effects occur for quasi-
elastic channels with strangeness exchange).
In the S=-2 sector the situation is still very controversial
theoretically [8]. Presently we are investigating the influ-
ence of various calculations on S=-2-channels [9] on the
strangeness production in p¯-induced reactions and extend-
ing our studies to the S=-3 sector by accounting for the
∗Work supported by BMBF, DFG, HIC for FAIR, and GSI-JLU
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Figure 1: GiBUU results for the time dependence of all
and free Λs and of Ξs for central Ξ-induced reactions on
Cu-target at beam energies as indicated [5].
formation of Ω-baryons [10]. The preliminary results are
very promising concerning a possible formation of multi-
strangeness bound systems at PANDA. We emphasize the
relevance of our theoretical results for the future activities
at FAIR.
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Figure 2: . Energy dependence of elastic in-medium cross
sections for ΛN and ΣN scattering at various densities as
indicated [7].
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Charmonium formation reactions on a proton at rest,
p¯p → R (R = J/Ψ, Ψ′, χc etc.), proceed at the beam
momentum plab = 4 − 6 GeV/c. Replacing the proton by
a nuclear target one gets a good possibility to explore the
interactions of the charmonium with nucleons [1, 2]. The
preference of the antiproton- to other hadron- and photon-
induced charmonium production reactions on nuclei is in
the slowness of the produced charmonium. Thus, its forma-
tion length is small [2]. On the other hand, nuclear Fermi
motion reduces the cross section strongly, σ p¯A→R(A−1)∗ ∼
(10−4−10−3)Zσp¯p→R at the on-shell peak [2], and broad-
ens the beam momentum region by ∼ ±p labpF /m, where
pF ' 0.3 GeV/c is the Fermi momentum and m = 0.938
GeV is the nucleon mass.
The eikonal approximation is well suited to study the
p¯A→ R(A− 1)∗ reactions by two reasons: (i) close to the
on-shell peak the p¯p → R formation cross section is large
and dominates over other charmonium production chan-
nels, and (ii) typical transverse momentum transfers in the
formation reaction (∼ pF ) and in the charmonium rescat-
tering processes (∼ 1/√BRN ' 0.6 GeV/c) are much
smaller than plab. Within the Glauber model the charmo-
nium production cross section on a nucleus can be calcu-
lated as
σp¯A→R(A−1)∗ =
∫
d2b v−1p¯
∞∫
−∞
dze
−
zR
−∞
dz′ρ(z′,b)σinelp¯N
×Γp¯→R(z, b)e
−
∞R
z
dz′ρ(z′,b)σRN (z′−z)
, (1)
where
Γp¯→R(z, b) =
∫
2d3p
(2π)3
vp¯pσp¯p→Rfp(z, b,p) (2)
is the in-medium antiproton width with respect to char-
monium R production. v p¯p = (s(s − 4m2N))1/2/2Ep¯Ep
is the antiproton-proton relative velocity. v p¯ = plab/Ep¯
is the antiproton velocity in the target nucleus rest frame.
fp(z, b,p) ' Θ(pF,p − p) is the proton phase space den-
sity with pF,p = (3π2ρp(z, b))1/3 being the local proton
Fermi momentum. Exponential factors in (1) take into ac-
count the absorption of incoming antiproton by its inelastic
collisions (annihilations mostly) and the absorption of the
outgoing charmonium due to its dissociation on the target
nucleon (J/ΨN → ΛcD¯). The corresponding cross sec-
tions are σinelp¯N and σRN (z′ − z). In the latter case we have
∗Work supported by HIC for FAIR.
checked that taking into account the formation length ac-
cording to the color diffusion model [2] (lJ/Ψ ' 0.4 fm at
plab = 4 GeV/c) has practically no effect on the numeri-
cal results. In Fig. 1, the curves have been calculated with
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Figure 1: Beam momentum dependence of J/Ψ production
cross section on 208Pb. Vertical arrow: plab = 4.07 GeV/c
for on-shell J/Ψ production on proton target.
the three values of the J/ΨN dissociation cross section:
σJ/ΨN = 0, 3.5 and 6 mb. The last two values repre-
sent the major uncertainty known from different analyses
of J/Ψ production in photon-, hadron- and nucleus- in-
duced reactions on nuclei. The J/Ψ production cross sec-
tions are sensitive to the selected values of σJ/ΨN on the
level of∼ 20%. For lighter nuclei the sensitivity to σJ/ΨN
is reduced. Hence, the transparency ratio analysis can be
done for different nuclei to determine the J/ΨN dissocia-
tion cross section (see [3] for details). This analysis can be
performed in the future PANDA experiment.
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Lustre in WAN Environment and Development
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Lustre in WAN Environment
Recently, Lustre has been started to be employed in wide
area networks (WAN) to enable efficient data access be-
yond local HPC and cluster environments [2]. In WAN en-
vironments challenging problems such as reliable tera-link
connections and security related issues such as authenti-
cation and data privacy/integrity [1] need to be addressed.
For addressing the first issue a 120 GBit/s high-speed con-
nection between GSI and the LoeweCSC based on LNET
routers was implemented (see Fig. 1). This is the first step
for the general tera scale project in the context of FAIR en-
abling partnered research institutes Lustre access for pro-
cessing data.
Figure 1: The high-speed connection is realized by
bundling 12 machines equipped with 10 GBit/s ethernet
cards acting as LNET routers. For seamless connecting
both sides efficiently, Infiniband over IP is employed and
network bandwidth saturation in experiments is achieved.
In the subsequent Section we briefly summarize the HPC
development of a lightweight access control mechanism for
addressing security related problems of Lustre in WAN en-
vironments.
A Lightweight Access Control Mechanism for
Lustre in WAN Domains
For controlling access to Lustre of clients outside
the GSI domain, a Linux kernel module based on
Linux UID/GID and Lustre network identifier is de-
veloped. It allows to control read and write access
on Lustre mount points comparable to Lustre’s root
squash functionality, however, for arbitrary specified
UID’s/GID’s and Lustre network identifier ranges such as
UID:[1001 . . .2500],GID:[2001 . . .3500], etc. In the con-
text of wide area Lustre deployment the proposed mecha-
nism enables a straightforward and lightweight access con-
trol of Lustre clients located in different wide area domains.
The access control mechanism is implemented as a sepa-
rate Linux kernel module and exports an access-granting
function which is hooked into MDT system calls such
mdt reint open(. . .) or mdt md create(. . .) to grant or
deny access. For defining and removing rules, the Linux
procfs is employed (see examples below).
Load kernel module & set rules:
>insmod ./lugac.ko
GSI Lustre UID/GID access control module v0.3 loaded
>echo "192.168.[67-70].[1-16]@tcp0 [500-600] 1012" > /proc/lugac
>echo "10.10.1.1@tcp5 [100-200] [100-200]" > /proc/lugac
Enforce rules:
user1@10.10.1.1:uid:5:gid:5>ls /lustre
ls: cannot access /lustre: Permission denied
user2@10.10.1.1:uid:105:gid:105>ls /lustre
data.raw
For more details and for studying the kernel module code
see http://www.stibor.net/lugac.
Contributing Code to Lustre
The HPC group is now an active member of contributing
and reviewing code for the Lustre file system, especially in
the area of Kerberos and GSS. This encompass patches for
latest Linux kernels as well as fixes for Kerberos and GSS
(see http://git.whamcloud.com).
Outlook
The next project steps will encompass implementing a
kerberized Lustre for 3.X Linux kernels to enable strong
user authentication and data encryption/integrity. In addi-
tion, preliminary explorations and efficiency experiments
on ZFS as a backbone file system for Lustre are performed.
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Improving the logging infrastructure of HPC and Linux services
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Introduction
Logging system events, especially for big IT infrastruc-
tures, is essential. Whenever a problem arise System Ad-
ministrators turn their looks towards log files but as IT in-
frastructures grows in size and complexity the volume of
the available logs will increase dramatically as well the re-
sources needed to analyze them.
Overview
The GSI HPC group have already implemented multi-
ple solutions, based on open source software, to analyze
different kind of logs and events. A brief list of those soft-
ware inlcude: Nagios, Netdisco, Collectd, MRTG graphs
and Torrus.
Analyzing text logs files, produced by hundreds of hosts,
is a daunting task. Traditionally, looking into such a mas-
sive amount of informations requires the use of specific
utilities for searching, parsing, manipulating and extract-
ing useful data. On UNIX/Linux systems these tools are
usually available directly from the shell: cat, tail, grep, sed,
awk , sort and many others. Unfortunately, these tools are
not enough to spot trends and make correlations with dif-
ferent events scattered on multiple files.
To overcome this problem a solution was implemented,
based on Logstash[1], Redis[2] and Elasticsearch[3], plus
Kibana[4] as a web interface.
Logstash
Logstash is a tool for managing events and logs. It can
be used to collect logs, parse them, and store them for later
use.
The main idea behind this tool rely on the concept of plu-
gins. A combination of different plugins let the admins cre-
ate their own log pipeline and extract informations coming
from different sources and store the results with different
storage solutions.
A short list of the available plugins:
• Input: TCP/UDP, text files, Syslog, MS Windows
Event logs, STDIN, etc.
• Filters: alter, collate, geoip, key value, metrics, multi-
line, XML, Zeromq, etc.
• Output: CSV, email , Graphite, StatsD, Elasticsearch,
Nagios, XMPP, etc.
Different Logstash agents may be deployed to deal with
logs from different sources and structures. The parsed re-
sults, in JSON format, is then pushed to Redis which acts
as a broker between multiple Logstash agents and the Elas-
ticsearch server.
Elasticsearch
Elasticsearch is basically a text indexing engine. It is
based on Apache Lucene[5], a full-featured text search en-
gine library written entirely in Java. Elasticsearch most in-
teresting characteristic is its fast search responses, based
on the concept of inverted index: instead of searching text
strings directly, it creates an index from incoming text and
performs searches on the index rather than the content. The
Kibana web interface add an extremely flexible web inter-
face for visualizing the collected data in real time.
Figure 1: An example of the Kibana web interface for the
Apache logs.
Outlook
Future developments of this solution will include a mi-
gration to the new 1.0 stable branch of Elasticsearch and
extract even more informations from the logs through the
combined use of Graphite[6] and Statsd[7].
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Status of the FairRoot framework
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Introduction
Using FairRoot one can create simulated data and/or per-
form analysis within the same framework. The framework
delivers base classes which enable the users to construct
their detectors and/or analysis tasks in a simple way [1, 2].
The user analysis is organized in tasks (FairTask). Tasks
are executed sequentially in the order they are added to
the run manager. One way to improve the performance of
FairRoot on multi-core processors is to run the independent
tasks in parallel. Which can be done by running each task
in a separate thread or as separate process. However, by
multi-threading an error in one thread can bring down all
the threads in the process where in multi-process the dif-
ferent processes are insulated from each other by the OS
or even the network, i.e: An error in one process cannot
bring down directly another one. On the other hand, the
inter-thread communication is faster than interprocess one.
Trying to find the correct balance between reliability and
performance we decided to use the multi-process concept
with message queues for data exchange, i.e: Each ”Task”
is a separate process, which can be also multithreaded, and
the data exchange between the different tasks is done via
messages. This concept allow us to create different topolo-
gies of tasks that can be adapted to the problem itself, and
the hardware capabilities. Some of the advantages of such
a system are:
• Flexibility: Different data paths can be modeled by
simply changing the topology of Tasks.
• Scalability: Spread the work over several processes
and machines on the fly.
• Adaptive: Sub-systems are continuously under devel-
opment and improvement and can be exchanged indi-
vidually.
FairMQ: Base for data transport layer in
FairRoot
Extending FairRoot to support multi-processes needs a
solid and stable communication layer that should handle
the whole communication in a transparent and stable way.
Fortunately, such a layer exists already and is called Ze-
roMQ [3]. ZeroMQ is a very lightweight messaging sys-
tem, specially designed for high throughput and low la-
tency scenarios. It is open source, embeddable socket li-
brary that redefines the term socket as a general transport
endpoint for atomic messages. ZeroMQ sockets provide ef-
ficient transport options for inter-thread, inter-process and
inter-node communication (see Figure 1). Moreover it pro-
vides a Pragmatic General Multicast pattern (PGM), which
is a reliable multicast protocol [3].
Figure 1: Message transport options in ZeroMQ. Named
Pipe: Piece of random access memory (RAM) managed
by the operating system and exposed to programs through
a file descriptor and a named mount point in the file system.
It behaves as a first in first out (FIFO) buffer
The zero in ZeroMQ refers to a culture of minimalism
that permeates the project. They want to add power by
removing complexity rather than exposing new function-
ality [4]. The library provides a built-in routing strategies
for one-to-many or many-to-one communication scenarios.
Each socket potentially comes with a sending and a receiv-
ing queue of configurable sizes.
The FairMQ package is described in more details by A.
Rybalchenk in this report [5]
Outlook and future plans
We need to design and develop a dynamic deployment
system (DDS) that can utilize any resource management
system (e.g: Slurm, GridEngine, ...etc.). A monitoring and
logging system is also under development (See report by
Anar Manafov [6]).
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ALFA: A new Framework for ALICE and FAIR experiments
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Introduction
The FairRoot framework [1] started in 2003/2004 as a
framework for CBM collaboration. Meanwhile it is used
by 7 experiments as a base for their simulation and anal-
ysis: CBM, PANDA, R3B, ASYEOS and the GEM sub-
group of FOPI at GSI/FAIR. The MPD experiment at JINR
in Dubna and the EIC collaboration are also using the Fair-
Root framework as a base for their own software. The com-
monalities between ALICE and the FAIR experiments and
their computing requirements lead to the expectation that
large parts of the software framework can be written in an
experiment independent way. The FairRoot project has al-
ready shown the feasibility of the approach of developing a
common framework for several experiments. We therefore
propose to develop the new common framework which will
be called ALFA.
Technology background
The efficient use of a concurrent computing system re-
quires the correct sequencing of the interactions or com-
munications between different computational executions,
as well as coordinating access to resources that are shared
among executions. A number of different methods can be
used to implement concurrent programs, such as imple-
menting each computational execution as an operating sys-
tem process, or implementing the computational processes
as a set of threads within a single operating system process.
The future framework has to support a heterogeneous and
distributed computing system.
A message-based approach will allow us to run our soft-
ware on all hardware platforms (from a laptop to an entire
system with many thousands of cores and specialized hard-
ware accelerators). An Open-source system such as Ze-
roMQ [2] and/or nanomsg [3] will be used as a lightweight
messaging layer. What is today a single threaded appli-
cation will be transformed into many small components
running concurrently as independent processes (executing
on the same node or distributed over the network) with
some of them utilizing capabilities of specialized hardware
(where available) and communicating by asynchronous
messaging.
Proposed architecture
The proposed architecture will rely on a data-flow based
model. It will contain a common transport layer. Com-
mon configuration, management and monitoring tools will
be developed. The framework will provide unified access
to configuration parameters and databases. It will include
support for a heterogeneous and distributed computing sys-
tem. The proposed architecture will also incorporate com-
mon data processing components.
Expected benefits from the common project
This common development will benefit to all experi-
ments involved; it will shorten the time to deliver produc-
tion quality code and will reduce the cost to develop it. The
work in common will also allow a better coverage and test-
ing of the code. Moreover, the extended user community
will provide high quality documentation, training and ex-
amples.
A common framework will be beneficial for the FAIR
experiments since it will be tested with real data and ex-
isting detectors before the start of the FAIR facility. For
example, concepts for online calibrations and alignment
can be tested in a real environment, similar to that of the
planned FAIR experiments.
ALICE will benefit from the work already performed by
the FairRoot team concerning features (e.g. the continuous
read-out), which are part of the ongoing FairRoot develop-
ment.
Outlook
A proof of concept for the design and the technology
has been successfully implemented [4]. Work on different
prototypes is just starting; for ALICE and CBM the pro-
totypes are planned for the end of this year. Both proto-
types should show the ability of the ALFA framework to
transport huge amount of data and distribute it on a large
cluster of compute nodes. For PANDA experiment a pro-
totype is also planned for this year which will concentrate
on using heterogeneous architecture (CPU and GPU) for
the online event reconstruction. Implementing these pro-
totypes simultaneously will help us identifying more com-
mon issues and will enhance the synergy between the def-
erent experiments. Naturally all common packages will be
implemented in the ALFA framework.
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Streaming data processing with FairMQ
A. Rybalchenko1 and M. Al-Turany1
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The FairRoot framework [1] is a framework for simu-
lation, reconstruction and data analysis of particle experi-
ments. Currently the framework is being extended to pro-
vide support for simulation, reconstruction and analysis of
free streaming data. A number of components were in-
troduced to the framework, under the common name of
FairMQ, which allow flexible construction of topologies to
distribute and process free streaming data. FairMQ is based
on a prototype framework [3], developed in 2012/2013 at
GSI, which relies on the ZeroMQ library for the transport
and organization of data between system processes and/or
network nodes. An example topology is presented in Fig-
ure 1. It includes two separate nodes (blue), each contain-
ing a number of processes (green and grey). Arrows indi-
cate the data flow.
Figure 1: FairMQ example topology.
An example is implemented in FairRoot tutorials, which
shows the workflow within the new scheme [7]. The ex-
ample workflow demonstrates how to configure and run
a topology, including components to read, process, dis-
tribute, collect and write data. The topology can be con-
figured to run on a single node or on any number of nodes,
allowing the user to monitor the system load more gran-
ularly and to add additional workers dynamically when
necessary. A performance comparison with the traditional
workflow was presented in [2], demonstrating significant
performance benefits. On a 2 x 2.4 GHz Intel Xeon quad
core node, the traditional execution setup with 8 parallel
tasks reached a throughput of 2660 events/s. With the same
data, FairMQ streaming system reached 7320 events/s, uti-
lizing 9 system processes - 3 for task execution, 4 for I/O
and 2 for data distribution.
Among the improvements which were introduced to
FairMQ is a new component called the proxy. The proxy
replaces splitter and merger components, which were used
for merging/splitting of the data stream. The Proxy is more
flexible than splitter/merger, because new nodes/processes
can be added to it dynamically, without changing the con-
figuration or even stopping the process. Using the proxy
also simplifies the configuration, since it only occupies
one network port for input and one for output, while split-
ter/merger would occupy a port for every new connecting
node.
Moreover, FairMQ has a new layer that abstracts the spe-
cific transport implementation. By keeping framework and
transport code independent, the framework can be easily
adapted to emerging technologies in the future.
Figure 2: Transport layer abstraction.
At the moment two transport implementations can be
used: ZeroMQ [4] and nanomsg [5]. Nanomsg is an emerg-
ing communication library, developed by the authors of Ze-
roMQ. While still in an early alpha stage, nanomsg aims to
offer a number of advantages in comparison to ZeroMQ
[6], which could to be useful for FairRoot. Most notable
among these are better Zero-copy support (with shmem and
RDMA) and a formal API for adding new transports such
as Infiniband and Websocket.
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DDS: A new Dynamic Distribution System
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1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
Dynamic Distribution System (DDS) is a tool-set that
automates and dramatically simplifies the process of
distribution of user defined processes with their depen-
dencies on any resource management system using a
given topology.
DDS is a successor of PoD [1][2]. Unlike PoD, which
automates PROOF [3] deployment, DDS will handle any
kind of user processes with complex dependencies between
processes. The system is designed and being implemented
within the new ALFA framework [4].
Concept
During 2013 a conceptual design of the system has been
developed.
A key point of this design is the so called ¨topology lan-
guageı¨.e.: DDS is a user oriented system the definition of
the topology by the user has to be simple and powerful at
the same time. The basic building block of the system is a
task. Namely, a task is a user defined executable or a shell
script, which will be deployed and executed by DDS on a
Resource Management System. To describe dependencies
between tasks in a topology we use properties. For exam-
ple, if one task wants to communicate with another task
they can have the same property of a type TCP/IP port.
In this case DDS will notice that, will find out a free port
number on a destination system and set this number to con-
figuration files of both user processes. Moreover, there will
be different types of properties, for example, tasks can be
dependent on each other via a file or a named pipe.
Tasks can be grouped into DDS collections and DDS
groups. The difference between collections and groups is
that collections are a signal to DDS topology parser that
tasks of given collections will be executed on the same
physical machine. This is useful if tasks have a lot of com-
munication or they want to access the same shared memory.
A set of tasks and task collections can be also grouped into
task groups.
DDS utilizes a plug-in system in order to use different
job submission front-ends. The first and the main plug-in
of the system will be an SSH plug-in, which can be used
to dynamically turn a bunch of machines to user worker
nodes. The SSH plug-in is a perfect tool for a Cloud based
solutions.
Outlook
The DDS system is in the initial development phase. We
expect a lot of new features in the upcoming year.
Figure 1: Illustration of the DDS concept.
1. Operational prototype of DDS with the ability to parse
typologies such as examples of FairROOT tasks.
2. The operational prototype will be able to deploy single
dependency tasks like a PROOF cluster or FairROOT
analysis tasks. The deployment will be steered using
the SSH plug-in on the Cloud and local computers.
3. Extend the plug-in machinery to cover the follow-
ing Resource Management Systems: SLURM, LSF,
Torque (PBS), Grid Engine, Condor, PanDA.
4. Extend the submission machinery to be able to deploy
multi-dependency tasks.
5. Extend the complexity of the topology language to
support custom types of task properties.
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Event building in FairRoot
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Introduction
This report presents first effort of constructing a common
structure of event building in the FairRoot [1] computing
framework. Set of classes has been implemented allowing
management and development of event builders working
on different data streams. A working example of event re-
construction using data from one of the PANDA detectors,
the GEM Tracker, has been provided. The achievement of
the full event reconstruction depends on the implementa-
tion of other event builders working on different data sets.
We anticipate that the provided structure will also be apli-
cable to other experiments facing similar challenges.
Event building
In general, the event building requires information from
most of experimental subsystems. Some will provide good
event start time, others are designed to reconstruct particle
trajectories, and yet another serve for particle identifica-
tion. The complexity of the task suggests usage of different
event builders for separate subsystems and then combining
the information in an event builder manager to get a global
picture of the event.
It should also be noted, that the event builders might have
radically different functionalities. It is easy to imagine, that
some of the subsystems will be able to provide crucial event
characteristics and thus will be used for event reconstruc-
tion. However some will only be able to assign data to al-
ready identified events and thus will merely build up events.
Trivially many will serve both goals.
Figure 1: Schematic view of event building.
Figure 1 schematically presents a prototype design of the
event building scenario. The reconstruction is handled by
the Event Builder Manager, which contains 3 (in this exam-
ple) independent event builders, that are getting time-sliced
data from different sources. Event builders process input
data in FindEvents functions, which may store the data in
internal Data Buffers and/or send found events information
to the Event Builder Manager.
The task of combining the information from different
subsystems is performed by the AnalyzeAndExtractEvents
function of the manager, which, in turn, triggers storing of
the data for each identified event. This is performed by the
StoreEventData function of the event builders, where the
data in buffers have to be assigned to events.
Example implementation
GEM Tracker event builder was the first implementation
of the presented scenario. The input for the event builder
are the time slices with reconstructed particle trajectories
in the GEM Tracker [2]. For each track an estimated track
creation time is calculated using GEM timing information.
Event builder looks for tracks with similar (closer than 5ns)
creation time and calculates event time by taking center-
of-gravity average. Even single trajectories are taken to
mark reconstructed events due to the small detector average
occupancy of around 3 tracks per event.
Around 80% of the realistic antiproton-proton collisions
have reconstructable trajectories in the GEM Tracker. Out
of them more than 90% have been properly reconstructed
using the presented analysis scenario. About 2% of the
events in the output have no matching simulated event.
Summary
This report addresses the question of the event building
in the future experiments at FAIR. It proposes a common
structure for such tasks within the FairRoot framework.
Data from the different subsystems would be analyzed by
different event builders and the whole effort would be co-
ordinated by the experiment-specific Event Builder Man-
ager. A preliminary example of the event builder oper-
ating on the data from only one of the PANDA detectors
shows promising results. The future work should focus on
the development and improvement of the event builders for
different experimental subsystems as well as on the Event
Builder Managers, that are foreseen to orchestrate the vari-
ous event builders and take the final decision in the process
of the event reconstruction.
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New software for the R3B calorimeter CALIFA within FairRoot∗
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Introduction
R3B is a next generation experimental setup for studies
of Reactions with Relativistic Radioactive Beams. Its aim
is to provide a versatile reaction setup for kinematically
complete measurements of reactions with high-energy ra-
dioactive beams [1]. CALIFA, the R3B CALorimeter for
In-Flight emitted pArticles detection, is one of the key de-
tectors for the setup of R3B.
Figure 1: CALIFA calorimeter in last year report [2].
As CALIFA is included in the R3B experiment, the soft-
ware requirements will be handled by the FairRoot frame-
work.
CALIFARoot
The framework FairRoot provides base classes which
enable the users to construct their detectors and tasks in a
straight-forward way [3]. Two important parts of the soft-
ware for CALIFA have been developed for the framework:
the unpacker and the raw-data publisher. Both of them will
be fully explained in the next sections.
CALIFA unpacker
The unpacker is the element that allows us to extract
the information obtained via the data aquisition system and
save it in ROOT format. In order to create the unpacker for
CALIFA we need three essential elements: a representation
of a hit in one of the crystals, the unpack code to fully read
the information obtained and to extract it, and a macro that
provides information regarding how the unpacker will be
handled and creates the ROOT file with the resulting data
and histograms.
∗Work supported by Ministerio de Economı´a y Competitividad(Spain)
contract No. EIC-FAIR-2011-0061
CALIFA raw-data publisher
The raw publisher, fully based on a javascript code called
JSRootIO [4], is an useful feature for experiments that in-
volve different institutes, as it allows them to start live anal-
ysis while the experiment is still running.
In order to do this, a webpage is generated and has to
be uploaded to a server, along the ROOT file where the
data shown is taken from. Two elements are necessary: the
generator of the web file and code to add the histograms to
the ROOT file that can be read with the javascript code. The
webpage is currently able to use the javascript code both via
an external link and with a local deployment, downloading
the required files in the server.
Conclusion
Basic tools for CALIFA have been developed during the
year 2013. Extended software, like database infrastructure,
is expected to be developed during the year 2014.
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Introduction
FairRoot is a framework, which is used by future FAIR
experiments for an implementation of the simulation, re-
construction and data analysis algorithms [1]. Requirement
of both, the basic framework features and the user-defined
tasks developments, is the usage of the same code for on-
line and offline event reconstruction. In this report we will
present an extensions to several base classes, which was
done to provide the possibility for communication with a
Data Acquisition (DAQ) server.
Online Data Processing
The possibility of online event reconstruction is an es-
sential point for most of the experiments at FAIR, which
are aiming to perform high-intensity measurements with-
out a hardware trigger. Therefore, we implemented an ad-
ditional functionality to the framework, which is sketched
in figure 1. In order to avoid overloading of the main DAQ
Figure 1: Illustration of the communication flow between a
DAQ server and the FairRoot framework.
server with connections from multiple clients, an interme-
diate stage called ”Remote-Event Server” [2] was intro-
duced. There is also a possibility to connect a client directly
to a file on disk, in order to support also the offline analysis.
The class design allows supporting multiple data formats
from a server or from a saved file. In the next subsection
we shortly describe the Multi Branch System (MBS) [3]
format used in many DAQ server implementations at GSI.
MBS Format
The data coming from the DAQ contains response from
multiple detectors and is formed in sequences of events,
each containing several sub-events. Each sub-event corre-
sponds to one detector. A detector can be then identified
via TYPE and SUB TYPE values in the sub-event header.
This header in a sub-event is then followed by the data.
A support for other data formats is provided, as was already
requested by the CBM collaboration.
Server Side
The Remote-Event Server is to be started on a separate
computer node. It connects directly to the specified DAQ
server, and transmits the data using ROOT sockets to a
specified network port. The name of the node, where this
server is started, has to be used in a client configuration,
described in the next section. For the testing purpose, one
can send events with random numbers without connecting
to a DAQ server.
Client Side
The Remote-Event Client is part of FairRoot. The
steering class FairRunOnline implements an event-loop,
and user-specified tasks execution. It gets the data from an
object of the concrete implementation of the abstract base
class FairSource. Detector-specific ”unpacker” classes
then process the received raw data events. The unpackers
fill the data as arrays of ROOT objects, which are taken as
input for the hardware calibration and further analysis.
This dedicated class design allows a user to easily switch
in his analysis between online-streaming and stored data
by changing just one line in the steering macro.
Further developments will focus on a class
FairRootSource, which will be inherited from FairSource
and will read simulated data from a ROOT file. This will
allow to combine two steering classes FairRunAna (cur-
rently used for the analysis of Monte Carlo simulations)
and FairRunOnline into a single implementation.
Summary
We presented in this report an extension to the Fair-
Root framework for communication with a Remote-Event
Server. The implementation will be used in the detector
tests for the future R3B experiment. These experimental
tests provide unique possibility for validation and verifica-
tion of the dedicated detector-specific reconstruction algo-
rithms.
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Introduction
Since the setup of a typical heavy ion experiment at
FAIR [1] is varying depending on the physic case to study,
the FairRoot framework for simulation and analysis [2]
should be able to handle a large amount of different pa-
rameters and their variation in time. Currently the FairRoot
framework uses the Hades Runtime Database Library [3] as
third-party code to initialize parameter from ascii or ROOT
[4] input files. This report describes the new FairDB Vir-
tual Database Library which extends the FairRoot frame-
work initialization scheme to any SQL-Databases systems.
Database Interface
FairDB provides the user with a well-defined and uni-
form API for database manipulation. Using internally the
ROOT TSQLServer class [4], the same user code can be
executed independently on Oracle, MySQL, PostGresSQL
and even SQLite SQL database engines (Fig. [1]).
Figure 1: FairDB supported SQL-Database engines.
Design
FairDB separates the connectivity to the DBMS into
a front-end and a back-end (Fig [2]). The front-end de-
livers the relational data model and implementation (ta-
bles, query algorithm, versioning etc ...) together with
the database connectivity layer. The back-end defines the
communication layer to specific DBMS using the appro-
priate client library. Recently the PostGresSQL lower level
driver TPgSQLServer.cxx has been corrected and par-
tially rewritten. The patch has been accepted and is part
of the ROOT release 5-34-15.
Initialization
The SQL-Database input can be added to the FairRoot
initialization scheme (Fig [3]) using the services of the gen-
Figure 2: FairDB Design
eral parameter input FairRunTimeDB. For accessing the
data more than one database connection can be used ac-
cording to a given user-defined URLs list.
Figure 3: FairRoot initialization scheme including SQL
Database input.
User Manual
In order to smooth the learning curve for the FairDB us-
age, a complete User Manual in PDF format has been writ-
ten. It covers the general concept, database installation and
all the FairDB interface features with tutorials [5].
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Introduction
Because of unprecedented interaction rate (107/s) and
data rates from 100Gb/s up to 1Tb/s, experiments at Fair
[1][2] employ self-triggered front-end electronics featuring
a continuously sampling system where the detector subsys-
tems are synchronized by a precision time stamp distribu-
tion system. In this context of free data streaming, time or
more precisely time interval is the natural detector buffer
identifier.
For this reason, FairDB [3] implements internally a version
management for the parameter fully based on time.
Temporal Database
Conceptually in a relational database data is organized
in two-dimensional space (attribute, tuple). FairDB im-
plements a time-based version management by adding the
time as a third dimension leading to a three dimensional
model (attribute, tuple, time) as shown in Figure [1].
Figure 1: FairDB timed based versioning uses time as ad-
ditional dimension to the relational data model.
Relational Model
FairDB separates the metadata table (logical data) from
the payload data table (physical data). It uses a two-level
hierarchy to store the physical data which is illustrated in
Figure [2]. This two-level hierarchy data access corre-
sponds to a two-table structure for each type of parame-
ter data in the FairDB relational model. The two table are
connected via a unique identifier primary key used as a se-
quence number.
Validity Range
Ultimately, any of the data retrieved could depend on the
run or the time interval defining the event being processed.
Detector relevant parameters, such as calibration constants,
Figure 2: Data Table location Hierarchy
will change with time and the interface has to retrieve the
correct ones for the current event time-slice. For this rea-
son, all requests for data through the interface must supply
information about:
• The date and time interval of event (in UTC)
• The type of data: real or Monte Carlo
• The type of Detector.
In FairDB this information is called a Context. In the
database all information is tagged by a Context i.e by a val-
idation range which identifies the type of data and detector
and the ranges of date times for which it is valid.
Figure 3: FairDB Multidimensional version management.
Only the Validity Time Range is mandatory for parameter
retrieval.
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Introduction
Conceptually FairDB [1] handles data as table i.e in a
two-dimensional data structure with cells organized in rows
and columns.
This is the reponsability of the FairDB framework to de-
liver an automatic parameter object to relational table map-
ping and a uniform API to access these object regardless of
the internal relational representation.
Object to Table Mapping
FairDB eases the transition parameter object to the rela-
tional data model by implementing an automatic mapping
procedure according to the following rules:
- Class definition corresponds to table definition
- Columns are the physical equivalent of the attributes
- Rows are the physical equivalent of objects instances
Additionnaly each record (rows or unit block of rows) on
a table is uniquely identified. The purpose of the unique
identifier is to act as the primary key on the table where it
is defined and to be referenced as the foreign key by other
related tables.
Figure [1] shows an example of object to table mapping in
the case where the target parameter class is a simple class
or is related through inheritance.
Figure 1: One-to-One Parameter object to relational table
mapping.
SQL I/O scheme
FairDB provides a programmatic and uniform template
based API to write and access parameter object. Like the
Java SQL interface system (JDBC)[2], each data retrieval
produces a pointer giving read access to a results table
which corresponds to a subset of the underlying database
table (Figure [2]). Each Row of the results table corre-
sponds to a object, the type of which is user defined and
table-specific.
Minimizing I/O with Level2 Cache
Another important point is to minimise I/O. Some re-
quests, particularly for detector relevant parameters, can
pull in large amounts of data but users must not load it once
at the start of the job and then use it repeatedly since it may
not be valid for all the data they process. Also multiple
users may want access to the same data and it would be in-
efficient for each to have their own copy.
To deal with both of the above problems, the interface uses
the concept of handle or proxy . When accessing a par-
ticular table, a table-specific pointer object is created. the
corresponding object is usually very small is suitable to be
stack based and passed by value, thus reducing consider-
ably the risk of a memory leak.
During construction of the pointer, a request for data is
passed down through the interface and the results table,
which could be large, is created on the heap. The inter-
face places the table in its cache and the user’s pointer is
attached to the table, but the table is owned by the inter-
face, not the user.
Figure 2: FairDB SQL I/O persistency scheme. Different
level of Caches are used to store recently accessed table in
on disk.
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E-Science Activities at GSI
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This article describes the work of the GSI e-science
Group with the aim to operate an ALICE tier2 centre within
the global environment of the LHC Computing Grid and to
prototype a distributed computing environment for FAIR.
ALICE tier2 centre at GSI and ALICE Grid
in Germany
The ALICE tier2 centre and the National Analysis Fa-
cility at GSI provide a computing infrastructure for ALICE
Grid and for the local usage of the German ALICE groups.
New data-sets are being transferred to GSI continuously
and are processed on the local batch farm via daily running
analysis trains. Disk space is provided via the Cluster File
System Lustre. The storage resources pledged to the global
ALICE community (550 TB) are provided via a Grid Stor-
age Element which consists of an xrootd daemon running
on top of the Lustre file system. Data stored on the Grid
Storage Element can also be read from local ALICE jobs.
The remaining Lustre capacity (4.7 PB) is used for local
storage but has to be shared with other experiment groups
of GSI/FAIR. Throughout the year GSI participates in cen-
trally managed ALICE Grid productions and data analysis
activities, but also analysis jobs of individual users are run-
ning on the ALICE tier2 centre. Since recently the routing
problem between the GSI batch farm and the local ALICE
Storage Element has been solved the average job efficiency
of Grid jobs running at the ALICE tier2 centre is close
to that of other high level tier 2 centres. The overall job
share in 2013 contributed by GSI tier2 and Forschungszen-
trum Karlsruhe (ALICE tier1 centre) as well as the HHLR
compute cluster at Goethe University in Frankfurt has been
11% of all ALICE Grid jobs worldwide. This corresponds
well with the pledged CPU resources for 2013: 7000 HEP-
SPEC06 for GSI tier2 (4% of the global T2 requirements)
and 30000 HEP-SPEC06 for FZK (30% of the global T1
requirements)
CRISP and LSDMA
The Cluster of Research Infrastructures for Synergies in
Physics (CRISP) project is a collaboration between differ-
ent institutions and facilities related to physics research.
GSI participated in Work Package 16 and contributed in de-
veloping a pan-European system for unique identification.
As a prototype solution Umbrella has been presented. The
work of this group concentrated on bridging solutions be-
tween the Umbrella system and X509 certificates as used
in Grid communities as well as between Umbrella and
EduGAIN.
The work of the Data Life Cycle Lab ”Structure of Mat-
ter/FAIR” within the portfolio project ”Large Scale Data
Management and Analysis (LSDMA)” is being defined in
close collaboration with the FAIR experiments. Main work
topics are parallel and distributed computing as well as
global data federations.
KOSI
Within the context of the KOSI program (Kooperativer
Studiengang Informatik) from Hochschule Darmstadt there
is a computing project in close collaboration with the GSI
theory group. It explores the synergetic use of different
software packages like Mathematica and MathCode from
Wolfram with Geneva from Gemfony Scientific and with
Lapack, ScaLapack and GSL on the GSI computer clusters.
A first application on the chiral extrapolation of baryon
masses has been worked out [1].
Preparation for FAIR
In order to be able to prepare a distributed computing
concept for FAIR experience is being accumulated starting
with currently existing computing environments. Currently
the focus lies on the AliEn middleware since know-how
is available due to the ALICE tier2 centre at GSI. Based
on a gap analysis it will be decided if the FAIR comput-
ing requirements can be mapped on further developed cur-
rent systems or if major components if not all have to be
replaced. Well-grounded decisions can be done by eval-
uating the performance of test beds. Therefore PANDA-
Grid came into existence and is now in successful oper-
ation since 2004. It has been extended to currently 15
sites in Asia, Europe, and North America. Among these
3 sites are running via WLCG infrastructure. The most re-
cent site which joined is Orsay in France and also the GSI
Icarus cluster has been interfaced to PandaGrid. The good
collaboration between ALICE Offline and the PandaGrid
project is being continued, so recently a common work-
shop in Torino took place. The central PandaGrid services
as well as the central Grid data base (MySQL) are running
at GSI while the central MonaLisa monitoring repository
and a backup database are maintained in Torino.
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FPGA firmware for detector read-out is commonly
described with VHDL or Verilog. Data processing on
the algorithmic level is a complex task in these lan-
guages and creates code that is hard to maintain. There
are high level description frameworks available that
simplify the implementation of processing algorithms.
A sample implementation of an existing algorithm and
the comparison with its VHDL equivalent show promis-
ing results for future online preprocessing systems.
Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are widely
used in high energy physics detector read-out chains due
to their flexibility. The protocols and interfaces are usu-
ally implemented with hardware description languages like
VHDL or Verilog. With FPGAs getting bigger and faster
they become more and more suitable for performing com-
plex data processing tasks. This can reduce the data volume
and significantly ease demands on later software based pro-
cessing steps. The drawback of the commonly used hard-
ware description languages is that they are mostly working
on the Register Transfer Level. This is perfect for high
performance protocol and low level interface implementa-
tions. However, using these languages to implement data
processing on an algorithmic level requires experienced de-
velopers and usually involves customized IP cores and la-
tency matching of components. This creates a rather com-
plex and static design. There are several high level hard-
ware description frameworks available that provide their
own languages to describe data processing steps on an al-
gorithmic or data flow level. Some of them also come with
an own framework including building blocks for PCIe or
DRAM interfaces. This significantly speeds up the devel-
opment compared to a description in plain VHDL or Ver-
ilog.
The underlying framework of this work is made by Max-
eler Technologies. The platform generates a pipelined ver-
sion of the algorithm after its data flow graph has been de-
scribed in a Java-like programming language [1]. The com-
piler manages the scheduling of the design, inserts latencies
in the generated pipelines wherever needed to keep the data
in sync, and instantiates interfaces to PCIe or DRAM if re-
quired. A software environment with a device driver and
C API provides easy to use stream interfaces to the hard-
ware. The compiler translates the data flow description into
VHDL code which is then run through the vendor tools.
The algorithm described in this way is the FastClus-
terFinder that was used as a VHDL core in the readout of
the ALICE Time Projection Chamber during LHC run pe-
∗Work supported by HGS-HIRe, HIC4FAIR
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Figure 1: Schematic picture of the ALICE TPC FastClus-
terFinder algorithm.
riod 1 [2]. A simplified overview of the algorithm is shown
in Fig. 1. The incoming raw data is decoded into a data
stream with time and location information. The center of
gravity and the deviation of peaks are calculated in time
direction. In a second step neighboring cluster candidates
are merged to get the center of gravity and the deviation of
the full cluster in pad direction. The last step is a floating
point division. The VHDL implementation is a rather com-
plex design due to its data flow control structures and the
number of fixed point and floating point arithmetics.
A functionally identical version of the FastClusterFinder
algorithm has been described with the Maxeler data flow
description language. The behavior of this implementation
has been verified in simulation using recorded detector data
from ALICE TPC. The output of the data flow simulation is
directly compared to the output of a Modelsim simulation
of the original VHDL code. In comparison to the VHDL
implementation the number of lines of code is significantly
reduced for the data flow description. Especially the com-
puting intensive parts of the design are very easy to under-
stand and to maintain. The resource usage of the generated
design in its current state is slightly different in details but
overall in the same order of magnitude as the VHDL im-
plementation.
This implementation shows that there are tools available
to describe processing algorithms on an algorithmic or data
flow level that are able to generate hardware with compara-
ble resource usage but significantly reduced code volume.
This greatly improves maintainability of the code. A next
step will be to implement and test the code in actual hard-
ware. Furthermore, the generation of VHDL code out of
the data flow description allows the processing elements to
be extracted from the vendor framework and integrated as
IP core into an own firmware environment.
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Overview
gStore is a client/server middleware developed at GSI
and tailored according to the requirements of the GSI ex-
periments. gStore provides high performance access 24
hours a day and 7 days a week. For running experiments,
highly parallel online writing to dedicated gStore write
cache is enabled, including online data copy to lustre for
online experiment monitoring and analysis. Due to the de-
sign principles:
• reliable long term archive storage,
• full scalability in data capacity and I/O bandwidth,
• high performance access due to intrinsic parallelism,
gStore is well prepared for the challenges of the future
FAIR T0 centre. Design principles and functionality are
described in detail in GSI reports, talks, and two papers.[1]
Hardware Status
Experiment data are archived in two automatic tape li-
braries (ATLs), which are also used for backup of user data.
The larger ATL has a storage capacity of 8.8 PByte and an
I/O bandwidth of 2 GByte/s currently. The smaller ATL
(1.3 PByte) is located in the remote BG2 building and con-
tains copies of experiment (raw) and user backup data. This
concept prevents from loss of valuable data in case of me-
dia damage and enables data recovery even in case of a
disaster in the computing centre.
Data are accessed via data movers with read and write
disk cache of 220 TByte overall. This large disk buffer
hides the tape storage from the users to a big extent. The
lustre file system /hera, a cluster file system with ˜ 3 PByte
storage capacity, is the online storage for data analysis on
Prometheus. The I/O bandwidth between gStore and /hera
amounts to 2.5 GByte/s currently.
gStore Enhancements
Data copy to lustre. To utilize the available bandwidth,
for retrieve processes from tape to lustre automatical paral-
lelization by gStore has been implemented. The input data
are sorted twice, according to their location on tape me-
dia and to the storage order on the media. Then files on
different tape media are copied in parallel by different pro-
cesses running on different data movers, and all files are
read in optimal order from the corresponding media. Ob-
viously the number of parallel processes is limited by the
number of available tape drives, which is up to eight cur-
rently. It should be noted that this parallelization cannot
be done by the users themselves, because they intention-
ally need not care about file location on tape and there-
fore do not have the corresponding information. Due to the
high performance connection between gStore and lustre -
matching the tape speed of 250 MByte/s - tape files are
copied directly to lustre, skipping the otherwise mandatory
staging step to gStore read cache. This additionally reduces
the copy time considerably.
The parallelization concept works only efficiently if a
large number of files is copied with one single (gstore)
command, the more files are involved, the better. To spec-
ify many files, wildcard characters, a file list, recursive
file operations, or any combination of them can be used.
Thereby users need not keep track of files already archived
in gStore or already staged or retrieved from gStore, re-
spectively, because files already existing are never over-
written, except if explicitly specified otherwise. If some
of the specified gStore files are not on tape, but already
staged in read cache or still residing on write cache, ad-
ditional copy processes on each data mover involved are
started. Therefore a few tens of copy processes may initi-
ated by one single user command
Removal of limitations in file number. To support as
many files as possible in single commands, some limita-
tions in file number have been identified and removed. Up
to now with one single command more than 100,000 files
have been processed successfully by users.
As an example, in a recursive user archive command
127,473 matching files have been found in lustre. 26,635
files have been rejected, mainly because they were already
existing in gStore, or because they were empty or had in-
valid file names. The remaining 100,838 files, with file
sizes from some 10 bytes to ˜ 1 GByte and ˜ 6.5 TByte size
in total, have been archived successfully to the write cache
of a data mover. With all latencies included, the average
data rate amounted to 152 MByte/s.
Outlook
It is planned to implement automatic parallelization also
for processes copying from lustre to gStore. Using up to
10 data movers in parallel, the overall copy time would be
decreased by an order of magnitude.
Newer lustre versions soon available at GSI enable to
implement and test the lustre HSM (Hierarchical Storage
Manager) functionality with tape backend in gStore.
According to the road maps of big tape manufacturers,
data capacity (now 4 TByte/tape) and I/O speed (now 250
MByte/s) will be doubled in the next years. With additional
frames for tape media and tape drives, our ATL data capac-
ity could be enhanced then to ˜ 100 PByte, which is already
the order of magnitude needed for FAIR.
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FAIR@GSI progress in 2013 
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In April 2012 the GSI advisory board requested GSI to 
establish a line management structure that focuses on the 
in-kind contributions of GSI to the FAIR project. The 
result is FAIR@GSI, which was established in August 
2012. FAIR@GSI is responsible for the technical supervi-
sion of all FAIR accelerators, for the upgrade and opera-
tion of the existing GSI accelerator facility and for the 
procurement of the equipment GSI will provide in-kind to 
the FAIR accelerators and experiments. In 2013 
FAIR@GSI is running with its seven divisions, which 
cover the accelerator sections and the according experi-
ments as well as project coordination and the cross func-
tional machine tasks. The focus on the project is the sci-
entific and technical work on the work packages defined 
by the work breakdown structure (WBS). This comprises 
the technical supervision of all FAIR accelerators, the 
design and the construction of the systems and compo-
nents GSI delivers in-kind and the upgrade and develop-
ment of the GSI accelerator facility. FAIR@GSI delivers 
the project management for the sub project accelerator. 
The project coordination organizes the project planning, 
financial and procurement control, quality assurance, in-
terfaces to the other sub-projects and the documentation 
and the data handling of project relevant information. In 
2013 a solid resource loaded schedule of the project has 
been established.  
In 2013 the collaborations with our partner institutes 
did progress. MoUs have been established with Budker 
institute concerning the design and technical supervision 
on the collector ring (CR) which will be shared in the 
future. As a start of the collaboration on the CR machine 
two GSI - BINP workshops have already been held this 
year, the first one in April and the second one in June 
2013. During these workshops, many experts from BINP 
have visited GSI and discussed together with GSI experts 
the technical aspects of the CR magnets, the vacuum sys-
tem design and the power supplies. CEA Saclay is already 
working on the proton sources and LEBT of the p-linac 
and will take over the technical supervision of the Super-
FRS dipoles. The test infrastructure for the Super-FRS 
magnets at CERN is progressing due to the substantial 
support of CERN. The collaboration with Dubna on the 
SIS100 quadrupole modules and the testing of the quad-
rupole units is detailed out and contracts are in prepara-
tion or have been signed. Finally the collaboration with 
KVI in Groningen is another strong pillar, supporting the 
construction of the Super-FRS. 
The superconduction (S.C.) magnets for the 
FAIR synchotron SIS100 
In June the Babcock-Noell GmbH (BNG) delivered the 
First Of Series (FOS) superconducting (S.C.) dipole mag-
net for the FAIR synchrotron SIS100. The delivery of the 
dipole was the first step in the production phase of the 
heavy ion synchrotron SIS100, the primary beam driver 
accelerator of the FAIR project. According to the sched-
ule, more than 112 dipole magnets will be produced and 
delivered to GSI in the next three years. The factory ac-
ceptance test (FAT) was successful and therefore the 
magnet has been prepared for site acceptance test (SAT) 
at GSI. However about 95 points have been identified in 
the FAT, which need to be adjusted for the series mag-
nets. The magnet has to undergo a significant number of 
tests including cols tests. End of 2013 the magnet was 
tested for the first time at cryogenic temperatures (4 K) 
under pulse operation conditions. The magnet did exceed 
its designed performance and quench training went very 
well. 
The ion optical lattice of SIS100 comprises 108 dipole 
modules and 83 quadrupole modules arranged in the 1086 
m long SIS100 accelerator. The 83 quadrupole modules 
are split into 13 different configurations of arrangements 
of internal sub-devices. One configuration, appearing in 
the arc sections of SIS100, was selected to be designed up 
to a level ready for production. Based on the need of in-
creasing operation safety of the SIS100 machine to a 
maximum, a consequent reduction of internal interfaces is 
required. Hence the concept of an integrated quadrupole 
doublet module was developed at GSI. Within one mod-
ule two s.c. quadrupole magnets are integrated into a 
common cold mass, together with further corrector mag-
nets, collimators, bus bar and current lead systems the 
cold mass is covered in a quadrupole doublet cryostat. 
Magnet test facilities 
The tests of the several hundred S.C. magnets cannot be 
done in a single facility. Therefore the different magnets 
will be tested in three different locations. Prototype mag-
nets and all dipole magnets of SIS100 will be tested at 
GSI. Significant upgrades to the GSI test facility were 
needed in order to be ready to test the FOS superconduct-
ing dipole. The power converter had to be upgraded to 
double its maximum current (now up to 20 kA) adjusting 
its output voltage to the particular SIS100 and SIS300 
magnets. High temperature super conductor (HTS) cur-
rent leads were needed due to the limited cooling capacity 
of the cryogenic infrastructure at the prototype test facili-
ty of GSI. The power converter was optimized and com-
missioned with a test load. The security off-switch has 
already been integrated in the power converter. The cur-
rent leads were delivered to GSI on the 10th of October 
and then mounted into the feed boxes. The preparation of 
the series test facility including procurement of the 2 kW 
cryo plant and the construction of the building for the  
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cryo plant has been significantly pushed forward in 2013. 
The S.C. quadrupole units of the SIS100, will be pro-
duced at JINR/Dubna. The quadrupole units are combina-
tions of a main quadrupole with a BPM, a sextupole or a 
steerer. To guarantee conformity of each of the 175 quad-
rupole units to the technical specifications they have to be 
subjected to detailed cold tests and measurements that 
certify the required performance. The according test in-
frastructure will be developed, manufactured and com-
missioned at JINR/Dubna. The units of the SIS100 super-
conducting quadrupole doublet modules (QDM) will be 
cold tested. This test facility will be available for testing 
superconducting magnets of the NICA accelerators as 
well and demonstrates the synergy of the common effort. 
The huge Super-FRS magnets, dipoles and multiplets, 
will be tested at CERN in a collaboration of GSI, CERN 
and CEA Saclay. CERN will install a test facility with all 
infrastructure serving three test benches in hall 180. First 
cleaning and installation work on the infrastructure in this 
hall has been performed by CERN. 
Preparation for the FAIR rf-systems  
The rf-systems of SIS100 comprises (in the start ver-
sion) 14 acceleration cavities, 9 bunch compressor cavi-
ties and one cavity for barrier bucket operation. For all 
cavity types, procurement has been started in 2013. A 
new rf-cavity was developed and realized in the frame-
work of the SIS18-upgrade program in order to increase 
possible beam intensities for FAIR.  The so-called „h=2-
system“ was developed for the high current operation of 
SIS18 to flatten the ion density distribution in the bunch 
and therewith reducing the space charge forces acting on 
the particles in the bunch. It is essential for the later 
booster operation for the SIS100 with its high repetition 
and ramp rate. The “h=2”-cavity has been installed in the 
shutdown period of 2013 including all infrastructure in-
stallations required for the cavity operation. Based on the 
limited space in the synchrotron tunnel it was necessary to 
place the high-power-rf-amplifiers (weighting 1 ton) di-
rectly on top of the cavity. Due to that the height of the 
ring tunnel has been enlarged at the location of the cavi-
ties. Originally the new rf-system was installed and oper-
ated (without beam) in the testing-hall. This required se-
rious efforts, because the supply devices, like the electri-
cal supply from the common net, the oil cooling installa-
tion for one unit and the cooling water supply for the oth-
er unit, have been installed there additionally. 
Beam cooling in the storage rings 
The collector ring (CR) serves the fast stochastic cool-
ing of antiproton and rare isotope beams. The FAIR 
Council has allocated the CR stochastic cooling system to 
GSI as an in-kind contribution. Intensive engineering, 
manufacturing and procurement activities on various sys-
tem components have been done in 2013 at GSI. One of 
the main technical challenges is the cryogenic movable 
(plunging) pick-up electrodes. After extensive engineer-
ing design work, two novel water-cooled linear motor 
drive units have been assembled in the mechanical work-
shop and the existing prototype pick-up tank has been 
modified to accommodate them. These units are easier to 
maintain and made from aluminium, which is lighter than 
the previously used stainless steel. Their maximum range 
of plunging is now 70 mm.  
In order to enhance the signal to noise ratio, which is 
the main challenge for the stochastic cooling of antiproton 
beams, the movable pick-up electrode modules are ther-
mally coupled to flexible sheets, which are cooled by 2 
helium cryoheads to about 30 K. The cryoheads also cool 
an intermediate cryoshield at 80 K. 
Reconstruction started in cave-B for the 
CRYRING installation  
In July 2013, the Transport & Installation department 
(CSTI) has successfully removed the FOPI superconduct-
ing magnet from cave-B. The removal of this magnet was 
an important step for the remodelling of cave-B as a fu-
ture home of CRYRING@ESR, a Swedish in-kind con-
tribution to FAIR. CRYRING@ESR is a heavy-ion stor-
age ring and will be served with ion beams from ESR or 
from an independent ion injector. It will first deploy sev-
eral key technologies for FAIR and serve as an experi-
ment facility on low-energy highly-charged ions. After 
the move of the magnet the complete reconstruction of 
cave-B has already started. 
Digital mock-up (DMU) of the  
FAIR machines   
A very important task is the work in the digital model 
of the whole accelerator facility, which allows the check 
for interfaces, collisions with the building infrastructure 
and the proper alignment of the beam lines to the ion op-
tical lay-out (IOL). This digital mock-up (DMU) is an 
essential part of the configuration management of 
FAIR@GSI and is a very successful example for excel-
lent project work at GSI. A 3D-model for the IOL pre-
pared with the beam optic program “Mirko” serves as the 
backbone for the representation of the beam lines. One of 
the main jobs of the DMU-team of the mechanical inte-
gration (ENMI) department is the visualization of results 
which have been developed by differenz scientific and 
technical departments. Many data types have to be trans-
ferred into the format of Catia. 
As an example the normal conducting (N.C.) magnets 
are delivered by the magnet and alignment department 
(ENMA) as 3D-models which will be included in the 
DMU of the beam lines. After this, the vacuum chambers 
and diagnostic boxes will be chosen and positioned and 
collisions will be checked. Defining interfaces for com-
ponents of different suppliers is one of the major tasks in 
the developmental stage. Cables, tubes and their ducts and 
trays towards the components, alignment concept, refer-
ences, installation space, accessibility, fixation and many 
more things have to be cleared before the specifications 
can be released.  
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Maintenance Activities
In 2013 no beam has been provided by the UNILAC;
the full year was dedicated to maintenance instead. This
chapter summerizes the major works while the second one
lists the ongoing upgrade design activies.
Media systems
The water distribution circuit providing cooling for the
fourth Alvarez cavity and the IH cavity of the High Charge
Injector (HLI) has been split into two independent circuits.
The measure enhances the temperature stability of the two
cavities which in the past suffered repeatedly from difficult
incoupling of rf-power. General maintenance was done at
the water pumps of the other circuits. The cooling water
conduit of the Alverez section and of the transfer channel
was renewed, including provision of de-ionized water for
the drift tubes, couplers, and tuners. Many pumps under-
went maintenance of the ball bearing and the exchange of
oil. The ventilation systems of the High Current Injector
(HSI) and the Alvarez section were completely revised.
Cavities
The UHV seals of some Alvarez cavities have been re-
placed by new ones produced on-site. The repair of UHV
leakages at the junction between cavity A2a and the subse-
quent cavity BB5 required much more resources w.r.t. time
and personell as expected. Repeated leakage occured af-
ter remounting the spokewheels. The same type of work
was done at one single gap resonator. The cause of in-
creased reflection of incoming rf-power at the HLI RFQ
was identified as mechanical vibrations of the rods, being
resonantly amplified at specific time structures of the rf-
pulses [1]. The rf-power line to the RFQ of the HSI has
been systematically checked in order to identify the ori-
gin of rf-reflection; the line proved not to be the cause, we
rather assume sparking in the RFQ cavity.
Miscellaneous
The misalignment of the transfer channel beamline due
to ground water settlement was quantified. Systematic
beam loss surveillance was extended to the areas “trans-
fer channel” and “experimental hall”; several steerers have
been equipped with new bipolar power converters.
∗ la.groening@gsi.de
Upgrade Activities
Compact LEBT
The FAIR requirements on beam intensity of uranium
and on the handling of the related infrastructure indicate
the installation of a dedicated uranium source terminal to-
gether with the subsequent beam transport system. It shall
be located between the existing terminals which feed the
HSI. As a consequence the latter will not provide uranium
in the future. This new branch (Compact LEBT) is un-
der design, aiming at simplified beam optics, i.e. omission
of bending magnets and shortening of the line. The ex-
pected gain in beam quality will be benchmarked to the
todays performance. Details are summarized in dedicated
reports [2, 3]. The activities include also studies on im-
proved beam transport through the existing HSI as well as
extensive measurements of the beam parameters provided
by the existing high intensity uranium source.
Replacement of Alvarez DTL
The existing Alvarez-type DTL, providing acceleration
from 1.4 to 11.4 MeV/u, is in operation for several decades.
To ensure reliable operation for FAIR it ought to be re-
placed by a new DTL. The design activities of this new so-
called HE-Linac have been started in close collaboration
with the Goethe University of Frankfurt. Several options
w.r.t. the cavity type are under investigation to ensure that
the best choice is made for FAIR w.r.t. beam quality and
cost efficiency. For details we refer to [4].
EmTEx
An Emittance Transfer Experiment (EmTEx) aims at
demonstration of tailoring the 4d-phase-space distribution
of the beam from the UNILAC such that its properties bet-
ter match to the requirements of the synchrotron SIS18.
The proof-of-principle with deuteron beams is foreseen in
summer 2014. Last year saw the installation of the set-up
in the transfer channel [5, 6].
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To fulfil the intensity requirements for FAIR, a dedicated
high current uranium ion source and Low Energy Beam
Transport line will be built at the High Current Injector
HSI [1]. This new injection line (Compact-LEBT) will be
integrated into the existing complex with two branches, de-
signed as a straight injection line without bending magnet
(fig. 1). The joint use of the existing matching line (from
switching magnet to RFQ) is foreseen.
Figure 1: Scheme of the Compact-LEBT.
Design of the new Beam Branch
Preparing the design of the new branch, measurements
directly behind the ion source had been available with dif-
ferent ions (e. g. argon, tantalum), but not with uranium
beams. Now, such direct uranium measurements have been
performed at the existing north terminal with the VARIS
ion source [2]. The GSI standard mobile emittance device
(horizontal and vertical) was used for emittance measure-
ments behind the first triplet of the beam line. To measure
the large beam directly behind the terminal, the emittance
device from HOSTI was used (large grid size). Also tanta-
lum beam was measured, to allow a comparison of the mea-
surement results from HOSTI and from North Terminal.
The good performance of the ion source was confirmed.
Simulations with the DYNAMION code, based on the
measurement data, were used to optimize the designed
beam line. For the recent design the use of a new
quadrupole triplet in the crotch between the existing beam
lines, and an already existing quadrupole quartet for focus-
ing behind the terminal is proposed (fig. 2) [2].
Ion Sources
Measurements with different ion beams as tantalum and
argon have been performed at the high current test injec-
tor (HOSTI), to investigate beam intensity and emittance
for different extraction- and post acceleration geometries,
long run tests of insulator materials, and the suitability of a
solenoid magnet for high current operation [3].
Figure 2: Recent layout of the Compact-LEBT.
A layout for the new uranium terminal (Terminal West)
has been designed (fig. 3). The terminal contains a closed
under-pressure system, it houses all sections like a high
voltage area with power supplies, transformers and a work-
ing platform (closed electrical working area), and a service
area with glove box (radiation protection controlled area).
Figure 3: Principle layout of the Terminal West.
Components and Commissioning
While beam diagnostics components with larger aper-
tures in the existing LEBT are already in operation since
2012, a new quadrupole quartet magnet with enlarged aper-
ture (150 mm diam.) is not yet installed. It was delivered in
late 2012, since then precise field mapping has been made.
Tendering for the power supply is starting. A new switch-
ing magnet and steerers with larger aperture are under de-
sign, a new quadrupole triplet can be designed similar to
existing triplets. Completion and commissioning are fore-
seen for 2017.
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A new injection line [1,2,3] is proposed as a part of the
upgrade and further development of the high current heavy
ion linac UNILAC for the FAIR requirements. The final
design of this straight line should be based on precise and
complete information about beam current and emittance
coming from ion source. An intense experimental cam-
paign was carried out in June-November 2013 at the North
Terminal of the UNILAC. Full and self-consistent data for
uranium beam including detailed knoweledge about the
beam current phase density in the transverse phase space
has been obtained [4].
As the new LEBT (Low Energy Beam Transport) has
no separation by bending magnets, the full spectra of dif-
ferent uranium charge states (2+, 3+, 4+, 5+, ...) will be
transported through the line. Then the beam emittance
of only design ions U4+ should be matched to the HSI-
RFQ acceptance. Although the neighboring charge states
could be partly separated at the LEBT, a significant por-
tion of mainly U3+ ions will be also injected into the RFQ.
This leads to an increased space charge effects and makes
a strong influence on particle motion. Therefore an infor-
mation about ratio U4+ / U3+ is important for proper beam
transport and matching. Measurements of beam parame-
ters have been performed at existing UNILAC beam line,
directly behind North ion source terminal. Obviously a
beam current and beam emittance could be measured only
for all charge states together. The standard diagnostics is
not able to distinguish ions with different charge states. To
solve this problem, a set of measurements behind the first
quadrupole triplet (UL4QT1) of the North LEBT was insis-
tently proposed. As it is shown on Fig.1 (left), a different
focusing efficiency for the different charge states leads to a
complicate shape of a composite beam emittance.
To distinguish between different charge states a dedi-
cated algorithm was proposed, developed and realized. A
macroparticle distribution was generated from the raw data
of measured (with slit-grid device) emittance. The den-
sity of macroparticles is proportional to the measured in-
tensity in each bin. Beam dynamics simulations with DY-
NAMION code have been firstly done backward (upstream
beam direction) through the measured magnetic field of
the triplet. Two identical distributions, but with different
charge state of macroparticles (U3+ and U4+) have been
transported separately. In assumption that the beam pa-
rameters behind an ion source terminal are the same for
every charge state, only a phase space overlapping of re-
sulted particle distributions has been treated as an emit-
tance formed by the complete beam. The obtained ”realis-
tic” particle ensemble has been simulated forward (down-
Figure 1: Measured beam emittance (left) and macropar-
ticle distributions (right): generated from measurements
(black), reconstructed U4+ fraction (green), reconstructed
U3+ fraction (red)
stream a beam), again separately as U3+ and as U4+.
The transported particles at the position of measurements
form separately beam emittances for different charge states
which perfectly cover the originally measured phase space
distribution (Fig. 1, right).
Additionally a dedicated algorithm, based on least
squares calculations, provides for an estimated U4+ inten-
sity inside the measured one for all charge states together.
With use of this algorithm one can extract from the recent
measurements for the mixed beam (U3+ and U4+ mainly)
the beam parameters for the design ion U4+ only. The
beam current and emittance obtained with different settings
of the ion source terminal are in the range of 20-35 mA in-
side 300-450 mm*mrad respectively. For comparison, the
HSI-RFQ high current acceptance with these beam param-
eters is in the frame of 250-300 mm*mrad.
Generally the proposed coupling of detailed measure-
ments and precise simulations acts as a virtual charge state
separator. Being implemented simultaneously for both
transverse phase planes, it provides for a better beam trans-
port, refined matching with an RFQ acceptance, as well as
for an improved UNILAC performance.
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Investigation of beam brilliance of high current Ta-beam on HOSTI in the
frame of compact-LEBT project
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With the coming FAIR project the requirements for beam
brilliance will be significantly higher compare to the val-
ues provided by existing high current injector. Therefore
it is planned to build up a separate injector (Terminal West
and Compact LEBT) designed specially for production of
high current uranium beams [1]. Also it is necessary to im-
prove and optimize the setup of high current uranium ion
sources including extraction and DC post-acceleration sys-
tems. These improvements can be performed and demon-
strated on high current test injector HOSTI [2].
In 2011 at HOSTI injector the setup has been modified.
A new post acceleration system designed for maximum
150 kV voltage was installed. It is much more compact
compare to the old one with reduced drift to the first focus-
ing beamline element by 0.8 m. As a result ion beam losses
are reduced as well (Fig.1).
Figure 1: Scheme of the HOSTI setup with a new post ac-
celeration system.
Several sets of measurements have been performed at
HOSTI using high current non-radioactive ion beams (Ta,
Ti and Ar) [3]. Different aspects related to improvement
of performance of high currents ion sources were studied:
mainly the investigation of beam brilliance of high cur-
rent Ta-beam provided by vacuum arc ion source VARIS
as function of beam aperture. The aperture of the ion beam
was controlled with a variable iris installed directly behind
the post-acceleration system (Fig.1). The measurements
are shortly summarized in Fig.2. It is shown that there is
an optimum beam aperture size with highest brilliance be-
tween 45 and 60 mm (iris aperture).
Measurements with various apertures of HV-electrodes
in the post-acceleration gap have shown a strong influence
of electrostatic beam compression in the gap on the beam
emittance (Fig.3). Therefore the optimization of electrodes
geometry in the post-acceleration system is one of the
promising ways to increase the beam brilliance.
Figure 2: Emittance and current measurements of tantalum
ion beam for various iris apertures with fixed ion source
settings.
Various extraction systems have been tested and com-
pared in order to achieve a more brilliant ion beam core:
single hole, 7-holes and 13-holes (standard). It was proved
that 13-holes extraction system is optimal for ion beam
apertures >50 mm. While for small beam apertures
(640 mm) 7-holes system is advantageous. A single hole
extraction system is not suitable for production of high cur-
rent beams, however it provides the most brilliant beam
core.
Figure 3: Emittance of Ta-beam with ø60 mm HV elec-
trode (left) and with ø40 mm HV electrode (right).
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Collimation and decoupling of ECR source beams for brilliance optimization∗
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Abstract
The four-dimensional transport of the transverse phase
space of the extracted beam was calculated for the
CAPRICE electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) ion source
at GSI. The axial magnetic field adds an angular momen-
tum to the extracted beam, resulting in a strongly x-y cou-
pled beam. The report presents multi-particle tracking sim-
ulations, and the results illustrate that the beam brilliance
can be improved by combination of multi-stage collimation
with skew quadrupole decoupling.
Quadrupole Collimation Channel
The quadrupole collimation channel is placed behind the
analyzing magnet in order to improve the beam brightness.
An uncorrelated beam with desired Twiss parameters is as-
sumed at the entrance of the quadrupole collimation chan-
nel being the periodic matched solution of the channel.
Only particles in a defined phase space volume are trans-
mitted through the entire channel, all other particles are
stopped at the apertures along the channel. The magnetic
quadrupole collimation channel has three cells including
three identical magnetic quadrupole doublets and four four-
jaw slits. For efficient and flexible collimation, each cell is
set to cause a phase space rotation of 45 degree and mul-
tiple cells with overall phase advance rotation larger than
90 degree (145 degree in this channel). Four successive
four-jaw slits are used for multi-stage collimation with the
phase space rotation in between [1].
Skew quadrupole decoupling section
After charge-to-mass selection, two normal quadrupole
doublets are used to match the analyzed beam into the
quadrupole collimation channel. The quadrupole collima-
tion channel, which consists of three normal quadrupole
doublets with the same gradient but alternating sign are
used to carry out the multiple-stage phase space rotation.
The decoupling section comprises two normal quadrupole
doublets and one skew quadrupole triplet, and their gradi-
ents are optimized by a numerical routine to remove the
inter-plane correlations, thus minimizing the product of the
horizontal and vertical rms emittances [2].
∗Work supported by the Helmholtz International Center for FAIR and
the Bundesministerium fu¨r Bildung und Forschung.
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Collimation and decoupling simulation
In general, an ECR ion source beam possesses a large
beam size and divergence. Therefore, higher order ef-
fects (aberrations) can not be avoided inside the solenoid.
If the particle deviates from the center of the solenoid, it
feels a non-linear force and the non-linear force causes
the rms emittances and eigen-emittances to grow. Once
the beam enters the analyzing magnet the horizontal rms
emittance starts to increase gradually, but the vertical rms
emittance is not changed. After charge selection, if the
collimators are not adopted to cut particles, the rms emit-
tances and eigen-emittances are almost constant until the
first skew quadrupole. If the collimators are adopted, uti-
lization of collimators stepwise decreases the rms emit-
tances and eigen-emittances in the matching section. Inside
of the skew quadrupole triplet, rms emittances are made
equal to the separated eigen-emittances.
The behaviors of dimensionless brilliances and the trans-
mission efficiencies along beam line with (horizontal half
slit width h=2 cm and vertical half slit width v=2 cm) and
without collimators are shown in Fig. 1.
Figure 1: Dimensionless brilliance and transmission effi-
ciency evolutions along the beam line with (solid lines) and
without (dash lines) four successive slit collimators.
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Upgrade of the HLI microwave system
In the last years several experiments using the technique
of frequency tuning were carried out at the ECR injector
test setup (EIS) of GSI in order to investigate the influence
on the performance of the CAPRICE-type ECR Ion Source
(ECRIS) in terms of enhanced ion currents of high charge
states [1] [2]. It was demonstrated that this technique al-
lows increasing the ion current extracted from an ECRIS
both for gaseous and for metallic elements [3].
In order to use this technique for the routine operation of
the ECRIS installed at the high charge state injector (HLI)
of GSI, the microwave injection system has been modi-
fied. Figure 1 shows a schematic view of the upgraded
microwave system. A signal generator provides the mi-
Figure 1: Block diagram of the upgraded microwave sys-
tem of the HLI
crowave signal to be amplified by two traveling-wave tube
amplifiers (TWTAs). Each of them provides up to 650 W
in the frequency range 12.75-14.5 GHz. When the required
power is higher than 650 W, i.e. for Ca or Ti beam produc-
tion, the power of the two amplifiers is summed up through
a WR62 waveguide power combiner. The system is inte-
grated into the existing waveguide system with a WR62
mechanical switch. With this versatile setup the microwave
input can be switched from the waveguide line connected to
the klystron to the one where the upgraded system includ-
ing the TWTAs is installed. Two directional couplers are
inserted between the switch and the ion source. Microwave
power probes are connected to each directional coupler to
measure the forward power and the reflected power to and
from the ECRIS. The knowledge of the reflection coeffi-
cient is beneficial to optimize the microwave coupling to
the plasma which is a fundamental condition for a good
performance and stable operation of the ECRIS [1].
X-ray spectroscopy
In the framework of the ENSAR-ARES collaboration
(supported by the European Union Seventh Framework
Programme FP7/2007-2013 under EU grant agreement n ◦
262010) various experiments have been carried out on
the investigation of X-ray emission from the CAPRICE
ECRIS. The measurements were performed at the EIS test
setup by using two different detectors. A Silicon drift de-
tector (2-30 keV) has been mounted at the extraction elec-
trode, and a high purity Ge detector (30-500 keV) has been
placed behind the analyzing dipole magnet in 0◦ direction,
respectively. The experiments were performed at differ-
ent settings of the confining magnetic field and at different
microwave frequencies to characterize the electron energy
distribution and to investigate correlations with the charge
state distribution (CSD) of the extracted ion beam. Results
show that the tuning of the heating frequency considerably
affects the plasma density. Details are reported in [4].
Beam profile measurements
Ion beams extracted from an ECRIS are in most cases
characterized by an internal structure with inhomogeneous
current density distribution. Viewing targets (VT) can be
used to obtain a qualitative 2D image of the beam profile
[5]. For quantitative measurement of spatially resolved 2D
current density distributions a multiple Faraday cup array
(FCA) is a versatile tool [6]. An in-situ comparison of VT
and FCA performed at the EIS test setup in cooperation
with L. Panitzsch (Institute for Experimental and Applied
Physics, University of Kiel, Germany) could confirm good
agreement. A detailed analysis of the data is in progress.
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Status of the EMittance Transfer EXperiment EMTEX ∗ †
M. Maier1 and L. Groening, 1O. Kester, 1H. Leibrock, 1C. Muehle, 1I. Pschorn, 1P. Rottla¨nder, 1C.
Will, 1C. Xiao1
1GSI Helmholtzzentrum fu¨r Schwerionenforschung GmbH, Darmstadt Germany
In order to improve the injection efficiency of the
round UNILAC heavy ion beam into the asymmetric
acceptance of the SIS18 it would be of great advantage
to reduce the horizontal emittance at the expense of in-
creasing the vertical emittance by the so called emit-
tance transfer [1]. As proof of principle a test set has
been proposed with the ion optical layout described in
[2]. The status of the proposed beam line at the transfer
channel shown in Figure [1] is reported.
Experimental Setup
The EMTEX setup is situated in the existing TK beam
line and consists of two quadrupole doublets, a split
solenoid magnet with a foil stripper in the centre to pre-
pare and magnetize the beam and three triplets including a
skew triplet to administer the emittance transfer. The exist-
ing transfer channel beam line is not affected and may be
used with the stored accelerator settings. While the two last
triplets including the skew triplet are of old GSI possession
and were refitted in our workshop, all other components
had to be ordered newly.
Status of the subsystems
The two triplets including the skew triplet have been
available in house and where overhauled by the magnet
engineering division ENMA and the mechanic workshop
CSTI of GSI. They are installed in the TK5 beam line [2],
commissioned, and ready for use.
Figure 1: Setup for the emittance transfer experiment in
the transfer channel TK (red), while the existing beam line
(black) is not affected.
The solenoid magnet [3] has been designed by ENMA at
GSI and manufactured at Danfysik. The vacuum chamber
of the solenoid is a special design comprising a view port
for on-line observation of the foil. For this reason the inside
of the vacuum chamber had to be blackened to reduce re-
flections. Yet another special solution had to be developed
by the GSI construction department for the connection box
for the thick water cooled power cables. The solenoid with
∗Work supported by GSI(UNILAC) PSP code:2.14.11
† Work supported by Hic for Fair
Figure 2: The two existing, overhauled triplets installed in
TK5. The first (left) triplet GTK5QT6 has been rotated by
45 degree to couple the x and y plane for the emittance
transfer.
all components has been delivered, installed, and commis-
sioned just in time.
Figure 3: The solenoid installed in the beam line (left) and
a schematic of the inner chamber and stripping foil arm
(right).
Outlook
Unfortunately the delivery date for the quadrupoles has
been delayed and they will be installed during the shut-
down in May 2014. The first experimental run of EMTEX
is scheduled for June 2014. In case of success it is foreseen
to implement an emittance transfer setup in the HSI
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Upgrade preparation for the 1.4 MeV/u gas stripper system for FAIR
E. Ja¨ger1, P. Scharrer2, A. Yakushev1, Ch. E. Du¨llmann1,2,3, J. Khuyagbaatar2, J. Krier1, K.P. Horn1,
L. Groening1, M. Bevcic1, and W. Barth1,2
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2HIM, Mainz, Germany; 3Johannes Gutenberg-Universita¨t Mainz, Germany
A key projectile for the FAIR facility will be 238U. In
routine operation of the GSI UNILAC, 238U is generated
by a MEVVA ion source that delivers ions with comparably
low charge states (4+), which are accelerated to 1.4 MeV/u
in the high current injector (HSI). The 1.4 MeV/u beam
passes a region of high gas density, in which the charge is
increased to 28+ by stripping of electrons. [1] Generally,
higher intensities at charge states, preferably above 28+,
are desirable. This would allow to operate the accelerator
more reliable and efficiently.
To optimize the stripping efficiency and potentially in-
crease the achieved ion charge states a program to upgrade
the gas stripper has started. The modified stripper setup is
depicted in Fig. 1. As a first modification, switching from
the continuously fed supersonic N2-jet to a pulsed gas in-
jection, synchronized with the beam timing structure, has
been implemented. This allows to increase the gas pressure
inside the stripper chamber during a beam pulse, while still
reducing the total gas flow. The gas injection was posi-
tioned inside a T-fitting, which was installed in the main
stripper chamber to match the beamline. In a first test the
pressure in the main stripping section as function of the
opening time of the valve and the pressure along the beam-
line adjacent to the gas stripper section were measured.
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the modified 1.4 MeV/u gas
stripper as to be used for first measurements with a pulsed
gas valve in beam experiments in 2014.
The gas pressure on the valve was 3 MPa. The dependency
of the pressure inside the stripper chamber and the pump-
ing performance on the valve opening time was evaluated
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Figure 2: Pressure measurements at the gas stripper for dif-
ferent stripper gases as function of the opening time of the
pulsed gas valve.
for three different gases (N2, Ar and He). These gases are
planned to be investigated as potential stripper gases in the
future, together with Xe.
The results of the pressure measurements near the gas out-
let in the main stripper chamber (diaphragm vacuum gauge
at P1, Fig. 1) are shown in Fig. 2. As the pressure varried
according to the pulsed gas flow regime, only the maxi-
mum pressure values during one pulse are shown. Note
that the vacuum gauge was placed at an entry point on top
of the main stripper chamber, so the shown pressures do
not represent the real pressure in the beamline. The pres-
sure increases with increasing opening time and starts to
level off at longer opening times. N2 and Ar are pumped at
about the same rate whereas He is pumped less efficiently.
Therefore, the pressure at the vacuum gauge is higher for
He at the same opening times. The measured pressure in-
creases to values above 5 hPa, independent of which gas
was used. The pressure in the adjacent beamline was also
measured (vacuum gauges P2-P6, Fig. 1).
The optimum conditions with respect to the pressure in the
main stripping region and the adjacent beamline as well as
the experimental charge state distribution will be evaluated
in beam experiements in 2014.
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Thermal Simulations of Thin Solid Carbon Foils for Charge Stripping of High
Current Uranium Ion Beams at New GSI Heavy-Ion Linac∗
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Th. Sto¨hlker1,4, and H. Vormann1
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2IPCP, Chernogolovka, Russia; 3UCLM, Ciudad Real, Spain; 4IOQ Friedrich-Schiller
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This paper presents an extensive numerical study of heat-
ing of thin solid carbon foils by 1.4 MeV/u uranium ion
beams to explore the possibility of using such a target as
a charge stripper at the proposed new GSI high energy
heavy–ion linac. These simulations have been carried out
using a sophisticated 3D computer code that accounts for
physical phenomena that are important in this problem.
The stripper is assumed to be a thin circular foil of solid
graphite with density 2.28 g/cm3 and radius, Rf = 1.5 cm
while the uranium beam is incident perpendicular to its sur-
face. Three different foil thicknesses including 20, 30 and
40 μg/cm2, have been considered.
Figure 1: T vs time (during pulse length) at different
points along foil radius, foil thickness = 20 μg/cm2, cur-
rent 6 emA and pulse length = 100 μs.
Two different current values, namely, 6 emA and 18 emA
have been used where the latter is the FAIR design value.
A pulse length of 100 μs is considered that leads to pulse
intensities, N = 9.375 × 1011 and 2.8125 × 1012 for the
beam current values of 6 emA and 18 emA, respectively.
The transverse particle distribution in the focal spot is as-
sumed to be Gaussian with σ = 3.67 mm, whereas the rep-
etition rate of the ion beam pulses is 2 Hz.
The initial charge state is U4+ while the ion is stripped
to a charge state of U39+ after passing through either 20 or
30 μg/cm2 thick stripper foils. A slightly higher charged
state of U40+ is achieved with a 40 μg/cm2 thick foil. For
simplicity, we assume in the calculations a uniform ion
charge state along the foil thickness (39+ in case of 20 and
30 μg/cm2 and 40+ in case of 40 μg/cm2 thickness). In
practice, however, there will be an exponential type charge
distribution along the ion trajectory.
∗Work supported by the BMBF
Figure 2: Same as in Fig. 1, but using beam current 18 emA
In Fig. 1 we plot the temperature for 6 emA current
at three different points along the foil radius, namely,
r = 0 (center), 5 mm and 15 mm (outer boundary), re-
spectively. It is seen that a maximum temperature of
around 2200 K is achieved at the target center at the end
of the pulse (100 μs), whereas the maximum temperature
at r = 5 mm is about 1250 K. The temperature at the foil
boundary, on the other hand, does not change. It is to be
noted that although the sublimation temperature of carbon
in air is much higher (3925 K), the target could be dam-
aged due to the induced thermal stresses [1,2]. The corre-
sponding temeprature at the foil center in case of 30 and
40 μg/cm2 is 2300 K and 2400 K, respectively. This is be-
cause diffusion of heat from the target center to the surface
takes longer time that reduces the cooling rate.
In Fig. 2 we plote the same variables as in Fig. 1, but
using 18 emA current. It is seen that the temperature at the
foil center approaches the carbon sublimations temperature
which means that it will not survive a single irradiation in
this case. For 30 and 40 μg/cm2 foil thickness, the maxi-
mum temperature is even higher. It is therefore concluded
that use of a solid stripper foil is not feasible at the new
high energy drift tube linac at GSI. Further details can be
found in [3]
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The Status of the High-Energy Linac Project at GSI ∗
S. Mickat1, W. Barth1, G. Clemente1, L. Groening1, B. Schlitt1, and U. Ratzinger2
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2Goethe University, Frankfurt, Germany
The High-Energy (HE) Linac is proposed to substitute
the existing UNILAC post-stripper section. Mainly the
post-stripper consists of the Alvarez Linac, which is in op-
eration over four decades successfully. The main parame-
ters of the HE Linac follow the design parameters of the ex-
isting post-stripper [1], e.g. the HE Linac reaches the same
output energy of 11.4 MeV/u at about half of the lentgh. In
comparison the beam pulse length and the pulse repetition
rate is optimised to the FAIR requirements. The HE Linac
will not provide with long duty cycle beams [2].
In the long term the substitution of the existing Alvarez is
the only possibility to provide an adequate heavy ion injec-
tor for FAIR. The need for a future substitution is confirmed
by a study recording the status of the existing post-stripper
for investigating its future operating risk [3].
One important milestone for reducing the operating risk
is the development of a new and modularised rf system,
which is in progress [4]. The rf system can be applied to
the existing Alvarez section as well as to the HE Linac in
short pulse operation. Negotiations with commercial sup-
pliers concerning the prototype of a high power amplifier
are expected to be closed in spring 2014.
56 percent of the total costs are assigend to the rf systems
(fig.1) according to the executive summary ”Proposal for
the HE Linac” [5], which was submitted in summer 2013
to the GSI supervisory board and the director’s board.
Outlook
In November 2013 the GSI accelerator chain for Ura-
nium beam was reviewed. The review comittee comprised
five external and international recognised accelerator ex-
perts. As a result a window for the input beam parameters
for the SIS18 is defined. For providing 2 · 1011 U28+ par-
ticles a beam current of 15 mA at a pulse length of 80 µs
within an emittance of 5 mm mrad is required for instance
[6]. In addition a quasi Front-to-End simulation along the
UNILAC shows, that by taking future upgrade options into
account already, with the existing Alvarez section the Fair
requirements are not reached [7]. Even by substituting the
Alvarez section by the HE Linac the aim is not reached per
se regarding the existing boundary conditions. Currently
workpackages are defined together with the Institute of Ap-
plied Physics at Frankfurt University. Starting from the Ion
sources to the SIS18 transfer channel every section is re-
investigated for improvements in beam quality and inten-
sity.
∗FAIR@GSI PSP code:6-6-7-06
Figure 1: Investment cost of technical susbsystems in
MEUR and percent. The total sum is 26.6 MEUR (based
on prices of 2012)
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CUPID: New System for Scintillating Screen based Diagnostics
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Introduction
A new, fully FAIR-conformal system for standard scin-
tillating screen based beam diagnostics was developed at
GSI. To cover a wide range of foreseen applications, a new
technical solution was required for diagnostics upgrade be-
tween the Experimental Storage Ring (ESR) and Cave A
as a precursor to the upcoming FAIR High Energy Beam
Transport lines. The newly developed system (Figure 1),
including digital image acquisition, remote controllable op-
tical system and mechanical design, was set up and com-
missioned without beam during the 2013 shut-down.
Figure 1: CUPID: overview of electronic devices and com-
munication scheme.
CUPID System Layout
CUPID (Control Unit for Profile and Image Data) is
based on the Front-End Software Architecture (FESA) [1]
to control beam diagnostic devices. The FESA class for
the digital GigE camera (IDS uEye UI-5240SE-M, radi-
ation resistant CMOS type) acquires the images and pre-
processes the optical data as required by the geometry of
the setup (rotation, stretching). It calculates the projections
and the intensity histogram and converts pixel number into
a position in millimeters, which results in absolute beam
position and width. The performance of the system reached
more than 15 frames per second with one connected client.
To avoid network overload, the front-end computer pro-
cessing the camera images is equipped with two network
cards: one for the standard accelerator network and one for
the direct connection to the GigE cameras via a local 10
GBit network switch. If desired, the raw image data can
be written to a file for offline analysis. Additionally, dedi-
cated FESA classes access industrial Programmable Logic
Controllers (PLCs) for a reliable slow control solution. A
Siemens PLC (main unit and satellites) handles control of
lens focus and iris motors (LINOS MeVis-Cm 16), read
and set by a PID controller (FM355C). PLC digital out-
puts (SM322) switch the LED to illuminate the P43 target
(ProxiVision) for calibration issues. Camera control, tim-
ing, as well as power supply and reset options for up to
eight digital cameras are realized by the in-house devel-
oped Camera Power Supply controller CPS8.
Operating Features
The use of the FESA framework results in a clear sepa-
ration between the data acquisition part and the graphical
user interface (GUI) part. CUPID includes two parts: a)
data acquisition and control using FESA and b) Java based
analysis and display tools (see Figure 2). In the main con-
trol room, the user can select and start the camera in free-
run or triggered mode, adjust the camera and iris settings
as required for commissioning, alignment and transversal
beam profile measurements. The GUI client displays the
processed image, the horizontal and vertical intensity pro-
files as well as the intensity histogram. The display is auto-
matically updated whenever the FESA class delivers new
image data. If only profiles are needed, the image dis-
play can be disabled to reduce network load. CUPID is the
first fully digital, FAIR control system compliant readout
of scintillating screens for beam diagnostics.
Figure 2: CUPID GUI with an image as well as horizontal
and vertical profiles of a scintillating screen.
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REMBRANDT – The REMote Beam instRumentation And Network Diagnosis
Tool
T. Hoffmann1 and H. Bra¨uning1
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
Introduction
At FAIR, all beam instrumentation devices and associ-
ated data acquisition components will be distributed and
installed over a large and partially inaccessible radiation
exposed area. Besides operation of the device itself, like
acquisition of data, it is mandatory to control also the sup-
porting LAN based components like VME/µTCA crates,
front-end controllers (FEC), middle ware servers and more,
to reduce trouble-shooting efforts and reaction times on
DAQ system failures. Fortunately, many commercial sys-
tems provide means for remote control and monitoring us-
ing a variety of standardized protocols. REMBRANDT is a
Java framework, which allows the authorized user to moni-
tor and control remote systems while hiding the underlying
protocols and connection information such as IP addresses,
user-ids and passwords.
Architecture
REMBRANDT is based on a client-server architecture,
which is shown in Figure 1. The clients as well as the
server are fully implemented in Java. Thus, the same ap-
plication can be started in the main control room (Linux
X-terminals) and/or on the office PC (typically Microsoft
Windows) and can be distributed via Java webstart.
The REMBRANDT server periodically queries all de-
vices within several separate monitor threads typically ev-
ery 10 seconds. It also logs changes in the device states
into a data base, send notifications by e-mail to maintain-
ers, handles access control and provides a web server for
read-only access to the device states and logs.
Several clients are available to the REMBRANDT user.
Besides the main control and monitoring tool, clients for
system information management, database and user admin-
istration are provided. All clients interact with the server
exclusively by Remote Method Invocation (RMI), which is
a proven standard mechanism within JAVA for procedure
calls within a network. Thus, complex subscribe/publish
procedures are avoided.
Currently, REMBRANDT supports the following pro-
tocols to control (switch on/off, regulate fan speed, etc.)
and monitor different types of hardware: SNMP (Simple
Network Management Protocol); iAMT (Intel Active Man-
agement Technology); IPMI (Intelligent Platform Manage-
ment Interface); Ping; RDA (remote device access [1] for
FESA [2] devices). REMBRANDT also provides direct
terminal access to devices via telnet, ssh or iAMT SOL
(Serial-Over-LAN). It hides the login information as well
as the actual connection specifics, i.e. directly or via a ter-
minal server. Besides obtaining a login shell this is mainly
used to oberve the device boot process for diagnostic pur-
poses.
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Figure 1: The REMBRANDT software architecture.
Outlook
REMBRANDT will significantly help to keep a status
overview over the huge amount of expected BI DAQ and
infrastructure systems at FAIR. It is currently in the test
phase and already covers over 90% of the foreseen device
types. Future development will focus on the scalability
with a much larger number of devices and additional pro-
tocols like IPMI Serial-Over-LAN or evaluation of logfiles
like syslog.
Furthermore, REMBRANDT should be considered as
only one, albeit major, pillar in the global remote moni-
tor and control concept for beam diagnostic devices. It is
complemented by IP based KVM switches for VGA/USB
equipped systems and PLC controlled power supply units
of beam line installed DAQ components, such as digital
cameras, to provide permanent access and full remote reset
capability.
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Retrofitting of a non-invasive Bunch Shape Monitor for GSI LINACs∗
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Introduction
Within the FAIR-Project a proton LINAC [1] is sched-
uled as a new injector for the SIS18. A non-invasive Bunch
Shape Monitor (BSM) is foreseen to determine the longi-
tudinal bunch structure with a phase resolution of 1◦, with
respect to the 325 MHz acceleration frequency. It is in-
tended to ensure proper longitudinal matching of the ac-
celerating structures. The presented device is based on the
creation of secondary electrons by the ion beam passing
a section of high local nitrogen pressure. The secondary
electrons are accelerated by an external driving potential to-
wards a time-resolved imaging system to obtain the bunch
time structure [2].
Compensation of Beam Deflection
The applied driving potential has unwanted effects on
the ion beam. For an 11.4 MeV/u beam with an applied
voltage of -31 kV the beam deflection goes up to 0.7 mrad
(for protons) according to CST based calculations. For the
present monitor location at the transfer channel a signifi-
cant fraction of the beam is lost [3]. To overcome this flaw,
two additional electrodes have been designed and build to
fit in the existing vacuum chamber. To design an appropri-
ate electrode geometry a field simulation was performed,
using CST finite element code.
Figure 1: The upper image shows a CST simulation of the
potential distribution at the symmetry plane along the beam
axis. The lower image shows a calculation of the E-field
along the beam axis.
∗Supported by EU-Project CRISP, WP3 T1 Non-intercepting Bunch
Shape Monitors
The most advanced design for optimal compensation is an
additional Field-Box with the same geometry split in the
middle into two and to put one in front and one behind
the original Field-Box. Due to the lack of available in-
sertion space inside the BSM vacuum chamber, this solu-
tion is not an option. A more sophisticated design based
on CST simulations was chosen, which stays as close as
possible with the optimal layout (see Fig. 1). Finally the
selected design is a compromise of two contrary objec-
tives, namely achieving a sufficiently homogeneous high
field strength with a fixed voltage of -31 kV and leaving
enough space in a symmetry axis coaxial to the beam axis,
at least 55 mm in diameter (iris size in front of the BSM).
This does forbid two capacitor plates with a fixed distance.
For sufficient compensation the distance between the ca-
pacitors plates is below 40 mm which allows a maximum
field strength of 620 V / mm in comparison to the Field-
Box with 420 V / mm. In addition the capacitor plates are
bended in the middle to allow the beam free pass within a
60 mm diameter (see Fig. 2).
The achieved compensation at 5 mm around the beam
axis is about 99 %, decreasing with distance to the axis.
Within a 40 mm diameter the deflecting is still suppressed
by 90 %, which corresponds to a remaining deflection an-
gle of 0.07 mrad.
Figure 2: Two compensation electrodes installed in front
and behind of the original Field-Box, the red arrow indi-
cates the beam path.
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Direct measurement of mechanical vibrations of the 4-rod RFQ at the HLI
P. Gerhard1
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
Introduction
The high charge state injector HLI at the UNILAC was
equipped with a new 4-rod Radio Frequency Quadrupole
RFQ in 2009. It has been in operation since 2010 [1]. At
higher rf amplitudes, strong modulations of the rf match-
ing with fmod ≈500 Hz were observed, limiting the pulse
length and rf amplitude achievable. They are attributed
to mechanical oscillations of the rods, excited by the rf
pulse. As these modulations could only be seen during the
rf pulse, a direct, independent observation of the mechani-
cal vibrations was needed.
Measurements
A laser vibrometer was used to investigate any move-
ment of the rods independent of rf operation. The vibrome-
ter uses the interference of a laser reflected from the surface
of interest with the original light to determine the veloc-
ity of the surface. By pointing the laser through a vacuum
window onto e. g. the back edge of a rod, we were able to
measure the vibration of the rods in situ for different oper-
ational states [2].
Results
Fig. 1 shows the effect of the rf pulses on the rods, mea-
sured with the vibrometer continuously running, i. e. with-
out synchronization to the rf pulses. Without rf power only
Figure 1: Frequency spectrum of the vibration velocity of
the RFQ rod with rf off (dotted, 10 times magnified) and
with rf pulses at 50 Hz pulse repetition rate (solid). Inset:
Frequency spectrum of the free decay of the oscillations
between the rf pulses at 1 Hz pulse repetition rate.
some minor vibrations below 100 Hz are visible, excited by
cooling water, pumps etc. With rf on, a strong line emerges
at 500 Hz. For the inset, only data between the rf pulses
were analysed. The spectrum shows the 500 Hz signal and
a dominant feature at ≈350 Hz. We attribute these lines to
different vibrational modes of the rod, with only the 500 Hz
mode affecting the rf. Fig. 2 shows the amplitude of the
vibration at 500 Hz for different pulse lengths at 50 Hz
Figure 2: Velocity of the mechanical vibration as a function
of the rf pulse length at 50 Hz pulse repetition rate.
pulse repetition rate, according to standard operation. The
periodic behaviour of the amplitude is consistent with op-
erational experience, especially the minima indicate pulse
lengths were operation of the RFQ is most stable. The peri-
odicity of 2 ms matches the vibration frequency of 500 Hz.
Together with the small linewidth corresponding to a decay
time of 0.3 s (Fig. 1), this confirms the interference of se-
quentially excited vibrations, which cancel out during the
rf pulse at certain pulse lengths [1].
Outlook
Mechanical and rf simulations of the present RFQ struc-
ture will be conducted to understand the vibration modes
and their effect on the rf properties. Based on this, new
electrodes will be designed to mitigate these effects.
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Calculation of the quadrupole moment σ2x − σ2y for an asymmetrical Pick-up∗
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Introduction
This report presents the simulation results for an asym-
metric pick-up installed at GSI SIS-18. The pick-up is
planned to be used as transverse beam size oscillations
monitor at SIS-18, and possibly as a transverse emittance
monitor [1] in future. The properties of the pick-up are
studied in order to evaluate its usage as a quadrupole mo-
ment monitor. Further, a comparison of signal processing
methods such as traditional difference over sum, log-ratio
and modified log-ratio [2] with respect to the suppression
of beam position contribution in the quadrupole moment
σ2x − σ2y is presented.
Simulations and Results
Quadrupole signal for a centred beam
Assuming that the beam is long compared to the pick-
up electrode, the pick-up properties are determined elec-
trostatically with the simulation software CST EM Studio
(Electrostatics solver). The quadrupolar signal Ξ for tra-
ditional diff-over-sum method is defined as (R + L− T −
B)/(R+L+T +B) where R, L, T and B are the voltages
induced on the respective pick-up plates. It is calculated
for a range of quadrupole moment such that transverse hor-
izontal beam radius σx is varied from 7.5 mm to 50 mm
while vertical beam radius σy is 7.5 mm.
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Figure 1: Left: front view of the pick-up design; right:
quadrupole signal Ξ using the diff over sum method; σ y/b
= 0.075, 0.075≤ σx/b ≤ 0.5, x = y = 0, b = 100.3 mm, a
= 35.3 mm.
Figure 1 shows that the quadrupole signal is not linear in
the whole range of the beam dimension used for the simu-
lation. However, in the range covering typical SIS-18 beam
dimensions, i.e. 0 ≤ (σ2x − σ2y)/b2 ≤ 0.05, the curve fits
well with a straight line (linear regression with the coeffi-
cient of determination R2 = 0.9997), as shown by dotted
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line in Fig. 1. The slope m and the zero point (σ 2x − σ2y)0
of the fitted line are 0.678 and 0.4593, respectively.
Effect of the beam position (x, y)
Now, taking into account the beam position in the
quadrupole signal, the beam dimension can be obtained
simply by Eq. (1).
σ2x − σ2y
b2
=
Ξ
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Figure 2: Relative error of the pick-up values of (σ 2x −
σ2y)/b
2 at x/b = 0.075, y/b = 0.05; b = 100.3 mm
In Fig. 2, the relative errors in the calculated quadrupole
moment for a variation of σx in the range of 7.5 mm to 22.5
mm with a constant σy = 7.5 mm and beam position (x =
7.5 mm, y = 5 mm) using different processing methods are
shown.
Conclusions
In the beam size range of interest, the quadrupole sig-
nal calculated using the asymmetric pick-up is found to
have a linear dependence on quadrupole moment for a cen-
tred beam. The dependence of quadrupole moment on
beam position is studied by three signal processing meth-
ods. The modified log-ratio method shows the least influ-
ence of beam position on the quadrupole moment.
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Progress of the 325 MHz sc CH Cavity ∗
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Abstract
At the Institute for Applied Physics (IAP), Frankfurt
University, a superconducting 325 MHz CH-Cavity has
been designed and built. The 7-cell cavity features a ge-
ometrical β of 0.16, corresponding to a beam energy of
11.4 AMeV. The design gradient is 5 MV/m. Main novel
features of this resonator are a compact design, low peak
fields, easy surface processing and power coupling. Fur-
thermore a new tuning system based on bellow tuners in-
side the resonator will control the frequency during opera-
tion. The progress in processing the cavity as well as tuner
drive measurements are presented.
Progess and Setbacks
After successful measurements [1] at Frankfurt the cav-
ity was sent back to Research Instruments for final process-
ing steps. Buffered Chemical Polishing and High Pressure
Rinsing (s. fig. 1) have been performed.
Figure 1: Set-up for BCP (left), Mounting for HPR (right).
Afterwards a helium leak was found in the area of the
pick-up pipe socket which led to a reaming of the pick-up
pipe (s. fig.2). The subsequent reparation steps have been
performed and the processing steps can be repeated.
Figure 2: Helium leak at the pick-up pipe (left), Reamed
pick-up pipe (right).
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Tuner Measurements
The new dynamic frequency tuner for sc CH-Cavities
consisting of a stepper motor and a fast piezo actuator pro-
vides slow and fast tuning by pushing/ pulling capacitive
acting dynamic bellow tuners, which are welded on the
girders inside the cavity. The slow tuner must be able to de-
flect the bellow tuner around +/- 1 mm, which corresponds
to a tuning range of several hundred kHz to compensate fre-
quency changes due to evacuation and cavity cool down.
Additionaly, fast piezo actuators react on frequency vari-
ations in the range of several hundred Hz caused by dy-
namic effects like Lorentz-Force detuning or microphon-
ics. A prototype of this frequency tuning system was built
at the workshop of the IAP. First measurements at room-
temperature have been performed.
Figure 3: First tuner measurement results at room temper-
ature.
Figure 4: Mounting of the fast tuner system on the helium
vessel (left). Main components of the tuner system (right).
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Controlled beam loss experiment at SIS18
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The FAIR beam loss monitoring (BLM) system is based
on different types of particle detectors. Its main purpose
is the minimisation of beam losses around the SIS100 syn-
chrotron and protection of machine components from un-
necessary activation. As a part of a BLM feasibility study
an experiment with controlled losses on a scraper was per-
formed at SIS18 section.
The aim of this study is the production of beam losses at
a well defined position and the measurement of the shower
intensity with BLM detectors. In the present setup two
plastic scintillators of the existing BLM system were used.
They are installed downstream of a scraper at a distance of
2 and 5 meters, respectively. The scraper was positioned
close to the beam orbit. Uranium beams of different en-
ergies and intensities in the range of 100-900 MeV/u and
108-109 particles were utilized. The beam was injected
into the SIS18 synchrotron, accelerated and then stored for
several seconds. During that time the beam was excited
and was slowly impinging on the scraper. The resulting
count rates in the scintillators were monitored through the
ABLASS data acquisition system[1] and further analysed
with a ROOT code[2]. Figure 1 shows one BLM signal
(blue curve) and the DC current transformer signal DCT
(black curve) in arbitrary units. In the flattop region no sig-
nificant BLM signal is detected. After 2 seconds the exciter
was turned on and produced the shown BLM signal. It was
carefully checked that no significant losses were produced
at other locations around the sychrotron.
Figure 1: Measured signals of DCT and scintillator in a.u.
During the initial storage when the exciter is switched
off only a small fraction of the beam is lost. In order to
determine the beam life time (see red curve in figure 1) the
∗ v.lavrik@gsi.de
beam current can be approximated by an exponential func-
tion. When the beam exciter is switched on, one can cal-
culate the number of lost particles on the scraper for each
time-bin by taking the difference between the extrapolated
life time function and the actual number of particles mea-
sured by the DCT.
For each energy, the data were approximated by a linear
fit and the ratio between BLM signal and loss rate was re-
trieved. One can interpret this ratio as a normalised shower
intensity. This dependency between the ratio and the beam
energy is shown in Figure 2. At low energies it seems
to follow parabolic curve. Starting from 300 MeV/u the
shower strength of the beam losses follows the expected
linear trend which one expects from the results of Monte
Carlo simulations. The experiment will be repeated with
LHC type ionisation chambers[3] which will be installed
during the next short shutdown in order to measure their
response function and estimate their signal strength for pos-
sible SIS100 beam loss scenarios.
Figure 2: BLM signal to loss rate ratio in dependence on
beam energy
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Beam Phase Feedback for Dual-Harmonic Operation of RF Cavity Systems∗
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Introduction
After completion of the FAIR Project, the SIS 18 will
be used as pre-accelerator for the SIS 100/300 and its
cavities will be run in dual-harmonic bunch lengthening
mode (BLM). To damp longitudinal rigid dipole oscilla-
tions a phase feedback system is used [2] which was so
far only tested for the single harmonic mode. The beam
phase signal with respect to the group DDS (Direct Digital
Syntheziser) signal driving the cavities is filtered by an FIR
(Finite Impulse Respond) filter and fed back to the group
DDS. On November 21st 2012 a beam experiment was car-
ried out showing that dipole oscillations can be damped us-
ing an FIR filter also in the dual-harmonic mode. Some of
the results were already presented in [1, 3].
Control Loop
An overview of the feedback loop is given in Fig. 1.
Electrical (analog or digital) signals are indicated by a
black arrow and optical signals by a dashed red arrow.
Figure 1: Beam phase feedback loop
To each gap voltage an additional phase shift ϑ (respec-
tively 2ϑ) can be applied by means of an input voltage at
the CEL (Calibration Electronics Modules) using an AWG
(Arbitrary Waveform Generator). This is used to excite
dipole oscillations on flattop while the basic frequency (and
amplitude for acceleration) is supplied by the central con-
trol system. Both cavities synchronize with a group DDS
signal whose phase can be changed by the splitter, doubling
the desired phase shift ϕgap,d at its input for the second har-
monic (h = 8) cavity. Beam phase control is realized in
the DSP (Digital Signal Processor) denoted as ’DSP BPC’.
It consists of a phase detector, a digital filter, an integrator
and a gain K as can be seen in Fig. 2. The beam current
∗Work partly supported by GSI-TU Darmstadt cooperation contract
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Ibeam is measured with an FCT (Fast Current Transformer).
The FOH (Fiber Optic Hub) transmits data between DSP,
CEL and DDS of each cavity.
Figure 2: Block diagram of BPC DSP algorithm
The controller feeds back the phase difference ϕ det =
ϕB−ϕgap,d (with ϕB: phase of bunch barycenter and ϕgap,d:
desired cavity phase shift for h = 4), filtered by the FIR
filter [2]
HF (z) = −14 +
1
2
z−1/(2Tsfpass) − 1
4
z−1/Tsfpass , (1)
where fpass is the passband center frequency of the filter.
The bunches were rigidly displaced by ϕB(t0) = 20◦ at a
flattop energy of Ekin = 120 MeV/u, representing a test
scenario in which a dipole oscillation with a defined ampli-
tude is excited. Fig. 3 shows a dipole oscillation in closed
and open loop. The additional damping is clearly visible.
Figure 3: Measurement of dipole oscillation damping
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Introduction
The accelerating cavities which are operated in the GSI
SIS 18 synchrotron for the acceleration of heavy ions at
harmonic number 4 are filled with Ferroxcube 8C12m fer-
rite material. The characteristics of such materials depend
on a variety of parameters, notably the external bias mag-
netic field. This distinctive feature is used for tuning of
the resonance frequency of the cavity according to the rev-
olution frequency of the heavy ions. Evidently, for a bet-
ter understanding of the tuning process, the knowledge of
relevant material characteristics is inevitable. To this end,
experiments were carried out at the GSI facility with the
aim of determining the dependence of the complex perme-
ability of the Ferroxcube 8C12m material both on the fre-
quency and on the bias magnetic field strength.
Measurement setup
The basic measurement setup is as follows. Two fer-
rite ring cores equivalent to the ones actually installed in
the SIS 18 cavity are mounted inside a copper cavity (cf.
Fig. 1). The toroids can be biased via 105 crossed current
windings with the help of the direct current Ibias. More-
over, the necessary alternating components are coupled to
the device under test via one additional circuit, which con-
sists of a centric wire and the cavity housing. This circuit
is connected to a network analyzer (NWA) for the mea-
surement of the input port voltage reflection coefficient, i.e.
the S11-parameter. For preparation of a defined remanence
state, the bias current is driven to the maximum value for a
short time.
Ibias
=
NWA
∼
Figure 1: Schematic view of the measurement setup. Two
ferrite ring cores with bias current windings are installed
inside a cavity housing.
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Data analysis
After the measurements, the real and imaginary part of
the admittance of the device are available as a function of
frequency for different bias currents. The values of the per-
meability are then extracted as follows. Firstly, it is as-
sumed that the system can be described by an equivalent
circuit, whose admittance is given by
Y =
1
R0
+ iωCdist +
1
iωLs + Rs
,
with the external resistance R0 = 50Ω, the distributed ca-
pacitance Cdist and the inductance and resistance of the
toroids in series representation Ls and Rs, respectively.
Whereas Cdist is obtained from a separate measurement,
it is possible to formulate analytical expressions for Ls and
Rs, which involve only geometric quantities and the com-
plex permeability μs = μ′s−iμ′′s . Hence, by solving for the
real and imaginary part of μs, one can finally evaluate the
complex permeability for each frequency point. The ob-
tained values for two different bias magnetic field strengths
are shown in figure 2.
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Figure 2: Real (μ′s) and imaginary part (μ′′s ) of the perme-
ability as obtained from the data analysis for a bias mag-
netic field strength of 0A/m and 4.6 kA/m (low RF-power
values).
Summary and outlook
The complex permeability of the Ferroxcube 8C12m
material was obtained from measurement as a function of
both frequency and bias magnetic field strength. A more
detailed data analysis together with a discussion of the ob-
tained results will be published in the near future.
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Status and Results of the TFS for SIS18/SIS100
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In this short report, we show the current status of the
project Transverse Feedback System (TFS) for the SIS 18,
which can be commissioned later at the SIS 100 of FAIR
project, upon its completion.
The TFS features and parameters are designed to have a
large dynamic range such that it can be installed at the SIS
18 as well as the SIS 100. Testing the functionality of the
System on a real beam at the SIS 18 is planned in the next
few monthes.
A new concept for using multiple pickups in estimating
the feedback correction signal in order to minimize noise
power has been adressed. Furthermore, a distributed sys-
tem design and synchronization scheme considering the
current BPM Liberas of the existing SIS 18 facility has
been developed.
System Design
We apply a new approach for mitigating noise at the PUs
using more than two PUs at different positions to estimate
the feedback correction signal for the Kicker position.
Data acquisition for the TFS takes place at distinct de-
vices – namely, the Liberas. Therefore, the system has to
be realized in a distributed manner. The main subsystems
of the distributed TFS are the Libera devices for data ac-
quisition, and the central unit for calculation, intensive op-
erations and synchronization.
In order to achieve the synchronization between the TFS
central unit and the distributed Liberas, time stamps are
transfered in addition to the position data from the Liberas
to the central unit. These time stamps are calculated in
terms of shared reference wavefronts among all the TFS
nodes. Specifically, we use the RF signal as a shared refer-
ence in our design. A time stamp is composed of wave front
number, and time shift from this wavefront. In addition to
the reference signal, a trigger signal is needed to indicate
the start of counting the wave fronts. Figure 1 shows the
form of the synchronization signals.
Triger
RF ref. signal
Figure 1: TFS synchronization signals.
In order to stabilize head-tail oscillations and higher or-
der modes, which become dangerous for high beam in-
tensities, many position measurements and kicks must be
achieved for every bunch. Therefore, a bunch-by-bunch
system would not be enough here, and we implement a
wide-band feedback system.
Feedback parameters, e.g., revolution frequency and lin-
ear combination factors, are privided via the GSI interface
cards FG 380.221. System configuration is done by an ex-
ternal computer via Ethernet connection.
Implementation
The TFS central unit electronics are shown in Figure 2.
The System is implemented on a Virtex 6 FPGA ML605
kit from the company Xilinx. Several daughter cards has
been deployed in order to connect this kit to the Kicker, the
FG 380.221 cards, and the Liberas.
Figure 2: TFS board.
The beam position data from the PUs are sampled and
preprocessed at the Libera kits from the company Intru-
mentation Technology. The data as well as the time stamps
are then sent from the Liberas to the TFS central unit via
two long fiber optical cables using Aurora multi-Gigabit
communication. Clusters of Libers are considered to con-
nect to multiple BPMs.
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Observation and simulation of transverse BTFs of high energy bunched beams
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Transverse Beam Transfer Functions (BTFs) are widely
used in synchrotrons and storage rings to determine ma-
chine and beam properties (for example tune, tune spread,
error resonances). In the projected SIS100, BTFs can po-
tentially be used to measure the tune spread during proton
operation. The transverse BTF R(ω) is the fraction of the
complex beam response amplitude A resp(ω) and the excita-
tion amplitude Adrive(ω) at a excitation frequeny ω.
R(ω) =
Aresp(ω)
Adrive(ω)
(1)
In simple cases the BTF can be calculated analytically. For
instance in the presence of tune spread caused by chro-
maticity, the imaginary part of the BTF is proportional
to the transverse tune distribution in the corresponding
plane [1].
The situation becomes more complex when the particle
tune depends on the transverse amplitude of the particle
as in the case of a nonlinear transverse element such as
space charge or nonlinear fields. One example is a so-called
electron lens, wherein an electron beam of the same profile
as the ion beam is guided in parallel to the ion beam [2]. By
adjusting the electron beam current and shape, a nonlinear
lens can be set up which can be used to reduce transverse
tune spread due to space charge (as could be envisioned
for SIS100) or the beam-beam effect (for the Relativistic
Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC)). We show how BTFs can be
used to diagnose the proper operation of such a device.
Analytic calculation
In absence of SIS100 we focused on the case of an elec-
tron lens like one recently installed at RHIC. We make the
assumption we are in the limit of coasting beams which we
justify by the synchrotron frequency of the order of mag-
nitude of the measurement time for a BTF sample. The
conditions in SIS100 for high energy proton operation are
similar in terms of synchrotron frequency. We calculate the
BTF in the presence of a nonlinear lens analytically follow-
ing [3] and obtain the result:
Ri(ω) ∝
∫∫ ∞
0
1
ω − ωi (Jx, Jy)
Jidψ
dJi
dJxdJy (2)
With Jx, Jy the particle amplitude in action-angle vari-
ables, ω the frequency of the BTF, ωi the amplitude de-
pendent tune of the particles in the i direction (i ∈ {x, y})
and ψ the density of particles in Jx, Jy space. The pres-
ence of the derivative of the phase space density makes the
BTF sensitive to fluctuations in the phase space density.
The presence of Ji means the contribution of the particles
Figure 1: Exemplary BTF measurement of a beam under-
going a weak-strong beam-beam interaction as a substitute
for an electron lens. Points are the measurement, the green
line represents the fit. The fitting parameters are amplitude
and the strength of the interaction ξ which is proportional
to the tune spread.
increases with their amplitude. Particle-in-cell (PIC) simu-
lations agree with eq. 2. Unfortunately unlike in the affore-
mentioned case of chromaticity for typical ψ and ω i we can
only solve the integral in eq. 2 numerically. Thus, our best
method for reconstruction of the tune distribution is fitting
against eq. 2 for a known shape of ψ and ω i.
After verifying the fit method in simulation [4] we vali-
dated the method in measurement with the beam-beam ef-
fect as a substitute for an electron lens in a machine experi-
ment at RHIC. The interaction strenght recovered by the fit
was in agreement with the expectation from measurements
of the beam current and the emittance. The result of a BTF
measurement is shown in Fig. 1 together with the fit.
The agreement between analytic results, simulations and
measurement gives confidence that a similar method can be
used to directly diagnose space charge tune spread of top
energy protons in SIS100. The analytic equations follow
the same approach. In application to SIS100 we plan to
use our simulation model of the BTF that we successfully
applied to RHIC to investigate electron lenses as a possible
cure for space charge in SIS100.
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Ion source and 4-grid analyzer for the proton injector for FAIR
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The microwave ion source and the low energy beam
transport section (LEBT) developed in a joint French-
German collaboration (CEA/Saclay – GSI/Darmstadt) will
serve as an injector for the compact proton LINAC for
FAIR [1]. The microwave ion source is presented in Fig. 1.
The ion source will be located on the platform with a po-
tential of 100 kV inside the special cage (Faraday cage).
This ion source operates in pulsed mode with a frequency
of 2.45 GHz. RF power is provided by a magnetron (micro-
wave generator) and injected into the plasma chamber. The
plasma chamber has a length of 10 cm and the diameter of
9 cm.
Figure 1: The microwave ion source for the p-LINAC.
The hydrogen gas is injected into the plasma chamber
up to the pressure of 2.5·10−3 Pa approximately. In or-
der to increase the proton fraction the chamber is coated
with two boron nitride discs. There are two coils with a
magnetic field strength of 87.5 mT, which are used to con-
fine the plasma. The “five electrodes” extraction system
consists of a plasma electrode, puller electrode (50 kV),
screening electrode (- 5 kV) and two ground electrodes [2].
The plasma electrode has an aperture of 8 mm. This ex-
traction system allows the formation of high brightness ion
beams with energies up to 100 keV and full beam currents
of maximum 130 mA. The duty cycle of the ion source is
4 Hz with a flat top pulse length of 0.2 ms. The require-
ment for a rise and fall time is in the range of 100 - 200 µs.
During the long time operation the ion source has shown
its reliability with stable operation conditions and high per-
formance, such as low noise level and small beam fluctua-
tions < 5 % and pulse-to-pulse repetition < 2.5 % based
on statistical inquiries. The low energy beam transport sec-
tion consists of two solenoids and a diagnostic chamber in
Figure 2: Schematic view of the 4-grid analyzer. 1: First
grid on ground potential, 2: Electron repelling grid, 3: Re-
tarding ion filtration grid, 4: Secondary electron suppres-
sion grid.
between. The solenoids have a length of 3 cm and maxi-
mum magnetic field strength of 500 mT [3]. There are two
magnetic steerers, which are integrated into the solenoids
for adjusting of the horizontal and vertical beam positions.
The diagnostic chamber is equipped with a Wien filter, an
iris, an Allison scanner, a SEM profile grid and a beam
stopper. The total length of the compact LEBT from the
plasma electrode up to the entrance flange of the RFQ is
about 2.3 m. The commissioning of the proton injector at
CEA/Saclay is planned for the beginning of 2015. Dur-
ing this time the measurements of the emittance, beam cur-
rent, and determination of the beam fraction and stability
of the ion source will be performed. For the measurement
of the space charge compensation a modernized 4-grid an-
alyzer will be used. The 4-grid analyzer mainly consists of
4 metal grids as shown in Fig. 2. The first grid on ground
potential serves for preventing any disturbance within the
probe and the plasma and also for reducing the plasma den-
sity. The second grid serves as an electron repelling grid to
repel electrons from the plasma. The third grid slows the
ions down to the point that only the ions with a higher ki-
netic energy can pass through the potential on the grid. The
fourth grid is needed as a repeller for secondary electrons.
For beam current measurements the Faraday cup will be
used.
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Mechanical Design for the p-LINAC BPMs Inter-tank Section
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Introduction
Four-fold button Beam Position Monitors (BPM) will
be installed at 14 positions along the 30 m long FAIR p-
LINAC [1,2,3]. At four locations, the BPM has to be in-
tegrated in the inter-tank section between the CCH and
CH cavities within an evacuated housing. The mechani-
cal design of these BPM-locations is most critical. The
tight space allows 58 mm insertion length only between
CH cavity and quadropole magnet walls. The mechanical
design was adapted based on previous numerical simula-
tions as well as the given inter-tank dimensions [4,5]. The
device performance was optimized by simulations. Special
attention is payed on reduction of the rf-noise at the BPM
location as generated by cavity excitation.
BPM Mechanical Design
The BPM system has to cover a beam energy range from
3 MeV to 70 MeV. Moreover, different beam pipe apertures
have to be considered (30 mm to 50 mm). A commercial
14 mm button pick-up produced by Kyocera [6] was cho-
sen for this purpose. However, it has to be tested for a 50
Ω impedance matching, which can be influenced by the in-
ner ceramics. The button sub-assembly unit composite a
titanium electrode of 2 mm thickness connected to a SMA
co-axial cable as shown in Fig. 1.
Figure 1: Scheme of commercial button from Kyocera.
The centre of the BPM inter-tank section is only 48 mm
apart from the upstream drift tube boundary. The BPM me-
chanical design was optimized to control the rf field prop-
agation into the tube reaching to the BPM’s co-axial signal
path [3,5]. The BPM (tube diameter of 30 mm) is con-
nected to the CH entrance flange (20 mm) by a conical sec-
tion with a length of 20 mm to reduce an rf pick-up signal to
max. 5 mV [3]. This value is satisfactory compared to the
signal voltage of∼ 1V for nominal beam current of 35 mA.
The assembly of the BPM consists of four buttons, a hous-
ing and a flange as shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively.
The buttons are recessed 0.5 mm from the inner radius of
the tube to protect the electrode from stray beam impinge-
ment. Since the BPM is located near quadrupole magnet,
a non-magnetic design is mandatory. Therefore, the hous-
ing and the flange will be fabricated from 316LN stainless
steel. The buttons will be welded inside housing and both
will be joined with the flange at the final assembly.
Figure 2: View of the BPM prototype parts.
Summary and Outlook
The first phase of CEA-GSI collaboration for the BPM
system includes the design and fabrication of the first BPM
prototype. Currently, a button-type BPM has been designed
and is being fabricated. It will be used as a test device for
the rf field propagation from the cavity to the BPM at GSI
and for a dedicated test bench at CEA. The related results
will be considered for the final design.
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Modifications in the HEBT System Layout
There were no changes in the ion optical layout since
its last official transfer to the building planners in October
2012. However, currently a direct connection from SIS18
to the Collector Ring (CR) is considered without modify-
ing the requirements for the building planning. For this
the section TSN1 is modified in a way that the beam com-
ing from SIS18 can be either injected straight into the end
part of the Super-FRS ring branch (which is connected to
the CR via the sections TFC1 and TCR1) or guided di-
rectly to the NESR as before (to avoid a collision with the
Super-FRS cryo-supply this branch has to be lifted in this
region by about 50cm-100cm compared to its original lay-
out). Whereas the connection to the NESR is part of mod-
ule 6 the currently discussed new connection to the CR via
the Super-FRS would become part of module 0-3.
To fulfill the requirements for the beam halo at the
CBM/HADES target, a halo collimation system has to be
integrated in the compact beam line from SIS100 to the
CBM cave. In a first step suitable positions from ion opti-
cal point of view with sufficient available installation space
were determined in the sections T1C1 and T1C2. In the
next step simulations taking into account the generation of
secondary particles in the collimators will be performed.
The concept for the positions of safety beam plugs in the
HEBT system was revised in coordination with the radi-
ation protection department. Appropriate interlock mag-
nets were identified and first simulations of the expected
radiation level in building H0719A (main supply building
north) were performed for beam deposition in the safety
beam plug D20 located in section T1X2 in K0923A.
The concept to use the SIS100 machine setup beam dump
in the HEBT system in K0619A for emergency dumping
of light ions and protons from SIS100 was discarded. The
new concept is described in [1].
Technical System Design
A first contract on the production of 51 dipole magnets
including supports and vacuum chambers (batch 1) was
closed between FAIR and Efremov Institute (St. Peters-
burg, Russia) in Aug 2013 and between FAIR and Budker
Institute (Novosibirsk, Russia) in Jan 2013. The detailed
specifications of batch 2 (17 dipole, 102 quadrupole, 80
steering magnets) were brought into the EDMS release pro-
cess in Jan 2014. The detailed specifications of batch 3 (5
dipole, 71 quadrupole, 12 steering magnets) are currently
under preparation and supposed to be available in spring
2014. The delivery of two pre-series magnets of batch 1
and their vacuum chambers is expected for the end of 2014.
However, the production order for the series will follow the
current partitioning HEBT A/B/C (defined by the project
lead FAIR@GSI) which does not directly correspond to
batch 1-3. Nevertheless, changes of the production order,
e.g. due to changes in prioritization by the project lead or
in civil construction, are possible.
In Oct 2013 the detailed specifications for 7 HEBT
quadrupole power converter types were released. Currently
a first contract between FAIR, the indian shareholder BOSE
institute (Kolkata) and the provider ECIL (Electronics Cor-
poration of India Limited) is under preparation. This con-
tract will contain all quadrupole power converters needed
for the 18Tm beamlines of module 0-3.
The major part of the detailed specifications required for
the day zero beam diagnostics for the HEBT system was re-
leased (7/14) or is currently under approval (4/14). The in-
dian shareholder BOSE institute started the tendering pro-
cess of the HEBT beam diagnostics vacuum chambers in
Jan 2014.
Major efforts were taken to deliver further required infor-
mation for the building planning. E.g. 3D models of the
SIS100 machine setup dump in K0619A, of the draft of
the support structure including service platforms in build-
ing H0705A, of the course of Halfen rails for mounting
HEBT300 at the tunnel ceiling as well as of free installa-
tion space for cable trays in G0702A were prepared. The
HEBT supply areas in L0516A had to be rearranged signif-
icantly to provide mandatory escape routes, space for as-
cending traces and a smoke extraction shaft. Furthermore
the review of the building plans of the 2. Vorabzug Rohbau
took place, followed by 3D collisions checks (building with
Hu¨llkontur) and coordination processes for cable routing.
A first draft concept for a transportation unit for assembly
and disassembly on the injection and extraction ramp was
worked out in an advanced design project between ENMI
and the department of computer integrated design of the
TU Darmstadt.
Furthermore much work was invested in project planning
at the beginning of 2013. Twenty project plans including
ressources (personnel, budget) and three different timelines
for HEBT A/B/C were established by the WPLs as well as
three major milestone plans for HEBT A/B/C by the MPL.
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Building H0705A is a branching and crossing point
for 8 beam lines in the planned FAIR facility. 2 beam
lines are inclined. In addition several components of
other beam lines have to be transported via this build-
ing to their final installation positions. One also has
to take into account that the installation of support
structures and components will take place according to
project planning in two stages. Furthermore the con-
sideration of the product life cycle takes a fundamental
part of the definition of requirements for the support
structure.
Figure 1: Top view of beam lines in building H0705A.
In a first step all involved departments, so called stake-
holders, were identified. In a second step a team with mem-
bers of magnet department, vacuum department, beam di-
agnostic department, assembly department, alignment de-
partment, power converter department, media supply de-
partment, digital mock-up (DMU) department and the re-
sponsible machine project leader (MPL) started with a
global task analysis. The question had to be solved, what
the task of the support structure is, and what this means in
consideration of the two project stages and of the product
life cycle of the components. The next step included the
definition of parameters which influence the system. Not
only technical aspects had to be taken into account but also
already defined processes for installation and maintenance,
as well as safety aspects like length of escape routes and
earthquake safety are influencing items. This step was fol-
lowed by a structural analysis. What areal, staff and orga-
nizational structures have to be considered? The analysis
of given and demanded infrastructure of the building gives
also boundary conditions for the development of the sup-
port structure. A main item in the requirement analysis was
∗C.Will@gsi.de
the definition of all tasks of the involved departments and
the dependencies of and to other tasks. For supporting all
functions an analysis of communication shows the flow of
needed information [1].
After collection all items have to be classified:
• Functional requirements
• Technical requirements
• Requirements for use
• Quality requirements
• Requirements onto other components, e.g. infrastruc-
ture
• Contract and legal requirements [2]
• Requirements of the product life cycle
Due to this classification the specifications for the devel-
opment, construction and installation of the support struc-
ture could be prepared. In addition a time schedule for
installation tasks and a course of actions for maintenance
purposes could be developed. The validation of results dur-
ing the development process in reference to the defined and
classified requirements helps to ensure that all demands of
the stakeholders will be fulfilled at the end of the process.
Figure 2: Beam lines with support structure in building
H0705A.
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Introduction
Within this paper we report shortly on all the many dif-
ferent activities of the group which now is mainly focused
on procuring the magnets and associated systems for the
FAIR project.
Superconducting Magnets
Rapidly cycling magnets for SIS100
Dipoles – production status and first tests The First
of Series (FOS) dipole has been delivered [1, 2, 3] and
its testing has been started. The magnetic field was mea-
sured during the first ramp up followed by a first training of
the superconducting magnet with the second quench above
nominal current and a current of 15.1 kA achieved.
In parallel the different findings and according actions
have been discussed with the producer so that the SIS100
dipole magnet series can be produced swiftly as soon as the
FOS SIS100 dipole has been qualified.
Quadrupole modules The quadrupole modules house
all superconducting magnets of the SIS100 along with the
beam vacuum chambers, beam position monitors and cryo-
collimators.
The design of the quadrupole magnet and all correc-
tor magnets in the quadrupole modules is finalised toward
manufacturing. As the first of the SIS100 corrector mag-
nets, the chromaticity sextupole magnet, has been con-
structed in collaboration with JINR. The iron yoke had
been already prepared in the framework of the BMBF-
JINR research contract. The coil will be wound and as-
sembled into the iron yoke in the first half of 2014 at JINR.
The test of the magnet will then follow.
In parallel the design of the first of series quadrupole
module (type 2.5, see also Fig. 1) has been detailed inten-
sively including all integrated components: the magnets,
the support system up to the high temperature supercon-
ducting current leads. The suspension rods, connecting
the cold mass with the cryostat, were designed to achieve
a stability of the beam axis of ± 125 μm for the main
quadrupoles and ± 175 μm for the associated correctors
[4]. The design was further checked and approved to be a
pressure vessel compliant with European standards.
∗We acknowledge the support of the European Community-Research
Infrastructure Activity under the FP7 program CRISP (Grant agreement
no: 283745) Work Package 5. We acknowledge the support through the
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Figure 1: CAD Model of the fully integrated SIS100
quadrupole doublet module, type 2.5, including local cur-
rent leads located in the central service port.
An order was placed with Babcock Noell for detailing all
further quadrupole modules (five arc types, two arc termi-
nation types and two straight section types) along with the
modules for injection and extraction, which shall be com-
pleted beginning of 2015.
Rapidly cycling magnets for SIS300
Magnets with fields up to 4.5 T are needed for SIS300. A
first model magnet of the fast ramped cos θ, 4.5 T SIS300
magnets was developed and tested successfully in collabo-
ration with INFN [5, 6]. It is now awaiting further tests and
additional measurements at GSI. A second collared coil,
with enhanced field quality and conductor performance [7]
is under construction [8]. After successful manufactur-
ing and testing of two prototype quadrupoles and a steer-
ing dipole for SIS300, the activities of IHEP (Protvino,
Russia) concentrated on the development of wide aperture
quadrupoles for FAIRs HEDgeHOB experiment.
Magnets of the Super-FRS
Dipoles A collaboration agreement was signed be-
tween GSI and CEA/Saclay concerning the procurement
of the superconducting dipoles for the Super-FRS. Saclay
will take over the design finalisation next to the technical
follow up. FAIR will then tender these dipoles. A ready
design is expected mid of 2014 together with a signed pro-
duction contract in 2014.
Multipletts The specifications of the multiplets of the
Super-FRS have been finished and the tendering process
was started by GSI. Offers arrived in December. Negoti-
ations with the companies are now under way; a contract
should be signed within the first half of 2014. A general
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overview over the superconducting magnets of Super-FRS
can be found in [9].
Planning for Testing
Prototype test facility activities
The upgrade of the prototype test facility for testing the
SIS100 magnets, which has been started in 2012, was fi-
nalised by the instalment of the new power converter able
to deliver 20 kA at 22 or 66 V next to the HTS current
leads. The power converter was brought into operation and
tested successfully with a dummy load followed by testing
and commissioning the HTS current leads up to 14 kA DC
and 17 kA for slow ramps.
Series test facility activities
The procurement of the large scale systems has been
started last year and finished with tendering the two power
converters. Offers have been received with a tender to be
awarded soon. In parallel the refurbishment of the build-
ing, the fabrication of the cryogenic infrastructure and the
procurement of the current leads has been started.
SIS100 string test
A test string will be set up in the series test facility con-
sisting of a dipole, quadrupole module and cryogenic sup-
ply components. Dedicated components are being speci-
fied with the assembly of the string foreseen in 2016. The
string will provide information on the interplay of the com-
ponents listed above next to training for the teams building
and assembling the SIS100 machine.
Testing Super-FRS Magnets at CERN
The large scale Super-FRS magnets will be tested at
CERN. The number of test benches (3), the area and layout
of the test facility, have been defined and the measurement
program has been evaluated. Based on these achievements
the procurement of the infrastructure can start so that the
test facility will be ready when the first of series magnets
of the Super-FRS arrive.
Current Leads
Dedicated HTS current leads, required for testing the
FOS dipole, were developed, procured and successfully
tested. This successful test was a clear go for the series
of current leads required for the series test facility and the
SIS100 machine.
Additionally low current leads are required for the cor-
rector magnets installed within the SIS100 quadrupole
module which are based on a conduction cooled warm end
and a HTS superconductor connecting them to the cold end.
The design of these current leads was completed this year.
Electrical Systems and Magnet Protection
The existing quench detection setup was updated and
tuned for testing and operating the HTS current leads and
the SIS100 FOS dipole. Moreover the production of the
new quench detection system for the dipole series test fa-
cility has started now. Further the protection schemes for
the SIS100 dipole and quadrupole circuits have been op-
timised. A set of standard tests and alternative dry tests
based on IEC 60851-5 were defined for testing the electri-
cal insulation of superconducting wires.
Conclusion
The procurements of the different superconducting mag-
nets required for FAIR along with the associated auxiliaries
has been started. The telegraphic style of this paper reflects
the many activities that are undertaken to realise the FAIR
project within the given scope and schedule.
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Introduction
The cryogenic system for the FAIR (Facility for Antipro-
ton and Ion Research) superconducting (SC) SIS100 syn-
chrotron (see Figure 1) can be divided into six sections.
Each of these sections will be fed from a separate Feed Box
(FB) which will supply liquid helium (LHe) for magnet,
vacuum chamber and bus-bar cooling as well as gaseous
helium (GHe) for thermal shield cooling. Each sixth of the
ring consists of one cold arc and a straight warm section
with normal conducting accelerating cavities. Yet the warm
section still needs to include three SC quadrupole doublets.
The design progress of the cryogenic system for the SIS100
is described in the following sections.
Figure 1: Schematic representation of SIS100 synchrotron
showing six BPL sections.
Cryogenic System
By-pass Lines (BPLs) bypass each of the six straight
warm sections of SIS100 to supply LHe and cold electri-
cal connections to the SC quadrupole doublets within these
sections. Each of the six by-pass sections is alternately
equipped either with the FB or the End Box (EB) which
intercepts the helium flow. The purpose of such an infras-
tructure is to be able to separate the ring into six sections
which can be independently cooled down, warmed up and
serviced. Detailed technical specification [1] concerning
the BPL System was prepared and approved at GSI in 2013.
Based on this, the in-kind contract was signed between
FAIR and Wroclaw University of Technology (WUT). In
∗FAIR@GSI PSP code: 2.8.12 and 2.14.8.1.6
conjunction with the cryogenic group CSCY, the WUT is
currently preparing a complete technical solution of the
proposed BPL System. Internal holding structure for both
helium headers and bus-bars is being designed as well as
new clamping solution to fix the bus-bar pairs. The most
complicated components namely the connection boxes that
interface BPL to quadrupole units and on both sides to the
cold arcs are also being engineered. The WUT will man-
ufacture all the components of the BPL sections according
to specifications until the end of 2016.
During 2014 all technical specifications of all remaining
cryogenic components for SIS100 namely the FBs, Cur-
rent Lead Boxes (CLBs), Feed-in Lines (FILs) and Feed-
in Boxes (FIBs) together with all the interfaces will be
specified. These components will also be produced within
the in-kind collaboration with WUT. First-of-series compo-
nents delivered to GSI will be tested within the Serial Test
Facility (STF) currently under construction. The test of the
SIS100 ”Mini String” (MS) will provide the opportunity
to assemble and test a small scale model of SIS100 cryo-
genic infrastructure. It will be composed of two SC mag-
nets representing the cold arc section joined with the small
part of the BPL section. This MS will be fed from the FB
joined together with the CLB to supply LHe and two pairs
of cooled SC bus-bars for both magnets. The FB in ques-
tion will be supplied using STF cold box manufactured by
Linde Cryotechnik. The control system for the MS has to
be also developed at GSI based on UNICOS platform.
Serial Test Facility for SC Magnets
In order to test the fast-ramped SC magnets for FAIR,
a cryogenic test facility is designed and currently under
construction at GSI. The overall capacity of the cryo plant
is 1.5 kW @ 4.4 K equivalent and can be distributed to
four test benches individually. In total 108 dipoles for the
SIS100 will be tested at cold. The capacity of the cryo-
genic system is designed in a way, that one magnet can be
cooled down and another magnet can be kept at cold for
the measurements in the same time. The other two test
benches serve for warming up and for magnet exchange,
respectively. Beyond the dipoles, the high flexibility of the
set-up allows also the testing of other FAIR magnets, like
the SIS100 quadrupole modules or the operation of a string
configuration.
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1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2Goethe Universita¨t Frankfurt, Germany
Introduction
Due to the cryogenic environment in which the Beam
Position Monitors (BPMs) will be used at SIS100 syn-
chrotron special attention has to be turned to the BPMs’
signal feed-throughs (FT) [1]. Present design considers ti-
tanium based, N-Type FTs isolated with Al2O3 ceramics
and welded into CF-16 flange. In a temperature range
between room temperature and 4.2 K the requirements
for the FTs are threefold: i) high mechanical stability,
ii) vacuum-tightness even after many cold-warm cycles,
iii) good and stable electrical connectivity. These fea-
tures were tested in 10 cold-warm cycles in the temperature
range given above.
Methods and Results
Fig. 1 shows the test setup: Five N-type (FT) were
mounted to a sixfold CF-16 crosspiece that was installed in
a bath cryostat having a volume of 30 l. The free flange of
the crosspiece was connected via a long stainless-steel pipe
to a He leakage detector installed close to the cryostat. All
M4 bolts (A4-80 stainless-steel) used at the flanges were
fastened with a final torque of 2.6 Nm. One pair of spa-
tially opposing FTs was electrically connected inside the
crosspiece via a titanium rod equipped with spring con-
tacts typically used in banana-connectors. This formed a
50 Ω transmission line with an intended impedance mis-
match in the crosspiece center. The electrical connection
between the two interconnected FTs and a Network Ana-
lyzer (NWA) was done by semiflex Tensolite coaxial ca-
bles. The quality of the electrical connectivity was mea-
sured using Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) based on
the analysis of the synthetic time domain signals measured
by means of NWA [2]. Temperature monitoring was done
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Figure 1: Cryogenic test setup
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Figure 2: TDR signals at room and LHe temperature
by four resistive temperature sensors depicted in Fig. 1 by
red boxes. The cryostat was equipped with a 25 Ω resis-
tive heater for removing residual LN2 left over from pre-
cooling. A Nichrome heating wire wound around the cross-
piece was used to accelerate cold-warm cycling so that the
average duration of a cycle could be reduced to less than
2 h. He leak rate monitoring was performed during the
whole test. Since the crosspiece was immersed into LHe
any leaks at the FT that could possibly occur should be
immediately registered in the leakage detector. TDR mea-
surements were done first at room temperature and have
been repeated after LHe was filled into the cryostat to cool
down the crosspiece to 4.2 K. Fig. 2 compares two TDR
measurements made at 299 K and 4.2 K in one of the 10
cold-warm cycles. The characteristic points (1), (2) and (3)
on the plot correspond to the electrical connections within
the crosspiece-FT unit. In the crosspiece-FT region both
TDR signals are highly congruent which proves that elec-
trical connections between rod and FTs do not change with
temperature. Moreover, this connection is even better if
compared to the left and right part of the plot, where the
cryogenic cables’ passage between the outside and the in-
side of the cryostat is strongly effected by the temperature
changes. Thus, it can be stated that the solution proposed
here results in a stable and reproducible electrical connec-
tivity under cryogenic conditions. Comparing Fig. 2 to the
measurements made in the remnant cycles, the pointwise
deviations of the impedance curves are below ±0.05 Ω in
the significant region of the crosspiece-FT unit. Further-
more, within ten cold-warm cycles, the crosspiece-FT unit
did not exhibit any leaks maintaining a He leak rate in the
order of 5 × 10−10 mbar · l/s. However, a slight loosening
tendency of about 11 % of the initial torque was measured
at the bolts used for flange mounting. The usage of foldable
washers might be necessary.
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Design of a Mutual Inductance Based Quench Detector for the Corrector
Magnets of the SIS100∗
S. Ayet†1, E. Floch1, W. Freisleben1, K. Koch1, and P. Szwangruber1
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
The corrector magnets of the SIS100 employ a multi-
strand superconducting wire known as Nuclotron [1] which
is made out of up to 28 insulated strands rolled in paral-
lel along a CuNi tube filled with liquid Helium. Due to
this special construction of the Nuclotron cable, resistive
bridge-based quench detectors will not be able to detect a
symmetric quench (quench occurring at the same time in
two or more strands) in these magnets. A novel quench
detector based on the mutual inductance effect was devel-
oped in order to be able to detect all quench situations in
the corrector magnets of SIS100.
Mutual Inductance Concept
The detectors based on this concept monitor two volt-
ages: one is the voltage across the magnet and the other is
the induced voltage in a secondary coil formed by one of
the superconducting strands (see Figure 1).
Figure 1: Diagram of the magnet and the acquired signals
for the mutual inductance quench detection. VSM : voltage
across a single magnet coil, VMI : voltage across the mu-
tual inductance coil and M: Mutual inductance coefficient.
VSM = L · di(t)
dt
+ i(t) ·RQ (1)
VMI =M · di(t)
dt
(2)
In (1), the first term corresponds to the voltage across
the coil of the magnet with inductance L. The second term
corresponds to the quench voltage. In (2), the mutual in-
ductance coefficient is proportional to the inductance L
(L = k ·M ). If we multiply (2) by k and we subtract it
from (1), we obtain the quench voltage:
VQ = VSM − k · VMI = i(t) ·RQ (3)
∗Quench Detection for SIS100: PSP-Code 2.14.14.04
† s.ayet@gsi.de
If we define VTH as the quench detection threshold, we
can have two conditions:
• a) VQ ≤ VTH : the coil is in superconducting state,
RQ ≈ 0Ω.
• b) VQ ≥ VTH : the coil quenches,RQ will rise and the
quench protection system should be activated.
Mutual Inductance Quench Detector
A mutual inductance quench (MIQ) detector based on
galvanic analog isolation barrier has been developed. This
detector has been successfully tested in the lab with signal
generators simulating the theoretical signals of the magnet
during normal operating and quench conditions.
Figure 2: First version of the MIQ detector.
Outlook
After acquiring the signals (ramp up voltages, mutual in-
ductance voltage...) of a real magnet (delivery expected on
Q2-2014) and checking that the parameters (mutual induc-
tance, impedances...) assumed during the development of
this detector are correct, a second version of the detector
with the following features is foreseen:
• Adjustment of quench detection parameters to the real
SIS-100 magnets.
• Remote display of signals and voltages and remote
control of all quench detector variables: signal pro-
cessing parameters, thresholds, timing...
• Digital isolation based detector.
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Estimation of beam induced heat load in SIS100 kicker magnets
U. Niedermayer ∗1 and O. Boine-Frankenheim1,2
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Introduction
In the operation of synchrotrons with high intensity
beams electromagnetic parasitic loss causes heating of
components. Especially the recent incidences at the LHC
[1] gave rise to investigate this phenomenon for SIS100.
The components most susceptible to beam induced heat
load in SIS100 are the kicker magnets. Their ferrite yokes
are strongly lossy especially at higher frequencies.
Heat Load Computation
The total beam induced heat power can be calculated
from the longitudinal coupling impedance (CI) and the
beam power spectrum. Since the CI is broadband for those
lossy components, the effects of different bunches are un-
correlated and therefore the total power is linear in the
number of bunches. Nonetheless, the charge and the num-
ber of particles per bunch enters squared:
P =
1
2π
q2N2ppbω
2
0
∞∑
k=−∞
e−σ
2
t k
2ω20Re{Z‖(kω0)} (1)
Here, ω0/2π is the revolution frequency and σt is the RMS
length of a Gaussian bunch. Subsequently, the scenario
with the highest heat load in SIS100 is the high intensity
(2e13) single proton bunch at top energy with σ t = 12.5ns.
The power in Eq. 1 is the instantaneous one. For the com-
putation of temperature it has to be averaged over a SIS100
cycle. The crucial quantity in Eq. 1 is the CI. For structures
like the kickers it can only be obtained numerically [2] or
by bench measurements.
Impedance Computation
The heat load for a SIS100 (to SIS300) transfer kicker
magnet has been investigated exemplary, since it might also
be operated in a (Nitrogen-) cryogenic environment.
The CI is determined numerically by a code explained
in [2]. A 2D approach is used, which means that a slice of
the 3D model is taken and end-effects are neglected. Fur-
ther the beam is assumed to be ultra-relativistic. The ferrite
yoke consists of the material Ferroxcube 8C11 [3] which is
a soft ferrite with dispersive complex permeability.
As visible in Fig. 1 the longitudinal CI has been inves-
tigated for two magnet gap configurations. The resulting
power is 7kW for an open gap and 48W if it is filled by a
copper sheet. Note that these values are worst case steady
∗ u.niedermayer@gsi.de
Figure 1: Longitudinal CI of a kicker magnet for vacuum
or copper in the gaps (green). Each gap is 2.8mm wide.
state, i.e. they have to be weighted by the SIS100 cycle.
If the copper sheets are used, skew cutaways as in SIS18
kickers are not necessary.
Cooling and Temperature Equilibria
The heat conduction of Ferrite is quite good (λFerrite ≈
4 WK−1m−1) which allows to calculate a temperature
of the ferrite independent of the position. Nonetheless,
the thermal conduction off the ferrite is very poor since
there is a small vacuum layer between the ferrite and its
stand. Therefore the thermal interaction of the ferrite with
its surrounding is dominated by radiation. From the Stefan-
Boltzmann law one finds
T 4 = T 4rad + T
4
0 ≈
{
T 4rad if Trad  T0
T 40 if Trad  T0
(2)
Trad = 4
√
P
σSBCLKε
≈ 200K for P = 50W, (3)
where the outer circumference is C = 0.86m, L = 0.8m
and the average emissivity is assumed as Kε ≈ 0.8. There-
fore cryogenic kickers are always at radiation tempera-
ture and warm kickers stay at room temperature for heat
power below roughly 250W. This means that the imped-
nace and heat load values for the improved design (with
copper sheets) are acceptable.
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Halo collimation of fully-stripped light and heavy ions in the SIS100 ∗
I.A. Prokhorov1, L. Bozyk2, I. Strasik2, and O. Boine-Frankenheim1,2
1TEMF, TU-Darmstadt, Germany; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
Introduction
The FAIR synchrotron SIS100 will be operated with
high-intensity proton and ion beams [1]. The collima-
tion system should prevent beam loss induced degradation
of the vacuum, activation of the accelerator structure and
magnet quenches. A conventional two-stage betatron col-
limation system is considered for the operation with pro-
tons and fully-stripped ions [2]. We propose to use 1 mm
thick tungsten foil as the first stage – primary collimator
(scatterer) and two 400 mm blocks at as the second stage –
secondary collimators (absorbers).
Interaction of heavy ions with collimators
For collimation studies we are interested in angular scat-
tering, momentum losses and fragmentation of ions in the
collimator material. A charged particle passing matter
experiences multiple Coulomb scattering. According to
Moliere theory, the angular distribution of scattered par-
ticles is roughly Gaussian with the r.m.s. angle θ0 (Eq.1),
Bρ is the magnetic rigidity and x is the foil thickness.
θ0 =
0.47
β (Bρ) [Tm]
√
x
X0
[
1 + 0.038 ln
(
x
X0
)]
, (1)
here X0 is radiation length, tabular value for tungsten is
X0 = 3.504mm. Moliere theory predicts a Gaussian dis-
tribution in the range 10−3 < x/X0 < 100.
Momentum loss is described by (Eq. 2) with the correc-
tions to standard Bethe-Bloch term L0. The δLshell cor-
rection represents the motion of electrons in the matter,
δLBark is proportional to Z3 and δLLS takes into account
the finite radii of heavy nuclei [3].
−δp
p
=
K
β4
Zt
At
x [L0 + δLshell + δLBark + δLLS] , (2)
here K = 3.07 · 10−4GeV g−1cm2. According to [3], the
momentum straggling has a Gaussian distribution for ions
heavier than 40Ar18+ at SIS100 injection energy.
Cross-sections and, hence, probabilities of the inelastic
nuclear interaction for light and heavy ions passing through
the tungsten foil were calculated using Tripathi formula [4].
The overall probability of fragmentation for 238U92+ ions
in our application is 6% and lower for lighter ions.
∗Work is supported by German Federal Ministry of Education and Re-
search (BMBF) contract no. 05P12RDRBM
Simulation studies of cleaning efficiency
The simulation tool for cleaning efficiency studies uses
an initial distribution of 105 halo particles and simulates
their interaction with a collimator using implementation of
models described above (Eqs. 1, 2). Then particles are
tracked in the accelerator lattice with aperture limitations
using MADX. After each consecutive turn, all particles are
checked for impact on the primary collimator. In case of an
impact, particle-material interaction is calculated.
A large portion of the halo particles is lost during the
first pass through the collimation system (singlepass clean-
ing), however, high efficiency is gained after many turns
(multipass cleaning), see Fig. .
Figure 1: Cleaning efficiency at the injection energy for
light and heavy ions.
The cleaning efficiency decreases with the mass number
due to increasing momentum losses in the primary collima-
tor. Strongly off-momentum heavy particles are unable to
make one turn in the accelerator and are lost in the high-
dispersion region of the lattice.
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Measurement of the behaviour of residual gas particles on cryogenic surfaces
to improve the simulation of dynamic vacuum effects
F. Chill1,2, L. Bozyk2, O. Kester1,2, and P. Spiller2
1Goethe-Universita¨t, Frankfurt, Germany; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
Introduction
The dynamic vacuum refers to pressure rises occurring
during beam operation in particle accelerators. It is caused
by lost beam ions triggering stimulated desorption of gas
particles from the walls which may cause even more beam
loss. This has to be compensated by pumps as fast as pos-
sible to prevent a self-amplifying effect.
To achieve this, the cryogenic vacuum chambers of the
SIS100 will act as surface pumps. They are able to pump
gases according to their vapor pressure curves which are
sufficiently low for stable beam operation for most gases.
This is called cryocondensation. An important exception
is hydrogen. Fortunately, it can be pumped to lower pres-
sures by so called cryosorption if the surface coverage of
the cold walls is sufficiently low [1]. This effect can be
characterized by two parameters: The sticking coefficient
describes the probability of a gas particle impacting on the
surface to be bound. It is directly linked to the pumping
speed provided by the cryogenic walls. The mean sojourn
time describes how long a particle remains bound to a sur-
face. Both parameters together determine the equilibrium
pressure. Once known they will be used to improve the
quality of simulation of the StrahlSim [2] code.
Measurement of the parameters
An UHV experiment (Figure 1) to determine these pa-
rameters is currently set up. The cold surface that will be
tested is provided in the form of a small chamber which is
cooled by a cold head. The target temperature range is 5
to 20 K. The measurement will be divided in two phases:
At first, the pumping speed of the chamber is quantified
at different temperatures and surface coverages to get the
sticking coefficient. In the second phase, the corresponding
equilibrium pressure is evaluated which yields the sojourn
time.
To link the pressure values measured by the gauges to the
desired parameters, the simulation code MolFlow+ [3] is
used to perform a data inversion. An alternative method for
interpretation of the data is the calculation of unknown vac-
uum properties like the pumping speed and the outgassing
rate from known or measured properties like the pressures
and the conductances. The VakDyn [4] equations, which
are also the basis for the vacuum simulation in StrahlSim,
provide a set of linear equations for this purpose. Simula-
tions showed, that the warm part can be represented by two
isobaric vacuum elements, but the cwt shows a continuous
drop in pressure towards the cold chamber.
Figure 1: Draft of the planned experiment. Left side, top to
bottom: Gas inlet with diffuser plate, first recipient with ex-
tractor gauge and turbo pump (closable with corner valve),
gate valve to be closed for phase 2, defined conductance
(copper bezel), second recipient with transition to the cold
chamber, which is shown to the right. It consists of: A
Cold-Warm-Transition (cwt) with a baffle, the inner cham-
ber which is plated with copper for an equal temperature
distribution, a copper radiation shield.
Current status and first measurements
The warm part is already in operation. The cold chamber
is currently designed and built externally.
To calculate the integral outgassing in the warm part dur-
ing pump down and after bake out, the corner valves are
closed one at a time so the pumping speed for the valved off
chamber is set to zero. The integral outgassing rate in this
individual chamber is then equal to the gas flow through
the bezel which can be calculated from the two measured
pressure values.
Its value could be reduced by two orders of magnitude by
baking the system at 200◦C for 18 days. Thereby the most
prominent residual gas species in the spectrum changed
from water to hydrogen. The remaining water now orig-
inates mainly from the corner valves, which have been
heated to only 100◦C to protect the turbo pumps from ex-
cessive heat. Baking is continued to achieve lowest pos-
sible outgassing and thereby background for the experi-
ments.
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FPGA Based Tunable Digital Filtering for Closed Loop RF Control in
Synchrotrons∗
Konrad Mo¨ller†1, Martin Kumm1, Peter Zipf 1, Kerstin Groß2, Dieter Lens2, and Harald Klingbeil 2,3
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Introduction
The longitudinal feedback system for the FAIR acceler-
ator SIS100 will rely on digital filters for damping longi-
tudinal bunch oscillations. Filters with a minimum time
delay are needed, thus an implementation on a field pro-
grammable gate array (FPGA) is necessary. In addition,
the filter implementation has to be flexible enough for a
real-time adaptation of the filter coefficients during the ac-
celeration ramp. This will enable the tuning of the longi-
tudinal feedback with respect to the synchrotron frequency
and other relevant parameters. The filter length will be con-
siderably longer than the currently used three-tap filter of
the beam phase feedback [1], offering more degrees of free-
dom.
Filter
In order to achieve a constant group delay an finite im-
pulse response (FIR) filter was chosen. The fundamental
operation of an N -tap FIR filter is the inner product of a
vector containing N time shifted scalars of the filter input
x with a vector c consisting of the filter coefficients. In
a tunable filter design c has to be adapted to the current
RF frequency. The adaption of the filter coefficients can
be achieved by using a look-up table (LUT) based multi-
plication scheme on the FPGA. Here, a general purpose
multiplier is replaced by a constant coefficient multiplier
consisting of LUTs containing partial products followed
by bit shifts and adders to calculate the final result. This
concept, introduced in [2] was customized with reconfig-
urable LUTs (content can be changed during run-time) on
recent FPGAs [3]. A reconfiguration can be performed in
16 clock cycles which corresponds to 160 ns in the current
implementation. This is fast enough to tune the filter char-
acteristics between the calculation of two filter outputs and
thus leading to glitch-free switching.
The block diagram of the resulting dynamically recon-
figurable FIR filtering is shown in Figure 1. Our imple-
mentation realizes a filter with up to N = 64 non-zero-taps.
Between these taps a tunable number L of virtual zero-taps
are inserted to tune the bandpass characteristics of the fil-
ter. In addition to this tuning possibility, a larger range of
input samples is considered which allows filtering of lower
frequency components as well.
∗Work supported by BMBF, contract No. 05P12RKRBE.
† konrad.moeller@uni-kassel.de
Figure 1: Dynamically reconfigurable FIR filter using re-
configurable LUT multiplication (in dashed lines)
Figure 2: Simulation: open loop (black), closed loop (blue)
Simulation and Outlook
As an example, the closed-loop performance of an FIR
filter used in a longitudinal beam phase feedback loop for
SIS18 is shown in Fig. 2. In this nonlinear tracking simu-
lation, Ar18+ with a kinetic energy of 11.4MeV/u is as-
sumed as ion species. At t = 2.32ms, dipole oscillations
are intentionally induced by an RF phase shift. The ampli-
tude of the gap voltage is 1 kV, resulting in a synchrotron
frequency of 740Hz. In this case, the filter was designed
as a highpass filter with N = 15 and L = 30.
In future several new filter designs will be possible due
to the large number of taps. Further studies will also deal
with the optimization of the filter design.
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Development of a tool for CBM STS module assembly ∗
D. Soyk1, J. Kunkel1, C. Simons1, C.J. Schmidt1, and the FAIR@GSI RBDL1
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
The assembly of a silicone strip sensor with microca-
ble and the readout chip is called in the CBM STS col-
laboration a “module”. To connect the double-sided CBM
sensor with 1024 channels on each side via microcables to
the CBM STS-XYTER chip the tab-bonding process was
chosen. One microcable has 64 channels with a pitch of
116 µm and a lead width of 46 µm. The thickness of the
aluminium lead is 14 µm and the thickness of the poly-
imide substrate is 10 µm. Consequently the microcable is
easily floating, fragile and not easy to handle without tool-
ing. For the assembly of the chip or of the sensor to the
microcable, the microcable has to be moved in two transla-
tional and one rotational directions (see Fig. 1). Therefore
Figure 1: Degrees of freedom of the microcable.
the assembly tool needs at least two translational and one
rotational degree of freedom to assure a correct alignment
of the microcable to the sensor or chip. To realize these
three degrees of freedom the microcable can be fixed and
the sensor, respectively the chip, can be movable. Alter-
natively the microcable is movable and the sensor, respec-
tively the chip, is fixed. Finally the microcable as well as
the sensor respectively the chip are movable. For the first
test version the decision was taken to move only the micro-
cable and keep the sensor, respectively the chip, on a fixed
position.
Figure 2: CAD model of assembly tool with chip and mi-
crocable (yellow). Red and green arrows indicates the dif-
ferent degrees of freedom.
∗Work supported by FAIR@GSI PSP code: 1.1.1.2.1.2.
To fixate the sensor respectively the chip and the micro-
cable on the assembly tool it is a good choice to use vac-
uum, because the microcable would be deformed by me-
chanical clamping, and the clamping tools for sensor re-
spectively chip will reduce the accessibility of the bond
pads.
Figure 3: 3D model of the tool.
To speed-up the development the 3D CAD data (see
Fig. 2) were printed using a 3D plotter and tested by the
bond experts before the final tool was machined out of alu-
minium. Due to the printing process some fine structures
on the tool were not perfectly shown (see Fig. 3), but it was
precise enough to decide about the handling properties of
the tool. In Fig. 4 the final tool in aluminium is shown.
Figure 4: Final tool.
While using the final version of the tool it turned out that
it works well and fulfills all requirements.
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Setup for adjustment of process parameters for CBM module production ∗
D.Soyk†1, C.Simons1, C.J.Schmidt1, I.Tymchuk2, M.Protsenko2, V.M.Borshchov2, for the CBM
collaboration1, and the FAIR@GSI RBDL1
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2LTU, Kharkov, Ukraine
The sensor modules for the CBM STS comprise an STS
microstrip sensor, 16 CBM STSxyter readout chips and 32
microcables of 64 leads each. The double-sided STS sensor
has 1024 strips on each side. Consequently 2048 channels
per module must be connected by means of 4096 bonds. It
is obvious that the quality assurance of theses tab-bonds is a
major ingredient to the yield of module production and reli-
ability of the detector as a whole. Especially the huge num-
ber (around 1000) of needed modules for the entire CBM
STS requires to have a detailed look at the tab-bond process
and its parameters, as potentially required repair actions on
defective modules will be time consuming and adds the risk
of additional inadvertant damage to the module. Therefore
it is the best solution to improve and bring the tab-bond
process to perfection before starting the serial production
of modules for the CBM STS.
Figure 1: Dummy CBM STSxyter chip (up) and a partial
plan of a CBM sensor dummy (down). The red lines are
the connections via the microcable for the first row of bond
pads. The green lines are the connections via a second mi-
crocable for the second row of the pads. In the upper part
of the Dummy CBM STSxyter are the contact pads for the
test equipment directly connected to the tab-bond pads in
the lower part of the chip.
It is clear that for such process optimization no original
full functional STS sensor and CBM STSxyter chip will be
used or needed. The first reason is the costs of the original
components and second reason is the missing of fast and
easy ways to check the quality of the tab-bonds. For this
∗Work supported by FAIR@GSI PSP code: 1.1.1.2.1.2.
† d.soyk@gsi.de
reason, dedicated dummy-sensors as well as dummy-chips
have been designed and manufactured. To check the quality
of bonding two tests are necessary. One is the pull test to
check mechanical adhesion of the aluminium lead of the
microcable to the bond pad. The second is the electrical
connectivity of the bond.
In order to make this test conclusive for the real module
the microcable must the original, the surface and the mate-
rial of the bond pads for dummy-sensors and -chips must be
identical to the material on the original sensors and chips.
Also, the Silicone wafer material and thickness should be
identical. If these requirements to the microcables, dummy
sensors and chips are fullfilled, it is possible to transfer the
process data to the serial production process.
To improve the test routines for the electrical contacts,
additional pads for test needles and connections between
the pads were added to the dummy-sensors and -chips.
(These additional features will for sure not be part of the
layout of the final devices.) In figure 1 the scheme of elec-
trical connections is shown with the layout of the dummy
chip and sensor. On the dummy chip, each second pad of
each row is electrically connected to a pad far away from
the tab-bond area.(The first pad of a row is like the second
also electrically connected to a shifted pad.) The non du-
plicated pad is electrically connected to its left neighbor.
On the dummy sensor two neighboring pads of a row are
electrically connected together.
The idea behind this set-up is to make an electrical con-
nection between the pad of the test needle via the tab-bond
on the chip, the microcable, the tab-bond on the sensor and
back to the second test pad for each row. With this simple
serial routing it is possible to check 4 tab-bond connections
and two leads of the microcable with one single measure-
ment. If the connection is good the first needle is kept on
its starting position whereas the second needle is shifted to
the next pad of the row. This daisy chaining now allows
to check 8 tab-bonds and 4 leads of the microcable in one
go. While continuing this daisy chaining it is possible to
check numerous tab-bonds and microcable-leads. If a bro-
ken lead or damaged tab-bond is found the first needle of
the test set-up must be moved to the unconnected pad and
the second needle can step further.
With this test strategy we can reduce the number of sin-
gle tests, because only broken leads or tab-bonds will cause
a restart of the test procedure. Additionally the test proce-
dure could be done automatically on a wafer prober.
At the moment the dummy chips and sensors have been
delivered. We are now waiting for a sufficient number of
sample microcables to start process optimization.
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The CBM Silicon Tracking System will be equipped
with double-sided Silicon micros-strip sensors, where the
strips on the p-side are inclined by 7.5◦ with respect to
the n-side strips as well as the sensor edge. The final and
homogeneous layouts for the 3 different sensor lengths,
namely 22mm, 42mm and 62mm, has been elaborated.
Longer sensors may be realized as a daisy-chain of two
62mm sensors. The sensors will be produced by two ven-
dors to avoid the stop of module production in case of prob-
lems with any one single vendor.
The stereo angle of 7,5◦ effects a correlation between the
x and y coordinate of a bond pad on a strip. The x distance
between to strips on the sensor is 58µm, equivalent to the
pitch of the straight n-side strips. Therefore the second row
of bond pads must have a y distance of at least once the
multiple of 58µm/tan(7,5◦). On the sensor a pad pattern
with x distance of 58µm and y distance of ∼440,554µm
is possible, but the minimum producible pitch for the long
analog microcables is in x direction 116µm. In order to
contact all strips, a double layered cable needs to be em-
ployed und thus a doubly staggered bond pattern is needed.
This leads to a checker-board-pattern where every sec-
ond pattern-point is alternatingly reserved for a bond pad.
The pitch of the bond pads is in x 116µm and in y ∼
881.108µm (the center of the pads in the second row is
shifted in x direction by 58µm relative to the center of the
first row of pads). Figure 1 shows an exemple of the such
pattern.
Figure 1: Schematic view on the bond pad and DC pad
pattern.
As there are different lengths of sensors and as the pad
rows should be located on the same x-position on the top
edge as on the bottom edge it proved most adequate to al-
locate the origin of the coordinate system in the center of
the sensor. Further, the distance from the coordinate cen-
ter to the innermost pad row was fixed to be a multiple of
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the y-pitch of two staggered pad rows, namely 881.108µm
. Consequently the distance from the outermost pad row to
the edge of the sensor is a variable of the sensor length, as
the pre-chosen lengths are none multiples of this pitch.
Figure 2: Schematic view of a sensor to sensor daisy chain.
The red and blue lines are the leads of the short 58µm-pitch
cable that serves to daisy chain two sensors.
These definitions together with the respective symme-
try allow daisy-chaining of sensors of the same as well as
different lengths to each other. Figure 2 shows two daisy-
chained sensors with a microcable of a constant lead length.
Consequently, also one FEB-design may serve all sensor
configurations as well as either sensor side. In figure 3 a
scheme of a microcable connection between the foreseen
CBM STSxyter chip and the STS sensor is shown.
Figure 3: Schematic view of a sensor to chip connection.
The red and blue lines are the leads of the microcable on
two different layers with a pitch of 116µm.
All participating vendors will employ this layout of the
bond pads even though they may vary the sensor design
according to their proprietory design and production pref-
erences.
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Introduction and design goals
The beams provided by Super-FRS at FAIR will have
higher energies and will be more intense than presently
available. The goal of the new R3B setup is to fully ex-
ploit the potential of FAIR beams. With the new super
conducting magnet GLAD it will be possible to deflect
fully-stripped ions up to the Pb region with energies up to
1 AGeV. Also the detectors of the R3B setup should be able
to scope with the new conditions.
One detector of the setup is the time-of-flight (ToF) wall
made of plastic scintillators. The purpose of this detector
is the measurement of the time-of-flight and the nuclear
charge of the fragments after the reaction in the target. To-
gether with the measured trajectory through a dipole field,
the mass of the fragment can be identified. The charge is
obtained by precise energy loss measurements of the frag-
ments passing through the scintillators. With the Super-
FRS at FAIR it will be possible to accelerate fully stripped
beams up to the Pb region and consequently, the new ToF
wall should be able to separate charge Z from Z-1 even
for heavy fragments. For Pb fragments the energy loss
measurements for Z and Z-1 are seperated by 2.4 % and a
charge resolution of σΔE<1% is needed in order to resolve
them. Furthermore, since the unreacted beam also hits the
fragment wall, the detector must be able to maintain the
performance even at high beam rates up to 1 MHz. In or-
der to match the momentum resolution of other parts of the
setup the relative time-of-flight resolution should be around
0.1‰. Since the detector is placed typically between 12 and
20 m behind the target the shortest expected flight times are
about 75 ns. This results in a required time resolution of
σt<17 ps (see also contribution [1] in this annual report).
Although the current version of the ToF wall was suc-
cessfully used in many experiments in the past, we plan to
build a new ToF detector with superior time and energy res-
olution at beam rates up to 1 MHz. It is not planend to use a
completely new detector concept but rather take advantage
of the experience collected over the last years and advance
the current design.
The detector will have four planes of scintillators and the
active part will cover an area of 120x80cm2. Each plane
consists of 43 scintillators with the size 800x27 mm2 and
they are read out with photomultipliers on both far ends.
The first two planes will have scintillators with a thickness
of 3 mm and the last two planes a thickness of 5 mm, re-
spectively. In this contribution we will focus on the perfor-
mance of prototype detectors concerning the energy reso-
∗Work supported by FAIR@GSI PSP code: 1.2.5.1.2.1.
lution and new readout-electronics at high rates.
Prototype results and developments
In order to test the behaviour of the detector without
beam, a test stand with a fast LED was developed (see mas-
ter thesis of Julian Gerbig [2]). The LED emits light in the
same wavelength region as the BC408 plastic scintillator,
and the intensity as well as the pulse rate can be varied. In
order to obtain realistic conditions, the LED was pulsed in
random mode.
Figure 1: The plot on the top shows the relative charge
resolution for each frequency for two differnet PMs. The
bottom plot shows the shift in the charge measurments for
different rates.
Two different PMs from Hamamatsu were tested, both
with a diameter of 1 inch. Model H6533, a very fast PM
(TTS: 0.25 ns) but without active voltage divider. This
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model was used in the past experiments for the existing
ToF wall (NTF). The second model R8619 is a cost effec-
tive PM with an active voltage divider (TTS: 1.2 ns).
At the beginning, the conditions of one of the last ex-
periments were simulated. The intensity of the LED was
set to simulate medium heavy nuclei, such as e.g. Ni and
the voltages of the PMs were set in order to extract large
charges as needed for the previously used read-out. The
frequency was varied between 5 and 800 kHz. Although
the energy resolution for both PMs was good for each in-
dividual rate, it was observed that the peak position shifted
with frequency (see figure 1). In an experiment with vary-
ing beam rate during a spill this would lead to a bad reso-
lution. Especially for the H6533 the shift is dramatic. For
the R8619 the shift is much smaller but still visible and too
large for resolving charges of heavy fragments.
The shift in the charge measurement stems from the
PMs. Especially for large currents, the voltages at the last
dynodes can not be kept constant and the gain of the PM
is changing. The situation can be improved by taking ac-
tive voltage dividers and by reducing the HV of the PMs
and therefore also the anode current. But also the charge of
the signal plays an important role. For small signal charges
the R8619 is suited to measure the signals with a resolution
(and shift) of less than 1% even for rates as high as 800 kHz
as can be seen in figure 2.
It can also be seen that for too small charges, the rela-
tive resolution for charge measurements gets worse again.
Therefore, for an excellent performance of the new ToF
wall is is mandatory to use PMs with active voltage di-
viders and to reduce the signal amplitudes via the HV of
the PMs to a region were the PMs work best with regard
to rate stability and charge resolution. This also requires
a change in the read-out electronics. So far, CAEN TDC
were used and the signals of the PMs were split in a time
and an energy branch. The analog signal for the energy
branch was delayed by about 600 ns until the trigger decis-
sion was made. Especially this long delay caused a damp-
ing of the signals by a factor 10. The new read-out will con-
vert the analog signals immediatelly in logic signals with a
signal width which is either propotional to the time-over-
threshold (ToT) or to the integrated charge (charge to time
converter QTC). This signal is then recorded by a multi-
event FPGA TDC such as the VFTX2 [3] developed at GSI.
From the leading edge of the signal the timing can be ob-
tained (see also contribution [4] in this annual report) and
from the trailing edge the energy can be restored. In this
way the signal is immediatelly digitized and no delays are
needed. Since the VFTX2 is multi-hit cabable the hits can
be read out much later.
Summary and outlookents
It is planned to build a new ToF wall for the R3B setup
at FAIR. As the existing one, it will consist of plasic scin-
tillators but we aim for an improved energy (σΔE<1 %)
and time resolution (σt<17 ps) even at higher beam rates.
Figure 2: Shown are the charge resolution and the shift in
mean energy for the PM R8619 for different loads of the
PM. It can be seen that for medium charges (260 pC) a
sufficiently good resolution can achieved, even at rates up
to 800 kHz.
A test setup with a LED as light source has shown that this
is possible with the use of PMs with active voltage dividers
and with an adapted electronic read-out which allows to ex-
tract only small charges from the PMs. The electronics will
be developped by the GSI EE department. We plan to prove
the performance of a prototype in beam tests and detail the
final layout of the new detector in a TDR.
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Introduction
The kinematically complete reaction measurements at
the upcoming R3B set-up require the identification and sep-
aration of heavy, relativistic reaction fragments. This re-
quires a precise measurement of the time-of-flight in order
to calculate the momentum of the particles with the neces-
sary resolution of δp/p = 10−3. Depending on the length
of the flight path and the energy of the ions, this translates
into a required time resolution of about 15 ps for ions with
A &150 [1].
To reach this goal, two new detectors based on plas-
tic scintillators have been developed for the time-of-flight
measurement: An optimized start counter and a multi-layer
time-of-flight wall [2] which will provide energy loss and
position information as well.
The signals of the photomultipliers will be readout by
a new multichannel front-end electronic card (TAMEX).
This card has been designed by the GSI CSEE group for
high-resolution time and charge measurements and is a
combination of the existing LAND TACQUILA FEE and
a FPGA TDC from the VFTX module.
Electronics
The VFTX module [3] provides a time resolution of less
than 15 ps RMS over a long time range. This is achieved
by a combination of a FPGA, a TDC and an external clock
signal. The TDC measures the times of the rising and the
falling edges of the detector signal with respect to the exter-
nal 200 MHz clock signal, see Figure 1. The FPGA stores
this TDC value together with the timestamp (cycle number)
of the clock signal. This way, times can be measured with
respect to the arbitrary origin of the clock.
In order to measure detector times with respect to a com-
mon start or trigger signal, the common start signal has
to be connected to any free VFTX input channel as well.
Since the external clock signal can be applied to multiple
VFTX boards, the time reference for all VFTX channels is
guarantied to remain synchronized over the whole period
of the experiment.
In addition, the VFTX is able to record multiple hits per
event (trigger) and channel which is not only useful for
experiments with high beam intensities but also in cases
where several secondary particles need to be detected, e.g.
from the neutron shower in the Neuland detector [4] or if
the incident particle breaks up in multiple fragments.
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Measuring the times of both, rising and falling edge of
the signal, provides the length of the signal which can - if
properly shaped - be considered as a measure for the en-
ergy integral of the signal. For several detectors, a sec-
ond electronics branch to measure the energy is therefore
not necessary. For a precise charge measurement with the
time-of-flight wall however, a more accurate energy mea-
surement is necessary and will be available on the TAMEX
card.
Figure 1: Measurement of rising and falling edge of a de-
tector signal by the VFTX card.
While the TAMEX cards are not yet available, the circuit
for the time measurement is already available in the VFTX
modules and hence the time resolution of the whole chain
detector / data acquisition / data analysis could already be
tested.
Software
The current LAND/R3B analysis software land02 has
been adopted to analyse VFTX data. This required the han-
dling of multiple times per event and channel, the introduc-
tion of calibration routines and the conversion of rising and
falling time signals into an energy value.
While the external 200 MHz clock signal is assumed to
be sufficiently stable, the TDCs need a bin-wise calibration
in order to reach the designed time resolution. The calibra-
tion is performed by recording TDC times of random input
signals. The resulting histogram of raw TDC times (with-
out considering the clock cycle) should ideally resemble a
perfect rectangle with 5ns width. The calibration routine
calculates the width of each time bin such, that this goal is
reached, see Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Top: Raw times (in channels) from random in-
put signals. The variation of the bin contents reflects the
non-linearity of the TDC. Bottom: The events are equally
distributed after the calibration.
Test measurements
The new start counter consists of a square plastic scin-
tillator of 5.5x5.5 cm2 size and 0.5 mm thickness. The
scintillator is read out on all four sides to improve the time
resolution by averaging the four measurements. In order
to reduce uncertainties from reflections of the scintillation
light to an absolute minimum, the photomultipliers have
been coupled to the scintillator material without any light
guide.
The energy deposition of heavy ions was simulated by
illuminating a small area (2mm diameter) with a Nitro-
gen UV laser (337 nm wave length). The time measure-
ment was calibrated and analyzed using the updated land02
analysis software. The time resolution can be estimated
by analysing the time difference of signals from opposite
photomultipliers, see Figure 3. The resulting peak shows a
width (σ) of 13 ps indicating a time resolution for an aver-
age of all four photomulipliers of well below 15 ps.
Summary
On the example of the optimized start detector it could
be shown that time measurements with an uncertainty of
less than 15 ps are feasible. The second time for the time-
of-flight measurement will be measured by the multi-layer
time-of-flight wall where up to 6 individual time measure-
Figure 3: Time difference between left and right readout
from a square 5.5x5.5cm 2 scintillator bar. The peak shows
a width (σ) of 13 ps indicating a time resolution for the
average of all four signals of well below 15 ps.
ments can be averaged. This will result in a similarily pre-
cise time information.
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Introduction
The present LAND/R3B experimental set-up can be used
for identifying the reaction products up to the mass region
∼ 150. At the future R3B set-up at FAIR, this problem
will be overcome, and also the reaction products in the
mass region 200 will be effectively separated and it will
be possible to identify them. On the other hand, extend-
ing the experimental capabilities to this mass region would
also imply improvements in the time-of-flight (TOF) res-
olution. Identification of the reaction residues in high-
energy nuclear collisions is usually based on energy-loss
measurements and charge-particle deflection in the mag-
netic field. The mass-over-charge ratio can be calculated
as: A/Z = e/(m0c) · (Bρ)/(βγ). Once the nuclear charge
is obtained from the energy-loss measurements, relative
uncertainty in the mass determination can be calculated as:
ΔA/A ≈ Δ(Bρ)/(Bρ) + γ2 · ΔTOF/TOF . The chal-
lenge is to separate neighboring masses in the mass region
200, where relative difference in mass between two neigh-
boring nuclei amounts to ∼ 5 · 10−3. Thus, in order to
be able to separate neighboring masses, the relative un-
certainty in mass must be of the order 2 · 10−3 assuming
3σ precision. The magnetic rigidity can be obtained via
particle tracking with a relative uncertainty of the order of
10−3. In order to fulfil the demand on the mass resolution
in the mass region 200 at 1AGeV energy, the time-of-flight
(TOF) has to be measured with a relative uncertainty bet-
ter than 2.5 · 10−4. Considering a flight path of ∼20m,
this would mean that the ultimate TOF resolution should
not exceed 20ps (sigma). While TOF is measured between
two detectors giving start and stop signal, 20ps TOF reso-
lution would mean that the time resolution Δt of each TOF
detector should not exceed 15ps.
New TOF system
The new TOF system for the R3B set-up will be based on
the existing one but with improved capabilities. The start
detector LOS will be made out of scintillator material, and
will have dimensions of 55× 55× 0.5 mm3. The produced
light will be collected directly, without any light guides,
by 4 photomultipliers (PM). The PMs will be read out by
a new multi-channel front-end card TAMEX developed by
GSI CSEE group enabling high-resolution time measure-
ments. The stop detector will be a multi-layer time-of-
flight wall with high time and charge resolution and high-
rate capabilities [1].
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In the following, we will discuss different effects influenc-
ing Δt and search for the compromise between best perfor-
mance and costs. We will use the statistical method [2] for
calculating Δt of a scintillator detector.
Calculations of the time resolution
There are different statistical processes which are limit-
ing the attainable Δt of scintillation detectors: Time spread
in the energy transfer to the optical levels of the scintillation
crystal, decay time of the excited states, fluctuations in the
propagation time of photons through the scintillation crys-
tal, creation of photo-electrons within a photo-multiplier,
as well as the associated electronics. The first application
of the statistical model for calculating achievable Δt has
been done by Post and Schiff [2]. At this place, we will not
discuss the method in details but refere the reader to the
paper of Post and Schiff. The advantage of this model is
that all above-mentioned contributions can be studied and
optimized separately, which is not always easy when using
Monte-carlo simulations.
One of the important ingredients of the statistical model
is the shape of the measured light pulse. This shape
is of course influenced by different processes mentioned
above. The primary shape is given by the light-production
mechanism, and in case of plastic scintillator it has been
shown [3] that the best-suited shape is given by a con-
volution of an exponential and a Gaussian function, so-
called ExpGaussian [4]. In case of small-size scintilla-
tion detectors the light-production mechanism has a dom-
inant role. For timing properties of larger-size detectors
light transport becomes very important, and to consider
this effect we have followed the work of ref. [5]. Know-
ing the light-pulse shape seen by a PM, using the statis-
tical model we can calculate the contribution of the scin-
tillator σsci. The contribution from the PM is determined
by its transient-time-spread (tts) and can be calculated as:
σPM = tts/(2.35 ·
√
Rtot), where Rtot is total number of
photo-electron pulses. The contribution of electronics σ el
has been measured to amount to 8ps per readout channel.
Then, the total Δt for each detector Δtdet can be calculated
as: Δtdet =
√
σ2sci + σ
2
PM + σ
2
el.
LOS detector
For the LOS detector we have performed two sets of cal-
culations assuming 1 AGeV 208Pb ions passing through the
detector:
1. Expensive solution: Consisting of the scintillator mate-
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rial EJ232Q (rise time: 0.043ns, decay time: 0.608ns, light
output: 19% of Anthracene) and a photomultiplier H6653
(tts: 0.16ns), see fig. 1.
2. Cost-effective solution: Consisting of the scintillator
material EJ230 (rise time: 0.5ns, decay time: 1.5ns, light
output: 64% of Anthracene) and a photomultiplier R9779
(tts: 0.25 ns), see fig. 2.
Fig. 1 shows that in case of the cost-expensive solution
we can reach Δt of ∼4ps. In this case, Δt is determined
only by the contribution from electronics. With the cost-
effective solution, fig. 2, Δt is ∼8ps, but in this case Δt
is given by the scintillator material. In both cases, the con-
tribution of the photomultiplier, due to a large number of
produced photoelectrons, is negligible. First tests with a
Figure 1: Contribution of different components to Δt of
the LOS detector for the design option (1), see text.
Figure 2: Contribution of different components to Δt of
the LOS detector for the design option (2), see text.
Nitrogen UV laser have been performed, see [6].
New TOF wall detector
In the case of the new TOF wall we have assumed that
the detector consists of 4 layers of EJ200 scintillator mate-
rial (rise time: 0.9ns, decay time: 2.1ns, light output: 64%
of Anthracene) and that the signals are read by R8619-20
photomultipliers (tts: 1.2ns). We have also assumed that 1
AGeV 208Pb ions are passing through the detector. The re-
sults are shown in fig. 3. Also in case of the new TOF wall
Figure 3: Contribution of different components to Δt of
the new TOF wall detector.
the contribution of the PMs to the total Δt is negligible.
Total Δt well below 15ps can be reached, and is mostly
determined by the scintillator material. The use of more
expensive PMs or scintillator materials is thus not needed.
Summary and outlook
Needed Δt of TOF start and stop detectors of 15ps can
be reach. In case of the new TOF wall Δt is ∼8ps due
to several-layers design. In case of the LOS detector, with
a cost-effective solution Δt is ∼8ps, and thus well below
15ps. With the expensive solution, we could even reach Δt
of 4ps. In 2014 prototypes of both detectors will be tested
and results will be compared with present calculations.
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Typical size of the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) ho-
moepitaxially grown diamond material (also known as the
single crystal - SC) is limited to some 5 x 5 mm2 due to
the availability of growth substrates made from the high-
pressure high-temperature (HPHT) diamond. Presently, the
only material readily available for the production of dia-
mond detectors with larger area (∼10 cm2) is polycrys-
talline (PC) film grown on silicon wafers with electronic
characteristics far inferior in comparison to SC material.
In order to produce a large-surface high-quality material
for diamond detectors different techniques for heteroepi-
taxial growing of diamond films are being investigated and
developed at the University of Augsburg. By using yttrium-
stabilized zirconium oxide (YSZ) buffer layer to produce
iridium terminated substrate on silicon wafers [1] one can
grow diamond films (also know as the diamond on iridium
- DoI) that are far more homogeneous than PC, however,
still burdened with defects. In last few years a remarkable
improvement in lowering of the level of impurities and de-
fects was achieved so that the presently produced samples -
while still not comparable to SC material - are far superior
to any PC material.
Most significant structural defect arising in heteroepitax-
ial growth are dislocations.In a recent study [2] in which the
density of threading dislocations was determined by few
methods over a large sample thickness, an inverse growth
depth behaviour was found. While this at least in principle
confirms that films with very low density of dislocations
can be grown, presently procedure would not be economi-
cally effective therefore different growing techniques - e.g.
epitaxial lateral overgrowth - are being developed.
In order to assess the quality i.e. electronic character-
istics of new DoI samples a typical measurement of the
charge collection efficiency (CCE) is performed by us-
ing the transient current technique (TCT). Alpha particles
(241Am) are used to test the sample with different polariza-
tions and drift fields so that the properties for both types of
charge carriers can be evaluated. In Fig. 1 the set of mea-
surements with a recent DoI sample of 190 µm thickness at
different drift fields is presented showing the saturation at
values above 0.8 V/µm. While the overall triangular shape
of wave forms indicate the presence of the charge recombi-
nation defects, additional flat-top slope is related to losses
due to the charge carrier trapping within the sample. For
this sample we have measured an average CCE of about
60% for holes, which is below the level of the best samples
∗This work was supported in part by HadronPhysics3 (grant agreement
No 283286 under the EU FP7.)
† m.kis@gsi.de
Figure 1: Pulse-shapes (waveforms) obtained for the drift
of holes across the sample. The CCE is determined by
waveform integration. Each waveform is an average from
1000 recorded events.
tested (>90%) [3]. On the other hand, the CCE for elec-
trons (shown in Fig. 2) of about 40% is much better than
previously measured (∼10 %). In this case the saturation is
observed at the higher drift field of 1.2 V/µm.
Figure 2: Pulse-shapes for the drift of electrons across the
sample with 42 dB pre-amplification.
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Laser lithography system
Diamond detectors are usually produced from the elec-
tronic (detector) grade diamond material in a form of thin
plate or film. In order to produce diamond detector, the
plate has to be equipped with suitable (most often metal-
lic) electrodes. Such metallic electrodes were - and still are
- produced at GSI Target Laboratory by sputtering of one
or more thin metal layers on the surface of the diamond.
A particular electrode structure in that case is obtained by
using stencil masks that are also a limiting factor since the
minimal obtainable structure is of about 100 µm. To over-
come this limitation the laser lithography system (shown in
Fig. 1) was acquired and put into the operation in the GSI
Detector Laboratory.
Figure 1: Lithography room in the clean room area of the
Detector Laboratory. Working table with the spin coater
and the hotplate (left in the photo), and the laser pattern
generator with control computer (right).
The lithography system consists of Ramgraber M150
spin coater, Ramgraber M-HP150 hotplate, and the laser
pattern generator Heidelberg Instruments µPG 101. The
first two devices are suitable for processing of wafers up to
6′′ with wide variety of photoresist coatings. The µPG 101
is equipped with a solid state (diode) laser of 405 nm wave-
length with maximum output power 100 mW. With present
configuration the maximal writing area of 90 x 90 mm 2 can
be processed with the minimal resolution of 1 µm. During
2013 the system was successfully commissioned and the
first diamond detectors were produced and tested.
∗m.kis@gsi.de
Diamond detector production
In contrast to common photo-lithography where photo-
masks are used to expose photoresist, in laser lithogra-
phy the laser pattern generator is used to directly expose
photoresist. In processing of diamond detectors two ap-
proaches are possible: in the lift-off process the photoresist
coating is removed from the part of surface which needs
to be metalized (i.e. occupied by the final electrode) and
then after sputtering of the metallic layer over the whole
diamond the remaining photoresist is ”lifted-off” from the
surface leaving the metallic electrode only in the previously
photoresist-free area. In the other approach the metaliza-
tion of the whole surface is made at first followed by pho-
toresist coating and exposure. After developing and par-
tial removal of the photoresist, the exposed (unprotected)
metallic surface is etched until metallic layer is removed.
After removal of remaining photo-resist the electrode is
ready for further fabrication.
While the first approach is simpler in implementation
since it does not require aggressive chemical treatment
(etching), the latter is preferred in production of diamond
detectors because it allows better diamond surface prepara-
tion for the metalization of electrodes.
An additional obstacle in processing of the diamond de-
tectors is their shape and size; the typical surface of a
single-crystal diamond is usually less than 5x5 mm2 which
presents challenge for spin-coating in cases where elec-
trodes are up to the edge. As it can be seen from Fig. 2, dur-
ing the spin coating of rectangular substrates the buildup of
the photoresist beads in corners cannot be avoided. While
such obstacle would be difficult to treat by the conventional
photo-lithography, by recurrent exposure of the photoresist
in corners we can produce desired electrode shape.
Figure 2: HADES diamond detectors prepared with the
Cr+Au metalization, electrodes are processed with the laser
lithography. Left: the corner of the diamond plate with the
photoresist bead buildup, right: the electrode after etching
and the photoresist removal. The feature size (gap between
the electrodes) is 80 µm.
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Optimizing the manufacturing method of detector parts ∗
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For the Forward GEM-Tracker of the PANDA experi-
ment at FAIR [1, 2], as part of structural elements of the so
called GEM-Disc detectors, rings with high dimensional
stability and optimized material budget need to be pro-
duced. The parts are up to 1.5 m in diameter, 8 mm width
and only 0.5 mm thick. They need to withstand forces
of up to 15 N cm-1 in radial direction. Parts made from
conductive material as well as highly isolating ones are re-
quired. Industrial products with the appropriate features are
not available and thus the process was set up and optimized
at GSI.
Finite Element Method (FEM) simulations (see figure 1)
were done precedent to manufacturing sample parts. The
results of these calculations show the necessity of uniform
material properties in direction of the load. This can be
achieved by compounds with specific material orientation.
Composite materials of carbon fibre and resin have excel-
lent properties in elastic modulus and tensile strength, and
are electrically conductive. Compounds of glass fibre are
non conductive but have a lower elastic modulus. Currently
fibres made from basalt are under test which offer interme-
diate properties. They are non conductive, stiffer than glass
fibres and commercially available at moderate prices.
Figure 1: Left: FEM simulation is used to estimate the de-
formation of the part. Right: small test parts of basalt and
glass fibres.
To achieve a uniform fibre orientation in the rings ap-
propriate for the orientation of the radial loads they should
withstand, a winding apparatus (see figure 2) has been build
where the fibres are wound up to a spool. The winding
motion is achieved by rotating the spool around its axis.
A motor/gear/brake combination applies a constant trac-
tive force on the roving (a bundle of fibres) which allows
a controlled stacking of the fibres without larger flaws and
with the desired high amount of fibre content (>60 %) in
∗Work supported by FAIR@GSI PSP code: 1.4.1.
order to maximize the stability and minimize the material
budget. Several types of resin have been used in the tests,
the final choice will be made taking into account the need
for ageing-free operation of the detectors. The winding is
made up to a larger outer diameter of the ring than neces-
sary. The excess material is later removed by milling. Also
the connection to the centre bar and additional geometry
(holes, chamfers, fillets etc.) are milled.
Figure 2: The devices to wind the rings with variable size,
thickness and fibre content. The roving comes from the
right, goes through a impregnating bath, and is kept on a
constant force by a controlled brake before it is wound to
the spool (shown on the left).
After producing parts of different material combination
test for mechanical, chemical and physical properties will
be performed together with the collaborating universities.
Based on this tests both material and geometry will be op-
timized. By comparing the FEM results with the actual
behaviour of the parts the simulation settings will be opti-
mized. This will be very helpful for the simulation of other
detector parts made of composite material.
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Preliminary values for the resolutions of various fig-
ures of merit have been deduced by the SOFIA TwinMU-
SIC [1] for the spectra of isotopes obtained from the fission
of 238U. The energy-loss resolution was measured to be
σΔE
E
= 0.34% with P25 gas (Fig. 1). This leads to a charge
resolution of σZ1,2 = 0.23± 0.01 for the measurements in
1
2 of the TwinMUSIC and σZ1+2 = 0.31±0.02 for the sum
of both. The steep falloff of Δt,10−90% ≈ 150ps of the
drift times close to the cathode measured for single anodes
yields a corresponding resolution of the straight-line fit to a
track through the active volume of σdt,fit = (268± 40)ps
(Fig. 2). For the electrical field settings applied the mea-
sured drift velocity is well reproduced by Magboltz simula-
tions. After fine adjustment of the drift-times with the help
of an adjacent MWPC, a position resolution for the single
anode of σx,PB = (28±11)μm and σx,FF = (47±13)μm
for the primary beam and fission fragments, respectively,
can be deduced (Fig. 3). Consequently, the angular distri-
bution of the fragments of ≈ 40mrad could be measured
with a precision of σΘ,FF = (0.13± 0.10)mrad by event-
wise tracking.
The analysis of the data is still ongoing, further refinements
on the achieved resolutions are to be expected. Isotopic
mass yields have been be deduced and published elsewhere
[2]. Changes in the design of the TwinMUSIC detector sys-
tem are ongoing and will allow for an even better charge,
position and angular resolution. We are aiming for a full
3D tracking operation with rates of 1 − 2 MHz with a
non-triggered DAQ. The potential of a low-pressure oper-
ation (0.2 − 0.3atm) and the application of other, ’faster’
gas mixtures will be tested too.
The next physics run is already scheduled 2014 at CaveC
looking into more details of the isotopic mass distributions.
In the far future, a more complete set of measurements will
be performed in the context of R3B (Reaction studies with
Relativistic Radioactive Beams) at the FAIR (Facility for
Antiproton and Ion Research) project at GSI/Darmstadt.
Dedicated detector developments will be performed for
those endeavors which foster similar developments e.g. for
the instrumentation of the SuperFRS.
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Figure 1: Nuclear charge distribution for electromagneti-
cally exited fission inside the active target.
Figure 2: Distribution of the residuals for tracking of frag-
ments inside the right compartment of the TwinMUSIC.
The resolutions given are deduced for single anodes.
Figure 3: Position resolution obtained for the tracking of
fragments inside the TwinMUSIC.
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Overview
During 2013 the NeuLAND (new Large-Area Neutron
Detector) project passed the important step from prototype
tests to series production. Being one of the key instru-
ments of the R3B experiment [1] the NeuLAND demon-
strator will be utilized in the 2014 beam times together with
demonstrators of other major R3B components.
NeuLAND is a highly granular detector composed of
3000 scintillator bars with a total volume of 250x250x300
cm3. It enables the detection of fast neutrons with high
efficiency, high time and spatial resolution and a high re-
solving power for multi-neutron events [2].
Despite the compact cubical arrangement of the Neu-
LAND components, the detector is built up from individual
subgroups with an independent functionality, the so-called
NeuLAND double-planes. This modular design facilitates
maintenance and it allows upon experimental needs to split
the detector in subdetectors being located at different posi-
tions with respect to the target area.
∗Work supported by FAIR@GSI PSP code 1.2.5.1.2.5., by BMBF
(06DA7047I, 06FY71051, 06KY71593,06DR134I, NupNET NEDEN-
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NeuLAND Double-Planes
During the previous year the first three double-planes of
NeuLAND have been built. Here, we report about its dif-
ferent building blocks, the assembly into the double-plane
structure and into the demonstrator frame. A double-plane
is built up from 100 scintillator bars, 50 forming a verti-
cal / horizontal oriented plane each. 200 photomultipliers
(PMTs) serve to read out the scintillator bars from both far
ends and consequently 200 channels of high voltage supply
(HV) and read out electronics are required for each double-
plane.
Scintillator Bars
The heart pieces of NeuLAND are the fully-active
scintillator bars from BC408-equivalent with dimensions
250x5x5 cm3 of rectangular shape. To avoid light losses
at transitions between different materials, the bars are pro-
duced in one piece with its light guides at the two far ends.
The light guides of conical shape are 10 cm long and con-
nect the quadratical surface with a one-inch circular sur-
face, thus leading to a total bar length of 270 cm. Within a
frame contract concluded in 2013 the scintillator bars can
be ordered in several fractions to fixed conditions over a
period of four years. Within the first order 430 bars have
been purchased allowing together with the prior existing
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200 bars to built up six double-planes, thus a 20% Neu-
LAND demonstrator. The scintillator bars are delivered
with reflective and with light-tight wrapping.
Prior to their assembly into double-planes the bars un-
dergo a site acceptance test, controlling both the quality of
the scintillator material itself and the surface finishing. The
test procedure developed and carried out by the contribut-
ing NeuLAND collaborators comprises a measurement of
the response to cosmic rays and a measurement of the light
transport using a light emitting diode (LED) shining in at
one far side of the scintillator bar and being detected at the
opposite side. The resulting data are compared to the re-
sults for a quality-prooven reference bar. Figure 1 shows a
typical QDC spectrum from such a combined cosmic and
LED test.
Figure 1: QDC spectra (counts vs. channel number) taken
for the reference bar (red) and bar 29 (blue) of 2013 deliv-
ery. The prominent peak at about channel number 900 orig-
inates from the LED pulse, while the broad peak at channel
number≈300 stems from cosmic rays traversing the bar.
Photomultiplier
For the light read out from the scintillator bars one-inch
PMTs are connected to the far ends of the scintillator bars.
The selected NeuLAND PMT R8619-20 comprises high-
quality performance with cost-effectivness; a fully active
voltage divider has been developed for the use in Neu-
LAND in order to minimize the current demands. For the
PMTs, as for the scintillator bars, a frame contract allows
the fractional purchase at fixed conditions within the next
four years. In the first order, PMTs to assemble the 20%
demonstrator have been purchased.
The light-coupling between scintillator bar and PMT
front face was subject to investigations taking into account
not only the maximization of light read out, but also the
long term sustainibility and the possibility to apply the cou-
pling material to vertically and horizontally oriented PMTs.
A coupling via silicon glue was selected after curing issues
had been successfully minimized.
High Voltage Supply
The high voltage supply for the NeuLAND PMTs is sup-
posed to be unitized in a manner, that each double plane
is equipped with its own high voltage distribution sys-
tem close by, thus enabling the modular operation of Neu-
LAND double planes. The final layout of the high volt-
age system is under investigation at the moment. During
the 2014 beam times the NeuLAND demonstrator will be
brought into operation using commercial high voltage sup-
plies available from other GSI detector systems.
Read-Out Electronics
The current concept for the read-out electronics is based
on a concept originally developed within the FOPI collab-
oration, the so-called Tacquila readout system. The sys-
tem provides a fully integrated solution of both charge and
time measurement behind a dedicated frontend-card which
is used to condition and split the signals. Here, one part is
directly connected to a QDC board, while the other is put
through an discriminator and further provided to the time
measurement using an ASIC based solution. A dedicated
frontend has been developed and commissioned in the last
years, using the LAND detector, providing an optimized
signal treatment for photomultiplier signals. The frontend
cards are controlled using the TRIPLEX card [3] which is
also used to provide monitoring access to each channel in
the electronics. Currently a new electronic readout sys-
tem, based on the FEBEX readout architecture utilizing
an FPGA TDC [4] called Tamex has been designed, and
first prototypes are currently being built. The system makes
use of the previously done developments, as it is compati-
ble to the existing analog frontend, discriminator and con-
trols environment, by reusing the already existing cards de-
sign. The digital backend does not rely any longer on the
out phased ASIC and is furthermore multi-hit capable, as
well it provides time-over-threshold information. All dou-
ble planes as shown in figure 3 will such be equipped with
their individual readout electronics for 200 channels, and
can be operated in a self-sustained manner, making best
use of a fully modular design.
NeuLAND frames
A dedicated frame structure was designed to assemble
the scintillator bars and PMTs into double-planes. Fig. 2
shows from left to right an empty double-plane frame, a
frame with half of the bars mounted and a fully equipped
double-plane frame. Each bar is separately mounted to the
frame using a block holding structure, which fits to the
conical endings of the bars. In order to protect the hori-
zontal bars from bending in the middle, each bar is sup-
ported twice using a metal band structure with individual
segments for each bar (visible on the photograph in the
middle of fig. 2).
The PMTs are mounted to the bars via guide tubes from
stainless steel. A light-tight connection to the holding
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Figure 2: The Photographs show (left to right) an empty double-plane frame, a frame after mounting of the vertically
oriented bars and after installation of the support structure for the horizontally oriented bars and a frame after assembly
of all scintillator bars prior to mounting of PMTs.
blocks is provided using O-rings. The far end of the guide
tube is closed with an endcap containing a bajonet lock al-
lowing an easy access to the PMT for maintenance. The
signal and HV-cables are fed through an elastomer cap for
light-tightness.
The signal and HV cable of the PMTs are connected
to collector boards mounted along the read-out sides of
the frame. Connections to these boards are provided via
LEMO and CLIFF contacts, again allowing for an easy ex-
change of PMTs in case of maintenance. From the boards
the cabling to HV distribution and to the readout electronic
is provided via multipin connectors.
Assembly of NeuLAND substructures
A NeuLAND rack with two-fold purpose was built, see
fig. 3. It serves for assembly of the NeuLAND double-
planes and it allows to host up to six double-planes, thus
the NeuLAND demonstrator.
The assembly, cabling and the commissioning of the
NeuLAND double-planes is carried out by the funding col-
laborators.
Results from the Experiment S406
In November 2012 150 scintillator bars in a special con-
figuration with 15 layers of ten vertical bars each were
exposed to monoenergetic fast neutrons stemming from
deuteron breakup reactions in a CH2 target, see last year’s
report for details [5]. Here we report about the status of the
analysis of the collected neutron data and its implications
on the NeuLAND simulation algorithms.
The calibration of the NeuLAND data taken in this ex-
periment (S406) is completed. Apart from the usual cali-
bration steps special care has been taken of the walk cor-
rection of the NeuLAND Tacquila channels. It improved
the earlier reported value of time resolution for deuteron
beam from σDt = 115 ps to 96 ps. The data collected allow
a detailed study of hit patterns of neutron-induced particle
tracks. A top view of one event with a neutron interaction
in the first plane is illustrated in fig. 4. One digit in the his-
togram corresponds to one bar. The neutron impinges from
Figure 3: Photograph of the NeuLAND mounting and
demonstrator rack together with the first NeuLAND
double-plane.
the left side. A high-energetic secondary particle is pro-
duced, which propagates through the detector (total depth
of 0.75 m), indicated by the strict time order of the detected
signals (z-axis).
The analysed neutron data in the NeuLAND test array
is used to optimize the simulations. At this stage of the
data analysis the neutrons are accepted as valid hits if a
proper time correlation to the beam velocity is found. This
might include besides reactions on the hydrogen also re-
actions on the carbon in the CH2 target and breakup in
the close-by start detector. As the next step the analysis
of quasi-free scattered (QFS) protons in Crystal Ball and
Silicon Strip Detectors is performed. The typical signa-
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Figure 5: Probability distributions for neutrons of various energies from experimental data (symbols) and corresponding
simulation (lines). Displayed in the left-hand panel is the hit multiplicity per incident neutron. The middle panel shows
the total deposited energy in the NeuLAND test array per neutron and the right-hand panel the energy deposited per
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Figure 4: Display of one neutron-induced charged particle
track traversing the NeuLAND test array. The time in ns is
indicated on the z-axis.
tures for QFS events are observed in correlations of polar
and azimuthal proton angles. The further analysis oriented
to elimination of the background and the reconstruction of
the neutron kinematics is underway.
In the NeuLAND simulation and reconstruction algo-
rithm for experiment S406 neutrons, which are emitted
from ppn reactions of deuteron with hydrogen in the target,
are transported through the modelled experimental setup by
calculating their interaction with scintillator bars using a
step-wise Monte-Carlo simulation engine Geant3. During
this step of simulation, the energy loss of induced charged
particles is converted into light equivalent, also applying
light quenching for protons. The output represents the so-
called Monte Carlo Points, which describe the energy loss
of one charged particle per one scintillator bar. Thus, a
sophisticated hit producer (digitizer) algorithm is required,
described below, in order to match with the real data from
experiment.
On the single particle level, the light attenuation is taken
into account according to the position of deposited energy
in the detector and the time resolution is applied using a
Gaussian smearing with σ = 150 ps. The general start
time value for the charge integration is determined and the
energy loss of all particles in each bar is integrated, ap-
plying position dependent time decay of the signal. As a
next step the hits (digis) in the detector units are treated.
The saturation of a single PMT is taken into account as
well as the resolution of the QDC (smearing the calculated
charge with a Gaussian of σ = 3 − 4%) and the individual
PMT thresholds using the values obtained from data anal-
ysis. The PMT saturation formula used here QDCout =
QDCin ∗ 1./(1. + 0.012 ∗ QDCin) is in agreement with
laboratory tests of the NeuLAND PMT with LED light.
Various quantities are regarded to compare experimental
results to simulations, see fig. 5. In the right hand panel
the measured probability distribution of the hit multiplic-
ity per incident neutron is compared to the simulated one
for neutron energies ranging from 200 to 1500 MeV 1. As
expected the hit multiplicity increases with increasing neu-
tron energy.
The probability distribution of the total deposited energy
is displayed in the middle panel and the energy deposited
per scintillator bar in the right-hand panel. It turned out,
that two effects play a mayor role for the description of the
data within the simulation. The individual realistic thresh-
olds from the experiment are crucial for the comparison of
multiplicity spectra and the low energy part of the energy
spectra. The proper treatment of the PMT saturation is nec-
essary for understanding higher energy deposition in a sin-
gle bar and for the total energy deposition in the NeuLAND
test array. The slight discrepancies at lower deposited en-
ergies may origin from differences in the PMT saturation
due to different exposure to magnetic fields for the differ-
ent beam energies and from background effects in the ex-
periment not yet taken into account.
1The experimental data for 200 MeV are compared to simulation find-
ings for 250 MeV, since the quasi free event generator was available for
the slightly higher beam energy solely.
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Overall a good agreement between data and simulation
is found over this very large range of incident neutron en-
ergies with one consistent description of the physics pro-
cesses in the R3Broot simulation. This improvement in the
description is a very valuable basis for the ongoing further
development of algorithms for the final NeuLAND detec-
tor.
Perspectives
In spring and summer 2014 beam times take place at
Cave C at GSI in order to commission demonstrators of
various R3B detectors. The first NeuLAND double-plane
will be tested during the April beam time, for summer the
commissioning of four to six double-planes (20% demon-
strator) is scheduled. Due to the lack of beam time avail-
ability during 2015 at GSI, the further commissioning and
use of several NeuLAND double-planes at RIKEN are
planned.
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The GEM-TPC detector response to 1GeV/u 197Au
projectile was simulated.
The GEM-TPC detector [1] is proposed to be a stan-
dard tracking detector for the Super-FRS [2]. The require-
ments for the GEM-TPC detectors are: a high rate capabil-
ity(1MHz), a low amount of material in active volume and
a large dynamic range(proton-Uranium). The GEM-TPC
consists of the drift volume(20x8x7cm3) filled with a gas
and uniform electric field, GEM foil stack located under
the drift volume and the strip readout plane. A schematic
view of the GEM-TPC is shown in Fig. 1(top).
For better understanding of the GEM-TPC design and its
further improvements simulations were perfomed. The fol-
lowing simulation codes were used: Garfield++[3] to cal-
culate drifts of the electrons through the drift volume, GEM
stack and induction gap, ELMER software[4] to calculate
electric field maps of the drift volume and the GEM foil
using the finite element method(FEM).
In the first step the primary electrons from 197Au beam
at 1 GeV/u and their drift tracks inside the drift volume
were calculated. The drift volume filled with P10 gas at
normal pressure and temperature and 400V/cm electric
field was assumed. The electrons position and time dis-
tributions at the top GEM foil were obtained.
In the second step a passing of the electrons through the
GEM stack was simulated. The following parameters of the
GEM foils were used: hole outer radius = 35µm, hole mid-
dle radius = 15µm, kapton thickness = 50µm, hole pitch
= 140µm, copper thickness = 8.0µm. The unit cell from
which whole GEM foil was constructed is shown in Fig-
ure 1(bottom). The electric field between the GEM foils
was set to 3kV/cm and the voltage over the GEM foil was
set to 300V. The gain of the GEM stack and the position
distribution after the stack was calculated.
In the third step the induced charge on the readout plane
strips was calculated using the Shockley-Ramo theorem
[3]. The weighting fields of the electrodes and electric field
map were calculated using the FEM method. The electric
field in the induction gap was set to 3kV/cm. The initial
position of the electrons in the induction gap were taken
according to the results from previous steps of the simula-
tion. As an example the cluster size from 197Au projectile
and relative induced charges on the different strips (0.4mm
wide, 0.5mm pitch, perpendicular to x axis) are shown in
Figure 2. Other characteristics such as spatial and time res-
olution of the GEM-TPC will be studied with this method
which can help in understanding the results of the test of
∗Work supported by FAIR@GSI PSP code: 2.4.6.1.3.
the prototypes [1].
Figure 1: Top-left: Schematic view of the GEM-TPC
drift volume showing the cathode (brown) and the field-
cage strips (gray) forming an uniform electric field in y-
direction. The beam is parallel to z axis. Bottom-right: the
GEM cell unit used to construct the GEM foil showing hole
positions, copper part(blue) and kapton part(orange).
Figure 2: The cluster size and relative induced charge on
the strips from 197Au.
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The n-XYTER 1.0 front-end readout-chip [1] has been
widely used in various projects at GSI, including the CBM
experiment, the GEM-TPC and others. The calibration of
its threshold scale has however never been reported.
A threshold calibration was performed on two n-XYTER
chips, operated on Front-End Board rev. D. Since in most
applications the n-XYTER is used without prior threshold
trimming, the threshold was not trimmed before calibra-
tion in this case either (all trim registers were set to 16).
The Vbfb register was set to 50, VBiasS adjusted such that
the baselines are at around 2000 ADC units, and all other
settings were kept at the roclib (rev. 4174) default values.
To determine the absolute value of the thresholds, pulses
of the n-XYTER internal test pulser were injected in groups
of 32 channels simultaneously. The number of the channels
which the pulses were simultaneously injected to appeared
to have no effect on the thresholds. A scan over pulse
amplitudes (controlled through the cal register) was per-
formed (Fig. 1). The threshold was considered to be equal
to the pulse amplitude whenever the pulse detection effi-
ciency was 50%. The corresponding amplitude, expressed
in units of cal, was determined by fitting the scan data
with an error function. Then a the calibration of the cal
register gain was performed individually for each channel,
at low thresholds: the pulse amplitude was measured in the
n-XYTER slow lane, digitized with the on-board ADC and
converted to the physical units using the calibration [2].
In Fig. 2 an example of the obtained threshold distribu-
tions for all channels of one chip, at three different vth
register settings are shown. The mean thresholds as a func-
tion of vth for the two different chips are shown in Fig. 3
(the error bars are the variances). It can be seen that both
the channel-to-channel as well as the chip-to-chip threshold
variations are large (if no threshold trimming is done). In
applications, where precise threshold setting is necessary,
it is therefore recommended to perform the threshold trim-
ming first, and then to redo the threshold calibration. The
developed algorithms can be reused. For rough estimates
the Fig. 3 can be used.
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Figure 1: Example for the dependence of the detection ef-
ficiency vs. cal register setting.
Figure 2: Example of the distributions of the thresholds of
all channels in one chip at various vth settings.
Figure 3: Threshold calibration plot. Points are shifted by
± 0.15, and ± 0.45 in x to improve visibility (initially they
were at multiples of 5 ).
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NUSTAR experiments will be based on a complex smor-
gasbord of devices and detectors of many different types
with wildly varying speeds. Merging the data meaning-
fully together requires proper timing distribution and trig-
ger interconnections. With detectors spread over different
experimental areas, sometimes hundreds of meters apart,
and often-changing experimental set-ups, a flexible inte-
gration approach is the key to success.
Time distribution
NUSTAR DAQ systems need distributed timing signals
for two purposes:
• Time-of-flight measurements. The most demanding
of these measurements (< 10 ps at short distances)
are driving the precision requirements.
• Inter-system event synchronisation. The event-wise
data from different detectors, operated with common
triggers but in separate dead-time domains, can be
merged based on time. Requirement: a few 10 ns.
The FAIR infrastructure caters for these needs by two
developments for the accelerator systems: BuTiS [1] and
White Rabbit [2]. The Bunch Timing System distributes
a stabilised frequency using optical fibres to distribution
boxes that can be located in each experimental area. These
reference signals can then be further sent to front-end
boards that perform high-precision time measurements.
The reference signal is effectively used to drive the front-
end clock. Measurements have shown an precision better
than 20 ps between systems separated by 2 km of optical
fibre. For absolute timing, BuTiS-derived timing requires
cooperation with an external reference to label the clock
cycles, e.g. White Rabbit.
White Rabbit is a synchronous Ethernet protocol, i.e. the
clocks of all switches and interface cards are synchronised
to one device. It has demonstrated synchronisation better
than 100 ps/km [3]; fully sufficient for all but the most de-
manding measurements. In addition to synchronising time,
White Rabbit acts as 1 Gbps Ethernet connection.
For systems with lower timing requirements (∼10 ns),
which do not need a network connection, or when the over-
head of aligning the local clock cycles with synchronous
Ethernet is too constraining, a light-weight serial time dis-
tribution protocol is available [4]. Sender and receivers do
∗Work supported by FAIR@GSI PSP codes: 1.2.2.4., 1.2.5.1.4. and
2.4.3.1.
not need to operate with the same clock frequency; the pro-
tocol is also uni-directional and medium independent.
Trigger distribution
Spatially distributed NUSTAR experiments require a
very flexible scheme for connecting systems, and their trig-
gers. The trigger logic of an experiment needs to commu-
nicate with participating detector systems, to
• receive trigger signals for coincidences.
• send master start and trigger decisions to front-end
and read-out systems.
• receive dead-time information for use as veto signal.
These signals must be reasonably fast, with at most a few
µs latency. (With analog delay lines this would have been
a few 100 ns.) Thus, transport over any packet-switched
network is not feasible, and hardware signals must be used.
Manual changing of the hardware connections is very time
consuming, especially so in the generally non-accessible
SuperFRS tunnel. A staggering number of direct peer-to-
peer connections would be needed with many detectors. In-
stead, remotely controlled FPGA-based switch-boxes are
placed to allow the maximum flexibility. This approach
works directly with trigger signals and dead-times, as those
carry binary information.
For an MBS-compatible TRIVA-style trigger a few bits
of information must be distributed (trigger number, event
count, reset signal). For the systems to work correctly in
sync, it is also necessary that the master listens to the dead-
time of each involved slave. In order to avoid a dedicated
electrical bus, connecting all systems in a hardwired dead-
time domain, a uni-directional serial trigger protocol dis-
tributing triggers from the master module can be used, as
demonstrated in a prototype environment [4].
Directing data-flow from arbitrary front-ends via event
builders and time sorters to online analysis and storage is
straight-forward using switched Ethernet connections.
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TRLO II — friendly FPGA trigger control ∗
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An easy-to-use command-line tool has been developed
to simplify configuration of the TRLO II trigger logics.
The system has also been enhanced with a serial trigger
distribution protocol, to allow for greater flexibility in con-
necting multi-branch systems. The flexible FPGA trigger
control TRLO II [1] for VULOM and TRIDI modules [2]
has been used in over a dozen experiments with a number
of different experimental setups. The system incorporates
the functionality of most logic NIM modules. It also has
features for advanced monitoring, e.g. recording of trig-
ger alignment as well as plenty of general and specialised
scalers and timer latches.
trloctrl — friendly setup utility
With around 60 types of 500+ setup registers, and 200
source and sink signals of comparably many variations, us-
ing the TRLO II could easily become a non-trivial task.
The firmware now comes with a companion command-line
interface for control, monitoring and read-out. This re-
moves the need to set registers by compiled code. Complex
configurations can be loaded from setup files, while one-off
commands for testing can be issued quickly from a shell:
trloctrl "period(1)=2us" "ECL_OUT(3)=PULSER(1)"
trloctrl --print-config
Most functionality is provided via a library so that it can
be used by other programs, e.g. in DAQ readout functions.
Serial time distribution revisited
A unidirectional serial time distribution protocol has al-
ready provided time-stamps for event synchronisation in a
TITRIS-compatible manner [3] for a few experiments. The
protocol has been redesigned to allow the transmitter and
receivers to run at different nominal clock frequencies.
The precision is about 2 receiver clock cycles (20 ns in
a VOLUM), and is thus suitable for event-synchronisation.
The advantage compared to more precise solutions is the
small resource usage and no need for special control of the
FPGA clock. The sender and receiver require about 100
and 600 LUTs of general logic in a Virtex-4, respectively.
TRIMI — trigger distribution
To enable modules running the TRLO II to act as TRIVA
replacements when operated with the MBS, a register-
compatible mimic has been developed. This (TRIMI) com-
∗Work supported by FAIR@GSI PSP codes: 1.2.2.4., 1.2.5.1.4. and
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Figure 1: The TRIMI links and dead-time returns can be
arranged in a tree structure with intermediate nodes doing
fan-out/in and monitoring. The network topology for data
flow is independent and can be treated as flat.
ponent includes a serial protocol for trigger distribution
and synchronisation between multi-crate systems. With the
TRIMI essentially having its own register space, connec-
tions are controlled by a separate program: trimictrl.
The peer-to-peer-like serial protocol makes it easy to con-
figure inter-system connections via remote control.
The master TRIMI transmits the trigger number and
event count for each read-out trigger as a serial message,
which is received by connected slave modules. In re-
turn, the slaves send their dead-time signals, which can be
fanned-in on the way or collected individually by the mas-
ter. In the latter case, the collecting module (master or in-
termediate, see Figure 1) also has the ability to record the
duration of dead-time for individual slaves, allowing event-
by-event performance investigations.
The FPGA footprint in a VULOM4 is about 1350 LUTs
(7%), of which 1050 are related to the multi-system link
capability. About half of those can be attributed to the full
flexibility in which module in- and outputs are used.
After extensive synthetic tests, it is now being set up and
verified for use in a detector test run in Cave C in 2014.
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A 400 kA Pulsed Power Supply for Magnetic Horn at the pbar Separator
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In the planned FAIR pbar separator [1] scheme magnetic
horn will be used as a focusing device for highly diver-
gent antiproton beam as it is already in operation at CERN
[2] successfully. To achieve the desired operational per-
formance from the horn, it needs to be powered with a very
high electrical current pulse of 400 kA peak amplitude with
repetition rate up to 0.2 Hz. To limit the power consump-
tion and associated thermal and mechanical stresses on the
load-system the pulse duration should be as short as rea-
sonably possible.
As shown in Fig. 1, a high-voltage, energy- storage capac-
itor bank will be charged by a dc supply to the rated volt-
age. This stored energy will be released on horn through
switches and the discharge path, which includes a set of
coaxial cables, adaption box and a radiation-hard stripline.
An Adaptive Control Unit will provide communication in-
terface between the accelerator control system and horn
system. Possible technical realization of this system has
Figure 1: Schematic of the horn pulser system.
some key design aspects. Due to the building construction
and radiation protection limitations, physical distance be-
tween the power supply and horn is ≈ 65 m. This means
additional parasitic impedance. Therefore, resistance and
inductance of the discharge path should be as small as rea-
sonably possible. Another key element will be the neces-
sary high voltage switches. A mini-workshop was orga-
nized on “Switches for FAIR-Magnetic Horn Pulser Sys-
tem”. For the given the operating parameters, among the
possible switch types are ignitrons and solid-state switches.
As solid-state switches are not well-known in this power
regime presently, the most likely solution seems to be the
use of ignitrons. As an attempt for the systematic risk man-
agement, meeting has been organized with project control
to address the safety concerns due to the mercury contents
of the ignitrons. As a risk mitigation strategy, it has been
decided to provide a shielding mechanism around the igni-
trons in the form of metal containers for effective mercury
containment.
Fig.2 shows the basic circuit to produce the required cur-
Figure 2: Simplified electrical equivalent circuit of pulser.
rent pulse. A capacitor bank of ≈ 2 mF is charged to a
voltage ∼ 15 kV and then discharged through switch SD
in a directly coupled damped circuit with ≈ 1.5 µH induc-
tance and resistivity of ≈ 5mΩ. These values represent
calculated total effective inductance and resistance, LS and
RS respectively, of the system. The horn can be regarded as
mainly an inductive load with small series resistance. The
diode stack D is used to protect the capacitor from exces-
sive reverse voltage during falling period of the horn cur-
rent. Energy-damping resistor RE is basically a protective
device to dump the significant amount of magnetic energy
and thus critically damp the horn current. The whole stored
energy is dissipated during each operating cycle. In order to
Figure 3: Critically-damped horn current waveform.
study the transient electrical behavior of the pulser circuit,
an LTspice simulation [3] has been performed using calcu-
lated values of R, L, and C of major system components.
A critically-damped horn current waveform, as shown in
Fig.3, with 400 kA peak amplitude and duration of 125 µs
FWHM has been calculated.
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Ion Optics of the High Energy Storage Ring for Operation With Heavy Ions∗
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Introduction
In this report we show the latest improvements of the
optical properties of the High Energy Storage Ring (HESR)
for the operation with heavy ions.
Modified ion optics of the HESR
The ion optical lattice with γtr = 6.2 [1], which is the
standard optics for the PANDA experiment, was taken as
a starting point. This lattice has low-beta insertions in the
PANDA straight section. Apart from their main function
(strongly focus the beam in the interaction region) it drives
the amplitude functions to high values around the interac-
tion point. In the case of the SPARC experimental pro-
gram such amplitudes are not needed. Thus, by varying the
strengths of the quadrupoles in the zero-dispersion straight
sections a more relaxed behaviour of the beta-functions
could be achieved. More precisely, the maximum beta am-
plitudes (βx, βy) = (222 m, 172 m) were decreased to (172
m, 153 m), respectively (see Fig. 1, around s = 510 m).
This results in a smaller beam size and in an enhanced ac-
ceptance for operation with ions. Consequently, the calcu-
lations showed an increased dynamic aperture. A working
point for the new optics is currently at (7.63, 7.60).
Figure 1: Optics for heavy ions
The beta function amplitudes at the waist of the beam
at the PANDA target remained virtually unchanged. This
means that the radius of the beam at the PANDA target lo-
cation stays the same. An expected intensity of the heavy
ions during the SPARC experiment is about 3 orders of
magnitude less that the antiproton intensity in the PANDA
experiment (108 vs. 1011). Therefore, even for the bare
uranium ions with charge 92+, the beam current for ions is
∗Work supported in part by the Helmholtz-CAS Joint Research Group
HCJRG-108 and Helmholtz Institute Jena
roughly 10 times smaller than for antiprotons. Hence there
are no harmful effects expected to the sensitive equipment
of the PANDA detector due to intensive heavy ion beam
and the SPARC experiments will not necessarily require the
disassembling of the PANDA setup. Potential risks valid
for both, the antiproton and ion, beams due to injection into
the HESR still has to be studied.
Closed orbit bump at internal target location
In order to have the best possible beam-target overlap a
feasibility of a closed orbit bump at the SPARC internal tar-
get location in the arc was investigated. With a present set
of corrector magnets [2], only 3 correctors in the vicinity
of the SPARC setup can be used for creating a bump. It
allowed for varying the amplitude of the closed orbit at the
given point. We proved that a ±5 mm bump is possible (up
to 8 mm if needed). In order to additionally vary the angle
of the closed orbit, one extra corrector close to the SPARC
target needs to be installed.
Closed orbit correction
A closed orbit correction was simulated. On the statistics
of 500 seeds it was verified (see Fig. 2) that the maximum
values of the closed orbit deviation are as high as 20 mm
in a horizontal and 35 mm in a vertical planes. The closed
orbit could be corrected down to 2 mm and 4 mm in the
horizontal and the vertical planes, respectively.
Figure 2: Both corrected (up) and uncorrected (bottom) in
horizontal (blue) and vertical (green) planes
Fruitful discussions with colleagues from FZ Ju¨lich and
PANDA collaboration are greatly acknowledged.
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Progress report on the Collector Ring (CR)
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T. Mohite1, S. Litvinov1, J. Kurdal1, I. Schurig1, U. Weinrich1, H. welker1, and A. Kalimov2
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 2St-Petersburg State Polytechnical University, Russia
To strengthen the Russian Contribution to the FAIR
Project it was proposed to transfer a major part of the CR
project responsibility from GSI to BINP (Novosibirsk). As
a first step in this progress a Memorandum of Understand-
ing (MoU) between FAIR, GSI and BINP has been signed.
According to the MoU the BINP will take over the respon-
sibility of design, construction, installation and commis-
sioning of the CR system and major components. In order
to secure a sound technical reference for this process the
GSI CR project group updated the TDR of the
Collector Ring. BINP will provide an accelerator that
fulfills the entire set of machine parameters described in
this document. GSI remains responsible for the stochastic
cooling, the RF system, the data supply, the control system
and the experimental devices.
In 2013 three workshops between GSI and BINP took
place, where the technical aspects of the CR magnets and
vacuum system were discussed. At the end of the year a
BINP project group for the collector ring was established.
With the reception of the - by GSI produced - project doc-
umentation this project group started to investigate the sys-
tem layout and to design and specify the dipole and vacuum
units.
System design
3D CATIA model of the CR layout and building have
been continued and completed for all ring and building sec-
tions. Modifications of the long straight sections of the CR
were implemented. For the civil construction planning, ma-
jor assumptions have been made for the crane and mainte-
nance of the CR components. The CR building documents
and drawings have been approved in the first iteration. Ma-
jor collisions have been identified and removed in an in-
teractive process between the engineering- and ion optical
designers. Detailed requests for the supply room conditions
were specified according to the component properties.
Ring layout
The distribution of wide and narrow quadrupoles in the
ring and the overall lattice cell has been further optimized.
The long straight sections of the CR have been modified
to have more drift space for diagnostic devices and vacuum
components. In this context seven wide quadrupoles are re-
placed by narrow ones. The number and position of the in-
jection kicker magnets in the CR have been optimised tak-
ing into account 3D magnet field calculations of the whole
kicker tank consisting of three modules.
Beam dynamics
Proposed straight section modification, where the sev-
eral wide quadrupoles are replaced by narrow ones, breaks
the CR super-periodicity from 2 to 1. Taking into account
this aspect and new data about the magnetic field quality of
all CR magnets the dynamic aperture has been calculated
using the PTC tracking module implemented in the MAD-
X code. In particular, the off-momentum dynamic aperture
has been computed to determine the available dynamic mo-
mentum aperture for the different operation conditions as
shown in figure 1.
Figure 1: Dynamic aperture in the antiproton (left) and RIB
(right) mode operation of the CR with the super-periodicity
of 1.
The isochronous mode of the CR has been investigated
further in detail. Different sort of nonlinear sources dete-
riorate the time resolution. It was shown that the influence
of sextupole and octupole nonlinear effects can be com-
pletely compensated using sextupole and octupole correc-
tions. The decapole effect is the most critical aspect. With-
out high order correction the required ΔT/T of 10−6 for
mass resolution over the full CR momentum acceptance is
not achievable. Simulations show that one family of a de-
capole corrector installed in the dispersive part of the CR is
needed. To compensate the influence of the fringe field of
quadrupoles on the ΔT the octupole correction is required.
Using 4 octupole and 1 decapole families one can reach a
resolution of ΔT/T = 3×10−7, which corresponds to the
mass resolution of Δm/m = 10−6 [1].
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Figure 2: Cross section of sextupole (left) and quadrupole
(right) with additional coils for vertical steering and oc-
tupole correction respectively.
Magnets
According to the 9th FAIR Machine Advisory Commit-
tee recommendations a fast ramping dipole magnet for the
CR (1 T/s) must be designed. The time constant of the eddy
current decay inside the yoke must be less than 5 ms that
requires a yoke lamination thickness less than 2 mm. Re-
quirements on integral field quality and magnet to magnet
identity have been reconsidered in this context, too. The
demand on the field quality of ±10−4 has been fixed only
for the maximum field level of 1.6 T. In the range below
1.6 T the relative magnet field deviation can be higher with
a linear approximation up to ±2.5× 10−4 at the field level
of 0.8 T. The parameter “magnet to magnet identity” of the
CR dipole magnet of 5× 10−4 has been specified.
A new design of the wide sextupole magnet with a ver-
tical corrector has been developed. The yoke length of the
sextupole magnet is reduced by 10 cm. The four different
coils must be embedded in the sextupole aperture over the
vacuum chamber as shown in figure 2 (left). The design
has been performed in such way in order to have only one
power converter for all these coils.
In figure 2 (right) a preliminary design of the wide
quadrupole magnets is shown with four additional coils,
which produce the octupole field over the elliptical aper-
ture with the axes of 400 mm and 180 mm. The field profile
calculation has been performed using 2D and 3D OPERA
codes. All these four coils together induce an additional
quadrupole field component, which must be accounted by
the main quadrupole magnet.
Injection/ Extraction
The CR requires full aperture kicker magnets with a to-
tal kick angle of 21 mrad. The kick flat-top must be at least
440 ns with a uniformity of 2%. The field uniformity of
2% is also requested inside the useful aperture. Due to the
large kicker length compared to the available straight sec-
tions of the CR, it is necessary to split the kicker into nine
modules. They are placed in three tanks, each containing
three identical modules.
A 3D magnetic field of the kicker magnet consisting of
3 modules was calculated. In figure 4 the magnet field dis-
tribution in the middle plane of one kicker is shown. One
can see that a strong field overlap between modules takes
place. The particle tracking through this field shows that
the effective deflection angle of one kicker tank is 7.1 mrad.
The results of the 3D field analysis allowed to reduce the
foreseen total amount of kicker modules from 12 to 9.
These kickers will be used both for injection and ex-
traction of the beam in different optical modes within the
rigidity range of 8 - 13 Tm. For these purposes a bipolar
kicker system is required. One of the advantages of a bipo-
lar kicker system is the possibility to determine the working
mode of extraction or injection within a very short time (µs
range).
Figure 3: The vertical field distribution of one kicker mag-
net consisting of 3 modules. Here (BL)eff=92 mTm,
which gives kick angle x‘=7.07 mrad.
Vacuum system
A bake-out of the vacuum system is not foreseen to be
installed in the MSV of the FAIR project. However, the
possibility of bake-ability in future has been considered. It
was agreed that, if it is possible without extra cost and ex-
tra development efforts, all components should be designed
in such way that they can be baked-out up to 300 ◦C after
the MSV if necessary. In this case appropriate materials
for bake-out have to be chosen and installation procedure
must be foreseen. For all magnets the combination of mag-
net yoke aperture, actual vacuum chamber layout and esti-
mated beam shape was analysed together in order to derive
the available space for thermal insulation.
For the dipole vacuum chamber the shape and wall thick-
ness must be designed considering dipole requirements to
have the possibility of fast ramping of 1 T/m.
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Stochastic cooling
The procurement procedure for the 1-2 GHz power am-
plifiers at the kickers was underway in 2013. The interme-
diate Cu cryoshield was assembled, successfully mounted
into the prototype pick-up tank and finally gold plated. The
notch filters have been finalized. Progress was made to-
wards the design of the electrodes of the Palmer pick-up.
More information one can find in ref. [2]. The new soft-
ware development for Palmer cooling study has been per-
formed [3].
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Developments for the CR Stochastic Cooling System
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The large-acceptance Collector Ring (CR) is designed
to provide fast stochastic cooling (SC) of antiproton and
rare isotope beams. A detailed specification document [1]
describing the complete CR SC system in the frequency
bandwidth 1-2 GHz has been released. Intensive in-house
engineering activities, preparation of the technical infras-
tructure taking into consideration electrical and mechani-
cal safety issues as well as critical procurements of system
components have taken place during 2013.
Electrodes and pick-up tanks,
Simulations of the system performance
The layout and testing challenges of the prototype pick-
up tank are explained in [1]. The new water-cooled lin-
ear motor drive units have been tested at room temperature
with different acceleration profiles set by a control soft-
ware. The linear motor drives fulfill the following spec-
ifications: (i) their maximum range of plunging is 70 mm
following the shrinking beam size during stochastic cooling
and (ii) at the end of the cycle, they move back out to their
maximum aperture within 200 ms, before a new beam is
injected. Their synchronous operation remains to be tested
after re-assembly in the tank.
Figure 1: Up: Copper cryoshield before mounting in the
prototype tank. Down: Cryoshield parts after gold plating.
The intermediate cryoshield, which will be held at 80 K
inside the pick-up tank, was successfully inserted into the
prototype tank at room temperature. It consists of 4 half-
shells, each 1 m long, and bears holes for the motor drives
and for assembling, it is made of oxygen-free copper (Fig.
1, up). Afterwards, its pieces were polished and galvani-
cally gold plated (Fig. 1, down), so as to reach very low
thermal emissivity. The preparation of the cryoshield was
a complex interdisciplinary task completed at GSI.
Simulations with the HFSS code have converged to pos-
sible designs of the Faltin-type electrodes of the Palmer
pick-up [2]. The Palmer cooling performance in the CR
has been calculated using a Fokker-Planck approach, mod-
ified for this purpose, and implementing the properties of
the suggested electrodes. With the confidence thus gained,
engineering work on electrode prototypes could start.
In parallel, a numerical model for simulating the Palmer
stochastic cooling of ions in the time domain has been writ-
ten, cross-checked against analytical formulae, and subse-
quently applied to the CR case as well as to experimental
data from ESR operation.
RF signal processing and operation codes
The RF block diagram of the complete SC system and
its integration into the building has been refined [3] so as
to save electrical length, since the flight time of the quasi-
relativistic particles from pickup to kicker is very short.
After releasing the technical specification of the very de-
manding 1-2 GHz power amplifiers, the procurement pro-
cedure was launched. It has led to a first round of intensive
technical negotiations with potential providers, aiming at
awarding the contract beginning of 2014.
The design of the notch filters was optimized and their
measured RF properties lie within the specifications. The
mechanical assembly, including the thermally stabilized
delay line, has been finalized.
Conformal to the defined standards of the FAIR con-
trol system, a new operation program covering all cooling
branches of the ESR SC system has been developed and
implemented to the existing RF hardware. This is a major
step towards the preparation of such operation codes for the
CR system.
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Software development for stochastic cooling study in the time domain
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The beam dynamics under the influence of the stochastic
cooling forces can be studied by a particle by particle and
turn by turn simulation in the time-domain. This treatment
does not involve complicated, changing frequency spectra,
which anyhow are likely to be incomplete by considering
the Fokker-Planck Equation and its solution [1, 2]. To keep
the computation times within reasonable limits, the scal-
ing law that cooling times are proportional to the number
of particles (for zero preamplifier noise and all other pa-
rameters remaining unchanged, except the gain) has been
applied throughout. A special computer code has been de-
veloped to calculate beam cooling in the CR. Preliminary
results for the Palmer method are presented. A typical sim-
ulation super-particle number is about (1 − 10) × 104.
Time domain approach
The time domain algorithm is developed and applied to
the Palmer cooling method. The possibility of using this
method for simultaneous longitudinal and transverse cool-
ing by a suitable choice of the pickup to kicker distance was
described by Hereward [3]. According to this algorithm the
coasting beam is generated in a 6D normalized phase space
(X,X’,Y,Y’,Δp/p, ΔT). In the time coordinate (ΔT) this
beam is split a certain number of samples. The time length
ts of samples depends on the choice of system bandwidth
W: ts=0.5/W. Having the particle time distribution of each
sample the particle mixing is simulated by a simple particle
migration from sample to sample, which means the flight
time variation of each particle in the sample turn by turn is
calculated at ti = t + Δti, where
Δti = Tloc|ηloc|Δp
pi
(1)
Depending on the way Tloc and ηloc equal TPK or TKP and
ηPK or ηKP respectively. At Pick-Up (PU) each sample
produces a signal <Xn>, which is proportional to momen-
tum error and transverse error displacement of this sample.
At the kicker (KK) the accessory of a particle to the certain
sample s is defined and depending on the sample number s
the single particle correction is calculated by
Δp
pi
=
Δp
pi
− g
DPU
· 〈Xn〉s · αp · s(Δt), (2)
X ′n = X
′
n + g · 〈Xn〉s · αt · s(Δt), (3)
where the g is a normalized gain, αp,t is damping factor,
which reduces the gain efficiency due to the noise. s(Δt)
is a time profile of the signal. The Eqs. (2, 3) describe
the cooling effect in the time domain approximation. One
can see that for the Palmer method the momentum error of
particles is corrected proportionally to the center gravity of
sample, which characterized by average value of coordinate
<Xn>. In the transverse plane the particle coordinates are
rearranged and calculated by(
Xn,P,K
X ′n,P,K
)
=
[
CKP,PK SKP,PK
−SKP,PK CKP,PK
](
Xn,P,K
X ′n,P,K
)
(4)
CKP,PK =cos(ΔμKP,PK); CKP,PK =sin(ΔμKP,PK);, Δμ
is a phase advance from kicker to pick-up (KP) or from
pick-up to kicker (PK). The gain damping factor α p,x can
be calculated by
αp,x = 1 − g2(1 + Up,x) (5)
Here, Up,x are the total noise-to-signal ratio. For Palmer
cooling this value is taken from [3]
Up =
2rms
D2PUδ
2
rms
+ UN,S;Ux =
D2PUδ
2
rms
A2rms
+
2n
A2rms
(6)
Here, UNS is the ratio of the thermal noise to the Schottky
signal.
Numerical simulations
The calculated momentum spread and emittance evolu-
tion for different gain factors g are shown in Fig. 1. The
Palmer cooling will be useful in the first stage of stochastic
cooling of rare isotopes in the CR. After the rms Δp/p de-
creases below 0.1 %, it is possible to switch off the signals
from the Palmer Pick up and turn to Notch filter cooling.
From Fig.1 one can deduce that the rms Δp/p of 0.1 % be-
comes in 0.5 second for the U92+ beam if g=0.4.
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With its high-intensity and high-energy secondary
beams, the FAIR facility will open a window to unex-
plored areas in atomic, nuclear, and particle physics. To
take advantage of that, the ILIMA experimental program
aims at high-precision mass and lifetime measurements of
short-lived nuclides which will be accessible at the exit of
the Super-FRS. The Collector Ring (CR) tuned into the
isochronous ion-optical mode will be employed for this
purpose. As a contribution to the ILIMA collaboration, our
task is to develop an innovative resonant Schottky pickup
with transverse sensitivity for the CR. The pickup will be
used to measure the position of each stored ion, which in
turn is essential for corrections of non-isochronous effects
on a particle-by-particle basis.
Just like the previous Schottky pickup built for the ESR
[1], we continue with a cavity-based design to achieve a
high signal-to-noise ratio owing to its resonance nature. In
general, three figures of merit are used to characterize such
a cavity, i.e. resonant frequency, f , quality factor, Q, and
shunt impedance,R.
Because of the boundary conditions in three dimensions,
the EM waves in a cavity can only resonate at some dis-
crete frequencies. The detection instrument will be tuned
to one of these resonant frequencies in order to obtain the
maximum induced signal. As a rule of thumb, it should
not exceed the cut-off frequency of the ring to avoid any
propagation outside the cavity. Due to the beam pipe con-
siderations at the CR, we choose f to be about 400 MHz.
The quality factor describes how well a cavity stores
electromagnetic energy at the resonant frequency. The less
the EM power is dissipated away by heat conversion on the
cavity wall, the higher the quality factor is. It is quanti-
tated as: Q = f/Δf3dB, where Δf3dB is the FWHM of
the resonant peak in the frequency domain. For the sake
of high sensitivity, we want the Q value to be as large as
possible. Thus the material of the cavity should be a good
electric conductor in order to reduce the energy loss due to
heat.
Last but not least, the shunt impedance indicates the cou-
pling strength between the cavity and the beam. Due to the
same reason as for the quality factor, we want a high shunt
impedance for the designed cavity. Additionally, we also
require it to be distinct in respect of the transverse position,
since the cavity has to identify the beam offsets. As a result,
a mode geometry with a varying impedance vs. transverse
∗This work is in part supported by the European Commission (PITN-
GA-2011-289485), the Alliance Program of the Helmholtz Association
(HA216/EMMI), and the Helmholtz-CAS Joint Research Group (HC-
JRG 108).
position (such as the dipole mode) can be used.
Bearing these three important parameters in mind, we
can obtain their values numerically by computer simula-
tions. The simulation tool we are using is a commercial
software CST STUDIO SUITE R©. After the 3D model of
the cavity is created and the boundary conditions are set
properly, the Eigenmode Solver will calculate the EM field
distribution at the resonant frequency. Then with the help
of Post Processing Templates, we get the quality factor and
the shunt impedance. We have studied several designs and
accordingly simulated their features. Based on the simu-
lation results, we have chosen an optimal design and have
manufactured a model cavity.
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Figure 1: The schematic setup of the testing system for
Schottky pickups. Taken from [2].
In parallel, we have also constructed an automatic
computer-controlled testing system (Fig. 1) for the bench
top measurements. Until now, we have performed the mea-
surement of shunt impedances at different transverse po-
sitions in the beam pipe opening. We fixed the rod with
two supports but moved the cavity instead. The cavity was
placed on a motorized movement unit, which is controlled
by a motor controller. It communicates with a PC over
TCP/IP, via a converter to translate between Ethernet and
RS-232. Also a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) is con-
nected to the PC by Ethernet cables. The automatic mea-
surement is realized by a Java program, commanding the
motor controller for cavity movements, the VNA for signal
processing, and the PC for data acquisition. As a next step,
we will perform the bead measurements to investigate the
EM field distribution in the opening.
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The status of the CRYRING@ESR project∗
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The low energy storage ring LSR [1] shall provide highly
charged ions and antiprotons at low energy for two collabo-
rations at FAIR, SPARC and FLAIR. Those collaborations
intend to perform precision experiments pursuing atomic
and nuclear physics questions. The LSR is a Swedish in-
kind contribution to the FAIR facility in Darmstadt.
The LSR is the swedisch low energy storage ring
CRYRING modernized and adapted to the additional needs
for injection and ejection of antiprotons and highly charged
ions at about 10 MeV/nucleon. CRYRING has been oper-
ated at the Manne Siegbahn Laboratory in Stockholm until
2010, was dismantled in 2012 and transported to GSI in
the first months of 2013. At GSI it will be installed behind
the ESR, as proposed and described in detail in 2012 by
a swedish-german working group [2]. This proposal has
been accepted end of 2012 by the relevant committees.
CRYRING can decelerate, cool and store heavy, highly
charged ions and anti protons injected at about 10
MeV/nucleon down to a few 100 keV/nucleon. It provides
a high performance electron cooler and a straight section
for flexible experiment installations as for instance a gas jet
target. It is equipped with it’s own injector and ion source,
to allow for standalone commissioning. The magnets are
conceived for fast ramping, such that the whole decelera-
tion (acceleration) can be as short as 150 ms.
After dismantling the ring in Stockholm under the super-
vision and with the help of the Transport and Installations
department of GSI the components where transported to
Darmstadt in spring 2013.
The concerned specialist departments of GSI for power
converters, radio frequency supplies, magnets, survey and
alignment, control system as well as beam diagnostics and
electron cooling, scheduled the required work for getting
the ring back into operation. This includes extended tests as
well as modifications to meet the GSI and FAIR standards.
A detailed survey has been completed to prepare for
the precise alignment of all components in the refur-
bished cave. The positions of the components have been
marked on the floor to prepare for installation. Dipoles,
quadrupoles and sextupoles, have been equipped with mea-
surement points for the foreseen laser tracking alignment
and the position of those references have been transferred
to the beam axis for each devices.
Beam diagnostic devices like the in-ring transformer and
the ionization profile monitors have been tested. The ion-
ization profile monitor was installed under vacuum at the
∗Work supported by GSI/HI Jena/FAIR@GSI PSP code:1.3.4.2./The
SPARC collaboration/Uni Krakov/KVI Groningen
† F.Herfurth@gsi.de
HITRAP experiment setup and tested with alpha particles
from a local source.
Engineering models in 3D of the ring and the two injec-
tion lines, from the ESR and the local ion source, are basi-
cally completed. The cable planning is ongoing as well as
the installation of the required infrastructure like lighting,
cooling water and miscellaneous supplies.
Much time, effort and resources went into the prepara-
tion of the cave that should house CRYRING@ESR. The
former experimental installation, FOPI, has been removed
with the help of the FOPI collaboration and the cave has
been reconstructed. Fig. 1 shows the recently completed
cave. On the roof of the cave an area for power convert-
ers has been prepared and four containers for more fragile
electronic equipment were installed.
Figure 1: The completed cave for the installation of
CRYRING@ESR. The light spots on the floor indicate the
position of the bending dipoles and straight sections. The
future beam path is marked with the blue line.
For the upcoming year it is foreseen to install the still
missing infrastructure, to assemble and commission all de-
vices required to operate the ring, to install the ring and lo-
cal injector hardware and to start commissioning with the
local ion source.
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Introduction
This report gives an overview of the beam instrumen-
tation of the CRYRING@ESR experimental storage ring
that is currently in the process of installation at GSI.
CRYRING@ESR (see Fig. 1), together with ESR and HI-
TRAP decelerator, will provide new opportunities for var-
ious research fields. An independent RFQ injector linac
is available for commissioning of the new machine where
FAIR standards will be applied for the first time. Three
main concepts influence aspects of beam instrumentation:
• FESA: CERN Front-End Software Architecture, a de-
velopment framework for data acquisition (DAQ) sys-
tems. Like any accelerator equipment, a DAQ sys-
tem is required to provide a FESA control interface
for seamless control system integration.
• GMT: General Machine Timing system, a new preci-
sion timing system with sub-ns precision based on the
White Rabbit protocol. One programmable timing re-
ceiver board is installed in each DAQ system and con-
trols execution of real-time actions and DAQ triggers.
• LSA: CERN LHC Software Architecture, the new
data supply model for accelerator components. From
LSA DAQ systems receive information on beam pro-
duction, e.g. ion species, energy, charge state, that is
needed for on-line calculations.
Linac Injector
The injector beam line will be equipped with dual detec-
tors as used at HITRAP consisting of Faraday cup (FC) and
viewing screen (SCR) on a common stepper motor drive.
Two units, one before and one after the 90◦ spectrometer,
match the ion source beam to the RFQ entrance. Two fur-
ther units match the RFQ beam to the CRYRING injection.
Longitudinal matching is adjusted by a new debuncher. For
phase and energy measurements, three capacitive pickups
have been added. The FC readout will be adopted from ex-
isting FESA systems. The SCR readout is described in [2].
CRYRING
After transport to GSI at the end of 2012, all detectors,
front-end amplifiers and special low-noise electronics were
carefully checked. Non-intercepting detectors are the eight
beam position monitors (BPM), an integrating/parametric
current transformer for bunched/coasting beam (ICT/PCT),
PCT
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Figure 1: Layout and Diagnostics of CRYRING@ESR.
two ionisation profile monitors (IPM) and Schottky elec-
trodes. Most equipment can be integrated in the new DAQ
systems. Only new low-noise BPM amplifiers had to be
designed with switchable 40/60 dB gain and bandwidth fil-
ter. The BPM DAQ is a new design based on µTCA com-
ponents, a modern telecommunication standard with high
throughput and reliability. The signals are acquired by 250
MSa/s ADCs of 16 bit resolution and position evaluation
takes place directly on an FPGA. A prototype system is ex-
pected to be ready by the end of this year. For intensity
measurements a VME scaler system combines signals of
different detectors: Schottky and BPM sum signals, IPM
count rates, ICT and PCT transformer signals. For pro-
file measurements the IPMs are equipped with position-
sensitive resistive anode encoders. The pre-amplifier sig-
nals are shaped in a spectroscopy amplifier and the output
signals analysed by a peak-sensing ADC in a VME DAQ
which calculates the histograms.
The existing 1st turn FC diagnostics will be upgraded by
new FC and SCR detectors of FAIR standard. One special
screen will be added at the end of the new injection section
that has been upgraded for higher injection energies.
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STATUS OF THE SC CW-LINAC DEMONSTRATOR INSTALLATION
V. Gettmann1, W. Barth1,2, S. Mickat1,2, M. Amberg1, A. Orzhekhovskaya2, H. Podlech3, U.
Ratzinger3, F. Dziuba3, and K. Aulenbacher1,4
1HIM, Mainz, Germany; 2GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 3IAP, Frankfurt am Main, Germany; 4IKP, Mainz, Germany
ABSTRACT
The kick-off for the cw Linac Demonstrator project at
GSI was aimed at a ”full performance” of a 217 MHz sc
CH-Cavity at the GSI-High Charge Injector (HLI). Mean-
while the design of the key components like the 217 MHz
CH-Cavity, two sc solenoids, and the cryostat itself is final-
ized and their fabrication has started.
The test environment at GSI is about to be completed,
such that the commissioning of the sc cw Linac Demon-
strator is planned in 2014, when the key components are
expected to be delivered.
CW LINAC DEMONSTRATOR
The concept of a suspended support frame, which carries
the cavity embedded by two sc solenoids, is followed [1].
The support frame as well as the accelerator components
are suspended by eight tie rods each in a cross-like con-
figuration (nuclotron suspension) balancing the mechani-
cal stress during the cooling-down and warm up (Fig.1).
This way the components will always stay within the toler-
ance limits related to the beam axis (longitudinal +/-2mm,
transversal +/-0.2mm). The CH cavity is cooled with LHe
directly using a He jacket out of titanium. The delivery is
expected in 2014 [2]. The solenoids are connected to LHe
pots inside the cryostat by copper tapes allowing dry cool-
ing. The main coil out of NbSn and two compensation coils
made from NbTi provides the maximum magnetic field of
9.3 T, and shields within 10 cm to acceptable 30 mT at
the position of the neighboured cavity. The delivery is ex-
pected in 2014.
SETUP AT GSI HLI
Commissioning of the Demonstrator is planned in 2014
at the GSI HLI, which operates at 108 MHz. A new beam
line in straightforward direction to the HLI, which trans-
ports the beam to the new radiation protection shelter lo-
cating the Demonstrator, was designed regarding beam dy-
namical simulations. The new beam line with focusing and
steering magnets has been installed already as well as beam
diagnostic components in front of and behind the Demon-
strator. The beam line is equipped with profile grids, beam
transformers, and an emittance measurement station. Phase
probes are used for output energy measurements applying
the time of flight (TOF) method.
Figure 1: The cw Demonstrator comprising a CH cavity
embedded by two solenoids on a support frame.
OUTLOOK AND FUTURE
APPLICATIONS
The Demonstrator project is a proof of principle on the
CH cavity. Successful full performance tests with beam of
the sc CH cavity open a broad field of accelerator applica-
tions like the MYRRHA project [3] or the sc sw-LINAC at
GSI [4]. Also the extension of the Demonstrator to a string
of five CH cavities is proposed (advanced Demonstrator)
[5].
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Accelerator Shutdown Report
S. Reimann∗1 and U. Scheeler1
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
This report describes the main service and upgrade mea-
sures of the GSI accelerator facility in 2013. The presented
information is based on the work of the shutdown coordina-
tion and the corresponding MS-Project shutdown planning.
General Overview
At the beginning of 2013 the annual schedule for oper-
ation contained a long shutdown from January till August
followed by a beam period of three month. At the end of
2013 there was a short second shutdown foreseen. In April
due to budget constraints this beam period was shifted to
2014. Hence there was no accelerator operation in 2013 at
all and the whole year was used for maintenance und up-
grade work at the accelerators. For commissioning of the
different components there were 6 dedicated working pe-
riods each lasting two weeks. These periods were used to
switch on these components and to check their behaviour.
Work Packages
Table 1 shows the duration of the main work packages.
Figure 1 displays the distribution of about 1000 shutdown
schedule entries corresponding to the main topics. The ex-
tensive maintenance of the ALVAREZ II cavity, the RF-
system, as well as the chemical cleaning of drift tubes were
the major work packages at UNILAC. A water leak of the
first drift tube of the High Current Injector IH1-cavity has
been repaired. Also emittance measurements were per-
fomed at the beam line behind the MEVVA ion source.
At the end of 2013, most parts of the EmTEx (emittance
transfer experiment) have been assembled in the transfer
channel.
Work package Begin End
Alvarez service Dec 2012 Nov 2013
EmTEx Apr 2013 Feb 2014∗∗
H=2 cavity Dec 2012 Feb 2014**
radiation resistant safes Feb 2013 Dec 2013
SIS18 switching station Jan 2013 Aug 2013
SIS18 beam diagnostics May 2013 Dec 2013
ESR target section Sep 2013 Jan 2014**
HTA beam line upgrade Jun 2013 Jan 2014 **
Table 1: Duration of different project tasks.
At the SIS18, the construction of the H=2-Cavity, the
installation of a new ionisation profile monitor (IPM) and
the NEG-coating of the triplet chamber at section 11 were
∗ s.reimann@gsi.de
∗∗Expected completion date
Figure 1: Work task distribution of the shutdown schedule.
dominating the shutdown work. Moreover, 11 radiation re-
sistant safes have been installed on the ceiling of the SIS18-
tunnel, to protect sensitive electronic components from ra-
diation damage. Another major work package was the in-
stallation and commissioning of a new switching station for
the SIS18-main power supply. The magnets, used for the
horizontal orbit correction were equipped with new bipolar
power supplies. At the ESR, the injection beam line and the
target section has been redesigned and rebuild. The kicker
module of the stochastically cooling device has been dis-
mantled, repaired and reinstalled. At the HEBT, many wa-
ter leaks of magnet coils have been found and repaired. Ad-
ditional beam diagnostic components have been installed in
the beam line from ESR to Cave A. The dismantlement of
the components in Cave B, to gain space for the future in-
stallations of the CRYRING, has almost been completed.
In addition all beam diagnostic systems, the vacuum sys-
tem and all infrastructure installations have been checked
and maintained.
Summary
Technical problems (unexpected need for repair of all
crane tracks in TR-, TH- and ESR- hall, a cracked weld
seam on the ESR-crane) as well as organisational problems
(integration of all affected departments, delayed procure-
ment and delivery of components ) were the reasons for
delays and forced a permanent adjustment of the shutdown
schedule. Furthermore we have been faced with a shortage
of manpower in all involved departments. About 4 % of
the schedules tasks have to be shifted to the next shutdown.
To improve the scheduling we will reorganize the structure
of the project schedule to provide a better overview. The
main work packages of the next break in operation have to
be discussed and defined as soon as possible.
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Development of a FPGA based PCI-express to optical link interface card,
KINPEX
S. Minami∗, J. Hoffmann, N. Kurz, W. Ott, and S. Voltz
GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
A new PCI-express (PCIe) to optical link interface card,
KINPEX, has been designed and produced to replace a cur-
rent PCIe card, PEXOR[1]. It provides high speed data
transfer from front-end cards to standard personal com-
puters (PC) to support experiments with high data rates at
FAIR. Both cards are equipped with a high performance
FPGA to control the whole system, a four-lane PCIe bus
and four small form-factor pluggable (SFP) transceivers.
For the KINPEX card, we have adapted Kintex-7 FPGA
from Xilinx corp. for price-performance reason, while
SCM40 FPGA from Lattice Semiconductor corp. was cho-
sen for the PEXOR card at 2008. Detailed hardware speci-
fication is available from the reference [2].
Figure 1: KINPEX, a PCIe to optical link interface card.
The new FPGA firmware to operate the KINPEX card
has been developed. It supports data exchange with a PC
via PCIe bus, which is realized with the serial interconnect
building block of the FPGA configured by an intellectual
property (IP) core from the manufacturer. It is configured
with a per lane data rate of 2.5 GT/s to be compatible with
PEXOR. The IP core supports the physical, data link, and
transaction layers of PCIe protocol and gives an example
to process transaction layer packets (TLPs). The example
was modified to perform 32-bit memory read/write access
to control registers and four 256 KByte dual-port memories
(DPMs) prepared for storage of data from SFPs. For the
maximum data throughput, the DMA engine developed for
PEXOR is utilized for KINPEX [1]. It provides maximum
payload size of 128 bytes and performs two modes of data
transfer. One transfer mode waits arrival of complete data
to the DPMs from SFPs, before it sends data to the PC from
each DPM in sequence. The other transfer mode is able to
activate only one of the four SFPs, however it performs
∗ s.minami@gsi.de
DMA data transfer via a FIFO memory as soon as stored
data reaches payload size of 128 bytes.
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Figure 2: Connection of the PCIe card and the front-end
cards.
The firmware supports communication with front-end
cards via SFPs with GOSIP (gigabit optical serial inter-
face protocol)[3]. It is a master and slave protocol with
two modes of data transfer, address and block mode, and
the main feature is that one SFP port of master is capa-
ble to control multiple slaves equipped with 2 SFPs. The
front-end cards (slaves) can be chained in a way that one
SFP of the front-end card upstream can be connected with
the other SFP of the one downstream as shown in figure 2.
Payload of data is kept as 1.6Gbps per SFP as PEXOR is.
The standard data acquisition (DAQ) system at GSI,
Multi-Branch System (MBS) [4], has been upgraded to
support the KINPEX cards and the system with the KIN-
PEX card is working stable with expected performance.
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Features of the new MBS Production Version 6.2
N.Kurz1, J.Adamczewski-Musch1, and S.Linev1
1CSEE, GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
Introduction
The general purpose data acquisition system MBS has
been used in the past by a vast majority of GSI experi-
ments. It will also be applied by many experiments at FAIR
(e.g. NUSTAR) for data taking and for tests of future FAIR
detector systems. A new production version 6.2 has been
rolled out in 2013 to accommodate the requirements of ex-
periments. Its new features and improvements, like support
of new processor boards, PCI Express, Linux, and 10Gbit
Ethernet will be described. For detailed information the
MBS homepage (www.gsi.de → @work → Experiment-
Elektronik → Datenerfassung→ MBS) and release notes
6.2 therein can be consulted.
New Features
Linux for PCs: Currently the DEBIAN Linux versions
with code names Lenny, Squeeze and Wheezy are fully
supported as 32 bit machines. They have been set up to
boot and run diskless as all MBS nodes.
10Gbit Ethernet: Due to ever increasing data rates, 10
Gigabit Ethernet has become inevitable and is now sup-
ported on PCs for all Linux flavours mentioned above. In a
typical MBS setup a data throughput of 700 MB/s could be
achieved without further software optimization.
Linux for RIO4 VME processor: Up to MBS version
5.0 LynxOS was the only supported real-time operating
system available. Since the existence of LynxOS for future
VME processor boards seems not be guaranteed, an effort
has been undertaken to run MBS with Linux on the RIO4.
A kernel module for the TRIVA VME trigger module has
been developed. MBS is now fully supported. Single cy-
cle VME A32D32 read accesses show a 10% higher speed
with Linux compared to LynxOS. Network write speed is
two times faster on Linux (80 MB/s). MBS template user
readout functions are available.
IPV VME processor board: According to the supplier,
the VME processor RIO4 will be purchasable for some
years, but a follow up model seems not to be available at the
time being with the performance characteristics required.
In addition, the PPC processor chip utilized on the RIO4
will not be developed further. In a survey, alternative VME
processor boards have been assessed.
The IPV 1102 from the company IOxOS has been iden-
tified as a candidate for the future. Its heart is a Pow-
erPC P2020 from Freescale. Again a kernel module for
the TRIVA trigger module has been developed and the IPC
1102 is now fully integrated into MBS. Simple template
MBS user readout functions and VME mapping examples
for more advanced VME block accesses are available.
PCI Express based MBS readout systems: Prior to
MBS version 6.2, commodity PC hardware was used solely
as MBS event-builders. New hardware developments made
by CSEE department of GSI (www.gsi.de → @work →
Experiment-Elektronik → Digitalelektronik → Module)
required to extend the MBS PC capabilities as front end
readout processors.
The PCI Express data concentrator board PEXOR and
trigger module TRIXOR are the base of this new read-
out system. LynxOS drivers and Linux kernel modules
for PEXOR and TRIXOR, and MBS user readout func-
tions have been developed. They allow to control and read-
out frontend electronics (FEBEX, GEMEX) connected to
PEXOR via optical links.
The TRIXOR has identical functionality as the VME
trigger module TRIVA. It is possible to interconnect any
number of TRIXOR and TRIVA modules on a common
trigger system, to setup highly flexible MBS DAQ systems.
New sorting modes in MBS time sorter process m to:
The MBS time sorter and event-builder task is used to com-
bine data from independent DAQ systems based on time
stamp information. Up to now the TITRIS time stamp sys-
tem developed by CSEE was used for this purpose.
Three new Foreign DAQ systems required to implement
three new time stamp sorting algorithms: To combine the
PANDA GEM-TPC system with FOPI an algorithm based
on COMPASS (CERN) hardware was implemented. The
EURICA experiment at RIKEN required an algorithm to
combine BIGRIPS and MBS systems with the LUPO time
stamper from RIKEN. Finally, AGATA and RISING MBS
DAQ was combined using the AGAVA/GTS hardware pro-
vided from the AGATA community.
Currently supported MBS processor
platforms
LynxOS 2.5: CVC, E7, RIO2, PC
LynxOS 3.1: RIO3
LynxOS 4.0: RIO4, PC
Linux Debian 2.6: PC
Linux Debian 3.2: PC
Linux Sugarhat 2.6: RIO4
Linux DENX 3.3: IPV
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FPGA Hit Finder and Energy Filter for the FEBEX Pipelining ADC
I. Rusanov1, J. Hoffmann1, N. Kurz1, S. Minami1, C. Ugur1, and S. Voltz1
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
The FEBEX board was developed in CSEE Department
of GSI. It features 16 differential analog inputs, 16 differen-
tial LVDS I/Os (max. 8 outputs) and a serial multi-gigabit
connections to the backplane over a PCI Express [1]. The
16 differential analog signals go through 12-bit or 14-bit
multi-channel pipeline ADCs with 50 MHz sampling rate.
The FEBEX boards are designed to work with globally
triggered DAQ systems by accepting user defined trigger
windows. The complete control and readout logic is imple-
mented in a Lattice FPGA. Due to the FPGA’s large mem-
ory size the trigger window can be set to a maximum of
8000 ADC’s samples (20 ns per sample). The trigger win-
dow is divided to pre- (up to 2000 ADC’s samples) and
post- trigger windows, both of them are programmable.
The length of the FEBEX data packed depends on the num-
ber of hits found and user defined settings. After the trig-
ger’s processing the data is moved out in block transfer
mode with a rate of up to 2 Gbits per second over copper
connections (back plane) and then via optical links to the
PEXOR in the DAQ computer.
Figure 1: Self-triggering with double pulse detection.
For each channel in the core of the FPGA two methods
for “self-triggering” are implemented: 3-steps comparator
and Fast Trapezoidal Filter (FTF) for a leading edge se-
lection and double pulse detection. The parameters of the
FTF (both average windows and gap between them) are
programmable (8 bit with maximal length of 255 ADC’s
samples). For both methods 12-bit thresholds are imple-
mented for each channel individually. The generated “self-
trigger” is sent out to the module for trigger selection and
dead-time protection (EXPLODER [1]). This signal can be
used as trigger system input.
The implemented FTF gives the system possibility to
work in very “noisy” environment and to detect hits with
very low amplitude.
Figure 2: FEBEX signal trace with amplitude of 2 mV.
A new feature of the FEBEX board is the possibility to
measure the energy of the differential input pulses. The
FPGA’s core includes a programmable Energy Trapezoidal
Filter (ETF) for each channel (10 bit for each parameters of
the ETF). The maximal length of the filter is 1023 ADC’s
samples.
Each FEBEX board can send out data packets in vari-
ous formats: only ADCs traces with or without ETF data;
summary data packets (measured energy and hit times) and
ADCs traces with or without ETF data; only summary data
packet and ADCs traces with or without ETF data, in case
more than one hit was found in a single channel.
The FEBEX board can be programmed to operate with
negative or positive input signals. Its core includes also
slow control functionality over the optical link. The im-
plemented SPI interface to the FPGA’s flash memory gives
the possibility to check and reload the FPGA programming
file.
The interface, implemented in the FEBEX broad, is de-
signed to work with Multi Branch System (MBS) data ac-
quisition system [2]. Through the MBS system, via the
optical interface, the user has full control over all compo-
nents of FEBEX: configuration, testing, start/stop of data
acquisition, data readout and data logging. The MBS runs
under the operating system Linux and LynxOS and sup-
ports various hardware setups. Therefore, for each user de-
fined hardware setup, the MBS data acquisition software
requires user input data, describing the hardware setup and
configuration parameters.
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Status of the software development for the FAIR accelerator control system
J. Fitzek1, S. Ju¨licher1, and U. Krause1
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
Introduction
The FAIR accelerator control system is currently be-
ing developed and the first prototype will be tested at
CRYRING. The core parts are developed in close collab-
oration with CERN, Geneva, and the current focus lies on
their enhancement in order to fully support the demand-
ing requirements for FAIR. Significant progress could be
achieved in the basic major frameworks: LSA for settings
generation, CMW/RDA for communication and FESA for
front-end software. Besides these activities, work started to
support the upcoming commissioning of CRYRING. This
report summarizes the developments during the year 2013.
FESA Framework
Software for the Front-End equipment control computer
will be developed using the FESA (Front-End Software
Architecture) framework [1], which was originally estab-
lished by CERN. In a collaboration between CERN and
GSI a complete redesign of the framework has started a
couple of years ago. The new version, FESA-3, is now
completed to be used in a productive environment. The
classes for the test-operation of the proton linac ion source
were developed with FESA-3 at GSI.
The new FESA-3 framework provides site-specific ex-
tensions to adapt and enhance the framework to the needs
of the contributing institutes. As part of the adaptation, a
set of GSI specific properties was defined and a preliminary
connection to the future GSI timing system was integrated.
Not part of FESA, but tightly integrated, is the
CERN network communication CMW/RDA (Common
MiddleWare / Remote Device Access) framework. The
framework, originally based on CORBA, is reworked using
ZeroMQ for internal communication. GSI joined the devel-
opment in 2013 to collaborate in all main parts. The new
version is now stable and ready to be integrated in FESA-3.
LSA Framework
As basis for the settings management framework for the
FAIR accelerator control system, the CERN LSA (LHC
Software Architecture) framework [2] is used. Since 2007,
a collaboration with CERN has been set up and the frame-
work is being enhanced to support FAIR operations.
This year, the splitting of the framework components
into generic functionality and institute specific parts was fi-
nalized in cooperation with CERN. A major refactoring of
the framework took place during the long shutdown (LS1
at CERN) to achieve a clean and state of the art frame-
work, following modern software architecture principles.
Institute specific components were refactored according to
these changes.
Concepts for enhancing the LSA framework to support
flexible beam operations for FAIR have been worked out
and first development started. This will enable the frame-
work to support scheduling of parallel beams and the coher-
ent calculation of machine settings throughout the facility.
To aid the machine modeling for CRYRING [3] and for
future machines, tool development started to allow more
efficient modification of the accelerator models present in
LSA for new accelerators.
Other Activities
In addition to framework developments, first application
development has started to support the upcoming commis-
sioning of CRYRING in 2014. A new Device Control pro-
gram is being developed as part of the new FAIR accelera-
tor control system for device diagnosis and exploitation.
A small packaged version of the FAIR control system
was developed that will be used at CEA Saclay for commis-
siong and test operation of the FAIR proton source. It in-
cludes FESA classes for controlling the equipment as well
as an application to control and monitor the proton source.
This application will be the basis for a general source con-
trol program for FAIR.
The names of the existing GSI devices were enhanced
to achieve a common naming schema for GSI and FAIR
devices. These changes were implemented in the present
control system as a precondition for integration with the
future FAIR control sytem.
Outlook
For 2014, the main focus of the control system software
development will be the commissioning and operation of
the CRYRING, which will be used as test bed for the new
control system for FAIR.
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Project status of the new setting generation system for GSI and FAIR
D. Ondreka, I. Kraus, H. Liebermann, S. Reimann, and B. R. Schlei
GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
The progress made on the new setting generation system
for FAIR and GSI regarding machine modeling and appli-
cation development is reported. Developments of the LSA
framework [1] are presented as part of the report on the
development of the FAIR control system software [2].
Machine modeling
A major topic regarding machine modeling was the de-
velopment of a generic model for longitudinal bunch ma-
nipulations in synchrotrons such as bunch merging and
batch compression. These manipulations are implemented
by operating the RF system at multiple harmonics, result-
ing in complex patterns of variation for frequency, ampli-
tude, and phase of the individual cavities. An algorithm
was implemented which allows the definition of any com-
bination of merging and compression steps in any machine.
As an example, the proton stacking and compression
scheme in SIS100 is described: The proton beam is ac-
cumulated by filling 4 out of 10 buckets with 4 injections
from SIS18. After that, a combination of merging and com-
pression steps is applied to gather the complete beam in a
single bunch at harmonic number 5. The scheme uses two
groups of RF cavities. Fig. 1 shows the temporal evolution
of RF voltage and harmonic number h for one cavity of
each group during this process.
Figure 1: RF voltages for the creation of a single proton
bunch in SIS100 at the injection level.
Another important topic concerned the implementation
of a machine model for CRYRING, which will be con-
trolled by a prototype of the new FAIR control system.
In 2013 data on the ring hardware, such as power supply
properties and magnet calibration data, and the ion opti-
cal layout, was imported into the LSA database and a hi-
erarchy of relevant parameters created. Operational cycles
were defined and corresponding set values calculated for all
devices, starting from physics quantities like beam energy.
Fig. 2 displays the current in the main bending mag-
nets for the acceleration of a proton beam from 300 keV
to 30 MeV. In the second half the current is set back to the
injection level again.
Figure 2: Control system application displaying the current
in the main magnets for a CRYRING cycle.
Applications
The development of the Java version of MIRKO was
continued. On the one hand, the functionality for its use
as an online steering tool was implemented. On the other
hand, significant effort was put into the further integration
into the LSA development and build environment.
Another important activity concerned the adaptation of
the application YASP from CERN for closed orbit correc-
tion in rings to the FAIR control system. This application
is intended to become a standard tool in FAIR. This work
will be continued in the coming year.
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SCU system goes productive
M. Thieme1, W. Panschow1, and S. Rauch1
1GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
INTRODUCTION
The SCU (Scalable Control Unit), the future standard
controller and timing receiver of the FAIR control system,
is composed of a base board, equipped with a COM ex-
press CPU extension and a bus system for a variety of slave
boards. A powerful FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Ar-
ray) on the SCU base board and the module concept makes
the platform highly flexible and scalable. A broad range of
digital and analog IO functions will be provided by a set of
slave boards. The SCU also implements the timing receiver
for the GMT (General Machine Timing) in FAIR. The SCU
is now used for the first time at CRYRING.
SCALABLE CONTROL UNIT (SCU)
The SCU (Figure 1) is mechanically a stack of up to
three separated boards. There is the carrier board with
an Arria II FPGA, two Small Form-factor Pluggable (SFP)
slots, DDR3 RAM, parallel flash and a parallel bus (SCU
bus) for controlling up to 12 slave devices. In addition the
carrier board is equipped with White Rabbit [1] circuitry to
realize the functionality required of the timing receiver for
the GMT. A COM ExpressTM module with an Intel Atom
CPU is mounted to the carrier board. It has Ethernet, USB
and PCIe interfaces.
Figure 1: SCU with MIL-STD-1553 Extension
An optional extension board can be connected to the car-
rier board for dedicated hardware solutions especially for
fast digital IO or for backwards compatibility that runs for
example a MIL-STD-1553 based field bus interface. The
SCU works as a front-end controller. On one side it is con-
nected to the control system via Ethernet, on the other side
it controls slave devices over the SCU bus.
THE SCU AS TIMING RECEIVER FOR
THE GMT
As timing receiver it receives sub ns accurate timing in-
formation over a White Rabbit link, connected to an WR
Switch. The White Rabbit receiver in the FPGA runs
the Precision Time Protocol (PTP) in software on a Lat-
ticeMico32 (LM32) soft-core CPU. It is able, to do time
stamping and generate pulses with a precision of 8 ns. With
extra io hardware, a precision in the low ps range is possi-
ble.
SCU BUS SLAVES
The SCU communicates with devices via slave cards
on SCU bus. On CRYRING different devices with va-
riety of interfaces have to be served. For this reason a
modular concept for slave cards were developed (Figure
2). This concept enables the provision of a wide range of
cost-effective analog and digital interfaces. The required
functionality is provided by a common base module with a
powerful FPGA. The different physical interfaces are con-
nected via interface modules. All interface modules use the
same base module. A unique hardware identifier allows the
auto-configuration of the firmware.
Figure 2: Modular concept for slave cards
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Abstract
The task of the General Machine Timing system (GMT)
is the hard real-time control of the GSI and FAIR accel-
erator complex with sub-ns precision. This is achieved
by a distributed event generation system based on the
notion of time in the facility. The prime features are
time-synchronization of 2000 nodes using White Rabbit
Precision-Time-Protocol (WR-PTP), distribution of Inter-
national Atomic Time (TAI) time stamps, generation of
trigger events for synchronization of equipment and pro-
viding infrastructure for common services of the accelera-
tor control system. During the past two years, the founda-
tions of the GMT have been specified, designed and imple-
mented.
Introduction
The GMT is based on a common notion of time of all
connected nodes, provided by WR-PTP [1]. A dedicated
network based on Ethernet and dedicated WR switches dis-
tributes the commands broadcasted by a data master to all
Timing Receivers (TR). Relevant commands are decoded
and enqueued for timely execution. On time, none, one or
more specific actions depending on the local configuration
of the TR are executed. A central clock master serves as
grand-master clock to which all nodes in the WR network
synchronize their clock, phase and time. As the GMT is a
time based system, the precision for synchronizing actions
depends only on the quality of clock and phase synchro-
nization via WR-PTP and not on the propagation time of
commands distributed by the data master.
Hardware
More than 2000 TRs will be connected to the timing
network. About 1200 Scalable Control Units (SCU) with
integrated TR functionality will be the prime Front-End
Computers (FEC) for equipment control and have been de-
veloped by the hardware group CSCOHW of the control
system department [2]. About 500-1000 dedicated TRs
of different form factors are required by beam instrumen-
tation and Data AcQuisition (DAQ). So far, TRs in the
three form factors PCIe, VME and stand-alone have been
developed in a cooperation between the departments of
Controls and Experiment-Electronics. As all TRs are de-
rived from the embedded TR in the SCU, they are based
on Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) from the Al-
tera Arria R© families and share many identical electronic
components. The fundamental design principle is to maxi-
mize re-usability and similarity only adapting the host-bus
bridge and I/O for each form factor.
Gateware
Code for FPGAs is called gateware. Although GSI’s and
CERN’s TRs are based on FPGAs from different manufac-
turers, the gateware is manufacturer independent to a large
extent. The concept is to separate functionality into differ-
ent Intellectual Property (IP) cores which all have an inter-
face to the System-on-Chip (SoC) Wishbone bus. All IP
cores represent Wishbone devices that are interconnected
via Wishbone crossbars. The crossbars do not only pro-
vide clock domain crossings but also allow to connect form
factor specific Wishbone devices to a standard architecture
common to all TRs. Each form factor needs to implement
its own host-bus to Wishbone bus master bridge. The con-
nection to the WR network providing a network interface
and a WR link is always encapsulated in IP cores behind a
dedicated Wishbone crossbar. All Wishbone devices pro-
vide Self-Describing Bus (SDB) records, that allow query-
ing bus-addresses, vendor and product information. Ev-
ery gateware includes at least one Lattice Micro 32 CPU
(LM32) softcore [3] that allows to implement application
specific firmware. Gateware and firmware is developed in
collaboration with CERN in the framework of the Open
Hardware Repository [5].
Driver
The main idea is to extend to SoC Wishbone bus outside
the FPGA using the EtherBone protocol [4]. As EtherBone
can run over any serial protocol, it only requires a form fac-
tor specific driver in the kernel implementing an interface
to the Wishbone bus master interface on the TR’s FPGA.
This allows EtherBone to connect to the Wishbone devices
of the TR over any host-bus to Wishbone bus master bridge
and even network protocols such as UDP and TCP/IP.
Status
White Rabbit Network
15 production quality WR switches [6] have been ob-
tained in 2013. All of them are in operation and work reli-
ably with respect to their hardware. However, gateware and
software are still missing some features. A clock master
switch is already installed in the final position in the exist-
ing building BG at GSI. From here, already five locations
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at the existing facility are connected via optical fiber links.
A part of the links will serve to connect equipment of the
existing facility to the new timing system. Another part is
used for testing equipment or to gain experience with long
term operation of switches and equipment. Via appropriate
patches, some dedicated links of up to five kilometer length
have been set-up. Moreover, several kilometers of fiber
have been exposed to environmental conditions on a build-
ing roof. Results of long term tests on WR clock and phase
synchronization including multiple layers of switches are
very promising and presented elsewhere [8].
Data Master
The data master schedules actions by broadcasting com-
mands to the TRs via the WR network [9]. A first data mas-
ter has been set-up based on a SCU and includes dedicated
firmware in a LM32 softcore. The firmware generates the
commands that are broadcasted to the nodes. It can be con-
figured and controlled via a dedicated API which is used by
a Front End System Architecture (FESA) class. Since May
2013 the data master is in operation successfully with very
little downtime. This data master serves as a proof of prin-
ciple and will be replaced by a parallel multicore version in
2014.
Timing Receivers
The focus of the past two years has been the devel-
opment of the TRs in a joint effort of different groups.
With respect to hardware, work has been carried out by
CSCOHW (SCU) [2] and CSCOEE (VME, PCIe, stan-
dalone). CSCOTG has concentrated on gateware and soft-
ware. The driver concept allows to access the TR from
Linux user space via the EtherBone protocol in a trans-
parent way independent of the host bus bridge - the same
front-end software for equipment control can be used on
different FECs independently of the form factor of the TR.
As a proof-of-principle, functionality dedicated to the tim-
ing system has been integrated with FESA. This allows a
FESA class subscribing to a so-called event-source within
FESA and receiving a notification upon an event.
For the GMT, a main component of the gateware is the
Event-Condition-Action (ECA) unit. It is a complex filter,
comparing the event of a command received from the data
master against conditions pre-configured by the TR’s user.
In case of a match, a pre-configured action will be sched-
uled for timely execution in a so-called action channel. On-
time, the action channel triggers a receiving component.
Here, the action such as IRQ generation, digital output or
equipment action such as ramping a magnet is executed.
The precision for triggering is 8 ns due to the 125 MHz
system clock. If supported by the receiving component, an
additional fine-delay feature allows more precise timing.
All supported form factors allow fine-delay of 1 ns already
in the FPGA. As a perspective, further refinement by PLL-
phase-shifting (125 ps) or delay chains in transceivers of
differential output pins (25 ps) might be possible inside the
FPGA without the need of external fine-delay electronics.
Next to timely execution of actions, the ability for pre-
cise time stamping of triggers received by a TR is another
key requirement to the GMT. As all TRs share a common
notion of time, a timestamp latch unit is common to the
gateware of all TRs. This feature has already been inte-
grated by the Multi Branch DAQ System [7] and success-
fully tested with the form factors PCIe, VME and stan-
dalone over many weeks [8].
Conclusion and Outlook
Significant progress has been made on the hardware,
gateware and software of the TRs. A timing network span-
ning the existing facility has been set up with about 15
WR switches. A first timing system has been set up in
May 2013. Key components like the ECA unit, the Wish-
bone SoC architecture, the driver concept and the commu-
nication library EtherBone have been developed and imple-
mented.
The next step is to set up the GMT for the re-
commissioning of CRYRING at GSI. Here, about 50 TRs
are required for synchronization of equipment of the con-
trol system and beam instrumentation. At the beginning the
GMT will only provide basic features. CRYRING serves as
a test ground for the control system as a whole. This is im-
portant for validating the concepts, gaining experience of
operation under on-line conditions and assures the quality
of the components developed.
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Introduction
A White Rabbit (WR) based timing system will be used
at FAIR as a field bus for accelerator controls. In addition
WR Timing Receivers (WRTR) are required by FAIR ex-
periments for the synchronizaton of independent detector
sub-systems. For this purpose hardware latching of time
stamps on WRTR has been implemented. A test bed has
been set up to check this functionality. Furthermore it has
been investigated if a WR synchronized 200 MHz clock
can be used as reference for high precision time-of-flight
measurements (TOF) with electronics resolution in the or-
der of 10 ps RMS between independently operated and pos-
sibly far distant detector systems.
White Rabbit Timing Receivers (WRTR)
The development of the WRTR is a joint effort of the
CSEE and CSCO departments of GSI. CSEE designed and
produced the WRTR, CSCO developed and implemented
the WR timing protocols on the FPGAs of the WRTR, in-
cluding Linux kernel modules and libraries for user appli-
cations. Finally the adoption of the WRTR for the MBS
data acquisition system and an additional VME driver de-
velopment was made by CSEE.
Three types of WRTR boards have been investigated:
The PCI Express based PEXARIA5, The VME board
VETAR2 and the standalone module EXPLODER2. All
boards can be accessed through Etherbone via USB and
the WR network. In addition the PEXARIA5 can be ac-
cessed for high speed DAQ applications via PCI Express -
and the VETAR2 via the VME protocol. It is important to
note, that all WRTR types provide identical functionality.
All WRTR are connected to the WR network and their
time base is syntonized and synchronized using the White
Rabbit Precision Time Protocol (WR-PTP) implemented in
the WRTR.
Global - versus Local Triggers
Basically two types of detector systems at FAIR have to
be synchronized with the WRTR. The first and traditional
type is readout at the occurrance of a single (global) trig-
ger signal, producing a so called (sub)event. In the second
type, often stated as triggerless, each channel is readout if a
certain individually threshold is exceeded. Thus, these kind
of systems produce a stream of data, whereas the entity of
an event is a priori not present any more.
Synchronization of globally triggered, but independent
sub-systems can be facilitated by latching time stamps in
all sub-systems at the occurrance of the global triggers. By
requiring time stamp differences to be inside an adjustable
interval, data from different sub-systems can be connected
in the data analysis. Synchronizing triggerless and/or glob-
ally triggered sub-systems works according the the same
principle, but time stamp comparisons must be made for
each individual channel or possibly groups of channels.
All these requirements can be provided with the WRTR.
Synchronization of triggerless systems with WRTR is pre-
pared and needs to be tested. It is not covered in this report.
Synchronizing Globally Triggered Systems
For this purpose a specified input channel on each
WRTR is connected to a FIFO in its FPGA, where time
stamps are stored and can be read out. Dead time protected
and accepted global trigger signals are used to latch time
stamps. The time stamps itself are 64 bit counters, cur-
rently with a granularity of 8 ns, referring to the 125 MHZ
WR clock
A test system consisting of 4 independent MBS sub-
systems and all types of WRTR described above has been
set up. Comparing time stamps differences of all 4 sub-
systems, a precicon of 5-8 ns (RMS) could be achieved in
long term measurements over weeks.
High Precision TOF with WRTR
The WR-PTP protocol allows the adjustment of the 125
MHz WR clock of the WRTR in the sub nano second
regime. Therefore it has been anticipated as reference clock
for TOF measurements in the ps range. Since the VME
TDC VFTX developed at CSEE requires a 200 MHz clock,
a 200 MHz clock was derived from the native 125 MHZ
in the FPGA of all types of WRTR and fed out. Another
MBS test systems with up to 4 WRTR connected in var-
ious topologies to the WR network has been set up. The
200 MHz clock was fed into individual VFTX modules.
A common reference signal was fed to all VFTX and their
measured time differences estimated with a rate of 25 KHz.
An intrinsic precision of 15-20 ps RMS between pairs of
WRTR clocks have been observed. Long term tests re-
vealed drifts in a band of 40-50 ps RMS for the differences
of the reference signals. These results do not meet the re-
quirements yet, but amongst others, possible improvements
for the clock generation hardware have been identified.
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Introduction
The HadCon2 (http://wiki.gsi.de/EE/HadCon2)
is a low-cost, credit-card sized, general purpose I/O mod-
ule for detector and experiment controls as well as for small
data acquisition systems.
Figure 1: HadCon2
It is the successor of the discontinued first version
HadCon a.k.a. HadShoPoMo.
The module has an ATMEL AT90CAN128 microcon-
troller providing a multitude of connectivity:
• I2C (8-fold multiplexer, 4 internally used)
• 6 channel 1-wire master, slew-controlled 1-Wire
Edges
• 8 channel 8bit DAC, galvanically isolated CAN-high
speed transceiver
• 8 channel 10 bit SAR ADC, single ended, or up to 4
differential
• byte oriented SPI interface
• in total up to 53 programmable I/O lines
and
• a Lattice MachX02 FPGA for fast data processing
tasks.
In contrast to its precursor HadCon, in favor of a more
open access and long term maintenance, it doesn’t have any
CPU on board, but a USB connector to directly allow com-
munication with any type and size of computer (e.g. stan-
dard PC, Raspberry Pi, DreamPlug, ...) having an USB port
on one side and at the other end the microcontroller and the
FGPA.
The communication is based on an ASCII based proto-
col API in view of easy implementation in detector control
systems like e.g. EPICS[4] and LabVIEW[5] and easy con-
trol via the command line and scripts with human readable
commands to communicate with all the interfaces avail-
able.
Use Cases
Originally developed for a power monitor board
(HadShoPoMo) for HADES[1] the HadCon familiy
serves/will serve many different applications and collabo-
rations:
• HADES MDC/RPC detector controls - EPICS con-
trolled 1-wire devices: temperature sensors, switches,
ADCs.
• HADES RPC dectector - EPICS controlled CAN-
based gas system
• HADES RICH detector - EPICS monitored (10Hz)
current via internal ADC, in progress
• PANDA APFEL ASIC[2] - EPICS controlled, bit-
banged interface to the SPI-like APFEL ASIC, in
progress
• NeuLand, R3B[3] - Windows LabVIEW or EPICS
controlled I2C interface for TRIPLEX[6] front end
control, in progress
• FPGA projects
– Waveform Generator - FPGA based Waveform
Generator, controlled by the HadCon2’s API
– FPGA based 1-wire ADC - 6 channel, max.
12bit ADC to be accessed by 1-Wire protocol,
in progress.
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The GSI Event Driven TDC ASIC GET4 V1.23
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Figure 1: Die Picture of the GET4 ASIC.
Introduction
In the scientific report 2012[1] first results of the GET4
V1.10 ASIC the first fully equiped event driven TDC pro-
totype taped out in 2012 (see figure 1) are reported. The
excellent performance regarding timing precision was re-
ported but also some minor bugs are mentioned.
To fix these bugs in 2013 a second iteration was taped out
and tested. First results are presented in this report.
Logic Revision
Two faults of the read out logic have been found in GET4
V1.10[2]. A sync-flag in the epoch events was not set cor-
rectly and a setup and hold timing violation leads to data
errors in the 24 bit read out mode with data rates below
160 MBit/s. To clear these faults the struture of the 24 bit
serialiser was modified and the vhdl source code was cor-
rected. Tests of GET4 V1.23 have shown that the sync flag
now is set correctly and the 24 bit serialiser works correctly
at all data rates.
Process Variations
The main problem of GET4 V1.10 was caused by pro-
cess variation during the MPW run. The internal delays
were significantly larger than in simulation and in previous
ASICs. Figure 2 show the measurement results of a ring
oscillator with configurable length which is integrated on
the GET4 ASIC in comparison to simulation results in typ-
ical corner.
The measured cycle times of GET4 V1.10 as well as
of GET4 V1.23 are significantly larger than the simulated
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Figure 2: Measured and simulated cycle time of the internal
ring oscillator.
times. The increment per stage of cycle times of V1.10 is
about 6 % larger than that of V1.23. This unusual large
delay of V1.10 caused several problems in getting the DLL
into lock state as well as in data transfer from the TDC
core to the read out logic. These problems are discussed in
detail in [2]
To overcome the last mentioned problem a configurable
delay element was integrated in the data transfer clock
to adjust the clock phase for best fit with process speed.
An increase of core voltage by 10 % as it was needed for
operation of GET4 V1.10 is no longer required for GET4
V1.23.
Outlook
In the meantime also the TDC perfomance of GET4
V1.10 could be confirmed with GET4 V1.23. For detec-
tor tests with RPC timing detectors additional GET4 V1.23
ASICs will be bonded on PCBs to test the performance of
the GET4 TDC in the 2014 GSI beam time as well as in
long term cosmic tests.
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User interface for DABC
DABC [1] is general-purpose DAQ framework, devel-
oped in GSI since 2007 and used in different applications.
Because it cooperates with many other components (like
slow control systems, other DAQ systems, online analy-
sis), DABC requires a simple and flexible user interface
for monitoring and control. Decision was taken to eval-
uate web protocols for implementing a user interface via
normal web browser. As a starting point for development,
JSRootIO project was considered.
The JSRootIO project
The JSRootIO [2] project is a new development of
ROOT [3] team. Objects like histograms or graphs, stored
in binary ROOT files, can be read and displayed with all
modern web browsers. Usage of JavaScript allows to build
interactive and very informative graphical elements.
Several important improvements were done to increase
flexibility and usability of the JSRootIO graphics. A con-
text menu was implemented, where convenient commands
are provided: switch for lin/log axis, changing of draw
options, toggle statistic box. Drawing and update of his-
togram statistic box was implemented - it is especially im-
portant for the case when histogram content is regularly
updated. Also a significant performance improve (by fac-
tor 10) was achieved. At its present state JSRootIO al-
lows to insert JavaScript-base ROOT graphics in arbitrary
HTML page and provides look-and-feel of the original
ROOT graphics.
A main disadvantage of JSRootIO is that it works only
with ROOT files. This makes it difficult to use it for online
tasks, where many objects should be frequently updated.
HTTP server in DABC
Instead of creating temporary files for online monitor-
ing, one could provide specialized HTTP server delivering
objects data directly to the browser. Mongoose [4] embed-
dable web server was chosen as basis for implementing http
server in DABC. Mongoose implements basic web proto-
cols and via callback functions provides possibility to con-
struct user-defined response on the HTTP requests.
Specialized hierarchy of objects was introduced in
DABC, where different kinds of data can be registered.
Main aim of hierarchical organization - provide structural
access to user-defined data. One could compare this hier-
archy with file system - different sub-folders correspond to
different parts of a big system, and files represent some pa-
rameters or objects. As response on HTTP requests, DABC
server returns hierarchy descriptions (in XML files) or bi-
nary data from registered elements.
JavaScript code on the browser side interprets this hi-
erarchy description and creates tree view, seen on the left
side of Figure 1. On the right side of the web page selected
items are displayed. On the example figure these are his-
tograms, displayed using JSRootIO graphics. Also rateme-
ters and simple text output are supported. When monitoring
is enabled, object content (histograms, ratemeters) will be
updated regularly. It is possible to extend code for display-
ing of any user-defined kind of data.
As a result, HTTP server in very generic way provides
direct access to the information from arbitrary DABC-
based application. Such information can be explored, dis-
played and monitored in any modern web browser. No any
intermediate files are necessary.
Figure 1: Web interface for ROOT application
FastCGI interface in DABC
FastCGI [5] is a protocol for interfacing interactive pro-
grams with standard web servers (like Apache or lighttpd or
many others). Using FastCGI, one benefits from standard
software and could integrate online applications into exist-
ing web infrastructure. FastCGI server was implemented
for DABC and provides similar functionality as mongoose-
based http server.
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Monitoring of ROOT applications
The combination of DABC as web server and JavaScript
code in web browser allows to implement live monitoring
of arbitrary ROOT application. With a few function calls
any ROOT-based application can start HTTP server and
publish various objects like histograms or graphs. Figure 1
shows browser with several histograms, produced by run-
ning hsimple.C macro from ROOT tutorials.
In Go4 [6] production release 4.6.0, DABC-based HTTP
server is also provided. Without modifications any ex-
isting go4-based analysis can start a web server, where
all histograms, graphs, canvases and trees are available
for display. One can also browse parameters and events
objects members. Moreover, via a command interface
one could suspend/resume analysis execution or clear his-
tograms content by pressing button in the browser window.
Unified interface for many components
DABC provides flexible mechanisms to integrate differ-
ent kinds of data into the framework - it could be raw data
from front-ends, but also information from slow-control
systems. For instance, plugin for MBS [7] can retrieve both
raw lmd data and statistic information from arbitrary num-
ber of MBS nodes. Or FESA [8] plugin can acquire pres-
elected subset of records from accelerator control system.
Via unified HTTP interface all these kinds of information
can be provided to the user.
With HTTP server one could also control DABC ap-
plications and all its components. The user can define
commands, which are published via web interface in the
browser. Typical use-cases: start/stop file writing, toggle
logging mode, reset counters, and so on. Of course, all
these commands can be protected from unauthorized use.
DABC allows to run many agents (slave applications),
collecting information from different sources. HTTP
server, running on the master node, will provides seamless
access to data from all agents. This allows to build user
interface for distributed (running on many nodes) and het-
erogeneous (acquiring different kinds of information) sys-
tems.
Conclusion
The web interface in DABC provides a unified view
for data from many different frameworks like ROOT, Go4,
MBS, FESA or DABC itself; support for EPICS and DIM
is in development. Web interface could be used on many
computing devices and typically does not require any ad-
ditional software installations - just a normal web browser.
The developed interface can be directly used with arbitrary
Go4-based analysis; with minimal efforts it can be enabled
for any ROOT-based application. Current DABC version
2.6 with the web interface was released in November 2013
and is available on the project home page [9].
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POLAND - Low Current Profile Measurement Readout System
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Abstract
The development of a 32 channel readout system for
low-current profile measurements called POLAND (Profile
Acquisition Digitiser) was done in collaboration between
the Beam Instrumentation (LOBI) and the Experiment
Electronics (CSEE) departments. This electronic system is
capable to read out beam diagnostic devices like Secondary
Electron Monitor (SEM)-profile grids, Multi-Wire Propor-
tional Chambers (MWPC), Ionisation Chambers or similar
devices of the future FAIR accelerator system. Transverse
beam profiles with a time resolution down to the microsec-
ond range can be measured with POLAND.
After intensive tests with a prototype version in recent
years[1], the complete readout system, close to the final
version, has been built in 2013. It contains the current-to-
frequency converter units based on the QFW ASIC[2], the
logic unit based on an FPGA and an optical readout for
data transfer to a host PC, mounted all together in a 1U 19”
rack crate. The system is designed to be read out via FESA
or MBS, two standard data acquisition systems for FAIR.
Together with different diagnostic systems, POLAND was
tested in 2013 at different beam-tests at COSY and HIT.
The POLAND readout system
The developed hard- and software is described in [1]
and in detail in [3]. The main changes from the previous
version are: a compact but maintenance-friendly design,
higher time resolution during the beam pulse measurement,
and a daisy chain readout for easy expansion of the number
of readout channels. A photography of a POLAND readout
unit is shown in Fig. 1.
The system has been intensively tested in laboratories of
CSEE and LOBI. During this time the FPGA software has
been improved and further developed.
A first test under beam conditions was done in summer
2013 at COSY in Ju¨lich. Here the new electronics was used
for monitoring the 2 GeV proton beam. A significant im-
provement in beam analysis compared to existing systems
was achieved. Also the time-resolved beam profile was
measured to analyse the extraction structure of the COSY
beam. A typical 3D measurement of a time-resolved beam
profile is shown in Fig. 2.
Within a second beam test at HIT medical accelerator
facility in Heidelberg both the software improvements of
the readout system and the new detector components con-
nected to POLAND could be tested.
∗ s.loechner@gsi.de
Figure 1: Picture of a 32 channel readout system, includ-
ing the four QFW units (left side) and the FPGA logic unit
(middle). The complete system fits into a 1U 19” rack crate.
All connectors are on the back side.
Figure 2: Time-resolved vertical beam profile measured at
the 2013 COSY proton beam test. The beam extraction
time was 7s with an ”extra” short pulse at the end of the
extraction.
Outlook
From February 2014, the system will be tested with
various beam conditions at GSI experimental location
UNILAC UX2 and HTP (after SIS 18) with different tasks.
An important milestone will be the proton source accep-
tance test in summer at CEA/Saclay, France.
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Vacuum upgrade of the Heavy Ion
Synchrotron SIS18
The production of thin film coatings by means of mag-
netron sputtering facilities has been started at GSI in 2005,
in the context of the technical developments for the con-
struction of the Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research
(FAIR). In fact, to improve the beam lifetime and the beam
intensity of the existing heavy ion synchrotron (SIS 18) an
intensive programme for the vacuum upgrade was under-
taken and among the different measures the installation of
non-evaporable getter (NEG) coated pipes was considered.
The production of the thin film getter was carried out in
two cylindrical magnetron sputtering facilities described in
details in Ref.[1], and the thin film characterization was
performed by means of different techniques carried out at
GSI, in CERN, and at the Magdeburg University [2, 1].
During the upgrade shutdowns from 2006 to 2009 24
dipole magnet chambers, 11 long collimator chambers and
5 straight vacuum chambers were replaced by NEG coated
UHV chambers, which corresponds to app. 65% of the
SIS18 circumference. The commissioning of the upgraded
UHV system has been performed at the beginning of 2010
[3]: the acceleration and extraction of 2x1010U28+ ions,
which represents an intensity increase by a factor 100, was
realized. In addition the achievable U 28+ beam lifetime
(t) was strongly improved, from t < 1s before the UHV
upgrade, reaching about t = 11s after. During the mea-
surements no increase of pressure was observed [3].
Collaboration with International Institutes
The experience acquired in the last years in the field of
thin film coatings allowed the vacuum laboratory to carry
out coating also for other Institutes. Starting from 2011
in collaboration with the company FRIATEC AG, for ex-
ample, 6 ceramic chambers, elliptically shaped, were sput-
tered with a thin titanium layer to produce a required re-
sistivity for NSLS-II (BNL). The collaboration, which re-
sulted to be successfully, will proceed until the end of the
current year.
Additionally, collaboration with the University of Heidel-
berg, the University of Princeton, and Hamburg were es-
tablished in the last year, beside the support on the thin
film production provided to the GSI groups.
Thin film coatings for FAIR
In the frame of the FAIR accelerator complex, the use
of non-evaporable getter film is still under study. One
of the possible application is on the dipole magnet cham-
bers of the High Energy Storage Ring (HESR). The HESR,
which will be completely realized by the Forschungszen-
trum Ju¨lich (FZJ) is dedicated to strong interaction studies
with antiprotons in the momentum range between 1, 5 and
15 GeV/c [4].
The HESR dipole chambers, made by stainless steel, are
more than 4 meters long, have a circular cross section of
89mm, and are characterised by a 8, 2o bending angle. For
an easier integration of the dipole chambers into the sput-
tering system, a horizontal configuration of the facility is
foreseen, and a design modification of the existing mag-
netron sputtering system is already ongoing, as shwon in
Figure 1.
Figure 1: Drawing of the magnetron sputtering system,
which will be used for the NEG coating of the HESR dipole
chambers.
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The Cooling of the SuperFRS
In March and April, 2013, two technical review meetings
with R. Pengo, cryogenic expert from INFN, Italy and P.
Lebrun, cryogenic expert from CERN have been organized
by the cryogenic group CSCY at GSI on the issues mainly
concerning the local cryogenics for Super-FRS. The chal-
lenge of cooldown the huge mass up to 1400 tons cold iron
(cooldown enthalpy: about 112 GJ from 300 K to 4.5 K)
has been addressed as one of the most important features
of the Super-FRS local cryogenics. In order to reach a rea-
sonable cooldown time of 3 to 4 weeks, it turned out during
the cooldown calculation that a cooling power for Super-
FRS cooldown will be of similar capacity as for the large
ATLAS detector at CERN, the largest particle detector ever
been built in the world (with the cooldown enthalpy about
121 GJ from 300 K to 4.5 K for its 680 tons aluminium
alloy cold mass) [1]. Cryogenic engineering tells that the
precooling with LN2 is necessary for especially large cold
mass since approximately ≈ 80 % of the cool down load
is from 300K to 80K. The capacity of a LN2 precooler for
Super-FRS cooldown is specified at around 76 kW, which
is about 25 % more than the maximum capacity for AT-
LAS cooldown at CERN. The comparison has been done
in terms of the cooldown time predicted for the Super-FRS
and needed for the ATLAS detector to reach 4.5 K opera-
tion states.
CERN Magnet Testing
In the five meetings in series since May, 2013 at CERN
and at GSI with regards to the Super-FRS magnet test-
ing, the cryogenic group CSCY has provided substantial
supports in the planning of the cryogenic facility for the
testing at CERN in terms of magnet cooldown / warmup
limitations, LN2 precooler cooling power estimation, op-
eration conditions, interface definition, and magnet cryo-
stat protection against over-pressure (under different worst-
case scenarios, i.e., quench and insulation vacuum loss to
air), and corresponding safety device sizing and set pres-
sure choice according to European Standards as well as the
testing programme about cryogenic measurement. The op-
eration modes have been integrated into the flow scheme
design of the feedboxes for different magnet groups and
discussed with the experts from RIKEN in the fifth work-
shop on next generation Fragment Separator in Dec. 2013
in Japan. The operation experiences of the cryogenic and
magnet system in the Big-RIPS at RIKEN would help us to
∗FAIR@GSI PSP code: 2.4.12 and 2.14.8.1.1
determine certain important operation parameters both in
magnet testing and in the machine commissioning phases,
such as maximum allowed cooldown /warmup rates be-
tween 300 K and 100 K temperature range. The opera-
tion experience of the SAMURAI superconducting dipole
at RIKEN and the design experience of the Cyclotron Gas
Stopper under construction at MSU would help us to make
reasonable decision for the local cryogenics of the CBM
dipole to choose proper cooling technology, by a number
of small cryo-coolers or over cryogenic distribution from
large plant.
Local Cryogenics and Cryo Plant 1
The combination of the cryogenic distribution for low
energy branch and for the high energy cave into one branch
should ease the radiation protection design for the High
Energy Cave construction. The updated cryogenic distri-
bution branching into four sections over the branch box
makes potential staging of the Super-FRS construction pos-
sible. The concept for the 3D engineering design of the
feedboxes for all groups of magnets have been unified both
for the group of 3 long multiplets located in front of the
target area and the group of 3 short ones behind, and for
the rest multiplet groups as well. The 3D layout of the
feedbox for dipole groups has been redone in order to fulfil
the constraints at the bending sections of the tunnel. The
space constraint due to the limited tunnel height in front of
the target area has been eased with the updated installation
concept of the safety valves on the multiplet. The DMU
engineering check for the feedbox concept will be contin-
uing under the new layouts in the target region and in the
tunnel. The 3D layout of the cryogenic distribution trans-
fer line in the Super-FRS tunnel and the buildings would be
one of the next major tasks for 2014. In December 2013 a
technical study was placed at two suppliers for refrigerators
in order to get proposals for the best plant configuration in
terms of shield cooliong, 4 K cooling including liquifaction
for the current leads and cool down. For this study the heat
loads of the magnets and the local cryogenics were care-
fully rechecked and adapted to the present configuration.
The output of the study is expected for April 2014 and will
be the basis for the spezification of the cryo plant 1.
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